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PREFACE 
My interest in sedimentary rocks dates baclc to 1975 when I was associated with 
the Gondwana Research Group in the Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh. I was 
awarded Master of Philosophy (M.Phil.) and Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.), 
respectively in 1977 and 1980 on my research work related to the sedimentology of 
Early Permian Gondwana rocks from a group of small coalfields of eastern India. A 
thorough review of literature during Ph.D. studies, it was realized that the 
sedimentological data on Gondwana Formations of Peninsular India was not only 
limited but too much generalized as compared to other aspects of stratigraphy and 
paleontology. It was therefore the need of hour to study Gondwana Formations of 
Peninsular India sedimentologically and generate quantitative data related to facies 
analysis, paleocurrents, paleohydrology, petrography, and heavy minerals for a 
reappraisal of tectono-sedimentary evolution and paleogeography. 
Between July 1980 to Oct. 1982, I continued in the Aligarh Muslim University 
as post-doctoral Research Associate of the Department of Science and Technology, 
New Delhi. It was followed by an assignment of post-graduate teaching of Geology 
for a brief period at the University of Delhi. In the early 1983,1 joined as Lecturer in 
the post-graduate Department of Geology, Dharm Samaj College, Aligarh, affiliated 
to Dr. B. R. Ambedkar University, Agra. I stayed in this Department for about 
quarter century, and than migrated to the Department of Geology, Sri Jai Narain Post 
Graduate College, Lucknow, affiliated to the University of Lucknow. I am 
continuing my endeavor of teaching sedimentology and conducting research on the 
Gondwana Formations of India. 
The early 1989 came as a turning point when I was invited as 'Visiting 
Fellow' to join Australian Plate Research Group, School of Earth Sciences, 
Macquarie University, N.S.W., Australia. Between 1989 and 1994, the 
sedimentological data of Peninsular Gondwana succession generated by me, the co-
workers and other researchers was re-examined, analysed and interpreted within the 
framework of Gondwanaland and Pangea. My concluding visit of Macquarie in 1994 
resulted in the publication of Geological Society of America Memoir, No. 187, 1995. 
In the fall of 2006 I was invited as 'Visiting Professor' in the Department of 
Geosciences, Osaka City University, Japan and shared my experience of Gondwana 
sedimentation and paleogeography with the Japanese geoscientists. 
Research is a continuous process. It produces more problems than solutions. 
Following Ph.D. work in 1980, I extended my studies through space and time in 
almost all the Gondwana basins of Peninsular India. The present manuscript is the 
outcome of my 35 years of continuous research on Gondwana Formations of 
Peninsular India. I hope it should provide guidelines for future research to me and 
other interested geoscientists in this country and abroad. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The term Gondwana, adopted from ancient kingdom of Dravidian Gonds in 
central India, and was introduced in geological literature in a manuscript report by 
Meddlicott in 1872. Thereafter the geological mapping of Permian coalfields was 
completed in about six decades and published as 'Lower Gondwana Coalfields' 
(Fox, 1934). The more elaborated account of Gondwana stratigraphy and its 
geological and geographical distribution in Peninsular and extra-Peninsular India 
was included in 'Geology of India and Burma' (Pascoe, 1959). Undoubtedly this 
monumental work provided the framework of Gondwana geology in India, and 
attracted the attention of subsequent researchers, in as much as it is a widely referred 
text as of today. Robinson (1967) presented a comprehensive review of Gondwana 
geology of India and its paleogeographic implications. 
The Gondwana basins of Peninsular India occur as outliers in unclassified 
Archean/Proterozoic basement, largely confined to three linear belts of Koel-
Damodar valley of eastern India, Son-Mahanadi valley of east-central India, and 
Pranhita-Godavari and Satpura valleys of south-central India (Figure,!). In extra-
Peninsular India, a linear belt of Gondwana rocks occur along the outer fringe of 
northeastern Himalayas. The Gondwana succession of Peninsular India with a 
cumulative thickness of about 5.5 km ranges from Permo-Carboniferous to Early 
Cretaceous. These sediments are, by and large, continental clastic facies comprising 
glacial and glacigene sediments at the base followed by coal measures in middle and 
red beds at top. Besides minor marine ingression in the lower part the entire 
Gondwana sequence is of fluvial origin. 
Till three quarters of nineteenth century, the generalizations were made 
regarding Late Paleozoic Gondwana Formations specially the basal glacial beds and 
overlying coal measures. The early paleogeographic models were largely based on 
the outcrop patterns, broad depositional environments, and the available biotic 
contents. These models definitely needed suitable testing and modifications in light 
of modern sedimentological data. The sedimentological studies of Gondwana 
Formations of Peninsular India began between 1960-1970, which incorporated 
regional synthesis of Early Permian coal measures sequences. However, little 
attention was paid to study the overlying formations specially the Mesozoic 
Gondwana sediments. Till than the more reliable techniques such as facies analysis 
and paleocurrent, and paleohydrology became powerful tools in the analysis and 
interpretation of sedimentary basins in different parts of world. In addition, the 
application of statistical models in the study of sedimentary successions added a new 
dimension in the basin analysis and paleogeography. The author had the opportunity 
of analyzing and interpreting the Gondwana Formations of Peninsular India 
quantitatively utilizing similar methods of sedimentary basin analysis including the 
application of statistical models as and where desired. These studies provided 
quantitative database and also raised doubts on some of the earlier generalizations. 
The present manuscript summarises author's contributions on the 
sedimentology of Gondwana Formations of Peninsular India (Please see Appendix 
No. 1, Publications from 1-42, which have been referred as serial number in the 
text). The data so generated is discussed under chapters on 'Gondwana 
Stratigraphy', 'Permian Gondwana Coal Basins', 'Mesozoic Gondwana Basins', 
'Gondwana Paleogeography', 'Gondwanaland Reconstruction', 'Miscellaneous 
Contributions', 'Emerging Problems', and 'Conclusions'. 
FOX, C. S. (1934) The Lower Gondwana coalfields of India. Geological Survey of India, Memoir 59, 
338 p. 
PASCOE, E. H. (1968) A manual of geology of India and Burma. Government of India Press, 
Calcutta, V. 2, p. 485-1338. 
ROBINSON, P. L. (1967) The Indian Gondwana formations - A review. In, Amos, A. J., ed., 
Gondwana Stratigraphy, International Union of Geological Sciences Symposium, Buenos 
Aires, Paris, United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation, p. 201-268. 
Figure 1: Gondwana basins of Peninsular India. 
Chapter - 1 
GONDWANA STRATIGRAPHY 
The Gondwana stratigraphy of Peninsular India was initially described as the 
thick pile of "deposits of conglomerate, sandstone, shale and coal measures of 
fluviatile and laccustrine origin ranging in age from Middle Carboniferous to Upper 
Jurassic" (Fox, 1931). Similar terrestrial sedimentary deposits were soon recognized 
from several parts of southern hemisphere and the term Gondwana expanded 
geographically. The distantly placed continents with much the same lithological and 
floral-faunal characters together constituted Gondwanaland. In view of the vast 
occurrence of sub bituminous coal, a prime source of energy in the Early and Late 
Permian, the Gondwana Formations of Peninsular India not only attracted the 
attention of geoscientists in this, country, but also remained the focus of geoscientific 
research all over the world. 
Following the pioneer efforts of early workers (Fox, 1931, 1934; Pascoe, 1959), 
the Gondwana stratigraphy has been re-examined, remapped and redefined time to 
time. As of today, it is conventionally regarded as a succession of largely 
continental elastics from Late carboniferous/Early Permian to Early Cretaceous with 
floral elements represented successively by Glossopteris, Dicrodium and 
Ptillophyllum dominated assemblages . Diagnostic features of Gondwana Formations 
are given in table 1. Among these the Talchir (latest Carboniferous), and Karharbari 
and Barakar (Early Permian) Formations are widespread in all areas of Gondwana 
basins. The overlying Barren Measures (Middle), Raniganj (Late Permian), and 
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Panchet (Early Triassic) Formations are less extensive and named differently in 
different areas because of slight lateral facies variation. Among the post Early 
Triassic, only the Supra-Panchet (Late Triassic) Formation has the wide extent; the 
other younger formations of Jurassic-Early Cretaceous are restricted to the Pranhita-
Godavari valley basin of south-central India. 
The lowermost Talchir Formation lies non-conformably/unconformably on 
unclassified Archean/Proterozoic basement. It is distinctly green comprised of 
generally thin stratified tillite, which is locally massive, associated with 
conglomerate, sandstone, interbedded fine sandstone-siltstone and shale (rhythmite), 
and shale. The succeeding Karharbari Formation overlies Talchir gradationally or 
overlaps it to rest on basement. It is made-up of basal clast supported conglomerate, 
succeeded by multistory and multilateral coalescing channel bodies of pebbly coarse 
and medium grained sandstone, and at the top fining-upward cycles surmounted by 
coal. The overlying Barakar Formation covers both the underlying formations to rest 
on basement. It is uniformly composed of fining upward cycles of coarse to medium 
grained sandstone, interbedded fine sandstone or siltstone, carbonaceous shale and 
coal. The Middle Permian Barren Measures/Pali/Motur/Lower Kamthi gradationally 
succeeds Barakar and consists repetitive cycles of coarse to medium grained 
channel-like cross-bedded sandstone interbedded with siltstone and ironstone shale, 
deposited in meandering streams. It is distinct by absence of coal and occurrence of 
phosphorite, locally. The overlying Raniganj Formation occurs gradationally above 
Barren Measures, and signifies return of coal. The Raniganj sediments are made up 
of fining upward cycles of coarse to medium grained sandstone, interbedded fine 
grained sandstone-siltstone, carbonaceous shale, and coal, like the Barakar, and 
attributed deposition to meandering streams, and locally braided in the lower part. 
The Early Triassic Panchet Formation rests conformably/disconformably upon 
Late Permian. In the Koel-Damodar valley area of eastern India, it is composed of 
interbedded sandstone and shale. The sandstone is more micaceous and arkosic, 
whereas the shale is red and green. The lateral facies variant of Panchet in Satpura 
basin, central India in the west is dominantly arenaceous enclosing channel-like, 
multistory and multilateral, coarse to medium grained sandstone more than the 
interbedded shale. The Middle Triassic represents non-deposition and deformation 
in eastern India, and is marked by argillaceous facies more than sandstone in Satpura 
and Pranhita-Godavari basins. The Late Triassic Supra-Panchet/Mahadeva sediments 
overlie older formations with angular unconformity in eastern India, and 
disconformities in other parts. It is dominantly arenaceous and was deposited by 
rejuvenated braided streams. The overlying Early Jurassic Kota Formation (fluvial-
laccustrine) occurs in the Pranhita-Godavari of south-central India comprising 
coarse to medium grained sandstone, occasionally calcareous, shale and limestone 
beds, specially in upper part. The younger Gondwana Formations of Late 
Jurassic/Early Cretaceous are restricted, likewise in the Pranhita-Godavari valley, 
and also in the Satpura basin. These rocks occur unconformably on Permian-Triassic 
succession, rudaceous in nature, and represent deposition by alluvial fans . 
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Massive matrix supported conglomerate, Coarse to medium 
cross-bedded sandstone, red shale. 
Top : limestone and calcareous shale; middle; red mudstone; 
base; sandstone with pebbles of banded chert. 
Alternating pebbly coarse cross bedded sandstone and red 
mudstone. 
Medium to coarse sandstone with micaceous mudstone mottled 
in violet and red; distinguished from Pali and Tiki Formations by 








Pebbly to conglomerate coarse sandstone with ferruginous 
siltstone and clay beds. Same as Supra-Panchet Formation but 
with rare carbonaceous shales. 
Red mudstone and sandstone. 
Red and green mudstone with lenses of sandstone, in places 




Sandstone, minor shale 
Coarse sandstone with red clay. 
Red or green mudstone. 






Interbedded sandstone and shale, distinguished from the 
underlying formations by its characteristic red and green shale, 
more micaceous and arkosic sand stone, and the absence of 
carbonaceous shale and coal. 
Interbedded chocolate to green shale and sandstone. 
Coarse white corsbedded sandstone with layers of pebbles. 
Coarse argillaceous sandstone with abundant quartz and 
quartzite pebbles in the upper part, and brick-red siltstone. 







A return to the style of deposition of the Barakar Formation : 
fining-upward cycles of coarse to medium sandstone, 
interbedded with fine sandstone or siltstone and carbonaceous 
shale, and coal. 
Green to reddish shale and while sandstone with interbedded 
coals. 
Barren Measures redbeds. 
Grayish-white calcareous sandstone and coal. 
Sandstone, carbonaceous shale, and coal. 
Barren Measures Repetitions of channel-shaped cross bedded coarse to medium 
sandstone inter bedded with siltstone and ironstone shale; no 
coal. 
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M Lower Pali 
Motur 
Red-brown clay and sandstone with carbonaceous shale. 
Coarse sandstone with occasional clays and calcareous nodules. 
Barakar Fining - upward cycles of coarse to medium sandstone 
interbedded with fine sandstone or siltstone and carbonaceous 
shale, and coal. 
N 
Karharbari Top : fining-upward cycles surmounted by coal middle : 
multistory and multilateral coalescing channel-shaped bodies of 
pebbly coarse and medium sand stone; base : clast supported 
conglomerate. 
Talchir Tillite associated with conglomerate and sandstone, interbedded 
with rhythmite (fine sandstone-sihstone and shale) and greenish 
shale. In places, the rhythmite contains ripple-and flaser-
bedding, in others dropstone; in others again, it contains 
turbidites deposited by underflow in lakes. 
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The author's main contributions in the Gondwana stratigraphy include the 
comments on the nature of Permian-Triassic boundary, the reappraisal of the Bagra 
Formation of Satpura basin, central India, and stratigraphic classification as follow: 
1. It is suggested that the Permian-Triassic boundary in Gondwana stratigraphy of 
Peninsular India represents tectonic discordance and uplifts (riftogenesis) (30). 
Similar event has been reported in other parts of East Gondwana sector and in 
African rift basins (Veevers et al. 1994; Visser and Praelcelt, 1996). 
2. The Late Triassic age for Bagra Formation of Satpura basin, central India 
assigned by Crookshank (1936) has been doubted. Field evidences including 
sedimentary characters have suggested a substantial break in sedimentation after the 
deposition of Middle to Late Triassic Denwa Formation of Satpura basin. Central 
India. Hence the succeeding Bagra Formation overlies Denwa Formation 
unconformably. Its conformable stratigraphic relationship with the overlying 
Jabalpur Formation of unequivocal Early Cretaceous age implies Late Jurassic/Early 
Cretaceous age of Bagra Formation of Satpura basin, Central India (15). 
3. The existing two- or three fold divisions of Gondwana stratigraphy of Peninsular 
India were based on litho- and bio-stratigraphy (Pascoe, 1959, Sastry et al, 1979). It 
is proposed that the Gondwana stratigraphy of Peninsular India should also be 
classified considering tectono-sedimentary provinces including sedimentary facies, 
paleoslope, depositional models, texture and composition of sandstone bodies, and 
assembly and fragmentation of Greater India from Gondwanaland (33, 34). 
Accordingly, the Gondwana stratigraphy of Peninsular India is subdivided into 
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Early, Main and Late Gondwana facies, respectively corresponding to glacial, 
braided-meandering fluvial, and alluvial fans. 
CROOKSHANK, H. (1936) The geology of the northern slopes of the Satpuras between the Morand 
and Sher rivers. Memoir, Geological Survey of India, v. 66 (2), p. 217-218. 
FOX, C. S. (1931) The Gondwana system and related formations. Memoir, Geological Survey of 
India, v. 58, 241 p. 
SASTRY, M. V. A., ACHARYYA, S. K., SHAH, S. C, SATSANGI, P. P., GHOSH, S. C. AND 
SINGH, GOPAL. (1979) Classification of Indian Gondwana sequence - A reappraisal. In: 
Laskar, B, and Raja-Rao, C. S., eds., Fourth Internationa! Gondwana Symposium, India: 
Hindustan Publishing Corporation, Delhi, v. 2, p. 502-510. 
VEEVERS, J. J., CONAGHAN, P. J. and SHAW, S. E. (1994) Turning point in Pangean environment 
history at the Permian-Triassic (P/Tr.) boundary. In Klein, G. D. (Ed.) Pangea: Paleoclimate, 
Tectonics and Sedimentation during Accretion, Zenith and Break-up of a Supercontinent. 
Geol. Soc. America, Spec. Paper, v. 288, p. 187-196. 
VISSER, J. N. J. and PRAEKELT, H. E. (1996) Subduction, mega-sheer systems and Late Paleozoic 
basin development in the African segment of Gondwana. Geol. Rundsch., v. 85, p. 632-646. 
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Chapter - II 
PERMIAN GONDWANA COAL BASINS 
Among the Late Carboniferous/Early Permian-Early Cretaceous Gondwana 
stratigraphy of Peninsular India, the Permian coal basins have attracted more 
geoscientific investigations because of associated energy resources. These coal 
basins have been the subject matter of continued research by the host of academic 
institutions in this country and abroad. Most of these studies were focused on the 
litho- and bio- stratigraphy with little attention on the sedimentological 
observations. Moreover, the early sedimentological studies were not only of limited 
extent but also too much generalized and subjective. Therefore, the basic problems 
related to sedimentation and paleogeography of these fluvial Permian Gondwana 
coal basins remained unresolved. The author had the privilege of collecting and 
analyzing sedimentological data of Permian coal-bearing successions with respect to 
paleocurrents and paleoslope (1, 2, 6, 20, 22, 27, 28, 31, 38) paleohydrology (6, 16, 
37), facies analysis and cyclic characters ( 3, 5, 6, 7, 11, 25, 31, 39, 41) origin and 
evolution of coal swamps (6, 8, 40), and composition and location of provenance (9, 
10, 13, 29, 42). The field data so collected was analyzed quantitatively using 
statistical models as and where applicable. Integrated field and quantitative results 
provided basis for interpretation of fluvial facies models, and their tectono-
paleogeographic implications 
The paleocurrent studies of Early Permian Gondwana sequence from a group of 
small coalfields of eastern India were included in my Ph.D. thesis (Kindly see 
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enclosure on summary of Ph. D. thesis-Appendix 111). In the publications in 
subsequent years, the activities were expanded in space and time in widely 
separated Permian Gondwana coal basins of eastern, central and south-central India. 
Based on the large number of measurements and mapping of primary sedimentary 
structures, specially the trough cross beds, the paleocurrents were statistically 
deduced. Detailed paleocurrent studies in isolated coalfields, and regionally across 
the Gondwana master basins of Koel-Damodar, Son-Mahanadi, Pranhita-Godavari 
and Satpura yielded that the given Permian sediments were deposited in 
northwesterly slopping paleovalleys through space and time in widely separated 
areas (14, 18, 34). The orientation of small channel sandstone bodies further 
supported the above conclusions (26). In addition, the preferred orientation of plant 
fossils from many coalfield areas and their definite relationship with the 
paleocurrents implies drifting of plant debris during Permian Gondwana 
sedimentation. Significant conclusions of paleocurrent studies can be summarized 
as: 
1. The northwesterly flowing streams deposited Permian Gondwana sediments 
through time and space in widely separated areas of Peninsular India. 
2. A slight swing in mean paleocurrents from northwest to north and northeast, 
locally in eastern and south-central India is indicated and interpreted as 
corresponding shift in depositional axis due to syn-depositional tectonic uplifts along 
basin margins. 
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3. The extension of Permian coal basins in the downslope areas presently occupied 
by Deccan Trap is suggested on the basis of northwesterly paleoslope during 
Permian sedimentation. 
4. The consistency of northwesterly paleocurrents during Permian sedimentation in 
Pranhita-Godavari valley and widely separated Yellandu outlier (Singareni 
coalfield) in the west is suggestive of wide lateral extent of Gondwana master basins 
than their existing limits. 
5. The northwesterly paleoslope in the Early Permian Barakar rocks of southern 
Pranhita-Godavari valley, south India ruled out the possibility of paleohighland 
(Mailaram High) in the downslope area as postulated by early workers. It is therefore 
a new interpretation concerning the paleotectonics of Gondwana sedimentation. 
6. The close conformity of northwesterly paleocurrents and NW-SE structural trends 
of Son-Mahanadi and Pranhita-Godavari valleys should implies rift valley filling 
atleast during Permian sedimentation. 
7. The southeasterly and southerly-situated provenance of Permian Gondwana coal 
basins is deciphered on the basis of dominant paleocurrents. 
8. Preferred orientation of elongate plant fossils and their definite relation with the 
paleoslope is suggestive of (a) deposition of fine elastics in overbank levee areas, 
and (b) drifted origin of Indian coal deposits. 
9. The current vector variability of depositing streams indicated progressive change 
in channel patterns from rejuvenated braided streams at the onset of Early Permian 
to meandering streams through space and time. 
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The northwesterly and northerly paleoslope during Permian Gondwana 
sedimentation of Peninsular India is widely recognized and accepted in global 
paleogeographic reconstructions (Kent, 1991; Lisker, 2004). 
The above inferences regarding the stream channel patterns of Permian rivers 
were further strengthened by quantitative estimates of paleochannel morphology and 
paleohydrology from selected areas (6, 16, 37). The quantitative data so computed 
for paleochannel morphology and paleohydrology corroborate with that of field 
measurements (26). It is concluded that the Permian Gondwana rivers underwent 
channel metamorphosis from low sinuous (braided) to highly sinuous (meandering) 
as sedimentation progressed from Early to Late Permian through time and in space 
from proximal (SE) to distal (NW) parts. 
Although, the significance of sedimentary facies was realized more than a 
century ago by Johannes Walther (1894), but it was remained unpopular in analyzing 
sedimentary successions till the middle of nineteenth century and since than it 
became a powerful tool of sedimentary basin analysis (Middleton, 1973). The similar 
sedimentological method of facies analysis has been appHed to study the Permian 
Gondwana successions of Peninsular India Gondwana basins (3, 6, 7, 20, 22, 27, 31). 
These successions were subdivided into number of sedimentary facies on the basis of 
sedimentary structures and mean grain size of sediments. Each facies was studied for 
its geometry, and lateral and vertical relationships from Early, Middle and Late 
Permian sequences of many coalfield areas. The data so collected, particularly on 
vertical relationships of facies was analysed statistically. 
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Precise fluvial facies models were structured based on vertical facies 
relationships, paleocurrents, paleohydrology and other sedimentary characters 
separately for the Early, Middle and Late Permian sediments of Peninsular India (6, 
7, 20, 22) 
The provenance reconstruction including the composition and location of source 
rocks on one hand, and the relief, tectonism and climate on the other is a very 
important aspect of sedimentary basin analysis. Indeed, not much data is available on 
these lines from Permian sediments of Peninsular India, except to that of Suttner and 
Dutta (1986) and Dutta and Suttner (1986), locally from Raniganj coalfield of 
eastern India. The petrological studies including heavy mineral analysis of 
Gondwana sandstones carried out by the author and co-workers (9, 10, 13, 29, 32, 
42) in parts of eastern, central and south-central India yielded significant 
conclusions as: 
1. The Permian Gondwana sandstones are immature to submature, arkosic and lithic 
arenites and wackes. However, a slight increase in sediment maturity is indicated in 
the Late Permian. 
2. The heavy mineral species do not show much variation in their types through 
space and time, though the relative amounts of various heavy minerals vary. 
3. The mineralogical studies of light fraction supported by heavy minerals have 
suggested the mixed composition of provenance of Permian Gondwana sandstones 
comprising acid igneous rocks, low to medium grade metamorphic rocks, and small 
contribution from basic rocks. Reworked Early Permian sedimentary rocks also 
contributed partly in the Late Permian and younger sediments. 
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Mathematical Models of Permian Coal Measures 
The application of statistical models has added a new dimension in the analysis 
and interpretation of sedimentary successions in recent years. The quantitative results 
so obtained not only substantiate field observations, but also provide simple 
interpretations of underlying geological processes which may be overlooked. In view 
of the above, it was realized to study Permian Gondwana coal basins of India using 
mathematical models, such as Markov chain and Entropy function (3, 6, 36, 41), 
Cluster analysis (25), Linear regression and correlation coefficients (8, 11), and 
Principal Component Analysis (40). Most of these analytical tools are applied by the 
author first time in the analysis of Permian Gondwana coal measures. The significant 
conclusions derived out of above statistical models are as follows: 
1. The Permian Gondwana coal measures of Peninsular India are characterized by 
two types of fining upward fluvial cycles through space and time as: coarse to 
medium grained sandstone -> interbedded fine grained sandstone/siltstone -shale -> 
shale -> coal-^ sandstone (asymmetrical); and coarse to medium grained sandstone 
-> interbedded fine grained sandstone/siltstone-shale -> shale -> coal-> shale 
(symmetrical). 
2. The asymmetrical cycles are generally associated with the successions, which 
abounds in sandstone, where as the symmetrical cycles, characterized by subequal 
proportions of sandstone, shale and coal. 
3. The asymmetrical coal-bearing cycles are attributed to frequent lateral shift of 
braid bars and associated subenvironments in low sinuous (braided), and the 
symmetrical cycles to slow and gradual channel wandering across the alluvial plain 
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of meandering stream systems. However, the thicker coal-bearing cycles (20m or 
more) enclosing laterally extensive coal beds may have formed due to differential 
rate of subsidence of constituent lithologies. 
4. The linear relationship between constituent lithologies i.e. sandstone, shale and 
coal as well as greater positive correlation coefficients between them provided 
quantitative data in terms of differential subsidence of Permian Gondwana 
successions in space and time. 
5. The principal component analysis of Early Permian coal measures corroborated 
above interpretations. In addition, the study also suggested that coal forming swamps 
grew in abandoned channels and distal levees of braided, and extensive flood planes 
of the meandering stream systems. 
DUTTA, P. K. AND SUTTNER, L. J. (1986) Alluvial sandstone composition and paleoclimates, II: 
Authigenic mineralogy. Journal of Sedimentary Petrology, v. 56, p. 346-358. KENT, R. 
(1991) Lithospheric uplift in eastern Gondwana: Evidence for a long-lived mantle plume 
system ? Geology, v. 9, p. 19-23. 
LISKER, F. (2004) The evolution of the geothermai gradient from Lambert graben and Mahanadi 
basin - A contribution to the Indo-Antarctic fit. Gondwana Research, v. 7, p. 363-373. 
MIDDLETON (1973) Johannes Walther's Law of the correlation of facies. Bulletin,Geological 
Society of America, v. 84, p. 979-988. 
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Chapter - III 
MESOZOIC GONDWANA BASINS 
In comparison to the underlying Permian coal basins, the Mesozoic Gondwana 
successions of Peninsular India (Early Triassic to Early Cretaceous) are less 
widespread. These sediments have been studied for stratigraphy and fossil contents, 
but no sufficient data on sedimentary facies and paleoslopes was available. 
Consequently, our understanding of depositional models and sedimentary evolution 
of 'Gondwana Supergroup' (Late Paleozoic-Mesozoic) of Peninsular India as a 
whole and their bearing on paleogeography was far from complete. The author took 
lead in analyzing sedimentary facies (15, 19, 20, 35), paleocurrents (19, 20, 24, 26, 
35) and paleochannel characteristics (35) of Mesozoic Gondwana rocks in different 
parts of Peninsular India . 
Permian -Triassic Boundary (250 Ma): 
The Permian to Triassic transition is studied in marine fossiliferous 
successions at several places in extra-Peninsular region. However, the nature of P/Tr 
boundary was not so well analysed in the continental elastics of Peninsular India 
Gondwana basins. The disappearance of coal in favor of red beds in the Early 
Triassic Formations of Peninsular Gondwana basins evidenced climatic changes, 
which are also reflected in the corresponding sedimentary assemblage. On the basis 
of sedimentary characters including facies and paleocurrents from almost all parts of 
Mesozoic Gondwana basins of Peninsular India, it is concluded that: 
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1. There is a sudden increase in the bulk amount of sandstone as well as appearance 
of pebble beds every where in the Early Triassic. 
2. The mean paleocurrents, which were directed towards northwest in the Late 
Permian recorded shifting towards north and northeast in the overlying Early Triassic 
formation. 
3. The above features clearly indicate corresponding increase in the relief of source 
highlands due to riftogenesis close to Permian- Triassic boundary (30 ). 
By and large, the successive Mesozoic formations from Triassic up to Early 
Cretaceous also became more and more restricted in aerial extent. The Triassic 
formations occur in most Gondwana basins occupying central and / or marginal parts 
of major basins. The overlying Jurassic and Cretaceous have very limited 
distributions in central India and along the eastern and southern margins of Pranhita-
Godavari basin. Apart from climatic changes, the Mesozoic sediments represent the 
closing phase of Gondwana basin sedimentation in Peninsular India and may bear 
signatures of fragmentation of Greater Indian from Gondwanaland. In view of the 
above, the author has generated adequate sedimentological data of Mesozoic 
succession for sedimentary facies, paleocurrents and paleoslopes, paleochannel 
morphology and paleohydrology, and heavy minerals to interpret depositional 
models, and tectono-sedimentary evolution as follows: 
The Mesozoic sediments superimpose Permian Gondwana coal basins with 
tectonic discordance close to P/Tr boundary in most areas (30). Unlike the gross 
uniformity in lithofacies composition of Permian formations in widely separated 
basins, the Triassic exhibits variation in lithofacies composition. The Early Triassic 
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is composed of about 55 % of coarse to medium grained channel to sheet-like 
sandstone bodies, and the rest 45 % sheet-like shale beds, which are also 
interbedded with fine grained sandstone in places (Koel-Damodar basin of eastern 
India). However, in the central and south-central India basins of Satpura and 
Pranhita-Godavari, the Early Triassic is made up of about 85 % of very coarse to 
coarse and medium grained channel shaped and multistory sandstone bodies with 
subordinate and lens like shale up to 15 %. The Middle Triassic represents non-
deposition and deformation in eastern India basins, and marked by dominantly 
argillaceous facies (about 60 % shale and rest 40 % sandstone) in central and south-
central India (24). The Late Triassic formations are uniformly characterized by about 
85 % of very coarse to coarse and medium grained channel and multistory sandstone 
in all the Gondwana basins. Indeed, the Late Triassic represents the top in many 
areas of eastern and central India basins. The Jurassic sediments are poorly 
developed in the central and southern and eastern margins of Pranhita-Godavari 
basin of south-central India. Thin limestone bands (freshwater) are conspicuous in 
these sediments. The Early Cretaceous formation is even less aerially extensive. It is 
characterized by appearance of graben facies of matrix supported conglomerate more 
than clast supported, coarse to medium grained sandstone, and red shale, and bears 
signature of rift-drift succession in pull-apart basin setting. These sedimentary 
characters including lithofacies composition and their relative abundance through 
space and time in Mesozoic succession are interpreted in terms of tectono-
sedimentary events during Mesozoic Gondwana sedimentation (24, 30, 33, 34). 
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Paleocurrent studies based on cross-dip azimuths of trough cross-beds and that 
of erosional channel sandstone bodies (7, 14, 19, 20, 24, 26, 30, 35) indicate 
consistently northwesterly-directed paleoslopes in Triassic and Jurassic, similar to 
that of underlying Permian. However, a slight swing towards northeast is recorded in 
Early Triassic in parts of eastern India basins. The Early Cretaceous Formation 
significantly records complete reversal of paleoslopes which was directed from 
northwest to southeast (15,18, 34). The northwesterly paleoslope during Permian-
Triassic-Early Jurassic Gondwana sedimentation is a inherited feature of Indian 
Peninsular shield, and has also been recorded from the Late Proterozoic formations 
in central India (17). The above reversal in long lived paleoslope is , therefore a 
significant tectonic event and coincide with the fragmentation and drifting of Greater 
India from east Gondwanaland (33, 34). Significant conclusions of paleocurrent 
studies are: 
(1) The Mesozoic Gondwana sediments of Peninsular India were deposited in 
northwesterly slopping paleovalleys superposing Permian coal basins throughout 
Triassic and continued in Jurassic. These paleovalleys should have extended in 
downslope areas of central India as shown in paleogeography of this region (19). 
(2) The slight swing in mean paleoslope towards north and northeast in Early 
Triassic of eastern India and appearance pebble beds are indications of 
corresponding uplifts (riftogenesis) close to Permian-Triassic boundary (30). 
(3) The current vector variability suggests moderately sinuous (mixed load) to 
meandering (suspended load) stream pattern for Early Triassic sediments of eastern 
India, and low sinuous (bed load) pattern for coeval Early Triassic of central, and 
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south-central India, and Late Triassic sediments in most places as well overlying 
Jurassic. The Middle Triassic as and where present represents meandering 
(suspended load) to laccustrine conditions. 
(4) The Late Jurassic and Early Cretaceous formations show complete reversal of 
paleoslope and represent alluvial fan facies (30, 34). 
The paleochannel and paleohydrological parameters indicate moderately 
sinuous (mixed load) stream patterns during Early Triassic sedimentation in eastern 
India and low sinuous (bed load) in coeval Triassic in central India. It implies 
corresponding increase in the paleoslopes perhaps due to tectonic uplifts in the 
source highlands (35). Following Middle Triassic non-deposition and deformation in 
some areas, the Late Triassic and overlying less widely occurring Jurassic also 
witnessed low sinuous (bed Load) stream deposition suggesting further raised 
topography in the source highlands to the south and southeast (34). 
Heavy mineral analysis of Permian-Triassic and Jurassic-Early Cretaceous 
sandstones in different parts of Pranhita-Godavari basin of south-central India 
resulted in the comprehensive data on texture and composition of heavy mineral 
suites. Indeed, there is not much variation in the composition of heavy mineral 
species, though their relative amount is variable through time in successive 
Gondwana formations (32). The study is suggestive of acid igneous rocks, low to 
medium grade metamorphic rocks, and subordinate amount of basic rocks as well as 
pre-existing sedimentary rocks in the provenance of Mesozoic Gondwana. 
The significant findings of Mesozoic Gondwana succession of Peninsular 
India based on integrated sedimentological studies by the author are: 
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(1) The Mesozoic Gondwana basins superpose Permian coal basins with slight 
discordance locally in parts of eastern and central India. 
(2) The northwesterly paleoslope, a well-established feature of underlying Permian 
Gondwana sediments, remains the.same throughout Triassic and Early Jurassic, with 
local variations towards north and northeast in eastern India. However, complete 
reversal of paleoslope directed towards southeast is recorded during Late Jurassic 
and Early Cretaceous sedimentation. 
(3) The Mesozoic sediments represent deposition by meandering streams (Early 
Triassic), meandering streams and laccustrine environment (Middle Triassic), 
braided streams (Late Triassic and Jurassic), and alluvial fans (Late Jurassic/Early 
Cretaceous). However, braided streams deposited the Early Triassic Pachmarhi 
Formation of Satpura basin. Central India. 
(4) The Gondwana sedimentation ceased following the deposition of Late Triassic/ 
Early Jurassic in most areas. The overlying Late Jurassic/Early Cretaceous peripheral 
sediments are examples of pull-apart basins enclosing rift-drift successions. 
To sum up, the Mesozoic Gondwana succession of Peninsular India definitely 
bears the signatures of syn- and post-depositional rifting. The study demonstrated 
three tectonic events during Mesozoic Gondwana sedimentation, close to Permian-
Triassic boundary (I), Middle to Late Triassic (II), and Late Jurassic/Early 
Cretaceous (III), respectively. The existing disposition of Gondwana basins as 
grabens and half-grabens is largely the result of post depositional rifting in Late 
Jurassic/Early Cretaceous. 
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Chapter - IV 
GONDWANA PALEOGEOGRAPHY 
The early workers must be credited for paleogeographlc reconstruction of 
Gondwana succession of Peninsular India based on the then existing geological data 
(Fox, 1931; Gee, 1932; Pascoe, 1959). With the advancements in the geological 
tools, subsequent workers redefined Gondwana paleogeography based on outcrop 
distribution pattern, regional structures, biotic contents, and broad depositional 
environments (Robinson, 1967; Casshyap, 1979). These reconstructions were, by and 
large, similar to the earlier proposals, though supported by more data, but had many 
generalizations. 
The sedimentological data related to precise depositional facies models and 
provenance generated by the author and co-workers in the past 3 decades or so has 
given new insight in to the paleogeography of Peninsular India Gondwana basins.. It 
includes exhaustive field studies for distribution of sedimentary facies, paleocurrent 
analysis, paleochannel morphology and paleohydrology, petrography and heavy 
mineral suites of sandstones, through space and in various Gondwana formations. 
These studies together with the paleontology and stratigraphy has been integrated 
for reappraisal of Gondwana paleogeography of Peninsular India. The 
paleogeographlc models of Gondwana Formations of Peninsular India through space 
and time based on above studies are more precise, viewed in connections between 
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India, Antarctica, Australia and Africa as well as in context of Tethys and 
Gondwanaland (14, 18, 21). 
The sedimentological studies of Talchir, the basal formation, suggest deposition 
of rock debris released by ice-melting in the glacial scoured northwesterly slopping 
paleovalleys. The encroachment of Tethyan sea from northeast is indicated by the 
presence of marine invertebrate fauna near the top of Talchir Formation in central 
and eastern Peninsular India. The presence of Leiosphaerids in Satpura basin, central 
India suggests more southward penetration of Tethyan Sea from the northwest (18). 
The shoreline during Talchir corresponds to the first-order Early Permian shoreline 
of Dickins and Shah (1981). Possibility of marine incursion between India and 
Antarctica from northern (Tethyan) margin through marine equivalents in the Perth 
and Carnarvon basins western Australia is indicated by the occurrence of 
Leiosphaerids in Palar basin of Mysore, and southeastern part of Pranhita-Godavari 
and Athgarh basins (18). 
The gross paleogeography established at the onset of Talchir sedimentation 
remains the same in the overlying Karharbari and Barakar Formations. Studies of 
lithofacies, paleocurrents and paleohydrology have suggested deposition of Early 
Permian Gondwana formations by braided rivers, which gradually became 
meandering in the Late Permian (34). The paleocurrents became more consistent 
towards northwest in widely separated Gondwana paleovalleys, with swings towards 
north and northeast, locally in some places. The paleoflow was axial in the NW-SE 
oriented Son-Mahanadi and Pranhita-Godavari areas and oblique in the east-west 
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oriented Koel-Damodar basin; the later represents structural remnant of originally 
wider master basin (7, 18). 
The Middle Permian Barren Measures Formation sandwiched between Barakar 
and Raniganj coal measures marks a coal gap and represents mixed marine-
nonmarine mud and sand. The presence of leiosphaerids and phosphorites at many 
places are definite indicators of marine incursion. The Early Permian shoreline 
extends further south in Mahanadi basin and, and finally northeast across the 
Rajmahal basin to western Australia. In the nonmarine parts of the Pranhita-
Godavari, Satpura and Koel-Damodar basins, the dominant paleocurrent maintains 
northwest axial flow (18, 31). The succeeding Raniganj Formation signifies return 
of favorable coal-forming conditions in eastern and central India Gondwana coal 
basins. The northwesterly drainage was deflected slightly westward in the Koel-
Damodar valley of eastern India. The inferred shoreline was the last sign of Tethyan 
sea in Peninsular India (18). 
The Early Triassic Panchet Formation is marked by appearance of red beds and 
thin conglomerate/pebbly layers everywhere, and indicate tectonic uplifts in the 
source highlands close to Permian-Triassic boundary (20, 24, 30). Paleoslopes 
remain northwesterly similar to the underlying Permian. The Early Triassic 
paleogeography is attributed as reverting to that of Late Permian Raniganj, with 
paleodrainage to the north and northwest from newly uplifted source highland 
supplying coarser detritus. The Middle Triassic witnessed non deposition and 
deformation in many areas of eastern and central India Gondwana basins, though 
deposition continued in some areas of Pranhita-Godavari and Satpura basins (30). 
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These Middle Triassic sediments as and wFiere developed are dominantly made up of 
red and purple clay interbedded with coarse to medium channel like sandstone, and 
have been attributed to deposits of northerly flowing meandering streams (34). 
Following Middle Triassic deformation and downthrown in Son valley (central) and 
Koel-Damodar (eastern) India, deposition continued in Pranhita-Godavari area. The 
Late Triassic sediments are restricted in Pranhita-Godavari, and axial parts of Koel-
Damodar valley, eastern India. The Late Triassic/Early Jurassic rocks are 
dominantly coarse clastic with little amount of shale and are suggestive of deposition 
by rejuvenated braided streams flowing towards northwest. In the Late Jurassic/Early 
Cretaceous, India fragmented from Africa in the northwest and Antarctica in 
southeast, and a new paleogeography replaced the old (18). Consequently, 
pericratonic pull-apart basins developed in central India and along the East coast 
(34). These Gondwana basins are characterized by rift-drift successions 
unconformably superposing Permian-Triassic sediments, and largely filled by 
alluvial fans on a completely reversed paleoslope directed towards south and 
southeast. The present southeastward slope of India was established not until K/T 
boundary. 
Deposition in the Gondwana master basin started in the latest Carboniferous 
(Gzelian or 290 Ma) and continued through the Permian into the Early Triassic; 
after a Middle Triassic lacuna (except in the Godavari area), deposition resumed in 
the Late Triassic and terminated in the Early Jurassic. The master basin filled 
initially with lobes of glaciogenic sediments (Talchir Formation) in broad 
northwesterly valleys flexed between uplands generated by the first release of 
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Pangea-induced heat. The end of the main glaciation in the Tastubian was 
accompanied by a marine transgression from the north, soon reversed by isostatic 
rebound. Coal measures were deposited in a coastal and fluvial valleys that subsided 
between growing normal faults-the Karharbari Formation by braided streams and the 
succeeding Barakar Formation by meandering streams. After a gap (Barren 
Measures), coal deposition resumed in the Late Permian Raniganj Formation from 
the meandering streams of valleys constrained by faulting in the Koel-Damodar area 
to flow to the west. Coal was lacking again in the Early and Middle Triassic 
succession of redbeds deposited by northwesterly flowing braided streams (Panchet 
Formation in the north, Kamthi to Bhimaram Formations in the south). Renewed 
faulting toward the end of the Middle Triassic was followed by Late Triassic 
deposition of Supra-Panchet Formation in valleys renewed by Pangean rifting. 
Deposition ended during an Early Jurassic phase of intense transpression that 
dismembered the lobate master basin into individual structural basins in the Koel-
Damodar area. The Late Jurassic and Early Cretaceous breakup of Greater India 
from the rest of Gondwanaland was accompanied by an onlapping rift-drift 
succession along the margins (18). 
The Gondwana master basin lay 1000 km inboard of the passive margin of 
Tethyan Gondwanaland in the distal part of a 10,000-km-wide radial drainage 
system that focused on a 2,000-km-distant upland in conjugate East Antarctica. In 
Australia, the Gondwana master basin developed through the interplay of the 
Gondwanan climatic and biotic environment with the Pangean tectonics of Late 
Carboniferous initial subsidence and Late Triassic rifting of a Zambezian-type 
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(anisotropic) basement followed by premonitory Early Jurassic internal 
dismemberment and definitive Late Jurassic and Early Cretaceous breakup. 
CASSHYAP, S. M. (1979) Patterns of sedimentation in Gondwana basins. In: Lasicar, B, and Raja-
Rao, C. S., eds., Fourth International Gondwana Symposium, India: Hindustan Publishing 
Corporation, Delhi, p. 525-551. 
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Chapter - V 
GONDWANALAND RECONSTRUCTION 
Elliot (1975) and Mitra et al., (1979) visualized that the Permian sediments of 
East Antarctica and Peninsular India were deposited in a master basin and that the 
Indian sediments were derived in part from Antarctica. Kent (1991) suggested that 
the fill of Gondwana basins of India was derived from an uplift across coastal East 
Antarctica and eastern India. Provenance studies of Permian-Triassic Gondwana 
sandstones of Peninsular India, based on heavy minerals also support above 
contentions (32). 
The connections between India, Antarctica, Australia and Africa were 
reinvestigated in light of Permian paleodrainage, and comparative Gondwana 
stratigraphy (14). In the Gondwanaland province, the individual lobes of Peninsular 
India Gondwana basins occupied the central peripheral part of the broad Zambezian 
terrain in a system of consequent radial drainage that focused on the ancestral 
Gumburstev Subglacial Mountains at the core of an East Antarctic paleoupland. To 
the side were the Colie basin (Western Australia), and the Waterberg and lower 
Zambesi basins of Africa. Upslope from India, was the Lamert Graben as exposed in 
Beawer Lake, and down slope was the Tethyan margin (14). On the other side of 
East Antarctic paleoupland were the foreland basin and the Gondwanides foldbelt 
along the covergent Panthalassan margin of Gondwanaland (Veevers et al., 1994). 
The stratigraphic succession deposited in the radial drainage shows comparative 
Carboniferous-Permian-Triassic Gondwana facies of (1) Carboniferous-Permian 
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glaciogenic sediments at the base succeeded by (2) Permian coal measures except in 
Tasmania, dominated by marine sediment of the Panthalassan margin, (3) the barren 
sandstone and shale of Early-Middle Triassic coal gap, and (4) the return of coal 
measures in Late Triassic, or, in India carbonaceous shale. From Colie in Western 
Australia through the Gondwana basins to Tuli in east Africa, the alluvium of the 
radial system was deposited on Precambrian basement-Rust's (1975) Zambezian 
tectono-stratigraphic terrain- that fractured along faults during or after deposition or 
both. By considering a wider frame of reference that includes southern Australia and 
southeast Africa, it is suggested that Gondwana basins of India occupied the middle 
part of a 7500 km-wide sector of radial valleys and sedimentary lobes that radiated 
through 180° of arc from an inferred upland in the interior of East Antarctica (14). 
The middle part of the sector, crossed by alluvial valleys, is underlain by brittle 
Precambrian basement which, during the Late Triassic and Jurassic stages of rifting, 
was dismembered into grabens and half grabens. The outer parts of the sector in 
southeastern Australia and southern Africa underlain by flexible Paleozoic basement 
were crossed by sedimentary lobes in ovate basins little deformed by later rifting. 
The Gondwana sector of radial drainage and its inferred source are today 
matched in size (but not in gross tectonic setting) by the arc of drainage Caspian and 
Aral seas and the rivers Ob , Yenisey, Lena, Amur, Hwang-Ho and Yangtse about 
the central Asian upland. Furthermore, the Gondwanan foreland basin of the 
Transantarctic Mountains is matched by the present day foreland basin of the Persian 
Gulf and the Indus and Ganges Rivers on the other side of the central Asian upland. 
A close-up shows that the sector of drainage system from southern Africa to 
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southeastern Australia had an area of 10,000,000 km^ and the sector along 
Panthalassan margin an area of 7,500,000 km ,^ with a total area of the system of 
17,500,000 km .^ Modern analogs are found in central-eastern Asia. The drainage 
system about the Himalaya-Tibet upland has an area of 15,000,000 km^ and that 
about the Mongolian Plateau an area of 12,000,000 km^ (18). 
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Chapter - VI 
MISCELLANEOUS CONTRIBUTIONS 
The analysis and interpretations of ancient sedimentary successions are largely 
based on the James Hutton's principle of uniformitarianism i. e. 'Present is the key to 
the Past'. Likewise, the modem fluvial sediments have been widely studied in the 
natural settings as well as in flume tanks by the sedimentologists, geomorphologists 
and hydraulic engineers in different parts of world. The depositional facies models so 
developed for different tectonic and climatic settings formed the basis for 
interpretations of ancient sequences. Indeed, the small point bars enclosing medium 
to fine grained sediments are little attended as compared to many good studies of 
large point bars enclosing coarse to medium grained sediments. In view of the 
above, the author studied modern river sediments for a better appraisal of Permian-
Triassic Gondwana sediments, which are largely fluvial with mild glaciations in the 
basal part. The attempt has been made to analyse sedimentary facies of medium to 
fine grained point bar sediments of Yamuna River, a important tributary of Ganga 
basin. It originates in the Tehri-Garhwal district of Uttarakhand (formerly part of 
Uttar Pradesh) from Yamunotri glacier near Badarpunch (height- 6320m) and flows 
for about 1376 km from its source up to the confluence with river Ganga near 
Allahabad, Uttar Pradesh. The Yamuna River is, by and large, meandering and 
flows towards SE on an average slope of 0.00018. 
This study included two meander lobes near Etawah, western Uttar Pradesh. The 
enclosed sediments are flne grained and moderately well to well sorted .Vertical 
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trenches of 90 cm to 4 m were excavated on exposed surfaces of point bar sediments. 
The facies model developed for the given point bars shows characteristic fining 
upward cycles beginning with massive, gritty coarse sand, and kankar at the base 
followed by large scale trough cross-beds, parallel laminations, ripple cross-
laminations, ripple drift laminations, parallel laminations and massive mud in 
vertical order. It compares broadly with the earlier published models except some 
local variations (12). The upper part of the facies model here developed for fine 
grained point bars shows abundant laminated silt facies in place of horizontal beds, 
which occur in many coarse grained point bars. This difference in the preservation 
potential, particularly in the upper part is explained in terms of differences in the 
grain size of sediments and corresponding hydrodynamics (12). The study, 
nevertheless, generated new data regarding the depositional models of medium to 
fine grained point bar sediments as well as helped the author in the interpretations of 
ancient fluvial Permian-Triassic Gondwana sediments of Peninsular India. 
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Chapter - VII 
EMERGING PROBLEMS 
The Gondwana succession of Peninsular India represents some 160 (?) million 
years of earth history recorded in about 5.5 km thick continental sedimentary 
package from Permo-Carboniferous to Early Cretaceous. Indeed in the past more 
than a century, with the advancement of analytical techniques in geological science 
our knowledge of Gondwana stratigraphy, sedimentation and paleogeography has 
improved considerably. There are yet the following important aspects of Gondwana 
geology of Peninsular India, which need critical assessment and attention of future 
investigators. 
(1) The Late Paleozoic glacial rocks have been widely studied in southerly 
continents, and a wealth of data is generated for their age, paleogeography, 
physiography and dynamics of glaci.ation. Studies of this nature are, by and large, 
lacking for glacial Talchir rocks which form the basal lithostratigraphic Unit of 
Gondawna succession of Peninsular India. The nature and extent of glaciation and 
more importantly its role in basin evolution are some of the emerging problems of 
Peninsular India. Apart from central India, there are possibilities of marine 
influences during Talchir sedimentation in other parts of Peninsular India (18 ). It is 
therefore desirable to investigate these rocks sedimentologically with special 
reference to facies analysis and paleogeography. 
(2) Recently, exploration for Coal Bed Methane (CBM) has also begun in many 
areas of Permian coal basins. The subsurface geometry of these coal measures has 
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not been worked out at a regional scale, although, subsurface panel diagrams were 
drawn locally for small areas of a few mining blocks. Such a kind of regional study 
would not be useful in coal mining as well as and exploration of coal bed methane, 
but may throw light on the extension of coal basins in down slope areas (19). 
(3) The petrofacies of Gondwana sandstones have been little attended. In addition, 
studies related to porosity and diagenesis of Gondwana sandstones are almost 
lacking. Coal maturation studies have suggested substantial loss of sediment cover 
during post Gondwana denudation (18, 23). A detailed study of petrofacies, clay 
mineralogy (diagenesis), porosity and geochemistry of Gondwana sandstones are 
vital for estimating actual depth of burial. The study may also provide insight into 
the possibility of hydrocarbon generation. 
(4) A unified scheme of stratigraphic classification and correlation of Mesozoic 
rocks is required incorporating lateral fades variations. Future researches are 
desired to integrate sedimentary facies, biofacies and tectono-sedimentary provinces 
in different Gondwana basins for proper classification and correlation of Mesozoic 
stratigraphy of Peninsular India. 
(5) The Gondwana succession of Peninsular India incorporates important geological 
boundaries of Carboniferous-Permian, Permian-Triassic, Triassic-Jurassic and 
Jurassic-Cretaceous. These geological boundaries are well studied in the marine 
successions of extra-Peninsular India. Future researches should be focused to study 
these boundaries in continental Gondwana sequence for a better appraisal of tectonic 
/climatic variations. 
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(6) The Gondwana sequence represents three successive climates, namely cold, 
temperate-humid to warm-semi arid through time. The focus of future research 
should be directed for proper delineation of these climatic boundaries based on 
sedimentological, geochemical and paleobotanical data. 
(7) The origin and evolution of Gondwana rift basins of Peninsular India still 
remains an open forum for discussion. The present day Gondwana basins occur as 
rift basins. Indeed, these intracratonic basins may represent variants of classical basin 
models and may therefore be analysed and interpreted in these terms. 
These are some of the emerging problems, which should be focused in future 
investigations. I am engaged in some of the above problems through my own 
researches and also by creating interest in the students and training them through 
supervision of Ph.D. dissertations. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
The Late carboniferous-Early Cretaceous Gondwana rocks of Peninsular 
India represent dominantly elastics accumulated for about 160 m.y. By and large, 
they are characterized by glacial beds in the lower followed by coal measures in the 
middle and in turn by red beds in the upper part. In spite of differences in geological 
and tectonic setting, there is a gross similarity in the litho-fill composition of widely 
separated Gondwana basins. The lower most Talchir Formation is uniformly made 
up of green colour polymictic conglomerate more than massive to stratified tillite, 
cross-bedded sandstone, interbedded fine-grained sandstone-shale, and varve with or 
without dropestones. Limited and thin occurrence of massive tillite is suggestive of 
mild glaciation perhaps through ice caps. Paleo-ice transport, till fabric and 
paleoflow studies have indicated dominantly northerly and northwesterly paleoslope 
with local variations depending up on basin topography. The Talchir sediments were 
deposited in glacial and fluvio-glacial environments and locally in glacio-marine. 
The deglaciation of Talchir ice gave way to rejuvenated fluvial streams to deposit 
overlying Early Permian to Late Triassic/Early Jurassic Gondwana sediments 
represented by Karharbari, Barakar, Barren Measures, Raniganj, Panchet, and Supra-
Panchet formations in ascending order. Extensive field studies supported by 
statistical analysis of subsurface borehole logs (Early and Late Permian coal 
measures) in different parts of Gondwana basins have suggested fining-upward 
fluvial cycles in all these formations. Lithofacies composition suggests a gradual 
decline in the sandstone/shale ratio through time from Early Permian to Early 
Triassic in all the Gondwana basins. However, the sudden increase in 
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sandstone/shale ratio in Late Triassic/Early Jurassic sediments lias been attributed to 
corresponding uplifts in source highlands due to reactivation of rifting. The 
amelioration of climate from temperate-humid to warm-semi arid is indicated due to 
replacement of Permian coal measures by the red beds in Triassic and younger 
sediments. The northwesterly paleoslopes became unified and more consistent 
during the Permian and Triassic sedimentation. However, the Early Permian braided 
streams progressively became meandering till Late Permian/Early Triassic and again 
braided in Late Triassic, through time, a feature manifests corresponding Increase in 
the relief of source highlands as well as amelioration of climate. The overlapping 
relationship of successive Gondwana formations of Permian and Triassic evidently 
indicates that initially narrow basins at the onset of Gondwana sedimentation became 
wider successively in Permian-Triassic. It is further corroborated by the occurrence 
of Permian outcrops outside each master basin. 
Following the expansion of Gondwana master basins in Permian-Triassic, the 
sedimentation ceased through most parts. The Late Jurassic/Early Cretaceous 
sediments are superimposed unconformably in peripheral parts of Gondwana basins. 
These pericratonic basins with characteristic graben facies were deposited on a 
completely reversed paleoslope directed from NW to SE. Apart from local 
variations, the Late Jurassic/Early Cretaceous Gondwana sediments represent 
alluvial fan sedimentation. On the basis of stratigraphic relationships, characteristic 
facies and depositional environments, and paleoslope, the Permo-Carboniferous to 
Early Cretaceous Gondwana sediments are subdivided into three successive tectono-
sedimentary-stratigraphic events. 
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The basement lineaments play vital role in the development of sedimentary 
basins. The Peninsular India, like other parts of world, is marked by an array of 
lineaments, which have controlled the origin and evolution of various sedimentary 
basins through space and time. The pre- Gondwanan basement of Peninsular India 
characterize Early Proterozoic Mobile Belt (EMPB) and Late Proterozoic Mobile 
Belt (LPMB) formed due to collision of various protocontinents. After Proterozoic 
sedimentation, the Peninsular India remained a landmass until latest Carboniferous 
(about 310 Ma). The merger of Gondwanaland in southern Pangea in latest 
Carboniferous initiated Gondwana sedimentation in basins of different sizes and 
geometries on southern continents. On Peninsular India, the Gondwana 
sedimentation began with mild glaciation depositing glaciogenic debris in 
northwesterly slopping narrow valleys floored by uneven basement topography. The 
northwardly directed paleoslope has been an inherited character of Indian shield 
atleast since late Proterozoic. The isostatic rebound due to deglaciation may have 
provided initial depression and controlled basin formation during Permo-
Carboniferous. The thinning of underlying crust and rupturing due to unroofing of 
glacial ice i.e. glacial erosion may have reactivated ancient Proterozoic rifts in 
earliest Permian. The deposition of graben facies (alluvial fan/braided streams) in 
the Karharbari and Barakar formations in many areas witnesses initial rifting in Early 
Permian. The sediment transport, however, remains northwesterly parallel to basin 
trends in many areas except Koel-Damodar valley. These narrow Early Permian rift 
valleys underlie mobile belts (suture zones) formed by the collision of various 
protocontinents (cratons) in late Archean/Early Proterozoic. The regional 
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paleogeography o£ Gondwana sedimentation was unciianged throughout the Permian 
and Triassic. The Late Triassic represents the top of Gondwana sequence in most 
areas of Peninsular India. The Gondwana sedimentation in Peninsular India virtually 
ceased in Late Triassic/Early Jurassic, which has witnessed reactivation of rifting , 
followed by definitive dispersal of Greater India. The Late Jurassic/ Early 
Cretaceous Gondwana sediments unconformably superimpose Permian-Triassic 
basins in peripheral parts characterize rift-drift successions. Repeated rifting of pre 
Gondwanan basement from Early Mesoproterozoic to Late Neoproterozoic has 
been well documented in Pranhita-Godavari valley area. The Gondwana basins of 
Peninsular India are, therefore, bounded between two rift episodes of Early Permian 
and Late Jurassic/ Early Cretaceous, respectively. The former initiated Gondwana 
basin development following deglaciation, whereas the later terminated 
sedimentation. 
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ACADEMIC VISITS TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES 
1.1989: School of Earth Sciences, Macquarie University, Australia. 
2.1994: School of Earth Sciences, Macquarie University, Australia. 
Invited as "Visiting Fellow" in the School of Earth Sciences, Macquarie 
University, Australia in 1989 and again in 1994 for research collaboration with 
Australian Plate Research Group. Department of Science and Technology (DST), 
New Delhi, Department of Industry, Technology and Commerce (DITAC), and 
Australian Research Grant (ARC), Australia jointly sponsored this project. The 
results are published as Bulletin, Geological Society of America Memoir 187, 
1995, and three research papers one each in Geology, VIII and IX International 
Gondwana Symposiums. 
3.1989: Department of Geology, University of Wollongong, Australia. 
Invited to deliver extension lecture 'Gondwana coal basins of Peninsular 
India'. 
4. 1994: Department of Geology, University of Malaya, Kuala Lumpur, 
Malaysia. 
Invited to deliver extension lecture 'Recent trends in basin analysis and 
paleogeography of Gondwana basins of Peninsular India' 
5. 2006: Department of Geosciences, Osaka City University, Japan. 
Invited as 'Visiting Professor' to participate in the research activities and 
deliver extension lectures. The results are published as two research papers in 
Journal of Geoscience. 
RESEARCH ACTIVITIES 35 years Researl^B|p^ience ^^"{^ 
Permian Gondwana Coal Basins: *" "•crij.vigg^ 
-> Carried out detailed lithofacies mapping of Permo-Carboniferous glacial and 
fluvio-glacial deposits of eastern-central India Gondwana basins. 
-> Investigated surface and subsurface lithofacies, detailed paleocurrent analysis, 
paleochannel characteristics and paleohydrology, Petrographic characters and 
heavy minerals suites in Permian coal measures of eastern, central and south-
central India Gondwana basins. 
-> Applied statistical models such as Markov chain, Entropy function. Cluster 
analysis, Linear regression and Correlation coefficient, and Principal Component 
analysis in Permian coal measures successions of peninsular India Gondwana 
basins. 
Mesozoic Gondwana Basins; 
-^ Measured stratigraphic sections of Mesozoic Gondwana Formations of eastern, 
central and south-central India Gondwana basins. 
-^ Analysed sedimentary facies, paleocurrent, paleochannel parameters and 
paleohydrology, and heavy minerals of Mesozoic Gondwana rocks. 
-^ Worked out tectono-sedimentary models of Mesozoic Gondwana sediments 
and their bearing on rifting and drifting of Greater India from rest of the 
Gondwanaland. 
East Gondwana Reconstruction: 
-> Reinvestigated connections between India, Antarctica, Australia, and Africa 
through space and time during Gondwana sedimentation. 
-> Proposed radial drainage in East Gondwana sector, wherein Gondwana basins 
of India are placed in the middle part of 7500 km- wide sector of radial valleys 
and sedimentary lobes that radiated from an upland in the interior of East 
Antarctica. 
Ganga Basin: 
-> Carried out sedimentological and hydrological studies in parts of Yamuna 
River, a major tributary of Gangetic basin. 
-> Developed depositional facies model for fine grained modern point bar 
sediments of Yamuna River near Etawah, Uttar Pradesh. 
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RESEARCH PROJECTS UNDERTAKEN 
1984-86: Tectono-sedimentary framework and paleogeography of upper 
Gondwana rocks of Son basin, central India. U.G.C., New Delhi 
1986-88: Fluvial dynamics, depositional model, sediment and water pollutants 
in parts of river yamuna, western Uttar Pradesh. S.C.S.T.U.P., 
Lucknow. 
1989-90: Comparative basin analysis of classical Gondwana basins of India and 
equivalents in Australia. Indo-Australia Science Agreement. 
1994-96: Tectono-sedimentary evolution and paleogeography of Gondwana rock 
of Chintalapudi sub-basin, Pranhita-Godavri basin, Andhra Pradesh. 
U.G.C., New Delhi 
1997-99: Gondwana sedimentation around Bellampalli-Chinnur area, Pranhita-
Godavari basin, Andhra Pradesh. U.G.C., New Delhi 
RESEARCH INTERESTS 
Integrated Basin Analysis 
Tectonics and Sedimentation 
Geo-statistical Analysis 
Gondwana Stratigraphy and Sedimentation 
RESEARCH PUBLICATIONS 
One book in Geological Society of America as Memoir 
Thirty Nine papers in international and national journals 
Two research papers are in press 
Two research papers with Editor's hand 
Twenty-four abstracts in seminar volumes 
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FELLOWSHIPS/ AWARDS/ HONORS 
1. (1980-1982) Recipient of Post Doctoral Research Associate of Science and 
Engineering Research Council, Department of Science and Technology, New 
Delhi. 
2. (April-June, 1989) Awarded "Visiting Fellowship" , School of Earth Sciences, 
Macquarie University, Australia for ten weeks. 
3. (Feb. 1994) Awarded "Visiting Fellowship" , School of Earth Sciences, 
Macquarie University, Australia for four weeks. 
4. (Jan. 1999) Awarded best paper presentation 'Poster Session' in 86"^  Indian 
Science Congress, Chennai. 
5. (2002) Appointed expert for "Young Scientist" award in Geology, Madhya 
Pradesh Science and Technology, Bhopal. 
6. (Oct/Nov. 2006) Awarded Osaka City University (OCU), Japan fellowship 
for three weeks. 
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PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES 
Invited Extension Lectures: 
1. March 1989: Gondwana coal basins of Peninsular India, Department of 
Geology, University of Woilongong, Australia. 
2. April 1989: Sedimentation and paleogeography of Gondwana basins, India. 
School of Earth Sciences, Macquarie University, Australia. 
3. March 1994: Recent trends in basin analysis and paleogeography of 
Gondwana basins of Peninsular India. Department of Geology, University of 
Malaya, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. 
4. Nov. 1999: I.Plate Tectonics of sedimentary basins;2. Facies Models;3. 
Heavy minerals and provenance. Department of Geology, Kumaon University, 
Nainital. 
5. Nov. 2001:I.Plate Tectonics and sedimentary basin classification, 2. Cyclic 
sedimentation, 3. Paleocurrent and basin analysis. Department of Geology, 
Kumaon University, Nainital. 
6. Nov. 2002:1. Sedimentation and paleogeography of Gondwana basins;2. 
Aulacogens and Rift basins. Department of Geology, Kumaon University, 
Nainital. 
7. March 2004: 1. Analysis and interpretation of paleocurrent data, 2. Lithofacies 
analysis and depositional environments, 3. Tectono-sedimentary evolution of 
Gondwana basins of Peninsular India. UGC Refresher Course, Department of 
Geology, Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh. 
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8. Nov. 2004:1. Fades Models of fluvial (Piedmont fan, Braided and Meandering 
streams), Deltaic (River, Wave and Tide dominated). Continental shelves, slopes, 
rise and Submarine fans, 2. Sedimentary basins: concepts and classifications. 
Department of Geology, Kumaon University, Nainital. 
9. Sept. 2005: An overview of Sedimentology. Lecture course for Geologist's 
examination, Creativity Guidance Centre (CGC), Aligarh Muslim University, 
Aligarh. 
10. March 2006: 1. Facies and Facies Models-its applications in ancient 
sedimentary sequences, 2. Sedimentary basins-origin and classification, Rifted 
basins. Foreland basins, 3. Provenance of sedimentary basins in light of heavy 
minerals. Department of Geology, Kumaon University, Nainital. 
11. Oct. 2006: 1. Statistical applications in analyzing sedimentary successions 
with special reference to Permian Gondwana of Peninsular India, 2. 
Sedimentology and Paleogeography of Gondwana basins of Peninsular India. 
Department of Geosciences, Graduate School of Science, Osaka City University, 
Japan. 
12. Jan. 2008: 1. Paleocurrent and basin analysis, 2, Diagenesis of sandstone with 
special reference to silica cementation. Diamond Jubilee Lectui-es, Department of 
Geology, Dharm Samaj College, Aligarh. 
13. March 2009: 1. Facies models and depositional environments, 2. 
Paleocurrent and basin analysis, 3. Heavy minerals and their significance in 
provenance studies. Department of Geology, Kumaon University, N:iinital. 
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REVIEWER EXPERIENCE 
Journal, Geological Society of India (Bangalore), 
Current Science (Bangalore) 
Gondwana Research (Japan/ Thiruvananthapuram) 
Indian Journal of Sedimentology (Delhi) 
Journal of Geosciences (OCU, Japan) 
Reviewer of research papers in several edited books. 
Sedimentary Geology (Netherlands) 
AFFILIATION WITH PROFESSIONAL BODIES: 
Fellow (Life Member), Geological Society of India, Bangalore 
Fellow (Life Member) , Indian Association of Sedimentologists, Aligarh 
Joint Secretary, Indian Association of Sedimentologists, Aligarh 
Fellow (Life Member), Gondwana Geological Magazine, Nagpur 
PRESENT POSITION Reader, 
Department of Geology 
Sri J. N. P. G. College, Luckiiow. 
(Affiliated to Lucknow University) 
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EXPERIENCE OF GUIDING RESEARCH 
Name of Student Year of Award University 
Completed: 
1. Haresh Kumar Singh 2006 Dr. B.R.Ambedkar University, Agra. 
Title: Paleo and Neo tensor stress in some Himalayan Quartzites (Pre-Cambrian) and their Geo-
tectonic implications. 
2. Devendra Pal Singh 2007 Dr. B.R.Ambedkar University, Agra 
Title: Gondwana sedimentation around Bellampalli-Chinnur area, Pranhita-Godavari basin, 
south-central India. 
In Progress: 
3. Pramod Kumar Sharma Dr. B.R.Ambedkar University, Agra 
Title; Sedimentation of Vindhyan Supergroup in Jhalawar District, Rajasthan. 
4. Pankaj Kulshreshtha Dr. B.R.Ambedkar University, Agra 
Title: Sub-surface lithofacies analysis of Barakar Formation, Chandrupalli-Mahadevpur coalbelt, 
Godavari valley coalfields, Karimnagar, Andhra Pradesh. 
5. Dev Raj Singh Chauhan Dr. B.R.Ambedkar University, Agra 
Title: Geological and structural considerations in Onkareshwar Hydro-Electric Project, Narmada 
valley, central India. 
Appendix - III 
Summary of work done during Ph. D. 
Lithofacies, Sedimentary Petrology and Paleogeography of Gondwana 
lithic-fill of Giridih and adjoining coalfields, Bihar. 
Summary and Conclusions 
By 
Ram Chandra Tewari 
M. Sc. (Lucknow), M. Phil. (Aligarh) 
Thesis submitted in partial fulfillment of the requirements 
For the award of the Degree of 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN GEOLOGY 
At the 
ALIGARH MUSLIM UNIVERSITY 
January 1980 
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SUMMARY OF Ph. D. THESIS 
The Gondwana rocks of four outliers, namely Giridih, Jainty, Saharjuri and 
Dhakoi, located in southern Bihar are represented by three sedimentary formations of 
Talchir (60-200 m), Karharbari (305 m) and Barakar (228-500 m) in ascending 
order. The present study deals with facies analysis, paleoflow and paleochannel 
morphology, and textural and mineralogical composition of Gondwana rocks, and 
aims at unraveling the depositional history of the sediments in the given area. 
The Talchir strata are represented by massive to cross-bedded conglomerate 
((Gm, Gt, Gp), massive to horizontal bedded and cross-bedded coarse to medium 
sandstone (Sm-Sh, St, Sp) and alternating assemblage of ripple laminated fine 
sandstone and shale (Sr-Fl). Diamictite (Dm) occurs in isolated blocks embedded in 
conglomerate or sandstone in basal part. Application of Markov chain reveals a 
preferential order of vertical transition from conglomerate through sandstone to 
shale. 
The overlying Karharbari strata abound in sandstone (85%) with subordinate 
amount of shale (7%) and coal (8%). The succeeding Barakar, however, records an 
increase in the amount of shale (30%) and coal (30%) at the expense of sandstone 
(40%). Four lithotypes, namely pebbly sandstone, sandstone, shale and coal are 
recognized in the Karharbari and Barakar coal measures. Pebbly lithotype is largely 
confined to the lower part of Karharbari, whereas all others occur at various intervals 
in both the formations. Nine lithofacies are recorded within four lithotypes on the 
basis of grain size and sedimentary structures, including massive to cross-bedded 
pebbly sandstone (Smpb, Stpb, Sppb), massive to horizontal bedded and cross-bedded 
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sandstone (Sm-Sh, St, Sp), ripple laminated sandstone and thinly laminated shale (Sr-
Fl) and coal (CI). Transitions of lithotypes analysed statistically exhibit an upward 
sequence as: sandstone -> shale -> coal -^ sandstone for Karharbari, and sandstone 
-> shale -> coal -^ shale , for Barakar. Likewise, the facies swquence yields a 
preferential upward sequence as: Ss -> Sm-Sh -> St ==== Sp -> Sr -> Fl -> CI, both 
for Karharbari and Barakar. The presence of fining upward cycles in each of the 
three formations is evidently well established both with respect to lithotypes and 
associated lithofacies. 
The paleoflow analysis is based on 1947 readings recorded from cross-
beddings, clast fabric, channel axes, and striations and grooves. The results suggest a 
gradual shift in paleodrainage which was directed dominantly towards west-
northwest (297° ± 46°) during the Talchir, northwest (343° ± 42°) in the Karharbari 
and shifted more towards north (359° + 50°) in the case of Barakar. Channel 
morphology of the depositing streams shows through time, a systematic decrease in 
channel depth, channel width, channel slope, discharge and flow velocity with 
consequent progressive increase in channel sinuosity and percent of silt and clay. 
Embedded clasts occurring dominantly (quartzite, granite) in the Diamictite, 
conglomerate and sandstone pebbly facies of Talchir and Karharbari were 
investigated for their morphology using rounding and flatness indices. Their graphic 
plots compare well in terms of their respective depositional environments as deduced 
independently on the basis of integrated evidence. 
Petrographically, the bulk of Gondwana sandstones are immature to 
submature lithic arkosic to subarkosic wacke and arenites. Wackes (matrix > 15%) 
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are associated commonly with Talchir and locally with Karharbari. Arenites (matrix 
< 15%) occur mainly in the Barakar and locally in the underlying Karharbari. Three 
types ofmatrix (ortho-, pseudo- and epi-) and five types of cementing material 
(authigenic kaolinite, authigenic chlorite, silica, carbonate and (?) laumontite) occur 
in variable amount as pore-fill in intergranular spaces. Diagenetic changes possibly 
include kaolinization of feldspar, chloritization of kaolinite, and silica and carbonate 
cementation, and possible development of (?) laumontite. Heavy minerals in 
Gondwana sandstone show a preponderance of garnet, muscovite, zircon, tourmaline 
and chlorite; other species like hornblende, epidote, rutile, staurolite, titanite and 
monazite occur in small amount. 
Composition of embedded lithoclasts, framework constituents and accessory 
heavy minerals provide evidence of mixed composition for the provenance, 
comprising of acid igneous rocks (granite, pegmatite), low to medium grade 
metamorphic rocks (granite-gneiss, biotite-quartz-schist, hornblende-gneiss, 
phyllite), metasedimentary (quartzite), and pre-existing sedimentary rocks(Talchir 
till). Basic rocks (dolerite, epidiorite)also contributed in small amount. Indeed, rocks 
of similar composition constitute the Archean and pre-cambrian highlands all around 
the study area. However, the paleoflow study locates the provenance conclusively 
towards south-east and south. It is suggested that the given Gondwana sediments 
were derived largely from the Chottanagpur plateau located some 130 km south and 
southeast of the study area. Some contribution may have come from the nearby 
Kodarma-Monghyr ridge to the southwest and west. The evidence at hands suggest 
moderate to low elevation and mature topography for these highlands throughout the 
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sedimentation. Presence of fresli feldspars in the Talchir and a mixture of fresh and 
decomposed varieties in the overlying Karharbari and Barakar evidently suggests a 
change in climate from cold to temperate and humid as sedimentation proceeded 
from Talchir up to Barakar. 
Combined evidences from facies analysis, paleoflow and paleochannel 
morphology and petrography of sandstones have unfolded the depositional history of 
Gondwana sediments as follows: 
The retreat of Talchir ice-sheet from the highlands to the south heralded the 
onset of fluvial sedimentation in the low lying areas to the north. The earliest phase 
of sedimentation is manifested by the development of proglacial outwash plains fed 
by fast flowing (velocity = 2.24 cm/km) melt water streams released from the 
retreating ice-sheet. These streams flowed down a steeper paleoslope (0.00044) from 
east-southeast towards west-northwest (297° + 46°) and resulted in the deposition of 
longitudinal and lenticular to channel-like conglomerate bodies and lenses of coarse 
to medium sandstone. The current vector variability of depositing streams was low in 
the order of 1208; so was stream channel sinuosity (1.01). Small icebergs may have 
rafted blocks of "till" into melt water streams down to the outwash plain. The glacial 
debris loaded in floating icebergs, dropped into outwash gravels here and sand there, 
resulting in the depositition of isolated blocks of Diamictite (tillite). The same 
agency should have produced striations and grooves preserved on the upper surface 
of sandstone beds. Cross-bedded sandstone facies occurring on top of conglomerate 
facies represents a sub-environment or stage of lower current competency in the 
outwash plain, where transverse and linguoid bars replaced the gravelly bars. This 
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change in sediment type from gravel to sand may imply retreat of Talchir ice-sheet 
further south with passage of time. Ripple cross-laminated and thinly laminated shale 
facies represent periods of minimal discharge and stream power. Silt and clay so 
transported were deposited either as capping on channel bars or laterally along the 
banks. The scoured surface on top of fine clastic facies may represents emergence, 
exposure and subsequent erosion of the underlying sediments by a new set of 
channels. The above facies sequence and current variability of depositing streams, 
can well be attributed to distal gravelly braided streams of proglacial outwash plains. 
In the down-current direction further north, these streams deposited mostly sand and 
silt. 
The proglacial outwash plain was replaced by alluvial plain sensu stricto, as 
sedimentation proceeded from Talchir to Karharbari. The rejuvenated system of 
Karharbari streams records a decline in paleoslope (0.00032-0.00031) and flow 
velocity (83-66 cm/km). Stream channel sinuosity increased marginally (1.12-1.27), 
resulting in corresponding increase in current variability (1807). The paleodrainage 
and paleoslope shifted slightly and were directed towards northwest (343° + 42°). 
The bulk of the sediments consisting of pebbly to coarse and medium sand 
transported by Karharbari streams was deposited in active channels as transverse 
and diagonal bars. Down current migration of large-scale trough and tabular cross-
bedding, profusely developed in the Karharbari facies. Occasional presence of ripple 
cross-laminated and thinly laminated shale on top of channel bar facies suggests their 
deposition by small scale bed forms mainly as levees by the process of vertical 
accretion. Alternatively the fine elastics may have been deposited in abandoned 
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channels. The swampy conditions as and where developed in interchannel overbank 
areas provided suitable sub-environment for the formation of coal. Presence of 
scoured surface on top of coal or fine clastic facies may represent re-establishment of 
active channels over back swamps and levees. The vertical repetition of lithofacies 
calls for a recurrence of appropriate subenvironments laterally across the 
depositional basin. Overall facies relationship including paucity of fine elastics, and 
the computed values of low sinuosity and current variability of depositing streams 
for the Karharbari strata can best be attributed to deposits laid down by braided 
streams. 
The depositing streams record a further decline in slope (0.00024) and flow 
velocity (56 cm/km) and consequent increase in channel sinuosity (1.47) as 
sedimentation progressed into Barakar. Appropriately current vector variability of 
Barakar sandstone shows a marked increase (2501) to that of Karharbari strata. The 
bulk of cross-bedded sandstone facies may likewise correspond to channel bars 
(braid bars/point bars). Large amount (by volume) of fine elastics forming the 
Barakar sediments may be ascribed to deposition largely by vertical accretion and 
locally by lateral accretion on top of the channel bars. Depending on the dimensions 
of interchannel back swamps, persistent or impersistent coal seams were formed in 
the Barakar time. Unlike the Karharbari, the coal seams in the Barakar are followed 
commonly shale with a gradational contact in between. This may show slow and 
gradual shifting of depositional subenvironments as stream channels shifted their 
course laterally in response to river processes, a phenomenon commonly observed in 
streams of moderate channel sinuosity. 
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Indeed, the system of streams that brought about Late Paleozoic Gondwana 
sedimentation in this part of Indian peninsula had undergone a consistent change in 
their pattern from the onset of Talchir sedimentation up to the end of Barakar. The 
stream pattern was straight to braided during Talchir, braided in Karharbari, and 
moderately sinuous during the Barakar sedimentation. A progressive amelioration of 
climate, at the termination of glacial episode, perhaps, influenced the Gondwana 
sedimentation in the given area more than relief of the source area. Neither is there 
any evidence of syndepositional uplift of the source area. Syndepositional tectonism 
was nevertheless effective in bringing about subsidence of the depositional basin. 
Variation in thickness of lithic-fill and number of coal seams that occur therein are 
testimony the differential rate of subsidence during Karharbari and Barakar times. 
The history of Gondwana sedimentation in this area was terminated possibly 
with the large-scale tectonic faulting which effected the Gondwana basin throughout 
the peninsular India. These major faults resulted in the existing boundaries of the 
basins as well as affected the strata within the basin. The faulting is believed to be 
post-Gondwana (Late Mesozoic) in age and may well have coincided with large-
scale eruption of basic lavas and intrusions of sills and dykes in the Gondwana strata. 
These tectonic events combined with protected erosion through long period of 135 + 
5 m. y. may account for the isolated nature of the Gondwana outliers at the present 
day. 
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Research papers published from Ph. D. Thesis 
1. (1978) Tewari, R. C. and Casshyap, S. M. Sediment transport direction in fluviatile 
Karharbari sandstone, Giridih basin, Bihar. Indian Journal of Earth Sciences, V. 5 
(1), 95 -101. 
2. (1982a) Tewari, R.C. and Casshyap, S.M. Paleoflow analysis of late Paleozoic 
Gondwana deposits of Giridih and adjoining basins, Bihar and paleogeographic 
implications. Journal Geological Society of India, V. 23 (2), 67 - 79. 
3. (1982b) Casshyap, S.M. and Tewari, R.C. Facies analysis and paleogeographic 
implications of a late Paleozoic glacial outwash deposit, Bihar, India. Journal of 
Sedimentary Petrology, V. 52 (4), 1243 -1256. 
4. (1983b) Tewari, R.C. and Casshyap, S.M. Cyclicity in Early Permian fluviatile coal 
measures: An example from Giridih and Saharjuri basins, Bihar, India. Sedimentary 
Geology, V. 35,297-312. 
5. (1989) Tewari, R,C. Heavy minerals from late Paleozoic Gondwana sandstones of 
Giridih and adjoining basins of Bihar, with special reference to shape analysis of 
zircons. Bulletin, Indian Geologists Association, V. 22(1), 19 - 26. 
6. (1990) Tewari, R.C. Morphological parameters of lithoclasts in lower Gondwana 
sediments of Giridih and Dhakoi basins, Bihar and their environmental implications. 
Indian Journal of Earth Sciences, V. 17 (1), 51 - 57. 
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CITATION INDEX 
My research work on the sedimentology and paleogeography of Late Paleozoic-Mesozoic 
Gondwana sediments is well received and widely cited in many international and national 
research papers and research and text books. Some of these available citations are as follows: 
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SEDIMENT TRANSPORT DIRECTION IN FLUVIATILE KARHARBARI 
SANDSTONE, GIRIDIH BASIN, BIHAR 
R. C. TEWARI and S. M. CASSHYAP 
Department of Geology. Aligarh Muslim University. Aligarh 
ABSTRACT 
The Karharbari strata are dominantly arenaceous in the type area of Giridih 
basin. The sandstone is pebbly, very coarse grained in the lower part, and coarse 
to medium grained in the upper part. Shale and coal, commonly associated with 
the latter, respectively constitute about 9 and 5% of the strata. Small and large 
erosional channels and successive sets of large scale cross-bedding characterise the 
sandstone through most part. 
Paleocurrent results from cross-bedding data grouped at formation level 
reveal that the paleodrainage and sediment transport were dominantly directed from 
south-southwest to north-northeast. The cross-bedding variance shows a 
progressive increase from the lower (-^800—1700) to the upper part ('^2000— 
—4400) of the Karharbari. On lithological grounds supported by paleocurrent data 
it is inferred that the unimodal fan-shaped system of streams, which flowed across 
the Giridih basin, was possibly of braided pattern at the onset of Karharbari sedi-
mentation, following retreat of Talchir ice-sheet. The stream pattern, however, 
became progressively sinuous (moderately meandering) as the sedimentation conti-
nued through the middle to the upper part of the Karharbari. 
INTRODUCTION 
A chain of Gondwana outliers 
aligned east-west occurs to the north 
of the Koel-Damodar Valley coalfields 
in soijthern Bihar. One of the outliers 
in this chain is the Giridih coalfield, 
situated some 40 km north of the Jharia 
basin and 2 km southwest of the Giridih 
town (Fig 1). Of the total area of 
about 28 sq km, about 12 sq km are 
occupied by the Karharbari strata (Lower 
Permian), and the rest by the underlying 
Talchir (Permo-Carboniferous) and two 
inliers of Archean rocks. The Giridih 
coalfield is the type area for the 
Karharbari Formation. 
The Karharbari Formation or the 
basal Barakar, has the unique signifi-
cance in the Gondwana stratigraphy, 
inasmuch as it represents the first 
record of fluviatile sedimentation in the 
Gondwana basin following retreat of 
the Talchir ice sheet from the peninsular 
India. A proper understanding of 
paleodrainage and provenance for the 
Karharbari sediments will contribute 
significantly in the reconstruction of 
post-glacial paleogeography in the 
eastern part of India. This paper pre-
sents the results of a paleocurrent study 
covering much of the Karharbari strata 
in the Giridih basin. 
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Figure 1 : A schematic map of the Giridih coalfield showing: (i) distribution of 
Gondwana stratigraphy, and (ii) predesigned sampling plan for paleo-
current study Into sectors (dotted lines) and exposures (solid dots). 
STRATIGRAPHIC SETTING 
The Gondwana strata in the Giridih 
basin are surrounded by and are faulted 
against the Archean rocks both along 
the southern and the northern margins 
(Pascoe 1.959). In this basin the Gond-
wana rocks are represented only by the 
Talchir and the Karharbari formations 
having a total thickness of about 340 m. 
!n contrast, the Gondwana strata are 
thickly developed in the Koel-Damodar 
Valley basins in the south. As many 
as 5 to 7 formations having a total 
thickness of about 2600 m are 
developed here. The Karharbari shows 
a conformable relationship wi th the 
underlying Talchir in most places, but 
in some areas including the Giridih 
basin, the contact between the two is 
unconformable (Rao 1975 ; Krishnan 
1968). Elsewhere, in the Gondwana 
basins where Barakar strata occur above 
the Karharbari, the upper contact of 
the Karharbari is commonly gradational. 
The strata show near-horizontal dip, 
except in the south-western part where 
dip of beds varies from 5° to 15° 
towards northeast. 
SEDIMENTARY CHARACTERS 
The Karharbari Formation is predomi-
nantly arenaceous ( ~ 8 5 % by volume), 
comprising pebbly, very coarse to coarse 
sandstone in the lower part and coarse 
to medium grained sandstone in the 
upper part. The pebbly sandstone in 
the lower part contains subrounded to 
rounded clasts of quartzite and vein 
quartz ranging in size from about 2 mm 
to 8.5 cm and subangular to subrounded 
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feldspar of 2 to 11 mm size range. 
Associated wi th tiie coarse and medium 
sandstone in the overlying Karharbari 
are brown micaceous shale, siltstone, 
carbonaceous shale, and ccal, consti-
tuting about 15% (by volume) of the 
strata. As a rule, the coal seams (6%) 
are thin and laterally discontinuous 
throughout the formation. Indeed, there 
is lithologic evidence to show that the 
Karharbari strata exhibit a gross fining 
of sediment size progressively from the 
lower to the upper part (Casshyap 
1977). A recent study based on the 
application of Markov chain on the 
borehole data further reveals that the 
Karharbari sequence in the Giridih basin 
consists of fining upward asymmetrical 
cycles which are often truncated and 
are rarely complete (Tewari unpub. M. 
Phil, thesis, 1977). 
Petrographically, the Karharbari sands-
tone is commonly arkosic arenite in the 
lower part (quar tz=33%, feldspar=28%, 
quartzite fragments = 21 %, lithic frag-
ments=7%, mat r ix=9%, cement=2%) 
and sublithic arenite in the upper part 
(quar tz=65%, fe ldspar=6%, quartzite 
fragments = 9%, lithic fragments = 12%, 
mat r i x=7%, cement=1%) . Feldspar 
content decreases from 28% in the 
lower part to about 6% in the upper 
part, whereas lithic fragment increases 
from 7 to 12% in this direction. Ortho-
ciase is more common than microcline 
and locally shows evidence of.alteration 
to (?) kaolinite. 
Tabular cross-bedding is profusely 
developed in Karharbari sandstone. 
The cross-bedded sets are on average , 
5 to 75 cm thick ; individual foresets 
1 to 10 cm apart, are inclined at 10° to 
25° wi th the horizontal plane. Trough 
cross-bedding is less common ; troughs 
exposed on bedding surfaces are 30 
to 150 cm across, plunging at angles 
of 5° to 15°. Large and shallow 
erosional channels occur in cross-
sect ions' in sandstone bodies, ranging 
from about 1 5 to 150 m in length. 
PALEOCURRENT STUDY 
Methodology 
Early paleocurrent studies in this 
area were based on sporadic measure-
ments (Rao 1957 : Casshyap 1973). 
In the study reported here paleocurrent 
readings from cross-bedded sandstone 
units were collected from nearly the 
entire Giridih basin, following a 
predesigned heirarchical sampling grid 
comprising exposure, sector and forma-
tion levels. The methodology and 
application of heirarchical sampling 
plan used for the present paleocurrent 
study were outlined by Olson and Potter 
(1954) and Potter and Olson (1954), 
and have been discussed in detail by 
Potter and Pettijohn (1963) and others 
in recent years (Pryor 1960 ; Fahrig 
1961 : Casshyap 1968). The present 
study is based on 786 readings of 
cross-bedding azimuths taken from 
tabular cross-beds in vertical section 
(627) and trough cross-beds exposed 
on bedding plane (159). The cross-
bedding data were collected from a 
total of 33 exposures distributed in 7 
•sectors all over the area where appro-
priate outcrops are available (Fig. 1). 
The foreset orientation was corrected 
for tectonic t i l t in the southwestern 
sector where regional dip of strata 
exceeds 10°. The data were grouped 
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Figure 2 : Rose diagram showing orientation 
of cross-bedding foresets in Karharbari sand-
stone, and ttieir computed statistics at forma-
tion level. 
m 30°-class intervals to compute statis-
tical parameters at exposure, sector and 
formation levels. 
Foreset Azimuthal Distribution 
Foreset azimuths at exposure level 
are moderatly to strongly unimodai, wi th 
the principal mode oriented towards 
northwest, north and northeast. A 
closer examination reveals that the fore-
set orientation in cross-bedded units is 
by and large stratigraphically controlled. 
Thus, cross-beds in the pebbly sandstone 
of lower Karharbari are directed comm-
only towards northwest, whereas those 
forming part of the upper Karharbari are 
oriented more towards north and north-
east. The possible causes of vertical 
azimuthal variation in the Karharbari 
sequence are under investigation and 
shall be discussed separately (Casshyap 
and Tewari in preparation). The dis-
tribution of pooled data at sector level 
and for the entire area (formation level) 
is as a rule strongly unimodai wi th the 
grand mean directed towards north-
northeast ( 8±57° ) , as shown diagra-
mmatically in Fig. 2. Also recorded in 
the figure are the relevant 'statistical 
attributes of vector azimuths as deduced 
from pooled data at the formation level. 
Dominant Flow Direction 
It is widely believed that large-scale 
cross-bedding cosetsin aqueous deposits 
are the product of down current migra-
tion of large scale asymmetrical ripples 
or sand waves (Allen 1963, Pettijohn 
1975). Combined evidences from litho-
logy and sedimentary structures and the 
occurrence of f ining-upward sedimentary 
cycles in this sequence strongly suggest 
that the Karharbari strata may well be of 
fluviatile origin, which is also the view 
held by most early workers (Fox 1934, 
Pascoe 1959, Rao 1957, Casshyap 
1977). The results of paleocurrent study 
reveals that the system of streams which 
deposited cross-bedded sandstone of 
the Karharbari f lowed across the Giridih 
basin dominantly from south-southwest 
to north-northeast along a mean direc-
tion of 8 ± 5 7 ° . 
POSSIBLE PATTERNS OF 
KARHARBARI STREAMS 
The Karharbari lithology in the Giridih 
basin consists of sandstone, shale and 
coal. The lower Karharbari as recogni-
sed here abounds in pebbly, very coarse 
sandstone, which shows profuse develop-
ment of large scale tabular and trough 
cross-bedding and large-and-small ero-
sional channels. Significantly, the fore-
set distribution is strongly unimodai and 
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Figure 3 : A schematic map showing dominant paleocurrents in the Gondwana rocks of Giridih 
and Koel - Damodar Valley basins of eastern India. Northerly drainage outside Giridih 
corresponds to the Barakar strata and south-westerly drainage mainly to the Karhar-
bari strata (after Cashyap, 1973. 1977; southwesterly arrow in the North Karanpura 
coalfield is after De, 1977). 
cross-bedding variability small (variance 
~800-1700) in the lower Karharbari, 
as exannined at different sampling levels. 
In contrast, the upper Karharbari consists 
of coarse-to medium grained cross-
bedded sandstone, and contains thin 
interbeds of shale and coal. The foreset 
azimuths in cross-bedded units show 
fan-shaped distribution at exposure and 
higher sampling levels, so that the cross-
bedding variability increases to about 
2000 to 4400 in the upper Karharbari. 
The differences in the lithology and 
the current variability recognised be-
tween lower and upper Karharbari plus 
the associated sedimentary structures, 
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collectively, are the distinguishing fea-
tures of deposits laid down by streams 
of low (braided) and moderately high 
channel sinuousity, respectively (Doeglas 
1962, Selley 1967, Will iam and Rust 
1969, Coleman 1969, Bluck 1971, Petti-
john 1975). The fabric of elongate 
pebbles in lower Karharbari provides 
further evidence in support of braided 
stream origin, in that apparent long axes 
of the embedded clasts are oriented 
nearly perpendicularly (computed mean 
direction 105°) to the dominant f low 
direction of the inferred braided streams 
(8±57° ) . Doeglas (1962) has reported 
a similar relationship between orientation 
of elongate pebbles and their transport 
direction from deposits of several modern 
braided streams. The aforesaid lower and 
upper units of the Karharbari may like-
wise correspond to bed-load and mixed-
load channel fill deposits, respectively, 
according to the terminology of the 
fluvial model proposed by Schumm 
(1968). 
DISCUSSION 
The study reveals that Karharbari 
sediments in the Giridih basin were 
deposited by a fan-shaped system of 
streams which f lowed from the south-
southwest to the north-northeast direc-
tion. Lithology and associated sedimen-
tary structures and analysis of cross-
bedding data are corroborative of braided 
pattern for streams which laid down 
pebbly lower Karharbari, and sinuous 
pattern for those depositing sandy and 
shaly upper Karharbari. Significantly, 
the northerly directed Karharbari drainage 
exhibits a close parallelism wi th that 
which deposited fluvio-glacial sediments 
of the underlying Talchir in this area 
(Rao et al 1967). The subsequent 
Barakar drainage as reported from 
several Gondwana basins of Damodar 
Valley, situated to the south of the 
Giridih basin, is likewise dominantly 
northward directed (Casshyap, 1973). 
In spite of the fact that regional 
paleodrainage was consistently directed 
northward in this part of peninsular 
India during Late Paleozoic times 
(Casshyap 1977), there is local evidence 
of southerly sediment transport and/or 
paleoslope as reported from pebbly 
sandstone of Lower Karharbari (Cas-
shyap 1973, De 1977). These elements 
of paleodrainage in the Gondwana 
rocks of eastern India are schematically 
represented in Figure 3, based on 
paleocurrent studies of earlier workers 
(Casshyap 1973, 1977, De 1977). Local 
southerly paleoslope at the onset of 
Karharbari sedimentation may possibly 
be attributed to the subaerial . glacial 
topography, fol lowing the retreat of 
the Talchir ice-sheet (Srivastava and 
Casshyap 1977). 
The sum up, the paleodrainage in the 
Giridih basin which was northward 
directed at the enset of Karharbari 
sedimentation remained practically 
unchanged throughout the deposition 
of Karharbari strata. However, the 
stream system changed its pattern from 
braided at the onset to moderately 
sinuous at the end, 
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PALEOFLOW ANALYSIS OF LATE PALEOZOIC GONDWANA 
DEPOSITS OF GIRIDIH AND ADJOINING BASINS AND 
PALEOGEOGRAPHIC IMPLICATIONS 
R. C. TEWARI AND S. M. CASSHYAP 
Department of Geology, Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh 202 001 
Abstract 
The Late Paleozoic Gondwana rocks underlying the Giridih, Jainty and Saharjuri 
basins, and Dhakoi outlier of south Bihar comprise Talchir, Karharbari and Barakar 
Formations. The Talchir strata exhibit a facies change from conglomeratic in the 
Dhakoi outlier in the south to dominantly sandy, shaly to silty in the Giridih and other 
basins towards north. The Karharbari abounds in pebbly, very coarse, coarse to 
medium sandstone (~85% by volume) with thin interbeds of shale (~7%) and coal 
(~8%). In contrast, the succeeding Barakar is characterised by more of shale ( ~ 36%) 
and coal (~21%) than sandstone (~43%) which is largely medium to coarse grained. 
Paleoflow analysis based on cross bedding and other directional attributes reveals 
a gradual shift with time in paleodrainage in that it was directed towards west-north-
west (297 ±46°) during Talchir, northwest (343 ±42°) in Karharbari and towards north 
(359±50°) in Barakar. 
The uniformity of northerly paleoflow during Karharbari and Barakar times in the 
given area and in theadjoining Gondwana basins to the south is suggestive of a unified 
Gondwana basin in this part of peninsular India. It is inferred that the outlet of Gond-
wana streams in this part was dominantly northward. 
INTRODUCTION 
This suidy was undertaken on four isolated ' Lower' Gondwana outliers of 
Dhakoi, Giridih, Jainty and Saharjuri which form a subsidiary chain situated to the 
north of, and aligned parallel to the Koel-Damodar valley Gondwana belt of eastern 
India (Fig, 1). The Gondwana rocks of the given outliers comprise Talchir, 
Karharbari and Barakar Formations in variable proportion. On the basis of paleo-
CLirrent studies of Late Paleozoic Gondwana rocks thus far carried out, the geo-
graphic location of the present area is indeed important for a proper reconstruction 
of regional paleogeography in this part of Peninsular India. Earlier attempts to 
deduce Gondwana paleocurrents in this area (Casshyap, 1973) were sporadic, based 
on fewer and random outcrops. 
The proposed study aims at determining paleoflow direction of Gondwana rocks 
through time in the given area. The results here deduced together with those already 
published are used to reconstruct a paleodrainage and possible framework of Gond-
wana basins during Late Paleozoic time in this part of Peninsular India. 
GEOLOGICAL SETTING 
The Gondwana geology of respective outliers has been mapped by Rao (1957) 
for Giridih coalfield, Niyogi and Sanyal (1962) and Niyogi (1966) for Jainty and 
Saharjuri coalfields, and Tewari (1980) for Dhakoi outlier. The Gondwana rocks 
in each outlier are surrounded by and faulted against the Archean metamorphic 
rocks. On the whole, they represent about 900 m thick strata including Talchir 
(60-200 m), Karharbari (305 m) and Barakar (228-500 m) in ascending order. The 
Talchir is exposed in all the four outliers, the Karharbari apparently restricted to 
Giridih basin, whereas the Barakar .crops out mainly in Jainty and Saharjuri basins. 
The lower contact of Karharbari with the underlying Talchir is more or less scoured 
and channelled through most part, described by early workers as unconforrnable 
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Figure 1. Location map of Giridih, Jainty and Saharjuri basins and Dhakoi outliers. 
(Rao, 1957). Upper contact with overlying Barak"ar is gradational. In the Jainty 
basin the Barkar strata lie in juxtaposition with the Archeans due to the north 
boundary fault, whereas in Saharjuri they overlap the Talchir and lie directly above 
the Archeans along the southern margin. 
The regional strike is east-west to southeast-noi'thwest which is just about the 
same as that recorded in Damodar Valley coaliields to the south. The strata are 
northward dipping except in the northwestern part of Giridih and northern parts 
of Jainty and Saharjuri basins where the dips are generally towards south. The 
amount of dip is variable though, ranging from 3° to 15° and locally is steeper 
(30°-40°) as along the northern margins of Jainty and Saharjuri. East-west strike 
faults transect the area as well as truncate the margins in the north or to the south 
or both. 
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LITHOFACIES AND SEDIMENTARY CHARACTERS 
The various lithofacies and their sedimentary structures are summarised in 
Table I. There is evidence to show that the Talchir strata exhibit facies variation 
TABLE I. Lithofacies and sedimentary cliaracters of Gondwana strata in the Giridih and 
adjoining basins. 
Formation Lithofacies Geometry and sedimentary structures 
Baral<ar 
(228-500m) 
Medium to coarse sandstone 
Shale 
Coal 
Tabular to multilateral and channel shaped 
sand bodies. Planar cross beds are more com-
mon than troughs. Thick and thin beds of 









Small and large coalescent channel sand 
bodies. Profusely cross bedded in planar 
cross bedding with occasionally trough. As-
sociated shale and coal are laterally impersist-
ent. 
Coalescent and channel shaped sand bodies 
with scoured base. Faintly horizontal bedded 
to cross bedded. 
Talchir 
(60-200 m) 
Fine sandsfone/siltstone and 
shale 
Coarse to medium sandstone 
Conglomerate with sporadic 
patches of diamictite 
Laminated to cross laminated. 
Channel to tabular shaped sand bodies. 
Mainly planar cross bedded to locally trough 
and horizontal bedded. 
Elongate bodies of massive poorly sorted 
conglomerate. Channel shaped conglomeratic 
bodies are well sorted, massive to planar as 
well as trough cross bedded. Enclosed units 
of diamictite are massive to stratified. 
in that they comprise conglomerate, sporadic tillite and coarse to inedium sandstone 
in the southerly Dhakoi outlier, and mainly siltstone and shale and occasionally 
medium to fine sandstone in the northerly Giridih, Jainty and Saharjuri basins 
(Tewari and Casshyap, 1979). The overlying Karharbari abound in pebbly, very 
coarse to coarse sandstone (~85% by volume), wherein thin and impersistent inter-
calations of shale and coal may occur as a rule. The Barakar strata above the 
Karharbari register a further increase of fine elastics and coal at the expense of 
sandstone which is by contrast coarse to medium grained and occurs mainly as 
multilateral bodies. Lithofacies diff"erences apart, vertical facies relationship reveals 
difference in the nature of cyclical order in both the coal measures (Casshyap and 
Tewari, 1979). 
•Large scale planar and trough cross beds (> 5 cm) are profusely developed in 
pebbly, very coarse, coarse and medium sandstone and locally in conglomerate 
facies. Small-scale cross bedding are developed particularly in fine sandstone and 
siltstone facies of the Barakar strata. Thick and thin horizontal bedding may 
develop locally in conglomerate and sandstone facies. Among other primary 
structures are striations, grooves and parting lineations developed on upper bedding 
surfaces of sandstone bodies of the Talchir strata. 
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Based on lithofacies association and sedimentary characters, the Talchir strata 
have been interpreted as proglacial outwash in the southern part (Dhakoi) and 
possibly lacustrine (Giridih, Jainty and Saharjuri) in the north (Tevvari and 
Casshyap, 1979). The overlying Karharbari and Barakar formations are mainly of 
fluviatile origin. 
PALEOFLOW ANALYSIS 
This study is based on a total of 1870 readings of directional structures from 
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Grand Total = 1870 
Orientation data of embedded pebbles and cross bedding azimuths for respective 
sedimentary facies were appropriately corrected for tectonic tilt where structural dip 
exceeds 10°, and grouped in 20°-and 30°-class intervals, respectively to compute 
conventional statistical attributes following Potter and Pettijohn (1963). Computed 
values of vector mean and vector magnitude for directional attributes at each outcrop 
are shown in paleoflow map in Figures 2 and 3 by unadorned (pebble fabric) and 
adorned (cross bedding azimuth) arrows; their length being proportional to vector 
magnitude. Further, directional data were analysed for each facies (Table II) and, 
separately for each formation (Table III). 
Talchir Formation 
Long axes orientation of embedded clasts is commonly unimodal in the conglo-
merate facies. The principal mode is oriented southeast-northwest at each outcrop 
(Fig. 2A). A similar trend persists at facies level (136-316 + 19°), with vector 
strength as high as 83%. Striations and grooves in sandstone facies are likewise 
oriented in the same general direction (155 - 335+46°). Associated cross bedding 
azimuths as and where developed are commonly oriented towards northwest (Fig. 
2A) with a mean direction of 277 + 34° in conglomerate and 311+47° in sandstone 
facies (Table II); corresponding vector strength is appreciably high of the order of 
83% and 80% in the two facies. Combined data of cross bedding azimuths from 
different outcrops reveals a mean paleoflow direction of 297 + 46° (Table III) during 
the deposition of Talchir conglomerate and sandstone facies of Dhakoi outlier. 
Indeed, dimensional fabric and cross bedding azimuths yield more or less simi-
lar results, implying their origin in response to the same depositional agency. Long 
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TABLE II. Fades level statistics of cross bedding azimuths and otlier directional features 
in Talchir, Karharbari and Barakar strata. 
Facies Directional Number of Vector mean (a v) Variance Vector 
structures readings (N) (in degrees) (S2) Strengtli (L%) 
Sandstone Cross bedding 
Baralcar Formation 
















































TABLE III. Statistical attributes of cross bedding and other directional 











Striation and grooves 
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axes orientation of embedded clasts in fluvial gravels, similar to those of conglome-
rate facies referred to above, may develop parallel to flow by the streams of regular 
water supply (Katterherberg, 1956). Similar pebble fabric may also develop in 
fluvial gravels deposited as mid channel bar (Theisseyre, 1975). Alternatively, it 
may also be attributed to steeper slope (Sengupta, 1966). 
Karharbari Formation 
In the succeeding pebbly sandstone facies of basal Karharbari, mean azimuthal 
orientation of cross bedded units is northwesterly (314 + 84°; 345±89'^) directed at 
outcrop level (Fig. 2B). Dimensional fabric in pebbly sandstone, however, shows 
almost perpendicular relationship to cross bedding azimuthal orientation, unlike to 
that of the underlying conglomerate. This relationship may be attributed either to 
periodic flow (Kursten, 1960) or to local transverse flows along diagonal bars or 
margins of longitudinal bars. The same relationship has been found for the clasts 
deposited along the banks of modern gravelly stream channels (Theisseyre, 1975). 
Magnitude of slope may also have influenced the clast orientation, in that it was 
steeper in the underlying Talchir and became gentler in the succeeding Karharbari. 
Paleoflow in the sandstone facies of middle and upper Karharbari is likewise 
directed dominantly towards northwest, though at a few outcrops it is more towards 
north and northeast (Fig. 2B). Locally, at two outcrops in the northern part of 
Giridih basin, mean paleoflow is towards west. Dispersion of foresets azimuths is 
relatively high (L=75%) in the Karharbari than in the underlying Talchir (L = 78%). 
Mean paleoflow during Karharbari times is more toward northwest, both at facies 
(336±34°; 346±43°) and formation levels (343+42°). 
Barakar Formation 
Cross bedding azimuths in sandstone facies of the overlying Barakar Formation 
which underlies the Jainty and Saharjuri basins are oriented in the northwest and 
northeast direction (Fig. 3). Dispersion of foreset azimuths is however lower for. 
the Barakar (L=50%) than the Karharbari (L= 75%) and Talchir (L = 78%). Mean 
paleoflow is, however, northerly, directed at facies (357+48°; 4 + 52°) and formation 
levels (359+ 50^ )^. 
PALEODRAINAGE AND PALEOGEOGRAPHIC RECONSTRUCTION 
For a precise estimate of paleoflow through time, mean paleoflow is plotted 
vis-a-vis facies for each formation in a vertical order (Fig. 4) as observed in the field 
and as deduced statistically using Markov chain analysis. Dimensional fabric in 
conglomerate facies at the base of Talchir reveals southeast-northwest trend, imply-
ing that the sediment load should have been transported either from southeast or 
noi-thwest. A similar line of movement is deduced from striations and grooves. 
Indeed, evidence from cross bedding foresets suggests that sediment transport direc-
tion was from east-southeast to west-northwest (297 ±46°) during Talchir sedi-
mentation. However, the paleodrainage so established, shifted gradually towards 
north through time ; it was northwesterly directed (3.43 ±42°) at the onset of Kar-
harbari and almost northerly directed (359 ±50°) during the overlying Barakar For-
mation. . This may imply a corresponding progressive shift in the source area as 
sedimentation proceeded from Talchir through Karharbari to Barakar. 
Figure 5 is a possible paleogeographic reconstruction during the Late Paleozoic 
times in this part of peninsular India, based on the results of this study and those 
already published. It is suggested.that the Talchir glacial lobe which released melt 
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•FormaHod Sedimentary Focies Cross - b e d d i n g 
Other d i r e c t i o n o i 
Fea tu res 
Channel axis 
Pebble fabric 
Figure 4. A generalised columnar diagiam showing mean paleoflow thiough time in the 
various fades of Talchir, Karhai-baii and Baiakar Foimations. based on cross bedding and other 
directioj ia] features. 
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water streams and glacial debris of gravel, sand and clay for the inferred proglacial 
outwash deposits may have occupied the highlands to the east, southeast and south 
of the given area. Nearer, the highlands may have comprised Kodarma-Monghyr 
ridge and Parasnath hill, but Chottanagpur plateau farther south may have also 
contributed sediments to the basins of the given area. 
Indeed, the post glacial northerly paleodrainage of Karharbari and Barakar is by 
and large in conformity with the prevailing regional paleodrainage as deduced in 
other Gondwana basins of Karanpura, Bokaro, Jharia and Raniganj situated to the 
south (Fig. 5). The uniformity of northerly directed paleodrainage in this region has 
been attributed to the existence of a unified Gondwana basin (Casshyap, 1973, 1977) 
as against the concept of isolated basins opined by early workers (Fox, 1934; Pascoe, 
1959; Ghosh and Mitra, 1970). Local monadnocks of Monghyr ridge including 
Parasnath hill, may have interrupted the uniformity of Gondwana basin here and 
there. Indeed, the southwesterly component of paleodrainage as recorded in the 
Karharbari in parts of Karanpura and Bokaro basins (Fig. 5) may have been the 
result of reworking of Talchir glacial debris by melt water streams which may have 
flowed from the highlands also towards south. The same highlands may account 
for the possible bifurcation of paleodrainage towards north and northeast in the 
eastern part, and northwest and west in the western part as is evident from Fig. 5. 
The north and northeasterly component of the drainage recorded in the given area 
and farther north in the Rajmahal basins (Khan, 1972) may have had their outlet 
eventually towards the cratonic shore zone located close to the present Himalayan 
foothills to the north (Robinson, 1967, Fig. 2; Mitra et ai, 1973; Casshyap, 1973, 
1977). The plant bearing Late Paleozoic Gondwana rocks of the eastern Himalayan 
foothills which occasionally contain Anthracolithic marine fauna and locally includes 
thin beds of fossiliferous limestone have been correlated with the fluviatile rocks of 
the Damuda group of eastern Peninsular India (Fox, 1931, p. 79; Pascoe, 1959, 
p. 833; Chandra, 1972). Gondwana coal has been reported in the subsurface in 
Purnea in north Bihar and Bogra in Bangladesh. The occurrence of fluviatile 
Gondwana rocks in isolated patches up to the foothills of eastern Himalayas 
representing a mixed marine and continental facies and a consistently northerly 
directed paleoslope may bear testimony to the extensive nature of Gondwana basin 
during Late Paleozoic time in this part of Peninsular India. 
CONCLUSION 
The Late Paleozoic Gondwana rocks of the given area comprise Talchir, 
Karharbari and Barakar Formations. Paleoflow analysis reveals that these sedi-
ments were brought by a network of streams of variable competency. The mean 
paleodrainage was west-northwesteirly during the deposition of Talchir, and shifted 
towards northwest and north in the overlying Karharbari and Barakar times. 
The uniformity of northerly directed paleodrainage during Karharbari and 
Barakar times in the given area and adjoining Gondwana basins of Karanpura, 
Bokaro, Jharia and Raniganj to the south and'Rajmahal to the north, probably, 
calls for an extensive Gondwana basin in this part of Peninsular India. vLocal high-
lands may have interrupted the continuity of the basin and bifurcated the paleo-
drainage here and there. Limited occurrence of Gondwana strata (up to Barakar) 
and smaller thickness of lithic-fill in the area under investigation, as opposed to 
fuller record in the basins to the south, are some of the aspects of Gondwana sedi-
mentation which have not yet been properly investigated. 
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FACIES ANALYSIS AND PALEOGEOGRAPHIC IMPLICATIONS OF A LATE 
PALEOZOIC GLACIAL OUTWASH DEPOSIT, BIHAR, INDIA' 
S M. CASSHYAP AND R C . T E W A R I 
Department of Geology 
Aligai h Muslim Univeisity 
Ahgaih 202001, India 
ADSIRACT SIX mterbedded facies are recognized in 60-m-thick, late Paleozoic Talchir strata exposed as 
a small outlier in Archean metamorphics in Bihar, eastern India Conglomerate facies which occur as 
elongate bodies and diamictite dispersed in small isolated blocks are mterbedded with medium to coarse, 
massive, horizontal-bedded to cross-bedded sandstone and fine to medium npple-laminated sandstone and 
laminated shale facies A facies model denved from Markov chain analysis reveals a fimng-upward rela-
tionship from conglomerate at base through sandstone to shale at top 
Conglomerate facies which occur as elongate bodies, massive at base and cross-bedded at top, are similar 
to those of longitudinal bars of proglacial outwash plains Small blocks of diamictite enclosed in con-
glomerate are interpreted as ice-rafted frozen blocks of moraine Massive, horizontal-bedded to cross-bed-
ded sandstone facies coirespond to seasonaJ channel sand, deposited respectively as flooded channel facies 
and downcurrent-migrating transverse-to-linguoid bars of braided streams Fine clastic facies occurring as 
capping on conglomerate and sandy bars correspond to periods of minimal discharge in protected or aban-
doned parts of outwash plains Frequent lateral shifts of braided channel bars in outwash plains may account 
for the recurrence of fining-upward cycles 
The deposition of outwash debris is attributed to meltwater streams following southward retreat of the 
Talchir ice lobe The ice lobe, perhaps, developed locally on the highlands of Parasnath hill to the south, 
but there is also a possibility that it represents the northern limit of the ice lobes that advanced northward 
across the Damodar Valley Basin 
INTRODUCTION 
The Talchir glacigene rocks underhe the 
Permian coal-bearing sequence in all the 
Gondwana basins of peninsular India Most 
workers favor a Sakmarian (early Permian) 
age for the Talchir glacials, on the basis of 
similarity of marine mvertebrate fauna with 
those of the Lyons and Holmwood groups of 
Western Australia (Dickins and Thomas, 1961; 
Dickins and Shah, 1979; Sastri and Shah, 
1964; Sastri et al., 1979), although for Frakes 
•t al. (1975) and Frakes (1979) the possibility 
.-xists that the glacials range down into the late 
Carboniferous (Stephanian). 
The Talchir glacial deposits uniformly con-
sist of tillite, sandstone, shale, and siltstone 
and locally contain conglomerate (Ghosh and 
Mitra, 1975; Frakes et al. 1975; Casshyap, 
1977). By contrast, the isolated outcrop of 
Talchir rocks enclosed in the Archean complex 
to the north of the Damodar Valley Basin in 
'•Manuscnpt received October 1, 1981, revised May 7, 
1982 
Bihar, eastern India (Fig. lA), abounds in 
conglomerate, sandstone, and shale, with til-
lite rarely occurring. This outcrop of Talchir 
rocks occurring along the Barakar River on 
Dumri-Gindih road has an erosional and partly 
faulted contact with the surrounding Archean 
rocks (Fig. IB). The outcrop is here desig-
nated as Dhakoi Outlier after the nearby vil-
lage of Dhakoitanr. Predominance of con-
glomerate facies in this outcrop has important 
paleogeographic implications 
Although reference to this outlier of Talchir 
rocks has been made in the literature (Fox, 
1934, p. 63; Pascoe, 1959, p. 1020), a critical 
sedimentological study of these rocks is still 
lacking for a proper interpretation of late Pa-
leozoic glacial paleogeography of eastern pen-
insular India. The present paper examines and 
interprets the sedimentary facies of the Dhakoi 
Outlier. An attempt is made to deduce a ver-
tical relationship of constituent facies using 
Markov chain analysis. A facies model so de-
rived forms the basis for interpreting vertical 
relationships of corresponding depositional en-
vironments and their paleogeographic impli-
cations. 
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FIG. 1.—Location and geological map of Dhakoi outlier: A) Map showing location of Dhakoi Outlier (1) north of 
the Damodar Valley Basin situated in south Bihar, eastern India (inset). Other Gondwana outliers in this include 
Giridih (2), Jainty (3), Saharjuri (4), Bokaro (5), and Jharia (6) basins. B) Map showing the distribution of Talchir 
rock types in Dhakoi Outlier. 
REGIONAL STRATIGRAPHIC SETTING 
The intracratonic Gondwana basins of east-
em India, wiiich were interpreted as rift val-
leys by early workers (Fox, 1931; Krishnan, 
1960), are now believed to be half grabens 
(Chatterjee and Ghosh, 1969; Ghosh and Mi-
tra, 1972). However, many workers (Gee, 
1932; Ahmad, 1966; Robinson, 1967; Cas^ 
shyap, 1973, 1977) have thought that the orig-
inal Gondwana basins of eastern India and 
elsewhere grew in size progressively with 
sedimentation and that they were down-faulted 
later (Mesozoic), followed by prolonged ero-
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sion that resulted in the present disposition of 
the outliers. Thus, most Gondwana sediments 
of peninsular India were preserved and not 
deposited in half grabens as is clearly docu-
mented in a recent study (Casshyap, 1981). 
The Dhakoi Outlier is, likewise, a half gra-
ben with the southern contact erosional and the 
northern contact faulted against the Archean 
basement (Fig. IB). A more complete se-
quence of Gondwana rocks with underlying 
Talchir and overlying Karharbari coal mea-
sures is exposed 13 km to the northeast in the 
Giridih basin (Tewari, 1980). The section in 
Figure 2 illustrates the structural and strati-
graphic relationship of Gondwana rocks be-
tween the southerly Dhakoi and northerly Gir-
lih basin. 
Figure IB shows the distribution of Talchir 
rock types in the Dhakoi outcrop. The Talchir 
strata, conspicuous by their olive green color, 
consist of a 60-m-thick interbedded assem-
blage of conglomerate, sandstone, siltstone, 
and shale. Diamictite, although uncommon, 
occurs in the basal part enclosed in conglom-
erate. Fossil fragments of glossopteris, gan-
garaopteris, and vertebraria are common in in-
terbedded fine sandstone and shale; so are 
embedded striated clasts, and grooves and 
striations on bedding surfaces in sandstone. 
The overall strata including the diamictite 
closely resemble the Talchir assemblage of the 
Damodar Valley basin to the south. However, 
unlike large tillite outcrops (>10^ m) in the 
southerly Gondwana basins, the diamictite 
here occurs as small and discontinuous blocks, 
a feature that calls for a distinctive mode of 
origin as discussed later. 
FACIES DESCRIPTION 
Six sedimentary fades are recognized in the 
Talchir sequence on the basis of dominant lith-
ology and primary structures following rec-
ommendations of Walker (1975). These facies 
are: 1) diamictite (Dm); 2) massive conglom-
erate (Gm); 3) trough and planar cross-bedded 
conglomerate (Gt-Gp); 4) massive and hori-
zontal-bedded medium to coarse sandstone 
(Sm-Sh); 5) trough and planar cross-bedded 
medium to coarse sandstone (St-Sp); and 6) 
alternating ripple-laminated fine to medium 
sandstone and laminated shale (Sr-Fl). 
Among these, four facies are named using 
Miall's (1978) terminology; the other two fa-
cies, namely diamictite and massive to hori-
zontal-bedded medium to coarse sandstone, 
are designated here as Dm and Sm-Sh, re-
spectively. Moreover, instead of classifying 
each facies separately, two facies are grouped 
into one as Gt-Gp and St-Sp in this study, in-
asmuch as the grouped facies occur together 
and merge imperceptibly into one another, sel-
dom exhibiting distinct boundaries. Other fa-
cies are, likewise, grouped as Sm-Sh and Sr-
Fl. In addition, scoured surface (Ss), which 
is not a facies in the strict sense, is recognized 
as a separate state and is given equal status 
when analyzing facies relationships. 
Scoured Surface (Ss) 
Scoured surfaces are common and charac-
terized by large and small, shallow erosional 
scours varying in depth from 10 cm to 1 m and 
in width from 70 cm to several meters. Scoured 
surfaces occur mostly above Sr-Fl facies and 
! * » * ! Archean 1"^ - I Talchir Formation l:-'!.''.'.| Karharbar i Forniatlon 
FIG. 2.—^Transverse section {X - Y) showing structural and stratigraphic relationship between Dhakoi Outlier and 
Giridih basin (inset). 
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FIG. 3.—Scoured surface (Ss) at the base of massive conglomerate facies (Gm). The conglomerate above Gm facies 
locally shows planar cross-bedding (Gp). Note a block of massive diamictite (Dm) enclosed in Gm facies. One kil-
ometer west of Barakar river bridge. 
below Gm or Dm facies (Fig. 3). Locally, they 
are overlain by either of the sandy facies (Sm-
Sh, St-Sp). 
Diamictite Facies (Dm) 
Diamictite occurs as small discontinuous 
blocks in the basal part, enclosed in massive 
conglomerate (Fig. 3). The diamictite bodies 
seldom exceed 1 m in thickness and 5 m in 
width; they are massive but locally exhibit 
faint stratification indicating partial reworking 
(Fig. 4). Assorted clasts set in green silty and 
clayey matrix, which constitutes the bulk of 
diamictite, consist of pebbles and cobbles 
more, ranging in size from 3 to 20 cm, than 
boulders—the latter are as large as 1 m or 
more in diameter. Larger clasts are better 
rounded than smaller clasts, which show well-
defined triangular to pentagonal faces, and 
some exhibit faint multidirectional striations. 
The clast assemblage, estimated in several out-
crops after Casshyap's (1969) method of peb-
ble counts, consists mostly of pink porphyritic 
granite (—45%) and coarse-grained granite 
gneiss (—20%); other lithotypes include sev-
eral varieties of quartzite, schist, and igneous 
(diorite) and sedimentary (sandstone) rocks. 
The facies lies above scoured surface or is 
overlain by any of the sandy facies. 
Massive Conglomerate Facies (Gm) 
The conglomerate facies occurs as elongate 
bodies, which are on average 60 to 150 m 
long, 30 to 50 m wide, and 1 to 3 m thick. 
These bodies, having channel-like geometr 
J'^ \h^. 
toil ^ ?t 
't 1 
FIG. 4.—Partially stratified diamictite (Dm) surface 
closely parallel to bedding. Curious relief features are re-
cent, formed by action of water overflowing from the 
adjacent river. Northern bank of Barakar river below 
bridge. 
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FIG 5 —Outcrop showing massive conglomerate fa 
cies (Gm) along bedding surface. Embedded clasts vary 
from small pebbles (10 mm) to boulders up to 60 cm (left-
hand middle), are subrounded to rounded and poorly 
sorted. One-and-a-half kilometers west of Barakar river 
'•ridge. 
with an erosive base (Fig, 3), are massive to 
horizontal-bedded and grade upward locally 
into cross-bedded conglomerate facies (Gt-
Gp). They are elongated southeast-northwest 
(mean channel orientation 305°) in the direc-
tion of flow (297 ± 46°) as deduced from 
mean cross-bedding azimuths of associated 
conglomerate (Gt-Gp) and sandstone (St-Sp) 
facies (Tewari and Casshyap, 1982). Embed-
ded clasts in Gm facies are less heterogeneous 
in size and composition, more rounded, and 
have greater density of packing (Fig. 5) than 
those constituting the diamictite facies. The 
conglomerate facies (Gm) is commonly sup-
ported by moderately sorted sandy matrix. 
Trough and Planar Cross-bedded 
Conglomerate Facies (Gt-Gp) 
Channel-like conglomerate lenses which lo-
cally contain trough (Gt) and planar (Gp) 
cross-bedding are clast supported, consisting 
mostly of small (2-5 cm), rounded to well-
rounded pebbles (Fig. 6). Planar type units of 
cross-bedding are more common and merge 
laterally into trough types. Trough foresets are 
exposed on bedding planes over a distance of 
5 to 6 m (Fig. 7); their depth varies from 30 
to 65 cm and width from 80 cm to 2 m. Planar 
cross-beds occur as cosets in two to four units 
varying from 45 to 80 cm in thickness and are 
inclined at angles of 15 to 30°. These foresets 
are sharply truncated on top and slightly tan-
gential near the bottom. Units of cross-bedded 
conglomerate facies rest upon massive con-
glomerate (Gm) or scoured surface (Ss). 
p— 
--V 
- j ' ^ 
''^^. 
^ . 
r j*^^;: j^ mm 
FIG. 6.—Pebble conglomerate showing planar cross-
bedding (Gp)—best seen in lower part. Seven hundred 
meters west of bridge. 
Massive and Horizontal-bedded, Medium to 
Coarse Sandstone Facies (Sm-Sh) 
Sandstone facies are fairly widespread as 
tabular and channel-like bodies. Tabular bod-
ies are traceable for several tens of meters in 
length and are 50 cm to more than 1.5 m thick, 
depending upon grain size. Channel-like bod-
ies are 4 to 8 m in length and 50 cm to 1.5 m 
in thickness. Upper surfaces of sandstone bod-
ies occurring in proximity of diamictite locally 
show striations and grooves oriented south-
east-northwest (Mean orientation: 155-335 ± 
46°) (Tewari and Casshyap, 1982). Bedding 
surfaces also show, locally, clusters of well-
sorted clasts and well-developed parting line-
ations (Fig. 8). 
Trough and Planar Cross-bedded, Medium to 
Coarse Sandstone Facies (St-Sp) 
Channel-like bodies of medium to coarse 
sandstone contain large-scale trough and planar 
FIG. 7.—Trough cross-bedded conglomerate facies (Gt); 
overlying massive conglomerate shows planar cross-bed-
ding (Gp) to left. Five hundred meters west of Barakar 
bridge. 
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FIG. 8.—Outcrop showing parting lineations on upper 
bedding surface of medium to coarse massive sandstone 
facies; dips are gentle towards observer. One hundred 
meters east of bridge. 
cross-bedding (Fig. 9), which are frequently 
interbedded and rest upon massive sandstone 
facies. Trough cross-beds exposed on bedding 
plane are 10 to 25 cm deep, 30 to 60 cm wide, 
and 2 to 3 m long. In vertical sections, parallel 
to current flow, troughs are well defined by 
shallow scours, one overlapping the other mar-
ginally. Curvilinear foresets of 1- to 3-cm 
thickness run parallel to the basal scoured sur-
face. Planar cross-bedded units range in thick-
ness from 15 to 70 cm and their foresets are 
inclined at 15 to 26° with bedding plane. In 
vertical sections inclined foresets are sharply 
truncated at top and-gently tangential against 
bottom. 
Alternating Ripple-laminated Fine to Medium 
Sandstone and Laminated Shale Facies (Sr-Fl) 
Thinly bedded, ripple-laminated, fine-grained 
sandstone (Sr) and laminated shale (Fl) facies 
mostly occur interbedded with each other, al-
though locally they can occur independently 
resting .above sandy facies with gradational 
contact. These sequences, which are fairly 
rhythmic and closely resemble varves, may be 
designated as rhythmite (Fig. 10), in which 3-
to 6-cm sandy beds alternate with 5- to 10-cm 
shale beds. Sr facies where developed as a sep 
arate unit occurs as lenselike bodies pinching 
out on both ends. Fl facies is characterised by 
parallel laminations 0.5 to 2.5 cm apart; it oc-
casionally contains the single ripple lamination 
of McKee (1965). Pebbles and cobbles occur 
occasionally as dropstones, identical in lith-
ologies to those of clasts occurring in the con-
glomerate (Gm) and diamictite (Dm) facies. 
Fragments of fossil plants of glossopteris, 
gangmopteris, and vertebraria are dispersed 
commonly along the bedding surfaces of this 
facies. 
FIG. 9.—Typical outcrop of medium to coarse sandstone showing interbedded lenses of trough and planar cross-
bedded (St-Sp) and massive and horizontal-bedded (Sh) facies. Massive sandstone is 35 cm thick in middle-right 
margin. Five hundred meters east of Barakar bridge. 
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RG. 10.—Heavily jointed outcrop showing interbed-
ded sequence of ripple-laminated fine to medium sand-
stone (Sr) and laminated shale (Fl) facies. Alternating 
beds are on average 3 to 10 cm thick. One kilometer west 
of bridge on the southern bank of river. 
MARKOV CHAIN ANALYSIS 
Although interbedded sequences of the above-
mentioned facies lack any discernible order at 
individual outcrops, their gross distribution 
shows dominance of Gm, Dm, and Gt-Gp in 
the lower part and Sm-Sh, St-Sp, and Sr-Fl in 
the upper part. The columnar section in Figure 
11 is an example of a vertical sequence of 
Talchir facies occurring in a given thickness 
of strata on an outcrop. Markov chain statistics 
are used to deduce preferred vertical order in 
the facies sequences. The computational pro-
cedure for evaluating Markovian process is 
outlined by Harbaugh and Bonham-Carter 
(1970, p. 98), and the same has been followed 
in this study. The upward transitions from one 
facies to another were recorded for the entire 
60-m sequence on 10 different outcrop sec-
tions in the area. Thickness of sample sections 
at any single outcrop, however, seldom ex-
ceeds 4 m or so, and the facies transitions so 
recorded were too small in number to be 
treated separately for each outcrop section. For 
this study, therefore, data from all 10 sections 
were pooled, and 89 transition counts so ob-
tained are structured in a 7 X 7 tally count 
matrix (Table 1). The facies relationship dia-
Meter 
Meter 
FIG. 11.—Columnar section showing vertical arrange-
ment of sedimentary facies as exposed in a 5-m section 
of Talchir outcrop. One kilometer west of bridge on the 
northern bank of river. 
gram in Figure 12, based on tally counts, ap-
parently lacks any discernible preferred order 
of transition. Two probability matrices are 
computed from the tally count data: 1) a tran-
sition probability matrix, which records the 
actual probabilities of occurrence of various 
facies (Table 2); and 2) an independent trials 
probability matrix, which includes the proba-
bility of any one facies being followed by an-
other if the facies sequence was a random 
event (Table 3). Chi-square statistics after An-
derson and Goodman (1957) and Billingsley 
(1961) were applied to test the hypothesis that 
either the successive facies are the results of 
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FIG. 12.—Facies relationship diagram based on pooled 
tally counts (89) from 10 outcrop sections of tr'al Talchir 
sequence. Solid and broken lines between facies corre-
spond to gradational and erosional contacts, respectively. 
Figures refer to number of observed facies transitions as 
recorded in Table 1. 
an independent process or, if not resulting 
from an independent process, they could form 
a Markov chain. Chi-square values, though 
small, are nevertheless significant at the 99.5 
percent confidence level (Table 4), indicating 
that the interbedded constituent facies of the 
given Talchir sequence follow a Markovian 
rather than random order. Another matrix 
known as a "difference matrix" (Gingerich, 
1969, p. 131) is then tabulated to spell out 
differences between observed and expected 
probabilities (Table 5). The positive elements 
in this matrix, which have greater than random 
probability of occurrence in the given transi-
tions, are used to link various facies in pre-
ferred vertical order. Indeed, probability val-
ues between individual facies, and so also chi-
square values, are small when sample area and 
sample size are small and variables (facies 
states) relatively too many (Harbaugh and 
Bonham-Carter, 1970), as is the case in the 
present study. Cyclicity, although established, 
is weak in the Talchir sequence. Preferred or-
der of facies transitions derived from the dif-
ference matrix (Table 5) is shown as a Markov 
diagram in Figure 13. Difference values lower 
than +0.11 imply facies transitions little dif-
ferent than random and hence were not con-
sidered for structuring the Markov diagram. 
The nature of contact between the facies, 
whether gradational or erosional, is marked by 
solid or dotted lines, respectively. 
It is evident from the Markov diagram (Fig. 
13) that both Dm and Gm facies tend to lie 
preferentially above a scoured surface (Ss), 
although Dm overlies Ss more often than Gn 
These two facies are mutually associated in tht 
lower part of the sequence; the Dm facies, un-
like Gm, occurs only in the basal part as stated 
earlier. Facies which tend to overlie massive 
conglomerate facies (Gm) are channel-like 
cross-bedded conglomerate (Gt-Gp); massive 
to horizontal-bedded, medium to coarse sand-
stone (Sm-Sh); and medium to coarse, cross-
bedded sandstone (St-Sp), locally followed by 
interbedded assemblages of fine clastic facies 
(Sr-Fl). This preferred order of facies indeed 
corresponds to fining-upward cycles from Ss 
-^ Dm or Gm -^ Gt-Gp ^ Sm-Sh -^ St-Sp 
-^ Sr-Fl. The Sr-Fl facies, uppermost in a 
cycle, is in turn successively followed pref-
erentially by a scoured surface (Ss) and Gm 
facies which marks the beginning of the next 
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cycle. The fining-upward cyclical sequences 
vary in thickness from 3 to 6 meters. 
INTERPRETATION OF FACIES MODEL 
The facies model (Fig. 14) based on the 
.^arkov diagram and taking into consideration 
average thickness of each facies sums up our 
interpretation of the Talchir sequence. 
The onset of Talchir sedimentation for the 
strata as exposed in Dhakoi Outlier began 
commonly with erosional surfaces (Ss). The 
remnant erosional scours were subsequently 
overlain either by massive conglomerate (Gm) 
or locally by small blocks of diamictite (Dm). 
The diamictite is similar to the Talchir tillite 
found in the Damodar Valley area to the south, 
as stated earlier. However, its occurrence as 
small and irregular bodies incorporated and 
enclosed in massive conglomerate facies does 
not favor in situ deposition. They are inter-
preted as ice-rafted frozen blocks of morainic 
debris from the Talchir ice sheet which stood 
south of the given area as indicated by paleo-
flow measurements (Tewari and Casshyap, 
1982, Fig. 2) and clast lithology. Presence of 
•ce contact features such as striations and 
/ooves on several sandstone bedding surfaces 
corroborates the ice-rafting process in the out-
wash plain. Upon subsequent melting, diam-
ictite bodies dropped onto gravelly and sandy 
channel bars. Reworking of the diamictite 
bodies locally produced partial stratification. 
The elongate conglomerate bodies, which 
are massive and trend southeast-northwest 
with mean orientation of 305° in the direction 
of sediment transport (297 ± 46°), as stated 
earlier, are interpreted as deposits of longitu-
dinal braided bars in the proglacial outwash 
plain (Boothryod and Ashley, 1975, p. 202; 
Miall, 1977). Cross-bedded conglomerate fa-
cies consisting of small (2-5 cm) rounded peb-
bles and occurring locally as channel-like bod-
ies on top of the longitudinal gravel bars are 
suggestive of aggradational or asymmetrical 
filling due to rapid deposition in channels of 
the outwash plain at relatively low water stage. 
The conglomerate facies is successively over-
lain by medium to coarse, massive to horizon-
tal-bedded (Sm-Sh) and trough and planar 
cross-bedded sandstone facies (St-Sp). Their 
deposition was seasonally controlled, so that 
at times of low discharge proglacial braided 
streams transported more sand than gravel. 
Massive, and horizontal-bedded sandstone which 
corresponds to upper flow regime may repre-
sent flash floods in ephemeral channels of the 
outwash plain, following the examples of 
flood-dominated channel sands from Bijou 
Creek (Miall, 1977) and ancient fluviatile 
sandstone like that reported from the Beaufort 
Group (Hobday, 1978). Embedded clusters of 
well-sorted clasts, which occur locally on bed-
ding surfaces, likewise may be attributed to 
local flooding. The bulk of the associated 
cross-bedded sandstone facies characterized by 
planar and trough cross-bedding represent de-
position by downstream accretion of the lee 
faces of transverse (Smith, 1970, 1974) or lin-
guoid (Collinson, 1970) bars. The tangential 
lower contact of foresets commonly observed 
in the planar cross-bedded units may well be 
attributed to deposition by turbulent eddies in 
the lower part of foresets or to greater tractive 
force (increasing suspension transport) in the 
shallower basin in front of the lee (slip) slope 
TABLE 5.^ —Difference matrix representing difference between observed (Table 2) and expected (Table 3) 
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c 0.17 -, 0 .28 p. r OS »-Gm »• Gt—Gp 0.14 S m - S h ^ ^ S t - S p 0.12 S r - F l ^Gm 
^ 0 . 2 2 0.23 -^  
\ / 
Ss 
FIG. 13.—Markov diagram based on positive (+) values of the difference matrix recorded in Table 5. Preferred 
upward facies transitions are SS -^ Dm or Gm —* Gt-Gp —> Sm-Sn —> St-Sp —> Sr-Fl —> Gm/Ss. 
of migrating bars-dunes (Jopling, 1965; Col-
linson, 1970; Pettijohn et al., 1973, p. 352) 
in the outwash plain. 
Tiie cross-bedded sandstone facies (St-Sp) 
are preferenti^ly overlain by fine clastic facies 
(Sr-Fl) with a gradational contact. In a flu-
vioglacial environment as visualized here, the 
fine clastic facies represent deposition by ver-
tical accretion from suspension, either on top 
of channel bars (Smith, 1974; Cant, 1978) or 
along sides of longitudinal bars during falling 
stages (Rust, 1972, p. 228). Migration of 
small-scale bedforms produced occasional rip-
ple lamination in interbedded fine sandstone. 
These facies correspond to periods of minimal 
discharge in protected and abandoned parts of 
the outwash plain (Boothryod and Ashley, 
1975). Smaller thicknesses of fine clastic fa-
cies suggest minimal preservation due, per-
haps, to rapid shifting of channel bars. The 
fining-upward cyclical sequences as here ana-
lyzed suggest a progressive decrease in current 
competency and stream power from conglom-
eratic through sandy to fine clastic facies. A 
frequent lateral shift in channel bars, a com-
mon phenomenon of braided rivers, can well 
account for the recurrence of fining-upward 
cycles. The scoured surfaces above fine clastic 
sediments represent subsequent erosion by a 
new set of anabranching channels to mark the 
beginning of a succeeding cycle of sedimen-
tation. 
PALEOGEOGRAPHIC IMPLICATIONS 
Figure 15 (A and B) shows schematic re-
constructions of late Paleozoic Talchir paleo-
geography in eastern India, with particular ref-
erence to the study area. The Talchir strata are 
characterized by basal tillite in the Damodar 
Valley Basin southward. Paleo-ice transport of 
Talchir glacial deposits in the Damodar Vallf 
area was apparently variable, as discussed a 
length by Casshyap (1977, p. 533). Some 
workers have shown paleo-ice transport di-
rected toward the southeast on the basis of the 
fabric of tillite (Ghosh and Mitra, 1975; Frakes 
et al., 1975). Combined evidence of clast fab-
ric and clast lithology of tillite at several places 
in the Damodar Valley Basin has shown that 
the paleotransport was largely towards the 
north for tillite facies, but was directed to-
wards the southeast for subsequent paleos-
treams which deposited the fluvioglacial con-
glomerate (Srivastava, 1961, 1970; Srivastava 
and Casshyap, 1977; Casshyap, 1977). Similar 
Fades Model Lithofacies 
S r - F l 
S t - Sp 
S m - S h 
G t - G p 
Depositional 
environment 
Channel scour i r 
V e r t i c a l aceff tit. 
de posUs on top 
of channel bars. 
Tra nsve rse and / 
or l inguoid 
ctiannel b a r s . 
Floodedchannelbar. 
Lo ngitudina 1 bars 
by aggradational 
c h a n n e l f i l l . 
I c e - r a f t e d 
b locks of t i l l i t e . 
C h a n n e l scouring. 
FIG. 14.—Facies model for Talchir sequence based on 
Markov diagram (Fig. 13) and considering average facies 
thickness. Probable depositional environments are listed 
alongside. 
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0 + Archean :^» Diamlctic Conglomerate Sandstone Shale 
FIG. 15.—Paleogeographic map of Talchir glacigene deposits in study area and Damodar Valley Basin to the south. 
A) Paleotransport map: arrowheads indicate paleo-ice transport in the Damodar Valley Basin (see also inset), and 
direction of meltwater streams of outwash deposits in the study area. Note probable location of ice centers on Parasnath 
highlands and Chhotanagpur Plateau (inset). B) Block diagram showing depositional environments of proximal facies 
in Dhakoi outwash plain and distal facies in Giridih basin further downstream to the north. Receding ice lobes occupied 
highlands to the south and southeast. 
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northerly ice-transport directions for Talchir 
deposits Iiave been inferred in other Gondwana 
basins, including the adjoining Son-Mahanadi 
(Ahmad et al., 1974, 1976) Pench Valley Ba-
sin of central India (Casshyap and Qidwai, 
1974) and Pranhita-Godavari Basin of south 
India (Smith, 1963; Frakes et al., 1975; Bose 
and Ramanamurty, 1979). The Talchir facies 
of the Dhakoi Outlier situated about 30 km 
north of the Damodar Valley Basin reveals a 
northwesterly paleoflow (Tewari and Cas-
shyap, 1982). The resultant strata consist al-
most entirely of outwash conglomerate, sand-
stone, and fine clastic including shale and 
siltstone. Interestingly, the fine clastic facies 
is more developed further north in the Talchir 
of Giridih, lainty, and Saharjuri basins (Te-
wari, 1980). Thus, the Talchir exhibits a pro-
gressive facies change from true glacial (til-
lite), through outwash (conglomerate and 
sandstone), to lacustrine (fine clastic) facies in 
the downslope direction in this part of eastern 
peninsular India. 
Integrated evidence from this study suggests 
that the corresponding ice-lobe which released 
the meltwater streams into the proglacial plains 
of the study area occupied the highlands to the 
south and southeast oh and around the Paras-
nath hill (Fig. 15B). Lithology of the source 
highlands consisting of pink porphyritic gran-
ite, granite gneiss, schist, and quartzites in-
deed is well represented in the clast lithology 
of diamictite and conglomerate facies as re-
ferred to earlier. It is possible that this ice lobe 
was part of an ice center developed around the 
Parasnath highlands, thus corroborating Frakes 
(1979) contention that ice centers developed 
on several highlands during the course of late 
Paleozoic Talchir glaciation across peninsular 
India. But in view of the similarity in the 
northerly paleo-ice transport direction in east-
em India as stated above (Fig. 15A, inset), a 
possibility cannot be ruled out that these high-
lands correspond to the northern limit of ice 
lobes that advanced northward from Chhotan-
agpur Plateau further south, and deposited til-
lite in parts of the Damodar Valley Basin. 
Though limited in area, the study neverthe-
less casts doubt on a recent generalization by 
Ahmad (1975) that the ice sheet of eastern 
peninsular India advanced northward across 
the Gangetic alluvial plain to deposit the Blaini 
Boulder Bed along the Himalayan foothills. 
Indeed, further research of all the available 
Talchir outcrops occurring in the area is needed 
before definite conclusions can be derived in 
regard to the possible distribution and extent 
of ice centers, ice lobes, and ice sheets during 
the course of late Paleozoic Talchir glaciation. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The late Paleozoic Talchir strata of Dhakoi 
Outlier to the north of Jharia and south of Gir-
idih basins comprise six sedimentary facies. 
Of these, conglomerate and sandstone are 
more abundant than fine elastics; diamictite is 
conspicuous by its paucity. The faulted rem-
nant of Dhakoi Outlier is correlated with the 
Talchir strata of Giridih basin located 13 km 
further north. The overall context and cyclical 
nature of the Talchir sequence, including ii 
association with matrix-supported, massive to 
horizontal-bedded, and clast-supported cross-
bedded conglomerate, cross-bedded, medium 
to coarse sandstone, and with small amounts 
of fine elastics, compare closely with the se-
quence known to be typical of gravelly out-
wash braided streams. Indeed the Talchir se-
quence of Dhakoi Outlier is like the example 
of a proglacial outwash plain, devoid of a true 
glacial phase which produced basal tillite de-
posits in the Damodar Valley Basin to the 
south. 
The outwash deposits of Dhakoi Outlier and 
Giridih basin may well be attributed to an in-
dependent ice lobe that occupied the Parasnath 
highlands to the south. However, the north-
ward progressive facies change from tillite, 
through outwash gravel and sand, to lacustrine 
facies of fine elastics indicates that the late 
Paleozoic Talchir ice sheet, which advancer 
from south into the Damodar Valley area, may 
have terminated along the Parasnath highlands 
situated about 25 km south of the study area. 
The northerly outwash deposits of the study 
area and lacustrine deposits of Giridih basin 
may correspond to proximal and distal flu-
vioglacial facies, respectively, as the Talchir 
ice lobe receded southward. 
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THE sole objective of the present note is to place on 
record the occurence of ichnofossils from the late 
Mesozoic Bhuj sequence exposed in and around Bhuj 
(23° 15' 16": 69° 40' 13") in the district of Kutch, Guja-
rat. Ichnofossils (Lebensspuren, trace fossils) are 
being increasingly used as one of the parameters in the 
paleoenviromental reconstructions''^. A preliminery 
study of ichnofossils recognises the following three 
ichnogenera: Skolithos Haldemann, Planoliles 
Nicholson and Thalassinoides Ehrenberg. 
The late Mesozoic (Cretaceous) sediments of Kutch 
district of Gujarat which overlie the marine Jurassic 
sediments (Katrol/Jhuran) and underlie the Ukra 
beds, have been referred to as the Bhuj Formation in 
literature. The Bhuj sequence is variable in thickness 
from 360-760 m and extends from Bachau in the east, 
through Bhuj, to Lakhpat in the west for about 
200km. Width of the Bhuj outcrop is maximum in the 
vicinity of Bhuj town. In places the Bhuj Formation is 
overlain directly by the Deccan Trap. The sedimen-
tary sequence comprises repetitive fining upward 
cycles comprising gritty, to very coarse and coarse 
sandstone, medium to fine sandstone, interbedded 
fine sandstone, siltstone and clay, and mudstones in 
ascending order. Gritty to very coarse and medium 
sandstones occur as thick bodies (2-20m), lenticular 
and channel shaped and display large and small scale 
cross-bedding depending upon grain size. These sand-
stone bodies are white to pale brown and occasionally 
ferruginous. Medium to fine sandstone occur as 
laterally persistent sheetlike bodies, interbedded with 
siltstone and clay. Both symmetrical and asymmetri-
cal ripple marks occur oil upper surface of medium to 
fine sandstones. The associated clay and mudstone 
beds'are massive or show well developed parallel lami-
nations. The ichnofossils as reported here are com-
monly associated with ferruginous sandstone and 
interbedded fine sandstone, siltstone, clay and mud-
stones, and occur through out the sequence repeti-
tively all along the basin. 
Description of ichnofossils is arranged in alphabetic 
order:— 
1. Ichnogenus: P/owo/fVei Nicholson, 1873 
' Planolites sp. (figure A-1) 
Unornamented, horizontal, non-branching, straight 
to slighty curved burrows occurring in sandstone and 
associated silt and clay exposures in the vicinity of 
Bhuj (23° 15'16":69°40'13") are referred to ichnoge-
nus Planolites Nicholson, "these burrows are slightly 
irregular on the outer surface and are subcircular in 
cross-section (1-2cm). Our specimens may belong to 
Planolites montanus) described from the Jurassic of 
Kutch'', Bagh beds of Narmada valley° and Cretace-
ous of Trichinopoly^ however, the specific evaluation 
will be made on the availability of the comparative 
material. 
2. Ichnogenus: Skolithos Haldemann, 1840, Skoli-
thos sp". (figure A-II, B&C) 
The predominant, vertical, cylindrical burrows of 
about .5-1.5 cm were collected from well washed quartz 
rich sandstones, exposed at Wada near Anjar (69° 55'; 
23° 7'), Bhuj, and about 3 km north of Gaduli (68° 59'; 
23° 40'). These pipe like sandy burrow tubes are 
assigned to ichnogenous Skolithos Haldemann. The 
vetrical tubes oriented across bedding surface and are , 
more or less circular in cross sections, occur in colon-
ial form (figure B) or en mass, in dense cluster 
(figure C). Their outer surface show concentric lining 
or to be apparently smooth consisting of fine sand 
grains. The vertical tubes o{ Skolithos have been reported 
from widely different geological records. Chiplonkar 
and Ghare^ have recorded the presence of Skolithos 
linearis from the Cretaceous sediments of Trichinop-
oly. The Kutch specimens appear to be new species. 
3. Ichnogenus: Thalassinoides Ehrenberg, 1944 
Thalassinoides sp.(figure A-III) 
Burrows ofvariable diameter (0.5-1.5 cm) oriented 
vertically, inclined or horizontally, and in 'Y'-shaped 
branches swollen at bifurcations, occur frequently 
around Wada near Anjar and Bhuj. These burrows 
consisting of coarse to fine sandy material and circu-
lar to subcircular in cross-section are ascribed to ich-
nogenus Thalassinoides Ehrenberg. This genus has a 
range from Triassic to Tertiary. These burrows from 
Bhuj Formation show some resemblance to Thalassi-
noides saxonicus (Geinitz) described from Upper Cre-
taceous of Germany (Sax)'. 
The present ichnof ossil assemblage including Skoli-
thos, Planolites and Thalassinqdes belongs to the 
Skolithos-Cruziana ichnofacies^'^' which is character-
istic of shallow water, littoral and intertidal enviro-
ments. Seilacher'" attributed Skolithos to both 
shallow water non-marine and marginal marine envir-
Figures A-C. A(i) Planolites Nicholson, 1873. 
(ii) Skolithos Wa.\dima.nn, 1840, (iii) Thalassinoides 
Ehrenberg, 1944. B. Pipe like tubes of Sko/iihos sp. 
C. En mass occurring burrows of Skolithos sp. 
onments. The Cruziana ichnofacies indicates a shal-
low sublittoral zone, below wave base, to slightly 
quieter off shore conditions of moderately low energy 
envirnoments^. Chamberlain and Clark interpreted 
Cruziana ichnofacies as indicative of shallow marine 
environment. 
Thus, the palaeoecological data on ichnogenera Sko-
lithos, Planolites and Tltalassinoides are indicative of, 
littoral marginal marine environment for the deposi-
:tion of Bhuj Formation. Coarse to medium, channel 
shaped sandstone bodies with oppositely oriented 
• cross-bedding forests may correspond to sandy tidal 
channel facies, whereas associated fine sandstone, 
clay and mudstone resemble interchannel tidaf flats. 
A detailed study of sedimentary facies, palaeoflow 
textural parameters and systematics of ichnofauna is 
in progress and the results shall be communicated in 
due course. 
Thanks are due to Prof. V. K. Srivastava, Depart-
ment of Geology, Aligarh Muslim University for stim-
ulating discussions and Mr. Sarvesh Mishra, 
Directorate of Geology and Mining, Gujarat for his. 
generous assistance. This study is being financed by 
the CSIR, New Delhi in the form of a Research 
Scheme No. 24(126)/79-EMR II. 
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ABSTRACT 
Tewari, R C and Casshyap, S M , 1983 Cyclicity in early Permian fluviatile Gondwana coal measures an 
example from Giridih and Saharjuri basins, Bihar, India Sediment Geol, 35 397-312 
The Karharbari and Barakar coal measures of Giridih and Saharjuri basins of Bihar, eastern India, 
comprise an interbedded assemblage of sandstone, shale and coal m variable abundance The lithofaciej 
composition records a progressive decrease in sandstone and enrichment of shale and coal from 
Karharbari up to Barakar Application of first-order embedded Markov-chain statistics to subsurface data 
of Karharbari (52 borehole logs) and Barakar (10 borehole logs) reveals that deposition in both the coal 
measures followed a Markovian mechanism with variable probability, to yield a sequence of upward 
transition from sandstone through shale to coal The repetitive fining-upward cycles are asymmetrical, i e 
sandstone -> shale -» coal -»sandstone in the case of Karharbari, but symmetrical as sandstone -* shale 
-» coal -» shale in Barakar 
The abundance of sandstone and the asymmetrical nature of Karharbari cycles are attributed to 
abrupt shifting of channel bars in low-sinuosity anabranching streams By contrast, the subequal amount 
of sandstone, shale and coal forming symmetrical cycles in the overlying Barakar Formation is due 
perhaps to a slow and gradual shift of the stream channels over and across the adjacent subenvironments 
of the flood plain 
INTRODUCTION 
The cyclical concept has been widely accepted in various sedimentary sequences, 
specially those which are coal bearing (Duff et al, 1967, Hattori, 1976). The 
coal-beanng early Permian Gondwana sediments are now widely considered to be 
cyclical in nature after initial differences of opinion (Casshyap, 1977) The proposed 
cychcal concept in these rocks is, nevertheless, subjective and qualitative in nature 
* Present address Department of Geology, D S College, Aligarh, India 
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and lacks information regarding a proper definition and overall nature of sedimeii-
tary cycles. It is therefore appropriate that the problem of cyclicity in the coal-bear-
ing Gondwana sediments be examined quantitatively using a statistical model like 
the Markov chain, in the manner apphed to similar coal-bearing sequences in other 
areas (Casshyap and Khan, 1982) and elsewhere (Read, 1969, 1978; Doveton, 1971; 
Johnson and Cook, 1973; Casshyap, 1975). Such a statistical model would not only 
deduce and define the cyclical sequences, but would bring out differences between 
them in terms of probabilfty and, possibly, genetic relationship between different 
lithofacies. 
The present study is concerned with the coal-bearing Karharbari and Barakar 
sequences of the Giridih and Saharjuri Gondwana basins of Bihar. The objectives of 
the study are: (1) to analyse the relative, abundance of lithofacies in the Karharbari 
and Barakar sequences: and (2) to deduce the preferred order of transitions between 
constituent lithofacies, using a first-order embedded Markov chain. The results 
obtained are interpreted in terms of depositional environments and their recurrence 
through space and time. 
STRATIGRAPHIC SETTING AND BASIC DATA 
The Giridih and Saharjuri Gondwana basins are located to the north of the 
Koel-Damodar Valley Gondwana basin of south Bihar, eastern India (Fig. 1, inset); 
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Fig. 1. Map showing location (inset) and Gondwana stratigraphy of Giridih (A) and Saharjuri (B) basins, 
and location of borehole logs. 
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Barakar Formations, the two lowermost subdivisions of the Damuda Group (Tewari 
and Casshyap, 1982). The Karharbari Formation, which is faulted against, or lies 
with erosional contact above the glaciogene Talchir strata, crops out extensively in 
the Giridih basin (Fig. lA). The Barakar Formation, which lies conformably above 
the Karharbari, is widely exposed in the adjoining Saharjuri basin, where in places it 
overlaps the underlying Karharbari Formation, to rest directly on the Talchir 
Formation (Fig. IB). Both coal measures have been interpreted as essentially 
fluviatile in origin (Casshyap, 1977; Tewari, 1980), wherein chaiinel sinuosity of 
depositing streams increased progressively from Karharbari to Barakar (Casshyap 
and Tewari, 1980). 
The basic data used in the present study are the subsurface records of 52 borehole 
logs of the Karharbari and 10 of the Barakar from the Giridih and Saharjuri basins, 
respectively. The borehole logs located in Fig. 1 were prepared under the. supervision 
of officers of the Indian Bureau of Mines (IBM) and the then National Coal 
Development Corporation (NCDC), and supplied for consultation and use by the 
courtesy of the colliery administration concerned. 
LITHOFACIES COMPOSITION 
The Karharbari and Barakar strata of the study area comprise an interbedded 
assemblage of sandstone, shale and coal (Fig. 2). Sandstone is coarse to very 
coarse-grained and pebbly in the lower part of the Karharbari Formation to coarse 
and medium-grained in the middle and upper parts, and occurs commonly in 
channel-like bodies. In the succeeding Barakar Formation, sandstone is coarse to 
medium and fine-grained, implying a general decrease in grain size from Karharbari 
to Barakar. Interbedded shale is largely micaceous and carbonaceous and occurs as 
thin and impersistent bands in the Karharbari and as thick and persistent bodies in 
the Barakar Formation. Coal seams in both the formations are thin and imper-
sistent; some are thick and laterally persistent as noted in the boreholes in the 
Barakar Formation. Sandstone bodies show profuse development of large- and 
small-scale cross-bedding, depending upon grain size. 
To estimate lithofacies composition, the percentages of sandstone, shale and coal, 
and also the sand/shale and clastic ratios (sand + shale/coal) were computed 
separately for the available borehole logs (Tewari, 1980), On average, the Karharbari 
is sandstone-rich (51-95%); associated shale and coal amount to 3-19 and 2-22%, 
respectively. In the succeeding Barakar Formation, sandstone and shale occur in 
subequal proportions, ranging from 31-61 and 31-43%, respectively; coal forms 
13-32%. As a consequence, the sand/shale ratio ranges from 2-53.2 in the 
Karharbari Formation, with a few exceptions, decreasing down to 1-4 in the 
Barakar Formation, because of the enrichment of fine elastics at the expense of 
sandstone. Corresponding clastic ratios are about 5-56 in the Karharbari and as low 
as 2-9 in the Barakar. The triangular diagram of Fig. 3 shows the compositional 
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Fig. 2. A portion of borehole logs showing a sample of lithofacies succession in vertical columns in the 
Karharbari and Barakar strata. 
variation between the two formations in terms of sandstone, shale and coal, in that 
the corresponding plots cluster in two subareas; one rich in sandstone, the other 
showing subequal proportions of the three components. The compositional variation 
in lithofacies so derived is of genetic significance, and may be attributed to 
progressive changes in various formative processes, including channel pattern and 
paleohydrauHcs of the depositing streams. 
EMBEDDED MARKOV-CHAIN ANALYSIS 
The first-order embedded Markov chain is a useful statistical tool introduced by 
Krumbein and Dacey (1969), following Vistelius (1949) and Griffiths (1966), for the 
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Fig. 3. Triangular diagram showing differences in lithofacies composition of Karharbari and Barakar coal 
measures, based on data from borehole logs located in Fig. 1 (A and B); lithofacies composition is about 
the same in 14 borehole logs of the Karharbari. 
Beside deducing a cyclical sequence in terms of probability, the embedded Markov 
model interpretatively illustrates step-by-step evolution of depositional processes 
within a given sedimentary basin. Many workers have applied this model to analyse 
lithologic successions (Read, 1969, 1978; Gingerich, 1969; Doveton, 1971; Casshyap, 
1975; McDonnell, 1978). The same statistical tool has been applied here to evaluate 
the degree of order, in the coal-bearing Karharbari and Barakar sequences of the 
given area, using data from borehole logs. 
A nalytical procedure 
Analytical techniques of first-order embedded Markov-chain analysis are outlined 
at length by Krumbein and Dacey (1969), Harbaugh and Bonham-Carter (1970), 
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Miall (1973) and Davis (1973). The computational procedure, as followed in this 
study, is summarised below. 
Structuring of talley-count matrix 
A tally-count matrix is a two-dimensional array which tabulates the number of 
times of Hthologic state (/) goes up into another lithologic state (y) in a vertical 
order. The matrix is referred to by the symbol/,^, where / andy are row and column 
numbers, respectively. To structure a tally-count matrix for an embedded Markov 
chain, vertical transitions are recorded from one lithologic state to another, without 
regard to the thickness of individual lithologic states (Krumbein and Dacey, 1969). 
Consequently, the principal diagonals of the matrix, which refer to the transitions 
where one lithologic state goes to the same, are zero. 
Probability matrices 
Two probability matrices are computed from the tally-count matrix. The first is 
an "independent trials probability matrix (e,^)", which represents the probability of 
given transitions occurring randomly in a vertical order. It is computed by dividing 
the total number of entries in succeeding states {Sj) by the difference of total 
number of transitions (7 ) and number of entries for preceeding states (5,) as: 
The second matrix, known as the " transition probability matrix" and comprising 
p,j elements, records the actual probabilities of the given transitions occurring in the 
given section. It is obtained by dividing each element of tally-count matrix by the 
corresponding row total (7]) as: 
P,j -f.j/T, 
Elements of p,j are used to link the lithologic states in a vertical order. These 
probability values not only indicate the preferred order of transition, but also the 
strength of deduced sequence at a given place. 
The probability values in the transition probabiUty matrix are influenced by the 
relative abundance of a particular lithofacies. To overcome this difficulty Gingerich 
(1969, p. 131) introduced the "difference matrix" which represents the difference 
between observed and random probabilities of occurrence of a given lithofacies. It is 
computed as: 
d,j = P,j - e,j 
It is composed of both positive and negative elements. The positive elements in the 
d,j matrix, representing those transitions which have higher than random probabil-
ity, are used to link the lithologic states. 
Test of significance 
Chi-square statistics after Billingsley (1961) is used to measure the discrepancy 
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existing between observed and expected probabilities. The same statistics has been 
used by several workers (Gingerich, 1969; Miall, 1973). It distinguishes that the 
successive events are either independent or not independent, which is the situation 
when they exhibit Markov property. The same statistics is used in this study and is 
defined as: 
ij 
The number of degree of freedom is computed by subtracting the rank of the p,j 
matrix from the total number of non-zero entries in the same matrix (Gingerich, 
1969). 
Alternatively, the difference matrix (fi?,^ ) which represents the difference between 
observed and random probabiHties can be used to test the Markov property 
(McDonnell, 1978, p. 45). 
Lithofacies transitions 
Three lithofacies of sandstone, shale and coal constitute both the Karharbari and 
Barakar sequences, as is shown in subsurface borehole logs reproduced in Fig. 2. The 
interbedded shale and sandstone as recorded in the borehole logs is not counted as a 
separate state owing to a small number of transitions, and it is lumped with shale, 
reducing the number of lithologic states to three instead of four. The three lithologic 
states, namely sandstone, shale and coal were counted within each subsurface log for 
structuring the tally-count matrix separately for the Karharbari and Barakar coal 
measures following the procedure referred to above. The entire computation for this 
study, including structuring the tally-count matrix, was carried out using a FOR-
TRAN Computer Program developed for IBM 1130 (Tewari, 1980). 
Karharbari coal measures 
The vertical transitions of hthofacies for the Karharbari coal measures of Giridih 
basin have been evaluated at two sampling levels for convenience of computation 
and interpretation: (1) separately in three sectors based on the 23, 15 and 14 
borehole logs located in Fig. 1; and (2) for the whole formation, by pooling data for 
all the 52 borehole logs. 
The Markov diagrams (Fig. 4A and B) illustrate that the preferred upward order 
of lithofacies transitions is about the same in each sector, though probability values 
between any two lithofacies need not be the same. The preferred upward linkage 
based on transition probability values reveals that: sandstone -^ shale -^ coal -^ 
sandstone (Fig. 4A). Chi-square values are 50.50, 59.70 and 25.82 for the three 
sectors at the 99.5% confidence level and three degrees of freedom, implying that the 
deposition of the Hthofacies in different parts of the Karharbari basin followed a 
Markovian rather than a random mechanism. The same transitional paths are 
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SECTOR i n 
SS= Sandstone, Sh= Shale > Coal 
Fig 4 Markov diagrams showing preferred upward transitions of lithofacies in three sampling sectors of 
the Karharban strata (Giridih basm) based on transition probabihty, p,j (A) and difference, d,j (B) 
matrices The sequences show fining-upward asymmetrical cycles from sandstone through shale, coal to 
sandstone at varying degree of probability 
obtained from positive values of difference matrix id,j) as derived from transition 
probability values (Fig. 4B) This confirms the presence of Markov property, 
implying that each hthofacies has a memory for its preceeding one This inference is 
of genetic interest 
Computational results at formation level are hsted in Table I, which records a 
tally-count matrix of 1618 transition counts of 52 borehole logs, and the correspond-
ing probability matrices. The chi-square value at the 99 5% confidence level is 
significant (Table I), implying that the depositional phenomenon as a whole was 
likewise an outcome of a Markovian mechanism. The preferred upward transitions 
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from probability values of p^j matrix as shown in the Markov diagram in Fig. 5A 
are: sandstone -^ shale -> coal -> sandstone. An identical sequence is derived from 
positive values of difference matrix (Fig. 5B). 
Evidently, upward transitional paths which are the same at both the sampling 
levels call for the presence of repetitive fining-upward cycles from sandstone through 
shale to coal. Cyclicity in the Karharbari coal measures is asymmetrical, as is 
indicated by the presence of sandstone on top of coal; its environmental significance 
is deferred to a later part of this paper. The results imply recurrence of the 
corresponding depositional conditions both across the Karharbari basin and through 
time, following Walther's (1894) law of facies. 
Barakar coal measures 
Unhke in the Karharbari Formation, transition count data are treated collectively 
for the Barakar coal measures, because of the smaller number of transitions (194), 
from only 10 borehole logs of the adjoining Saharjuri basin. The tally-count matrix 
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{f,j) and other computed probability matrices {e-^^ and p,j), including difference 
matrix {d,^), are listed in Table II. The chi-square value is statistically significant, 
suggesting the presence of Markovian property in the deposition of Barakar litho-




Fig. 5. Markov diagrams of the Karharbari coal measures at formation level, based on transition 
probability, p (A) and difference, d (B) matrices. Sequence exhibit in either case a fining-upward 
asymmetrical cycle. 
facies. Markov diagrams in Fig. 6A and B, based on transition probability matrix 
(/?,j) and difference matrix {d^j), illustrate preferred paths of upward transition of 
lithofacies from sandstone through shale to coal, which closely resemble a fining-up-
ward sequence as reported earlier (Casshyap, 1970). The sequence, however, differs 
from that of the Karharbari Formation in respect of the facies that succeeds coal. 
Coal exhibits greater probability of upward transition into shale (/7,^  = 0.564) in the 
case of the Barakar strata, but grades more commonly up into sandstone (/7,^  = 0.633) 
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in the underlying Karharbari strata as stated earlier. The genetic implications of the 
above differences in the cyclical sequence of the two coal measures are discussed 
later. 
Choice of basal member of cyclical units 
Choice of basal member of cyclical units has been a matter of controversy among 
early workers, apparently because it was based on observed data and individual 
discretion (Duff and Walton, 1962; Allen, 1964; Duff et al., 1967). However, the 
problem of defining a cyclical unit and where to begin it, can be correctly manifested 
by statistical methods of the type such as used here. The maximum upward 
transition probabihty value obtained for a particular Hthofacies is usually taken as a 
basal unit of a cyclical sequence (Johnson and Cook, 1973; Miall, 1973). Field 
evidence is also taken into account including: (1) occurrence of a scoured surface 
below the basal unit; (2) pj-esence of fragments in the basal part derived by the 
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Fig. 6. Markov diagrams of the Barakar coal measures based on transition probability, p,^ (A), and 
difference, d,j (B) matrices. The sequences show a greater tendency for a fining-upward symmetrical cycle 
from sandstone through shale, coal to shale. 
scouring of the underlying sediments; and (3) lateral continuity across the basin, as 
with coal beds taken as the basal member of cyclical units in certain late Paleozoic 
coal measures of continental Europe and Great Britain (Bersier, 1958; Read and 
Dean, 1967). 
Most coal seams in the Karharbari and Barakar Formations are thin and laterally 
impersistent and barely justify the choice of a basal unit. Transition probability 
values {p,j) of coal are also far below the maximum (Tables I and II). On the other 
hand, the basal surface of sandstone bodies overlying coal beds often shows evidence 
of scouring and contains coal fragments both in the Karharbari and Barakar coal 
measures (Tewari and Casshyap, 1980). Secondly, the probability of upward transi-
tion is greater for sandstone (/7,^  = 0.696; 0.737) than for any other lithofacies in 
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most borehole logs as also in pooled tally-counts (Tables I and II). Thus, field 
evidence and Markov matrices justify the choice of sandstone rather than coal as the 
basal unit of individual cyclical sequences in both the coal measures. 
SEDIMENTOLOGICAL INTERPRETATION 
A fining-upward sequence similar to that derived statistically in subsurface logs, 
is commonly observed in outcrop sections of the two formations. Besides a pro-
gressive decrease of sediment size, the outcrop sections exhibit an upward decrease 
in scale of cross-bedding (Tewari, 1980). These fining-upward cycles of the two coal 
measures closely resemble those which are attributed to fluviatile environments 
(Allen, 1965, 1970; Visher, 1972; Miall, 1977). A gradual decrease in current 
competency is indicated by the upward decrease in grain size and scale of cross-
bedded units, and is suggestive of vertical aggradation of channel floors (Moody-
Stuart, 1966; Cant and Walker, 1976) and (or) lateral accretion deposition in an 
alluvial flood-plain complex (Allen, 1970; Casshyap, 1970; Reineck and Singh, 
1980). 
The basal sandstone units of the Karharbari cycles occur commonly as multi-
storey channel bodies; they show lower erosional contact and vertical decline in the 
grain size and scale of cross-bedding. These features plus the concave-upward bases 
of the sandstone bodies of Karharbari indicate deposition by vertical accretion in 
low-sinuosity streams (Moody-Stuart, 1966). The basal sandstone bodies of Barakar 
cycles coalesce laterally with adjacent sandstone bodies, separated by a gently 
inclined surface (channel margin?). These sandstone bodies showing trough cross-
bedding exhibit a fining-upward character as stated earlier, and are as a rule overlain 
by fine elastics and coal. These trough cross-bedded coalescing sandstone bodies 
may be attributed to deposition by lateral accretion (point bars?) in the alluvial plain 
drained by moderately sinuous streams. The channel sandstone bodies pass upward 
into shale with a probabihty of 0.696 and 0.737. There is also a tendency for shale to 
pass into sandstone (/>,^  = 0.555; 0.356), indicating that an alternating assemblage is 
more common than would be expected, if the two lithofacies were deposited in a 
random fashion. In outcrop sections, the sandstone of the resultant interbedded 
sequence is medium- to fine-grained and shows ripple cross-lamination and ripple 
lamination; associated shale is likewise laminated to ripple-laminated. 
The interbedded assemblage of the fine elastics is attributed to deposition by 
vertical/lateral accretion on lop of channel bars during a low-water stage, or as 
overbank/levee facies during periods of overflows. Following the flood stage, 
lacustrine conditions of stagnant water may have developed in the low-lying areas 
beyond channel and overbank subenvironments, resulting in the deposition of shale 
or carbonaceous shale, or in coal-forming subenvironments where swamp or marshy 
conditions developed. Similar peat-forming environments may have developed in 
areas of abandoned channels, crevasse splays of braided streams. Indeed, shale 
records a strong upward transition to coal (p,j = 0.445; 0.644) in both the Karharbari 
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and Barakar cyclical units, corroborating the above inference in respect of the 
recurrence of coal-forming conditions in the persisting flood-plain complex. 
Difference in the Karharbari and Barakar cycles and implications 
Fining-upward cycles in the Karharbari and Barakar coal measures are alike to 
the extent that sandstone at the base passes upward preferentially into shale, and 
shale into coal. Coal on top of cychcal units has two alternatives for upward 
transition. It is succeeded preferentially by sandstone of channel facies in the 
Karharbari sequence, but by shale of levee of backswamp facies in the Barakar, 
resulting in the formation of asymmetrical and symmetrical cycles, respectively 
(Figs. 5 and 6). 
The difference in the cyclical nature of the two coal measures may be due to 
differences in channel morphology and stream hydraulics and the manner of 
channels wandering across the alluvial plain. The occurrence of sandstone above 
coal in the Karharbari sequence is attributed to abrupt shifts of channel courses onto 
areas of abandoned channels, backswamp or marshy subenvironment, a phenom-
enon not uncommon in anabranching braided rivers, particularly when there is a 
sudden and rapid discharge. However, upward linkage of coal with shale in the case 
of Barakar coal measures implies a gradual encroachment of coal swamp by adjacent 
backswamp and levee sub-environments as a consequence of slow and gradual 
lateral sliift of channel courses across the alluvial plain of sinuous streams. The 
composition of lithofacies as referred to earlier corroborates the inferred difference 
in channel morphology, in that the Karharbari coal measures abound in sandstone 
(~ 85%) with small amounts of fine elastics and coal (~ 15%) whereas the Barakar 
records a subequal amount of sandstone, fine elastics and coal. Channel morphology 
and paleohydrauhcs, inferred eariier and discussed elsewhere (Casshyap and Tewari, 
1980), also suggest low and moderate sinuosity stream patterns for the Karharbari 
and Barakar coal measures, respectively. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The lithofacies composition of early Permian Gondwana coal measures shows a 
progressive decrease in sandstone and increase in shale and coal from the Karharbari 
to the Barakar Formation. Application of the first-order embedded Markov chain 
reveals that the constituent facies of both coal measures were deposited in repetitive 
fining-upward cycles following the Markovian mechanism and concept. These 
fining-upward sequences grade from sandstone through shale to coal, and their gross 
geometry, grain size, and internal structures fit well with the concept of fluvial 
cycles. 
The study has brought out differences in the cyclical patterns of the Karharbari 
and Barakar coal measures. The Karharbari is characterised commonly by asymmet-
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rical cycles which abound in sandstone and have httle fine elastics and coal, their 
deposition is attributed to vertical accretion and abrupt lateral shifting of channel 
bars, a common phenomenon in anabranching braided streams By contrast, the 
cyclical pattern is symmetrically disposed in the overlying Barakar coal measures in 
which sandstone, shale and coal occur in subequal amounts and can more likely be 
attributed to deposition by lateral accretion and a slow and gradual shift of channel 
course with consequent overstepping of adjacent subenvironments of the flood plain, 
a phenomenon associated with sinuous streams. 
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Fluvial models of the Lower Permian coal measures of Son-Mahanadi and 
Koel-Damodar Valley basins, India 
SATYENDRA M. CASSHYAP and RAM C. TEWARI* 
Department of Geology, Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh, India 
ABSTRACT 
The early Permian fluviatile Karharbari and Barakar coal measures are widely exposed in the . 
Son-Mahanadi and Koel-Damodar Valley basins of east-central and eastern India. An attempt is made to 
compare the evolution of the fluvial style in the two basin belts on the basis of relative abundance and 
vertical association of litho-facies, palaeocurrents and palaeochannel morphology, and its bearing on the 
geometry and quality of interbedded coal seams. 
The integrated sedimentological evidence suggests distinct differences in the evolution of fluviatile coal 
measures in the two basin belts. The low sinuous anastomosed rivers which deposited the bulk of 
Karharbari and Barakar in the proximal (SE) parts of the Mahanadi basin, became moderately sinuous in 
the distal parts (NW) of the Son Valley. In the Koel-Damodar Valley, which represents the distal part of a 
separate river system, the low sinuous bedload streams became more sinuous further downstream towards 
the west and NW and also through time, depositing greater amounts of fine elastics. The diflerence in 
stream channel patterns of the two basins is attributed to the original difference in basin profile, rate of 
sediment supply and rate of burial. 
It is suggested that the stream channel morphology and sedimentation, among other factors, greatly 
controlled the thickness, geometry and dimensions of associated coal seams, and also influenced their 
quality. 
INTRODUCTION 
The past 20 years have seen considerable improve-
ment in our understanding of the sedimentation 
patterns and palaeogeography of the Gondwana rocks 
of peninsular India, particularly with respect to the 
coal-bearing Karharbari and Barakar formations (see 
Casshyap, 1973, 1977). Indeed, there are interesting 
similarities and differences in the stratigraphy, Uthic-
fill, sedimentation trends, geomorphic and tectonic 
settings of the Lower Gondwana basins of eastern and 
central India, as suggested by several critical reviews 
(Robinson, 1969; Ghosh & Mitra, 1972; Casshyap, 
1977, 1981; Mitra, Rose & Dutta, 1979). The Son-
Mahanadi and Koel-Damodar Valley basins provide 
excellent examples for comparing lithic-fiU and sedi-
mentation trends, particularly in the two lower coal 
* Present address: Department of Geology, D.S. College, 
Aligarh, India. 
measures of Karharbari and Barakar which occur 
widely in these areas and which have been studied by 
the authors over the past 5 years. 
This study compares the sedimentary fill and inter-
nal organization, palaeodrainage, and palaeochannel 
morphology in the Karharbari and Barakar coal 
measures of the Son-Mahanadi and Koel-Damodar 
Valley Gondwana basin belts. The aim of this contri-
bution is to identify the differences in fluvial style and 
sedimentation trends including those relating to coal 
formation. 
REGIONAL GONDWANA GEOLOGY 
Stratigraphtc setting 
The Gondwana Supergroup of the Indian penin-
sula, commonly referred to in the literature as Lower 
(Permian) and Upper (Triassic-Lower Cretaceous) 
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Gondwana, comprise a 5 km thick clastic sequence. 
Tiiese Gondwana sediments occur as separate outliers 
in tliree elongate basins: (i) the Koel-Daraodar Valley 
of eastern India; (ii) the Son-Mahanadi Valley of 
east-central India; and (iii) Pranhita-Godavari and 
Satpura of south-central and central India. The first 
two Gondwana basins are the subject of the present 
investigation (Fig. 1, inset). 
The Gondwana geology of India has been summar-
ized many times (Fox, 1931; Pascoe, 1959; G.S.I., 
1971; Mitra et al., 1979). The stratigraphic subdivi-
sions of the Gondwana supergroup as commonly 
recognized in the two basin belts (Mitra et al., 1979) 
are listed in Table 1, and their distribution is shown in 
the geological map in Fig. 1. The schematic panel 
diagram in Fig. 2 illustrates the Gondwana strati-
graphy across the area studied. The total thickness of 
strata is twice as thick (~3400 m) in the Koel-Damo-
dar than in the Son-Mahanadi (~ 1600 m) basins. The 
glacial Talchir group of sediments which lie uncon-
formably on the Archean basement represents the 
basal sedimentary formation of the Gondwana 
sequence. The overlying Damuda Group has been 
subdivided into four formations, namely Karharbari, 
Barakar, Barren Measures and Raniganj on the basis 
of lithology, floral and microfloral assemblage. 
The basal member, called the Karharbari Forma-
tion, is thin (70-305 m) and has been recognized in 
several parts of the Damodar and Mahanadi basins 
(Ghosh & Basu, 1969). The succeeding Barakar 
sequence occurs extensively in the two basin belts, 
maintaining a more or less uniform thickness in the 
Damodar (600-800 m), the Mahanadi (600-750 m), 
and the eastern and central Son Valleys (600 m), but is 
relatively thin in the western Son Valley (300 m) 
"around Umaria (Fig. 2). The Barren Measures above 
the Barakar Formation are well developed in the 
Damodar Valley. The succeeding Raniganj Forma-
tion is thicker (1035 m) in the eastern part of the 
Damodar Valley and thinner in the western part (430 
m) and farther down in the Son Valley (500 m). In the 
Mahanadi basin, the Barakar is overlain by a group of 
rocks designated as the Supra-Barakar in the Talchir 
coalfield, and the Kamthi Formation in the Korba and 
Raigarh coalfields; it is termed the Pali Formation in 
the western Son-Valley basin. The Panchet and Maha-
deva formations of Triassic age, referred to as Upper 
Gondwana, form impressive hills locally in the Koel-
Damodar and Son-Valley areas, varying in thickness 
from 300 to 650 m. The Upper Gondwana rocks do 
not occur in the northern and central parts of the 
Mahanadi basin, but in the Talchir coalfield of Orissa 
at the southern end, they crop out extensively forming 
high ground (Figs 1 and 2). 
Tectonic setting 
The tectonic setting of the Lower and Upper 
Gondwana rocks in the two basin belts under study 
has an interesting bearing on their existing mode of 
occurrence and distribution. The Gondwana outcrops 
are represented by isolated outliers oriented east-west 
in the Koel-Damodar but occur more or less con-
tinuously trending SE-NW in the Son-Mahanadi 
basin. Longitudinal sections in Fig. 3(A,C) illustrate 
the present mode of occurrence of the Gondwana 
rocks in the two basins. The isolated occurrence and 
the east-west trend of the Gondwana outcrops in the 
Koel-Damodar basin is due to post-depositional fault-
ing and subsequent peneplanation, as suggested by 
several workers (see Robinson, 1969; Casshyap, 1977). 
A transverse section (north-south) of the Jharia 
coalfield of the Damodar Valley clearly demonstrates 
a half-graben configuration, with the southern margin 
faulted and the northern margin depositional (Fig. 
3B). This is also the case with other coalfields of this 
basin belt. The absence of upper Gondwana rocks 
(Panchet/Supra-Panchet) from the Jharia coalfield in 
the east and Daltonganj in the west of the Koel-Damo-
dar Valley, and their occurrence in the adjoining 
coalfields of Raniganj, Bokaro, Karanpura, Hutar 
and Auranga forming lofty hills (Fig. 3A), can best be 
explained in terms of the normal faulting of the areas 
following the deposition of the Gondwana rocks, 
rather than non-deposition. Likewise, the general 
absence of Upper Gondwana rocks from the northern 
half of the Mahanadi basin can be attributed to uplift 
and erosion of this part of the Mahanadi block (Fig. 
3C). 
COMPOSITION OF THE BASIN FILLING 
The Permian Gondwana rocks of the Koel-Damo-
dar and Son-Mahanadi basins consist of an interbed-
ded sequence of sandstone, shale and coal, which 
occur in varying abundance in the Karharbari, Bar-
akar and Raniganj formations. To reveal sedimentary 
precise diflferences, percentages of sandstone, shale 
and coal were measured using borehole data and 
plotted as pie- and triangular diagrams for the two 
basins (Fig. 4). 
The results suggest that in the Koel-Damodar 
Valley belt, the Karharbari, which forms the basal coal 
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Supra-Panchet/ Mahadeva Fm. 
Lugu Fm. 
Panchet Fm. Panchet Fm. 
U. Permian Raniganj Fm. Raniganj Fm. 
Kamthi Fm. 
Barren Measures/ Barren Measures 
Ironstone Shale - Fm. 
Fm. 
Barakar Fm. Barakar Fm. 
Karharbari Fm. Karharbari Fm. 
L. Permian to Talchir Fm. 
U. Carboniferous 
Talchir Fm. 
Yellow, grey, gritty, coarse to medium, channel-shaped 
and cross-bedded sandstone. Associated are thin and thick 
lenses of conglomerate and interbeds of red and green 
shale 
Yellow to green, coarse to medium grained tabular and 
channel-shaped, arkosic sandstone; cross-bedded to thinly 
bedded; interbedded are red and green shales and mudstone 
showing parallel and cross-laminations 
Recurring cyclical sequence of white, green and earthy, 
medium to fine, sheet-like and channel shaped cross-
bedded sandstone, with thick interbeds of shale, siltstone, 
carbonaceous shale and coal. The Kamthis abound in red 
ferruginous cross-bedded sandstone, red and carbonaceous 
shale 
Brown, grey, medium to fine, lenticular, channel-shaped 
sandstone bodies, overlain by red green and carbonaceous 
shale beds; the sequence occurs repeatedly in cyclical 
order 
Bufi', grey, coarse, medium and fine grained, sandstone; 
overlying fine elastics include shale, siltstone and coal 
which are thick and persistent in the middle and upper 
parts. The sandstone, shale and coal fades recur as 
fining upward cycles 
Conglomeratic, pebbly, coarse and medium grained 
coalescing sandstone bodies; associated fine elastics 
and coal beds, thin, locally thick, and impersistent 
Thin lenses of massive and stratified tillite, associated 
with massive, thinly bedded and cross-bedded green 
sandstone and laminated green shale with or without 
drop stones 
measures, abounds in sandstone (~ 72-80%); asso-
ciated shale and coal constitute about 7-12% and 
5-16%, respectively. The overlying Barakar sequence 
has less sand (~ 32-63%) with a consequent enrich-
ment of shale (~ 21-65%) and coal (~6-43%) (Cas-
shyap, 1977; Khan, 1978; Tewari, 1980; Kumar, 
1981). The stratigraphically higher Raniganj coal 
measures are progressively more argillaceous than the 
underlying Barakar (Fig. 4, inset). A progressive 
enrichment of shale at the expense of sandstone 
likewise occurs areally from east to west both for 
Barakar and Raniganj as noted on the outcrops, 
although adequate borehole data are lacking to sub-
stantiate the above trend. By contrast, the Barakar 
coal measures of the Mahanadi basin are dominantly 
arenaceous (sandstone: 70-84%) as in the underlying 
Karharbari, and like the Karharbari of the Koel-
Damodar basin (Fig. 4). Spatially, the sandstone facies 
exhibits a decline in the central part of the Son-Valley 
area towards the NW, with a consequent increase of 
shale (21-35%) and coal (23-28%). The sandstone 
percentage further reduces (36-53%) and shale and 
coal increase up to 28-40 and 24-35% in the succeed-
ing Raniganj Formation which occurs in the Singrauli 
coalfield of the Son Valley, like the Raniganj of the 
Koel-Damodar Valley. 
Thus, the study brings out definite compositional 
differences in the Permian Gondwana sequences of 
two basin belts as follows: (i) the Barakar sediments of 
the Mahanadi basin are dominantly arenaceous like 
the underlying Karharbari of both basin belts; (ii) the 
Barakar sequence of the Koel-Damodar Valley in the 
east and the Son Valley in the west contains more fine 
elastics and coal as compared to the Mahanadi basin; 
and, (iii) the Permian sequence in both the basin belts 
shows a progressive decline in the amount of sand-
stone and an enrichment of fine elastics and coal 
areally, from the SE to.the NW from the Mahanadi to 
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Fig. 2. Schematic panel diagram showmg lithostratigraphic correlation of the Gondwana rocks across the Son-Mahanadi and 
Koel-Damodar Valley basms 
the Son Valley basins and from east to west from the 
Damodar to the Koel Valley basins, as well as through 
time from Karharbari through Barakar to Raniganj. 
The compositional variation of sediments through 
space and time is related to changes in formative 
processes vis-a-vis channel patterns of depositing 
streams, their palaeohydrology, geomorphic and tec-
tonic setting which need not be alike or identical in the 
two geographically separated Gondwana basin belts 
under review, as discussed later. 
LITHOFACIES ANALYSIS 
Five lithofacies are recognized in the Karharban/Bar-
akar sequence on the basis of grain size and sedimen-
tary structures following the efforts of several workers 
(Cant & Walker, 1976;Miall, 1978; Rust, 1978). These 
lithofacies, closely examined in outcrops for thickness. 
geometry and primary sedimentary structures, are 
summarily described as follows. 
Conglomerate fades 
This facies is locally developed in the basal part of 
Karharbari through most of the area, and also near 
the Karharbari/Barakar contact especially in the 
south Mahanadi basin. The conglomerate facies at the 
base of Karharbari overly the glaciogene Talchir 
deposits gradationally or may rest directly on the 
Precambrian basement. It is lens-like in geometry, 0-5 
m thick, and pinches out laterally within a couple of 
metres. The conglomerate occurring near the Karhar-
bari/Barakar contact in the south Mahanadi basin is 
about 40 m thick and laterally extensive, as recorded in 
borehole logs in different parts of Talchir through the 
Korba coalfields. Outcrops of this facies also occur 
more commonly in the southernmost Talchir coalfield 
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Fig. 4. Pie-diagrams and triangular plots showing the relative abundance of sandstone, shale and coal in the Karharban, Barakar 
and Raniganj formations of the two basin belts Pie-diagrams not labelled refer to the hthologic compositions of the Barakar 
Formation The Karharban Formation and the Barakar of the Mahanadi basin abound in sandstone, fine classics are developed 
more in the Middle and Upper Barakar and Raniganj formation of the Koel-Damodar and Son basins 
and locally in the Ib-River coalfield The Karharban 
conglomerate is monomictic as a rule, containing 
generally rounded to well rounded and moderately 
well sorted pebbles and cobbles of vein quartz and 
quartzite (Fig 5) There is apparently a general 
decrease in the largest size of clasts from the Talchir 
coalfield in the SE (10-20 cm) to the Ib-River coalfield 
north of Sambalpur(5-10cm)in the Mahanadi basin, 
and from the east Bokaro coalfield in the south (8-15 
cm) to the Gindih coalfield in the north (5-10 cm) in 
the Koel-Damodar Valley basin. The conglomeratic 
units are mostly clast supported in the southern parts, 
but are supported by a sandy matrix in the northern 
parts They are massive but may exhibit faint horizon-
tal stratification and local cross-bedding 
The clast-supported massive conglomerate units 
occurring as small lensoid bodies resemble deposits of 
channel lag or longitudinal braid bars of low sinuous 
streams (Rust, 1972, 1978, Miall, 1977, Reineck & 
Singh, 1980) The poorly developed cross-beds may 
indicate aggradational filling of smaller channels 
(Miall, 1977) The thicker and laterally extensive 
bodies of clast- and matrix-supported conglomerate 
can be attributed to frequent lateral shifting and 
vertical aggradation of gravelly bars in multichannel 
braided streams 
Pebbly, very coarse to coarse sandstone facies 
Pebbly sandstone develops in small discontinuous 
bodies in the Karharban and lower Barakar of the two 
basin belts, as well as through most part of the Barakar 
of the Mahanadi basin This facies overlies the 
conglomerate and grades laterally and vertically into 
coarse to medium and fine sandstone in most out-
crops The clasts of this facies are pebble to cobble size 
ranging from ~ 2 5 to about 10 cm in diameter, they 
are rounded to well rounded, although subangular 
clasts may occur locally The pebbly sandstone facies 
IS massive to faintly cross-bedded 
The sandstone is very coarse to coarse grained 
through most parts of Karharban, the bulk of the 
Barakar of Mahanadi and in the lower Barakar of the 
Koel-Damodar and Son basins It occurs in individual 
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Fig. 5. Matrix supporied sujtilicd tonglomcidtc IdLiCb ol the basal kailiarbari. Lmbcddcd pebbles ot vein quart/ and quartzite 
are subrounded to rounded. Rail cutting near Guest House, Talclnr coalfield. 
small (~2 m thick) and large (2-8 m thick) channel 
bodies (Fig. 6A) and commonly as multistorey and 
multilateral coalescing bodies with concave upward 
and scoured base, and a flat top (Fig. 6B). The scour 
depth vanes from 1 to 6 m. However, successive 
sandstone bodies of tens of metres and up to 100 m or 
even more in thickness have been recorded in borehole 
logs of Barakar of Korba and Rajgamar of the 
Mahanadi basin, and Karharbari of the Giridih basin, 
north of the Damodar Valley. Besides sporadic quart-
zite pebbles and cobbles, small intrabasinal fragments 
of mudstone or siltstone are clustered on the basal 
channel surface. Most channel bodies in the two basin 
belts are elongated SE-NW in the direction of sedi-
ment transport as deduced from cross-bedding azi-
muths measured on respective outcrops. In vertical 
sections the basal 50 cm-1 m of channel bodies is 
massive and pebbly, followed by a succession of 
cross-bedded cosets which are trough- more than 
planar-shaped and capped by a thin layer of medium 
to fine sandstone, and siltstone. Tewari & Casshyap 
(1980) analysed the facies relationship of the Karhar-
bari and Barakar sandstones of the Giridih and 
Saharjuri basins and found the following typical 
sequence' scoured surface->pebbly massive sand-
stone-•pebbly cross-bedded sandstone-* trough 
cross-bedded sandstone-•planar cross-bedded sand-
stone-cripple laminated fine sandstone->coal. Similar 
vertical transitions are observed in most channel 
bodies of the given areas, such as: channel lag-> pebbly 
massive sandstone->trough cross-bedded sand-
stone-»planar cross-bedded sandstone-»fine sand-
stone/siltstone. 
The channel fill sequence, listed above, evidently 
suggests a progressive decline in current competency 
from the lower to the upper part. Abundant erosional 
scours, cosets of trough and planar cross-beds, and a 
concave upward base of individual channels are 
evidence of deposition by vertical aggradation in low 
sinuous streams (Moody-Stuart, 1966; Campbell, 
1976; Collinson, 1978). Their occurrence as multi-
storey and multilateral channel bodies is suggestive of 
frequent lateral shifting of gravelly sand bars in the 
multiple river channels. 
Fig 6 (A) Cross bedded coarbL L idstone bodies in a multistorey saj juence Thickness of channel 
body in the upper left is 2 m Barakar rormation Gorghellanala section about I km south ol the road bridge Chirimiri coalfield 
(B) Metre thick coarse grained multistorey sandstone bodies showing scoured base and sepaiated by thin layers of shale 
Barakar Formation Hasdo river section about 200 m south of the rail bridge, Korba coalfield 
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Fig 7 Medium grained channel sandstone body showing concave upward base and flat top Maximum thickness is 2 m Barakar 
Formation, Banskupi quarry, Jainty coalfield 
Coarse to medium sandstone facies 
Coarse to medium and locally fine grained sand-
stone which occurs as channel-like bodies with an 
erosional base (Fig 7) and a flat top is more common 
in the Barakar of Mahanadi, and the lower Barakar of 
the Koel-Damodar and Son Valleys However, sheet-
like bodies with a flat to uneven base and appearing as 
continuous beds for several tens of metres, occur in the 
upper Barakar sequence of the Son- and Koel-Damo-
dar Valleys This facies shows a profuse development 
of successive sets of large-scale trough cross-beds (Fig 
8), with occasional interbeds of planar foresets Indi-
vidual sandstone bodies of this facies vary from 2 to 4 
m in thickness Lateral coalescing and superposition 
of sandstone bodies may account for the growth of 
multilateral and multistorey sandstone bodies Thin 
(10-20 cm) shale is generally present between two 
channel sandstone bodies in a vertical sequence 
Coarse to medium grained channel sand bodies 
comprising trough and locally planar cross-bedding 
may be attributed to down-current migration of sand 
dunes, sandwaves, transverse/linguoid bars in shallow 
water stream channels, depending upon the local 
morphology, depth, velocity and flow regime (Allen, 
1968, Smith, 1970,1972,Colhnson, 1970,Harmse;a/, 
1975) Sheet-hke cross-bedded sandstone bodies with 
a flat to uneven base of the upper Barakar may be 
attributed to lateral accretion in sinuous stream 
channels (Moody-Stuart, 1966, Allen, 1970. Collin-
son, 1978) However, typical epsilon cross-stratified 
units of Allen (1965) have not been recognized in the 
present case due to a lack of proper orientation of 
outcrops or perhaps because they do not occur 
ubiquitously in meandering deposits (Allen, 1970, 
Leeder, 1973, Jackson, 1978) 
Fine sandstone, siltstone and shale facies 
Fine clastic facies includes ripple laminated fine 
sandstone, interbedded with siltstone and shale This 
facies IS scarce (7-12%) in the Karharban and Barakar 
sequence of the Mahanadi basin, but is thick (4-15 m) 
Fig. 8. Sets of large-scale trough cross-beds in coarse gritty sandstone, exposed on the bedding surface Barakar Formation, 
Dubpaninala about 100 m south of the road bridge, Chirimiri coalfield 
Fig. 9. A thick (15m) sequence of fine elastics comprising thinly bedded shale/siltstone in the lower part and carbonaceous shale 
in the upper part overlain by coarse sandstone Barakar Formation, Damgara quarry, Saharjuri coalfield 
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Fig. 10. Straight, parallel laminated fine graiiu Mih thin l.i\cis ol taiboiiaceous shale Barakar Formation, 
abandoned quarry, Amlo village, east Bokaro coalfield (courtsey of Dr Z. A. Khan), 
and occurs as persistent beds (Fig. 9) forming about 
35% of the sedimentation in the Barakar of the Son 
basin and up to 51% in the middle and upper Barakar 
of the Koel-Damodar basin. 
Fine grained sandstone occurs as thin (10-60 cm), 
prism-like bodies lensing out laterally within a few tens 
of metres. These bodies show generally straight paral-
lel laminations (Fig. 10) with small crenulations in 
places. Ripple cross-lamination is locally well dis-
played due to the intermixing of carbonaceous mater-
ial in fine sandstone, shale and siltstone. 
The thin discontinuous beds of fine elastics corre-
spond to deposition on the upper parts of sandy bars 
and in the abandoned flood plains of low sinuous 
streams during periods of reduced discharge. Thick 
and persistent beds of interbedded fine sandstone, 
siltstone and shale are attributed to deposition 
through vertical accretion on stable and extensive 
overbanks during periods of greater discharge and 
overflow of moderately sinuous to meandering stream 
channels. 
Coal fades 
Coal constitutes a small fraction by volume 
amounting to about 5-16% in the Karharbari, and 
8-21, 23-28, and up to 36-53% in the Barakar 
sequence of the Mahanadi, Son and Koel-Damodar 
basins (Fig. 4). On the basis of geometry and lithologic 
associations, coal seams can be divided broadly into 
two classes: (i) thin to moderately thick (~ 30 cm-4 m) 
coal seams which frequently split laterally within a few 
tens of metres or more; locally these seams may be 
thicker. These coal seams are usually wedged between 
channel sandstone bodies or may have carbonaceous 
shale or shale below and channel sandstone above. 
This type of coal seam generally occurs in formations 
which abound in sandstone like the Karharbari of the 
two basins and the Barakar of the Mahanadi basin. 
Examples include, among others, the coal seams of the 
Talchir coalfield (Karharbari and lower Barakar); the 
Jatraj seam of the Korba coalfield (Barakar) (Fig. 11), 
both of the Mahanadi basin; the Kaprati and Ghorg-
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hella seams of the Chirimiri coalfield of the Son Valley, 
and the Karharbari seam of the Giridih basin, north of 
the Damodar Valley. On average, these coals are 
relatively low in ash (8-17%), poor in vitrinite, rich in 
intertinite and are generally non-coking in quality 
(Basu, 1981). (ii) Coal seams exceeding 4 m to as much 
as 30 m or even more in thickness extend laterally for 
several hundred metres to several kilometres or even 
tens of kilometres through the length of the basin. 
These coal seams frequently include thin layers of 
carbonaceous shale (dirt band), may split occa-
sionally, and are commonly interbedded with and 
enclosed in fine elastics. The coal seams in this 
category occur with a sedimentation rich in fine 
elastics which comprise the middle and upper parts of 
the Barakar Formation or the majority of the Rani-
ganj Formation of the Koel-Damodar Valley and the 
Barakar of the Sonhat and Singrauli coalfields of the 
Son Valley. Some noteworthy examples include the 
Kargali and Kuju seams of East and West Bokaro, 
seam no. XIV of the Mahuda basin (Fig. 12), Sanc-
toria of the Raniganj and Jhingurda of the Singrauli 
coalfields. 
These differences in geometry and vertical associ-
ation of coal seams may be attributed to differences in 
sedimentary evolution of coal swamps and attending 
hydrologic conditions, as discussed later. 
Vertical relationship of lithofacies: cyclical characters 
Like the coal measures of other countries (Duff et 
al., 1967), the late Palaeozoic Gondwana coal 
measures of the Indian peninsula display a cyclical 
sequence (Casshyap, 1970). Cyclicity has since been 
deduced quantitatively in the Karharbari and Barakar 
coal measures of several coalfields of the Koel-Damo-
dar Valley using the first-order embedded Markov 
model (Casshyap & Khan, 1982a; Kumar & Cas-
shyap, 1982; Tewari & Casshyap, 1983), and the 
entropy function (Khan & Casshyap, 1981). This 
study examines the cyclical characters of the Barakar 
coal measures of the Son-Mahanadi basin with a view 
to comparing facies relationship and their bearing on 
the evolution of fluviatile models in the two basins 
under study. 
Figure 13 reproduces parts of sections showing a 
vertical association of interbedded lithofacies in the 
Karharbari-Barakar strata of the Son-Mahanadi 
basin; sections from the Damodar Valley are also 
included for the sake of sedimentary comparison. The 
study takes into account the vertical transition counts 
of lithofacies from 80 lithologies of the Son-Mahanadi 
basin. A four-state Markov model is structured taking 
four lithofacies as distinct states as described earlier. 
The results of the first-order transition probability, 
summarized in Fig. 14 demonstrate the presence of 
fining upward cycles, from pebbly, very coarse to 
coarse sandstone, through coarse to medium sand-
stone to fine elastics and coal. The basal member of the 
cyclical units is chosen as sandstone based on greater 
probability values and supported by relevant field 
evidence (Tewari & Casshyap, 1983). The cyclical 
sequence of the Karharbari/Barakar strata of the 
Mahanadi basin shows similarities and differences 
with those of the Damodar Valley basin (Fig. 14). The 
Karharbari/Barakar cycles are alike, in that, in either 
case, sedimentation begins with pebbly, very coarse to 
coarse sandstone followed by medium to fine sand-
stone, fine elastics and coal at top. The chief difference 
between the cyclical units arises following the deposi-
tion of coal facies. Thus, coal is overlain by channel 
sandstone and the resultant sequences are asym-
metrical through most parts of the Barakar of the 
Mahanadi basin, and the Karharbari of the Damodar 
Valley basin. However, in the Barakar coal measures 
of the Son- and Koel-Damodar Valleys, coal is 
preferentially succeeded by fine elastics and the cycles 
are symmetrical. Interestingly, the asymmetrical cycles 
are developed in sequences rich in sandstone, and the 
symmetrical cycles are developed in areas and 
sequences rich in fine elastics. 
PALAEOCURRENT AND PALAEOSLOPE 
This study integrates published and unpublished 
palaeocurrent data for the Koel-Damodar (Casshyap, 
1973, 1977; Tewari & Casshyap, 1978, 1982; Khan & 
Casshyap, 1982), Son (Casshyap, 1981) and 
Mahanadi basins for interpreting regional palaeo-
drainage and palaeoslope in the two Gondwana basins 
under study and their implication in palaeogeographic 
reconstruction during Karharbari and Barakar times 
in eastern and central India. 
Following suggestions based on recent researches 
(Smith, 1972; Dott, 1973) the primary directional 
structures as used here have been treated separately for 
palaeocurrent analysis, in view of the diff'erences in 
their respective bedforms and orientation in the 
stream channel. Among the cross-bedding, the large-
scale trough type has been regarded as a more reliable 
palaeocurrent indicator than the planar cross-beds. 
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STUDY AREA 
Fig. 11. Subsurface panel diagram, based on borehole logs, showing the geometry and distribution of coal seams embedded in a 
sequence rich in sandstone. The coal-bearing strata are thrown up and down by post-depositional normal faulting. Note the 
sphtting of coal seam XIX in central part. Barakar Formation, Manikpur block, Korba coalfield. 
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Fig. 13 Borehole logs, showing lithologic successions of the Karharbari and Barakar formations in the different coalfields of the 
two Gondwana basins The sequences are more arenaceous in the Son-Mahanadi than in the Koel-Damodar basin 
However, planar foresets developed side by side with 
troughs as a single set or cosets are quite useful in the 
interpretation of bedforms and flow regime conditions 
(Smith, 1972, Harms et al, 1975) Apart from the 
earlier data from other coalfields in which trough and 
planar cross-bedding types were not computed separa-
tely, the more recent data from the Mahanadi basin 
are recorded and treated separately for trough and 
planar cross-beds occurring in single sets and cosets, as 
are the orientations of erosional channels 
Computed vector means for both types of cross-
bedding occurring in cosets and erosional channels lie 
in the NW quadrant The vector means for erosional 
channels (255 + 29° to 305±28°), tiough (263 + 32° to 
316 + 36°) and planar (278 + 38° to 339 + 54°) cross-
beds are more or less mutually corroborative How-
ever, for planar cross-beds that occur in single sets the 
mean foreset orientation shows an angular relation-
ship of the order of 35°-60° with the dominant 
palaeoflow stated above, similar to the planar cross-
beds vvhich characterize the diagonal or cross-channel 
bars of braided streams (Cant & Walker, 1976) 
Cross-bedding consistency (L) is greater (L = 68-81 %) 
in tiough cross-beds and weaker in planar type 
(JL = 45-51%) The greater dispersion of planar cross-
beds IS attributed to their formation by large-scale 
linguoid bars which may develop alongside migiating 
dunes Variability of planar cross-bedding increases 
much more (5^ = 2815) further downstream (NW) in 
the Singrauh coalfield of the Son Valley than in the 
Talchir coalfield (2016) of the Mahanadi Valley 
Thus, the early Permian Barakar sediments of the 
Son-Mahanadi basin were deposited by a north-wes-
terly flowing system of streams The results corrobor-
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Fig. 14. Markov diagrams of the Karharbari and Barakar strata of different coalfields, based on transition probability values of 
pooled data, showing cyclical relationship between lithofacies 
ate the palaeocurrent reconstruction as deduced ear-
lier (Casshyap, 1973, 1981) The Koel-Damodar Val-
ley basin was, likewise, drained by a system of multiple 
streams which flowed down the prevaihng palaeoslope 
from ESE to WNW in the direction of the Son Valley 
basin belt, from early Permian (Karharbari and 
Barakar) to late Permian (Raniganj) times (Casshyap, 
1977) The current vector variability of these streams 
shows a progressive increase from the Karharbari 
through the lower to the upper Barakar (Casshyap, 
1973, Casshyap & Tewari, 1980, Tewari & Casshyap, 
1982, Khan & Casshyap, 1982) The temporal differ-
ences in current vector variability may be attributed to 
progressive differences in the stream channel pattern 
and attending hydrodynamic conditions as the sedi-
mentation continued through time. 
Figure 15 illustrates the palaeodrainage reconstruc-
tion in the two Gondwana basins based on this study 
and other published data The consistency of north-
westerly and west-north-westerly palaeodrainage 
within and between the two Gondwana basins is of the 
utmost significance for palaeogeographic reconstruc-
tion The north-easterly component of drainage in the 
eastern Damodar Valley has been attributed to bifur-
cation caused by the Kodarma-Monghyr ridge to the 
north (Casshyap, 1973). This drainage component 
may have had its outlet into the Tethyan shore zone 
located further north (Casshyap, 1973, 1977, Khan & 
Casshyap, 1982, Tewari & Casshyap, 1982) 
PALAEOCHANNEL RECONSTRUCTION 
Recent researches have shown that various palaeo-
channel parameters such as channel depth, channel 
width and sinuosity may be computed on the basis of 
the magnitude of primary sedimentary structures. 
These estimations, based on several empirical equa-
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tions developed for modern streams (Langbien & 
Leopold, 1966; Schumm, 1968a,b, 1972; Friend & 
Moody-Stuart, 1972; Leeder, 1973), have certain 
limitations—as reviewed elsewhere (Ethridge and 
Schumm, 1978). The quantitative results nevertheless 
compare well with the overall rock-fill, and relevant 
depositional model as inferred from an integrated 
outcrop study. Several attempts have recently been 
made to deduce the palaeochannel morphology of 
ancient fluvial channels (Cotter, 1971; Friend & 
Moody-Stuart, 1972; Miall, 1976; Nami, 1976; Pad-
gett & Ehrlich, 1976) including those of the Gondwana 
streams (Casshyap & Tewari, 1980; Casshyap & 
Khan, 1982b). 
Keeping the above limitations in view, an attempt is 
nevertheless made here to estimate channel sinuosity, 
and the channel depth and width of the early Karhar-
bari and Barakar streams in the Koel-Damodar and 
Son-Mahanadi Gondwana basin belts. 
channel. Langbien & Leopold (1966) developed an 
empirical equation between the sinuosity (P) and the 
mean angular change in the channel course (0), which 




where B is the mean angular variation in the orien-
tation of cross-bedding azimuths. The above equation 
has been used to deduce the sinuosity of ancient 
palaeochannels (Miall, 1976; Long, 1978; Casshyap & 
Khan, 1982b). Using the mean angular variation of 
cross-bedding azimuths as measured in the field, the 
channel sinuosity is computed for 17 sampling locali-
ties in the given area. The estimated channel sinuosity 
values are low, varying from 1-12 to 1-31 for the 
Karharbari and Barakar strata of the Mahanadi 
basin; and is greater in the Son Valley (1-49-1'60) and 
the Koel-Damodar basin (1 •39-2-05). 
Channel sinuosity 
The sinuosity of stream channels is defined as the 
mean angular change in the course of a stream 
Channel depth 
The more reliable and direct method to compute the 
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Fig. 15. Map showing north-westerly and northerly palaeodrainage during the Karharbari and Barakar times in the two 
Gondwana basins on either sides of the Chhotanagpur highlands. The Kodarma-Monghyr ridge in the north bifurcates the 
Damodar basin. 
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bedding, was not applicable in this case because of the 
paucity of the structure. Alternatively, Allen's (1968) 
relationship based on dune height and channel depth 
referred to as H= 0-68 ds " " ' was used as a measure of 
minimum channel depth. This same relationship has 
been used to determine the palaeochannel depth in 
recent years (Miall, 1976; Casshyap & Tewari, 1980; 
Casshyap & Khan, 1982b). The computed channel 
depth from the above relationship using the average 
thickness of trough cross-bedding compares well with 
channel depths actually measured on outcrops. These 
values suggest that the Karharbari and Barakar 
channels of the Mahanadi basins were relatively 
deeper (3-7 m) than those of the Barakar channels of 
the Son- and Koel-Damodar basins (2-5 m). The 
actual channel depth should indeed be more than the 
computed values, in view of the erosional nature of the 
upper surface of cross-bedded sets in general (Harms, 
Southard & Walker, 1982) and it is hard to compute to 
any correct magnitude using this formula. 
Channel width 
The bankfull channel width has been estimated here 
using the empirical relationship developed by Leopold 
& Maddock (1953) and recommended by Allen (1968) 
as follows: 
W=A2 rf.yf'"*, where ds is the channel depth and Wis 
the width of the corresponding stream channel. The 
computed channel width is nearly the same for the 
Karharbari (250-600 m) and the Barakar (400-600 m) 
sequence of the Mahanadi basin, but declines for the 
Barakar strata of the Son- (160-190 m) and the 
Koel-Damodar (120-190 m) Valleys. These estimated 
values may correspond to the width of a single 
channel: the actual channel width should be much 
greater, in view of the multichannel behaviour of low 
sinuous streams. 
FLUVIAL MODEL OF SEDIiVIENTATION 
Although a fluvial origin of the post-glacial Karhar-
bari and Barakar coal measures has been widely 
accepted (Pascoe, 1959; Casshyap, 1970, 1977; Ghosh 
& Mitra, 1972; Qidwai, 1972; Khan, 1978; Tewari, 
1980), there are significant gaps in our understanding 
especially in respect of fluvial framework, stream 
channel evolution and their implication on sedimen-
tation and coal formation. The present study inter-
prets a fluvial model of the Karharbari and Barakar 
coal measures using geometry, sedimentary charac-
ters, and the internal organization of sandstone bodies 
vis-d-vis other facies, palaeoflow and palaeochannel 
morphology. Figure 16 is a schematic depositional 
model and shows the palaeogeography of Karharbari 
and lower Barakar in the two basin belts on either side 
of the Chotanagpur highland. 
The onset of fluviatile sedimentation in the low lying 
areas in the eastern and east-central parts of peninsu-
lar India, adjacent to the Chotanagpur highlands, 
commenced with the retreat of the Late Palaeozoic 
Talchir ice. The rejuvenated rivers on the prevailing 
palaeoslope adjusted following the retreat of the 
Talchir ice which flowed dominantly towards the 
WNW in the Koel-Damodar basin and NW in the 
Son-Mahanadi basin. These streams in their respective 
basins initially brought in and deposited in shallow 
waters gravelly and sandy sediments. The resultant 
Karharbari sediments developed as discontinuous 
patches, overlying the glaciofluvial outwash deposits, 
and abounded in variable admixture of conglomerate 
and pebbly, very coarse to coarse sandstone (82-95%) 
with a small amount of shale (7-12%) and coal 
(5-16%). Well-defined conglomeratic facies seldom 
recur; the one exception occurs in the Talchir and 
lb-River coalfield of the south Mahanadi basin where 
well sorted and mature conglomerate forms a distinct 
horizon in the upper Karharbari as stated earlier. The 
succeeding Barakar, which is dominantly arenaceous 
in the Mahanadi basin, enclosing about 70-84% 
sandstone as in the underlying Karharbari, records an 
increase of fine elastics (21-35%) at the expense of 
sandstone (36-63%) in the Son Valley farther down-
stream towards the NW. Likewise, the Barakar of the 
Koel-Damodar Valley, especially in the middle and 
upper parts, consists of interbedded sequences of 
sandstone, shale and coal which range from 31 to 45%, 
35 to 51%, and 11 to 41%, respectively. These 
differences in the sedimentary distribution of Barakar 
may be attributed to downstream differences in the 
stream channel patterns as sedimentation progressed 
in the Son-Mahanadi and Koel-Damodar basins. 
The initial phase of the Karharbari sedimentation 
was marked by a large-scale deposition of longitudinal 
gravel and sand bars (Fig. 16). The trough and planar 
cross-bedded sets of channel sandstone occurring on 
top of or adjacent to gravel bars correspond to 
deposition by sand dunes, sandwaves, and transverse 
or linguoid bars in shallow water (CoUinson, 1970; 
Smith, 1972; Miall, 1977). The abundance of erosional 
scours and the concave upward base of several channel 
bodies are evidence of deposition by vertical accretion 
(Moody-Stuart, 1966; Campbell, 1976). The evidence 
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Fig. 16. A schematic palaeogeographic model of the two Gondwana basin belts at the onset of early Permian fluviatile 
sedimentation 
suggests that the channel and subchannel morphology 
and hydrology of the Karharbari streams was similar 
through most parts of the two basins. The subchannels 
individually were at least 3-7 m deep, and about 
250-600 m wide; the actual depth and width of 
multiple subchannels being much greater, as stated 
earlier. A greater width/depth ratio and low sinuosity 
values (1-21-1-31) may imply a relatively steeper 
palaeoslope. Such streams are known to transport 
little silt and clay in their channel perimeter (Schumm, 
1963). Admittedly, the Karharbari strata record a 
small amount of fine elastics which develops as thin 
and impersistent bodies on top of channel bars and 
adjoining stable flood plains, as referred to earlier (see 
also Tewari & Casshyap, 1980). These fine elastics 
represent deposition by vertical accretion through 
suspension during periods of minimal discharge. The 
channel parameters and the sedimentary composition 
collectively suggest that the Karharbari streams 
closely resembled the braided or more appropriately 
the anastomosing (Reading, 1978) river system with 
bedload channels (Leopold & Wolman, 1957; Allen, 
1965; Schumm, 1963b) uniformly across the Son-
Mahanadi and Koel-Damodar basins. Lateral shifting 
of subchannels progressively becaine more important 
than vertical aggradation (Smith & Smith, 1980) to 
account for the Facies dispersal and relationship, as 
sedimentation progressed. Minor tectonic uplift of the 
source area may have locally rejuvenated the river 
system to account for the deposition of a well-sorted 
mature conglomerate in the proximal locations of 
Talchir and adjoining coalfields of the south 
Mahanadi basin. 
The succeeding Barakar sediments resemble the 
Karharbari sedimentation in the Mahanadi basin 
including the Talchir, Raigarh and Korba coalfields. 
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in that they are pebbly and abound in arenaceous 
sediments.The coarse to medium and profusely cross-
bedded sandstone bodies are attributed to deposition 
by downcurrent migration of sand dunes, linguoid and 
transverse bars of sandy streams of low (? braided) to 
moderate sinuoisty. Lateral shifting of anabranching 
channels and braid bars and associated stable flood 
plains may account for the multistorey and multila-
teral sandstone bodies with or without thin fine elastics 
which occur commonly in the bulk of the Barakar in 
this area. The depositing channels were more than 5-7 m 
deep and 400-600 m wide; their sinuosity varied from 
1-31 to 1-49. The anastomosing low sinuous Barakar 
rivers, like those of the Karharbari, transported 
limited silt and clay (11-20%) through most parts of 
the Mahanadi basin. However, these streams became 
moderately sinuous in the Son Valley basin in the 
downcurrent direction towards the NW. Indeed, there 
is a distinct increase in channel sinuosity owing to an 
increase in fine elastics in the Barakar sequence of 
Chirimiri (15-28%) and more so in the Singrauli 
(21-35%) coalfield of the Son Valley. The resultant 
sandstone bodies are less channelled, laterally persist-
ent, and the associated beds of shaie/siltstone are 
thicker, persistent and common. 
Unlike the Mahandi and Son basins, the fluviatile 
sedimentation in the Koel-Damodar Valley basin 
underwent a progressive change in palaeochannel 
morphology and palaeohydrology following the depo-
sition of the Karharbari sediments by anastomosing 
streams. The bulk of the Barakar sediments of the 
Koel-Damodar Valley, apart from a few basal deca-
metres, provide evidence of a relative decline in the 
channel depth (2-5 m) and width (120-190 m) of the 
depositing streams. The stream channel sinuosity 
increased up to 1 •60-20, implying a decline in the 
slope of the Barakar basin as compared with the 
preceding Karharbari basin. The sediments so pro-
duced are coarse to medium sandstone (32-63%) with 
increased proportions of shale (21-65%). These chan-
nel sandstone bodies which pinch out laterally against 
another channel sandstone, separated by a gently 
inclined surface (? channel margin), are multilateral, 
sheet- or ribbon-like in geometry, with a flat to slightly 
uneven base, and seldom occur with a concave upward 
base. These sedimentary characters plus associated 
interbeds of fine elastics imply deposition by lateral 
accretion in moderately sinuous (? meandering) 
streams (Moody-Stuart, 1966; Allen, 1970). The asso-
ciated assemblage of fine sandstone, siltstone, shale 
and coal may correspond respectively to the levees, 
back swamps and peat swamps of the surrounding 
flood plain (Allen, 1970). 
These differences in the channel patterns of deposit-
ing streams from Karharbari through Barakar in the 
two Gondwana basins have a significant bearing on 
the morphology of peat swamps, and the resultant 
geometry and thickness of coal seams, which occur 
repeatedly in the Permian fluviatile sequence of penin-
sular India. 
EVOLUTION OF COAL SWAMPS 
Figure 17(A,B,C) is a schematic illustration of the 
development and evolution of coal swamps in the 
alluvial plains drained by streams of increasing chan-
nel sinuosity from astomosing/braided to meandering. 
Development of coal swamps in anastomosing river plains 
The vertical and lateral accretion of gravelly and 
sandy bedload as longitudinal, transverse and linguoid 
bars and dunes was followed locally by deposition of 
thin lens-like bodies of shale through suspension on 
top of channel bars and stable overbanks of subchan-
nels during the river's early stages. The development of 
peat swamps can be visualized in the protected and low 
lying areas of abandoned flood plains and/or distal 
parts of crevasse splays (Fig. 17A). Whether the peat 
debris was drifted into the peat swamps or derived 
from subaquatic plants of the swamp is debatable due 
to a lack of evidence. The lateral shifting of braid bars 
of crevasse splays interrupted or terminated coal 
swamps periodically resulting in a splitting of coal 
seams and/or the development of asymmetrical cycles. 
Thus, the river hydrology and flood plain morpho-
logy, combined with the optimum rate of subsidence 
and lateral shifting of bars and crevasse splays con-
trolled the localized development of coal swamps in 
the anastomosing alluvial plains which dominated the 
Karharbari and early Barakar basins, particularly in 
the southerly proximal parts of the Mahanadi and 
easterly Damodar Valleys. The progradation of 
crevasse splays into coal swamps caused frequent 
splitting of coal seams, as is commonly observed. 
Development of coal swamps in meandering river plains 
The coal seams associated with interbedded sand-
shale deposits of sinuous streams, like those character-
izing the bulk of the Barakar sequence of the Son 
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Fig. 17. Generalized block diagrams showing the development of coal swamps in a fluvial system during Permian time: (A) 
anastomosing/braided river model; (B) meandering river model; (C) lacustrine model. No scale is imphed; the flood plains and 
coal swamps may be a few tens of metres to several Icilometres in dimension. Typical coal-bearing cycles with probable 
depositional environments are shown alongside each model. 
Valley and the Middle and Upper Barakar of the 
Koei-Damodar Valley, are a few to about 10 m thick 
or more and are laterally continuous for a few to 
several tens of kilometres. Exceptionally, some seams 
are up to 30 m thick, others even more (~160 m), 
including multiple bands of carbonaceous shale, and 
extend laterally from one end of the coalfield to the 
other, like the KargaU seam of the East Bokaro 
coalfield, no. XIV seam of the Jharia coalfield of 
Bihar, and the Jhingurda seam horizon of Singrauli, 
M.P. These coal seams are commonly enclosed in thick 
sheets of fine elastics as stated above, exhibit one or 
more split bands, and can best be attributed to 
accumulation in the large and extensive peat swamps 
which developed distally in the low lying interchannel 
areas of meandering rivers (Fig. I7B). Unlike the 
braided river channels referred to earlier, channel 
wandering was apparently a slow and gradual process 
in the case of meandering rivers, so that the peat 
swamps developed here lasted longer to produce 
thicker and more extensive coal as in the Middle and 
Upper Barakar sequence. This same mechanism 
caused the development of symmetrical cycles com-
monly encountered in this sequence. Thick and exten-
sive coal seams covering larger areas of flood plains 
call for larger back swamps which may be likened to 
protected lakes (Fig. 17C). The frequent occurrence of 
thin interbeds of carbonaceous shale and siltstone or 
'dirt bands', as they are locally called, implies access of 
elastics into the peat swamps as overbank or crevasse-
splays facies during periodic floods. 
CONCLUSIONS 
(1) The early Permain fluviatile coal measures are 
widely exposed throughout the Koel-Damodar and 
Son-Mahanadi Gondwana basins of eastern and 
east-central India. Sedimentary composition suggests 
a progressive decline in sandstone and an increase in 
fine elastics through time from the Karharbari and the 
Barakar up to the Raniganj and through space from 
proximal to distal parts. In the Mahanadi basin, 
however, the Barakar Formation is dominantly arena-
ceous from base to top, like the underlying Karharbari 
of the two basin belts. 
(2) Application of first-order Markov analysis 
reveals the presence of fining upward cycles from 
conglomerate/pebbly sandstone, through coarse to 
medium and fine sandstone, to fine elastics and coal in 
both the Karharbari and Barakar coal measures. The 
asymmetrical sandstone/coal cycles, with a paucity of 
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fine elastics, characterize the Karharbari of both the 
basins, and the Barakar of the Mahanadi basin, and 
are attributed to vertical aggradation and rapid lateral 
shifting of multiple braided channels of anastomosing 
streams. The symmetrical fining upward cycles with a 
greater amount of fine elastics, as in the Barakar of the 
Koel-Damodar basin, are attributed to lateral/vertical 
accretion and the slow gradual migration of sinuous 
(meandering) streams. 
(3) The consistency of a palaeocurrent pattern 
suggests two separate river systems for the Karhar-
bari-Barakar sediments, one draining the Koel-
Damodar Valley basin from the ESE to the WNW and 
the other through the Mahanadi and Son basins from 
the SE to the NW. The bulk of the sediments were 
derived from the Chotanagpur highlands including the 
Ranchi and Manpat plateaus situated to the south and 
SE of the Koel-Damodar Valley basin, and to the east 
and SB of the Mahanadi basin. The distant source 
represented by the Precambrian rocks of the Eastern 
Ghats and/or the charnockite and granite gneiss of the 
central highlands of eastern Antarctica (Casshyap, 
1977) may have contributed sediments at least to the 
proximal part in the SE of the Manahadi basin. There 
was, however, little contribution from the highlands of 
the Hazaribagh plateau and the Kodarma-Monghyr 
ridge to the north of the Damodar Valley basin. 
(4) The two Gondwana basins developed as low 
lying linear alluvial plains, respectively to the north 
(the Koel-Damodar Valley) and west (the Mahanadi-
Son Valley) of the extensive Chotanagpur highland. 
The study implies that the Koel-Damodar Valley was 
a longitudinal basin extending along the direction of 
palaeoflow from the ESE to the WNW, like the 
Son-Mahanadi basin of the contemporary river sys-
tem. The consistency of palaeoflow and geomorphic 
setting supports the possible extension of the Damo-
dar Valley basin upcurrent towards the ESE into West 
Bengal, underlying the recent alluvium. It is inferred 
that these two river systems and their basins possibly 
had their confluence downcurrent towards the west 
and NW. The coal-bearing Karharbari and Barakar 
sediments of the resultant basin should occur exten-
sively buried below the Upper Gondwana (Mesozoic) 
rocks of Sohagpur in the districts of Sidhi and 
Shahdol; appropriately these rocks outcrop in the 
Singrauli coalfield further north, forming a northward 
limit to the Son Valley basin. 
(5) Quantitative results of palaeochannel para-
meters suggest a low sinuous (braided) channel pattern 
for the Karharbari streams of both the basins, the 
Barakar of the Mahanadi basin, and for the lower 
Barakar of the Koel-Damodar and Son basins. An 
increase in channel sinuosity and a corresponding 
decline in channel depth and width are indicated for 
the Barakar rivers further downstream in each basin 
and through time (Middle and Upper Barakar) par-
ticularly in the Koel-Damodar Valley basin. 
(6) The study reveals definite diff"erences in the 
evolution of fluvial style in the two Gondwana basins. 
The Karharbari and Barakar sedimentation in the 
Mahanadi basin was brought about chiefly in the 
anastomosing river systems by low sinuous streams 
charged with a gravelly and sandy bedload. The 
streams became moderately sinuous downstream in 
the Son Valley basin towards the NW. A minor 
tectonic uplift in the source area and in the adjustment 
of the depositional slope is indicated towards the end 
of the Karharbari sedimentation, as evidenced by the 
occurrence of well-sorted mature conglomerate in the 
southerly proximal part of the Mahanadi basin. By 
contrast, the fluviatile sedimentation in the Koel-
Damodar basin underwent a progressive change in 
palaeochannel morphology and palaeohydrology, 
through time, from a low sinuous bedload streams in 
the Karharbari to moderately sinuous mixed load 
streams in the Barakar. There is no evidence of marked 
tectonic uplift during the Karharbari and/or the 
Barakar sedimentation in the Koel-Damodar basin, 
unlike in the Mahanadi basin. 
(7) The above differences in stream channel pat-
terns in the two basins influenced the dimension of 
coal swamps, their geometry and vertical association 
including the underlying and overlying fades. The 
impersistent thin to thick coal beds, showing frequent 
splitting, and which are low in ash, poor in vitrinite 
and non-coking, are as a rule associated with the 
arenaceous facies of the Karharbari and of the 
Barakar of the Mahanadi basin. These coal seams are 
attributed to their formation in abandoned flood 
plains and in distal crevasse splays following vertical 
accretion in low sinuous multichannel anastomosing/ 
braided streams. By contrast, the thicker and extensive 
coal seams with greater interbeds of carbonaceous 
shale and fine clastic are higher in ash, rich in vitrinite 
and split less commonly, and are attributed to the 
accumulation of vegetal debris in large or small low 
lying overbank and interchannel coal swamps, and 
locally in protected lakes of meandering streams. 
(8) The diff"erences in the sedimentary composition 
and character of coal seams can, in turn, be attributed 
to diff'erences in the basin configuration, basin profile 
and their respective elements of syntectonism within 
and outside the basin. The arenaceous character of the 
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Barakar Formation in the Mahanadi basin and the 
greater abundance of fine elastics m the Koel-Damo-
dar and Son Valley basins, suggest that the basin 
piofile was steeper, and the rate of sediment supply 
and rate of burial greater in the Mahanadi as com-
pared to the Koel-Damodar and Son Valley basins 
The above inference about basm profile is streng-
thened by the fact that the Mahanadi basin represents 
the proximal, and the Son Valley the distal parts of the 
river system which drained the basin to the west of the 
Chotanagpur highlands The Koel-Damodar area, 
within Its present limits, may likewise correspond to 
distal parts of the basin which was originally bigger 
and extended in the proximal part towards the east 
and SE, underneath the recent alluvium, as stated 
earlier Indeed, the distal parts of alluvial plains, 
particularly those away from the basin margins, are 
known for accumulating a greater thickness of sedi-
ments, hke those which occur in the Koel-Damodar 
and Son Valley basins as compared with the 
Mahanadi basin 
This study, limited in nature, has nevertheless tried 
to identify and explain similarities and differences in 
the sedimentation of the two adjoining Permian 
alluvial basins and their bearing on the geometry and 
quality of interbedded coal seams The proposed 
fluvial models of coal formation based entirely on 
sedimentologic evidence, have fewer modern ana-
logues to compare and may need the test of time 
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PAST fifty years have seen rapid growth of literature 
on sedimentology of Gondwana Sequence of 
peninsular India. Depositional facies models have 
been developed for various formations of peninsular 
Gondwana basins. Even so our understanding of 
Gondwana basins is limited with respect to the 
framework of Gondwana basins, their depositional 
limits, and geomorphic, tectonic and climatic 
control on lithofacies dispersal and evolution of 
Gondwana lithic-fill through time and space. 
The paper summarises sedimentary characters 
and lithofacies dispersal in Gondwana basins of the 
Peninsula. An attempt is made to analyse 
sedimentary evolution of Gondwana basins based on 
lithofacies dispersal from Talchir (basal Permian) to 
Mahadeva (Middle Triassic), with particular 
reference to geomorphic, tectonic and climatic 
setting. 
LITHOFACIES DISPERSAL AND DEPOSITIONAL 
MODELS 
Glacigene sedimentation 
Gondwana sedimentation in peninsular India 
was initiated by deposition of glacigene Talchir 
sediments on uneven Precambrian basement, as 
Concepts, limits and extension of the Indian Gondwana 
(Editors: B S. Venkatachala & Hari K. Maheshwaii^ 
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preserved and available in three major basins of 
Koel-Damodar, Son-Mahanadi, Pranhita-Godavari and 
Satpura, and in small isolated basins. Several 
attempts have been made to interpret depositional 
environments and palaeogeography of Talchir 
sediments locally and regionally (Banerjee, 1966 
Casshyap & Qidwai, 1974; Casshyap & Tewari, 1982 
Casshyap & Srivastava, 1987; Frakes et al., 1975 
Ghosh & Mitra, 1975; Dickins & Shah, 1979; Datta et 
al., 1979). 
The Talchir sediments lying unconformably on 
Precambrian basement are marked by uniformly 
green colour and are composed of typical glacigene 
facies including tillite, conglomerate, sandstone, 
rhythmite and laminated shale. The tillite is locally 
massive but generally stratified, and occurs as thin 
beds in association with conglomerate, sandstone or 
shale. The conglomerate facies, as and where 
developed, commonly in upper part, occurs in 
channel-like elongate bodies and may be massive, 
stratified to cross-bedded. Majority of embedded 
lithoclasts in tillite and conglomerate are derived 
locally from bordering Precambrian highlands. Some 
lithoclasts of massive basal tillite are pentagonal in 
shape and may exhibit striations. Indeed, there is 
distinct increase in roundness and homogeneity of 
lithoclasts from tillite up to conglomerate (Tewari, 
in Press). The coarse clastic facies, by and large, 
occur in proximal parts near basin margins 
(Casshyap & Tewari, 1982; Casshyap & Srivastava, 
1987). The sandstone facies occurring throughout 
the sequence in varying abundance is massive to 
thinly bedded, whereas those of upper part are 
profusely cross-bedded. The interbedded sequence 
of fine sandstone/siltstone and shale (rhythmite) is 
characterised by occasional sole structures, 
dropstones, ripple marks, and ripple- and flaser 
bedding. The interbedded facies occurs as ,thick 
units associated with channel-fill sandstone both 
laterally alongside and in downslope direction. Thin 
limestone beds are also associated with interbedded 
facies in some places. The laminated shale is the 
dominant facies of Talchir sediments in the areas 
away from the basin margin and in downslope 
direction. 
Palaeoice transport based on striated pavement, 
till fabric and matching of lithoclasts composition 
reveals inward ice movement from basin margins 
locally and from south-east to north-west regionally 
in various Gondwana basins (Casshyap & Qidwai, 
1974; Casshyap & Srivastava, 1987; Ahmad et al., 
1976). Similar northwesterly palaeo-drainage is 
deduced from associated outwash conglomerate and 
sandstone (Casshyap & Tewari, 1982). 
The varying facies assemblage of Talchir 
sequence in different basins does not favour a 
uniform regional depositional facies model. Besides 
the limited basal tillite of glacial origin, the Talchir 
sediments generally favour mixed facies of glacio-
fluvial, glacio-Iacustrine and/or shallow marine to 
tidal flat environments. The occurrence of marine 
invertebrate fauna near Umaria and Manendragarh in 
central India (see Sastri & Shah, 1964) is the only 
direct evidence of marine influence, but lack of 
fauna elsewhere is no justification to rule out marine 
environment altogether. Recently Casshyap and 
Srivastava (1987) demonstrated that Talchir 
sedimentation took place in glacial valleys in 
southern upland terrain and broad open shelf (delta 
plain ?), influenced by tidal channels, in the low 
lying northern terrain in Son-Mahanadi Basin, and 
thus raised the possibility of marine influence in 
several other low lying areas of central and eastern 
India depending upon the basement configuration 
of the basin and its location (Srivastava et al, 1988). 
Fluvial sedimentation 
Karbarbari Formation — The first phase of 
fluvial sedimentation is recorded by Karharbari 
sediments lying gradationally on the glacial outwash 
deposits. These fluvial sediments, occurring in 
discontinuous patches with a maximum thickness of 
about 300 m overlap, lie unconformably on the 
Precambrian basement, and cite evidence of 
expans ion of the bas in at this s tage . 
Palaeohydrological studies from several basins 
suggest that Karharbari streams were low sinuous 
(1,12-1.25) with high width/depth ratio (53-68), 
flowed relatively down the steeper palaeoslope (65 
cm/km) from south-east to north-west in most 
basins (Casshyap & Khan, 1982a; Casshyap & Tewari, 
1984). The basal Karharbari is characterised by 
conglomerate bodies particularly in proximal parts, 
as in the southern part of Talcher Coalfield of 
Mahanadi Basin and East Bokaro Coalfield of 
Damodar Basin. The conglomerates are clast 
supported, elongate channel like, and massive to 
cross-bedded resembling longitudinal braid bars of 
medial alluvial fans. The recurrence of conglomerate 
in the upper Karharbari in southern part of Talcher 
Coalfield may be attributed to a minor tectonic uplift 
in the source land to the south-east. The 
conglomerate facies rapidly merge into multistorey 
and multilateral coalescing channel bodies of pebbly 
and gritty to coarse and medium sandstone, similar 
to the facies characterising distal alluvial fans. The 
bulk of the succeeding Karharbari consists of fining 
upward asymmetrical cycles in which the lower 
sandstone member exceeds the upper shale and coal 
(Casshyap & Khan, 19B2b; Tewari & Casshyap, 
1983). The sandstone facies characterised by cosets 
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Text-flgure 1—Map of peninsular India showing the distribution of Lower Gondwana basins and their possible original limits and 
areal extension underneath the younger traps along Narmada lineament in west and Ganga alluvium m northern Bihar and Bengal 
in the north 
of planar and trough cross beds has been attributed 
to longitudinal and transverse braid bars (Casshyap 
& Tewari, 1984). Thin bodies of shale capping 
channel sandstone represent vertical accretion 
during shifting and abandoning of channel. The 
Karharbari coals are evidently thin, laterally 
impersistent and show frequent splitting, typical of 
restricted peat swamps developed in the abondoned 
channels and distal crevasse splays of braid plain. A 
statistical analysis of lithologic variables reveals 
close association of channel sandstone and coal 
justifying the development of coal swamps in 
abandoned channels (Casshyap et al, in Press). 
Barakar Formation — Following the deposition 
of gravelly and sandy Karharbari, unified Gondwana 
basins further expanded areally to accommodate 
thick (880 m) and extensive Barakar sediments as is 
evident by overlapping of the Barakar sediments on 
to the underlying basement in several parts. The 
channel patterns of Gondwana streams demonstrate 
a progressive metamorphosis in their sinuosity from 
Karharbari through lower to upper Barakar. The 
Barakar streams were relatively sinuous (1.45-2.05) 
with low width/depth ratio (21-42). The palaeoslope 
remained unchanged during Barakar time trending 
more or less southeast-northwest and was more 
gende (52 cm/km) than that of the underlying 
Karharbari. The resultant Barakar sediments, 
throughout, are made up of recurring fining upward 
symmetrical cycles of coarse to medium sandstone, 
interbedded fine sandstone/siltstone and shale, and 
coal (Casshyap, 1970; Casshyap & Khan, 1982b; 
Casshyap & Tewari, 1984; Tewari & Casshyap, 1983). 
The Barakar sandstone is commonly channel-shaped 
in lower part to tabular sheet-like in upper part 
showing abundant cosets of planar and trough cross 
beds; it has been attributed largely to channel 
shifting and lateral accretion of point bar. Associated 
thick persistent beds of thinly bedded fine 
sandstone/shale and carbonaceous shale correspond 
to levee deposits. Indeed, the fine clastic facies 
show a progressive increase in thickness and bulk 
volume from Karharbari through lower to upper 
Barakar. The Barakar coals are thick, laterally 
continuous and are associated with channel-fill 
sandstone and fine clastic levee deposits Extensive 
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RAPID TRANSPORT AND DEPOSITION IN 
UNEVEN GLACIATED VALLEYS AND 
WATER BODIES 
EARLY PERIODIC UPLIFTS GENERALLY 
RAPID TRANSPORT ON STEEPER SLOPES 
RAPID SUBSIDENCE AND RAPID TO 
SLOW DEPOSITION 
GENERALLY SLOWER TRANSPORT BY 
SINUOUS RIVERS WITH GENTLE SLOPES, 
RAPID SUBSIDENCE AND SLOW TO RAPID 
DEPOSITION) OCCASIONAL MARINE 
INGRES5I0N IN LOW LYING TERRAIN 
UPLIFT,RAPID TRANSPORT, RAPID 
SUBSIDENCE AND GENERALLY RAPID 
DEPOSITION 
MAhtADEVA/PANOHET 
Text-figure 2 —Generalised schematic representation of 
palaeoprofile, topographic and tectonic setting, and patterns 
of Gondwana sedimentation from glacigene Talchir to 
fluviatile Mahadeva formations Note the proximity of shore 
line to account for periodic ingression. 
occurrence of coal seams in Barakar has been 
attributed to protected peat swamps developed in 
distal flood plains and protected lakes of 
meandering streams (Casshyap, 1970; Casshyap & 
Tewari, 1984). The progressive decline in channel 
sandstone and increase of fine elastics through time 
from Karharbari up to Barakar and down the 
palaeoslope in each basin is suggestive of 
progressive maturity of source land owing to 
prolonged erosion due to amelioration of climate 
and without pulses of uplift, and increase in channel 
sinuosity through space and time, as sedimentation 
progressed. 
Barren Measure — Brown to redd ish , 
dominantly clastic sequence of Barren Measure (800 
m) which overlies the Barakar gradationally, but 
otherwise barren of coal, is more widespread in 
coalfields of Koel-Damodar Basin than in Son-
Mahanadi and other basins. The Barren Measure is 
composed essentially of channel-like coarse to 
medium cross-bedded sandstone interbedded with 
siltstone, grey to red micaceous shale. The channel 
sandstone and fine clastic facies have been 
attributed to deposits of point bars and overbank 
levees of meandering streams which flowed 
dominantly upon pre-existing palaeoslope from, 
southeast to northwest. Local discovery of 
phosphorite from Barren Measure of lb-River Basin 
of southeastern Madhya Pradesh by the Geological 
Survey of India (communication by N. D. Mitra, 
1987) is indeed interesting and calls for proper 
reconstruction and shifting of shore line during the 
course of fluviatile Gondwana sedimentation. 
Raniganj Formation — As Gondwana basins 
grew in size through time, the Raniganj sediments 
were deposited gradationally above Barren Measure. 
These sediments are more widely developed in 
Koel-Damodar Basin with maximum thickness of 
1,035 m than in other Gondwana basins. The 
Raniganj is likewise, represented by fining upward 
cycles of coarse to medium sandstone, interbedded 
fine sandstone/shale and coal (Casshyap & Kumar, 
1987). Thin lenses of pebbly sandstone are locally 
recorded from the southern part of North Karanpura 
Basin. Raniganj sandstone is channel- to tabular-
shaped, showing abundant planar and trough cross 
beds . Associated thinly in te rbedded fine 
sandstone/shale occur as thick and laterally 
persistent units exhibiting parallel lamination, ripple 
cross lamination, and riband-furrow structure. Coal 
occurs as thin to moderately thick seams, laterally 
persistent for several tens of kilometers interbedded 
with fine clastic facies. The reported occurrence of 
Jhingurdah coal seam as thick as 160 m from 
Raniganj sediments of Singrauli Coalfield of Son 
Basin is an exception. Facies models based on facies 
assemblage, sedimentary structures and their inter-
relationship and consistency in palaeo-drainage 
directed toward northwest and west suggest unified 
nature of Damodar basins during Upper Permian 
Raniganj time (Casshyap & Kumar, 1987). 
Palaeohydrologic study reveals deposition of 
Raniganj sediments largely by meandering and 
locally by braided streams in the lower part. Indeed, 
the sinuous pattern of Raniganj streams shows a 
marginal increase in channel sinuosity in the 
downcurrent direction in Damodar Basin from east 
to west. 
Triassic Gondwana — The Triassic Gondwana 
sediments collectively referred to as Mahadeva or 
classified as Panchet/Lugu/Kamthi/and Maleri in 
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various basins, are markedly different from the 
underlying Raniganj sediments. These Upper 
Gondwana sediments with a maximum estimated 
thickness of 1,000 m constitute thickly forested high 
grounds as and where they occur in Raniganj, 
Bokaro, North Karanpura and adjoining coalfields of 
Koel-Damodar Basin, southern and northern parts of 
Son-Mahanadi Basin and Pranhita-Godavari and 
Satpura basins. Indeed, the Triassic sedimentation 
covered most of the peninsular basins, and their 
absence from certain critical areas such as the Jharia 
Coalfield of Damodar Basin and central part of Son-
Mahanadi Basin can only be explained by post-
Triassic tectonic uplift and subsequent erosion of 
Upper Gondwana sediments (Casshyap & Tewari, 
1984, p. 122). 
Generally speaking, the Triassic Gondwana 
sediments abound in pebbly coarse to medium 
sandstone. Sandstone bodies are thick (4-7 m), 
channel-like, showing abundant cosets of planar and 
trough cross-bedding. The associated interbeds of 
shale are grey, micaceous to red in colour; they are 
thin (2 m) in lower part of Mahadeva sequence of 
Rewa-Son Basin and thick (3-4 m) in upper part, and 
in westerly downcurrent d i rect ion. Overall 
lithofacies association and sedimentary characters of 
Mahadeva sediments are suggestive of their 
deposition by westerly and southwesterly flowing 
system of bed load braided streams; the channel 
pat tern became moderate ly s inuous in the 
downcurrent direction in the west (Tewari, in 
preparation). 
TECTONIC SETTING 
The origin of intracratonic basins in the 
peninsular shield during Late Palaeozoic time and 
their prolonged subsidence to produce thick pile of 
classical Gondwana Sequence is a fundamental 
problem of global tectonics which is seriously 
engaging the attention of modern sedimentologists. 
Pranhita-Godavari-Satpura and Son-Mahanadi basins, 
oriented transversely to the present day east coast 
are, undoubtedly, linear basins elongating southeast-
northwest in the direction of palaeoslope (Text-
fig. 1). These basins may have coincided with 
ancient crustal lineaments and represent reactivated 
Permian grabens or, more precisely, failed rifts. 
Their lithofacies dispersal and palaeodrainage and 
subsequent reversal by and large demonstrate the 
character of aulacogens. The Koel-Damodar Basin 
now represented by a large number of disconnected 
coalfields of Bihar and Bengal, including those of 
Rajmahal to the north seems to have been 
cons iderably t runcated and modified as a 
consequence of large scale post-Gondwana faulting 
and erosion (Casshyap, 1977). This basin was 
possibly areally much more extensive, interrupted 
locally by Precambrian highlands. Tectonically, this 
basin may represent a regional sag in the crust or 
half graben, but not a typical linear rift as visualised 
by Fox (1934) and others. 
The problem of origin of Gondwana basins of 
the Peninsula remains an open question until 
sufficient surface and subsurface evidences are 
obtained in support of their tectonic setting. 
BASIN EVOLUTION AND PALAEOGEOGRAPHY 
Text-figure 2 a-d illustrates systematic evolution 
of peninsular Gondwana basins through time from 
Talchir up to Mahadeva. 
Talchir glacial basins 
Indeed, there is not enough evidence to support 
the early concept (Fox, 1934; Pascoe, 1959) that the 
Late Palaeozoic glaciers occurred as continental 
sheet in the Indian Peninsula, which occupied an 
estimated palaeolatitude of the order of about 50°S 
and 60°S during Late Palaeozoic (Runnegar, 1979). 
The available evidence, at most, favours mild 
glaciation in peninsular India similar to the 
temperate valley glaciers (Casshyap & Srivastava, 
1987) (Text-fig. 2a). 
It is more likely that Talchir glaciers were 
derived from ice-caps occupying the highlands in 
the proximity of various basins (Frakes et al, 1975; 
Casshyap & Srivastava, 1987). The bulk of glacial 
sedimentation in each basin was brought about 
during the retreat of glacial lobes. Thin and 
impersistent massive tillite may correspond to 
deposits laid down directly on the basement. These 
basal tillites outcrop commonly in the proximity of 
highlands near the margin or within the basin 
wherever they occur. The stratified tillites are, 
however, more common; they are thin, laterally 
more persistent than massive basal tillite and occur 
at different horizons in the Talchir sequence. These 
tillites are evidendy attributed to reworking by 
meltwater/subglacial water soon after they were 
deposited by glaciers or dropped as large chunks 
(icebergs) by floating ice in the underlying body of 
water in different parts of basin. Indeed, the 
stratified tillites are occasionally associated with 
stratified to cross-stratified channel-like bodies of 
conglomerate and coarse pebbly sandstone as 
reported from different basins (Casshyap & Tewari, 
1982; Casshyap & Srivastava, 1987). 
The rapid gradation of lithofacies from margin 
towards inner part of basin, particularly conspicuous 
in Son-Mahanadi Basin especially in Talcher, Korba 
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and Manendragarh areas, is apparendy not so 
remarkable in Koel-Damodar and other basins. Rapid 
dispersal of lithofacies in marginal parts is 
genetically significant and has been attributed 
primarily to the pre-existing basement profile of the 
basins (Casshyap & Srivastava, 1987). The pre-
Talchir basement profile in Son-Mahanadi Basin was 
much too uneven owing to the occurrence of the 
older granitoid uplands, providing a net-work of 
interconnected valleys and sub-basins. Apparently, 
the basement profile was not so in the case of Koel-
Damodar as is evident from lack of granitoid inliers 
^ through the Talchir terrain. It is therefore reiterated 
that basement profile was the dominant factor in 
controlling patterns of Talchir sedimentation in each 
basin. 
The meltwater streams from receding ice-caps 
evidently brought down and deposited the bulk of 
Talchir sediments in the overlooking basin laterally 
and longitudinally down the slope. The evidence 
from lithofacies arrangement, texture and structure, 
by and large, favour intermixing of environments 
from time to time and at any given place including 
fluvial, lacustrine and shallow marine tidal to 
eustary. Of these, the lacustrine and/or shallow 
marine tidal flats/estuary seem to be more 
widespread than generally believed and reported. 
Surely, the marine Talchir can not remain restricted 
to a few outcrops where invertebrate fossils have 
been reported. The overall lithofacies association, 
general paucity of largescale t rough cross 
stratification, occasional occurrence of flat bedding, 
wave ripples and wave ripple bedding, flaser 
bedding calcareous nodules and calcareous shale, 
and overall preponderance of green colour are some 
of the features indicating periodic intermixing of 
lacustrine and shallow marine tidal flats through 
most part of the Talchir sequence. 
The fluvial influence became more prominent 
in upper part owing to amelioration of climate and 
increase in meltwater streams as indicated by 
interbedding of profusely cross-bedded channel 
sandstone locally associated with carbonaceous 
shale, and occurrence of dark grey rather than green 
shale. The palaeodrainage initiated by receding 
glaciers remained unchanged as the fluvial streams 
became dominant towards the end of Talchir 
sedimentation. It is here suggested that the marine 
influence and shore line receded locally and 
regionally gradually with the retreat and termination 
of Talchir ice lobes and consequent regional uplift. 
Post-glacial fluviatile basins 
At the end of glacigene sedimentation, and with 
the advent of well-defined fluvial system, the 
Gondwana basins expanded areally and became 
more or less unified into three linear basins of Koel-
Damodar, Son-Mahanadi and Pranhita-Godavari and 
Satpura (Text-fig. 1). These linear basins became the 
site of fluvial sedimentation which continued more 
or less uninterruptedly for about 70 Ma to produce 
some 4,000 m thick pile of sediments represented by 
Karharbari, Barakar, Barren Measure, Raniganj and 
Mahadeva in different basins. 
The fluvial system of streams transported and 
deposited essentially quartzose gravels and coarse 
sand. These basal elastics known as the Karharbari 
Fo rma t ion a b o u n d in c o n g l o m e r a t e / p e b b l y 
sandstone, and coarse to medium sandstone with 
thin inferbeds of shale and coal. The mature, 
monomictic clast supported conglomerate may well 
be indicative of early periodic uplifts at the onset of 
Karharbari sedimentation. Steeper slopes on account 
of periodic uplifts became the site for braided and 
anastomosed Karharbari streams to transport 
abundant bed load. Associated distal fan facies 
represented by pebbly coarse arkose to subarkose is 
indicative of rapid deposition and rapid subsidence 
(Text-fig. 2b). Rapid subsidence and frequent 
shifting of braided channels should have prevented 
development of thick peat swamps to produce only 
thin, impersistent and splitted coal seams such as 
those which characterise the Karharbari Formation. 
The occurrence of a distinct and we 11-developed 
(~ 40 m) conglomeratic horizon in the uppermost 
Karharbari in Talcher and IB-River coalfields of 
Mahanadi Basin is suggestive of yet another episode 
of tectonic uplift at the end of Karharbari 
sedimentation. 
As sedimentation progressed, the topography of 
source land located to southeast of each basin, 
progressively became mature. The Gondwana 
streams, consequently, underwent progressive 
metamorphosis in channel from braided, moderately 
sinuous to meandering to deposit the lower, middle 
and upper Barakar sediments, respectively. At this 
stage the expanded basins areally became unified 
into longitudinal alluvial plains, apparently bigger in 
size than their present limits (Text-fig. 1). The 
sinuous to meandering Barakar rivers loaded with 
abundant mixed- and suspended load flowed on 
gentle palaeoslope from southeast to northwest. The 
resul tant sed iments are character ised by a 
progressive increase in the fine clastic facies through 
time from lower to upper Barakar and along the 
length of the basin in downcurrent direction. The 
l i thofacies compos i t ion and their dispersal, 
abundance of fine elastics and absence of 
conglomerate horizons, and immature to submature 
sandstone are indicative of rapid to slow deposition 
and rapid subsidence of Lower Permian Barakar 
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sediments (Text-fig. 2b). Overall, the Barakar 
sediments lack evidence of pronounced tectonic 
uplifts and are suggestive of continued amelioration 
of climate which matured the topography of source 
land more than the underlying Karharbari. 
The bulk of overlying Barren Measure and 
Raniganj sediments were deposited largely by 
meandering streams flowing on a distinctly gentle 
palaeoslope directed towards northwest and west. 
These meandering streams deposited greater 
amount of suspended sediments than the underlying 
Barakar. Petrographically, the Raniganj sandstones 
are subarkosic to arkosic arenites and texturally 
immature to submature. It is suggested that the bulk 
of Upper Permian sediments may represent slow to 
rapid deposition and rapid subsidence. Owing to 
near flat topography and proximity of shore line in 
the north, it is possible there may have been marine 
ingressions in the low lying terrain during Barren 
Measure and Raniganj sedimentation, occasionally, 
in response to pulses of rapid subsidence (Text-
fig. 2c). 
Evidence from lithofacies of Triassic Gondwana 
rocks suggests a fresh episode of tectonic uplift and 
readjustment of palaeoslope at the onset of Upper 
Gondwana sedimentation. The Triassic Gondwana 
sediments record a sudden increase in coarse clastic 
including pebble beds (Text-fig, 2d) and decline in 
bulk fine elastics as compared to the underlying 
Permian sediments. Further, the northwesterly 
palaeodrainage so well established in the Upper 
Permian was slightly readjusted towards west and 
southwest, in response to tectonic uplift. The coarse 
clastic sediments of Pachmarhi, and Mahadeva 
resembling those of the Early Permian Karharbari 
were deposited largely by braided streams which 
became moderately sinuous in the downcurrent 
direction, The occurrence of red bed facies may call 
for semi-arid climate during Triassic times. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
About 140 Ma prior to the rifting of Indian Plate, 
the Gondwana sedimentation in the Peninsula was 
brought about in linear intracratonic basins during 
the retreat of ice lobes at the beginning of Permian 
Period (Asselian). The primitive Gondwana basins 
which were confined to narrow-to-broad glacial 
valleys grew in size with the onset of fluviatile 
sedimentation at the termination of Talchir ice age 
in Early Permian. The basins expanded areally 
through time as sedimentation progressed through 
Middle and Upper Permian up to Triassic. The 
n o r t h w e s t e r l y to no r the r ly p a l a e o d r a i n a g e 
established at the onset of glacial outwash remained 
more or less unchanged throughout the Permian, 
and shifted slightly towards west and west-southwest 
during Late Permian to Middle Triassic, respectively, 
particularly in the central tract along the Narmada 
lineament. 
It is suggested that the progressive maturity of 
source land topography due to p ro longed 
amelioration of climate from glacial, cold, warm to 
semi-arid exerted greater control on Gondwana 
sed imenta t ion than basinal and extrabasinal 
tectonics. However, periodic tectonic uplifts were 
operative during crustal rebound in Early Permian 
following the retreat of Talchir ice lobes and again 
in Early Triassic as is evident by the occurrence of 
conglomeratic and pebble bed horizons, and the 
preponderance of coarse arkosic to subarkosic 
sandstones. Lack of corroborative rock records 
implies that end of Triassic witnessed a period of 
n o n - d e p o s i t i o n in the in t r ac ra ton ic bas ins 
throughout the Peninsula, although transgressive 
Jurassic Sea had inundated parts of western margin 
of Indian Shield in Kutch and western Rajasthan, 
beyond realm of Gondwana basins. Deltaic to paralic 
and shallow marine sedimentation continued during 
the Cretaceous Period selectively in cratonic 
embayments along Narmada lineament in west and 
in localised coastal (?) troughs (basins) of Gujarat 
and along the east coast, as also in southern parts of 
the pre-existing Gondwana troughs, following the 
reversal of palaeoslope to the south and creation of 
the east coast and the sea after separation of India 
from Antarctica. The palaeoslope so established 
some 140 Ma ago in Early Cretaceous time has 
remained practically unchanged till present time. 
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ABSTRACT 
Statistical interrelationships are computed between certain pairs of stratigraphic and litliologic variables using product 
moment correlation and regression equations in the five data sets of fluviatile Karharbari, Barakar and Raniganj coal 
measures of Damodar and Mahanadi basins of eastern India. 
Results reveal strong direct linear correlation between total thickness vis-a-vis total sandstone and total coal in the 
Karharbari, and in the Barakar of Mahanadi, and total shale and total sandstone in the succeeding Barakar and Rani-
ganj coal measures of Damodar Valley. The close and consistent association occurs between sandstone and coal, and 
shale and coal in the Karharbari and Barakar of Mahanadi, and between sandstone and shale in the Barakar and 
Raniganj of Damodar Valley. The interrelationship between total coal and number of coal beds, and total shale and 
number of shale beds suggests thinner and frequent occurrence of coal and fine elastics in the Karharbari and Barakar of 
Mahanadi, and thicker, and fewer occurrence in the Barakar and Raniganj of Damodar Valley. 
These interrelationships are genetically significant in that frequent increase of sandstone, its close association with coal, 
and thin and frequent occurrence of coal and shale imply low sinuous braided stream channel pattern during the Karhar-
bari in general and Barakar of Mahanadi basin. By contrast, the stream channel pattern became more sinuous during 
the course of Barakar and Raniganj sedimentation of Damodar Valley, as indicated by greater increase of shale and 
occurrence of thicker units of shale and coal. 
These differences in lithic fill, stream channel patterns and fluvial style may also be attributed to differential rate of 
subsidence through space and time although there is no direct evidence to compute the rate of subsidence. 
INTRODUCTION 
Recent studies on inter-relationships of litholo-
gic and stratigraphic variables in thick successions 
of coastal marine coal measures of Scotland (Duff 
and Walton 1964; Read and Dean 1967, 1968, 
1971) have given a new insight for a quantitative 
synthesis of lithic fill, basin framework, patterns of 
sedimentation and tectonics. Similar quantitative 
studies may well be undertaken on shallower 
fluviatile successions like the Permian Gondwana 
coal measures of Peninsular India, for a proper 
evaluation of the rate of selective subsidence and 
its control on lithic fill and patterns of sedimenta-
tion through space and time. 
An attempt is made in this study to compute 
inter-relationship between lithologic and strati-
graphic variables of the Permian Gondwana coal 
measures, taking examples from the Karharbari, 
Barakar and Raniganj Formations from different 
parts of Damodar and Son-Mahanadi basin belts 
of Eastern India. The present study is a sort of 
pilot project referring to only four coalfields 
including Giridih, East Bokaro, Raniganj of 
Damodar basin and Korba of Mahanadi basin 
(Fig. III. 1.1) for which the borehole data were 
readily available, and is aimed at ascertaining the 
utility of this technique for a purposeful in-depth 
study of tectonics and sedimentation in the intra-
cratonic Gondwana coal measures, locally and 
regionally. 
STRATIGRAPHIC SETTING 
The Gondwana stratigraphy of Koel-Damodar of 
Son-Mahanadi basins has been summarised in 
several recent publications (Ghosh and Mitra 1972; 
Mitra et al. 1979) including those on "Coalfields of 
India" (Raja Rao 1982, 1983). Fig. III.l.1 shows 
the distribution of Lower-(Permian) and Upper-
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(Mesozoic) Gondwana rocks in the two basin 
belts. The total thickness of the strata is twice as 
much in the Koel-Damodar basin ('-»'3400 m) as in 
Son-Mahanadi basin (-^1600 m). The Damuda 
Group (Permian) which overlies the Talchir Forma-
tion (Artinskian) comprises four formations in a 
conformable sequence including Karharbari at the 
base, overlain by Barakar, Barren Measures and 
Raniganj on top. 
The Karharbari Formation which is character-
ised by coarse pebbly sandstones and conglomerate 
facies is thinly developed (70-305 m), as the basal 
member of the Damuda Group in several parts of 
Damodar and Mahanadi basins. The succeeding 
Barakar Formation outcrops extensively in the two 
liasin belts maintaining more or less a uniform 
thickness in Damodar (600-800 m), Mahanadi 
(600-750 m), and eastern (Bisrampur) and Central 
(Sonhat) Son Valley (600 m), but thins out rapidly 
in western Son Valley ('-~'300 m). The Barren 
Measures which are barren of coal, are well 
developed in Koel-Damodar Valley and locally in 
Singrauh coalfield of Son Valley. The succeeding 
Raniganj Formation is thicker ('^1000 m) in 
Raniganj and Jharia coalfields but thinner in East 
Bokaro and North Karanpura (-^430 m) in the 
western part of Damodar Valley, and farther down 
in Singrauli (---'500 m). In the Son-Mahanadi 
Ijasin, the Barakar is overlain by a group of 
undiflferentiatcd rocks designated as the Kamthi 
in Korba and Raigarh and Pali in Sohagpur in 
western Son Valley. The Upper Gondwana rocks 
comprising Panchet and Supra-Panchet (Mahadeva) 
formations form imposing hills in several parts of 
the two basin belts. 
Coal occurs in the Lower Gondwana (Permian) 
sequence, in the Karharbari, Barakar and Raniganj 
formations. Coal seams in Karharbari and lower 
Barakar commonly are interbedded with sandstone 
bodies; they are seldom thicker than 5-10 m, pinch 
out and/or split laterally within a short distance 
and are higher in ash. The coal seams of Upper 
Barakar and Raniganj strata are interbedded with 
shale and sandstone; these seams are relatively 
thicker and widely extensive laterally. 
PRESENT STATUS OF GONDWANA 
COAL MEASURES 
The Permian Gondwana coal measures of the two 
basin belts corresponding to the Karharbari, 
Barakar and Raniganj formations have been thoro-
ughly investigated in recent years from the view 
point of lithofacies, paleodrainage, depositional 
environments and paleogeography (Casshyap 1977, 
1980, 1981; Tewari and Casshyap 1978; Casshyap 
and Khan 1982; Casshyap and Tewari 1984). The 
lithic-fill composition of the three coal measures as 
recently investigated (Casshyap and Tewari 1984) 
shows systematic similarities and differences in the 
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three coal measures as shown diagrammatically in 
Fig. III. 1.2. The Karharbari in both the basin 
belts abounds in sandstones ('^72-80%); associated 
shale and coal constitute about 7-12% and 5' 16%, by 
volume. The overlying Barakar however differs in 
composition, in that it is dominantly arenaceous in 
the Mahanadi basin like the underlying Karharbari 
of both the basin belts, but contains rflore fine 
elastics and coal in Son Valley farther north and 
Koel-Damodar Valley in the east. The Raniganj 
coal measures further up is likewise more argilla-
ceous (Fig. III. 1.2, inset). In summary, the lithic 
fill composition of Gondwana coal measures 
suggests a progressive decline in amount of sand-
stone and enrichment of shale and coal both 
spatially along the length of the two basin belts, 
from cast to west in Koel-Damodar Valley and 
southeast to northwest in Son-Mahanadi basin, and 
temporally from Karharbari at the base upto 
Raniganj at the top. 
Detailed field studies and application of Markov-
chain statistics and entropy functions have provided 
corroborative evidence in support of the contention 
that the coal measures were deposited in asymmetri-
cal and symmetrical fining upward cycles in 
alluvial channels and flood plains (Casshyap 1970; 
Khan and Casshyap 1981; Casshyap and Khan 1982; 
Tewari and Casshyap 1983; Casshyap and Kumar 
1987). However, there are significant dififerences in 
the evolution of fluvial style in the two Gondwana 
basins as a consequence of progressive increase in 
channel sinuocity and changes in paleohydrology 
and flood plain complex along the length of the 
basin and through tims (Casshyap and Khan 1982; 
Casshyap andTiwari 1984). 
The above diS'erences in lithic composition, 
stream-channel patterns and patterns of sedimenta-
tion may be a manifestation of climatic ameliora-
tion but syndepositional tectonism affecting the 
two basins may well have contributed to lithic 
framework and fluvial style as is attempted in this 
study. 
BASIC DATA AND METHODOLOGY 
Basic data for this study is collected from subsur-
face borehole logs as and where available in 
different parts of Koel-Damodar and Son-Mahanadi 
Gondwana basin belts. As many as 153 borehole 
logs are used in the present study including 49 
from the Karharbari Formation of Giridih coal-
field, 10 from Karharbari of E. Bokaro coalfield, 
25 from the Barakar Formation of E. Bokaro coal-
field, 32 from Barakar of Korba coalfield and 37 
from the Raniganj Formation of Raniganj coalfield. 
These subsurface logs have been prepared under 
the supervision of geologists of the Indian Bureau of 
Mines (IBM), the then National Coal Development 
Corporation (NCDC) and Central Mine Planning 
and Design Institute Limited (CMPDI). Seven 
stratigraphic and lithologic variables are selected 
for the present study, as follows; (1) total thickness; 
(2) total sandstone; (3) total shale; (4) total coal; 
(5) number of sandstone beds; (6) number of shale 
beds; (7) number of coal beds. 
The first variable, i.e. total thickness is the 
stratigraphic variable representing net subsidence, 
whereas others from (2) to (7) are lithologic vari-
ables. All these variables are tabulated in five data 
sets respectively for the Karharbari Formation of 
. Giridih and E. Bokaro coalfields, Barakar Forma-
tion of E. Bokaro and Korba coalfields, and 
Raniganj Formation of Raniganj coalfield. Th& 
interrelationship between these variables is analysed 
using more simple and conventional statistical 
techniques by computing product moment correla-
tion and linear regression equations (Krumbein 
and Graybill 1965). Results of linear regression 
analysis are plotted graphically on arithmatic 
graph paper for the sake of comparison. Instead of 
-all the pairs of variables, the following pairs are 
considered in the present study: 
Independent Variables Dependent Variables 









.Number of Sandstone beds 
Total Coal r 
LNumber of Shale beds 
—Number of Coal beds 
The selection of the pairs of independent and 
dependent variables is solely guided by their use-
fulness with regard to net subsidence and corres-
ponding geomorphic and geological processes. The 
entire computations were carried out using FOR-
TRAN Computer Programme on WAX 11/780 
Computer at A. M. U., Aligarh. 
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There are certain limitations in this analytical 
approach (Imbrie 1964; Read and Dean 1975), in 
that only one dependent variable is correlated with 
one independent variable at a time without con-
sidering simultaneous interaction of all the depend-
ent variables. Nevertheless, the approach as 
followed here is more simple and direct, and may 
provide useful preliminary information regarding 
relevant sets of variables. 
QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS 
TOTAL THICKNESS AND LITHOLOOIC VARIABLES 
In the five data sets, the total thickness varies 
from about 500 to 1300 ft in the Karharbari 
Formation of Giridih coalfield, 225 to 600 ft in 
the Karharbari of E. Bokaro, 250 to 1000 ft in 
the Barakarof E. Bokaro coalfield, 180 to 1800 
ft in theBarakar of Korba and 340 to 1950 ft in 
the Raniganj Formation of Raniganj coalfield. 
Fig. III. 1.3 (A, B, C) illustrates linear regression 
relationship between total thickness (independent 
variable) and total sandstone, total shale and total 
coal (dependent variables). Results of linear regres-
sion equations, corresponding correlation coeffici-
ents, and number of sections used are listed in 
Table III. 1.1. 
Evidently, the total thickness which corresponds 
t o net subsidence exhibits a direct linear relation-
ship with total sandstone in all the five data sets (Fig. 
III.1.3, A). This relationship indicates an increase 
in total sandstone (by volume) with the corres-
ponding increase in total thickness. However, there 
is difi'erence in rate of increase of total sandstone 
with total thickness in different data sets. The 
steeper slopes of regression lines and corresponding 
higher correlation coefl5cient values (0.98; 0.99) in 
the Karharbari Formation of both the areas, and 
Barakar of Korba (0.96) coalfield, suggest a greater 
rate of increase in sandstone with net subsidence. 
By contrast, the gentle slopes for successively 
younger Barakar and Raniganj formations of 
Damodar Valley imply an increase in total sand-
stone with net subsidence at a relatively smaller 
rate. 
The relationship between total thickness and total 
shale is interesting as compared to sandstone, in 
th^t the rate of increase of shale with total thick-
ness is conspicuously greater in the Barakar and 
Raniganj formations of Damodar Valley, than 
the underlying Karharbari as also the Barakar 
Formation of Korba coalfield (Fig. 1II.1.3. B). 
The computed values of correlation coeflScients arc 
evidently higher for the former and lower for the 
latter (Table III.l.l.B). 
Like other two lithologic variables, the total coal 
is directly correlated with total thickness in all the 
data sets (Fig. III.1.3, C). However, the slope of 
regression lines and correlation coefficient values 
are, by and large, more comparable to those of 
sandstone than shale (Table III. 1.1). The total 
coal like sandstone increases rapidly with corres-
ponding increase in total thickness in the case of 
Karharbari and Barakar Formation of Korba coal-
field. The rate of increase of coal is relatively slow 
with increase in total thickness for Barakar and 
Raniganj formations of Damodar Valley 
(Fig. III. 1.3, C). 
In summary, the variation in net subsidence may 
be explained in terms of cumulative increase in 
total sandstone and total coal rather than shale in 
the Karharbari Formation of both the basins, and 
Barakar Formation of Korba coalfield. By con-
trast, the increase in cumulative sandstone and 
shale may account for increase in total thickness 
in the Barakar and Raniganj formations of 
Damodar Valley basin. The differences in above 
relationships are significant and call for a proper 
genetic implications. 
TOTAL SANDSTOME AND OTHER LITHOLOGIC 
VARIABLES 
In these relationships, the total sandstone is con-
sidered as independent variable vig-a-vis total 
shale, total coal and number of sandstone beds as 
dependent variables. Computed results of linear 
relationships are recorded in Table III.1.2 (A, B, C) 
and shown as regression lines in Fig. 111.1,4 
(A. B, C). 
Total sandstone shows direct linear correlation 
with total shale in all the five cases (Fig. III. 1.4, A), 
with steeper slope and higher correlation 
values (0.86; 0.76) for Barakar and Raniganj of 
Damodar Valley, and relatively gentle slope and 
lower correlation values (0.59; 0.69) in the Karhar-
bari of Giridih and E. Bokaro coalfields. Ambigu-
ously, in the Barakar Formation of Korba coal-
field, the correlation value is not statistically signi-
ficant (0.18). The relationship suggests greatei 
increase of. shale with an increase in total sand-
stone in the Barakar. and Raniganj of Damodar 
Valley than the underlying Karharbari Formation. 
Total sandstone, likewise, exhibits direct cor-
relation with total coal in almost all the coalfields 
CFig. III. 1.4. B). The correlation coefficient values 
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Fig. 111.1,3 Set of linear regression lines showing interrelationships between : (A) total thickness (X) and total sandstone (Y); (B) total thickness (X) and total shale (Y); and (C) total thickness (,X) and total coal (Y; in Karhirbiri, Birakar and Raniginj coil measures. 
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A : Total Thickness (X)—Total Sandstone (Y; 
Y = 0.81X + 20.05 ( ± 38.53) 
Y = 0.78X + 19.03 (± 12.91) 
y = 0.43X - 74.22 (± 70.63) 
y = 0.84X - 23.33 













(E. Bokaro Cf) 
Barakar Fm 










B : Total Thickness (X) — Total Sliale (Y) 
Y = 0.09X - 13.30 (± 27.11) 49 
Y = 0.14X - 18.02 ( ± 11-20) 
Y = 0.52X - 1.08 ( ± 76.42) 
Y = 0.08X + 4.81 ( ± 23.16) 








(E. Bokaro Cf) 
Barakar Fm 











Y = 0.09X - 4.64 ( ± 20.26) 
Y =. 0.06X - 1.46 ( ± 10.76) 
Y = 0.04X + 65.34 (± 62.39) 
Y = 0.07X + 18.53 (± 12.58) 









(E. Bokaro Cf) 
Barakar Fm 





'Correlation coefficient significant at 95% confidence level. 
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A : Total Sandstone (X)—Total Shale (Y) 
Y = 0. lOX - 5.48 
Y = 0,82X + 202,68 
Y = 0.17X - 18.91 
Y =0.04X + 13.11 




( ± 24.89) 
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B : Total Sandstone (X)—Total Coal (Y) 
Y = 0.09-fX + 0.32 (±23.47) 49 
Y = 0.07X - 0.9o (± 11.39) 
Y = 0.02X + 97. 92 ( ± 64.09) 
Y = 0.06X + 22.65 ( ± 13.54) 





C : Total Sandstone (X)—Nomber of Sandstooe Beds (Y) 
Y = O.OIX + 3.05 (± 4.25) 49 
Y = 0.03X + 0.25 (± 1-91) 
Y = 0.03X + 13.58 ( ± 7.36) 
Y = 0.03X + 3.60 (± 3.73) 
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•Correlation coefficients significant at 95% confidence level. 
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Fig. in.1.4 Linear regression lines showing interrelationship between : (A) total sandstone (X) and total shale; (B) total 
sandstone (X) and total coal; and (C) total sandstone (X) and number of sandstone beds (Y). 
are higher in the case of Karharbari (0,68; 0.61) 
than Barakar (0.44). Higher value of correlation 
coefficient (0.61) is also recorded in the case of 
Raniganj Formation of Damodar Valley. The 
lower correlation value (0.44) in the Barakar For-
mation implies a smaller rate of increase of coal 
with sandstone than that in Karharbari. 
These relationships may have significant bearing 
on geomorphic setting of alluvial plains, develop-
ment of coal swamps and their vertical transitions. 
A direct relationship is also exhibited when total 
sandstone is compared against number of sand-
stone beds (Fig. III. 1.4, C). The correlation 
coefficient values suggest varying rates of increase 
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in the vertical frequency of sandstone beds witli an 
increase in total sandstone. However, this relation-
ship does not display any systematic variation in 
the three coal-bearing successions, perhaps because 
of incorrect recording of thicker sandstone units 
in borehole logs as a single body instead of multi-
storey sandstone bodies. Field studies show frequent 
occurrence of multi-storey sandstone bodies in the 
Karharbari of both the basins and Barakar of 
Korba coalfield (Casshyap and Tewari 1984). 
TOTAL SHALE AND OTHER LITHOLOOIC VARIABLES 
Total shale shows direct correlation with total coal 
in all the five cases (Fig. III. 1.5, A, B). Computed 
100 
Total Shale ( tce<) 
Karharbari and Barakar, and relatively thicker 
beds in the Raniganj strata. 
This relationship may have a significant bearing 
on the evolution of fluvial style. 
TOTAL COAL AND NUMBER OF COAL BEDS 
An interesting relationship is obtained between 
total coal and number of coal beds as shown in 
Fig. III. 1.6. Regression lines between total coal 
and number of coal seams show steeper slopes and 
higher correlation coeflBcients (0.85, 0.70) for 
Karharbari than Barakar (0.32, 0.36) and Raniganj 
Formation (0.40) (Table III.1.4). This relation-
ship evidently implies thinner coal seams, greater 
Total ShaM ( f l i t I 
Fig. 5 (A) Fig. S (B) 
Fig. III.1.5 Linear regression lines showing inter-relatioasbip between : (A) total shale (X) and total coal (Y); and (B) 
total shale (X) and number of shale beds (Y). 
results of regression equations are listed in Table 
III.1.3. Correlation coefficient values are relatively 
higher (0.74; 0.56) for the Karharbari than the 
Raniganj Formation (0.43), suggesting a close 
association of coal and shale in the former than 
the latter. The correlation values are quite low 
(.018; 0.23) and not statistically significant in the 
Barakar Formation of Korba and E. Bokaro coal-
fields. 
The inter-relationships between total shale and 
number of shale beds displays higher correlation 
values (0.78-0.97) in the Karharbari and Barakar 
formations and low value (0.54) in the case of 
Raniganj Formation of Damodar Valley. It may 
suggest a greater number of vertical frequency and 
possibly thinner occurrence of shale beds in the 
Totll Coel I fMI I 
Fig. III.1.6 Linear regression lines showing inter-relation-
ship between total coal (X) and number of 
coal beds (Y). 
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A : Total Shale (X) — Total Coal 
Y = 0.61X + 20.18 
Y = 0.22X + 10.07 
Y = 0.006X + 103.15 
Y = 0.13X + 26.91 
Y = 0.03X + 36.90 
(±21,57) 
(± 11.98) 
( ± 64.22) 
( ± 14.79) 
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B : Total Shale (X) - Number of Shale beds (Y) 
Y = 0.21X + 4.38 ( ± 5.43) 
Y = O.llX + 3.76 ( ± 1.56) 
Y = 0.04X + 8.76 ( ± 7.00) 
Y = 0.62X + 1.67 (±3.81) 









(E. Bokaro Cf) 
Barakar Fm 





*CorreIation coefficients significant at 95% confidence level. 















Y = O.IOX + 2.66 
Y = 0.21X + 0.99 
Y = O.OIX + 5.69 
Y = 0.20X + 2.75 




( ± 0.93) 
( ± 2.76) 
( ± 7.97) 
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Barakar Fm 





'Correlation coefficients significant at 95% confidence level. 
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K : Number of Sandstone beds (X)—Number of Shale beds 
Y = 1.42X- 3.35 
Y = 0.77X + 0.33 
Y = 1.I7X + 1.89 
Y = 1.82X - 1.12 




( ± 12.85) 
(± 2.33) 






Y =. 0.54X + 1.16 
Y = 0.21X + 0.99 
Y = O.IOX + 4.68 
Y = 0.67X + 3.56 
Y = 0.44X + 4.14 
( ± 2.30) 
(±0.93) 
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*Correlation coefficients signiiicant at 95% confidence level. 















Y = 0.32X + 3.18 
Y = 0.26X + 1.02 
Y = 0.13X + 3.06 
Y = 0.42X + 3.33 
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'Correlation coefficients significant at 95% confidence level. 
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in number for a given volume of coal in the 
Karharbaii as against thicker seams, fewer in 
number for the total coals occurring in the Barakar 
and Raniganj formations. It may have genetic 
implications with regard to the frequency of deve-
lopment of coal swamps and their stability vis-a-
vis the nature of stream channel pattern and asso-
ciated flood plains as discussed elsewhere. 
SEDIMENTOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS 
The differential rate of subsidence through space 
and time in the Permian Gondwana coal measures 
may account for the differences in the rate of 
increase in the relevant sets of lithologic variables. 
Thus, in the Karharbari Formation in general and 
Barakar Formation of Korba, the increase in net 
subsidence suggests a greater increase in sandstone 
and coal than shale, whereas the increase in net 
subsidence (total thickness) in the succeeding 
Barakar and Raniganj formations of Damodar 
Valley is manifested in terms of greater rate of 
increase of shale and sandstone than coal. Strong 
correlation coeiEcients exist between sandstone and 
coal and shale and coal than sandstone and shale 
in the case of Karharbari and Barakar of Korba. 
This relationship implies close and consistent 
association in the rate of accummulation of sand 
with coal and shale with coal in the given strata. 
On the other hand, higher correlation between 
sandstone and shale than sandstone and coal, and 
coal and shale in the Barakar and Raniganj forma-
tions of Damodar Valley implies a greater rate of 
accummulation of sand and shale in this basin than 
the underlying strata. Furthermore, the increase in 
rate in number frequency of coal beds for a given 
total thickness of coal is greater in the Karharbari 
and Barakar of Korba than the succeeding Barakar 
and Raniganj of Damodar Valley implying thinner 
and frequent occurrence of coal seams in the former 
and thicker and relatively fewer in number in the 
latter. Total shale and number of shale beds show 
a strong relationship for Karharbari and Barakar 
and weak for the Raniganj, which may suggest 
thinner and frequent beds in one case (Karharbari 
and Barakar) and thicker and fewer in number in 
the other (Raniganj). 
The above sets of relationships may suggest that 
the basin fill in different areas (Damodar, and Son-
Mahanadi) and at different times (from Karharbari 
upto Raniganj) was largely a function of intra-
basinal factors which include among others stream 
channel pattern and the rate of subsidence. Indeed, 
recent sedimentological studies on Permian coal 
measures by authors have brought out differences in 
pattern of sedimentation and fluvial style in the 
Karharbari, Barakar and Raniganj Formation in 
Son-Mahanadi and Damodar Valley basins 
(Casshyap and Khan 1982; Casshyap and Tewari 
1984; Khan and Casshyap 1982; Tewari and 
Cassbyap 1980, 1983). It is contended that the 
Karharbari sediments were laid down by low sinuous 
gravelly and sandy bed load braided streams. The 
same fluvial pattern persisted during the course 
of Barakar sedimentation in Mahanadi and during 
lower Barakar in Damodar Valley. The progressive 
increase in sandstone with net subsidence as brought 
out in this study and the fact that most sandstone 
bodies resemble multistorey channel sand bodies in 
field, clearly suggest that the basin filling during 
Karharbari and Barakar of Mahanadi was a func-
tion of aggradation of stream channels more than 
lateral accretion, corroborating the fluvial model as 
stated above. Coal shows strong relationship with 
sandstone on one hand and shale on the other. The 
cyclical studies on these coal measures using Markov 
chain statistics also brings out a similar relation-
ship, in that coal exhibits greater memory for 
sandstone, just as shale has for coal (Tewari and 
Casshyap 1983; Casshyap and Tewari 1984). The 
cyclical pattern in both these formations comprise 
sandstone -> shale -^ coal -»- sandstone. The above 
relationship may suggest that the coal forming 
swamps in braided river plains developed in crevasse 
splays and inter-bar areas, and locally also beyond 
the overbank facies as and where preserved. 
Apparently, these coal swamps were neither later-
ally very extensive nor lasted very long so that the 
resultant coal seams in these formations are rela-
tively thin, tend to split laterally and occur as 
frequent interval as is evident from the relationship 
between total coal and number of coal beds, and 
total shale and number of shale beds. 
The fluvial style underwent a progressive change 
as sedimentation progressed in the Damodar Valley 
through Barakar to Raniganj. Channel sinuosity of 
depositing streams progressively increased from 
Karharbari (low sinuous) through upper Barakar 
(moderately sinuous) to Raniganj (moderately high 
sinuous) (Casshyap and Khan 1982; Casshyap and 
Tewari 1984; Kumar 1983). The greater increase 
in shale and sandstone with increasing net subsi-
dence in the Damodar Valley than Mahanadi basin 
justifies the fluvial model of progressive increase in 
channel sinuosity. Most of these sandstone bodies 
are similar to multilateral channel sand bodies 
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formed by lateral accretion. The associated fine 
elastics represent overbank facies like of which 
commonly develop in flood plains of sinuous 
meandering streams. The fine clastic overbank 
facies and so also associated coal of backswamp or 
laccustrine facies are relatively thick and laterally 
extensive implying greater stability of depositional 
environments, as is evident from the relationships 
of total shale and number of shale beds and total 
coal and number of coal beds. 
The differences in lithic-fill, their vertical associa-
tion, and inter-relationships may well be attributed 
to differences in the net subsidence and (or) rate of 
subsidence of depositional basins. The net subsi-
dence was more in the Damodar Valley than 
Mahanadi basin as may be inferred from the 
greater thickness of strata in the former than the 
latter. The differences in channel pattern and 
depositional style in the two basin belts and through 
time as inferred above may be a consequence of 
differential rate of subsidence—less in the Mahanadi 
and more in the Damodar Valley. However, there 
is no definite criteria to estimate precise rate of 
subsidence in the Permian fluviatile coal measures 
of the two basin belts and through time from 
Karharbari through Barak ar to Raniganj. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The inter-relationships between stratigraphic and 
lithologic variables have brought out definite diffe-
rences in net subsidence, lithologic association and 
their frequency of occurrence in vertical sequence 
in the Permian fluviatile coal measures of Damodar 
and Mahanadi basins. 
These differences in lithic fill interrelationships 
can be visualised in terms of the differences in 
fluvial regimen and stream channel pattern which 
in turn may be related to differences in net subsi-
dence and (or) differential rate of subsidence. The 
Permian fluviatile coal measures of Gondwana 
basin do not provide direct basis for evaluating the 
rate of subsidence precisely, although there is lot 
of scope for future research in this direction. 
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Heavy Minerals from Late Paleozoic Gondwana Sandstones of 
Giridih and adjoining basins, Bihar with special reference 
to shape analysis of Zircons 
R. C. Tewari 
Department of Geology, Atigarh Muslin; Universty, Aligarh 
Abstract 
Heavy minerals of various arenaceous litiiounits of lower Gondwana Talchir, Karharbari and Barakars 
formations are, by and large, similar. These are garnet, muscovite, zircon, tourmaline, epidote, rutile, chlorite, 
titanite, monazite and actinolite in order of abundance. Mineralogical characters of various minerals suggest 
a provenance comprising plutonic igneous rocks, metamorphic rocks, pre-existing sedimentary and basic 
igneous rocks. An increase in the visual roundness of stable minerals (zircon and tourmaline) and loss in total 
heavy crop from Talchir (0 42 — 16.35%) through Karharbari (0 .3-9.78%) to Barakar (0.06 — 3.5%) are 
indicative of progressive maturity of source land topography due to prolonged amelioration of climate. 
Statistical analysis of length, breadth and elongation ratio frequency curves of zircon species suggest the 
derivation of zircons from the granite and quartzite source rocks 
history of sediments (Pettijohn et. al, 1972; 
Blatt, 1982). A statistical appraisal of size 
and shape of zircons helps to substantiate the 
Introduction 
Detrital heavy minerals indicate the 
composition of provenance and abrasion 
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evidence (Smithson, 1939; Saxena, 1964). 
Till today, not much attention has been paid 
on the heavy minerals of Gondwana rocks 
except for the works of Saxena (1964), 
Srivastava and Tsraili (1966), Casshyap and 
Ahmed (1987) andlSingh- and Singh (1987). 
The objective of present investigation is to 
place on record the heavy mineral suites in 
the three lithounits (Talchir, Karharbari and 
Barakar) of lower Gondwana of Giridih and 
adjoining basins of Bihar (Fig. 1), and dis-
cuss their provenance. Statistical study of 
the size and shape of zircons is also applied 
in the endeavour. Geology of the aforesaid 
area and sedimentological characters have 
been documented in considerable detail else-
where (Tewari and Casshyap, 1978, 1982, 
1983, Casshyap and Tewari, 1982, 1984). 
Heavy mineral analysis 
The study is based on 30 samples includ-
ing the matrix of diamictic and conglomer-
ate, and sandstone of Talchir (10), pebbly 
and coarse to medium sandstone of karhar-
bari (10) and coarse to medium sandstone 
of Barakar (10) formations. Since it was 
not possible to disaggregate sandstone samp-
les owing to inherent hardness, the bulk sam-
ples were crushed gently in iron mortar (Folk, 
1961, p. 26). A preliminary examination 
of crushed material showed little breaking 
effects on the mineral grains. The crushed 
material was than sieved and heavy minerals 
were separated from 0.125 mm size fraction 
using Bromoform (Sp. gr. 2.89) as heavy 
liquid following conventional procedure laid 
down in Mulier (1967). The weight percen-
tage of total heavies separated from 5 gm 
samples varies from 0.42-J6.35% in the 
Talchir, and decreases in the succeeding 
Karharbari (0.3-9 78 %) and Barakar (0.06-
3.5 %) formations. Some 200-300 grains 
were counted from each sample to compute 
relative amount of heavy species (Table 1). 
Table 1 : Average of 10 Samples heavy mineral composition of lower Gondwana roclcs Giridih, Saharjuri 
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Petrographic characetrs 
Opaque minerals are on the average 
7.61 % in Talchir, and increases upto 22.59 
% and 16.32 %, respectively in the overly-
ing Karharbari and Barakar formations 
Among these, both magnetite and ilmentite 
are common. 
Garnet is more frequent \n Talchir 
(66.72 %) than the overlying Karharbari 
(38 03%) and Barakar (38.10% sediments. 
Two varities of garnet are distinguished, 
namely pink and colourless the former 
exceeds later in most of the samples. 
Majority of grains are equidimensional, 
angular to subangular showing conchoidai 
fracture. Characteristically, there are many 
grains which show surface features like 
pitting, spotting and rhombic pattern. 
Pitting and spotting are particularly note-
worthy in the Talchir, seldom occur in 
Karharbari and almost absent in Barakar. 
On the other hand rhombic pattern occurs 
commonly in the Karharbari and Barakar 
and less so in the Talchir. 
Detrital muscovite increases from 6.18% 
in Talchir through 21.65% in Karharbari 
and upto 30.50% in the Barakar. It is 
greyish, colourless to transparent and 
commonly occurs as separate flakes or scaly 
aggregates. 
Zircon is more frequent in the Karharbari 
(5.28%) and Barakar (6.86%) than the 
underlying Talchir (3.28%). Three varieties 
of zircon are identified namely colourless, 
pale pink and pale brown. Zircon occurs 
as elongate prismatic and equidimensional 
grains. The elongate zircons are more abun-
dant in Talchir than in the overlying 
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Karharbari and Barakars, and exhibit little 
rounding of the corners. The equidimen-
sional grains show high roundness. They are 
more common in Karharbari and Barakar 
than in Talchir. Grains with authigenic 
overgrowth and zoning arc sporadic in 
Karharbari and Barakar. Needle like 
inclusions are common among the zircons. 
Tourmaline is less common in Talchir 
(1.58%) than the Karharbari (3.98%) and 
Barakar (5.38%). Brown and green tourma-
line occur in subequal amounts in prismatic 
shape throughout Talchir, Karharbari and 
Barakar sediments. Blue tourmaline occur-
ring in irregular shape is restricted to 
Karharbari. In general tourmaline grains 
in Karharbari and Barakar show rounding 
of corners giving signs of little abrasion. 
Well rounded tourmaline within euhcdral 
form gives evidence of authigenic over-
growth. 
Epidote is abundant in Talchir (5.03%), 
but occurs in traces in the overlying Kar-
harbari and Barakar (Table 1). Detrital 
grains are distinguished by bright yellow to 
green colour and distinct pleochroism, 
though some grains are colourless. 
Detrital rutile is not so common as other 
minerals, though it occurs in most of sampUs. 
It is deep red to yelljw in colour showing 
high relief. Rutile grains are angular to 
subangular and marked by dark brown out-
line. 
Chlorite is common in Talchir (4.12%), 
but appears in traces in the Karharbari and 
Barakar formations. It is pale green in 
colour showing distinct pleochroism. Most 
grains are irregular exhibiting flaky nature 
in places. 
Staurolite occurs in small amounts through-
out Talchir, Karharbari and Barakar 
sediments. It is conspicuous by deep yellow 
to brown colour and distinct pleochroism. 
By and large, the grains are in prismatic 
form showing slight abrasion. 
Titanite occurs in traces in Gondwana 
sediments; pale yellow to light brown in 
colour; weak pleochroism. Most grains are 
angular to subangular, though some grains 
are rounded. Broken grains are common. 
Monazite appears in traces in most of 
samples. It is characterised by high relief 
and yellow colour; equidimensional but may 
occur as well developed euhedra with slight 
abraded edges. 
Actinolite is rare in Gondwana sediments; 
light brown and green in colour; shows 
elongate prismatic form with fairly distinct 
longitudinal cleavage and diagonal fractures. 
Statistical analysis of zircon 
The zircon suite of Gondwana sediments 
under study may suggest derivation from 
plutonic igneous (euhedral grains) and met-
asedimentary and pre-existing sedimentary 
rocks (rounded grains) (Poldervaart, 1956; 
Saxena, 1964) In order to verify this 
inference, the zircon species of tlie Gond-
wana sediments under study were compared 
with the zircons from the same grain size of 
some granite and quartzitic rocks exposed to 
the south of the Giridih basin (Tewari and 
Casshyap, 1982). Length and breadth 
measurements were made for 870 euhedral 
grains from Gondwana sediments under 
study and 4?5 from granites and quartzites. 
For purposes of statistical appraisal of 
zircon as provenance indicators, the follow-
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Fig. 4. Breadth frequency curves of zircons. 
ing plots here generated both for the 
Gondwana sandstones and the suspected 
provenance granites and quartzites, 
(1) Linear plots of length and breadth 
(after Smithson, 1939); 
(2) Frequency distribution of length/breadth 
ratio; 
(3) Frequency distribution of length and 
breadth measuresents, 
Smithson's Length-Breadli Diagram 
Figure 2 shows shape of zircon grains 
based on length-breadth diagram. Indeed, 
most of detcital zircons and those of crystal-
line rocks lie between radio lines 1 : 1 and 
1 : 6, indicating a close comparision of 
zircons of Gondwana sediments with that 
of zircons of granites and quartzites. 
Elongation Ratio 
The distribution pattern of elongation 
ratio values of zircons varies from 1.75 -
4.00 in granite and 1.25 - 4.00 in quartzites; 
mean elongation values from the crystalline 
rocks are 3.2 and 3.4, respectively. For 
detrital zircons elongation ratio varies from 
1.25 - 6.00 in Talchir; 1 25 - 5.50 in Kar-
harbari and 2 25- 5.00 in overlying Barakars; 
corresponding means are 2.8, 2.6, and 2.5. 
The decline in elongation values from 
Talchir upto Barakar may imply reduction 
in size of zircons through time perhaps due 
to reworking of sediment debris (Gundu Rao, 
1953; Saxena, 1964). 
Length Frequency Distribution 
Figure 3 displays length frequency distri-
bution of zircon grains in iive rock units. 
Length of zircons varies from 0.08 - 0.44 
ram in granite and 0 08 - 0.40 mm in 
quartzite with the modal classes lie in 0.20 -
0.24 mm and 0 .24-0 28 mm corresponding 
to 18% and 22.5%, respectively. In 
detrital zircons, the modal class lies between 
0.20 - 0.24 mm for Talchir and Karharbari 
at 2.15% frequency, closely comparable 
with the length of zircons in granite. 
However, the maximum length is smaller 
(0.16 - 0.20 mm) and corresponds to 26% 
frequency for the zircons of the overlying 
Barakars. It again implies marginal reduc-
tion in size of zircons in the Barakar than 
the underlying Talchir and Karharbari due 
to increasing degree of abrasion through 
time. 
Breadth Frequency Distribution 
Breadth wise also, there are distinct 
similarities in the zircon suites of different 
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groups (Fig. 4). In crystalline rocks of 
granite and quartzite, breadth varies from 
0.04-0.14 mm and 0.04-0.16 mm respec-
tively; their modal classes lie in 0.06 - 0.08 
mm at 29% and in 0.10 - 0.12 mm at 40%. 
The corresponding means are 0.09 and 0.12 
mm. Like length frequency, the modal 
classes of breadth frequency lies in 0.08 -
0.10 mm at 20% and 23%. respectively in 
the Talchir and Karharbari; the modal 
class is however, shifted to 0.04 - 0.06 mm 
at 30% in Barakar implying reduction in 
the size of zircon grains. 
The similarities in Smithson's shape 
diagram, elongation ratio and length and 
breath frequency distribution suggest close 
comparision of dettital zircons of Gondwana 
sediments under study with that of crystalline 
rocks of granite and quartzite. However, 
the reduction in the size of zircon grains 
together with the occurrence of rounded 
zircons in the Barakars imply greater degree 
of abrasion in the sand forming Barakar than 
the underlying Gondwana sediments. These 
rounded zircons in Barakar may represent 
reworking of earlier deposited Talchir and 
Karharbari sediments. 
Provenance and Abration history 
Various heavy mineral species as recorded 
here from the lower Gondwana sediments 
are, by and large, similar implying that 
similar composition of provenance existed 
throughout the deposition of Talchir, 
Karharbari and Barakar sediments under 
study. 
Occurence of garnet and muscovitc thro-
ughout the given Gondwana sediments 
evidently suggests their derivation from 
medium to high grade schist and gnisses and 
partly from granites (Krumbein and 
Pcttijohn, 1936; Folk, 1961; Blatt, 1982). 
Euhedral zircons and green and brown 
tourmaline characterise granite source, and 
blue tourmaline to that of pegmatite rock. 
fKrynine, 1946; Poldervaart, 1950, 1956) 
The statistical analysis of zircons also indi-
cate their possible derivation from granite 
and quartzite (Smithson, 1939; Saxena, 
1964). Although occurring in small amount 
minerals like epidote, chlorite, staurolite and 
titanite may be derived likewise from 
medium grade schists (Folk, 1961; Pettijohn 
et al., 1972). The rounded zircons and 
tourmaline showing abraded overgrowth in 
Karharbari and Barakar suggest recycling of 
earlier deposited sedimentary locks. Con-
tributions from basic rocks are indicated by 
opaques, epidote and rutile, the later may 
have partly derived from high grade schists 
(Force, 1980). All the lithologies inferred 
above are well represented in the form of 
larger lithoclasts in diamictite, conglomerate 
and sandstone and as small sand size frag-
ments in the sandy matrix of given sediments 
(Tewari, 1980; Tewari and Casshyap, 1980). 
Paleoflow study reveal west-northwest and 
north-westerly sediment transport during 
Gondwana sedimentation in Giridih and 
adjoining basins of Bihar (Tewari and 
Casshyap, 1978, 1982). Therefore highlands 
provided sediment debris were situated to-
wards east-south-east and south-east. 
Evidently, the Archean rocks outcropping 
throughout the source area in the highlands 
of Chhotanagpur plateau and nearby 
Kodarma-Monghyr ridge consist of coarse 
granite, granite gniess, biotite-quartz-schist 
and varieties of quartzites (Pascoe, 1959). 
Veins of quartz, feldspar and pegmatite 
commonly cut across these rocks. The basic 
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rocks namely epidiorite and dolerite, 
however do not occur in the nearby source 
area but are exposed in the southern part of 
Chhotanagpur plateau in the south. Thus, 
mixed composition of provenance is sugges-
ted for the Gondwana rocks of given area 
comprising plutonic igneous rocks, low to 
medium and high grade mctamorphic rocks, 
basic rocks and pre-existing sedimentary 
rocks. 
Conclusions 
Heavy mineral analysis of lower Gond-
wana sediments of Giridih, Saharjuri and 
Jainty basins of Bihar reveal presence of 
garnet, muscovite, zircon, tourmaline, 
epidote, rutile, chlorite, titanite, monazite 
and actinolite. A mixed composition of 
provenance is visualised for the afore-
said sediments comprising plutonic igneous 
rocks, low to medium and high grade 
metamorphic rocks, and basic rocks. The 
pre-existing sedimentary rocks, however, 
contributed during Karharbari and Barakar 
sedimentation. Statistical analysis of zircons 
show a close comparision of zircon suite of 
Gondwana sediments and those of crystall-
ine rocks of granite and quartzite. Well 
rounded zircons in the Karharbari and Bara-
kar have been attributed to second cycle 
derivation from earlier deposited sedimentary 
rocks. 
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MORPHOLOGICAL PARAMETERS OF LITHOCLASTS IN LOWER GONDWANA 
SEDIMENTS OF GIRIDIH AND DHAKOI BASINS, BIHAR, AND THEIR 
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPLICATIONS 
R. C. TEWARI 
Department of Geology, D. S. College, Aligarh 202 001 
ABSTOACr 
Morphological parameters such as rounding index, degree of flatness, sphericity and 
shape arc computed for quartzite Uthoclasts (2-8 cm) embedded in diamictite (50) and 
associated conglomerate (50) of Talchir and pebbly sandstone (100) of overlying 
Karhaibari Formation of Giridih and Dhakoi basins, Bihar. Rounding index and degree of 
flatness show progressive increase for lithoclasts of diamictite through conglomerate upto 
pebbly sandstone ; sphericity does not display any significant variation. 
The lithoclasts embedded in diamictite and conglomerate of Talchir are mostly 
compacl-bladed and compact-elongated ; those of pebbly sandstone of Karharbari are 
bladed and elongated. The graphic plot between rounding index and degree of flatness 
suggests glacial, fluvioglacial and fluvial origin, respectively for clasts embedded in 
diamictite and conglomerate of Talchir and pebbly sandstone of Karharbari. 
INTRODUCTION 
Embedded lithoclasts in sedimentary rocks 
have been considered as excellent indicators of 
the provenance (Pettijohn et al. 1972 ; Blatt 
1982). Morphology of lithoclasts has also 
been widely used to decipher mode of 
transport and probable depositional 
environment (Richter 1959 ; Muller 1967 ; 
Reineck and Singh 1980). 
The Talchir and Karharbari formations of 
Gondwana Supergroup of peninsular India are 
characterised by embedded lithoclasts of 
varying size and composition. These 
sediments have been well studied in recent 
years for their depositional environment and 
paleogeography as summarised by several 
workers (Robinsoh 1967 ; Ghosh and Mitra 
1975 ; Casshyap and Tewari 1982, 1984 ; 
Casshyap and Srivastava 1987). However, 
little attention has been paid on the 
systematic analysis of embedded lithoclasts 
and their genetic implications (Srivastava 
1967). 
The purpose of the present paper is to 
investigate roundness, flatness, sphericity and 
shape of lithoclasts collected from diamictite 
and conglomerate facies of Talchir and pebbly 
sandstone facies of Karharbari formations of 
Giridih and Dhakoi basins of Bihar. 
GEOLOGICAL SETTING AND SEDIMEN-
TOLOGICAL CHARACTERS 
The Giridih and Dhakoi Gondwana basins 
occur as isolated outliers in the Archean 
basement in southern Bihar, to the north of 
well known Koel-Damodar Gondwana basin 
Lidian Journal of Earth Sciences, Vol. 17, No. 1, p. 51-57 1990. 
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of eastern India. Gondwana stratigraphy of the 
two basins'comprising Talchir and Karharbari 
formations is summarised elsewhere 
(Casshyap and Tewari 1982 ; Tewari and 
Casshyap 1982); the Dhakoi outlier has been 
interpreted as a down faulted remnant of larger 
Giridih basin. 
The Talchir Formation is characterised by 
small patches of diamictite, lenticular bodies 
of conglomerate and sandstone with 
subordinate amount of shale in the southerly 
Dhakoi outlier and by abundance of fine 
elastics in the Gkidih basin to the north, and 
has been interpreted largely as glacial outwash 
deposit (Casshyap and Tewari 1982). The 
overlying Karharbari Formation characterised 
by pebbly, coarse to medium sandstone (~ 
85%), shale (~ 7%) and coal (~ 8%), exhibits 
fining upward cycles of fluvial origin which 
have been statistically tested using Markov 
chain statistics (Tewari and Casshyap 1983). 
To estimate composition, the embedded 
lithoclasts were counted for lithology on 
several outcrops of 4 x 4 m size using the 
method of pebble counts (Casshyap 1969). 
Compositionally, porphyritic granite and 
granite gniess occur as dominant lithologic 
types in diamictite ; other lithologies include 
smoky quartzite, white quartzite, red quartzite, 
biotite-quartz-schist, hornblende-schist, 
dolerite and sandstone. In conglomerate facies, 
lithoclasts are less heterogenous in size and 
composition, dominated by porphyritic 
granite and coarse granite gneiss. Unlike the 
diamictite and conglomerate, the clasts of 
pebbly sandstone facies of overlying 
Karharbari is dominated by smoky and white 
quartzites (Table 1). On visual examination, 
the clasts of diamictite are subangular to 
subrounded showing well developed 
pentagonal faces, whereas those of 
conglomerate and pebbly sandstone facies are 
rounded to well rounded. 
MORPHOLOGICAL PARAMETERS 
The morphology of a clast includes its 
roundness, flatness, sphericity and shape. 
Among various proposals of analysing clast 
morphology, the roundness estimation of 
Krumbein (1941) is more common : Cailleux 
(1952) flatness index has also been used to 
differentiate clasts of various environments, 
as quoted in several recent texts (Muller 1967; 
Reineck and Singh 1980). The maximum 
projection sphericity and shape of clasts 
(Sneed and Folk 1958 ; Dobkins and Folk 
1970) have been widely used to decipher the 
energy of transporting medium. These apart, 
Richter's (1959) discrimination of clasts of 
various environments based on rounding 
inder. and degree of flatness has been followed 
by several recent investigators {See Reineck 
and Singh 1980, p. 140 ; Dahanayake and 
Dasanayake 1981), and the same is followed 
here in the present study. Besides, mode of 
transport, the morphology of clast depends 
upon their size, composition and internal 
structure. To eliminate aforesaid effects, the 
clasts selected for present study are those of 
massive fine grained quartzites of 2-8 cm in 
size. Relevent morphological parameters 
including rounding index, degree of flatness, 
sphericity and shape are computed for 200 
lithoclasts collected from diamictite and 
associated conglomerate facies of Talchir and 
pebbly sandstone facies of Karharbari as 
discussed below. 
Rounding Index 
Rounding index is computed by dividing 
the diameter of sharpest comer of the clast in 
the plane of maximum projection, by the 
length of clasts as : 
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163.58 + 33.6 
145.85 + 44.3 
138.46 + 43.7 
Degree of 
flatness 
1.73 + 0.43 
1.56 + 0.53 




0.70 + 0.23 
0.72 + 0.29 
0.76 + 0.39 
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Rounding Index=2ri/L x (1000) (Cailleux, 
1952). To avoid subjectivity, the rounding 
index was computed both from the clasts 
photographs and from outlines drawn directly 
from the same clast. The results from two 
methods show striking similarity ; the second 
method, which is quicker was therefore 
followed to compute rounding index of the 
given lithoclasts. The computed values vary 
from 100-250 in lithoclasts embedded in 
diamictite ; 78-280 in conglomerate; and 91-
315 in pebbly sandstone (Table 2). Mean 
rounding index values for the three clast 
groups indicate progressive increase in 
rounding index from diamictite (138.46 ± 
43.7) through associated conglomerate 
(145.85 ± 44.3) of Talchir to pebbly 
sandstone (163.58 ± 33.6) of overlying 
Karharbari Formation. 
Degree of Flatness and Maximum 
Projection Sphericity 
Degree of flatness is computed following 
the relationship modified after Cailleux 
(1952) as: 
Degree of Harness = (L + S)/2E 
where L, S and E refer to length, breadth and 
thickness of the clast. Flatness values range 
from 1.30-1.72 for embedded lithoclasts of 
diamictite, 1.31-2.04 in conglomerate, both 
of Talchir, and 1.28-2.33 in the pebbly 
sandstone of basal Karharbari; corresponding 
mean values are 1.36 ± 0.65, 1.56 ± 0.53, 
and 1.73 ± 0.43, respectively (Table 2), 
which demonstrate an increase in degree of 
flatness from diamictite through conglomerate 
upto pebbly sandstone. 
Maximum projection sphericity of given 
lithoclasts is computed following Sneed and 
Folk (1958). Computed mean sphericity 
values are 0.76 ± 0.39, 0.72 ± 0.29, and 0.70 
± 0.23, respectively for clasts of diamictite, 
conglomerate and pebbly sandstone facies. 
Sphericity distribution is by and large 
unimodal as shown in Figure 1. 
Shape of Clast 
Shape of lithoclasts is determined using 
triangular plots after Sneed and Folk (1958). 
The lithoclasts embedded in diamictite and 
conglomerate of Talchir are dominantly 
compact-bladed and compact-elongated, 
whereas those of pebbly sandstone of 
Karharbari are commonly bladed and elongated 
(Table 3). 
Figure 2 is a graphic plot of rounding 
index and degree of flatness of 200 quartzite 
clasts from the three sedimentary facies 
referred above. Interestingly, the clasts of 
three facies are clustered in different 
environmental domains as proposed by 
Richter (1959); clasts embedded in diamictite 
are clustered in glacial envelope whereas those 
embedded in conglomerate of Talchir and 
pebbly sandstone of Karharbari coincide with 
fluvio-glacial and fluvial limits respectively. 
DISCUSSION 
The development of rounding index, 
degree of flatness and shape of lithoclasts as 
reported here may have significant bearing on 
the mode of transport and depositional 
environment. The study shows systematic 
increase in rounding index of embedded 
lithoclasts from diamictite and associated 
conglomerate of Talchir to pebbly sandstone 
of Karharbari implying a progressive increase 
in mechanical abrasion during the deposition 
of three constituent facies. Indeed, a given 
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clast may develop better rounding during 
fluvial than glacial and fluvio-glacial 
transport (Richter 1959 ; Reineck and Singh 
1980). In addition, the rounded to well 
rounded lilhoclasts of Karharbari may also 
represent reworked lithoclasts of the 
underlying Talchir. The reworking of Talchir 
sediments during Karharbari sedimentation 
has also been reported on the basis of 
petrographic studies (Tewari 1980, Umpubl. 
Ph.D. Thesis, AMU). A similar increase in 
mechanical abrasion may account for a 
progressive increase in the degree of flatness 
of lithoclasts from diamictite through 
conglomerate to pebbly sandstone. The lower 
standard deviation of mean rounding index in 
pebbly sandstone than diamictite and 
conglomerate implies greater uniformity of 
rounded clasts in fluvial than the glacial and 
fluvio-glacial environments. 
The graphic relationship between rounding 
index and degree of flatness for clasts of the 
three facies closely compares to the 
corresponding environmental limits as 
proposed by Richter (1959), and evidenUy 
suggests glacial, fluvio-glacial and fluvial 
origin for lithoclasts of diamictite, 
conglomerate and pebbly sandstone facies of 
Talchir and overlying Karharbari sediments, 
respectively. The aforesaid facies of the given 
area have been earlier interpreted as of glacial 
(diamictite), fluvio-glacial (conglomerate) and 
fluvial (pebbly sandstone) origin on the basis 
of organisation of sedimentary facies, internal 
structures and petrography (Tewari 1980, 
Unpubl Ph.D. Thesis, AMU ; Tewari and 
Casshyap 1978, 1982, 1983 ; Casshyap and 
Tewari 1982, 1984). The overiapping limits 
of glacial and fluvio-glacial clasts (Fig. 2) 
may imply close genetic association of these 
two facies. Indeed, a close interbedding of 
diamictite and conglomerate has been well 
documented in the study area (Casshyap and 
Tewari 1982). Likewise, a minor overlapping 
of fluvio-glacial and fluvial clasts calls for a 
genetic relationship between fluvio-glacial 
conglomerate of Talchir and fluvial pebbly 
sandstone facies of suceeding Karharbari 
Formation. 
It is suggested that rounding index and 
degree of flatness of embetlded lithoclasts may 
be considered as an additional parameter for 
interpreting depositional environment. 
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ABSTRACT 
Khan, Z A and Tewan, R C , 1991. Net subsidence and number of cycles; their interrelationship in different Permian 
Gondwana basins of pemnsular India Sediment Geol., 73: 161-169 
Seven data sets were structured from subsurface hthologs of Permian Gondwana coal measures compnsing the Karharbari, 
Barakar and Ramganj formations of the Koel-Damodar and Mahanadi basins of pemnsular India All three formations are 
fluvial in nature and composed largely of fining-upward cycles of clastic sediments capped by coal/carbonaceous shale. 
Simple linear regression hnes and correlation coefficients were computed for total thickness of strata (net subsidence) and 
number of cycles in each data set The strong positive relationships between total thickness of strata and number of cycles in 
Permian coal measures suggest that the fluvial cycles of Karharban, Barakar and Ramganj are formed by intrabasmal 
mechanisms of channel migration, sedimentation and subsidence rather than tectomc events in the source area 
The slopes of hnear regression lines fitted to the data sets vary more than has hitherto been supposed and are classified 
into two categones. Three out of seven regression hnes exhibit steeper slopes and they are closely sirmlar m this respect to 
other Permian and Upper Carbomferous coal measures of Australia, Great Bntam and Germany, the other four have gentler 
slopes. These dissimilanties in the slopes of regression lines are attnbuted to the differential rate of increase in the number of 
cycles with respect to the total thickness of the strata (net subsidence) as well as the differential subsidence of the Permian 
Gondwana Supergroup through space and time 
Introduction 
Subsequent to the classical approach of Duff 
and Walton (1962), several workers have used 
quantitative techniques to analyse and interpret 
cyclically deposited sequences of varying deposi-
tional and tectonic settings (Johnson and Cook, 
1973; Miall, 1973; Casshyap, 1975; Read and 
Dean, 1975; Khan and Casshyap, 1981; Tewari 
and Casshyap, 1983; Casshyap et al., 1987). 
Among other techniques, Duff and Walton's 
(1962) interpretation of net subsidence in terms of 
number and thickness of coal cycles in the East 
Pennine coalfield, using linear regression and cor-
relation coefficients, has been widely accepted and 
applied by several sedimentologists in other coal-
bearing successions in different parts of the world 
(Read and Dean, 1967; Doveton, 1971; Casshyap, 
1975). However, the classical Gondwana coal 
measures of peninsular India, considered to be 
cyclically deposited fluvial successions (Casshyap, 
1970; Casshyap and Khan, 1982; Tewari and Cas-
shyap, 1983; Casshyap and Tewari, 1984), have 
not been studied from this point of view so far. 
Therefore, the purpose of this paper is to investi-
gate the net subsidence of Permian Gondwana 
coal measures of peninsular India and to compare 
them with other coal-bearing sequences in the 
world. 
Relatively simple methods have been used to 
analyse the relationship between the number of 
cycles and the total thickness of the strata, namely 
the calculation of a product moment correlation 
coefficient and linear regression lines (see 
Krumbein and Graybill, 1965). It is recognised, 
however, that the general linear regression model 
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IS not completely satisfying because the nature of 
the data places constraints on the range of varia-
tion of the independent vanable (total thickness of 
strata) and because the dependent vanable (num-
ber of cycles) is limited to integer values. Never-
theless, this simple techmque provides convement 
TABLE 1 
Lithostratigraphy and sedimentary characters of Gondwana Supergroup 






Recurring cychcal sequence of white, green and 
earthy, medium to fine, sheet-hke and channel-
shaped cross-bedded sandstone, with thick inter-
beds of shale, siltstone, carbonaceous shale and coal 
Buff, grey, coarse, medium- and fme-gramed 
sandstone, overlying fine elastics include 
shale, siltstone and coal which are thick and 
persistent m the upper parts The sandstone, 
shale and coal facies recur as fimng-upwards cycles 
Conglomeratic, pebbly, coarse- and medium-grained 
coalescmg sandstone bodies, associated fine elastics 
and coal beds, thin, locally thick, and discontinuous 
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means of summarising salient characteristics of 
the relationship in graphic form, and may be 
useful as well in the interpretation of net subsi-
dence through space and time. 
Study area and data source 
The present investigation has been carried out 
on the Karharbari, Barakar and Raniganj forma-
tions of the Koel-Damodar and Mahanadi 
Gondwana basins of peninsular India, at places 
where accurate and detailed lithologs are availa-
ble. Figure 1 displays the schematic geology of the 
given Gondwana basins and the locations of the 
sampling sectors; their litho-stratigraphy and sedi-
mentary characters are listed in Table 1. A total of 
219 lithologs is used in the present study: 37 from 
the Karharbari Formation of the Giridih Basin 
(KG), 41 from the Barakar Formation of the East 
Bokaro Basin (BB), 16 from the Barakar Forma-
tion of the Chirimiri Basin (BC), 32 from the 
Barakar Formation of the Jharia Basin (BJ), 45 
from the Barakar Formation of the Korba Basin 
(BK), 18 from the Raniganj Formation of the 
Jharia Basin (RJ), and 30 from the Raniganj For-
mation of the Raniganj Basin (RR). These litho-
logs were prepared by the geologists of the Na-
tional Coal Development Corporation (NCDC) 
and Central Mine Planning and Design Institute 
Limited (CMPDIL), companies involved in the 
exploration of coal. In all the lithologs, the dips 
were quite low so that a perceptible difference 
between the thickness of strata cut by the bore-
holes and the true thickness of the lithologies 
should not be noticed. 
Definition of cycle 
A sedimentary cycle has been referred to as a 
series of discrete lithologies which recur through 
time and space (Duff et al., 1967). As a rule, 
coal-bearing successions are believed to be cyclic 
in nature. However, the choice of the basal mem-
ber of the cycles has been a matter of dispute and 
the opinions have fallen into two main groups: (i) 
those that favour sandstone as the basal member 
of each cycle because of the erosional nature of 
sandstone bodies (Weller, 1956; Wanless, 1964); 
and (ii) those that consider coal as the punctuating 
mark (Bersier, 1958; Read and Dean, 1967, 1975), 
because this is the only horizon in the succession 
when clastic input is reduced to a minimum. This 
criterion is recommended for successions contain-
ing thick and laterally persistent coal seams. 
Detailed surface and subsurface studies of Per-
mian Gondwana coal measures of peninsular In-
dia reveal that the majority of embedded coal 
seams is thin and laterally impersistent, showing 
frequent splitting in the Karharbari and Barakar 
formations, although a few laterally persistent coal 
seams are recorded in the upper part of the Bara-
kar and Raniganj sequences (Casshyap and 
Tewari, 1984). In addition, many sandstone bodies 
of the Karharbari, Barakar and Raniganj succes-
sions are marked by an erosional and scoured base 
(Khan and Casshyap, 1982; Tewari and Casshyap, 
1983; Casshyap and Tewari, 1984, 1987; Casshyap 
and Kumar, 1987). A sophisticated approach in 
selecting the basal member of a cyclothem is based 
on the highest transition probability (j?,,) as de-
duced by a first-order Markov chain model, fol-
lowing the criteria suggested by Johnson and Cook 
(1973) and Miall (1973). This method avoids hav-
ing to make a subjective choice of a particular 
lithology with which to define the bottom of cycles. 
The application of a Markov model in various 
cyclical sequences of Permian coal measures in the 
Gondwana basins studied (Casshyap and Khan, 
1982; Casshyap and Tewari, 1984; Casshyap and 
Kumar, 1987) has shown that the highest transi-
tion probability {pij) is associated with sandstone, 
as shown schematically in Fig. 2. Thus, field evi-
dences and Markov model justify the choice of 
sandstone rather than coal as the starting point of 
individual cyclical sequences in the Karharbari, 
Barakar and Raniganj coal measures. 
Lithofacial characteristics of Permian Gondwana 
coal measures 
Early workers assigned fluvial and lacustrine 
environments for Permian Gondwana coal mea-
sures of peninsular India (Pascoe, 1959; Krishnan, 
1968). Recent sedimentological studies, mainly by 
Casshyap and his coworkers, based on lithofacies 
and facies models, palaeodrainage and palaeo-
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Fig. 2. Markov tree-diagrams of the Karharbari, Barakar and Raniganj coal measures for different coalfields, based on transition 
probability values of pooled data. 
hydrology, Markov chain and entropy analysis, 
have given an excellent overview and precise in-
formation relating to the fluvial setting of Permian 
Gondwana coal measures (see Casshyap and 
Tewari, 1984, for references). The depositional 
domain for the Karharbari, Barakar and Raniganj 
coal measures is summarised below. 
Karharbari coal measures (Lower Permian) 
The first phase of fluvial sedimentation is re-
corded by Karharbari sediments which overlie 
gradationally Talchir glacial outwash deposits. 
These fluvial sediments are locally developed in 
the Koel-Damodar and Mahanadi basins, with a 
total thickness varying from 70 to 305 m. The 
Karharbari sequence is dominantly sandy, com-
prising 85% of conglomerate/pebbly to coarse 
sandstone; associated shale and coal constitute 
about 7% and 8%, respectively. The lithofacies of 
Karharbari sediments are made up of recurring 
asymmetric fining-upward cycles (Casshyap and 
Khan, 1982; Tewari and Casshyap, 1983). In gen-
eral, Karharbari sandstone is characterised by 
multilevel and multilateral coalescing channel 
bodies with profuse development of co-sets and 
solitary sets of large-scale planar and trough 
cross-beds. Palaeohydrological studies suggest that 
the Karharbari palaeochannel and subchannels 
were at least 3-6 m deep and 250-500 m wide; 
their sinuosity was about 1.25, and their velocity 
on a steeper slope was 2 m / s (Casshyap and 
Khan, 1982). Such streams are known to transport 
Uttle silt and clay in their channel parameters. 
Indeed, the Karharbari strata record a small 
amount of fine elastics and coals which develop as 
thin, laterally impersistent bodies on the top of 
channel bars and adjoining stable flood plains. 
The Karharbari sequence is, therefore, attributed 
to deposits laid down by a low sinuous anastomos-
ing stream system (Casshyap and Tewari, 1984). 
Barakar coal measures (Lower Permian) 
Following the deposition of the gravelly and 
sandy Karharbari Formation, the Gondwana Basin 
further extended laterally to accommodate thick 
(880 m) Barakar coal measures. The lithofacies 
composition of the Barakar Formation records a 
decline in the bulk coarse sandstone (42%) and an 
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increase in shale and coal, as compared to the 
underlying Karharbari coal measures. The Utho-
facies of the Barakar Formation as a whole is 
characterised by the development of recurring 
asymmetrical fining-upward cycles. The Barakar 
sandstones are channel-shaped multistorey as well 
as sheet-like bodies, whereas the associated shale 
and coal occur as thin to thick and laterally con-
tinuous beds. The sandstone bodies exhibit pro-
fuse development of co-sets of planar and trough 
cross-beddings. The channel patterns of the 
Barakar palaeostreams demonstrate a decline in 
their depth (2-5 m) and width (120-205 m) rela-
tive to the Karharbari streams. The channel 
sinuosity increased up to 1.85, implying a decline 
in the slope of the Barakar Basin as compared to 
that of the Karharbari Basin. On the basis of lithic 
fill composition, internal organisation of sedimen-
tary structures and palaeochannel morphology, the 
Barakar coal measures have been attributed to 
deposits of moderately sinuous to sinuous 
(meandering) streams (Khan and Casshyap, 1982; 
Casshyap and Tewari, 1987). 
Raniganj coal measures (Upper Permian) 
The Raniganj Formation, also called "the up-
per coal measure", is the uppermost stratigraphic 
unit of the Lower Gondwana assemblage. These 
sediments which overlie the Barren Measure 
gradationally, are more widespread particularly in 
the Koel-Damodar Basin, with a maximum thick-
ness of 1035 m, than in other Gondwana basins. 
Lithofacies composition has shown an abundance 
of fine elastics throughout the Raniganj Forma-
tion, except for its eastern part, where the se-
quence is sandy (Casshyap and Kumar, 1987). The 
Raniganj Formation is likewise represented by 
fining-upwards cycles. Sandstones of the Raniganj 
coal measures are channel- to tabular-shaped, 
showing abundant planar and trough cross-beds. 
Associated thinly interbedded fine sandstones/ 
shales occur as thick and laterally persistent units. 
Palaeohydrologic research suggests deposition of 
the Raniganj sediments largely by meandering and 
locally, in the lower-most part of the Raniganj 
Formation, by braided streams. Indeed, the sinu-
ous pattern of Raniganj streams shows an increase 
TABLE 2 
Number of boreholes, correlation coefficients and equations of 
linear regression lines for each data set 
Data 
set 























c = 0.006/+ 1.283 (±1.088) 
c = 0.018/+0.624 (±0.886) 
c = 0.006/+ 1.704 ( + 1.504) 
c = 0.025/+ 3.910 (±1.236) 
c = 0.033/+3.132 (±2.630) 
c = 0.009/+0.707 (±3.740) 
c = Number of cycles in the coal measure specified by /. 
Nr. = Sample numbers of the boreholes in the data set. 
r = Correlation coefficient (significant at the 0.01 level). 
/ = Total thickness of strata in meters. 
in channel sinuosity (2.05) in the downcurrent 
direction. 
To sum up, the Permian fluvial Gondwana 
cyclothems of peninsular India demonstrate a pro-
gressive change in the nature of stream channels 
through time, from low-sinuous anastomosing 
(Karharbari) through moderately sinuous to 
meandering (Raniganj), and in space from prox-
imal to distal, parts across the Mahanadi and 
Koel-Damodar basins (Casshyap and Tewari, 
1984, 1987). 
Results and sedimentologieal implications 
Table 2 lists correlation coefficients (r) and the 
linear regression line equations showing the rela-
tionship between the number of cycles (c) and the 
total thickness of strata {t), together with number 
of boreholes (Nr.) for seven data sets representing 
the Karharbari, Barakar and Raniganj coal mea-
sures. The correlation between the number of 
cycles and total thickness of the strata is signifi-
cantly greater than zero at the 99% significance 
level for all seven sets. Duff (1967), Casshyap 
(1975) and Read and Dean (1975) have obtained 
similar results for Permian coal measures in the 
New Castle coalfield, Australia, the Bochumer 
Formation, Ruhrgebiet, Germany, and the Upper 
Carboniferous Paralic facies succession in Great 
Britain. Evidently, the number of cycles is propor-
tionally related to the total thickness and, hence, 
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net subsidence of the given depositional basin. 
Figure 3 shows the Hnear regression Une for 
each of the seven Permian Gondwana sets, to-
gether with the regression lines for the Newcastle 
coalfield data (Duff, 1967), Ruhr coalfield (Cas-
shyap, 1975) and Upper Carboniferous data (Read 
and Dean, 1975). These lines are plotted graphi-
cally with the number of cycles (c) as the depen-
dent variable along the ordinate, and the total 
thickness of the strata (t) as the independent 
variable along the abscissa. The slope of the Hnear 
regression line (dy/dx) indicates the rate of 
change in the number of cycles with respect to the 
total thickness of the strata. This, in turn, gives 
some indication of the average thickness of the 
fluvial cycles in the part of each stratigraphic 
interval that is composed of a continuous succes-
sion of fining-upward sequences. This inference 
may indeed explain why some of the Gondwana 
basins with a thick Damuda sequence, like Jharia 
Bokaro and Raniganj, contain a larger number of 
coal seams, while many others, known for thinner 
Gondwana strata, contain less coal seams. 
The gradient of the regression lines allows them 
to be classified into two categories. The first, 
comprising the hues for KG, BC, BJ, and RR have 
regression coefficients of c and / ranging from 
0.006 to 0.009. This leads to the striking conclu-
sion that a given increase in the total thickness of 
strata would tend to result in an increase in the 
KG - Ko r h a r b a r i F o r m a 
B C - B a r o h a r F o r m a t i o n 
B K - B o r o k o r F o r m a t i o 
B J - B a r a k a r F o r r a o t l o 
R j - Ron igon] F o r m a t i o 
8 B - Borakar F o r m a t i o n , 
R R - R a n i g a n j F o r m a t i o 
2 0 0 4 0 0 
T o t a l t t i i e k n e t s of s t r a t a [ f ) i n m e t e r 
Fig. 3. Linear regression lines showing statistical relationship between number of cycles and the total thickness of strata in each of the 
Karharbari, Barakar and Raniganj coal measures, together with the corresponding lines calculated by Duff (1967), Casshyap (1975) 
and Read and Dean (1975) for respectively the Newcastle coalfield in AustraUa, the Ruhrgebiet coalfield in Germany, and the Paralic 
facies in Great Britain. 
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number of cycles which was more or less the same 
in all the coal measures, despite the fact that they 
are from widely different areas and characterised 
by varying amounts of associated lithofacies. The 
gentle gradient of these lines implies a relatively 
small rate of increase in the number of cycles, 
with a corresponding increase in the total thick-
ness of strata (net subsidence). The second and 
smaller group of regression Unes comprises the 
lines for BK, RJ, and BB having a relatively 
steeper slope and regression coefficients between 
0.018 and 0.033. They show resemblance with 
other Permian and Upper Carboniferous coal 
measures in Australia and Britain. We interpret 
the steeper slope of these regression lines as the 
result of a greater increase in the number of cycles 
with net subsidence. All the regression lines inter-
sect the y-axis fairly close to the origin at small 
positive values, but the lines for RJ and BB inter-
sect this at fairly large positive values (Fig. 3, 
Table 2). 
Sedimentological interpretation 
The results of this study apply particularly to a 
fluvial fades succession essentially composed of 
clastic sediments which are interpreted as deposits 
of a channel and overbank environment. The 
successions are largely composed of a series of 
thin to thick laterally impersistent cycles of similar 
lithological types as opposed to the "thick" per-
sistent cycles. 
Each regression line applies only to the thick-
ness range represented in the particular data set so 
that interpolation of the Hne for some other data 
sets may produce an anomalous result. Some in-
sight into the characteristics of the particular coal 
measure succession may, nevertheless, be gained 
by projecting each line to intersect the ordinate 
and then considering the number of cycles which 
the line predicts for a zero value of total thickness 
of strata. Logically, the number of cycles should 
also be zero, provided that the average thickness 
of the individual cycles is small, and so the lines 
when projected, would be expected to pass close 
to the origin and thus intersect the ordinate at 
small positive or negative values. The regression 
lines for the BB and RJ coal measures intersect 
the ordinate at high positive values, thus predic-
ting the absurd result that a zero thickness of 
strata would be expected to contain several cycles. 
The observed relationship, however, can be ex-
plained if, in fact, the average thickness of cycles 
also tends to be linked with the total thickness of 
strata in these two successions. As may be seen 
from the data shown by Casshyap et al. (1988) this 
is indeed the case and there is a general tendency 
towards a linear relationship between total thick-
ness of strata and average thickness of cycles. The 
tendency for cycles to be somewhat thicker in an 
area of maximum subsidence does not seem to be 
paralleled in the Permian coal measures of penins-
ular India. The possible geological explanation for 
thickening is that the palaeochannels carrying 
coarse clastic sediments and having a higher rate 
of sedimentation, tend to be more common in 
areas of maximum subsidence. These palaeochan-
nels would inhibit the growth of contemporaneous 
vegetation while they occupied the area, and would 
produce a greater number of washouts which 
would have eroded some of the earlier coal (Duff 
and Walton, 1964, p. 121). 
The linear regression lines and the high correla-
tion coefficients demonstrate a tendency for the 
number of cycles to be directly proportional to the 
total thickness of strata, and thus to the net subsi-
dence of the basin. This suggests that successive 
upward-fining cycles were probably formed by the 
lateral migration of stream channels in an area of 
net subsidence, corroborating the earlier view ex-
pressed by Casshyap (1970) on the basis of the 
field study. As the fluvial channel migrated, it was 
filled successively with lag gravels, riffles- and 
point bar sands and finally overlain by silty and 
clayey overbank deposits (Casshyap and Tewari, 
1984). This process was controlled by purely local 
factors such as subsidence and sedimentation and, 
hence, these fluvial cycles fall into the "auto-
cycUc" category of Beerbower (1964, p. 32). Net 
subsidence must have been sufficient firstly to 
preserve argillaceous overbank deposits before 
they were all eroded away by migrating channels, 
and secondly to cause, occasionally, the abandon-
ment of established meander-belts by avulsion 
(Allen, 1970). These meander-belts are indicated 
by thick sandstone composed of multiple 
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upward-fining channel fills (Casshyap and Tewari, 
1984). On the other hand, if the cyclic develop-
ment was in response to external factors, such as 
"eustatic rise in sea level", or by a "series of 
tectonic uplifts in the source area", or "epeiro-
genic changes in the level of the basement", likely 
to produce the same number of cycles over a given 
basin. Since the Karharbari, Barakar and Rani-
ganj coal measures of Lower Gondwana are clearly 
non-marine in character, the theories of sea-level 
change are not applicable. If the hypothesis of 
widespread epeirogenic changes in the level of 
basement or by a series of tectonic uplifts in the 
source area were correct, there should be a similar 
number of cycles almost everywhere in the basin, 
and the thickness of each cycle should be directly 
proportional to the total amount of subsidence. If 
this were the case, the regression lines in Fig. 3 
would be horizontal (Read and Dean, 1967, p. 
148; 1975, p. 157). Contrary to this, the develop-
ment of fluvial cycles in these coal measures was 
in all probability controlled by differential and 
selective subsidence. However, the sparse develop-
ment of thick persistent coal seams in the 
Gondwana coal measures of peninsular India sug-
gests that the subsidence was never uniform, but 
periodically slowing down when these coal beds 
were deposited. 
Conclusions 
Seven data sets, derived from sequences in the 
Karharbari, Barakar and Raniganj coal measures 
which were laid down in proximal, distal, braided 
and meandering river environments in different 
Gondwana basins, were analysed with respect to 
linear regression and correlation coefficients be-
tween total thickness of strata (net subsidence) 
and number of cycles. Each data set shows a 
definite tendency towards a linear statistical rela-
tionship between the total number of cycles in the 
succession and the total thickness of strata and 
hence, subsidence. 
The linear relationship between the number of 
thin to thick fluvial cycles and net subsidence 
indicates that the deposition of these cycles was 
controlled by intrabasinal and local processes of 
sedimentation and subsidence rather than ex-
trabasinal processes of tectonism in the source 
area. Thus, in the present area, a small amount of 
subsidence might have led to crevassing and the 
building of a new upward-fining cycle, and the 
coal beds that capped the cycles would have had a 
fairly high probabihty of subsequent erosion. 
Three of the seven regression lines for the Per-
mian Gondwana successions characterised by a 
steeper slope, are similar to the corresponding 
regression hnes which Duff (1967), Casshyap 
(1975) and Read and Dean (1975) have calculated 
for the Permian coal measures of AustraHa, 
Germany and the Upper Carboniferous coal mea-
sures of Britain. This similarity is particularly 
striking when it is considered that the successions 
represent a fairly wide variation in facies types, 
come from different areas and are mostly of dif-
ferent ages. The slopes of the regression lines for 
the remaining Gondwana successions are some-
what more gentle. We interpret these dissimilari-
ties as due to the differential rate of increase in 
the number of cycles with respect to the total 
thickness of the strata (net subsidence), as well as 
to the differential subsidence of the Permian 
Gondwana Supergroup through space and time. 
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Structures and Sequences in Fine-grained Point 
Bars of Yamuna River near Etawali, 
Uttar Pradesh 
R. C. TEWARI AND R. P. GAUR 
Department of Geology, Dharma Samaj College, Aligarh 
Abstract. Point bar sediments on two meander lobes of Yamuna river near Etawah, 
Uttar Piadesh are fine to very fine sand and silt, and moderately to well sorted. Fining 
upward sequences of 60 to 2S0 cm thick are recognised in the top 4 meters of the point 
bar sequences. The large-scale trough cioss-bedded fine-sand, a dominant lithofacies 
of the lower interval of fining upwaid sequence, corresponds to lateral accretion by 
migration of sinuous created dunes. The upper member consisting of ripple cross-lami-
nated, ripple drift-laminated and paiallel-laminated fine sand and silt respectively, re-
presents movement of small lipple bed forms and vertical accretion deposits of receding 
flood phase. 
Keywords : Sedimentology, Yamuna river. Point Bars, Uttar Pradesh. 
INTRODUCTION 
The vast Indo-Gangetic plain of Indian 
Peninsula is characterised by a network of 
rivers and their tributaries. Sedimento-
logical studies have been carried out on 
Ganga and Gomti rivers (Misra ei al. 
1971; Singh, 1972,1977, Singh and Kumar, 
1974; Kumar and Singh, 1978). Based 
on imageries, Bakliwal and Sharma (1980) 
and Bajpai and Gokhale (1986) have 
discussed the nature of channel migration 
and various geomorphic features of the 
Yamuna basin. 
The purpose of the present paper is to 
provide data on sedimentary structures and 
lithofacies, their geometry and distribution 
in fine-grained point bars of Yamuna river 
near Etawah, Uttar Pradesh. An analysis 
is made of vertical and lateral relation-
ships of various lithofacies, and their 
bearing on the understanding of fluvial 
processes. 
The Yamuna river, a tributary of 
Ganga, originates in the Tehri-Garhwal 
0016-7622/91/38-3-303/$ 
district of Uttar Pradesh from Yamunotri 
glacier near Badarpunch (6320 m). Dur-
ing its course of about 1376 km from the 
source up to its confluence with Ganga 
near Allahabad, it is joined by several 
tributaries like Karon, Sengar, Chambal, 
Sind, Betwa and Ken. The Yamuna river 
is, by and large, meandering and flows 
towards southeast with an average slope 
of 0.00018. The present study is confined 
to a length of about 26 km of river tract 
near Etawah, Uttar Pradesh (Fig. 1). The 
investigated area encloses two meander 
lobes characterised by well developed 
point bars. 
METHODOLOGY 
The conventional procedure of shallow 
vertical trenching is followed to study the 
nature and distribution of subsurface sedi-
mentary structures and lithofacies. In 
all, 9 such trenches were excavated vary-
ing in depth from 90 cm to 4 m. Each 
trench was so designed as to expose two 
1.00 © Geol. Soc. India. 
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Figure 1. 
A part of Yamuna river showing study area. 
•vertical faces; one parallel and other per-
pendicular to channel flow with a view to 
examine three-dimensional geometry of 
each lithofacies. In addition, each trench 
was extended laterally for 3 to 4 m de-
pending upon local conditions to examine 
lateral continuity and association of litho-
facies. Various lithofacies were recog-
nised on the basis of sedimentary struc-
tures and grain-size, and coded according 
to facies nomenclature scheme after Miall 
(1978). 
LITHOFACIES DESCRIPTION 
Massive Gritty Sand (S^) 
Massive gritty sand constitutes thin 
{10 cm) units overlying erosional surfaces. 
The facies occurs as laterally disconti-
nuous bodies, and is composed of coarse-
grained (0.13^) and poorly sorted sand 
{1.07i/)), kankars and broken molluscan 
shells. The above lithofacies is compa-
rable to channel lag deposits. 
Trough Cross-bedded Sand (S^) 
Trough cross-bedded sand is the 
dominant lithofacies of these point bars. 
The sand is fine-grained (2.10^) and mode-
rately well-sorted (0.580). The facies 
ranges in thickness from 25 cm to 120 cm, 
and is commonly underlain by erosional 
surfaces containing coarse lag (S^). In-
dividual troughs are 70 to 110 cm wide, 
25 to 45 cm deep, and exhibit a tendency 
of gradual decline in their size upwards. 
The lower erosional contact of successive 
troughs is marked by kankars and broken 
molluscan shells. 
Planar Cross-bedded Sand (Sp) 
The sand is fine-grained (2.18 9!>) and 
well-sorted (0.45 <p). The facies is 7 to 
55 cm thick, !'in which individual foresets 
are 1.5 to 2.5 cm and inclined at~25° 
(Fig. 2). The facies occurs as tabular 
shaped body of almost uniform thickness. 
Ripple Cross-laminated Silt (S j^) 
Ripple cross-laminated, very fine-sand 
and silt facies overlying cross-bedded sand 
is well developed in all the sections. The 
enclosed sediments are very fine-grained 
(3.58 vi) and well-sorted (0.36 0). Facies 
thickness varies from 10 to 45 cm. The 
cross-laminations are trough-shaped; 
2.5 to 5 cm wide, and 0.5 to 2 mm thick, 
and marked by abundant mica flakes or 
thin and discontinuous mud layers. They 
merge imperceptibly into ripple-drift-
laminated silt both laterally and vertically. 
Ripple Drift-laminated Silt (8^2) 
It is dominant facies varying in thick-
ness from 50 to 150 cm (Fig. 3). The 
cross laminations resemble Type C of 
Jopling and Walker (1968) or Type 1 of 
Reineck and Singh (1980), in that both 
the stoss and lee sides of small ripples are 
well preserved. The sediments are similar 
in size and sorting to that of Sri facies. 
In general, the facies overlies ripple cross-
laminated silt and passes vertically into 
laminated or cross-laminated silt without 
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Figure 2. Laminaled very fine sand and silt 
(Fl) overlain gradationally by large scale 
planar cross-bedded sand (Sp). Flow from 
right to left. 
a distinct fades boundary. The upper 
contact is, however, slightly erosional as 
and where the facias is followed by planar/ 
trough cross-bedded sand (Sp/Sj). 
Laminated Silt (Fl) 
Like cross-laminated silt facies (S^j), 
the parallel laminated very fine-sand and 
silt occurs in almost all the sections. The 
facies range in thickness from 10 to 25 cm 
and occurs in lens shaped bodies pinching 
put laterally along the flow of channel 
within 2-3 m distance. The laminations 
are parallel to subparallel showing little 
rippling in places. The facies overlies 
cross-laminated silt facies (S i^) and is 
followed vertically by thin mud layers and 
(or) cross-bedded sand. 
^ -
Figure 3. Ripple drift laminated very fine 
sand and silt lithofaeies (S^,) gradationally 
underlain by laminated silt (Fl). 
Massive Mud (Fm) 
Thin, lens-like units of mud varying in 
thickness from 1 to 12 cm are commonly 
associated with fine clastic facies of S^ j^  
Si.2 and Fl. These mud layers when ex-
posed at the top show well-developed mud 
cracks. 
DISTRIBUTION AND ASSOCIATION OF 
LITHOFACIES 
Figures 4 and 5 illustrate vertical and 
lateral distribution of lithofaeies in top 
4 meters of point,bar sequences of Yamuna 
river. Large-scale trough cross-bedded 
fine sand occurs in all the sections. It is 
underlain by shallow erosional surfaces 
containing coarse lag and is followed by 
laminated silt facies. The cross-bedded 
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Figure 4. Geometry and vertical relationships between various lithofacies in Sunwara point bar. 
fades exhibits lens-like "geometry; thicker 
in the central part of point bar and thins 
out laterally on the bar margins. Verti-
cally, the cross-bedded troughs are grada-
tionally overlain by either of the ripple 
cross-laminated, ripple drift-laminated and 
parallel-laminated very fine-sandsilt facies. 
These fine-grained facies occur in equal 
proportion or may even exceed the trough 
cross-bedded sand in all the sections 
(Figs. 4 and 5). Like the underlying 
facies, these silt facies are lens-like, pinch-
ing out laterally along the flow of channel 
in short distances of 2 to 3 meters. In 
perpendicular direction away from the 
active channel, and towards flood plain 
areas, these silt lithofacies record signifi-
cant increase in thickness. Thin and 
discontinuous massive mud layers occur 
on the top of tlie sequence. In thicker 
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'Figure 5. Geometry and vartical relationships between various lithofacies in Kandhasighar point bar. 
sections, away from the active channel, 
the mud facies is overlain by gently in-
clined planar/or trough cross-bedded 
sand, perhaps indicative of the commence-
ment of the next cycle of sedimentation. 
DISCUSSION 
The point bars of meandering streams 
are known to deposit fining upward sequ-
ences. Till date, the fine-grained small 
point bars have been little studied as com-
pared to many significant studies of litho-
facies types, sedimentary structures and 
depositional processes of larger coarse-
grained modern point bar deposits (Allen, 
1970 ; Jackson, 1976 ; Walker and Cant, 
1984). Table I summarises the lithofacies 
characters of important modern/ancient 
point bar sequences ofthe world including 
the fine-grained point bars of Yamuna 
river, under study. Most of these sequen-
ces are characterised by well defined fining 
upward trends in grain-size, lower erosio-
nal base and abundance of trough cross-
bedded sand in the lower part. The 
middle and upper parts of the sequences 
show horizontal beds, small scale cross-
beds, ripple cross-lamination, ripple drift-
laminations and parallel-laminations, de-
pending upon the combination of depth, 
velocity and grain-size. 
Figure 6 shows idealised lithofacies 
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Figure 6. Lithofacies model for fine-grained point bars of Yamuna river near Etawah. 
sequence as observed in top 4 meter sequ-
ence of fine-grained point bars of Yamuna 
river. Like other point bar sequences, the 
Yamuna river point bar exhibits fining 
upward trend in grain-size from 0.13</) to 
3.58^ with corresponding decrease in the 
scale of sedimentary structures indicating 
decline in the competency of depositing 
currents. The lower erosional surfaces 
suggest higher discharge probably in peak 
flood stage in which semi-consolidated 
mud eroded from channel floor and locally 
from channel wall, and deposited along 
with kankar as channel lag. The over-
lying trough cross-bedded cosets indicate 
downciuient migration of sinuous dunes 
on channel floor (Walker and Cant, 1984), 
The parallel laminated hthofacies corres-
ponds to vertical accretion, whereas ripple 
cross-laminated and ripple drift-laminated 
very fine-sand overlying trough cross-beds 
represent migration of small ripples during 
minimal flow velocity in relatively shallow-
er part of the channel. The presence of 
parallel-laminated very fine sand and silt 
facies overlying trough cross-bedded 
cosets in the Yamuna river point bars 
(Fig. 6) instead of horizontal bedded sand 
observed in several point bars elsewhere 
(Table I), may be attributed to corres-
ponding differences in the grain-size. The-
abundance of ripple drift-laminated very 
fine sand and silt and its geometry (thick-
ening towards flood plain areas) is indi-
cative of faster rate of supply than preser-
vation of suspended detritus (Jopling and 
Walker, 1968 ; Reineck and Singh, 1980). 
These suspended sediments carried during 
high floods could have settled down in the 
shallower (upper) part of point bar in re-
ceeding flood conditions. The top of 
point bai sequences records thin massive 
or laminated mud layers similar to those 
observed in many modern point bars inclu-
ding the fine-grained point bar sequence of" 
Gomti river (Kumar and Singh, 1978). 
These mud layers are partially or comple-
tely eroded during the succeeding cycle of 
the growth of point bar sequence. The 
fining upward sequences observed m this 
study are on the average 135 cm thick. 
Thus, the lithofacies description, their 
vertical and lateral arrangements observed 
in the top 4 meter of the fine-grnined 
point bars of river Yamuna compares with 
the idealised sequence of point bars 
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(Walker and Cant, 1984). However, local 
variations are observed particularly in the 
upper part of the sequence which shows 
abundant parallel laminations instead of 
horizontal beds. The above variation is 
attributed to corresponding difference in 
the grain-size and flow velocity. 
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Heavy Mineral Suite in the Barakar Sandstone of 
Moher-Subbasin, Singrauli Coalfield, Central India 
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Abstract. Heavy mineral analysis of the Barakar Sandstone from a drill core (117 m) 
from the Moher-Subbasin of the Singrauli coalfield shows relative abundance of 
epidote, zircon and rutile in the finer (.088-.074 mm) and garnet, muscovite and 
staurolite in the coarser (0.177-0.149 mm) fraction. Stratigraphically, the heavy species 
do not exhibit marked variation in their relative abundance, though garnet forms the 
bulk of the heavy crop at 94 ra depth. 
The study indicates that basic and acid igneous rocks, low to medium and high-
grade metamorphic rocks, and metasedimentary rocks to the south and southeast of the 
study area, probably the Manpat ridge, supplied the bulk of the sediment debris during 
the early Permian Barakar times. 
Keywords : Sedimentology, Barakar Sandstone, Smgrauli, Gondwana. 
INTRODUCTION 
Heavy mineral suites in clastic sedi-
ments have been used for deciphering the 
composition, and tectonic history of pro-
venance (Pettijohn et al. 1973, Fuchtbauer, 
1974). 
The proposed investigation, aims at 
analysing heavy mineral suits of the Bara-
kar Sandstone from the northeastern part 
(Moher-Subbasin) of the Singrauli coal-
field situated in the Son Basin of Central 
India. The study was undertaken with 
three-fold objectives: (i) to analyse the 
petrographic characters of various heavy 
mineral species of Barakar Sandstone ; (ii) 
to examine variations in heavy minerals 
species, if any, in the subsurface core of 
117m; and (iii) to investigate heavy 
mineral distribution vis-a-vis grain-size. 
Various heavy minerals so identified in the 
given Barakar Sandstone are suitably 
grouped into rock suites to reconstruct pro-
venance for Barakar sandstone of Singrauli 
coalfield of Son basin. 
STRATIGRAPHIC SETTING 
The Singrauli coalfield forms the 
northern limit of Gondwana belt in the 
Son valley Basin of central India (Fig. 1, 
inset). The present investigation is con-
fined to the northeastern of the Singrauli 
coalfield, commonly referred to as the 
Moher-Subbasin (Joshi and Pant, 1971). 
The stratigraphic sequence of Moher-
Subbasin is as follows: 
Raniganj Fine sandstone, carbonaceoUi 
shale, fire clay and coal. 
Barren Measures Medium sandstone with 




Medium to coarse, gritty, 
sandstone; carbonaceous 
shale and coal. 
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Gneisses, schists, quartzites, 
phyllite, etc. 
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Figure 1. Geological and location map of Singrauli coalfield. 
The Gondwana rocks are represented 
by the Talchir, Barakar, Barren Measures 
and Raniganj Formations in the ascending 
order. The glacigene Talchir rocks are 
exposed along the south and southeastern 
margin of the SingrauU coalfield, where 
they rest unconformably on the Archaean 
bedrock. The coal-bearing Barakar rocks 
occur gradationally above the Talchir and 
underlie a large tract of the Moher-Sub-
basin as also the rest of the Singrauli coal-
field (Fig. 1). These coal measures are 
overlain by a thin passage of Barren Mea-
sures ; the succeeding coal-bearing Rani-
ganj strata outcrop in the northeastern 
part of the area. Tlie Gondwana rocks 
are truncated against the Precambrian 
phyllites and schists (?Bijawar) by a pro-
nounced north boundary fault. Regional 
strike of Gondwana rocks is aimost east-
west ; the dips are generally gentle (~8°) 
and directed towards north. The amount 
of dip is as steep as 17° - 25° in the nor-
thern part in the proximity of the north 
boundary fault. 
LITHOFACIES, SEDIMENTARY 
CHARACTERS AND PALEOCURRENTS 
The Barakar Formation, which is 
about 460 m thick comprises of fining-
upward cycle of coarse, medium to fine 
sandstone, shale and coal (Casshyap, 1970,-
Casshyap and Tewari, 1984). Sandstone 
is the dominant lithofacies (~ 60%), occur-
ring commonly as channel-like bodies with 
erosional base and flat top, as well as multi-
lateral coalescing bodies. Sandstone 
bodies are profusely cross-bedded into 
cosets of large scale trough and planar 
cross-beds. Occasionally coarse to medium 
sandstone is either massive of faintly 
bedded. Small-scale trough cross-lamina-
tions and ripple-marks are particularly 
associated with medium to fine sandstone 
and siUstone. Bulk of the sandstone i& 
immature both texturally and mineralogi-
caily and has been classified as feldspathic 
wacke (Casshyap, 1979). Paleocurrent 
analysis suggests that these coal-bearing 
sediments were deposited by unimodal 
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northwesterly flowing system of streams 
(Casshyap, 1973, 1982; Casshyap and 
Tewari, 1984). 
HEAVY MINERAL ANALYSIS 
Methodology and Results 
This study is based on 16 samples of 
Barakar sandstone taken from 8 levels 
from a 117 m subsurface core (Fig. 2). 
since disintegration of rock specimens was 
not possible. Samples for heavy mineral 
separation were prepared by gently crush-
ing each specimen (Folk, 1980). It is 
believed that heavy mineral species may 
vary in relative abundance with respect 
to grain-size in a given sandstone (Fucht-
bauer, 1974). A preliminary examination 
of sieved fractions yielded maximum con-
centration of heavy minerals in two size 
classes of fine (0.177-0.149 mm) and very 
fine (0.088-0.074 mm) sand, respectively. 
These two size fractions were, therefore, 
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Figure 2. A section of the subsurface core of Barakar strata showing lithologic 
and sample locations. 
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Heavy mineral separation was carried 
out on a 5 gm sample of the two aforesaid 
classes using bromoform (2.89) as heavy 
liquid following the procedure outlined by 
MuUer (1967). Total heavy crop varied 
from 0.02 to 8.095% in coarser and 0,05 
to 0.85% in finer fractions indicating 
may have been mistakenly grouped as 
opaques. Figure 3 (A-1) illustrates fre-
quency distribution of various heavy 
species in the two size fractions at different 
stratigraphic intervals. Some heavy species 
are more in the finer (0.088-0.074 mm) 
fraction; others are so in the coarser 
TABLE I. Weight percentage of total heavy crop in two size 
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greater concentration of heavy minerals 
in coarser than finer size (Table I). To 
determine mineral frequency distribution, 
some 200 to 300 grains were counted in 
each slide. Table II records relative per-
centage of heavy mineral species in the 
two size fractions. 
Nine heavy mineral species are recog-
nised in order of abundance as follows; 
epidote, muscovite, garnet, tourmaline, 
zircon, staurolite, rutile and actinolite. 
Fairly high percentage of opaque minerals 
are recorded in all the samples (Table II). 
It is likely that a part of non-opaque 
minerals with thick iron oxide coating 
(0.177-0.149 mm) fraction. For instance, 
epidote, zircon and rutile are on average 
42.75%, 10.90% and 3.64% in the finer 
fraction, and drop down to 13.20%, 0.97% 
and 1.34% respectively in the coarser frac-
tion. Garnet (50.16%), muscovite (34.51%) 
and staurolite (4.11%) on the other hand 
occur in higher proportion in the coarser 
than in the finer fraction (Table II). Such 
differences in the concentration of heavy 
minerals vis-a-vis size are due to their res-
pective specific gravity. By and large,, 
there is no marked variation in the amount 
of most of the heavy species. Garnet 
is an exception jumping to about 50.16% 
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<of the total heavies in the core sample 
taken at 94.3 m depth (Fig. 3). The 
flood of garnet at this particular level 
•can be taken as a marker horizon in the 
Barakar strata of this subbasin. 
PETROGRAPHIC CHARACTERS 
Petrographic characters of heavy mine-
Tals are described in order of abundance. 
Figure 4 illustrates the salient features of 
some typical heavy mineral species. 
Epidote: Epidote occurs as the dorai-
inant mineral varying from 3.0 to 43.3% 
\ finer and 4.74 to 14.19% in coarser 
tractions. It occurs in irregular and sub-
rounded forms marked by weak but distinct 
pleochroism with high refractive index. 
Pistacite, the most abundant variety, is 
greenish-yellow in colour and exhibits high 
birefrengence. This is in contrast to the 
Barakar of other Gondwana basins (Cas-
shyap and Ahmad, 1987). 
Muscovite: Muscovite, a common 
mineral in all the samples, occurs in vari-
able amount (1.89-44.14%) as compared 
to other heavies. It occurs as thin, colour-
less or greyish, irregular shaped flakes. 
Tourmaline: It is an important mineral 
occurring from 1.36 to 10.92% in the finer 
fraction, and from 1.30 to 13.05% in 
coarser fraction. Tourmaline occurs as 
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il'igure i Graphic plots showing a vertical variation in fjequency per cent of heavy mineral 
species in coarser (0 177-0.149 mm and finer (0.088-0.07 mm) fractions of each sample. 
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Photomiciographs of representative heavy mineral assemblage of the Barakar Formation. 
1. Tourmaline showing well-developed euhedral faces (x75); 2. Abraded overgrowth on 
rounded zircon (x 75); Rounded zircon (x 75); 4, 5, 6. Etched garnet showing pitting and spott-
ing (X 75); 7, Zoned zircon (x 75); 8. Euhedral zircon showing inclusions (x 75); 9, 10. 
Elongated zircon (x 75): 11, 12. Well-rounded zircon (x 75). 
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in order of abundance. The brown variety 
is commonly elongate, prismatic in shape 
-and subangular, though a few are sub-
Tounded. The green and yellow varieties 
are subangular. 
Garnet: Three varieties of garnet are 
•distinguished. The colourless variety is 
more abundant, followed by light pink 
•variety, but the brown variety is rather 
rare. Garnet varies from 0.35-46.46% in 
finer size fraction and 0.93-50.16% in 
coarser fraction. It is roughly equidimen-
tional with surface showing conchoidal 
fractures. The grains are, by and large, 
angular and a few subrounded. Care-
ful examination reveals that a few grains 
show some degree of etching which gives 
a hackly surface appearance due to pitt-
ing and spotting. 
Zircon: Zircon occurs in all the 
-samples varying from 3.68-10.90% in the 
finer fraction and 1.32-4.71% in the coar-
ser fraction. Zircon grains are colourless 
to pink in ordinary light and exhibit euhe-
dral crystal outline. Rounded grains with 
overgrowth occur occasionally. Many 
grains of zircon contain inclusions of acci-
cular and (or) microlites of zircon itself, 
•although some of these inclusions are not 
exactly identified. 
Rutile : Rutile is deep reddish-brown in 
colour and occurs less frequently, exhibi-
ting weak pleochroism. It commonly 
occurs in all the samples though in a small 
amount (0.65-3.04%) and is irregular in 
shape. 
ActinoUte : It occurs in a small amount 
(0.43 - 2.09%) and is usually light bluish 
and green in colour, and occurs as prisma-
tic crystals vi'ith distinct cleavage showing 
feeble pleochroism. 
Statirolite: Grains of staurolite are 
irregular showing a marked hackly pleo-
>-hroism. This mineral is rare (0.33-4.11%). 
Opaque minerals: Generally these are 
considered as a nuisance and always dis-
carded, despite the fact that they commonly 
form the bulk of the heavy crop and are 
useful for provenance determination (Blatt 
et al. 1980). Among opaque minerals, 
magnetite is more common and recognised 
by steel grey colour and metallic lustre; 
grains are angular to subrounded. Ilmen-
ite occurs as irregular to subrounded 
grains of brownish colour. 
PROVENANCE RECONSTRUCTION 
Abundance of epidote in almost all 
the samples of the Barakar Sandstone 
suggests its derivation from basic source 
rocks (Krumbein and Pettijohn, 1938; 
Pettijohn, 1975). Other minerals, like 
opaques and rutile also indicate contribu-
tion from basic rocks, the latter may 
partly be derived from schists (Force, 
1980). Presence of various species of 
garnet in almost all the samples indi-
cates source from medium- to high-grade 
schists and gneisses (Krumbein and Petti-
john, 1938). The flood of garnet at a 
particular stratigraphic level (94 m) may 
suggest its derivation from some gar-
netiferous schists. Occurrence of musco-
vite in fairly good amount also favours 
the presence of schists and gneisses in the 
source area (Blatt et al. 1980). A part of 
detrital rauscovite may have had its origin 
from acid igneous rocks (Folk, 1980). A 
small amount of chlorite and actinolite 
also indicates low- to medium-grade meta-
morphic rocks. An appreciable amount 
of zircon and tourmaline as recorded at 
each stratigraphic level was probably deri-
ved from acid igneous rocks. Zircon, and 
brown and green tourmaline suggest their 
derivation from granite rocks and blue 
tourmaline from pegmatites (Smithson, 
1939, Krynine, 1946). The subrounded 
to rounded detritals of zircon and tourma-
line in the given sandstone evidently 
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Figure 5 Map showing location of provenance of Barakar strata of the study area 
Anow refer to inferred paleo-flow direction 
indicate their derivation from metasedi-
mentary quartzites. 
The heavy mineral species here ana-
lysed show striking differences in their 
relative abundance with those of the Bara-
kar Sandstone of Damodar Basin, which is 
characterised by the dominance of garnet, 
touimallme and zircon, whereas epidote 
form^ an important part of heavy mineraJ 
suite in the underlying glacigene Talchir 
rocks (Snvastava and Israili, 1966; 
Casshyap and Ahmad, 1987). In contrast, 
epidote and opaques form important 
constituents in the Barakar rocks of 
Singiauli basin. Thus, the various heavy 
mineral species of given Barakar Sandstone 
suggest a provenance comprising basic 
rocks, acid igneous rocks, low to medium 
and high-grade metamorphic rocks, and 
ihetasedimentary rocks. Similar composi-
tion of provenance for the Barakar locks 
is visualised on the basis of petrographic-
characters of quartz, feldspar and other 
accessory minerals (Casshyap, 1979) It 
IS, however, possible that much of epidote 
and opaques in Singrauli basin was deri-
ved by the reworking of underlying glaci-
gene Talchir rocks. Paleocurrent analysis 
of the Barakar rocks of the given area 
reveals sediment transport largely from 
southeast to northwest (Casshyap, 1973 ; 
Casshyap and Tewari, 1984). Rocks of 
similar composition are widely exposed in 
the unclassified Precambrian complex to 
the south and southeast of the Singrauli 
and Son-Mahanadi basins (Fig. 5). 
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Alluvial Fan Origin of the Bagra Formation 
(Mesozoic Gondwana) and Tectono-Stratigraphic 
Implications 
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DeparlnienI of Geology, Aligarh Muslim Unjversily, Aligarh 
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Abstract : The Bagra Foinialion of Ihe Mesozoic Gondwana sequence of Satpura basin has been 
consiiieied as a facies equivalent of Ihe underlying Denwa, and assigned a late Triassic age. The present 
study leviews Ihe above contention, piompled by distinctive lithofacies assemblage, depositional selling, 
and tectonic fiamewoik of the Bagia Formation, and its variable relationship with the underlying strata. 
The Bagia Formation as a whole comprises conglomerate assemblage in the lower and middle parts 
and sandstones with in tercala ted lenses ofshale in the upper pa rt.Thelower conglomerate facies occurring 
noithward isclast - to inatiixsuppoitedand poorly sorted; it is finer grained, better sorted, including thin 
lenses of cioss-bedded sandstone southward in middle part of the foinialion. The overlying cross-bedded 
sandstone and shale facies is the most impoitanl assemblage in the distal south. The coaise giained nature 
of thescdimcni.'i. the upwaid- fining distribution and lateral changes in gross lithofacies and stratification 
types, and paleocurrent data suggest that the Bagra conglomeratic sequence was deposited as an alluvial 
fan system that prograded southward from a highland source located immediately to the north. In sharp 
contrast, the fluvial system was directed dominantly northward and source area located south ward for the 
undeilying Permo-Tria.ssic Gondwana sediments, including Denwa. 
It is argued that a late Triassic age of the Bagra Formation is questionable, inasmuch as a substantial 
slraligraphic break in sedimentation is called for after the deposition of Middle Triassic Denwa. The Bagra 
may well be late Jurassic - eaily Cretaceous in age based on its relationship with the overlying Jabalpur 
Formation. 
Keywords : Upper Gondwana, alluvial fan, Mesozoic, Bagra Formation, Stratigraphy. 
INTRODUCTION the underlying Denwa Formation and tenta-
tively assigned a late Triassic age (Crook-
Ttie Bagra Formation attains a unique slianlt, 1936; Pascoe, 1959; Sastri et al., 
status in the Mesozoic stratigraphy of Satpura 1977), However, tlie contrasting lilliofacies, 
basin in central India, in as mucli as (i) it sedimentation pattern, paleoslope and tectonic 
is essentially a conglomerate - sandstone setting of Bagra and Denwa do not support 
assemblage, unlike the underlying Permo-Tri- the above contention, 
assicscquenceof coal measures and sandstone The present study aims at reconstructing 
- shale ; and (ii) it overlies or rests against the depositional model, paleogeography and 
different rock formations including underlying tectonic setting of the Bagra Formation, with 
Denwa, early Permian Talcliir/Barakar and a view to work out its proper stratigraphic 
Archean metamorphics, unconformably or status. The study is based on examination 
with a faulted contact. Except for' the of selected outcrop sections in the vicinity 
preliminary observations and geological map- of Mohpani coalfield and elsewhere in the 
ping (Crookshank, 1936), a detailed geological northern part of Satpura basin (Fig. 1). 
and sedimentological study of Mesozoic strata 
of Satpura basin has not been carried out, 
nor the available data been properly syn- STRATIGRAPHIC SETTING 
thesized. Consequently, in view of limited 
geological studies, the Bagra Formation has The Upper Gondwana (Mesozoic) se-
been referred to as a facies equivalent of quence of Satpura basin has been subdivided 
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area. Inset shows location of the area. 
by early workers into Pachmarhi, Dcnwa and 
Bagra formations in ascending order (Pascoe, 
1959). The lowermost Pachmarhi Formation 
(Lowcr-lVliddle Triassic), which forms the 
scarp sandstone of the Pachmarhi plateau 
from east to west lies unconfomiably above 
the Bijori Formation (late Permian) of Lower 
Gondwana. It typically consists of coarse, 
white, soft sandstone occurring as channel -
and sheet - like bodies with thin layers of 
subangular quartz pebbles and locally dis-
continuous shale. Cross-bedding of large and 
small scale and trough and planar types is 
profusely developed. The succeeding Denwa 
Formation is cliaracterised by intcrbedded 
sandstone and clays, locally showing upward-
fining cycles. 
The Bagra Formation is exposed in the 
northern part of the Satpura basin, some 10 
km south of the Narmada - Son lineament 
zone (Fig. 1). It consists dominantly of coarse 
to fine conglomerate with occasional thin 
lenses of sandstone, passing into interbedded 
assemblage of cross - bedded sandstone and 
red and green shale distally and vertically. 
Although, dominant lithofacies of Bagra and 
Denwa are quite different, their mutual 
relationship has not been adequately inves-
tigated and both have been combined and 
shown as a single Denwa-Bagra Formation 
in the latest geological map of Satpura basin 
(Raja Rao, 1983, plate XV). Tl:e present 
study differentiates the Bagra Formation from 
Denwa on the basis of dominant lithofacies, 
as shown in the reconnaissance map (Fig.l). 
The Bagra has been subjectively con-
sidered to be late Triassic on the basis of 
its relationship with the underlying Dcnwa 
Formation which has been tentatively assigned 
to late Lower to Middle Triassic (Singh and 
Ghosh, 1977), based on a tabular bone 
fragment identified as Parotosaurus (Chatter-
jee and Roychowdhury, 1974). In turn, the 
Bagra Formation is conformably overlain by 
the early Cretaceous Jabalpur Formation in 
the study area. 
LrrilOFACIES ASSEMBLAGE 
The Bagra Formation as a whole shows 
a general upward - fining trend comprising 
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conglomerate assemblage in the lower and 
middle parts, and sandstones with intercalated 
lenses of shales in the upper part, as shown 
in the generalised sections of outcrops from 
north (Mohpani) to south (Matkuli) (Fig. 2). 
Conglomerate Assemblage 
The conglomerate assemblage crops out 
in discontinuous patches along the northern 
margin of the basin, forming lower pari of 
the formation (Figs. 1, 2). It is well exposed 
in Sitarewa river section, south of Mohpani 
coalfield, where it lies faulted against the 
early Permian Taichir/Barakar rocks; some 
good Outcrops also occur on road sections 
south of Bagra Railway Station, and on 
Piparia road north of Matkuli. The con-
glomerate is commonly polymodal; embedded 
clasls consisting of pebble, cobble and boulder 
are subangularto rounded. They are polymic-
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tic comprising red quartzite, green phyllile 
and quartzite, red jasper conglomerate, granite 
gneiss, basic igneous rocks, and vein quartz 
in decreasing order of abundance. Two facies 
of conglomerates are recongnised based on 
framework support, sedimentary structures 
and associated lithologies: (i) clast- supported; 
and (ii) matrix-supported. 
Clast-supported Conglomerate Facies: 
ITie clast - supported conglomerate facies 
(Fig. 3A) occurs mostly in the lower part, 
well exposed in the Mohpani and Bagra 
sections in the north. Pebble to cobble clasts 
in this facies are subangular to sub- rounded; 
boulders are sporadic, subangular and up to 
60 - 90 cm in diameter. Clasts sorting is 
bimodal to polymodal, sand sized matrix is 
usually present but rarely comprises more 
than \5>%. On the average, clast size tends 
to decrease and sorting improved southward 
in the middle part of the formation. Individual 
bodies are massive, though crudely to well 
developed stratification occur locally (Fig. 3 
D). Normal grading is occasionally present. 
Its fabric is apparently organised, though 
preferred orientation is not well developed. 
Redding is on average 1 - 5 m thick. The 
facies forms multistorey sequence several 
tens of meters thick. Contacts between beds 
are sharp, planar to uneven and scoured. 
Matrix-supported Conglomerate Facies : 
This facies is of two types on the basis of 
clast size : 1) consisting of cobble sized 
clasts and pebbles with boulders up to 60 
cm to 1.5 m occurring locally; ii) consisting 
primarily of pebble sized clasts including 
sporadic cobbles. 'n:c former occurs in lower 
part, locally, associated with clast - supported 
conglomerate (Fig. 3 A). Clasts are angular 
to subrounded with angularity increasing with 
decreasing clast size. Both the cobble and 
peabble size clasts arc moderately to poorly 
sorted. Matrix is moderately to poorly sorted 
coarse sand and granules, Us fabric is 
apparently disorganised. Sedimentary struc-
tures are absent and distinct bedding planes 
are difficult to recognise. Grading is relatively 
uncommon. 
The second type of matrix - supported 
conglomerate, consisting primarily of pebbles 
and sporadic cobbles, occurs in middle part 
of the formation as thin lenses intercalated 
with clast - supported pebble conglomerate. 
Embedded clasts on average are relatively 
small in size (25 - 50 cm), subangular to 
rounded and moderately sorted; they are 
polymiclic, like those of clast - supported 
conglomerates. The matrix comprising coarse 
to medium sand and silt locally exceeds 
15%. Individual beds 1 to 2 m thick are 
tabular to wedge - and channel shaped, with 
uneven to scoured base (Fig. 3B). Intercalated 
lenses of sandstone are often cross - bedded 
with planar to tangential foresets. 
Sandstone-Shale Assemblage 
The finer clastic assemblage of interbedded 
sandstone and shale occurs farthest to the 
south in the study area, forming upper part 
of the formation, llie sandstone facies forming 
the bulk of this assemblage is pebbly, coarse 
to medium grained and moderately sorted. 
Individual bodies ranging from 2 - 8 m in 
thickness are cross-bedded to horizontal 
bedded. Individual sets of tabular and trough 
cross-bedding are commonly between 15 -
45 cm thick and cosets up to 1.5 m thick. 
Locally sandstone is intercalated with thin 
lenticular bodies of red and grey shale. 
SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, 
PALEOSLOPE AND IMPLICATIONS 
Cross-bedded sandstones occurring as 
intercalated lenses in the lower and middle 
conglomerates and as sepanite assemblage 
were used for recording paleocurrent data to 
deduce sediment transport and paleoslopc 
direction. Lithology of embedded clasts and 
their average size provided corroborative 
evidence. Foreset orientation of trough and 
planar cross - beds were recorded from 
sandstone lenses of conglomerate in the north 
(38) and overlying sandstone assemblage 
around Matkuli in the south (42). Limited 
data were also recorded from cross bedded 
sandstone bodies of the underlying Denwa 
(54) and Pachmarhi (81) formations. Com-
puted paleocurrent statistics (Table I) suggest 
that the sediment transport of the Bagra 
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rivers (Casshyap and Khan, 1982), and is 
followed in the present study. Computed 
values of mean annual discharge exhibits a 
progressive decline from outwash Talchir 
(495 cubic m/sec), through fluvial Karhar-
bari (486 cubic m/sec and 408 cubic m/sec) 
upto Barakar (314 cubic m/sec). 
Paleocliannel Slope (So) 
Channel slope has been considered as an 
important parameter in defining the stream 
channel pattern (Leopold and Wolman, 
1957). Paleochannel slope of given 
Gondwana streams is estimated using 
Schumm's (1968, p. 51) equation as : 
So = 60 MC '^) Qm(-<''32) 
Computed values of paleochannel slope are 
44 cm/km (0.00044) in Talchir, 32 cm/km 
(0.00032) and 31 cm/km (0.00031) in the 
lower and upper Karharbari, and 24 cm/km 
(0 00024) in the Barakar. The above values 
indicate a gradual decline in paleoslope 
through time from Talchir upto Barakar. 
Paleoflow Velocity (V) 
In open channels the flow velocity is 
related to channel slope (Sc^ and hydraulic 




Where R is hydraulic radius usually taken as 
channel depth (ds) and n is manning rough-
ness coefficient which is 0.025 for open 
channels (Leopold et al., 1964). 
Computed paleoflow velocity shows, like-
wise, a gradual decline from Talchir (124 
cm/sec) through lower (83 cm/sec) and upper 
(66 cm/see) Karharbari upto Barakar (56 
cm/sec). However, the flow velocity re-
quired to transport larger clasts of conglo-
meratic Talchir and overlying pebbly Kar-
harbari should be much more than the 
estimated values. Several workers (Malde, 
1968; Dott, 1974; Turner, 1978) have made 
an estimation of threshold movement 
velocity using the relationship between 
threshold movement velocity (Vb) and 
particle diameter (d) as : 
Vb = 9d C «) 
The average size of larger clasts embedded 
in conglomerate and pebbly lithofacies of 
Talchir and Karharbari is 90 cm and 15 cm 
respectively (Tewari, 1990) The corres-
ponding threshold movement velocities to 
transport these clasts are in order of 842 cm/ 
sec and 342 cm/sec, which are obviously 
much higher than the average flow velocities 
deduced above. 
Paleochannel Metamorphosis and 
Depositional Style 
Table 2 records various paleochannel para-
meters and paleohydrological attributes for 
late Paleozoic Gondwana rocks of the study 
area. Depositional models based on these 
parameters and corresponding sedimentary 
record are shown in figure 2. 
The retreat of Talchir gbciers from eastern 
peninsular India in late Paleozoic gave way 
to the melt water streams which flowed 
dominantly from east-southeast to west-
northwest. These melt water stream 
channels were about 6 m deep and 350 m 
wide. The average sinuosity was 1.01 and 
the mean annual disoharge was in the order 
of 495 m'/ sec. The sediment load parameter 
i.e. the amount of silt and clay in the out-
wash channels was 2.16. Theie streams 
flowed on a steeper paleoslope of 44 cm/km 
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Table 2. Paleochannel parameters and paleohydrological attributes of late Paleozoic Gondvvana rocks of 
Girldih and adjoining basins, Bihar, e?stern India. 
Barikful channel depth 
Bankful channel width 
Channel sinuosity 
Sediment load parameter 
Mean annual discharge 
Paleochannel slope 
Paleoflow velocity 








































(0.00044) with an average flow velocity of 
124 cm/sec, though the maximum required 
threshold movement velocity was about 842 
cm/sec. The above parameters favour 
straight (Leopold and Wolman, 1957) or bed 
load (Schumm, 1968) nature of these 
streams The corresponding sedimentary 
lequence is dominantly made up of elongate 
channel-like bodies of cobble conglomerate 
and coarse to medium sandstone. These 
ehanncl-like bodies which are massive to 
cross bedded have been attributed to longi-
tudinal and transverse bar deposits of gra-
velly outwash braided streams (Casshyapand 
Tewari. 1982). 
Following Talchir sedimentation, the 
rejuvinatcd Karharbari channels record a 
decline in channel depth (4m—3m) and 
channel width (305m—214m), with corres-
ponding increase in channel sinuosity to 1.12 
to 1.27. Mean annual discharge during 
lower and upper Karharbari exhibit, like-
wise, a gradual decline in the order of 
486m^/sec and 408m7stc; so is the flow 
velocity (83 cm/sec-66 cm/sec) and attending 
paleoslope (0.000.«2—0 00031). However, 
maximum flow velocity which transported 
embedded lithoclasts in lower Karharbari 
was 342 cm/sec. The sediment load para-
meter ificrcases to 3.02—-5.00. The above 
parameters recall channels having braided or 
bed load pattern. These Karharbari streams 
deposited massive to cross bedded, channel 
shaped and multistorey bodies of pebbly and 
grity sandstone in lower, and coarse to 
medium, cross bedded channel sandstone 
intcrbedded vk'ith thin shale and coal beds in 
the upper part. The Karharbari sequence 
has been attributed to deposits of longitudi-
nal and transverse braid bars of low sinuous 
streams. 
In the overlying Barakar, the depth and 
width of depositing streams further decreased 
to about 2.85 m and 202 m; attending flow 
velocity and paleoslope reduced to 56 cm/sec 
and 24 cm/km (0.00024;. As a consequence, 







Fig. 2. Diagram showing depoiitional style through space and time of the late Paleozoic Gondwana locks 
eastern peninsular India- A -Archean; T—Talchir; K—Karharbari. 
the channel sinuosity increased to 1.47 and 
so did the sediment load parameter to 7.00, 
implying moderately sinuous nature of Bara-
kar paleostreams. The above conclusion is 
supported by an increase in fine clasts and 
coal at the expense of sandstone in the, 
Barakar than the underlying Karharbari ini 
the study area and elsewhere in many other 
Gondwana basins (Tewari and Casshyap,, 
1982; Casshyap and Tewari, 1987). 
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Thus, the paleochannel pattern established 
at the onset of late Paleozoic glacial outwash 
sedimentation, underwent a progressive 
metamorphosis through time from Talchir 
upto Barakar in the area. Such 
changes in paleochannel pattern arc not un-
common in geologic record, and have been 
reported from many ancient and modern 
streams (Schumm, 1968; Cotter, 1978; 
Casshyap and Khan, 1982; Casshyap and 
Tewari, 1984), 
Conclusions 
Various paleochannel parameters and 
paleohydrological attributes are computed 
for Talchir, Karharbari and Barakar rivers 
of Giridih, Saharjuri, Jainty and Dhakoi 
Gondwana basins of eastern India. Results 
indicate a gradual decline in paleochannel 
dimensions such as channel depth, channel 
width and channel slope and hydrologica! 
parameters of mean annual discharge and 
pileoflow velocity from Talchir upto Bara-
kar. Consequently, there is a progressive 
increase in streani channel sinuosity and 
the percentage of silt and clay in channel 
perimeter (sediment load parameter) 
The above parameters together with corres-
ponding sedimentary record, lithofacies 
composition and paleoflow variability 
suggest progressive metamorphosis in paleo-
channel pattern from gravelly to sandy 
braided upto moderatly sinuous, as sedimen-
tation continued from Talchir through Kar-
harbari to Barakar. The paleochannel 
metamorphosis of late Paleozoic Gondwana 
rocks in this area can at best be attributed 
to progressive maturity of source highlands 
anda melioration of climate through time 
from Talchir (cold) upto Barakar (temperate-
humid). 
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ORIGIN AND EVOLUTION OF INTRACRATONIC 
GONDWANA BASINS AND THEIR DEPOSITIONAL 
LIMITS IN RELATION TO NARMADA-SON LINEAMENT 
S. M. Casshyap, R. C. Tewari*, and V. K. Srivastava** 
Department of Geology, Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh-202 001 
Abstract 
Intergrated geological and geophysical investigations supported by lithofacies and a 
unifonn paleoslope studies suggest that the Gondwana basins were developed in reactivated 
Proterozoic rifts and lineaments in the Early Permian. The graben facies of coarse clastic 
conglomerate-arkose- shale in the Talchir-Karharbari formations in the vicinity of basin 
margins implies riftogenesis at the onset of Gondwana sedimentation. The small isolated 
outliers of these sediments outside the major Gondwana basins at several places may represent 
clastic wedges on either sides of rift shoulders. These narrow rifted basins however expanded 
areally as sedimentation progressed through time and space. Indeed, there is little record of 
graben facies in the younger Gondwana sequence, although conglomerate and pebbly facies 
do occur occasionally in the lower Triassic Upper Gondwana rocks. The Gondwana 
sedimentation in the Peninsular India took place in linear alluvial basins of respective river 
systems draining southeast to northwest in the direction of paleoslope, following a mild 
glacial episode and minor ingression in the Early Pennian. 
A modified model of basin configuration and depositional limits of the Gondwana 
basins, particularly in relation to the Narmada-Son lineament is proposed. It is argued that 
the Son-Mahanadi and the Pranhita-Godavari-Satpura basins may well have continued farther 
to the north of the Narmada-Son lineament, occupying the low-lying areas underlain by the 
Bijawar and Vindhyan rocks, in conformity with the prevailing northerly paleoslope inherited 
from the underlying basement. Post-Gondwana and pre-Deccan Trap reactivation of tectonic 
lineaments and doming may account for large-scale erosion and removal of the Gondwana 
sediments from the uplifted Bundelkhand block (Bijawar-Vindhyan block) in the north, and 
their preservation in downfaulted grabens and half-grabens in the south. 
Introduction 
The Late Palaeozoic-Mesozoic intracratonic Gondwana basins of the Peninsular India 
have been the subject of considerable global interest and attention for more than a century. 
Opinions are divided as to the origin of these intracratonic basins. Several early workers 
(Fox, 1934; Pascoe, 1959; Ghosh and Mitra, 1972; Basu and Srivastava, 1981) suggested 
^Department of Geology, D. S. College, Aligarh 
**Departtnent of Geology, Delhi University, Delhi - 110 007. 
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rift-valley origin of Gondwana basins on the basis of faulted boundaries, linearity of basins, 
their parallel relationship with the regional structural trends, and low Bouguer anomalies, 
particularly in the Godavari and parts of the Satpura basins (Qureshi et al., 1968; Mishra et 
al., 1989). Alternatively, the Gondwana basins are believed to be unified and were originally 
more extensive than they are presently, and represent preservation in grabens and half-grabens 
in response to post-Gondwana faulting (Gee, 1932; Ahmad and Ahmad, 1979; Casshyap, 
1973, 1977; Casshyap and Tewari, 1987). 
The present paper aims al developing a suitable model to explain the origin and tectono-
sedimentary evolution of the Gondwana basins on the basis of lithofacies organisation, gross 
thickness distribution, and uniformity and consistency of paleoslope. An objective analysis 
of the origin and configuration of tlie Gondwana basins may have significant paleotectonic 
and paleogeographic implications. 
Distribution and Configuration 
The Gondwana basins of India occupy well-defined linear belts in the eastern and 
central parts of the Peninsular shield and in the foothills of tlie Himalaya in the northeast. 
Their existing configuration and distribution, however, differs in each major basin belt. The 
575 km long Son-Mahanadi basin is funnel-shaped, narrow in the southeast and broad in the 
northwest. The Pranhita-Godavari, including the Satpura basin, is 725 km long, oriented 
southeast-northwest, has an average width of about 60 km (Fig. 1). However, the Damodar 
and Rajmahal belts comprise isolated outliers oriented east-west and north-south, respectively. 
Recent mapping by the Gelogical Survey of India has brought out small isolated occurrences 
of Gondwana rocks outside the major basins. These occurrences include the Gola and Barjora 
outliers beyond the southern faulted boundary of the Damodar basin, the Phulbani outlier 
about 70 km southeast of the Talchir coalfield in the Mahanadi basin, and the Yellandu (18° 
48' : 79° 41'). Kamaram (17° 58' : 80° 12') and Tallada (17° 13' : 80° 26') outliers outside 
the faulted margins of the Godavari basin (Raja Rao, 1982; N.D. Mitra personal 
communication, 1990). In extra-Peninsular India, the Gondwana rocks occur as a linear belt 
in the foothills of Arunachal Pradesh and Sikkim in the northeast, and in eastern and central 
parts of Nepal (Bashyal, 1980). In addition, the Gondwana strata have also been reported 
subsurface below the Gangetic alluvium near Purnea in north Bihar and near Bogra in north 
Bangladesh (Casshyap, 1977). Thus, the elongate nature of the Gondwana basins, their 
nortliward extension in the eastern part, and the occurrence of small outcrops outside each 
basin should have important bearing on the origin, their paleogeography and in tlie 
reconstruction of dcpositional extent and configuration of these basins. 
Stratigraphic Setting 
A comparative Gondwana stratigraphy of various basins is summarised in Table 1. The 
Gondwana strata rest directly on the Archaean basement in most of the basins, except in the 
Godavari basin where they overlie the Middle Proterozoic Cuddapah sediments (Pakhal). The 
available rock record suggests that the Gondwana sedimentation was initiated in Late 
Carboniferous/ Early Permian and continued upto the Late Triassic in most basins. In the 
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Fig. 1 Outline map of Peninsular India showing tlie distribution of Archaean basement, 
Proterozolc basins, the overlying Late Palaeozoic-Mesozoic Gondwana basins (1,2,3) the 
younger Deccan Trap, and the Recent alluvium. (1) Koel-Damodar basin, (2) 
Son-Mahanadi basin, (3) Pranhita-Godavari-Satpura basin. 
Pranhita-Godavari basin, the Gondwana sedimentation continued through the Jurassic upto 
Early Cretaceous. Consequently, the Godavan basin with its 5 km thick succession represents 
a complete record of the Gondwana stratigraphy from the Early Permian to Early Cretaceous. 
The lowermost glacigene Talchir Formation forms a thin cover on the basement, varymg 
from 60 to > 450 m in thickness. It crops out along the basin margins as discontinuous 
patches and tends to thicken rapidly towards central parts. The overlying Barakar Coal 
Measures - the basal part of which has been separately distinguished lilhologically and 
designated as the Karharbari Formation in some basins - are widespread throughout and 
relatively thick (-800 m). The succeeding Barren Measures/Moturs and 
Raniganj/Kamthi/Bijori, likewise, occur extensively in most basins, varying in thickness from 
400 to 850 m and 500 to 1035 m, respectively. The post-Permian Upper Gondwana 
stratigraphy is poorly defined and largely unclassified liU date (Table 1). The Triassic 
Gondwana occurs locally in the Damodar and Mahanadi basins; it is absent m the Jhana 
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Table 1. Comparative Late Palaeozoic-Mesozoic stratigraphy in the Gondwana basins of 
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coalfield, but is widespread and extensively developed in the northern parts of the Son and 
in the Saipura and central part of iJie Godavari basih. The younger sediments of the Jurassic 
(Kota) and Early Cretaceous (Gangpur, Chikiala) occur only on tlic northeastern margin of 
the Godavari basin. 
Structure and Tectonic Setting 
A noteworthy feature of the Gondwana stratigraphy is the tendency of llie 
post-Karharbari formations, parlicularly the Barakar, Raniganj'/Kamthi, and 
Panchct/Mahadcva/Pachmarhi, to overlap the underlying strata and rest directly on the 
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Archaean basement at many places. The relationship evidently calls for periodic expansion 
of the Gondwana basins following initial rifling and deposition of the Talchir and 
conglomeratic Karharbari formations. 
The regional trend of tlie Gondwana rocks is by and large east-west in most basins. 
The strata are generally low-dipping (10"), although steep dips occur in places, specially 
along the fault-bounded margins. Likewise, the Gondwana rocks are locally folded in several 
basins (Verma and Singh, 1979; Casshyap, 1981), more so in ilie proximity of boundary 
faults. These boundary faults which arc oriented east-west in tlie Damodar, Son (Singrauli), 
and Saipura basins, and southeast - northwest in the Mahanadi and Godavari basins, and as 
a rule truncate the Gondwana strata, evident iy suggest post-dcpositional rifting of the expanded 
Gondwana basins. There are also intrabasinal faults (De, 1979), almost parallel and subparallcl 
to the boundary faults. The last tectonic event is manifested by a network of basic and 
ultrabasic dykes and widespread fauliing including boundary faults, followed by large-scale 
eruption of the Deccan basalts. However, there is no report till date of the occurrence of 
inicrbcddcd volcanoclastics or syndcposiiional basin magmalism. 
A prominent tectonic feature of the Peninsular India is the Narmada-Son Lineament. 
Considered as a major line of geological discontinuity (West, 1962), this lineament has now 
been recognised as an ancient tectonic feature across the Archaean terrain and dated Early 
Precambrian (Choubcy, 1971), or more precisely. Late Archaean-Early Prolcrozoic (Naqvi 
et a!., 1974; Crawford, 1978). It has been suggested that the aforesaid lineament represents 
the southern limit of the Late Protero/.oic Vindhyan basin and northern limit of Late 
Palaeozoic- Mesozoic Gondwana basins (West, 1962; Choubey, 1971; Mitra, this volume). 
Accordingly, the southern and northern blocks of the Peninsula, separated along the 
Narmada-Son lineament, have been visualised as land barriers during the time of the Vindhyan 
and Gondwana sedimentation, respectively. Likewise, the Godavari and Mahanadi rift systems, 
which cut across the Eastern Ghat, arc believed to be Proterozoic lineaments in the Peninsular 
Shield (Dar and Viswanathan, 1964; Casshyap, 1990). 
The postulalion ihai the Narmada-Son lineament acted as a land barrier during the 
course of Gondwana sedimentation does not seem valid. There is no denying, however, that 
these ancient tectonic lineaments had played important roles in the origin, configuration and 
palaeogcography of the Gondwana basins. 
Thickness Distribution, Lithofacies Organisation and Dispersal 
The Gondwana sequence has an estimated thickness of about 3400 m in the Damodar 
basin, 2400 m in the Son-Mahanadi, 2600 m in the Satpura, and a maximum of about 5 km 
in the Godavari basin. Complete stratigraphic succession is not recorded at any single place, 
although most of the lilhounits crop out in the Godavari basin. Till dale, no serious attempt 
has been made to analyse and interpret the regional thickness distribution in the Gondwana 
basins, apparently due to lack of deep borehole logs and proper correlation. Figure 2 attempts 
to show the available thickness distribution of the Gondwana sequence in the Son-Mahanadi 
basin, based on the data from the Geological Survey of India (Coal Wing News, 1987). 
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Fig. 2 Outline map of the Son-Maliaiiadi basin sliowing progressive increase in total thickness 
of the Gondwana rocks from southeast to northwest. Note the truncation of the Gondwana 
by the Narmada-Son lineament (Thickness data from Coal Wing News, GSI, 1987). 
Evidently, ilie Gondwana sequence exhibits a progressive thickening towards northwest in 
the Son basin where it is more than 2000 m. This may have a significant palaeogeographic 
implication in respect of its northward continuity vis-a-vis llie Narmada-Son Hneament. 
The lithofacies organisation, iiicewise, provides useful evidence with regard to the basin 
configuration. By and large, tlie Gondwana rocks display gross similarity in lithofacies 
characters and their association in \i^e widely separated basins of the Peninsular India 
(Casshyap and Tewari, 1984, 1987). The Talchir Formation at the base lies unconformably 
on the Archaean basemenl/Mid-Prolerozoic Pakhal, composed of ihin impersislent, massive 
and stratified tilliie, clast- and matrix supported conglomerate, cross-bedded sandstone, and 
lammated shale and rhythmite with or without dropstones. These lithofacies show systematic 
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variation in proximal and distal parts within each basin, suggesting that the basement profile 
possibly played an important role in tlie distribution and dispersal of various Talchir facies, 
as documented in the Son-Mahanadi basin. The rest of the Permian sediments including the 
Karharbari, Barakar, Barren Measures/ Molur, and Ranganj/ Kamthi/ Bijori are essentially 
fluvial in origin, made up of recurring fining-upward cycles of conglomerate or pebbly 
sandstone > coarse to medium sandstone > interbedded assemblage > shale/(or) 
coal > sandstone, as the case may be. The lithofacies composition reveals a progressive 
decline in total sandstone and increase in shale and coal (fine elastics) from lower to upper 
Permian and from proximal (southeast) to distal parts (northwest) in the Son-Mahanadi basin 
(Casshyap and Tewari, 1984). 
A significant feature of the lilliofacies assemblage is the selective occurrence of 
conglomerates and pebbly sandstones. The coarse clastic lithofacies is developed particularly 
in the Talchir and overlying Karharbari, more often near the faulted margins of the existing 
outliers (coalfields) of the Damodar basin, Talchir and lb-River coalfields of the Mahanadi 
basin, and in parts of the Godavari and Satpura basins. The subsurface lithologs of the various 
Gondwana basins do not show any marked record of recurrence of conglomerate/ pebbly 
sandstone in the middle and upper Permian strata. Integrated evidence from lithofacies, 
sand-shale ratio, and sandstone composition suggest progressive maturity of source highlands 
as sedimentation progressed from tlie Karharbari upto the Raniganj in each basin (Casshyap 
and Tewari, 1987). By contrast, the overlying Triassic sediments abound in sandstones, and 
are composed of multistoreyed coarse- to medium- crossbedded sandstones, with or without 
thinly bedded grey, red, and micaceous shale. In the northerly Satpura basin, boulder 
conglomerate/ pebbly beds are prominently developed in the Bagra Formation, overlying the 
Lower to Middle Triassic Paclimarhi and Denwa. The Jurassic (Kota) and Lower Cretaceous 
rocks (Chikiala) of the Godavari basin are made up of interbedded sandstone/shale with 
occasional limestone beds in the former and conglomerate in the latter (Raja Rao, 1982). 
Origin and Evolution 
Proterozoic Rift Lineaments and Gondwana Basins 
Figure 3 shows a schematic reconsluction of the major Early Proterozoic lineaments, 
which may have influenced the development of sedimentary basins on the Archaean basement 
in the Peninsular India, including the Bijawar and Vindhyan basins in the north, and Cuddapah 
and Gondwana basins south of the Narmada-Son lineament. 
The Godavari rift valley is a classical example. The Middle Proterozoic Pakhal and 
Sullavai are apparently the oldest sediments deposited in this rift. These are succeeded by 
the Late Palaeozoic-Mesozoic Gondwna succession. Evidently, the Godavari rift, which cuts 
across the Eastern Ghat and extends northwest to Nagpur and beyond under the Deccan Trap 
may well be post-Dharwar or pre-Cuddapali in age (Dar and Viswanathan, 1964; Naqvi et 
al., 1974), or may have developed contemporaneously with the Pakhal as a failed rift or an 
aulacogen (Casshyap, 1990). The Mahanadi trough, associated with the Cuddapah and 
Gondwana sediments, and which cuts across the Eastern Ghat, may also have formed during 
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Fig. 3 Schematic representation of tlie major Karly Protero/oic lineaments and morplio-tectonic 
elements of the Peninsular India, (1) Munger-Saharsa Ridge, (2) IJundelkhand-Fai/.abad 
Ridge, (3) Aravalli-Delhi Fold Belt, (4) Narmada-Son Lineament, bounding the 
Proterozoic/Gondwana basins. 
the post-Dharwar and pre-Cuddapah limes. The Narmada-Son lianeament, likewise, has been 
an ancient feature connected with some primary weak zone of proloconiinenis (West, 1962; 
Choubcy, 1971) as mentioned earlier. Mishra el al. (1989) have reported gravity low over 
these rifl valleys. The Koel-Damodar basin in caslcm India extending easl-soulheasl in 
subsurface (Casshyap, 1977; Casshyap and Tewari, 1987) may have similarly developed. 
It seems quite likely, tliereforc, thai these ancient lineaments and rifl systems, which 
were reactivated time to lime, set ihe scenario for the morphoteclonic configuration of 
sedimenlry basins as and when they developed and superimposed on the Archaean basement 
after the Cuddapah orogeny. 
Tectono-Sedimentary Mod<d 
The early concept that the Gondwana basins represent grabcns and half-grabens in 
which sedimentation took place pari passu with rifling (Fox, 1934) call for a careful 
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direcled towards northwest in all the 
Gondwana basins of peninsular India (Cas-
shyap, 1977; Cassliyap and Qidwai, 1971, 
Casshyap and Tewari, 1984, 1987). 
llius, the conspicuous reversal of-
paleosope-towards south in the Bagra For-
mation, overlying the Middle Tnassic Denwa, 
is a significant feature of Mesozoic sedimen-
tation having tectonic, paleogeogrphic and 
straligraphic implications in the northern part 
of Salpura terrain in the vicinity of Nar-
mada-Son lineament zone (Casshyap et al , 
in press). 
DEPOSITIONAL SYSTEM 
Tlie coarse grained nature of the sediments, 
the upward-fining distribution and lateral 
changes in gross lithology and stratification 
types, and limited paleocurrent data suggest 
that the Bagra conglomeratic sequence was 
deposited as an alluvial fan system that 
prograded southward from a highland source 
area l(x;ated immediately north of the present 
outcrop belt, as shown schematically in figure 
5. Tectonically, the preferred vertical sequence 
of Bagra, comprising conglomerates, 
sandstones and shales, closely resembles that 
of a graben/half graben or nfl basin (Burke, 
1977; Burke and Dewey, 1973). Modern and 
ancient analogues of aLuvial fan and braided 
river systems have been widely reported in 
recent years (Boothroyd and Ashley, 1975, 
Miall, 1977, Ileward, 1978; Nemec and Steel, 
1984, Ethridge et al, 1984). 
Tiie characteristics of massive con-
glomerate facies in lower part of the formation 
strongly support an active bed load system 
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and one in which the transporting mechanism 
was capable of molding and reworking the 
sediments into broad sheet-like bodies. The 
clast-supported framework suggests that cur-
rents were capable of winnowing finer grained 
sediments. Occasionally high sediment and 
water discharges resulted in local growth of 
horizontal stratified gravel sheets and with 
subsequent vertical and lateral growth into 
longitudinal/diagonal bars (Hein and Walker, 
1977; Middleton and Trujillo, 1984). These 
features and overall textural immaturity may 
suggest emplacement of gravel sheets during 
major/ephemeral flooding on distal fan sur-
faces (Names and Steel, 1984). Waning stage 
may account for local upward - fining. 
Alternatively, similar deposits and interpreta-
tions are reported from proximal re<iches of 
modem braided outwash streams (Boothroyd 
and Ashley, 1975; Scott model of Miall, 
1977) and from ancient proximal braid plains 
(Eriksson and Vos, 1979). 
Intercalated matrix - supported con-
glomerate facies containing upgraded suban-
gular to subroundcd outsize clasts, may 
represent local lobes of high viscosity debris 
flow on alluvial fans. Depending on local 
relief, cUmate, and density, viscosity and 
strength of matrix, debris flows occur as 
intercalated bodies preferentially in the 
proximal parts of alluvial fans (Hooke, 1967; 
Steel, 1974; Bull, 1977). Even some water 
rich settings in the marginal and distal parts 
may be dominated by mass flows (Miall, 
1983). Clast-and matrix-supported con-
glomerates in middle part of the formation 
southward are relatively finer grained (pebb-
ly), better sorted and interbedded with 
cross-bedded channel sandstone (Fig. 3B), 
indicating high energy fluvial system in mid 
- alluvial fan (? Donjek model of Miall, 
1977). 
A vertical change from proximal to more 
distal fluvial settings is suggested by the 
increase in coarse to medium grained, 
profusely cross-bedded sandstone and as-
sociated shale facies farther south, interpreted 
to represent transverse and linguoid bars and 
overbank facies of braided river plains (Fig. 
5). This change is likely to be the result of 
decreasing stream gradient with decreasing 
source area relief. 
In summary, the upward - fining sequence 
of Bagra Formation representing lower, middle 
and upper parts may broadly resemble the 
vertical profile models of Scott, Donjek and 
Saskatchewan - type braided rivers (Miall, 
1977; Cant, 1978). 
PROVENANCE 
The polymictic clast assemblage of Bagra 
conglomerates consisting of red quartzitc, 
green phyllite, green quartzite, red jasper 
conglomerate and granitoid gneiss, among 
others, imphes derivation mainly from early 
Proterozoic supracrustals of the Bijawar 
Supergroup and underlying granitoid rocks 
which were apparently faulted and uplifted 
to form highlands in the north of the study 
area (Fig. 5), to provide a major source of 
gravels and sand for the alluvial fans of the 
subsiding Bagra trough. The paleocurrent 
results suggesting southerly sediment transport 
and paleoslope indeed support the northerly 
source for the Bagra assemblage. This 
morpho-tectonic setting is in contrast to that 
of the underlying Denwa and Pachmarhi 
formations, which had their source area 
located to that of the south of Satpura basin 
with paleoflow and paleoslope directed 
towards north as discussed earlier. 
REAPJ'ItAISAL OF 
STRA'riGIiAPIIIC STATUS 
In as much as the Bagra Formation has 
not yielded faunal remains, except for two 
imperfect casts of gastropod shells (Crook-
shank, 1936), a specific age has not been 
assigned to this lithounit independently. 
Several workers have contended that the 
Bagra Formation may be considered as partly 
equivalent to and partly younger than the 
Denwa (Pascoe, 1959; Saslri et o/., 1977). 
Since ihe age of Denwa beds is considered 
to be between late Lower to Middle Triassic 
(Chartterjee and Roychowdhury, 1974), the 
age of Bagra has been suggested to be around 
late Triassic (Singh and Ghosh, 1977). 
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I'ig. 6. ScliLMiialic geologicdl cross sctlions showing relalionsliips of Bagra willi underlying and overlying sirala. 
A) Silarewa seclion; B) Malkuli section. Locations of sections (X-Y and P-Q) are shown in Figure 1. In the 
Matkuli section, P,M,D, refer to Proximal-, Medial-, and distal fans. 
Field relationship of the Bagra Formation 
does not support the above contention, in as 
much as it lies in contact with different rock 
formations (Fig.l). It lies faulted against or 
unconformably upon the Archean metamor-
phics and early Permian Talchir/Barkar rocks 
along the northern margin of the basin (Fig. 
6 A). To the southwest of Matkuli in central 
part, it lies upon the late Lower to Middle 
Triassic Denwa possibly with a slight angular 
unconformity (Fig. 6 B). The varied relation-
ship of Bagra with the underlying strata may 
imply an uplift after the deposition of 
Pachmarhi/Denwa, erosion to produce an 
uneven surface profile, and subsequent 
downfaulting iq form an uneven basement 
for the overlying alluvial fans of the Bagra 
trough. A prolonged time interval is apparently 
called for after the deposition of Denwa to 
account for uplift, erosion and non- deposition, 
and graben formation prior to the deposition 
of Bagra lithic-fill. A break in sedimentation 
is further supported by marked contrast in 
the lithofacies, depositional model, and 
reversal of paleoslope of Bagra vis-a-vis 
underlying Denwa/Pachmarhi. It is quite 
likely, therefore, that the Bagra Formation 
may be younger in age than late Triassic, 
unlike the general belief. However, the Bagra 
is conformably overlain by Jabalpur Formation 
(Fig. 6 A) which has been assigned an early 
Cretaceous age (Mitra et al., 1979), and the 
Jabalpur, in turn, directly by the Deccan 
basalt having erupted about 65.7 ± 2 Ma 
(Jaeger et al, 1989). Interestingly, the sediment 
transport and paleoslope of the Jabalpur 
Formation, like the Bagra, are southward directed 
suggesting a northerly provenance (Chanda, 
. 1968) and a broad similarity of depositional 
setting. The Jabalpur assemblage charac-
terised dominantly by sandy facies, may 
well represent tlie d i ^ and uppermost facies of 
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the braided river alluvial fan system of the 
Bagra Formation. 
Tlius, the various lines of stratigraphic, 
tectonic and scdimcntologic evidence cited 
above would tend to suggest that the Bagra 
Formation of Satpura basin should be younger 
than late Triassic but older than or equivalent 
to late Jurassic - early Cretaceous, Significant-
ly, the southerly reversal of paleoslopc has 
also been reported from the contemporary 
coastal Gondwana rocks of Athgarh 
(Mahanadi basin) and Golapalli (Godavari 
basin) along the cast coast (Casshyap, 1977), 
which are also of late Jurassic - early 
Cretaceous age. 
To sum up, these late Jurassic - early 
Cretaceous outliers of Bagra, Jabalpur, as 
also Athgarh and Golapalli, superimposed on 
the Permo-Triassic Gondwana sequence, arc 
significant lithounits of the corresponding 
event stratigraphy, following Triassic 
sedimentation. 
The Bagra and Jabalpur rift (? pull -
apart) basins may be attributed to vertical 
(and lateral) movements along the Narmada 
- Son lineament, and general uplift (doming) 
to the north with corresponding paleodrainage 
and palcoslope reversal towards south, 
proceeding largescale eruption of Deccan 
basalt, following the breakup and drifting of 
India from Antarctica. 
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Gondwana basins of India occupy the middle of a 7500 km sector of radial 
valleys and lobes in central-eastern Gondwanaland 
Ram CTewari 
Department of Geology, D.S. College, Allgarh, U.P., India 
J. J. Veevers 
Australian Plate Research Group, School of Earth Sciences, Macquarie University, N.S.W., Australia 
ABSTRACT: During Permian and Triassic times, the Gondwana sequence of India, lateral 
equivalents in southern Australia and southeastern Africa, and an upslope equivalent in 
coastal East Antarctica were deposited in a 7500 km sector of valleys and lobes that 
radiated through 180° of arc from an inferred upland in East Antarctica. Initially 
glacigenic, subsequently coal-measure sediments, and finally redbeds were deposited 
during the stage of Pangean sagging. The middle part of the sector, crossed by alluvial 
valleys, is underlain by brittle Precambrian basement which, during the Late Triassic 
and Jurassic stage of Pangean rifting, was dismembered into grabens and half-grabens. 
The outer parts of the sector in southeastern Australia and southern Africa underlain 
by flexible Paleozoic basement were crossed by sedimentary lobes in ovate basins little 
deformed by later rifting. In its vast scale, the Gondwana sector of radial drainage is 
matched in the modern world only by the drainage that radiates north from the Central 
Asian upland. 
INTRODUCTION 
Elliot (1975) and Mitra et al. (1979) 
suggested that the Permian sediments of 
East Antarctica and peninsular India were 
deposited in a master basin and that the 
Indian sediments were derived in part from 
Antarctica. Kent (1991) suggested that the 
fill of the Gondwana basins of India was 
derived from an uplift across coastal East 
Antarctica and eastern India. This region 
was underlain by a thermal anomaly in the 
asthenosphere that emerged in the 
Cretaceous as the Kerguelen hot spot. By 
considering a wider frame of reference 
that includes southern Australia and 
southeast Africa we suggest that the 
Gondwana basins of India occupied the 
middle part of a 7500 km-wide sector of 
radial valleys and sedimentary lobes that 
radiated from an upland in the interior of 
East Antarctica. 
GONDWANA PALEO-VALLEYS 
The Permian and Triassic alluvium of the 
Gondwana basins of India was deposited on 
a northwest paleo-slope in broad 
paleo-valleys within paleo-uplands. The 
example of this paleo-geography shown in 
Figure 1 pertains to the Early Permian 
deposition of the Karharbari-Barakar 
Formations in the Godavari, Son-Mahanadi, 
Damodar, and Rajmahal paleo-valleys within 
the Chhatisgarh, Faizaljad, Chhota-Nagpur, 
and Monghyr-Saharsa paleo-uplands (M-S in 
Fig. 1). The downslope to the northwest is 
indicated (Casshyap and Tewari 1982) by 
1) the area of marine flooding (from Bap 
in the northwest to the Son, Damodar, and 
Rajmahal paleo-valleys on the northeast) 
at the end of Talchir deposition, part of 
the glacio-eustatic Tastubian 
transgression probably reinforced by a lag 
in post-glacial isostatic rebound, and 
2) the polarized northwestward fluvial 
paleo-currents and their northward 
deflection around the eastern side of the 
inferred Monghyr-Saharsa paleo-upland. 
Parts of the valleys were bound by scarps 
as indicated by the proximal (or piedmont) 
facies of the Karharbari Formation in the 
Damodar, Mahanadi, and Godavari 
paleo-valleys. Paleo-valleys locally wider 
than the present structural basins are 
suggested by the outliers at Phulbani 
(20°27'N, 84°15'E) and the Mailaram High, 
150 km northwest of Narsapur. 
The Karharbari-Barakar paleo-geography 
is essentially unchanged from that of the 
preceding Talchir Formation, as indicated 
(but not shown here) by ice-flow 
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Fig.l Gondwana basins of India, showing paleo-currents in the Early Permian 
Karharbari and Barakar Formations (short full arrows) of palynozones II and [II (Tiwari 
and Tripathl 1988), Late Permian Raniganj Formation (projected broken arrow) of 
palynozone V, and Early Cretaceous Athgarh, Chikiala, and Golapalli Formations (long 
full arrow). Marine invertebrates (coil) indicate the Early Permian (palynozone I or 
Tastubian) marine ingression towards the end of the deposition of the Talchir Formation 
that preceded the Karharbari and Barakar Formations. Paleo-valleys (e.g. Damodar) 
within paleo-uplands (e.g., Chhota-Nagpur) shown on a base map from Roy (1962). Data 
from Veevers and Tewari (in prep.) include Karharbari-Barakar: Casshyap (1973), 
Casshyap and Tewari (1984), Khan (1987), Ramanaraurthy (1985), and Tewari and Casshyap 
(1982); proximal or piedmont facies of Karharbari Formation from Mitra (1987); 
Raniganj: Casshyap and Kumar (1987); Athgarh: Kumar and Bhandari (1973); Chikiala: 
Dutta and Laha (1979); and Golapalli: Prasada Rao (1976). M-S= Monghyr-Saharsa 
paleo-upland. 
directions from pavement striations and 
till fabric, and river flow from cross-dip 
azimuths (Casshyap 1979, Casshyap and 
Tewari 1982, Casshyap and Srivastava 1988, 
Chaudhuri and Mondal 1989, Frakes et al. 
1975, Smith 1963a,b). The succeeding Late 
Permian Raniganj Formation had the same 
paleo-geography, except it was deposited 
by paleo-currents running from east to 
west along the Damodar paleo-valley 
(Figure 1); the paleo-geography of the 
Permo-Triassic Panchet Formation (Dutta 
and Laha 1979) and the Late Triassic 
Supra-Panchet/Mahadeva Formations (Tewari, 
personal observations 1990), though based 
on scanty data, reverted to that of the 
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Fig. 2 Reconstruction and paleo-latitude of Early Permian southern Pangea between 
Paleo-Tethys and Panthalassa (C.McA. Powell and Z.X. Li in prep.)- Permian and Triassic 
fluvial transport azimuth (full arrow) except projected Late Permian Raniganj Formation 
and Amery Group of Beaver Lake (broken arrow) of radial drainage (stippled) around East 
Antarctic paleo-upland (cross-hatched), and Early Permian (Tastubian) marine 
ingressions (heavy barbed line) from Paleo-Tethys and Panthalassa. The azimuth in the 
Beardmore Glacier area pertains to the Permian only; by the Triassic the paleo-current 
had reversed (Collinson 1990). Another paleo-upland (cross-hatched) is the post-glacial 
Atlantic Mountains (AM). BG=Beardmore Glacier (Barrett and Kohn 1975), BL=Beaver Lake 
(the sediment here is Late Permian and Early Triassic: Webb and Fielding 1990), 
C=Collie (Wilson 1989), DA=Daraodar (Fig. 1), DM=Darwin Mountains (Barrett and Kohn 
1975), GO=Godavari (Fig. 1), ITS=Indus-Tsangpo Suture, KB=Karoo Basin, KT=basement of 
the Karoo terrain (Rust 1975), LHR=Lord Howe Rise, LZ=Lower Zambezi (Rust 1975), 
MA=Mahanadi (Fig. 1), MBF=Main Boundary Fault, NZP=New Zealand Plateau, PA=Palar, 
southern India (Mitra et al. 1979), RA=Rajmahal (Fig. 1), RB=Rio Bonito (Castro 1988), 
RNGI=restored northern edge of Greater India, SE AUS= south-eastern Australia (Veevers 
1984, p. 240), SP=South paleo-Pole, T=Tasmania (Hand 1990), UE=Upper Ecca (Ryan and 
Whitfield 1979), VL=Victoria Land (Walker 1983), VR=Vryheid (Ryan and Whitfield 1979), 
W=Waterberg (Rust 1975), and ZT=Zambezian or fault-bounded terrain (Rust 1975). 
Karharbari and Barakar Formations. It is 
only with the deposition of the Early 
Cretaceous Athgarh and Golapalli 
Sandstones in rivers that flowed 
southeastward from the Mailaram High (with 
counter-flowing rivers that deposited the 
Chikiala Sandstone on the northwest flank 
- Figure 1) that a new paleo-geography, 
due to the breakup of India and 
Antarctica, replaced the old. And it was 
not until the Cretaceous/Tertiary boundary 
that the present southeastward slope of 
peninsular India was established, as shown 
by eruption of the Deccan Traps from a 
centre in the Western Ghats extending to 
the east coast (represented by an 
erosional outlier at Narsapur [1&°28°N, 
81°45'E] - Jaeger et al. 1989) . The 
modern drainage of the Godavari/Krishna 
Rivers, Mahanadi River, and Koel-Damodar 
Rivers, which give their names to the 
Gondwana structural basins, follows that 
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of their Permian and Mesozoic forebears 
due to the endurance of the intervening 
uplands; but the flow is reversed because 
India was detached from uphill Antarctica 
by seafloor spreading during the Early 
Cretaceous and then uplifted in the 
western part of the peninsula during the 
latest Cretaceous. 
7500 KM SECTOR OF RADIAL DRAINAGE 
The paleo-slopes of the Gondwana sequence 
and its lateral equivalents define a 7500 
km-wide sector of alluvial paleo-valleys 
that radiated through 180° of arc from an 
inferred upland in East Antarctica (Figure 
2). Between the upland and the 
Panthalassan margin lay the Transantarctic 
foreland basin (Collinson 1990). Permian 
paleo-currents in Victoria Land (VL in 
Figure 2), the Darwin Mountains (DM), and 
the Beardmore Glacier (BG) point obliquely 
away from the inferred paleo-upland and 
from a saddle across the axis of the 
Transantarctic Basin. 
A moat about the radial valleys is 
indicated by the areas flooded by the 
Tastubian transgression. Anticlockwise 
from Tasmania, the moat crosses 1) 
southeastern Australia, 2) southwestern 
Australia and northern India (Figure 1), 
3) southern Africa, and 4) the South 
Atlantic margin of South America. With the 
regression of the sea, fluvial deposition 
resumed except in the Atlantic margin, 
which became a source upland for the Upper 
Ecca Group and Rio Bonito Coal Measures. 
Over the whole land area shown in Figure 
2, individual fingers and lobes of 
glacigenic (initially non-marine and 
finally marine), then coal measure 
sediment (the first deposits at Beaver 
Lake), and finally redbeds were deposited 
during the Early Permian to mid-Triassic 
stage of Pangean sagging (Veevers 1989, in 
press). The middle (Indian) part of the 
sector, crossed by alluvial valleys, is 
underlain by brittle Precambrian basement 
(Zarabezian terrain of Rust 1975), which, 
during the Late Triassic and Jurassic 
stage of Pangean rifting, was dismembered 
into grabens and half-grabens. In 
contrast, the outer parts of the sector in 
southeastern Australia and southern Africa 
underlain by flexible Paleozoic and 
Precambrian basement (Karoo terrain of 
Rust 1975) were crossed by sediment lobes 
that accumulated in ovate flexured basins 
little deformed by later rifting. 
The Gondwana sector of radial drainage 
and its inferred source are today matched 
in size (but not in gross tectonic 
setting) by the arc of drainage (Caspian 
and Aral Seas and the rivers Ob, Yenisey, 
Lena, Amur, Hwang-Ho, and Yangtse) about 
the Central Asian upland. Furthermore, the 
Gondwanan foreland basin of the 
Transantarctic Mountains is matched by the 
present-day foreland basin of the Persian 
Gulf and the Indus and Ganges Rivers on 
the other side of the Central Asian 
upland. 
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Paleochannel metamorphosis in late Paleozoic Gondwana rocks 
of eastern peninsular India 
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Abstract 
About 900 m thick late Paleozoic Gondwana sequence of Giridih, Saharjuri, Jainty and Dhakoi basins 
of eastern Inc'ia reci-'rds a gradual increase in fine elastics from fluvio-glacial oulwash (Talcl ir) through 
overlying fluvial Karharbari and Barakar Formations. These sediments were deposited by northwesterly 
flowing streams w/ih ir creasing cross tedding azimuth vaiihbility from Talchir ('208) through Karharbari 
(1807) upto Barakar (2501). Vaiious paleochannel and paleohydrologic attributes were conputed separa ely 
for these three formations using empirical equations dc\eloped for modern streams. Results indicate a 
systematic decline in paleochannel depth, channel width, slope, mean annual discharge and paleoflow velocity 
with consequent increase in sediment load parameter and paleochannel sinuosity, implying progressive 
metamorphosis in paleochannel pattern from gravelly to sandy braided to moderately sinuous from Talchir 
through Karharbari upto Barakar It is suggested ihai a gradual decline in the relief of source highlands and 
pr. gressive amelioration of climate from cold to temperate-humid were among other factors which con-
trolled the Idle Paleozoic paleochannel evolution in this pan of the Peninsular India. 
Introduction 
The valuable contributions of fluvial 
gpomorphologists and hydraulic engineers 
have greatly enhanced our understanding of 
the dynamics of fluvial systems. Scdiment-
ologists are now able to analyse among 
other things, complex array of geomorphic 
and hydrologic variables that constitute an 
ancient fluvial system Several successful 
attempts have been made in recent years to 
reconstruct fluvial paieochannels on the 
basis of empirical relationships between 
geomorphic variables, cliannel parameters 
and sediment types developed for modern 
streams (Cotter, 1971; Miail, 1976; Casshyap 
and Khan, 1982; Casshyap and Tewari, 1984; 
Gardner, 1983; Barrett and Fitzgerald, 
1985; Khan 1987). Although, there are cer-
tain limitations in collecting basic data as 
summarised elsewhere (Eihridge and 
Schumm, 1978), the results nevertheless 
provide useful parameters regarding the 
nature and magnitude of paieochannels for 
precise interpretations of ancient fluvifi! 
systems. 
The present study aims at evaluating 
paleochannel parameters and paleol-ydrolo-
gic attributes for Talchir, Karharbari and 
Barakar rivers of Giridih and adjoining 
Gondwana basins of eastern India with a 
view to reconstruct paleochannel evolution 
viz-a-viz dcpositional style through time 
from fluvio-glacial outwash through fluvial 
Gondwana sequence. 
Geological Summary and Sedi-
mentary Chasacttrs 
Four Gondwana basins of Giridih, Sahar-
juri, Jainty and Dhakoi under study are 
locati^d in the north of Koel-Damod^r 
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Fig. 1. Map showing location of the study area. 
Gondvvana basin of Bihar, eastern India 
(Fig. 1). Gondwana stratigraphy of these 
basins comprising Talchir, Karharbari and 
Barakar Formations in ascending order and 
their sedimentary characters are summarised 
in Table I. The lowermost Talchir (^85 m) 
lies unconformably on Archean bastment 
and crops cut throughout the area The 
overlying Karharbari (~305 m) having 
channelled and scoured contact with the 
Talchir is widely exposed in the Giridih 
basin. The succeeding Barakar (225-500 m) 
lies gradationally above the Karharbari is 
well developed in the Saharjuri and Jainty 
basins. 
The Talchir Formation is made up of 
massive to cross bedded conglomerate, 
coarse-to medium-cross bedded sandstone, 
small patches of tillite embedded in cong-
lomerate and sandstone, and green shale. 
The overall context of facies, cyclical nature, 
and internal sedimentary structures arc 
features attributed to fluvio glacial outwash 
origin for the Talchir sequence of study area 
(Casshyap and Tewari, 1982). The overly-
ing Karharbari Formation is dominantly 
arenaceous comprising pebbly, gritty, coarse 
to medium sandstone (~85%) with subordi-
nate amount of shale (~8%) and coal 
(.^7%). The Barakar Formation, however, 
records an increase in the amount of shale 
(-~ 30%) and coal (~30%) at the expense 
of sandstones ( ~40%) . The bulk of Kar-
harbari and Barakar sandstones are prof-
usely cross bedded into cosets of large scale 
trough and planar cro.ss beds, and occur as 
channel-like bodies. On the basis of litho-
facies composition, geometry and vertical 
associations, the Karharbari and Barakar 
sequences of the area have been interpre-
ted as deposits of braided and moderately 
sinuous streams (Tewari and Casshyap, 
1982. 1983). 
Paleoflow analysis reveals west-northwest-
erly and northerly sediment transpc rt, 
respectively during Talchir, Karharbari and 
Barakar Formations of given area (Tewari 
and Casshyap, 1982) Interestingly, the 
variance of cross bedding dip azimuths 
exhibits an increase from Talchir (1208) 
through Karhtrbari ,^1807) upto Barakar 
(2501). 
Paleochannel Magnitude and Paleo-
hydrology 
Bankful Chaaoel Depth (ds) 
The bankful channel depth and width are 
significantly related with other channel para-
meters and are considered as basic require-
ments for paleochannel reconstruction 
(Schumrn, 1972). The estimation of these 
parameters is, therefore, most critical in 
determining other channel parameters of 
alluvial system. The direct and reliable 
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Table 1. Stratigraphy and sedimentary characters of late Paleozolo Gondvrana rocks of Girdih and 







Coarse to medium grained cross-
bedded, channel and tabular shape 
sandstone, interbedd fine 
sandstones — shale, shale and coal. 
Fining upward symmetrical cycles 
of sandstone—shale-coal shale. 
Pebbly to gritty, coarse to 
medium grained, cross — bedded 
sandstone, thin and lenticular 
shales and coal. Fining upward 




N = 630 
ev=359* 
L = 50% 
S^  = 2501 
S —50 
N = 877 
eV'-343* 
L = 75% 
8^=1807 
S = 42 
Talchir 
(85 m) 
Clast and matrix supported, 
massive to cross bedded 
conglomerate, coarse to medium 
cross bedded sandstone, small 
patches of tilliie laminated siltstone and shale 
N = 84 
flV = 297" 
L = 81% 
S2 = 1208 
S = 34 7 
method of estimating the parameters is from 
epsilon cross-stratified units of point bars 
(Allen, 1965; Moody-Stuart, 1966; Cotter, 
1971). In the study area, the epsilon cross-
stratified units could not be recognised con-
clusively, perhaps because of the lack of 
point bar deposits. Alternatively, the aver-
age thickness of trough crobs bedding is 
used here to estimate bankful channel depth 
of Gondwana paleochannels. The average 
thickness of trough cross beds in the late 
Paleozoic Gondwana sediments under study 
varies from 73 ±18 cm in Talchir, 47 ±22 
cm and 32 ± 23 cm in lower and upper 
Karharbari, and 30 ±19 cm in the overlying 
Barakar. Taking these values as dune 
height in Allen's (1968) relationship 
(H ± .068 ds''^^), the computed channel 
depths are 6.0 m for conglomeratic Talchir, 
4.0 m and 3.0 m for lower and upper Karha-
rbari, and 2,85 m for overlying Barakar. 
This evidently suggests a gradual dechne in 
paleochannel depth from Talchir upto Bara-
kar. 
Biinkful Channel Width (W) 
Bankful channel width may be defined as 
the maximum width attained in a stream 
channel before general discharge of flood 
waters into areas outside channel environ-
ment (Leeder, 1973). As earlier, the bank-
ful channel width could not be estimated 
independently owing to the non-availability 
of epsilon cross-stratified units of point bar 
in the sequences under study. Further, there 
Is no direct method of deducing channel 
width of low sinuous streams which are char-
acterised by series of longitudinal and 
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transverse bars instead of point bars, so that 
a single channel subdivides into 
multiple sub-channels. These limitations 
call for an indirect method of estimating 
channel width using empirical relationship 
after Leopold and Maddock (1953) as : 
W = 42 (ds) C-") 
Following the above equation, the estimat-
ed bankful widths are 350 m, 305 m, 214 m, 
and 202 m respectively for Talchir, lower 
and upper Karharbari and Barakar paleo-
channels However, in view of the unstable 
nature of banks in low sinuous streams, these 
values may represent atleast the minimum 
paleochannel widths, 
Paleochannel Sinuosity (P) 
Pfileochannel sinuosity is deduced using 
Langbeia and Leopole's (19'^ i6) empirical 
relationship between maximum angular vari-
ation in channel course (0) and sinuosity (P) 
which was modified by Miall (1976) as : 
P = 1/(1-(0/252)^) 
Several workers have used the above 
equation to deduce paleochannel sinuosity 
(Miall. 1976; Long, 1978; Casshyap and 
Khan, 1982; Casshyap and Tewaii, 1984), 
and it has been here followed to estimate 
channel sinuosity of Gondwana paleo-
channels. The maximum angular variation 
in foreset azimuths of conglomeratic Talchir, 
pebbly sandstone and coarse to medium 
sandstone of lower and upper Karharbari, 
and coarse to medium sandstone of overlay-
ing Barakar is 35°, 80°, 117° and 143°. 
respectively (Tewari and Casshyap, 1982). 
Inserting these values in above equation, the 
corresponding sinuosity values range from 
1.01,1.12, 1.27 and 1 47 exhibiting a pr.^gre-
isive increase - in paleochannel sinuosity 
through time; but the given paleochannels 
did not attain meandering character sensu 
stricto even during Barakar sedimentation in 
the study area. 
Sediment Load Parameter (M) 
The sediment load parameter is char-
acterised by the type of sediment material in 
channel perimeter. Schumm (1963) worked 
the following empirical equations for esti-
mating sediment load parameter as : 
F = 225 M (-108) 
P = 3.5F(-o") 
Where F is width/depth ratio, P is sinuosity 
and M is sediment load parameter. Inser-
ting the computed values of width, depth 
and sinuosity in the above equations, the 
corresponding sediment load parameter 
varies from 2 16, 3 02, 5.00 and 7.00 respecti-
vely for Talchir, lower and upper Karharbari 
and Barakar A gradual increase in these 
values implies progressive decline in the 
percentage of bed load and increase in the 
silt and clay corroborating lithofacies ana-
lysis, paleollow pattern and field observa-
tiens (Tewari and Casshyap, 1982, 1983). 
IVIean Aitnual Disch?rge (Qm) 
The mean annual discharge of a fluvial 
system is significantly related with the type 
of sediment material in the channel 
perimeter and the width of the channel, 
Schumm (1972) evolved an empirical equa-
tion between mean annual drscharpe (Qm^ 
channel width (W) and sediment load para-
meter (M) as : 
Q m (OM) = W M ( < > ' 3 ' ) / 3 7 
The above equation has been used to 
compute mean annual discharge of late 
Cretaceous (Cotter, 1971) and early Permian 
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reappraisal in ihe liglit of our rcccni undcrsianding of lithofacies, magmalism and 
configuraiion of rifled basins (Burke, 1977; Scngor ct al., 1978). The various stages of 
teclono-sedimeniary evolution of Pcrmo-Cretaccous Gondwana basins superimposed on tlie 
reactivated Protcrozoic rifts arc diagrammalically portrayed in Figure 4, and outlined as 
below: 
i) Stage I : The elastics in the form of fanglomeralcs, arkoses, mudstones and locally 
evaporites have been widely recognised as tiie "gralxn facics" diagnostic of the rift basins 
(Burke, 1977). The same spectrum of grabcn fades, including conglomerates, arkoses, 
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Fig. 4 Schematic diagram showing .stages of the tectonic-sedimentary evolution of Gondwana 
basins : (A) development of early Permian Talchir basin on reactivated Mid-Proterozoic 
rifts; (B) ureal expansion of the basins following the conglomeratic pebbly Karharbari 
Formation and deposition of the succeeding formation; (C) rifting, downfaulting and 
preservation of the Lower and Upper Gondwana rock.s, giving rise to the connguration 
of the existing rifts and half-grabens. 
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basal Talchir and overlying Karharbari, implying marginal rifting of ihe basins wiih 
corresponding liLliic fill, at least in tlie early stage of the evolution of the Gondwana basins. 
The fault-bounded basins were evidently narrow at the onset of the Talchir depostion and 
until the Karharbari sedimentation. The occasional isolated outliers of the Talchir and/or 
Barakar/? Karharbari outside the main basins of the Godavari, Son-Mahanadi and Raniganj, 
may represent tiic remnants o[ "clastic wedges" (Scngor ct al., 3978) on either sides o^ ihe 
shoulder of the rift basins. 
ii) Stage II: This stage, by and large, corresponds to the prolonged period of non-rifling. 
The depositional basin(s) grew in si/e and became broad on either side as sedimentation 
progressed and the Barakar, Barren Measures and Raniganj (or Kamthi) were deposited 
successively. Indeed, these formations locally overlap the underlying Talchir and Karharbari 
and rest directly on the crystalline basement. Minor tectonic uplifts may have occurred, 
however, as indicated by inirabasinal faults and occasional beds of conglomerate and coarse 
gritty sandstone in the Panchcl/Pachmarhi/Bagra formations of the Upper Gondwana. The 
occurrence of horst-likc features within the rifled basins locally influenced sedimentation, 
especially in the early stage of the history. Likewise, the coal-forming environments developed 
selectively, depending on the rale of subsidence through space and lime. 
iii) Stage III : Following the Late Triassic/Jurassic doming, uplift, and erosion -
particularly in the northern part - the expanded basins were subjected lo basic intrusion and 
widespread posl-Gondwana faulting. The faulting down-faulted and thus preserved llie 
Gondwana rocks in the already existing rift valleys/half-grabens. In the final stage of the 
evolution there was a large-scale eruption of the Dcccan basalts in the Late Cretaceous-
Paleocene limes, tlius covering portions of the Gondwana basins in the western part of the 
Peninsular Shield. 
The existing configuration of all the three major basin belts is thus the outcome of the 
post-Gondwana faulting/rifting, and docs not represent their original configuration and 
depositional limits which were more extensive both laterally and longitudinally (Casshyap, 
1977, 1981; Casshyap and Tewari, 1987). 
Palaeodrainage, Palaeoslope and Basin Configuration 
As widely believed, the three major intermonianc elongate basins within the Precambrian 
highlands extended in the inherited direction of palaeoflow and palaeoslope from Eastern 
Ghat in the southeast towards the Narmada-Son lineament (Casshyap, 1977). Whereas the 
Son-Mahanadi and Pranhila-Gidavari basins have preserved their original elongate 
configuration, the Damodar basin was later truncated by llie easl-wesl trending posi-Gondwana 
faults, thus developing the existing configuration in the form of isolated outliers (coalfields) 
(Casshyap, 1973, 1977). The depositional limits of the Gondwana basins and their 
configuration, however, call for suitable modification on the basis of presently available data. 
The Lower Gondwana strata of the Son-Mahanadi basin are abruptly truncated in the 
Singrauli coalfield by the northern boundary fault (? Narmada-Son lineament) (Fig. 2), where 
the thickness of ihe Gondwana sediments is considerable (>2000 m) and the regional 
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palaeodrainage is consistently directed towards northwest across the Narmada-Son lineament 
(Fig. 5). Similar relationship is evident in the case of the Pranhita-Godavari-Satpura basin 
belt in as much as the palaeocurrent is uniformaly directed northward including in the Mohpani 
coalfield in the far northeast some 10 km south of the Narmada-Son lineament. Obviously, 
the Pranhita-Godavari-Satpura and Son-Mahanadi basins should have extended further north 
of their present limits in the direction of palaeoslope. 
I<'ig. 5 Map showing striking similarity of palaeodrainage and palaeoslope in the Late 
Proterozoic Vindhyan and Late Palaeozolc-Mesozoic Gondwana basins. Possible 
extension of the Gondwana basins in the downslope direction north of the Narmada-Son 
lineament overlying the Bijawar-Vindhyan roclis on either side of the Bundeikhand 
massif. (Vindhyan palaeodrainage after Soni et al., 1987; Gondwana palaeodrainage 
after Casshyap, 1973; Casshyap and Srivastava, 1987; Casshyap and Tewari, 1987). 
Possible Extension of Gondwana Basins North of Narmada-Son Lineament 
As explained, the Narmada-Son lineament could not possibly have marked the 
temiination of the tliree linear belts of the Gondwana basins, for they extended northward 
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in the downcurrent direction of ilie palacoslope. However, there is no record of iJie occurrence 
of Gondwana rocks in the,terrain north of the Narmada-Son lineament, although these rocks 
are locally reported from the subsurface east of Mungcr-Saharsa Ridge in northern Bihar and 
northeastern Himalaya. 
The distribution of the major morphotcctonic elements north of the Narmada-Son 
lineament (Figs. 3 & 6) probably controlled configuration and northward extension of the 
Gondwana basins. These morphotcctonic elements are geologically very ancient, and must 
have played a crucial role through time in the evolution and spatial distribution of sedimentary 
basins north of Narmada-Son lineament. The SW-NE trending linear Munger-Saharsa Ridge, 
Bundelkhand-Faizabad Ridge, and the Aravalli cralon with its Delhi-Haridwar Ridge are 
separated from each other by wide linear depressions. It is logical to infer that these 
interventing depressions should have controlled the extension of tlie Gondwana basins too, 
as tliey did in the ancient past (Proterozoic) and are doing at the present time. 
Basin-floor Configuration of Pre-Gondwana Depressions 
The Gondwana rocks occur in the Rajmahal coalfields and have been proved to extend 
in subsurface upto Purnea in north Bihar (Fig. 6), northern part of Bangladesh, and in Sikkim 
and Arunachal Pradesh. Palaeodrainagc data of the Damodar Valley Gondwana rocks 
(Casshyap, 1973) indicate a northerly to nortlieasierly sloping floor of tlie Gondwana basin. 
Recently, rocks resembling Talcliir and/or Barakar strata overlying the Vindhyan rocks, were 
retrieved in borehole cores near Mirkhcri, U.P. (78° 15'; 23° 45') (Singh, 1981) in the 
Gangetic plain. The Gondwana rocks also occur in the eastern and central parts of Nepal 
(Sakai, 1991). 
The regional geological and palaeocurreni map (Figure 5) shows tliat the Late 
Proterozoic Vindhyan basin occupied the depressions on citlier side of tlie Bundelkliand 
massif and its subsurface extension called the Faizabad Ridge. The bulk of the Hthic fill 
resembles a consanguinous association of orthoqartizite-carbonate facies deposited in shallow 
marine embaymcnts with a fluviatile component in proximal part in the southwest and shelf 
facies in the distal northeastern part. Both these sub-basins opened up towards northeast in 
the direction of palaeoslope (Soni et al., 1987). The palaeocurrents across the basin are 
appropriately oriented both transversely from southeast to northwest in the eastern part (Son 
Valley) and longitudinally from southwest to northeast in western part (Rajastlian) of tlie 
Vindhyan basin. Interestingly, tliere is a remarkable uniformity and consistency between the 
palaeocurrents and palaeoslope in the Late Proterozoic Vindhyan basin and the Late 
Palaeozoic-Mesozoic Gondwana basins (Fig. 5). This uniformity is admittedly a feature 
inherited from the underlying basement, thus corroborating the well-established principle of 
consistency of palaeoslope through long periods of geological time (Pettijohn, 1962). 
Proposed Palaeogeographic Model, Uplift and Erosion 
The Gondwana basins west of the Munger Ridge (Figure 6) may have developed on 
either sides of the Bundelkhand massif, and extended across Uttar Pradesh towards Nepal 
following ilie configuration and extension of the Vindhyan basin. This also explains the 
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Fig. 6 Palaeogeographic reconstruction of the Gondwana basins soutti of Narmada-Son 
lineament and tlieir possible extension in the Bundellihand blocli in the general direction 
of the palaeodrainage and palaeoslope, with outlets into the Tethys in the north. 
marine ingression during the Lower Gondwana sedimentation in Satpura and Son basins and 
m parts of the Damodar basin (Dickms and Shah, 1981). 
In the Late-lo post-Triassic times, doming up before the Deccan volcanism and/or 
tectonic movement along the Nafmada-Son lineament caused the uplift of the Bundclkhand 
bloclc and consequent removal of the Gondwana and underlying sediments, especially from 
the northerly Vindhyan terrain. Based on DSS profile, Kaila (1986) has also inferred 
pre-Deccan Trap uplift of this tenain. The uplift was apparently accompanied by reversal of 
the palaeoslope towards south," as*'bome out by conglomeratic graben facies of the Bagra 
Formation m the northern periphery of the Satpura basin. In the Damodar Valley coalfields 
the absence of Supra-Panchet (Late Triassic) upper Gondwana sediments has-been attributed 
to erosion during the uplift and/or deformation of their area, commencing perhaps in the 
lurassic-Early Cretaceous (Mishra et al., 1990). Subsequent tectonic movements may account 
for the truncation and eventual preservation of the Gondwana rocks in the reactivated 
down-faulted rifts, palaeoslope reversal towards south, and formation of the probable pull-apart 
basins (Jabalpur and Lameta) in the proximity of the lineaments, as indicated by the 
corresponding Lower Cretaceous clastic and nonclastic graben facies and southerly drainage. 
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Available lines of evidence do not support abrupt termination/damming of the Gondwana 
rivers and their westerly outlet along the Narmada-Son lineament. The northward extension 
of (he Gondwana basins in the Bundelkhand block is a logical consequence of palaeography 
of the Peninsular Shield that sloped nortliwards. Naturally, tlie Gondwana rivers had their 
outlets to the Permo-Triassic Tethys in the north and northeast. 
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Preface 
The seed of this work was sown in 1985 by Tewari in a letter to P. J. Conaghan, Mac-
quarie University, concerning the possibility of collaborative research and was developed 
in proposals from Veevers and Tewari to our respective national governments for a coop-
erative research project, "Comparative basin analysis of classical Gondwana (Indian) 
basins and equivalents in Australia." Veevers and Tewari joined forces first in April-June 
1989 at Macquarie University, then in January and February 1990 at Aligarh Muslim Uni-
versity and in the field in the Damodar River area of Bihar and in the Umaria-Jabalpur 
(Son) and Pachmarhi (Satpura) areas of Madhya Pradesh, and finally in February 1994 at 
Macquarie University. 
Between 1990 and 1994, Tewari filled a gap in information by measuring Triassic 
paleocurrents in the Gondwana basins. Other benefits of the long period of gestation came 
from the flow of information in the scientific papers of the Birbal Sahni Centenary 
National Symposium on Gondwana of India (Dutta and Sen, 1993) and in the Eighth 
(Hobart) and Ninth (Hyderabad) Gondwana symposia (Findlay et al., 1993; Mitra et al., 
1994). Information about the Panthalassan margin of Gondwanaland came from "Permian-
Triassic Pangean Basins and Foldbelts Along the Panthalassan Margin of Gondwanaland" 
(Veevers and Powell, 1994) and a Pangean perspective from Veevers (1988b, 1989) 1990a, 
1994a). A final updafing to mid-1994 of information outside the Gondwana area came 
from drilling in the Indian Ocean (e.g.. Turner, 1991; von Rad et al., 1992b), Brookfield's 
(1993) summary of the Himalayan passive margin, Veevers and Tewari's (1995) account of 
Permian-Carboniferous and Permian-Triassic magmatism in the Indo-Australian rift zone, 
and Tewari and Veevers's (1993) and Veevers's (1994b) recognition of the ancestral Gam-
burtsev Subglacial Mountains of East Antarctica as the hub of the Permian-Triassic radial 
drainage in eastern Gondwanaland. 
Any originality beyond Tewari's new fieldwork stems from the integration of Indian 
stratigraphic and tectonic events in a uniform timescale for Gondwanaland, as formulated 
in Veevers and Powell (1994) and in their setting between Tethys and the interior of Gond-
wanaland. 
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Gondwana Master Basin of Peninsular India Between Tethys 
and the Interior of the Gondwanaland Province of Pangea 
ABSTRACT 
Deposition in the Gondwana master basin of Peninsular India occurred during 
latest Carboniferous, Permian, Triassic, and Early Jurassic times on a basement of 
Archean and Proterozoic rocks between the Tethyan margin and interior of the 
Gondwanaland province of Pangea. Gondwana deposition ceased with the breakup of 
Greater India from the rest of Gondwanaland in the Late Jurassic and Early Creta-
ceous and was followed by a rift-drift succession along its margins. 
Deposition in the Gondwana master basin started in the latest Carboniferous 
(Gzelian or 290 Ma) and continued through the Permian into the Early Triassic; after 
a Middle Triassic lacuna (except in the Godavari area), deposition resumed in the 
Late Triassic and terminated in the Early Jurassic. The master basin filled initially 
with lobes of glaciogenic sediment (Talchir Formation) in broad northwesterly valleys 
flexed between uplands generated by the first release of Pangea-induced heat. The 
end of the main glaciation in the Tastubian was accompanied by a marine transgres-
sion from the north, soon reversed by isostatic rebound. Coal measures were 
deposited in the coastal and fluvial valleys that subsided between growing normal 
faults—the Karharbari Formation by braided streams and the succeeding Barakar 
Formation by meandering streams. After a gap (Barren Measures), coal deposition 
resumed in the Late Permian Raniganj Formation from the meandering streams of 
valleys constrained by faulting in the Koel-Damodar area to flow to the west. Coal 
was lacking again in the Early and Middle Triassic succession of redbeds deposited 
by northwesterly flowing braided streams (Panchet Formation in the north, Kamthi 
to Bhimaram Formations in the south). Renewed faulting toward the end of the Mid-
dle Triassic was followed by Late Triassic deposition of the Supra-Panchet Forma-
tion in valleys renewed by Pangean rifting. Deposition ended during an Early 
Jurassic phase of intense transpression that dismembered the lobate master basin 
into individual structural basins in the Koel-Damodar area. The Late Jurassic and 
Early Cretaceous breakup of Greater India from the rest of Gondwanaland was 
accompanied by an onlapping rift-drift succession along the margins. 
The Gondwana master basin lay 1,000 km inboard of the passive margin of 
Tethyan Gondwanaland in the distal part of a 10,000-km-wide radial drainage sys-
tem that focused on a 2,000-km-distant upland in conjugate East Antarctica. In com-
mon with other distal parts of the drainage system in East Africa and Western 
Australia, the Gondwana master basin developed through the interplay of the Gond-
wanan climatic and biotal environment with the Pangean tectonics of Late Carbonif-
erous initial subsidence and Late Triassic rifting of a Zambezian-type (anisotropic) 
basement followed by premonitory Early Jurassic internal dismemberment and 
definitive Late Jurassic and Early Cretaceous breakup. 
/. J. Veevers and R. C. Tewari 
INTRODUCTION 
The setting of Peninsular India within Gondwanaland is 
shown in Figure 1, with details in Table 1, and a map of the 
Gondwana structural basins is presented in Figure 2. "India" 
used alone is short for "Greater India" (Veevers et al., 1975) or 
the Indian subcontinent. The term "basin" denotes at least an 
Figure 1. Setting of the Indian subcontinent within the Gondwanaland 
province of Pangea, between the Tethyan margin and the interior of 
Gondwanaland, bounded on the right by Pantlialassa, on a base from 
Powell and Li (1994). The partial box shows the location of Figure 2. 
Details of localities in India are given in Table 1. The broken lines on 
the northeast side of India represent the Himalayan front (3), the Indus 
suture (2), the minimum probable northern extent of Greater India (1), 
and the maximum probable extent (4) (Johnson et al, 1980). The 
source of clasts in the Bap area (BP) of western India is the Proterozoic 
Malani rhyolite immediately to the south (Ranga-Rao et al., 1979). The 
encircled dot denotes information from drilling. AFR—Africa; AP— 
Antarctic Peninsula; AUST—Australia; EWM—Ellsworth-Whitmore 
Mountains; FI—Falkland Islands; IND—India; MAD—Madagascar; 
MBL—^Marie Byrd Land; NG—New Guinea; NZ—New Zealand; 
SAM—South America; SRI—Sri Lanka; TAS—Tasmania; TI-EC— 
Thurston Island-Eights Coast; Sv—Siang Abor Volvanics. 
area of sedimentary rock (as in "Satpura basin") and at most a 
body of sedimentary rock in a structural basin (as in "Jharia 
basin"). Each example is a remnant of the original depositional 
Gondwana master basin. 
Elliot (1975), Mitra et al. (1979a), and Mitra (1993a) sug-
gested that the Permian sediments of East Antarctica and Penin-
sular India were deposited in a master basin and that the Indian 
sediments were derived in part from Antarctica. We show that 
the Gondwana master basin was part of a 7,500-km-wide allu-
vial fan sourced from an upland in East Antarctica and that it 
was subsequently disrupted during stages of Pangean rifting 
and seafloor spreading. 
PRE-GONDWANAN fflSTORY 
The structural grain of India was formed by Early and Mid-
dle Proterozoic mobile belts (EPMB and MPMB in Fig. 3) 
being wrapped around the Archean nuclei of Kamakata (KN), 
Jeypore-Bastar (JBN), and Singhbhum (SN) (Naqvi and Rogers, 
1987). The resulting strongly anisotropic basement was prone to 
split along the grain in the same way as was the contiguous 
basement of the Zambezian-type (fault-affected) terrain of 
Africa (Rust, 1975). On this basement, the Late Proterozoic Vin-
dhyan basin was deposited on a paleoslope (northerly arrows in 
Fig. 3) from the high ground southeast of the Narmada-Son lin-
eament (N-S L), as much later, in the Permian and Triassic, the 
Gondwana master basin was deposited from the Mgh ground to 
the southeast (Casshyap et al., 1993b). Following a later Pro-
terozoic to pre-Late Carboniferous lacuna, the Pranhita-
Godavari (PG) lobe of the late Paleozoic Gondwana master 
basin was deposited in a graben parallel to the trend of the 
mobile belt basement, whereas the Mahanadi (M), Son (S), and 
Rajmahal (R) basins and the Chintalapudi (C) and Krishna 
(KR) subbasins of the Pranhita-Godavari basin, southwest of 
the Mailaram Arch (M) (= Eastern Ghat-Sukinda-Singhbhum 
thrust), were deposited across the Proterozoic trend (Fig. 3). 
The Permian to Mesozoic boundary faults of the Koel (K)-
Damodar (D) basins, some of which have a component of right-
lateral displacement (Fig. 44 in a later section), trend at a low 
angle to the Proterozoic grain, consistent with initiation by 
incipient Early Permian right-lateral transtension. 
SUCCESSION OF THE GONDWANA MASTER BASIN 
The initial step in the analysis of the Gondwana master 
basin is to establish the biostratigraphic time-correlation of the 
constituent formations within and without the Gondwana 
region. We calibrate the biostratigraphic timescale in millions 
of years by the DNAG timescale (Palmer, 1983), modified such 
that the Permian-Triassic boundary is dated as 250 Ma, as in 
Veevers et al. (1994c). In aiming at a precise timetable of 
events, we had to rely on the stratigraphic distribution of the 
almost ubiquitous palynomoiphs in the dominantly nonmarine 
Gondwana strata, supplemented by the rare Permian marine 
Gondwana Master Basin of Peninsular India 
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invertebrates and Triassic land vertebrates. The correlation with 
the standard timescale and with the radiometric or numeric 
timescale given by Palmer (1983) allows us to cite ages in Ma, 
and the distinction between radiometric ages and biostrati-
graphic ages expressed in Ma is clear from the context. Com-
prehensive notes on the correlation of formations are given in 
Appendix 1. 
We illustrate the succession of the Gondwana master basin 
with time-correlation diagrams (Figs. 4 to 6), columnar sections 
(Figs. 7, 9 to 14), facies diagrams (Fig. 8), cross sections 
(Fig. 15), a time-space fence diagram (Fig. 16), a thickness-
variation diagram (Fig. 17), and a cumulative-subsidence dia-
gram (Fig. 18). Supplementary information is given in Tables 1 
to 4. The biostratigraphic correlation of the formations shown 
in Figures 4 to 6, 16, and 18 is documented in Appendix 1. 
In brief, deposition in the Gondwana master basin started 
in the latest Carboniferous (Gzelian or 290 Ma) and continued 
through the Permian into the Early Triassic; after a Middle Tri-
assic lacuna (except in the Godavari area), deposition resumed 
in the Late Triassic and terminated in the Early Jurassic. The 
breakup of India from the rest of Gondwanaland in the Late 
Jurassic and Early Cretaceous was reflected in a rift-drift suc-
cession that onlapped the margins. 
Stages and formations 
Pascoe (1968, p. 923-1016) suggested that the six main 
Permian to Early Triassic rock bodies or formations (Talchir 
Formation to Panchet Formation) were also stages (formations 
bounded by isochronous surfaces). Tiwari and Tripathi (1988) 
confirmed this suggestion by finding that each of the six for-
mations contains a distinctive palynologic composition or 
assemblage zone (Table 2). Each composition is interpreted as 
reflecting a unique range of temperature and humidity so that 
over the small area of Peninsular India the change in composi-
tion is effectively isochronous. Palynologic composition I is 
coextensive with the Talchir Formation, which is therefore cog-
nate with the Talchir Stage, as are the other succeeding compo-
sitions and formations to composition VI and the Panchet 
Formation/Stage (Figs. 4, 5). Stages for the rest of the Meso-
zoic are drawn from the general timescale (Fig. 6; Table 3). 
The Talchir, Karharbari, and Barakar Formations/Stages 
extend into all the regions of the Gondwana basins, and their 
diagnostic features are given in Table 4. The overlying Ban^en 
Measures, Raniganj, and Panchet Formations/Stages are less 
extensive because of slight lateral facies variation—the main 
named variants are shown in Table 4. Of the three post-Early 
Triassic stages shown in Table 4, only the Supra-Panchet For-
mation has wide extent; most of the other formations are 
restricted to the Pranhita-Godavari region. 
We interpret the uniform facies of the Talchir, Karharbari, 
and Barakar Formations/Stages as reflecting the continuity of 
each formation/stage within the Gondwana master basin and 
the increasing lateral facies variation that starts in the Banen 
Measures as reflecting increasing environmental differentiation 
within the master basin. 
We summarize the facies and environments of the Gond-
wana succession from the work of Casshyap and Tewari (1984, 
1988), augmented by other sources. The major formations in 
the Gondwana master basin are discussed in the ascending 
order of Talchir, Karharbari, Barakar, Barren Measures, Rani-
ganj, Panchet, and Supra-Panchet (Mitra et al., 1979b; Mitra 
/. /. Veevers and R. C. Tewari 
Figure 2. Gondwana basins of Peninsular India. Abbreviations explained in the key (facing). From Roy's 
(1962) Geological Map of India (scale 1:2,000,000), with these additions and changes: (1) Coalfields are 
from Fox (1934, pi. 14). (2) The marine or nonmarine Lameta Formation (LA) is mapped with the Infra-
Trappean Beds (Robinson, 1967, p. 241). (3) Dikes west of Karanpura are not shown because Pascoe (1968, 
p. 1032) reported "Further to the westward no dykes are found in the coalfields until the area of the Deccan 
Trap is entered." (4) The boundary faults of the Koel-Damodar, Son, and Mahanadi basins are from 
Casshyap and Tewari (1984, fig. 1), Datta (1986b), and Singh (1988, fig. 6); faults in the Giridih area and to 
the east are from Casshyap and Tewari (1982, fig. 2) and Raja-Rao (1987, plate XVI); and faults at Itkhori 
are from Raja-Rao (1987, plate IX). (5) In the Barjora Coalfield, the Talcliir Formation is unknown, and the 
244-m-thick Barakar Formation, known mainly from drilling, rests on Archean basement (Narayana-Murthy 
and Hemmady, 1980). (6) The Cretaceous age of the Rajmahal and Bengal Traps is from Baksi et al. (1987, 
p. 134); (7) the map of the Jharia Coalfield is replaced by the map in Casshyap and Kumar (1987, fig. 1); (8) 
the North Karanpura basin is from Jowett (1929, plate 14); and (9) the Athgarh Formation, southeast of 
Talcher, is mapped from Kumar and Bhandari (1973, fig. 2). (10) In the Pranhita-Godavari basin, the faults 
are from Mishra et al. (1987), except the fault in the Chanda region that, following Pande (1988, p. 52), is 
removed; the Chintalapudi subbasin, south of 17.5°N, has been remapped by Lakshminarayana et al. (1991); 
southwest of the Chintalapudi subbasin, around Tallada, is a group of four outliers of Talchir Formation and 
to the southeast an outlier of Kamthi Formation (Raja-Rao, 1982, plate III; Mishra et al., 1987, fig. 1), which 
apparently rests direct on basement. 
The arrow pairs A F indicate the location of the cross sections in Figuie 15. The township northeast of Bar-
jora (BAR) is Durgapur. 
KEY TO FIGURE 2. 
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TABLE 2. PALYNOLOGIC COMPOSITIONS, 
FORMATIONS/STAGES, AND PALEOCLIIVIATE* 
Figure 3. Geological map of Peninsular India, modified by permission 
from S. M. Naqvi and J. J. W. Rogers, Precambrian geology of India 
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1987) (fig. 1.4), showing component struc-
tural basins (stipple with dot-and-dashed outline) of the Gondwana 
master basin. This figure is the basis for Figures 20-30. Faults are 
denoted by the full heavy line. From north to south, the basins are 
Rajmahal (R), Koel (K), Damodar (D), Son (S), Mahanadi (M), Sat-
pura (SA), Talcher (T), Pranhita (P), Godavari (G), Chintalapudi (C), 
and Krishna (KIR). An outlier of the Talchir Formation is found at Palar 
(P) (latitude 13°N). The arrows indicate the paleoflow of the Middle-
Late Proterozoic Vindhyan Supergroup (Casshyap et al., 1993b). Other 
abbreviations are: EPMB—Early Proterozoic Mobile Belt; JBN— 
Jeypore-Bastar nucleus; KN—Kamataka nucleus; M (south of JBN)— 
Mailaram Arch; MPMB—Middle Proterozoic Mobile Belt; N-SL— 
NaiTnada-Son lineament; SN—Singhbhum nucleus. 
and Raja-Rao, 1981). The following descriptions augment the 
diagnoses given in Table 4. 
Talchir Formation. Unconformably or nonconformably 
overlying depressions in tiie Precambrian basement (Fig. 17 in a 
later section), the distinctly green Talchir Formation comprises 
locally massive but generally stratified tillite in thin beds associ-
ated with conglomerate, sandstone, interbedded fine sandstone-
siltstone and shale (rhythmite), and shale (Fig. 7). Most clasts 
are derived locally from basement uplands, and some of those at 
the base are striated. Sandstone in the lower part is massive to 
























I Talchir Extreme cold-cold Low-medium 
*Tiwari andTripathi, 1988, figure 5. 
the rhythmite contains ripple- and flaser-bedding, in others 
dropstones; in others again, it contains turbidites deposited by 
underflow in lakes. Shale dominates downslope away from the 
basin margin and up-section above the basal tillite (Fig. 7). The 
marine section at Manendragarh (Fig. 7, VI B) lacks tillite and 
probably represents the youngest part of the formation. 
Casshyap and Srivastava (1988) accounted for the variabil-
ity of the Talchir Formation by suggesting two environments of 
deposition: glacial valleys in the southern uplands and a broad 
delta plain crossed by tidal channels in the low-lying northern 
Son-Mahanadi area (Fig. 8A). 
Other sources of information include Bose et al. (1992), 
Sen and Banerji (1991), and Sen and Pradhan (1992). 
Karharbari Formation. The Karharbari Formation grada-
tionally overlies the glacial outwash of the Talchir Formation 
or overlaps it to rest on basement (Fig. 17). The Karharbari For-
mation consists of basal clast-supported conglomerate inter-
preted as braid bars of a low-sinuosity river, succeeded by 
multistory and multilateral coalescing channel bodies of peb-
bly coarse and medium sandstone, and at the top fining-upward 
cycles surmounted by coal (Figs. 8B, B', 9). 
Other sources of information include Niyogi (1961), Mitra 
et al. (1975), Tewari and Casshyap (1978, 1983), and Pandya 
(1990). 
Barakar Formation. The Barakar Formation covers the 
previous foiTnations to rest on basement (Fig. 17 in a later sec-
tion). The Barakar Formation is a uniform set of fining-upward 
cycles of coarse to medium sandstone, interbedded fine sand-
stone or siltstone and carbonaceous shale, and coal (Figs. 8B, 
B", 9). The sandstone is channel-shaped below and sheetlike 
above, with planar and trough cross-bedding, and is attributed 
to channel shifting and the lateral accretion of point bars. The 
interbedded sandstone and shale conespond to vertical accre-
tion in levees and the coal to deposition in peat swamps in dis-
tal floodplains and lakes of meandering streams. 
Other sources of information include Chowdhury (1990) 
on coccoliths, De (1990, 1993) on trace fossils, Aslam et al. 
(1991) on heavy minerals, Casshyap et al. (1988) on facies, 
Chakrabarti (1992) on coal thickness, Chakrvarti (1981) and 
Gondwana Master Basin of Peninsular India 
Ghosh and Mitra (1970a) on stratigraphy, Ghosh (1984) on 
sandstone fabric, Khan (1984) on grain-size analysis, and Mitra 
et al. (1975) on sandstone/shale ratios. 
Barren Measures. The Barren Measures gradationally 
overlie the Barakar Formation and consist of repetitions of 
channel-like cross-bedded coarse to medium sandstone 
interbedded with siltstone and ironstone shale deposited in 
meandering streams (Fig. 8C and Fig. 10, column XXIII). 
Facies variants are the lower Pali Formation in the Umaria area 
and the Motur Formation in the Satpura and Kamptee areas 
(Table 4). The absence of coal and the local occurrence of phos-
phorite remain unexplained. 
Raniganj Formation. The Raniganj Formation gradation-
ally overhes the Barren Measures and is essentially a return to 
the style of deposition of the Barakar Formation (Figs. 8C, 10). 
Braided streams in the lower part give way to meandering 
streams, and in the Damodar area channel sinuosity increases 
downcurrent to the west (Fig. 8C). Phosphorite is found in the 
Raniganj area. Variants are the middle Pali Formation in the 
Umaria area, the lower Kamthi Formation in the northwest 
Pranhita-Godavari area, and the Bijori Formation in the Satpura 
area; an extreme variant, the Kamthi Formation in the lb River 
area, is a set of barren redbeds. Other sources of information 
include Casshyap (1981a). 
Panchet Formation. The Panchet Formation of the Koel-
Damodar region conformably to disconformably overlies the 
Raniganj Formation or equivalents and consists of interbedded 
sandstone and shale (Figs. 8D, 11, 12, 13). It is distinguished 
from the underlying formations by its characteristic red and 
green shale, more micaceous and arkosic sandstone, and the 
absence of carbonaceous shale and coal (Sastry et al., 1977, 
p. 65). The Panchet Formation is interpreted as a bed-load 
deposit of braided streams (Fig. 8D). Variants (Table 4) are the 
upper Pali Formation in the Umaria area, the Pachmarhi Sand-
stone in the Satpura area (Fig. 11), and the middle and upper 
parts of the Kamthi Formation in the Kamptee and Pranhita-
Godavari areas. 
Other sources of information include Balasundaram et al. 
(1970) on redbeds. 
Interval between the Panchet and Supra-Panchet Forma-
tions. The region that includes the Satpura, northwest Pranhita-
Godavari, and Krishna-Godavari areas contains an interval of 
late Early and Middle Triassic formations that lie between the 
Panchet and Supra-Panchet Formations (Table 4). In the Sat-
pura area, the Denwa Formation (Fig. 11) is a red clay with yel-
low sandstone that grades upward from the Pachmarhi 
Sandstone; in the northwest Pranhita-Godavari area (Fig. 14, 
column XXXVI), the Yerrapalli Formation and Bhimaram 
Sandstone are a succession of red clay and sandstone; and in 
Kommugudem-A well in the Krishna-Godavari area, unnamed 
sandstone and minor shale occupy this interval. 
Supra-Panchet Formation. The Supra-Panchet Formation 
and equivalent Dubrajpur Formation unconformably overlie the 
older formations to rest on basement. They are distinguished 
from the underlying formations by containing pebbly sandstone 
(Figs. 12, 13) and are interpreted as a bed-load deposit of 
braided streams (Tewari, 1995). The equivalent Tiki Formation 
of the Umaria area and the Maleri Formation of the Pranhita-
Godavari area consist of red and green mudstone and sandstone 
(Fig. 14), and the uppermost part of the unnamed formation in 
Kommugudem-A well in the JCrishna-Godavari area consists of 
sandstone and minor shale. 
Triassic-Jurassic formations in the Pranhita-Godavari 
and Son areas. In the northwest Pranhita-Godavari area, the 
Maleri Formation is disconformably overlain by the Norian 
Dharmaram Formation of pebbly sandstone and red mudstone, 
in turn overlain unconformably by the Early Jurassic Kota For-
mation, in turn overlain unconformably by the Cretaceous 
Chikiala Formation (Fig. 14). The Triassic and Jurassic forma-
tions are fluvial-lacustrine, and the Cretaceous formation flu-
vial. Further information is given by Bendapudi (1994) and 
Chandra (1991). 
In the Son area, the Parsora Formation (Fig. 13), regarded 
here as Rhaetian but alternatively Middle Tiiassic (Fig. 5), con-
sists of sandstone with mudstone mottled in violet and red. 
Talchir-Panchet column beneath the Bengal basin. The 
3-km-thick column (Fig. 14) northeast of the Damodar River 
and beneath the Cenozoic Bengal basin (#2 and #3 on Fig. 2) 
includes all the formations/stages from the Talchir through the 
Panchet. 
Structure 
Selected structures, shown in Figure 15, are (A) the suc-
cessive westward overlap of the Barakar, Dubrajpur, and 
Rajmahal Formations over Archean basement (crosses) in the 
Rajmahal Hills; (B) the north-northwest- to south-southeast-
trending boundary fault in the Dewanganj area that during 
event FA3 displaced the Talchir and Barakar Formations 700 m 
and is sealed by the Carnian Dubrajpur Formation; (C) the 
faulted Parbatpur dome in the Jharia basin; (D) the angular 
unconformity at the base of the Supra-Panchet Formation in the 
area of Rahum and Mandur in the North Karanpura basin, (E) 
the Singrauli coalfield of the Moher subbasin, with the 160-m-
thick Jhingurdah Top Seam downfaulted against Proterozoic 
metamorphic rocks, (F) in the northwest Pranhita-Godavari 
basin, the boundary fault on the northeast, which started to 
grow (FA5) during deposition of the Early Jurassic Kota For-
mation and resumed movement (FA7) concomitantly with 
deposition of the Early Cretaceous Chikiala Formation (Fig. 6). 
The faults that expose the Proterozoic Sullavai Formation at 
Chinnur (between the 30- and 40-km marks) postdate the Carn-
ian Maleri Formation and probably predate and accompany 
deposition of the Eai-ly Jurassic Kota Formation, which derived 
conglomerate from the uplift. 
Structures elsewhere are shown in a later section (Fig. 44). 
Other sources of information include Ahmad (1966). 
/. /. Veevers and R. C. Tewari 
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Figure 4. Time-correlation of Permian-Triassic formations and events in the northern part of the 
Gondwana master basin. Time scale from Palmer (1983); east Australian palynomoiph zones from 
Helby et al. (1987), Kemp et al. (1977), and Piice et al. (1985), as modified by Veevers et al. (1994e); 
and biostratigraphic correlation from Appendix 1. Tectonic and sedimentary events (e.g., ROa, FA5) 
are listed in Table 5. Other abbreviations and encircled numerals explained in text. 
Sedimentary-tectonic events 
The ages of structures are shown in Figures 4 to 6 and in 
Figures 16 to 18, which, together with the paleogeographic 
maps (Figs. 19 through 30), summarize the sedimentary-
tectonic development of the Gondwana master basin. 
The chief sedimentary-tectonic events (Table 5) include 
faulting, folding, relaxation by subsidence, rifting, coupled 
relaxation and uplift, uplift, and unspecified deformation. The 
distribution of these events through time and space is shown 
next on the paleogeographic maps. 
PALEOGEOGRAPHIC SYNTHESIS 
General 
Time slices for the latest Carboniferous to earliest Triassic 
are those of the palynologic compositions or assemblage zones 
I to VI of Tiwari and Tripathi (1988), equivalent to the stages of 
Pascoe (1968, p. 923-1016) (Table 4). Stages for the rest of the 
Mesozoic are drawn from the general timescale. 
According to Dutta and Suttner (1986) and Suttner and 
Dutta (1986, p. 331), "sediments [come] mainly from Precam-
brian granite and granite gneiss, subordinate amount of meta-
sedimentary rocks." There was "little or no change in nature of 
parent rocks duiing the Gondwana sedimentation.... The max-
imum distance of transport by the streams supplying sediment 
to the basin was 100 km." Casshyap and Tewari (1984) draw a 
similar conclusion from the freshness of feldspar grains. 
Suttner and Dutta (1986) distinguish axial meandering 
facies from lateral braided facies. This distinction is applicable 
to the Pranhita-Godavari and Mahanadi basins and to the Rani-
ganj Formation in the Damodar basins but not to the Talchir and 
Karharbari-Barakar Formations in the Damodar basins, because 
the sediments crossed the east-west structural axis in a fan that 
radiated from an inferred souice upland. The fan lay more than 
1,000 km from the East Antarctic source, and the freshness of 
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dix 1. Tectonic and sedimentary events (e.g., ROa, FAS) are listed in Table 5 Other abbreviations and 
encircled numerals explained in text. 
the feldspar may owe more to the low temperature in the Per-
mian than to proximity to the source. 
In the following set of paleogeographic maps, we draw on 
the other synthetic figures—the time-correlation diagrams 
(Figs. 4 to 6), the fence diagrams (Figs. 16 and 17), and Table 
5—to illustrate the geological development of the Gondwana 
basins of Peninsular India. 
Initial relaxation of the Pangean platform 
Initial relaxation of the Pangean platform near the end of 
the Carboniferous Period (290 Ma) provided broad depocenters 
for the accumulation of rock waste released from melting gla-
ciers and ice sheets in glacially scoured depressions. By the 
Early Permian Tastubian time (or 275 Ma), deposits were 
widely distributed across Gondwanaland, including the Gond-
wana area inboard of what was to become the Triassic margin 
of Neotethys (Fig. 19, Table 6). 
Palynologic composition I or Talchir Stage 
Following initial relaxation (ROa in Table 5) of the platform 
of Peninsular India, the Talchir Formation, rock waste released 
from melting glaciers and ice sheets, accumulated in glacially 
scoured depressions (Table 7; Fig. 20). The eustatic rise in sea 
level during the Tastubian covered the northern part of Peninsu-
lar India until outpaced by postglacial isostatic rebound. 
Studies of clasts in the Talchir Formation at Korba and till-
fabric studies at Talcher indicate source uplands in the Protero-
zoic foldbelt basement of the Chhattisgarh upland. The upland 
extended northwest along the southwest flank of the Mahanadi-
Son basin and west past Jabalpur to the east flank of the Satpura 
basin, as shown by the overlap of formations in the thickness 
fence diagram (Fig. 17). The northwest Pranhita-Godavari 
basin lay at the foot of an upland on the southwest. The 
Chotanagpur upland is indicated by glacial striations, crossdip 
azimuths, and till fabrics in the Koel-Damodar basins to the 
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Narayanan, 1977; Sastrl et al., 
1977; S.R Kumar, 1983. 
columns from left to right. 
north and in the Son-Mahanadi basin to the west. The pale-
ocurrents cross the Damodar basins; in the Son-Mahanadi 
basin, the paleocurrents are parallel to the trunk flow along the 
basin axis and normal to it by tributary flow. In the Pranhita-
Godavari basin, the paleocurrents parallel the axis except in the 
Wardha region, where the ice-pavement striations trend east 
and northeast across the axis. 
The incursion of the Tethyan sea from the northeast is indi-
cated by the Tastubian marine invertebrate fauna (coils) at or 
near the top of the Talchir Formation at Umaria, Manendragarh, 
Daltonganj, Hutar, West Bokaro, and Ramgarh and additionally 
by leiosphaerids (L) in the Jharia and Rajmahal basins. 
Casshyap et al. (1993b) postulate a Faizabad ridge that divided 
the sea over the northern (Tethyan) margin into gulfs. Marlcing 
the edge of the Faizabad ridge are possible Talchir occurrences 
in the subsurface at Mirkheri (#22) and outcrops at Maihur 
(MA) and farther north at Bareilly in the Vindhyan Range (23 in 
Fig. 1). Past a presumed seaway between the Faizabad and 
Chhattisgarh uplands, leiosphaerids in the Satpura basin indicate 
the farthest southerly penetration of the Tethyan sea from the 
northwest, registered by marine invertebrates at Bap and the Salt 
Range (Fig. 1). This shoreline coiTesponds to the first-order 
Early Permian shoreline of Dickins and Shah (1981, p. 80). 
Leiosphaerids in the Palar basin near Mysore (Fig. 1) and in the 
southeast Pranhita-Godavari and Athgarh basins suggest the 
possibility of a marine incursion between India and Antarctica 
from the northern (Tethyan) margin through marine equivalents 
in the Perth and Carnarvon basins of Westem Australia (Fig. 19). 
The gross features of the Talchir paleogeography persisted 
into the postglacial Karharbari and Barakar Stages. 
Palynologic compositions II and HI or Karharbari and 
Barakar Stages 
The Karharbari Formation consists of pebbly coarse sand-
stone, shale, and coal. The overlying Barakar Formation is finer 
and with only few excepfions lacks pebbles. It contains the 
chief productive coal measures and has been the principal sub-
ject of study by Gondwana geologists over the past 150 years. 
Wide and fast subsidence (ROb, Table 5) led to the deposi-
tion of lobes of coal measures (Fig. 21) at the same time as the 
initial rifting in East Africa (Wopfner, 1993, fig. 2). Rejuve-
nated uplands (UO) were inherited from Talchir time, with the 
scarp of the Chotanagpur upland (Casshyap and Tewari, 1984, 
p. 138) indicated by the proximal facies of the Karharbari For-
mation (Mitra, 1987; Niyogi, 1987). The noilhem edge of the 
Chotanagpur upland .was about 50 km from the Bokaro and 
Jharia coalfields. The Raniganj basin is the closest of the east-
ern Damodar basins to the postulated source region of the 
Chotanagpur upland, consistent with the occurrence at Malun-
cha Hill, in the southwest part of the Raniganj basin, of a con-
glomerate of subangular pebbles of gneiss and quartzite in the 
basal Barakar Formation that overlaps the Talchir Formation 
(Gee, 1932, p. 44). 
The northern edge of the Chhattisgarh uplands was marked 
by a scarp in front of the proximal facies of the Korba coalfield. 
Pebbly sandstone in the Barakar Formation is notably thick in 
the Korba (100 m) and Talcher (60 m) coalfields (De, 1979). 
The Korba coalfield is close to the inferred constriction of the 
Mahanadi valley between the Chhattisgarh upland and the 
Chotanagpur upland; the basin widened to the southeast to 
accommodate the outher at Phulbani (PH in Fig. 21). 
The alluvial braidplain shed from the Chotanagpur upland 
radiated from northward in the Rajmahal area to northwestward 
in the Son area. Paleoflow in the Pranhita-Godavari-Satpura 
basin followed a simple axial pattern. The northerly paleocurrents 
at Umaria (Rishi, 1972) indicate a source in a northern extension 
of the Chhattisgarh upland now beneath the Deccan Trap. 
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TABLE 4. DIAGNOSTIC FEATURES OF GONDWANA STAGES/FORMATIONS* 
Stage/Paly nol. 
Composition 







Top: limestone and calcareous shale; middle: red mudstone; 
base; sandstone with pebbles of banded chert. 
Alternating pebbly coarse crossbedded sandstone and red 
mudstone. 
Medium to coarse sandstone with micaceous mudstone 
mottled in violet and red; distinguished from Pall and Tiki 
Formations by presence of mottled mudstone and absence 
of fe]dspar. 
Pebbly to conglomeratic coarse sandstone witTi ferruginous 
siltstone and clay beds. 
Same as Supra-Panchet Formation but with rare carbona-
ceous shales. 
Red mudstone and sandstone. 
Red and green mudstone with lenses of sandstone, in places 
distinctly white. 
Sandstone, minor shale. 




Maleri NW Pranhita-Godavari 
Unnamed in Kom- Krishna-Godavari 
mugudern-A 
~Un^n~a~nied~ inWrri- Krishna-Godavari 
mugudem-A 
Bhimaram Sandstone NW Pranhita-Godavari 
Yerrapalli NW Pranhita-Godavari 
Denwa SatRuja 
Panchet All except Umaria, Satpura, Kamplee, 
Wardha, Pranhita-Godavari 
Sandstone, minor shale 
Coarse sandstone with red clay. 
Red or green mudstone. 
|1ed_cjay_an^ d^  sulDordlnateyeJIows^jidstone. 
Tnterbedded sandstone and shale, distinguished from the 
underlying formations by its characteristic red and green 
shale, more micaceous and arkosic sandstone, and the 
absence of carbonaceous shale and coal. 
Interbedded chocolate to green shale and sandstone. 
Coarse white crossbedded sandstone with layers of pebbles. 
Coarse argillaceous sandstone with abundant quartz and 
quartzite pebbles in the upper part, and brick-red siltstone. 
Coarse argillaceous sandstone with clasts and lenses of 
purple siltstone. 
A return to the style of deposition oflhe Barakar Formation: 
fining-upward cycles of coarse to medium sandstone, 
interbedded with fine sandstone or siltstone and carbona-
ceous shale, and coal. 
Green to reddish shale and white sandstone with interbed-
ded coals. 
Barren redbeds. 
Grayish-white calcareous sandstone and coal. 
Sandstone, carbonaceous shale, and coal. 
Repetitions~df~ctiarrn"el-~sTral)ed~cr~ossbedded coarse to 
medium sandstone interbedded with siltstone and ironstone 







story and mult 
pebbly coarse 
edconglomera 
Tlllite associated with conglomerate and sandstone, 
Interbedded with rhythmite (fine sandstone-siltstone and 
shale) and greenish shale. In places, the rhythmite contains 
ripple- and flaser-bedding, in others dropstones; in others 
again, it contains turbidites deposited by underflow in lakes. 
Panchet/VI 
Upper Pali Umaria 
Pachmarhi Sandstone Satpura 







~B~aTr~en Measures / lY ~Barre~n~Measures" 
Kamptee, Pranhita-Godavari 
Raniganj/V All except Umaria, lb River, Sat-
















lay and sandstone with carbonaceous shale. 
r  t ne with occasional clays and calcareous nodules. 
i i - w rd cycles of coarse to medium sandstone 
i t r  ith fine sandstone or siltstone and carbona-
ceous shale, and coal. 
Top: fining-upward cycles surmounted by coal; middle: multi-
story and ultilateral coalescing channel-shaped bodies of 
pebbly coarse and medium sandstone; base: clast-support-
ed conglo erate. 
Talchir/I Talchir All 
*Tiwari and Tripathi, 1988, and Sastry et al., 1977, updated by references cited in the text. 
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Figure 7. Representative stratigraphic columns of tiie Talchir Formation in tlie Koel-Damodar basin (I to VIA), 
Malianadi basin (VIB), Pranhita-Godavari basin (VII, VIII), and Satpura basin (IX), showing litiiology and grain 
size (top left). Thickness in meters. I (North Karanpura coalfield, located on Fig. 2), II (Ramgarh), III (East Bokaro), 
and IV (Jharia), all from Ghosh and Mitra (1975); V (Raniganj), from Banerjee (1966); VIA (Daltonganj), from 
Datta et al. (1979, p. 366); VIB (Manendragarh), in which coils indicate marine bivalves, from Casshyap and Sri-
vastava (1988, fig. 13c); Vn (central Pranhita-Godavari basin) and VIII (northwestern Pranhita-Godavari basin), both 
from Bose and Ramanamurthy (1979, p. 382); IX (Pench Valley coalfield), from Casshyap and Qidwai (1974). 
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PEAT SWAMP (OVERBANK FLOOD PLAIN) 
VERTICAL ACCRETION (LEVEES) 
LATERAL ACCRETION (POINT-BAR) 
LATERALA/ERTICAL ACCRETION 
(LUNATE, LINGUOID BARS) 
Figure 8 (on this and facing page). Block diagrams and profiles of 
depositional environments of (A) the Talchir Foimation, (B) the 
Karharbari and Barakar Formations, (C) the Barren Measures and 
Raniganj Formation, and (D) the Panchet and Supia-Panchet 
("Mahadeva") Formations, from Casshyap and Tewari (1988, fig. 2). 
Typical coal-bearing cycles and enlarged diagrams B' of the Karhar-
bari Formation and B" of the Barakar Formation are from Casshyap 
andTewan(1984, fig. 17). 
A Monghyr-Saharsa ridge is postulated by Casshyap and 
Tewari (1984) and Casshyap et al. (1993b) to explain the diver-
gent drainage on either side of a basement ridge in the western 
part of the Jharia coalfield. We suggest that the southeast cross-
dip azimuth recorded by Khan and Casshyap (1979) (encircled 
18 in Fig. 21) reflects this ridge. 
A possible marine influence is indicated by leiosphaerids 
(L) and acritarchs (A). In an interpretation that regards these as 
definite indicators of a marine incursion over a low-lying 
coastal plain, we draw the maximum possible (and intermittent 
or ephemeral) penetrations of the shoreline from the Badhaura 
area of Rajasthan to the Satpura basin, thence northeast 
between the Faizabad and Chhattisgarh uplands to Umaria, into 
an indentation at Korba, then past Singrauli to Bokaro, and 
finally northeast across the Deogarh and Rajmahal basins to 
Singrimari and Subansiri. The total sulfur content in Barakar 
coal, highest at 1 to 2% in the Umana coaliield (Tumuluri and 
Roychaudun, 1979, p. 237), is consistent with the postulated 
marine incursion in this area. High sulfur values in coal in the 
Warora coalfield (20.2°N, 79.0°E) are attributable to pyrite 
introduced from the Deccan Trap (H. K. Mishra, personal com-
munication, 1990). 
As shown by paleocurrent pattern, lithofacies, and paleohy-
drology (Casshyap and Tewan, 1984,1988), the dominant depo-
sitional environment of the Karharban and early Barakar Stages 
was braided nvers and of the late Barakar, meandering rivers. 
The trunk flow was axial in the Pranhita-Godavan basins. In the 
Koel-Damodar area, the flow was oblique to the present easterly 
trend of structure, but accumulation was greatest along the east-
west axis, as shown by isopachs of the Barakar Formation and 
of individual coals and associated shales. 
Palynologic composition IV or Barren Measures Stage 
Facies range from nonmarine (lacustrine) and mixed 
marine-nonmarine (lagoonal or estuarine) mud ("Ironstone 
Shales") to nonmarine (meandering fluvial) sand and mud. The 
sandwiching of the Barren Measures between the Karharbari-
Barakar and Raniganj coal measures reflects a pause in coal-
forming conditions. 
Again, in an interpretation that regards leiosphaerids and 
phosphorites as definite indicators of a marine incursion (Fig. 
22), we draw the maximum possible (and intermittent or 
ephemeral) penetrations of the shoreline from the Salt Range to 
the Satpura basin, thence northeast between the Faizabad and 
Chhattisgarh uplands to Umaiia, into an indentation at lb River, 
then south of Singrauli to Bokaro, and finally northeast across 
the Rajmahal basin to Westem Austraha. The phosphoritic Bar-
ren Measures of the Karanpura and Bokaro basins lay along the 
lowlands of the northern coastal to shelf penphery of the fan in 
front of the Chotanagpur upland. Because the thickest Barren 
Measures in the Jharia and Raniganj basins lie on the present 
southern margin (Mitra, 1987, p. 33), the basin must have 
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extended southward of the present southern boundary fault. The 
other phosphoritic Barren Measures, in the Korba and lb River 
areas, together with associated leiosphaerids of the lb River area, 
reflect a shoreline extending farther southeast from that of the 
Barakar Formation. Immediately southwest, the Talcher area was 
uplifted (Ul) and eroded to become part of the Chotanagpur-
Chhattisgarh upland. 
In the exclusively nonmarine Pranhita-Godavari and Sat-
pura basins, paleocurrents maintain a northwest axial flow 
downstream from the uplifted (Ul) area in the southeast. 
Scientific study of the Barren Measures has been neglected 
because they have been regarded as no more than a thick mineral 
band within the coal measures. It is hoped that the recent discov-
ery of phosphorite (Datta, 1986a) will stimulate new work. 
Palynologic composition V or Raniganj Stage 
The Monghyr-Saharsa upland expanded westward and 
eastward across the northwest paleoslope of the Chotanagpur 
fan (Fig. 23) by uplift (U2) of the Rajmahal Hills and the region 
to the north and east, as indicated by the southwest paleocuiient 
into the Raniganj basin (encircled 25 on Fig. 23) (Casshyap and 
Tewari, 1984, p. 138, fig. 15), so that drainage was deflected 
westward to institute the Koel-Damodar valley (Casshyap and 
Kumar, 1987, p. 210, fig. 22). At the same time, the Chotanag-
pur upland expanded northward to the position of the present 
southern boundary fault of the Raniganj basin, indicated by 
debris-flow deposits at the base of the Raniganj Formation at 
Mehjia and Domra (solid triangle) (Mitra, 1987, p. 33). The 
Gondwana Master Basin of Peninsular India 17 
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Figure 9 (on this and facing page). Representative stratigraphic 
columns of the Karharbari (K) and Barakar Formations in the Koel-
Damodar basin (X-XIV, XVI), Rajmahal basin (XV), Son basin 
(XVII), and Mahanadi basin (XVIII-XX) and Barakar and Kamthi 
Formations in the Pranhita-Godavari basin (XXI, XXH), showing 
lithology and grain size. Thickness in meters. X (North Karanpura 
coalfield, located on Fig. 2), XI (South Karanpura), XII (East Bokaro), 
XIII (Jharia), XIV (Raniganj, Kulti area), XV (Chuperbhita), XVI 
(Raniganj, Shampur area), XVH (SingrauU), XVIH (Korba), XIX (lb 
River), XX (Talcher), XXI (Wardha coalfield, located on Fig. 2), XXII 
(Ramagundam), all from Laskar (1979, p. 234). 
Daltonganj-Deogarh-Rajmahal Hills terrain north of 24°N 
(north of the Damodar valley) was a nondepositional to ero-
sional area from the start of Raniganj time. No Raniganj or later 
formations were deposited, and the previously deposited 
Talchir and Barakar Formations were eroded. In the Rajmahal 
Hills, sediment accumulated again in the Late Triassic (Dubra-
jpur Formation), and in the Early Cretaceous the whole terrain 
was covered by the Rajmahal Trap. 
In the Wardha coalfield, an anticline grew during this stage 
(F02, Fig. 16) until it was overlapped by the earliest Triassic 
Yerrapalli Formation. In the southeast Pranhita-Godavari area, 
the Kamthi Formation spread across the previous uplift (Ul). 
TALCHIR 
In the Talcher coalfield, the complete Raniganj Formation 
expanded across the previous uplift (Ul) (Fig. 5). 
Casshyap and Kumar (1987, p. 209) show that river sinu-
osity increases, sand beds get thinner, and finer grains increase 
down the axial paleoslope of the Damodar valley from the 
Raniganj basin westward. The marine outlet of the Damodar 
valley is possibly indicated by the leiosphaerid-bearing Rani-
ganj Formation of the Singrauli Coalfield (encircled 24 in 
Fig. 23), which contains also the exceptionally thick, 134-m 
Jhingurdah Coal and dirt bands (Raja-Rao, 1983, p. 134) (Fig. 
15, D). The inferred shoreline was the last sign of the Tethyan 
sea in Peninsular India. The only other Icnown possible marine 
indicator is the phosphorite in the Raniganj area; in the absence 
of corroborative evidence, this occurrence of phosphorite in the 
highest known part of the valley is interpreted as lacustrine. 
Another indication of a proximal source is provided by the 
few meters of conglomerate (with well-rounded clasts) in the 
North Karanpura Coalfield, supplied from a tributary stream 
with a west-northwest trend (Casshyap and Kumar, 1987, 
p. 185). The only direct evidence of the Monghyi-Saharsa 
upland is the southwest paleocurrent in the Raniganj basin, 
which we interpret as another tributary. 
The Raniganj Stage contains coal of variable thickness: 
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Figure 10. Representative stratigraphic columns of the Barren Mea-
sures Formation and the Raniganj Formation in the Koel-Damodar 
basm (XXni-XXVII), showing lithology and gram size. Thickness in 
meters Barren Measures Formation XXIII (Jhana coalfield, located 
on Fig. 2), from Casshyap (1979b) Raniganj Formation- XXIV 
(Jhana), from A. Kumar (1983); XXV (Raniganj, Bore-hole 36), 
XXVI (Raniganj, unidentified bore-hole), XXVII (Raniganj, Bore-hole 
53), all from Mehta (1956) 
from none at lb River and in the southeast Pranhita-Godavari 
and Wardha-Kamptee areas and very little at Satpura and 
Umana to much elsewhere, with the extreme of the 134-m-thick 
duty coal at Singrauh mentioned above. The bright red to purple 
pigmentation of the succeeding Panchet Stage is anticipated by 
isolated occurrences of redbeds in the lower Pali Formation of 
the Banen Measures Stage at Umaria, the Kamthi Formation of 
Ramganj Stage at lb River, and the latest Permian middle part of 
the Kamthi Formation of the Kamptee and Pranhita-Godavari 
areas (Fig. 5). The low content of coal in the areas of pigmented 
Raniganj Stage suggests a drier environment than hitherto, in 
contrast to that of the Damodai-Smgrauli valley, in which the 
favorable coal-forming conditions of the Karharbari-Barakar 
Stages returned. 
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Figure 11. Representative stratigraphic colurrms of the Panchet Forma-
tion (in the Koel-Damodar basm) and the Pachmarhi/Denwa/Bagra-
Jabalpur Formations (Satpura basin), showing hthology, gram size, and 
paleoslope indicators Thickness in meters. XXVIII (Raniganj coal-
field, located on Fig. 2), from Casshyap (1979a). XXIX (Satpura 
basin), from Tewari and Casshyap (1994), the circle indicates the 
stratigraphic interval over which crossdip azimuths were measuied and 
the arrow the vector mean. Note the 180° change in azimuth between 
the northerly crossdipping Denwa/Pachmarhi Formations and the 
southerly Jabalpui/Bagra Formations. 





Figure 12. Representative stratigraphic columns of the Supra-
Panchet/Panchet Formations in the Koel-Damodar basin, showing 
lithology, grain size, and paleoslope indicators. Thickness in meters. 
XXX (North Karanpura coalfield, located on Fig. 2), XXXI (Bokaro), 
XXXII (Raniganj), all from Tewari (1995). The circle indicates the 
stratigraphic interval over which crossdip azimuths were measured, 
and the arrows the vector means, which range from noithwest to 
northeast. 
Palynologic composition VI: Panchet Stage 
During this stage, bright pigmentation and thin conglomer-
ate layers appear everywhere, and coal is nowhere. This is the 
coal gap (Veevers et al., 1994b). Lacking coal and now com-
monly occupying higher scrub-covered teiTain, the Panchet 
Stage did not attract comprehensive studies of paleocurrents 
until Tewari's recent work for this monograph. As shown on 
Figure 24, Tewari (1992) confirmed Dutta and Laha's (1979) 
undocumented northwest vectors in the Raniganj and Wardha 
areas and the north-northeast vector in the North Karanpura 
area and added new northwest vectors in the Damodar and Son 
areas; and Casshyap et al. (1993a) measured a northwest vector 
for the Pachmarhi Sandstone in the Satpura area, refining the 
north vector reported by Saxena (1963, p. 128). The Pachmarhi 
Sandstone is a braided stream deposit with pebbles of quartz 
and angular feldspar (Casshyap, 1979a, p. 531). 
We interpret the paleogeography of the Panchet Stage as 
reverting to that before the Raniganj Stage, with paleodrainage 
to the northwest and north from the Chotanagpur upland— 
newly uplifted to provide a coarser grade of sediment—and 
confined between the Chotanagpur and Chhattisgarh uplands 
and within the Pranhita-Godavari valley. Following the relax-
ation of the Monghyr-Saharsa upland, the Chotanagpur fan 
spread to the north, and sediment (since lost) was probably 
deposited in the Deogarh-Rajmahal area. 
Mid-Triassic (Anisian-Ladinian) Stage 
Only four areas of deposition are preserved (Fig. 25). In 
the Satpura area (Raja-Rao, 1983, plate XV), the Denwa For-
mation is a meandering-stream deposit (Casshyap, 1979a, 
p. 531) of claystone with patches of conglomerate containing 
clasts of red jasper that are not found in the Pachmarhi Sand-
stone; vertebrates indicate an Anisian-early Ladinian age (240 
to 233 Ma). The overlying Bagra Formation, formerly thought 
to be Triassic, is now dated as Jurassic, as detailed later. The 
second area of mid-Triassic rocks is the northwest Pranhita-
Godavari basin (Raja-Rao, 1982, plate HI; Kutty et al., 1988, 
map 1, p. 216). The Yerrapalli Formation is a meandering 
stream deposit of red and puiple clay with calcareous sandstone 
at the top (Dasgupta, 1993); paleocurrents are to the north. The 
Bhimaram Sandstone is a braided river deposit of coarse to 
pebbly sandstone with red clay intercalations; paleocurrents are 
to the northwest. We inteipret the upward coarsening from the 
Yen-apalli to the Bhimaram as reflecting a rejuvenation by 
uplift of the source areas. The third area, to the southeast, is the 
Krishna-Godavari area, with the shale and sandstone penetrated 
in Oil and Natural Gas Commission (ONGC) Koramagudem-A 
well (Prasad and Jain, 1994). The fourth occun-ence, in the Son 
area, is an isolated outcrop of shale and sandstone, the Nidpur 
Beds, that contains Anisian-Ladinian plants. 
Deformation (D3) and uplift (U3) toward the end of the 
mid-Triassic (233 to 230 Ma) are recorded from all areas that 
contain Late Triassic rocks, except the northwest Pranhita-
Godavari area, which contains a continuous record of deposition 
over the interval. The style of deformation in the Rajmahal area 
is indicated by a north-northwest-trending normal (extensional) 
fault (FA3) sealed by the Late Triassic Dubrajpur Formation 
(Fig. 15, A). Other faults are sealed by the Supra-Panchet For-
mation in the North Karanpura area (Fig. 15, D), and most of 
the deformation was probably effected by normal, extensional 
faulting. We interpret the main northerly downthrow on the line 
of southern boundary faults of the Koel-Damodar area and its 
western continuation across the Son basin as happening at this 
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Figure 13. Representative stratigrapliic 
columns of the PanchetyPali-Tiki, Supra-
Panchet/Parsoia, and Panchet/Supra-
Panchet Formations, showing Uthology, 
grain size, and paleoslope indicators. 
Thickness in meters. XXXIII (western 
Son basin, located on Fig. 2), from 
Tewan and Casshyap (1994); XXXIV 
(eastern Son basin), from Tewari (1995); 
XXXV (Koel basin), from Tewari and 
Casshyap (1994). The circle indicates 
the stratigraphic interval over which 
crossdip azimuths were measured and 
the arrow tlie vector mean, which ranges 
narrowly about the north. 
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time because the Camian Supra-Panchet Formation lies wholly 
north of this line. 
Deformation 3 (D3) coincides with the Gondwanides II 
deformation along the Panthalassan margin of Gondwanaland 
and the Indo-Sinian orogeny (Veevers, 1989; Veevers et al., 
1994c). 
Camian Stage 
Deposition continued in the northwest Pranhita-Godavari 
area and the Krishna-Godavari area and resumed in the Talcher 
area and, during relaxation (R4) after the mid-Triassic defor-
mation and downthrowing, in the northern Son area and Koel-
Damodar area (Fig. 26). In the Koel-Damodar area, the 
Supra-Panchet Formation unconformably overlies the Panchet 
Formation, and in the Rajmahal area, the Dubrajpur Formation 
unconformably overlaps the faulted Talchir and Barakar For-
mations to rest on Precambrian rocks (Fig. 15, A). The Supra-
Panchet comprises reddish coarse sandstone and thin shale 
interbeds, and the slightly coarser Dubrajpur Formation con-
tains conglomerate, sandstone, shale, and thin coal bands (0), 
the latter unique in the Indian Triassic. Both formations are 
braided river deposits. The paleocurrent vectors indicate a 
northerly paleoslope that repeats the paleogeography of the 
Panchet and Barakar Stages. In the Son area, the Supra-Panchet 
contains northwest paleocurrents that indicate a paleoslope 
along the axis of the Mahanadi basin. In the northwest Pran-
hita-Godavari basin, the Maleri Formation of red-green clay 
with lenses of sandstone and lime-pellet rocks is a meandering-
river deposit with a northerly paleocurrent. The rocks in the 
Talcher area lack fossils but are regarded as equivalent from 
their similarity with the Supra-Panchet Formation. 
Latest Triassic (Norian-Rhaetic) to Early Jurassic Stage 
Outcrops are restricted to the Pranhita-Godavari basin 
(Dharmaram and Kota Formations) and possibly the Son-
Umaria area (the poorly dated Parsora Formation) (Fig. 27). 
The Dharmaram Formation is a fluvial deposit in which coarse 
to pebbly sandstone alternates with clay bands. The Kota For-
mation is another fluvial deposit of pebbly sandstone with clay 
bands and thin coal seams and at the top limestone that contains 
a fish fauna (Bhattacharya, 1981). Marly beds underlying the 
limestone contain vertebrates (Dutta and Yadagiri, 1994). The 
coarse grade of the sandstone is interpreted as indicating inter-
mittent uplift of the source area (Rudra, 1982, p. 77). Mitra 




































(1987, p. 36) interprets the basal pebbly sandstone as a debris-
flow deposit that indicates activation of the northeast border 
fault in the Early Jurassic. We interpret further that the faults 
that expose the Chinnur inlier became active at this time. Paleo-
currents indicate a continuation of the northwest axial slope 
away from the newly formed horst of the Mailaram High. The 
Parsora Formation of the Son-Umaria area is medium to coarse 
to pebbly sandstone interspersed with mudstone. As discussed 
earlier (Fig. 5), it is dated as mid-Triassic or, as we show here, 
Rhaetian. Its northwest paleocurrent may reflect the transpres-
sional uplift to the east. 
At some point within the interval between the Carnian 
Supra-Panchet/Dubrajpur Formations and the Early Cretaceous 
Rajmahal Trap/lamprophyre, the Damodar basins were 
deformed and uplifted by transpressional motion on the bound-
ary faults and northwest-trending cross faults. We regard this 
event as the same age (FAS) as the faulting in the northeast 
Pranhita-Godavari area, dated as immediately before and dur-
ing deposition of the Early Jurassic Kota Formation. Mitra 
(1987, fig. 2) shows right-lateral movement along the boundary 
faults of the Damodar area, and Veevers et al. (1994a, fig. 3) 
illustrated the 4.4 km of right-lateral offset, as shown in Figure 
44 in a later section. They also analyzed the structure of the 
Jharia basin as showing right-lateral movement. Mitra (1987, 
fig. 3) illustrated the right-lateral transpressional regime super-
imposed on the earlier extensional structures to generate uplift 
in the Son Valley area, and this is shown on Figure 27 by the 
parallelogram labeled FAS. 
Late Jurassic and Early Cretaceous Stage 
During the Late Jurassic and Early Cretaceous, India broke 
off Africa on the southwest and Antarcfica on the southeast. 
Deposits include the (?) Late Jurassic Bagra Formation in the 
Satpura area, the Early Cretaceous Jabalpur Formation of the 
Satpura-Jabalpur region, the Athgarh and Golapilli Sandstones 
of the east coast (Rao et al, 1993), the Chikiala- Gangapur For-
mations of the northwest Pranhita-Godavari basin, and the 
Figure 14. Representative stratigraphic columns of Mesozoic forma-
tions in the Pranhita-Godavari basin and of Permian and Triassic for-
mations in the eastern subsurface Koel-Damodar basin beneath the 
Cenozoic Bengal basin, showing lithology, grain size, and paleoslope 
indicators. Thickness in meters. XXXVI, Triassic Maleri Formation, 
Early Jurassic Kota Formation, and Early Cretaceous Chikiala Forma-
tion (central Pranhita-Godavari basin, located on Fig. 2), from Tewari 
and Casshyap (1994); the circle indicates the stratigraphic interval over 
which crossdip azimuths were measured and the arrows the northerly 
vector mean. XXXVII, Talchir through Panchet Formations in the east-
ern subsurface Koel-Damodar basin, beneath the Cenozoic Bengal 
basin, from Das et al. (1993, fig. 3); the column was constructed from 
Well A (interval 1,130 to 2,150 m) and Well B (1,045 to 3,148 m), 
which terminated in the Talchir Formation, a short interval above the 
Precambrian basement. The wells are located at #2 and 3 on Figure 2. 
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Figure 15 Cross sections selected to show pnncipal structure, located on Figuie 2 A, Diagrammatic section of the Rajmahal Hills 
Drawn fiom information in Raja-Rao (1987) B, Cross section of the Dewanganj area (#8 on Fig 2), from Sen et al (1987, fig 2) 
DNJ-1, etc , are dnll-holes C, Jhana basin, from Ghosh and Mukhopadhyay (1985, fig 4B) BM—Barren Measuies (stipple), B/K— 
Barakar Formation over Karharban Formation, T—Talchir Formation D, North Karanpura basin m the area of Rahum and Mandur 
From Jowett (1929, plate 13, section A) E, Smgrauli coalfield From Dutta and Mukherjee (1979, plate 121) F, Nortliwest Pranhita-
Godavan basin, Chmnur Inlier From Raja-Rao (1982, plate III) Abbreviations, in stratigraphic order crosses—Archean rocks, E— 
Proterozoic rocks, T—Talchir Formation, B—^Baiakar Formation, BM—Barren Measures Formation, UR—Late Tnassic Maleri 
Formation, J—Jurassic Kota Formation, Kc—Cretaceous Chikiala Foimation 
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Rajmahal Trap and lamprophyre and dolerite dykes and sills in 
the Damodar, Deogarh, and subsurface Bengal Basins and the 
offshore Mahanadi basin (Fig. 28), all dated as 120 to 110 Ma, 
within the Early Cretaceous. The sedimentary formations are 
piedmont fluvial deposits. 
The Bagra Formation is an alluvial fan deposit (Casshyap, 
1979a, p. 531; Casshyap et al., 1993a) that contains pebbles to 
head-sized boulders of quartzite, matched with the Proterozoic 
Vindhyans from Hoshangapad immediately to the north and 
northeast, and banded jasper and jasperoid conglomerate, 
matched with the Proterozoic Bijawar and Kaimur Foimations, 
again north and northeast of the Narmada valley (Pascoe, 1968, 
p. 970). The Bagra Formation overlaps the exposed Precam-
brian rocks on the northern edge of the Satpura basin and then 
progrades southward over the Denwa Formation down a paleo-
slope reversed from that of the Denwa Formation and Pach-
marhi Sandstone. This reversal of paleoslope signifies a major 
uplift in the immediate north, the Hoshangabad upland (U6) 
with its eastern extension, the Vindhyan upland (U7), across the 
earlier northward drainage. 
Paleocurrents in the Early Cretaceous Jabalpur Formation 
indicate drainage to the south-southwest; the Jabalpur Forma-
tion overlaps the Precambrian basement to indicate the' demise 
of the northwest extension of the Chhattisgarh upland. 
The Chikiala Formation contains a piedmont breccia-
conglomerate deposited at the foot of the boundary fault along 
the northeast margin of the northwest Pranhita-Godavari basin 
(Fig. 15, F). The adjacent Gangapur Formation overlies the Kota 
and Maleri Formations "with a clear angular unconformity" 
(Sastry et al, 1977, p. 37). Both formations indicate movement 
(FA7) on the boundary fault during the Early Cretaceous, 
The southeast paleocurrents in the coastal Gondwanas 
mark a reversal of paleoslope from the northwest paleoslope of 
the Permian to Early Jurassic Pranhita-Godavari basin 
(Golapilli Formation) and the Early Permian Mahanadi basin 
(Athgarh Formation). The reversal is attributable to the thermal 
subsidence of the eastern margin (Casshyap and Tewari, 1988, 
p. 65) after its separation at M-11 (132.5 Ma) from Antarctica 
(Powell et al., 1988). We identify the Mailaram High as the 
crest of the shoulder of the rift valley complex that became the 
initial northeast Indian Ocean (Fig. 44 in a later section). A hot 
spot subsequently may have generated the Rajmahal Trap, the 
Ninetyeast Ridge, and Kerguelen (Mahoney et al., 1983). 
Late Cretaceous Stage 
During this stage the Lameta Formation and the Infra-
Trappean sediments (Fig.. 29) were deposited during the relax-
ation (R9) that followed uplift (U8). The Lameta Formation and 
the Infra-Trappean sediments are interpreted as deposited on a 
semiarid alluvial plain (Brookfield and Sahni, 1987), contrary 
to the "marine" interpretation of Chanda (1968) and Robinson 
(1967). The upper part of the Lameta and the entire Infra-Trap-
pean contain vertebrates that indicate a Maastrichtian age 
(Jaeger et al , 1989). From the single published paleocurrent 
vector (encircled 29 in Fig. 29), the Lameta Formation was 
deposited on a westward slope down the Narmada valley to 
overlap the locally eroded Jabalpur Formation to rest on Pre-
cambrian rocks. The other deposits of the Lameta and Infra-
Trappean sediments are arranged in a simple drainage lobe in 
the Wardha area. Whether these outcrops formed part of a con-
nected system or were isolated alluvial-lacustrine basins 
remains to be worked out. 
In the Damodar area, faulting affected all rocks including 
the 120- to 110-Ma lamprophyre dykes (Sarkar et al, 1980) and 
is therefore dated as mid-Cretaceous or younger. 
K/T (Cretaceous/Tertiary) Stage 
The Deccan Trap was erupted about 65.5 Ma (= K/T 
boundary) over west and central India and on the east coast, as 
seen in a well at Narsapur (Jaeger et al, 1989, p. 317) (Fig. 30), 
near the early Paleocene shoreline. Outcrops of the basalt flows 
in the Narsapur area, known as the Rajahmundry Traps, have a 
40Aj-/39Ar age of 64.0 ± 0.4 Ma, marginally younger than the 
average age of 65.5 ± 0.5 Ma of the Deccan Trap but possibly 
coeval with lavas in the Kolhapur Formation of the Deccan 
(text conlimies on p. 31) 
Figure 16 (on page 24). Fence diagram showing time and space relations 
of the Gondwana basins, with the fence between Satpura (SAT) and 
Narsapur shown additionally out-of-perspective at the bottom. Data, 
including tectonic events (e.g., U5), are from Figures 4, 5, and 6. 
Timescale, with expanded scale from 200 to 300 Ma and shown in full 
on the middle part of the left-hand side, has these abbreviations: I to 
VI—palynologic compositions, AN—Anisian, B—Barakar, BM—^Bar-
ren Measures, CA—Carnian, Carb—Carboniferous, E—Early, K— 
Karharbari, L—Late, LA—Ladinian, M—Middle, NEO—Neogene, 
NO—Norian, PA—Panchet, PAL—Paleogene, R—^Raniganj, RH— 
Rhaetian, T—^Talchir. Abbreviations of formations: B, BAR—^Barakar, 
BI—Bijori, B/Y—Bhimaram/YeiTapalli, DE—Denwa, DH—Dhar-
maram, G—Gangapur, JAB—-Jabalpur, K, BCAR—Karharbari, M— 
Maleri, MO—^Motur, PAC—Pachmarhi, PAR—Parsora, R—Raniganj, 
S-P—Supra-Panchet, TAI^-Talchir; T-GO—Tirupati-Golapilli, 0 indi-
cates the carbonaceous shale of the Dubrajpur Formation. Abbreviations 
of place-names (indicated by dot in main part of diagram): A—Athgarh, 
AU—Auranga, BO—Bokaro, DA—Daltonganj, HU—Hutar, IB—lb 
River, J^—Jabalpur, JH—Jharia, KA—Kamptee, K-G—Krishna-
Godavari, KOR—Korba, MAN—Manendragarh, MH—^Mailaram High, 
NK—North Karanpura, P-G—Pranhita-Godavari (NW—northwest, 
SE—southeast), RA—Rajmahal, RAMK—Ramkola, RAN—Raniganj, 
SAT—Satpura, SI—Singrauli, TAL—Talcher, UM—Umaria, WV— 
Wardha Valley. Other: Cz-K—Cenozoic-Cretaceous. 
• 
Figure 17 (on page 25). Fence diagram showing variations in thickness 
of the Gondwana formations, with the fence between Satpura (SAT) 
and Krishna-Godavari (K-G) shown additionally out-of-perspective at 
the bottom. Abbreviations of place-names as in caption of Figure 16; 
symbols as on legend in Figure 16; formations are B, BAR-—Barakar, 
BI—Bijori, BM—Barren Measures, DE—Denwa, DUB—Dubrajpur, 
JAB—^Jabalpur, KAR—Karharbari, P—Panchet, PAC—Pachmarhi, 
R—Raniganj, SP—Supra-Panchet, T—Talchir. Other: P2—Paleocene. 
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Figure 16. Caption on page 23. 
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Figure 18 (on this and following two pages). Cumulative subsidence diagrams of the Gondwana 
basins of Peninsular India from 290 Ma to the present, with sedimentary-tectonic events 0 to 10 
(Table 5) marked along the top. The 0-km line marks erosion or nondeposition above, deposition 
below. Uplift is sketched by broken lines, with the apex of the the triangle marking peak uplift. 
Abbreviations from the top left are C—Carboniferous, Perm.—Permian, 1R— T^riassic, J— J^urassic, 
K—Cretaceous, Cz—Cenozoic; L—Late, E—Early, M—^Middle, T—Tertiary, Q—Quaternary. 
Abbreviations of formations T—Talchir, K—Karharbari, B—Barakar, BM—^Barren Measures, R^— 
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Raniganj, P—Panchet, SP—Supra-Panchet, PA—Parsora (taken here as latest Triassic), JAB— 
Jabalpur, LA—Lameta, and DT—Deccan Trap, and on Section C, B—Bhimaram, M—Maleri, and 
D—^Dharmaram. Basement is filled with heavy stipple, coal measures with light stipple. Late Trias-
sic rocks with a pattern of filled squares, and volcanics with Vs. Selected events (e.g., U3) are 
explained in Table 5. A, Rajmahal-Bengal basin above, Damodar basins in the middle, and Son 
basins below. B, Son basin above, Mahanadi basins below. C, Satpura, Kamptee, Wardha, northwest 
Pranhita-Godavari, and Godavari-Krishna basins. Abbreviations: PAL—Paleocene, EO-OLIGO— 
Eocene-Oligocene, MIO-PLIO—^Miocene-Pliocene. 
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TABLE 5.TECTONIC AND SEDIMENTARY EVENTS 











































































Deccan, Rajmahal (clastic wedge offshore 
MahanadI). 
Olpad fanglomerate Cambay Basin. 
Lameta Beds Satpura, Umaria-Blsrampur. 
Satpura, Umaria-Blsrampur 
Cambay, Satpura-Umaria, Pranhita-Godavari, East 
Coast ("breakup eastern margin). 
ROa Relaxation/subsidence Latest Carbon-
iferous 290 Ma 
Mallaram High, Jabalpur 
Satpura area north of Bagra Formation (= breakup 
western margin). 
South of Kota Formation, P-G basin; Satpura and 
Umaria (?faultlng); Koel-Damodar, Rajmahal. 
Right-lateral transcurrence Hutar, Ranlganj; normal 
faulting Mallaram High between northwest and 
southeast Godavarl. 
Supra-Panchet, Dubrajpur (=Pangean Extension II). 
Rajmahal, normal fault E (= Gondwanldes II). 
Southeast Godavarl, Auranga-Bokaro, Ranlganj. 
Wardha, Umaria, Manendragarh, Talcher 
Satpura, Ramkola, Daltonganj, Jharla. 
Wardha (= Gondwanldes I). 
Kamptee 
Rajmahal, southeast Godavarl. 
Korba-lb-Talcher (southeast MahanadI), southeast 
Godavarl. 
All areas except those with U1. 
Fans (post-glacial rebound): Tatapani, Auranga, N. 
Karanpura (NiyogI, 1987), Saharjuri, Hasdo-Arand, 
Mallaram (MItra, 1987). 
All areas (acrltarchs). 
Initial (Talchir) deposition, Gondwanas, 277-Ma 
glacloeustatic rise (= Pangean Extension 1). 
*D = deformation; FA = faulting, FO = folding, 
pled relaxation and uplift; U = uplift. 
R = relaxation by subsidence; Rl = rifting; RU = cou-
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Figure 19 Paleotectonic/geographic map of the Gondwanaland province 
of Pangea during eastern Australian Stage A (290-268 Ma) centered 
about the Tastubian (275 Ma), including the 280-Ma interpolated pole 
and paleolatitudes, from Veevers et al (1994c) References to the South 
Pole and latitudes correspond to present coordinates The global setting 
(top nght corner, from de Wit et al, 1988), was such that Gondwana-
land, the southern province of Pangea, lay between Panthalassa on one 
side and the equatonal Paleotethys and Laurasia on the other Shortly 
after the 320-Ma amalgamation of Pangea, the Cimmenan continent (C) 
was transferred from the Gondwanaland margin to Laurasia by the gen-
eration of Neotethys and the consumption of Paleotethys (Veevers, 
1988a) A key to paleogeographic features is given m Table 6 
Trap near the west coast (Baksi et al, 1994) Subsequent ero-
sion has removed trap from the Satpura Range and along the 
Son basin and the northern part of the Mahanadi basin, leaving 
the big northwest Chhattisgarh area of trap in between The trap 
remams effectively honzontal, unaffected by subsequent move-
ment except on the west coast, where lifting (RIO) in the Cam-
bay Basin has deeply depressed the trap beneath the Olpad 
fanglomerate and later deposits (Ramanathan, 1981) Baksi et 
al (1994) suggest that the Rajahmundry Traps represent rem-






















Ancestral Great Western Plateau 
Central Australia 
Ancestral Soutti Australian Higlilands 



















































































East Antarctic, centered on the 
Gamburtsev Subglacial Mountains 
Ross High 
Postulated Antarctic margin 
•Shown in the platform area outside the Panthalassan margin are new (in italics) or renewed basins (e g , 1) and uplands (e g , 
TABLE 7. SOURCE OF DATA PLOTTED ON FIGURES 20THROUGH 30 
Snnivasa-Rao et a l , 1979 
Ramanamurthy, 1985 
Reddyand Prasad, 1988 
Casshyap, 1981b 
Casshyap and Kumar, 1987 
Casshyap and Tewari, 1988 
Sen and Sinha, 1985 (i) We regard the 
crossbedding as aqueous, (ii) we group 
the vector means for the upper part of 
the Supra-Panchet (sectors 2-4) to 
determine a grand mean of north-northeast 
Rudra, 1982 
Chanda, 1968 
Prasada Rao, 1976 
Kumar and Bhandan, 1973 
Ranga-Rao et a l , 1979, p 485 
Casshyap et al 1993a 
Chaudhun and Mondal, 1989 
Duttaand Laha, 1979 
Tewari, 1992 
Tewari and Casshyap, 1994 





















Smith, 1963a, b 
Frakesetal, 1975 
Casshyap, 1979a, citing Srivastava, 1970 
Casshyap, 1979a, citing Ahmad, 1975 
Ahmad and Hashimi, 1974,1976, Ahmad 
et a l , 1976, also Ahmad, 1981 
Casshyap and Qidwai, 1974 
Casshyap and Tewari, 1982 
Casshyap and Srivastava, 1988 
Dattaetal , 1979 
Bose and Ramanamurthy, 1979 
Ghosh and Mitra, 1970b 
Sengupta, 1970 
Casshyap and Qidwai, 1971 
Casshyap, 1973 
Casshyap, 1979b 
Casshyap and Tewari, 1984 
Tewari and Casshyap, 1982 
Khan, 1987 
Khan and Casshyap, 1979 
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Figure 20. Paleogeography during the deposition of the Talchir Formation plotted on the base map of 
Figure 2. The encircled numerals denote the source of information (Table 7). The subsurface occur-
rence (22) on the western side of the Faizabad upland is at Mirkheri (Fig. 2); another isolated occur-
rence, on the eastern side of the Faizabad upland, is at Maihur (MA). 
In the final event mentioned here, the Deccan plateau was 
uplifted (UIO) some 2,000 m (Radhakrishna, 1989) and subse-
quently worn back from its original extent, with sediment from 
the uplift deposited in a clastic wedge in the offshore Mahanadi 
basin. 
CONNECTIONS WITH TETHYS AND 
GONDWANALAND 
Global scene at the 250-Ma Permian/Triassic boundary 
In Pangea, the Gondwana master basin occupied the mid-
latitude ground between the Tethyan margin and the adjacent 
Western Australian, East Antarctic, and Arabia-Madagascar-
East African parts of Gondwanaland (Fig. 31). 
The connections are shown in more detail in the following 
Figures 32 through 39, which show the regional paleogeogra-
phy of Peninsular India and adjacent parts of Tethys and Gond-
wanaland from the mid-Carboniferous start of Pangea (Fig. 32) 
to its breakup at the Jurassic/Cretaceous boundary (Fig. 39). 
The base map and paleolatitude of Figures 32 to 38 are from 
PoweU and Li (1994), and Figure 39 is from de Wit et al. (1988) 
and Veevers et al. (1991). Details of Peninsular India are from 
previous chapters; those of adjacent areas are from Veevers and 
Powell (1987), augmented by references cited in the text. 
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Figure 21. Paleogeography during the deposition of tiie Karharbari and Barakar Formations. Proximal 
facies of the Karharbari Formation; base, shown by an open triangle, from Gee (1932), Mitra (1987), 
and Niyogi (1987); top, shown by a filled triangle, Irom De (1979). The encircled numerals denote the 
source of information (Table 7). Upland symbols as in Figure 20. M-S—Monghyr-Saharsa ridge. 
Late Carboniferous (320 to 290 Ma) 
The Late Carboniferous epoch (Fig. 32) followed the 
Variscan coUision of Gondwanaland and Laurussia (Veevers et 
al., 1994d) and the far-field inversion by crustal shortening of 
the Amadeus Transverse Zone (Alice Springs Orogeny) of Cen-
tral Australia and, speculatively, of East Antarctica, represented 
today by the Gamburtsev Subglacial Mountains (I) (Veevers, 
1994b). The sea was confined to the immediate Paleotethys mar-
gin except in northern Australia. The rest of the land area is rep-
resented by a lacuna in the stratigraphic record, probably 
because it was above base level during the initial accumulation 
of Pangean self-induced heat (Veevers, 1994a). Sea level had 
dropped from its Devonian-early Carboniferous high, possibly 
by glacio-eustatic drawdown, promoted by the buildup of ice on 
the polar plateau (I) and on other high ground in South America 
and in central and eastern Australia (Veevers and Powell, 1987). 
Carboniferous/Permian boundary (290 to 275 Ma) 
What we call the Indo-Australian rift zone (Fig. 33A) lay 
behind the Afghan, Lhasa, and Sibumasu blocks that drifted 
northward (present coordinates) at the end of the Permian. The 
only part of this zone that has remained intact and accessible is 
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Figure 22. Paleogeography during the deposition of the Barren Measures. The encircled numerals 
denote the source of information (Table 7). Ul is explained in Table 5. M-S—^Monghyr-Saharsa ridge. 
the passive tnai-gin of Western Australia. According to Etheridge 
and O'Brien (1994), initial rifting was in Late Carboniferous-
Early Permian time, involved 100% to 400% northwest-south-
east extension beneath most of the present continental shelf of 
Western Australia, and was accompanied by a thick Permian and 
Triassic "sag" sequence that makes up more than 50% of the 
total sediment column. The western side of the Indo-Australian 
rift zone was bordered by the Madagascar rift zone, which lay 
beliind the narrow Pennotethys (Stampfli et al., 1991). Wopfner 
(1993) explained the distribution of the graben complex of East 
Africa and Madagascar by a transtensional stress-field (shown 
by the an'ows in Fig. 36) operating in Permo-Carboniferous and 
Early Triassic times. The left-lateral components of this stress 
(small double-shafted an'ows in Fig. 36) ai'e consistent with left-
lateral movement generated by the opening of Permotethys 
along a continent-continent transfomi fault between the Mada-
gascar- rift zone and India (large double-shafted aiTows). All but 
the top right and lower left parts of the map ai"ea lie within the 
zone (between the dotted lines) of Zambezian-type or faulted 
basins, flanked by the Karoo-type or flexed basins (Rust, 1975; 
Tewari and Veevers, 1993, fig. 2). 
Widespread glaciation ensued during the rest of the Late 
Carboniferous and pre-Sakmarian Permian. The ancestral Gam-
burtsev Mountains (I) formed the focus of radial ice drainage 
into Australia, India, and Africa (Tewari and Veevers, 1993; 
Veevers, 1994b). The ice flowed thi'ough the uplands of the Pil-
bara-Yilgam block in Western Australia (H) and the central Aus-
ti-alian upland (just east of the map area), the Chotanagpur (III), 
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Figure 23. Paleogeography during the deposition of the Raniganj Formation. The encircled numerals 
denote the source of information (Table 7). U2 and F02 are explained in Table 5. 
Chhattisgarh (IV), Faizabad (V) and south Indian-Madagascar 
(VI), and the Congo-Kaokofeld (VII) and Cargonian (VIII) 
uplands of Afiica. Negligible glacigenic sediment remained on 
the continental platform until the first release of Pangean heat at 
290 Ma (base of East Australian palynologic Stage 2 or Gzelian) 
generated accommodation space by the initial subsidence of the 
Gondwana basins (Veevers, 1994a). Retreat of the ice at 275 Ma 
(Tastubian or early Sakmarian Eurydesma zone; Dickins, 1984) 
brought the sea into Gondwanaland. From the Arabian margin 
(Murris, 1980) of Permotethys and from the Afghan-Lhasa-
Sibumasu margin of Paleotethys, the sea transgressed across the 
Indo-Australian rift zone into central India to southwestern Aus-
tralia and around upland II into the Canning Basin. On the other 
side of Gondwanaland, a marine transgression entered the 
Karoo basin of southern Africa from Panthalassa. In central 
India and southem Africa, the short-lived Tastubian transgres-
sion was succeeded by a nonmarine succession of Permian coal 
measures and Triassic barren strata, whereas in the Indo-Aus-
tralian rift zone the sea remained, at least intermittently, during 
the rest of Permian and Triassic time, as shown by the Wes-
tralian basin (Bradshaw et al., 1988). We explain this difference 
by suggesting that in central India and southern Africa the rising 
sea covered the formerly glaciated ground until isostatic 
rebound caused it to regress. The extension of the crust in East 
Africa-Madagascar, India, and Western Australia led to the sub-
sidence of many areas below sea level. As shown in Figure 33B, 
the occurrence of volcanics above the glacigenic deposit in the 
Agglomeratic Slate of Kashmir and in the Woniusi Formation of 
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Figure 24. Paleogeography during the deposition of the Panchet Formation. The encircled numerals 
denote the source of information (Table 7). Not shown is the information on the Mesozoic vectors, 
which is given by Tewari and Casshyap (1994) (#37). 
western Yunnan and the emplacement of the anorogenic Yuman, 
Malakand, and Ambela granites (Spring et al., 1993) match the 
succession in eastern Australia (Veevers et al., 1994e), and both 
sets of volcanics and gramtoids match those of Europe (Veevers 
et al., 1994f), all characteristic of the initial extension of Pangea 
(Veevers and Tewari, 1995). 
Artinskian (265 Ma) 
Marine invertebrates in Arabia, in the Badhaura Formation 
at Bap, in the Amb Formation of the Salt Range, in the Garu 
Formation in Siang and at Namchi (Sikkim), and in Western 
Australia (Fig. 34) indicate an open sea, delimited by the barbed 
line around the Faizabad upland (V); the barbed broken line 
delimits the coastal, brackish environment of the northern Gond-
wana coal basin. Drainage in the Damodar aiea was deflected 
around the newly risen Monghyr-Saharsa upland (II). The broad 
open arrow in the Amery area of East Antarctica signifies the 
through flow of sediment above base level from the Gamburtsev 
upland (I). The Ecca coal measures in southern Africa prograded 
from the Witwatersrand Arch (VIII) and from the east. 
Kungurian-Vfimian (260 Ma) 
A narrow arm of the Tethyan sea penetrated the Madagas-
car rift zone as far as southern Madagascar; a broad embayment 
occupied the Indo-Australian rift zone, at the coastal head of 
which the Baiien Measures were deposited in the northern part 
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Figure 25. Paleogeography at the end of the mid-Triassic (Anisian-Ladinian), except the paleocurrent 
vector for the slightly earlier (late Scythian) Denwa Formation (#38). The encircled numerals denote 
the source of information (Table 7). The Triassic age of sediments in the Krishna-Godavari area is 
from Prasad and Jain (1994). D3, FA3, and U3 are explained in Table 5. 
of the Gondwana master basin; and the sea covered part of 
Western Australia (Fig. 35). In the Amery area of East Antarc-
tica, depjosition started with the Radok Conglomerate (R) shed 
from the sides of a graben that came off the Gamburtsev upland 
(I). The upper part of the Ecca Group of the Karoo basin pro-
graded northeastward from the rising Cape foldbelt. Deposition 
continued in East Africa and Madagascar but stopped in the 
Congo basin. 
Tatarian (253 Ma) 
At Beaver Lake (BL in Fig. 36), the braided-river deposit 
of the Bainmedart Coal Measures and the lower part of the 
Flagstone Bench Formation, both with east Australian Stage 5 
palynomorphs, contain a northerly crossdip azimuth (Webb and 
Fielding, 1993). Downstream from Beaver Lake, the Saharsa-
Monghyr upland (II) rose across the northwest drainage, which 
became confined to a west-sloping valley that possibly emptied 
in an estuary. To the west, the long gulf from Permotethys per-
sisted. Corals in the Vohipanana-Ambatokapika limestone in 
the Lower Sakamena Group of southern Madagascar (Boast 
and Nairn, 1982) are dated by palynomorphs (Wright and 
Askin, 1987) as equivalent to the Late Pennian Lower Beaufort 
Group of southern Africa; and marine strata with Cydolobus 
and Prodiictus in northern Madagascar, the Ruhende Beds of 
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Figure 26. Camian paleogeography: deposition of the Supra-Panchet Formation north of the down-
faulted Son and Koel-Damodar areas and age-equivalents in the Mahanadi and Godavari areas. The 
encircled numerals denote the source of information (Table 7). 
the Mikumi Basin (Kreuser et al., 1990), and the marine hori-
zon in the Nyakatitu Basin (Yemane and Kelts, 1990) in Tanza-
i\ia are equivaletvt to the marine Chhidru Formation of the Salt 
Range (Veevers et al., 1994e). 
Widespread volcanism behind Tethys included late Mur-
gabian (255 to 253 Ma) basaltic trap and other intraplate vol-
canics erupted during rifting in the shelf succession of Oman 
(Robertson and Searle, 1990; Rabu et al., 1990), the Murgabian-
Midian (Kazanian-early Tatarian, 255 to 251 Ma) Panjal Trap 
immediately south of the Lhasa block in Zanskar (Stampfli et al., 
1991), and rhyolite, dolerite, and undersaturated rocks in Western 
Australia, all anticipating breakup in the north (Fig. 33B). 
In Western Australia, nosean phonolite, lamprophyre, and 
trachyte were emplaced in EdeI-1 in the northern Perth basin 
and, probably at this time, rhyoUte in Enderby-1 in the Dampier 
basin (Geological Survey of Western Australia, 1990, p. 595). 
The volcanics in Edel-1 are regarded as flows and dikes of 
undersaturated alkaline rocks similar geochemically to vol-
canics along the Atlantic rifted margin (Le Maitre, 1975). The 
volcanics lie on either side of an angular unconformity called 
WA-U3 (Smith and Cowley, 1987; Bergmark and Evans, 1987), 
which separates the Late Permian (mid-Kazanian, 255 Ma) 
Wagina Sandstone and older strata affected by north-striking, 
east-dipping extensional faults from the "basal Triassic sand-
stone" and overlying Kockatea Shale (>245 Ma) and younger 
strata affected by northwest-southeast, high-angle, west-
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Figure 27. Early Jurassic paleogeography: deposition of the Kota Formation in the Pranhita-
Godavari-Knshna area (Murti and Lakshminarayana, 1994) and right-lateral transpressional faulting 
in the Son-Mahanadi and Koel-Damodar region. The encircled numerals denote the source of infor-
mation (Table 7). FAS is explained in Table 5. 
dipping planar normal faults (Smith and Cowley, 1987, fig. 4). 
This break is general along the western and northwestern Aus-
tralian margin, from the Perth basin in the south to the Bona-
parte basin in the north (Boote and Kirk, 1989, fig. 2). We 
interpret WA-U3 as a breakup unconformity that marks the end 
of the locally intense phase of rift extension and the start of 
breakup of the Paleotethyan margin (Afghan, Lhasa, Sibumasu 
blocks) by the generation of Neotethys (Fig. 37). K-Ar dates of 
261+5 Ma and 267 ± 5 Ma from samples below the unconfor-
mity (Smith and Cowley, 1987, p. 122, 123) suggest ages from 
Sakmarian to Kazanian, and we adopt the younger limit appro-
priate to the probably coeval Kazanian Wagina Sandstone. In 
the adjacent Wittecan^a-l (W-1) well, lamprophyric flows or 
shallow sills in the Early Triassic Kockatea Formation indicate 
Triassic volcanism, so that those volcanics above the unconfor-
mity in Edel-1 may be Triassic. The section of rhyolite and sed-
iment in Enderby-l extends from a depth of 2,083 m to the total 
depth of 2,150 m. The associated (?interlayered) sediment con-
tains marine microplankton similar to that in the earliest Trias-
sic basal Locker Shale (Tony Bint, personal communication, 
1994). The rhyoUte could extend below the total depth and 
hence into the Permian. In the Canning basin, doleritic rocks 
(Reeckmann and Mebberson, 1984) are widely distributed off-
shore and in the Broome and Derby areas onshore (Fig. 36). 
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Figure 28. Paleogeography during Late Jurassic (Bagra Formation) and Early Cretaceous times. The 
encircled numerals denote the source of information (Table 7). U6, U7, and FA7 are explained in 
Table 5. 
Gleadow and Duddy (1984) applied the fission-track method to 
dating apatite in the intmded rock and in the dolerite and found 
a mean minimum age of 255 ± 25 Ma or 280 to 230 Ma. The 
dolerite is younger than the youngest intruded rock, the 263-
Ma Noonkanbah Formation, so its age falls between 263 and 
230 Ma. In Perindi-1, apatites derived ultimately from the base-
ment (with abundant uranium) gave an annealing date of 
251 ± 15 Ma; and a dolerite in Pearl-1 gave a K-Ar date of 
249 ± 2 Ma, all consistent with an age of 255 to 250 Ma, near 
the end of the Permian. The Permo-Triassic magmas along the 
divergent plate boundary of Neotethys together with those from 
the convergent plate boundary of Panthalassa to the Siberian 
Traps (Fig. 33B) mark a conjunction of diverse and exception-
ally voluminous magmatism that probably triggered the envi-
ronmental catastrophe at the Permian-Triassic boundary (Veev-
ers and Tewari, 1995). 
Another low-angle Permian-Triassic unconformity is seen in 
East Africa (Wopfner, 1993). The unconformity separates the 
Late Permian K6 and the Early Triassic Kingori Sandstone (K7) 
(Fig. 37) and marks a change from normal faults to hstric, exten-
sional faults, the reverse order of style of faulting in the Perth 
Basin. Wopfner (1993) explained the distribution of the graben 
complex of East Africa and Madagascar by a transtensional 
stress-field (shown by the arrows in Fig. 36) operating in Permo-
Carboniferous and Early Triassic times. The left-lateral compo-
nents of this stress (small double-shafted arrows in Fig. 36) are 
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Figure 29. Paleogeography during Late Cretaceous time. The encircled numeral denotes the source of 
information (Table 7). 
consistent with left-lateral movement generated by the opening 
of Permotethys along a continent-continent transform fault 
between the Madagascar rift zone and India (large double-shafted 
arrows). A marine intercalation in the Maji-ja-Chumvi Formation 
of Kenya (Kreuser et al., 1990) is correlated with northern Mada-
gascar. Yemane and Kelts (1990) suggest that much of central 
and southern Africa was covered by giant freshwater lakes, which 
contained the nonmarine bivalve Kidodia coxi. 
In southern Africa, alluvial lobes of the lower Beaufort 
Group were shed from rapidly rising uplands in the east and 
south (Outeniqua folding event of the Cape Fold Belt). At the 
same time, in the Tatarian (253 to 250 Ma), ash-flow tuff and 
pumice lapilh (v in Fig. 36) were erupted in the Heilbron-
Frankfort area of the Orange Free State (Keyser and Zawada, 
1988), during proximal pyroclastic volcanism, unrelated to the 
distal volcanism from the Panthalassan magmatic arc (Veevers 
et al., 1994e). 
Other basalt eruptions at this time (Fig. 33B) were the 
extensive 100-m-thick Longtanian (252 to 251 Ma) Omeishan 
Basalt of the southwest Guizhou region of South China (Zunyi 
et al., 1986, p. 117) and the vast end-Permian (250 Ma) Siber-
ian Traps (Campbell et al., 1992). 
Early Scythian (247 Ma) 
Deposition of the Jetty Member, the middle part of the 
Flagstone Bench Formation with redbeds at Beaver Lake in 
East Antarctica, probably persisted into the Early Triassic (Fig. 
37), though without diagnostic fossils its age is laiown no more 
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Figure 30. Paleogeography about the Cretaceous (K)/Tertiary (T) boundary. Shoreline from data in 
Alain et al. (1990), Jagannathan et al. (1983), and Jaeger et al. (1989). 
closely than its being bracketed by Stage 5 (latest Permian) 
lower Flagstone Bench Formation below and Norian upper 
Flagstone Bench Formation above (Foster et al., 1994). 
Redbeds in Ocean Drilling Program drill-hole 740 in Prydz 
Bay, probably equivalent to the middle part of the Flagstone 
Bench Formation (Turner, 1991; Keating and Sakai, 1991), 
were derived from an uplift southeast of the drill site (Turner, 
1991) by renewed uplift of the ancestral Gamburtsev Moun-
tains (I). Downstream in India, the Gondwana master basin was 
disrupted by the renewed uplift of the Chotanagpur upland (II) 
and by the coalescence of the Chhattisgarh and Faizabad 
uplands (III). The paleoslope was wholly to the northwest and 
north, and the earlier Permian estuarine arm of the Tethyan sea 
is no longer evident. However, the marine gulf to the west per-
sisted, as indicated by the Clamia shales of northern Madagas-
car and by the marine Maji-ya-Chumvi Formation of Kenya 
(Veevers et al., 1994e). The low-angle unconformity in East 
Africa between K6 and K7 is interpreted by Wopfner (1993) as 
indicating an easterly tilt by detachment of the eastern rift mar-
gin. Alluvial lobes of the upper Beaufort Group were shed from 
the even more rapidly rising uplands that followed the 247-Ma 
folding and thrusting of the Ecca and lower Beaufort rocks of 
the Cape Fold Belt. 
In Western Australia, the undersaturated volcanism in 
Edel-1 was joined by the eruption (as a flow or siU) of lampro-
phyre in Wittecarra-1 (Smith and Cowley, 1987) and by the 
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Figure 31. Global scene at the Permian/Triassic boundary, 250 Ma. From Veevers (1994a). RB/CM 
indicates those areas, including Peninsular India, in which redbeds (RB) replaced coal measures 
(CM). Broken heavy line denotes equator. ST—Siberian Traps (V pattern). Shading indicates shallow 
seas. AR—Arabia, EA—East Antarctica, EAf—East Africa, I—India, M—Madagascar, WA—West-
ern Australia. 
rhyolite in Enderby-1 above the regional unconformity called 
WA-U3. Alkaline basaltic flows and pyroclastics in Ladakh (v) 
(Honegger et al., 1982) and the Gaik granite (filled circle) 
(Spring et al., 1993), restored from their present (boxed) posi-
tion to the prethrusted position, were erupted along the margin 
during the opening of Neotethys (Fig. 33B). 
Late Triassic (230 to 208 Ma) 
Figure 38 shows the depositional events (R4 of Table 5) 
that followed deformation and uplift (D3, U3, of Table 5) in the 
Ladinian and finally the right-lateral transcun^ence (FAS) in the 
earliest Jurassic. 
A dinocyst and the Norian freshwater alga Bartenia com-
munis (Be) (Foster et al., 1994) together with the Dicroidium 
flora (DI) (Webb and Fielding, 1993) occur in the upper Flag-
stone Bench Formation at Beaver Lake. The dinocyst is 
unknown elsewhere, but Bartenia communis is known in the 
Rankin area (R) of the northern Carnarvon basin as an element 
of the swamp palynofacies that occurs in close proximity to 
samples yielding dinoflagellates, suggesting a lower-delta-plain 
environment behind a complex marine shoreline (Bint and 
Helby, 1988). Accordingly, a possible connection to Neotethys 
in the Norian is indicated in Figure 38 by a narrow shallow gulf 
between Western Australia-Antarctica and Peninsular India. 
The uplift (U in Fig. 38) west of Beaver Lake is infeiTed from 
the eastward crossdip azimuth in the middle part (Jetty Mem-
ber) of the Flagstone Bench Member, which was deposited in 
side streams (Webb and Fielding, 1993). In the overlying upper 
Flagstone Bench Formation, the azimuth reverts to the north, 
inteipreted as the flow of the trunk stream. 
Downslope in India, the Camian Supra-Panchet Stage was 
deposited during relaxation/subsidence (R4) on northerly paleo-
slopes after faulting (FA3), deformation (D3), and uplift (U3) 
of the Chotanagpur upland (II) further dismembered the master 
basin. 
In Western Australia, late Ladinian (233 Ma) right-lateral 
transpression (FA3) in the northern Canning Basin generated 
fold uplifts that were cut by rift faults in the Camian (230 Ma). 
Sediment from the uplifted Pilbara Block (PB) formed the 
Rankin delta (R) that was impounded by a downslope uplift, 
and to the south the Leseuer Sandstone (LS) was deposited in 
the graben of the Perth Basin (Veevers, 1988a, fig. 4C). Rift 
volcanics were emplaced along the uplifted margin of the 
Exmouth Plateau (HP), including the Mount Victoria Land 
block (MVL), and Rhaetian (Rh) (210 Ma) carbonate reefs 
developed along the northern margin (Exon et al., 1992; von 
Rad et al., 1992a, b). The Onslow Palynoflora (OP) of the 
Carnarvon Basin is found also in the Krishna-Godavari basin 
and in northern Madagascar (Prasad and Jain, 1994). 
In Africa, after a Middle Triassic lacuna, the 6-km-thick 
nonmarine sandstone of the Isalo Group of Madagascar was 
deposited on a low-angle unconformity of faulted Zambezian 
terrain in the downwarp between Madagascar and East Africa 
and thinned to the west. Likewise, alluvial lobes of the Molteno 
Formation were shed from the Cape Fold Belt, which was ter-
minally folded in the Ladinian Gondwanides II (Veevers et al., 
1994c). Other alluvial lobes were shed from uplands in the east 
and north (Visser, 1984). 
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Deposition of coal in Pangea lesumed in the Camian after 
the Early and Middle coal gap (Veevers et al., 1994a) in areas 
that subsided within the Gondwanides or on the platform. Coal 
measures were deposited in Australia at Ipswich and Leigh 
Creek and in Tasmania and in Africa in the Molteno Formation; 
in India, carbonaceous matter, not seen since the Permian, was 
deposited and preserved in the Dubrajpur Formation. 
The compressional deformation at 233 Ma on the Gond-
wanaland platform, including the U3 event in India (Table 5), 
conesponds to the Gondwanides II event along the Panthalas-
san margin of Gondwanaland (Veevers et al., 1994c); and the 
230-Ma subsidence by Pangea-wide rifting (Veevers, 1994a) 
corresponds to event R4 in India (Table 5). 
Earliest Jurassic deformation 
The coarse grade of the fluvial sandstone of the Early 
Jurassic Kota Formation in the Godavari basin is interpreted as 
indicating intermittent uplift of the source area (Rudra, 1982, 
p. 77). Mitra (1987, p. 36) interprets the basal pebbly sand-
stone as a debris-flow deposit that indicates activation of the 
northeast border fault in the Early Jurassic (FAS in Fig. 38). 
We suggest further that the faults that expose the Chinnur 
inlier (Fig. 15F) became active at this time. At some point 
within the interval between the Camian Supra-Panchet/Dubra-
jpur Formations and the Early Cretaceous Rajmahal Trap/lam-
prophyre, the Damodar basins were deformed and uplifted by 
transpressional movement along the boundary faults and the 
northwest-trending cross faults. We regard this event as the 
same age (FA5) as the faulting in the Godavari area. Datta and 
Mitra (1984) and Mitra (1987, fig. 2) show right-lateral move-
ment along the boundary faults of the Damodar basins, and 
Veevers et al. (1994a, fig. 3) illustrated 4.4 km of right-lateral 
offset in this area, as shown in Figure 44 in a later section. 
They also interpreted the structure of the Jharia basin as 
reflecting right-lateral movement. Mitra (1987, fig. 3) inter-
preted a right-lateral transpressional regime superimposed on 
the earlier extensional structure to generate uplift in the Son 
Valley area, shown by the parallelogram enclosing FAS in 
India (Fig. 38). 
Accoiding to Boote and Kirk (1989, p. 221), in earliest 
Jurassic time, the westem and northwestern margins of Australia 
underwent "initiation of differential subsidence within exten-
sional domains with wrench induced uplift/folding along incip-
ient (major) transform offsets," which we show diagramatically 
on Figure 38 as right-lateral wrenching (FAS), as in India. The 
transform offsets are the Cape Range Fracture Zone, west of the 
Pilbara Block (PB), and the Wallaby-Perth Fracture Zone, 
southwest of Shark Bay (SB). This event is registered also in the 





Figure 32. Regional paleogeography of Peninsular India and adjacent 
parts of Tethys and Gondwanaland from the mid-Carboniferous incep-
tion of Pangea through the late Carboniferous or Pennsylvanian (320 to 
290 Ma). Asian blocks from Sengor (1987), including the Sibumasu 
block off Westem Austraha (Veevers, 1988a). The base map and paleo-
latitude are from Powell and Li (1994). Ocean floor is outUned by stip-
ple. I denotes the ancestral Gamburtsev upland. MBT—Main Bound-
ary Thrust; SP—South Pole 
of the map area, and involves post-Rhaetian major block-fault-
ing with local uplift/subsidence/tilting . . . and major synrift vol-
canics (von Rad et al., 1989, fig. 13; 1992a, 1992b). 
Right-lateral wrenching is pervasive in Pangea. It is regis-
tered initially in igneous rifts at 30S Ma and then at 290 Ma by 
differential subsidence in Europe and eastern Australia 
(Fig. 33B) (Veevers et al., 1994d, 1994f); subsequently by pre-
Carnian folds in the northern Canning Basin (Fig. 38); and 
finally, starting in the earliest Jurassic and continuing to later 
Jurassic and Early Cretaceous breakup, by the structures in 
Austraha and India mentioned above (Fig. 38). An exception to 
the sense of wrenching is the Permo-Carboniferous and Early 
Triassic left-lateral trantensional stress-field in East Africa 
(Wopfner, 1993). 
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Figure 33. A, About the Carboniferous/Permian boundary (290 to 275 
Ma), from Veevers et al. (1994c, fig. 5). The base map and paleolati-
tude are from Powell and Li (1994). Additional data on extra-Peninsu-
lar India, from Figure 1, include those on the East Himalaya from 
Srivastava et al. (1988) and on the rest of the Himalaya from Brook-
field (1993, fig. 15), with the diamictite and overlying pyroclastics of 
the Agglomeratic Slate of Tastubian age (Kapoor and Takuoka, 1985, 
p. 33; Archbold, 1982) shown in their present position (boxed) north of 
the eastern part of the Main Boundary Thrust (broken line) and 
restored to their prethrusted position. Asselian glaciomarine Dingji-
azhai Formation and overlying basalt of the Woniusi Formation of Yun-
nan (Xiaochi, 1994) placed near southwestern boundary of Sibumasu. 
Additional data on glaciogenic sediment (asterisk) and glacial flow in 
northwestern Australia are from O'Brien and Christie-Blick (1992); in 
Arabia from Braakman et al. (1982), including the probable Sakmarian 
(Tastubian) age of the postglacial marine sediment (Besems and Schu-
urman, 1987; Levell et al., 1988); and in central Africa from Frakes 
and Crowell (1970, fig. 8), with major faulting in East Africa and 
Madagascar at the end of glaciation (275 Ma) from Wopfner (1993, fig. 
2). Additional data on structure about Paleotethys include the growth 
of Permotethys and the failed arm of the Madagascar rift zone 
(Stampfli et al., 1991) that followed the crustal grain of the Late Pro-
terozoic Mozambiqean foldbelt. The marine slioreline (barred line) 
encloses occurrences of marine fossils (coils). The encircled dots indi-
cate subsurface occurrences. Volcanic rocks are denoted by v's and and 
granitic rocks by filled circles, with ages in Ma. The initial rift-faulting 
in East Africa corresponds to the Tastubian (275 Ma) top of the Talchir 
Formation. Inferred ice flow from the ancestral Gamburtsev Mountains 
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(I) is shown by lines of stipple, measured ice flow (from striations) by 
squat arrows, and fluvial flow by narrow arrows. Zambezian (fault-
affected) terrain delimited by the heavy dotted line. Parallel barbed 
lines indicate grabens. Ocean floor is outlined by stipple. Uplands 
are—I ancestral Gamburtsev Mountains, 11—ancestral Great Western 
Plateau, III—Chotanagpur, IV—Chhattisgarh, V—-Faizabad, VI— 
Madagascar-southwest India, VII—Congo, VIII—Cargonian. B, Dia-
grammatic histograms of radiometric and biostratigraphic age 
determinations (not relative volumes) of various igneous rocks in the 
Oslo Graben, basalt sills in north Britain, and rhyolitic tuff/ignimbrite 
and granite from Europe and eastern Australia (from Veevers et al., 
1994f), basalt from Siberia (Renne and Basu, 1991; Campbell et al., 
1992) and South China (Zunyi et al., 1986) and from the Tethyan mar-
gin in Oman, the Indian subcontinent, Sibumasu and Western Aus-
tralia (Veevers and Tewari, 1995). The timescale is modified from 
Palmer (1983) such that the Pennian/Triassic boundary is taken to be 
250 Ma (Claoue-Long et al, 1991). Pre-A, A-D refer to stratigraphic-
tectonic stages of eastern Australia (Veevers et al., 1994e). 
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Figure 38 Late Tnassic (230 to 208 Ma) The base map and paleolati-
tude are from Powell and Li (1994) I—ancestral Gamburtsev Moun-
tams, II—Chotanagpur upland EP—Exmouth Plateau, LS—Leseuer 
Sandstone, MVL—Mount Victoria Land (Veevers, 1988a), OP— 
Onslow Palynofloia, PB—Pilbara Block, R—Rankin delta, Rh— 
Rhaetian, SB—Shark Bay Be—Bartema communis, DI—Dicroidnim 
flora, CO3—carbonate reef Ocean floor is outlined by stipple 
Figure 39 Early Cretaceous-Aptian (MO =118 Ma) The oceanic 
leconstruction and paleolatitude are from de Wit et al (1988) and 
Veeveisetal (1991) Palinspastic northern India and Pakistan are from 
Brookfield (1993, fig 12) The shoreline m west India is from Robin 
son (1967), in Arabia from Mums (1980), and m southern Africa from 
Dingle et al (1983, fig 98) Abyssal Plains off Australia are AR— 
Argo, C—Cuvier, GA—Gascoyne The V in southwestern Australia 
denotes the Early Cretaceous Bunbury Basalt (BB) (Veevers, 1984, p 
196) and the V in the Beaver Lake area the 110 ± 3-Ma Beaver Lake 
lamprophyie (BL) (McKelvey and Stephenson, 1990) The V's m India 
denote the Rajmahal Trap (RT) BD—Barrow Delta, NL—Narmada 
lineament I—ancestral Gamburtsev Mountains Ocean floor is out-
lined by stipple Other symbols are explained in the text 
Figure 34 Artinskian (265 Ma) Symbols as in Figure 33A The ocean 
floor IS outlined by stipple The base map and paleolatitude are from 
Powell and Li (1994) Uplands are I—ancestral Gamburtsev Moun-
tains, II—Monghyr-Saharsa, III—Chotanagpur, IV—Chhattisgarh, 
V—^Faizabad, VI—Madagascar-southwest India, Vn—Congo, VHI— 
Cargonian, Witwatersrand Arch Western Australia from BMR Palaeo-
geographic Group (1990, fig Permian 4), Arabian carbonate and 
evapontes from Mums (1980) 
Figure 35 Kungunan/Ufimian (260 Ma) The base map and paleolatitude are from Powell and Li (1994) Western Australia from BMR Palaeo-
geographic Group (1990, fig Permian 5) R—Radok Conglomerate, the first deposit at Beaver Lake Manne fossils in the Vohitoha Formation 
of Madagascar from Boast and Nairn (1982) I—ancestral Gamburtsev Mountains Ocean floor is outlined by stipple 
Figure 36 Tatanan (253 Ma), shortly before the Permian/Tnassic boundary (250 Ma) The base map and paleolatitude are fiom Powell and Li 
(1994) The Panjal Trap m its present position (boxed V's) is restored to its original position immediately south of the Afghan and Lhasa blocks 
Other widespread volcamsm behind Tethys included basaltic trap and other intraplate rift volcanics m the shelf succession of Oman and under-
saturated volcamcs (Edel), rhyolite (Enderby), and dolente in Western Australia The transtensional stress-field in East Afnca and Madagascai 
(Wopfner, 1993) and east of Oman is explained in the text The growing anticline in central India is shown by the anticlinal symbol The double-
headed anow south of the Edel volcamcs indicates extension Uplands are I—ancestral Gamburtsev Mountains and II—^Monghyr-Saharsa BL— 
Beaver Lake Ocean floor is outlined by stipple 
Figure 37 Early Scythian (247 Ma), shortly after the Permian/Triassic boundary (250 Ma) The base map and paleolatitude are from Powell and 
Li (1994) Uplands are I—ancestral Gamburtsev Mountains, II—Chotanagpur, III—Chhattisgarh 740—Ocean Dnlling Piogram drill-hole 740 
Ocean floor is outlined by stipple (Other symbols explained m text) 
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Early Cretaceous, Aptian (MO = 118 Ma) 
Mount Victoria Land (MVL in Fig. 38) split off north-
western Australia in the Late Jurassic (M26, Oxfordian, ==160 
Ma, Veevers, 1988a; Veevers et al., 1991) by the earliest 
seafloor spreading of the Indian Ocean in the Argo Abyssal 
Plain (horizontal lines near AR [Argo] in Fig. 39). Greater 
India-Madagascar was isolated by seafloor spreading along a 
transform fault from M22 (152 Ma) in the northwest (NW, 
Somali Basin) and southwest (SW, Natal Basin) and from Ml 1 
(132.5 Ma) in the southwest and southeast (SE) (Fig. 39). 
Water from the new ocean basins lapped the newly formed 
continents in shallow peripheral seas, though off Antarctica 
direct evidence by marine sediment is unknown. An uplift 
along the continent-continent transform fault between the 
Cuvier (C) and Gascoyne (GA) areas shed sediment northward 
in the BaiTow Delta (BD) (Veevers and Powell, 1979; Boote 
and Kirk, 1989). 
Uplift along the Narmada lineament (NL) shed the Late 
Jurassic (LJ) alluvial-fan Bagra Formation and the Early Cre-
taceous Jabalpur Formation to the south across the former 
Chhattisgarh upland in a local reversal of the long-lived north-
west paleoslope. The final evidence of the northwest paleo-
slope is provided by the piedmont breccia of the Chikiala 
Formation (CF) at the foot of the boundary fault of the north-
west Pranhita-Godavari basin. To the southeast, the Mailaram 
High (MH) rose as the shoulder of the rift-valley arch that 
shed the Athgarh Sandstone (A) and Golapilli Sandstone (G) 
into the rift valley in a configuration mirrored by the other 
side preserved in Western Australia (Fig. 40). After seafloor 
spreading, this second reversal of paleoslope became perma-
nent with thermal subsidence of the southeastern margin. The 
northwesterly paleoslope of Gondwana India that had lasted 
at least from the Late Carboniferous—if not much earlier: 
from the Late Proterozoic (Casshyap et al., 1993b, fig. 5)— 
reversed definitively only from the mid-Cretaceous. The pre-
sent soutlieast-fiov/ing Pranhita, Godavari, and Krishna 
Rivers, the Mahanadi River, and ea.s?-flowing Koel and 
Damodar Rivers give their names to the Permian and Meso-
zoic lobes of the Gondwana master basin that drained to the 
northwest from the dominant uplift of the ancestral Gamburt-
sev Mountains. A comphcation arose in the northeast with the 
eruption of the Rajmahal Trap (RT) and possibly the Bunbury 
Basalt (BB) in southwestern Australia from the head of a hot 
spot traced subsequently by the Ninetyeast Ridge to the 
present-day vents of Kerguelen. 
Early Cretaceous, probably Albian (=105 Ma) (Truswell, 
1991) coal-bearing fluvial sediment in Ocean Diilling Program 
drill-hole 741 in Piydz Bay, East Antarctica (Turner and Padley, 
1991) was deposited after breakup on the conjugate margin. 
CONNECTIONS BETWEEN INDIA, ANTARCTICA, 
AUSTRALIA, AND AFRICA 
Radial drainage system about the ancestral Gamburtsev 
Mountains 
Within the Gondwanaland province of Pangea (Fig. 40), 
the individual lobes of the Gondwana master basin occupied 
the central-peripheral part of the broad Zambezian (fault-
affected) terrain (ZT) in a system of consequent radial drainage 
that focused on the ancestral Gamburtsev Subglacial Mountains 
at the core of an East Antarctic paleoupland. To the side were 
the Collie (C) basin in Western Australia, described in Figures 
43 and 44 in a later section, and the Waterberg (W) and Lower 
Zambesi (LZ) basins in Africa. Upslope from India was the 
Lambert Graben, as exposed in the Beaver Lake (BL) area, and 
downslope was the Tethyan margin. On the other side of the 
East Antarctic paleoupland were the foreland basin and Gond-
wanides foldbelt along the convergent Panthalassan margin of 
Gondwanaland (Veevers et al., 1994c). A close-up (Fig. 41A) 
shows that the sector of the drainage system from southern 
Africa to southeastern Australia had an area of 10,000,000 km^ 
and the sector along the Panthalassan margin an area of 
7,500,000 km^, with a total area of the system (within the dot-
ted line of Fig. 41 A) of 17,500,000 km^ (Table 8). 
Modern analogs are found in central-eastern Asia (Fig. 
41B). The drainage system about the Himalaya-Tibet upland 
has an area of 15,000,000 km^ and that about the Mongolian 
Plateau an area of 12,000,000 km2 (Table 8). The Himalaya-
Tibet upland is buoyed up by 60-km-thick shortened crust, and 
Veevers (1994b) argues that the similarly thick crust beneath 
the Gamburtsev Subglacial Mountains possibly originated by 
shortening of zones of weakness beneath an intracratonic basin 
by long-distance transmission of stress from the mid-Carbonif-
erous Variscan colhsion of Laurussia and Gondwanaland. 
Stratigraphic columns of the latest Carboniferous-PeiTnian-
Triassic sediment deposited in the radial drainage system 
(Fig. 42) show a common sequence of the Gondwana fades of 
(1) Carboniferous-Permian glacigenic sediment at the base suc-
ceeded by (2) Permian coal measures except in Tasmania, dom-
inated by marine sediment of the Panthalassan margin, (3) the 
ban^en sandstone and shale of the Early-Middle Triassic coal 
gap, and (4) the return in the Late Triassic, after the Gond-
wanides II deformation and coeval faulting in India (FA3, 
Table 5), of coal measures (C. M.) or, in India, carbonaceous 
shale. The columns come from comparable epicratonic or distal 
foreland basins. The Indian column accumulated fastest, with 
2,200 m of Permian sediment in the Bokaro and Raniganj areas 
(Fig. 17), compared with 700 m in the Karoo (in the distal part 
of the foreland basin), 1,350+ m at CoUie, and 800 m in Tasma-
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nia; India has 1,700 m of Triassic sediment in the northwest 
Pranhita-Godavari area, compared with 400+ m in the distal part 
of the Karoo and 600+ m in Tasmania. The faster rates of accu-
mulation in India are probably due to the fact that the local relief 
between upland and valley in the Gondwana lobes in the fault-
affected (Zambezian) terrain is greater than in the wider Karoo-
type terrain. In the major rift system of the Perth basin 
(Geological Survey of Western Australia, 1990), 2,000 m of sed-
iment accumulated during the Permian and 3,000 m during the 
Triassic. In the proximal (foredeep) part of the foreland basin 
that was depressed under the overtbrust'mg orogen, approxi-
mately 5,000 m of Permian and 5,000 m of Triassic sediment 
accumulated in the Karoo basin of southern Africa (Veevers et 
al, 1994d) and in the Bowen basin of eastern Australia (Veevers 
et al, 1994e), a rate two to three times faster than that in India. 
Radial drainage system disrupted by Pangean rifting 
During the Middle Triassic, deformation by faulting and 
folding in India (Table 5, U3) and nondeposition in much of 
Australia and East Antarctica were followed by rifting and con-
comitant deposition in India (R4) and in the northern Perth 
basin, now part of a rifted arch (Fig. 43), of >2,500 m of 
Lesueur Sandstone, including rare thin coal seams, reflecting a 
return to coal-forming conditions in the Late Triassic (Veevers 
et al., 1994a). Fission-track dates on apatite of 232 ± 5 Ma and 
208 ± 4 Ma from Archean rocks in the Yilgam Block near the 
Darling Fault (FT in Fig. 43A) suggest that rifting was accom-
panied by rapid denudation and reversal of drainage. A second 
phase of rifting, in the Early lurassic time of U5 and FA5 
(Table 5), was accompanied by deposition of the 2,500-m-thick 
Cockleshell Gully Formation. Later rifting, in the earliest Late 
Jurassic and earliest Cretaceous, generated the 3,000-m-thick 
Yan'agadee Formation. Then came breakup by seafloor spread-
ing at 132.5 Ma and the deposition on the breakup unconfor-
mity of the Bunbury Basalt and the marine Warnbro Group. 
Changes in the deep crust during rifting have maintained 
the step at the Darling Fault between the axis of the Perth basin 
and the Yilgam Block. A comparable step in India is the Maila-
ram High that constricts the southeastern part of the Godavari 
basin. The Early Cretaceous Golapilli Sandstone in the Krishna 
basin and the Athgarh Sandstone to the northeast (both solid 
black in Fig. 43 A) lie on the southeast paleoslope of the Maila-
ram High, which we interpret as the foot of the axial scarp. The 
present regional southeastern slope was probably not achieved 
until the K/T boundary (66 Ma), as indicated by eastward flow 
of the Deccan Trap (Rajahmundry Traps) to the present coast 
at Narsapur from the source in the west (Jaeger et al., 1989; 
Baksietal, 1994). 
Comparison ofDamodar basins with the Collie basin 
The chain of Late Paleozoic and Mesozoic events produced 
basins of similar size and structure in the Damodar River area of 
India, exemplified by those of Jharia and Hutar, and in the Col-
lie area of Western Australia (Fig. 44). In the Hutar basin, the 
Precambrian/Supra-Panchet boundary (Fig. 44) was displaced 
dextrally from A to A' and the Precambrian/Karharbari bound-
ary from B to B' by 4.4 km after the Late Triassic (Mitra, 1987). 
In the Jharia basin (Fig. 44), the main movement along the 
Southern Boundary Fault is normal. We interpret the en echelon 
fold axes A, B, C, and D and the set of orthogonal normal faults 
as indicating a critical amount of right-lateral movement along 
the Southern Boundary Fault; the double-shafted arrow is dis-
sected into compression (C) orthogonal to the fold axes and 
extension (E) orthogonal to the faults. Unique to the Jharia basin 
is the inferred originally 3,000-m-thick overburden (Mishra, 
1986, 1991; Mishra et al., 1990) and the subsequent structure 
that led to its loss by erosion. The Collie basin (Fig. 44) resem-
bles the Jharia basin in size, structure, and fill, but evidence for 
transcurrent faulting is weak. The synclinal axis is asymptotic to 
the northeastern boundary fault, consistent with left-lateral 
movement, but other fold axes and cross-cutting faults are 
unknown. The similarities could reflect the reaction to Pangean 
stress of a mechanically uniform Precambrian basement, chiefly 
granitic gneiss on the flanks (Naqvi and Rogers, 1987; Geolog-
ical Survey of Western Australia, 1990). 
From Collie (C) in Western Australia through the Gond-
wana basins to Tuli (T) in east Africa (Fig. 43B), the alluvium of 
the radial drainage system was deposited on Precambrian base-
ment—^Rust's (1975) Zambezian tectono-stratigraphic terrain— 
that fractured along faults during or after deposition or both. 
Outside this area is the flexed basement of the Karoo terrain, 
with the ovate Karoo (VR and UE) and Parana (RB) basins in 
the southeast and the Cooper (COO) basin in the northeast. 
PANGEAN TECTONICS AND STRATIGRAPHY 
We summarize in Figure 45 the tectonic events that were 
common to all parts of Pangea (Veevers et al, 1994c, 1994d), 
including Peninsular India, and the depositional environments 
common in the Gondwana facies of the Gondwanaland 
province or southern Pangea (Veevers, 1988b, 1993). 
(1) 320- to 290-Ma lacuna and glacials I 
The lacuna (vertical ruled lines) is interpreted as being 
caused by thermal uplift of the Pangean platform during the 
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Figuie 40 Radial drainage system m Gondwanaland about the East Antarctic paleoupland, fiom Tewan and Veevers 
(1993, fig 2) This figure onginally appeared in and is repnnted from Findlay, R H , Unrug, R , Banks, M R , and Veev-
eis, J J , eds , 1993, Gondwana eight—Assembly, evolution, and dispersal—Proceedings of the eighth Gondwana Sym-
posium, Hobart, Tasmania, Australia, 21-24 June 1991, 638 p Reconstiaction and paleolatitude of Early Peimian 
southern Pangea (Gondwanaland) between Paleotethys and Panthalassa from Powell and Li (1994) The full arrows indi-
cate the azimuth of Permian and Tnassic fluvial transpoit and the broken aiTOWs the azimuth in the Late Permian Rani-
ganj Formation and Amery Group of Beaver Lake Early Permian (Tastubian) marine ingressions are denoted by the 
heavy barbed line Anothei paleoupland (cross-hatched) is the postglacial Atlantic Mountains (AM) EG—Beardmoie 
Glaciei, BL—Beaver Lake, C—Collie, DA—Damodai, DM—Darwin Mountains, GO—Godavan, ITS—Indus-Tsangpo 
Suture, KB—Karoo Basin, KT—basement of the Karoo (flexed) ten am (Rust, 1975), LHR—^Lord Howe Rise, LZ— 
Lowei Zambezi, MA—Mahanadi, MBF—^Main Boundary Fault, NZP—New Zealand Plateau, PA—Palai, RA—Rajma-
hal, RB—Rio Bonito, RNGI—lestored northern edge of Gieatei India, SE AUS—southeastern Australia, SP^—South 
paleo-Pole, T—^Tasmania, UE—Upper Ecca, VL—^Victona Land, VR—Vryheid, W—Waterbeig, and ZT—Zambezian oi 
fault-bounded terrain (Rust, 1975) 
Figure 41 Large radial diainage systems, fiom Veevers (1994b, fig 2) A, Eaily Permian southern Pangea with present-
day 10° X 10° gnd and South Pole (SP) and 280-Ma paleo-South Pole (SP 280 Ma) (Powell and Li, 1994), showing 
penmeter of radial drainage system (dotted line) and infened first-oider flow lines (stipple)—drawn back from flow indi-
cators (arrows) to focus on the ancestial Gamburtsev Subglacial Mountains (GSM)—and perimeter of radial drainage 
about the central Austrahan uplands (heavy broken line). Bedrock contours (km) are indicated by light dotted and broken 
lines and crustal thickness (km) by the heavy bioken line The Bouguer gravity anomaly (AB, CD) is m mGal Parallel 
lines indicate the structural trends of Proterozoic rocks along the coast of East Antaictica, Sn Lanka, India, and south-
western Austiaha and in the Piince Charles Mountains (PC) Late Penman fluvial channels in the Lambert Giaben (L) 
tiend northward All other ice or fluvial flow azimuths peitain to the Early Permian, includingVestfjella (V) and the Ame-
lang Plateau (AM), which has a semicircle of values about a southwest azimuth Other abbreviations are AS—Alice 
Springs, BL—Beaver Lake, CO—Collie, EWM—EUsworth-Whitmore Mountains, FI—Falkland Islands, GM—Grove 
Mountains, MG—Musgrave Block, PM—Petermann Ranges, W—^Waterberg B, Central Asia, at same scale as A, with 
radial drainage area (dotted line) about Himalaya-Tibet (>4 km elevation denoted by full line, >6 km by solid black), 60-
km-thick crust (bioken line), and drainage area (heavy bioken line) about Mongolian Plateau (aveiage elevation 2 km, 
dotted line denotes 3-km contour) Insef At same scale, Rhine graben and Alps 
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TABLE 8. LARGE RADIAL DRAINAGE SYSTEMS 






Wlodern Central-eastern Asia 
Himalaya-Tibet 17,000 500-2,500 15,000,000 
Mongolian Plateau 13,000 250-2,500 12,000,000 
Permian-Triassic Gondwanaland 
Panthalassan margin 5,000 1,500 7,500,000 
Africa-India-Australia 
sector 10,000 2,500 10,000,000 
Total 17,500,000 
accumulation of self-induced heat beneath the vast insulator 
brought together in the definitive collision of Laurussia with 
Gondwanaland (Veevers, 1989, 1990a). The Variscan collision 
belt (Veevers et al., 1994d) formed a high plateau at low lati-
tudes. Andean-type foldbelts in eastern Australia and South 
America generated by subduction of Panthalassa also foiTned 
high plateaus, which became glaciated (Glacials I) because they 
were situated at high latitudes (Powell and Veevers, 1987). 
Deposition was confined to the oceanic margins of Pangea. 
(2) 290-Ma Pangean extension I and glacials II 
Extension of the platform provided a receptacle below base 
level for the accumulation of sediment at the base of the 
Pangean Supersequence, including the Gondwana facies of the 
Gondwanaland Province (Veevers, 1988b, 1990b). The age of 
290 Ma is the numeric equivalent of eastern AustraUan palyno-
logic stage 2, which dates the basal (glaciogenic) sediment of 
the Gondwanan basins (Glacials II). The Indian event is labeled 
ROa (Table 5). The last glaciogenic sediment in Antarctica and 
southern Africa was deposited before the Tastubian (275 Ma) 
marine transgression; in India glaciogenic deposition continued 
through but not beyond the Tastubian; and in eastern Australia 
it persisted to the end of the Permian. 
and in the earliest Triassic elsewhere except along the Tethyan 
margin at the Salt Range, where redbeds started in Middle Tri-
assic time. Faither north on the Tethyan margin, the Panjal Trap 
was erupted along a rift-valley complex that becaine the site of 
seafloor spreading that separated the Afghan, Lhasa, and Sibu-
masu blocks from the mainland. In Western Australia, alkaline 
volcanics beneath and above an angular unconformity 
(WA-U3) are interpreted as reflecting the Tethyan breakup. 
(4) Coal gap 
During the Early and Middle Triassic, the tectonic style of 
India was unchanged, but no coal or barely any other organic 
matter is known in Lidia or elsewhere, except perhaps in New 
Zealand. Red pigment replaced black at the gross change in 
environment and biota at the Permian-Triassic boundary (Veev-
ers et al., 1994b; Conaghan et al., 1994). In company with 
southern Africa and East Antarctica, all but the earlier part of 
the Triassic is a sediment gap or lacuna in Peninsular India dur-
ing uplift and erosion. 
(5) Gondwanides II (-233 Ma) 
The Gondwanides II event involved the terminal deforma-
tion of the Samfrau Geosyncline and yoked foredeep (Du Toit, 
1937), dated in South Africa by 230 ± 3 Ma metamorphic min-
erals in the Cape Fold Belt, with "final deformation of all pre-
Beaufort rocks by kink bands and lower Beaufort rocks by 
listric thrusts" (Halbich et al., 1983, p. 158). Gondwanides II is 
represented by a lacuna between the youngest (240 Ma) pre-
served folded Beaufort Group and the overlying flat Carnian 
(230 Ma) coal-bearing Molteno Formation; in eastern Australia, 
it is represented by the lacuna between the 234-Ma Moolayem-
ber Formation, the youngest deformed, and the 230-Ma 
Ipswich Coal Measures, deposited during extension of the fold-
belt. Outside the foldbelt, transpressive folding in the Canning 
Basin of northwestern Australia is also dated as 230 Ma (Veev-
ers, 1990b). Less nanowly dated is the Middle-Late Triassic 
final coalescence of Pangea that involved the accretion by col-
(3) Coal I 
Deposition of coal followed the regression of the sea in the 
Sterlitimakian (272 Ma) and continued with or without break 
to the end of the Permian in all the areas shown in Figure 45. 
Notable breaks were during the deposition of the Barren Mea-
sures in India and during the barren interval in southern Africa 
after the Ecca coal measures. The close of tlie Permian saw the 
end of coal deposition I except perhaps for a short ovemin at 
Beaver Lake in East Antarctica. The antipatheUc redbed facies 
is seen first in India at 260 Ma, a little later in southern Africa, 
Figure 42 (on facing page). Composite columns of the latest Carbonif-
erous-Peiinian-Triassic sediment deposited in the radial drainage sys-
tem about the ancestral Gamburtsev Mountains, from the Karoo basin 
(KB in Fig. 40A), the Gondwana master basin, the Collie basin (CO in 
Fig. 41 A), and the Tasmania basin. The meter scale is uniform except 
in the >3,000-m Gondwana column, at half scale. The Pennian-Trias-
sic (P/Tr) boundary is denoted by the dotted line. The Karoo column is 
a composite from Veevers et al. (1994d, fig. 8,1, III, VIII), the Gond-
wana column is a composite of the Jharia basin (Fig. 44 in a later sec-
tion) and the Panchet Formation (Fig. 11, XXVIII), the Collie column 
is from Figure 44 in a later section, and the Tasmania column is from 
Veevers et al. (I994e, fig. 25, XXVI). C. M.—coal measures, PG— 
Pietermaritzburg. 
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Figure 43 Disruption by rifting, fiom 
Veevers et al (1994a) A, Permian Juras 
SIC reconstruction by eliminating conti-
nental extension and seafloor spreading 
between India, Antaictica, and Australia 
and ciustal shortening north of Main 
Boundary Fault (1) and Indus Tsangpo 
Suture (2) to restored northein edge of 
Greater India (3) (Powell et al, 1988) 
Exposed basins stippled (PK—Pench-
Kanhan, RAJ—Rajmahal) except Aus-
tralian clustei east of Darhng Fault 
Donnybrook (D), Collie (C), Boyup (B), 
Wilga (W), FT— f^ission-track ages (Fer-
guson, 1981) Heavy hnes denote faults 
B, Pangean reconstruction, with Penman 
fluvial transport azimuth or regional pale-
oslopes (heavy arrows) on flanks of East 
Antarctic upland BL—Beavei Lake, C— 
CoUie, COO—Cooper, E AUS—eastern 
Australia, G—Gondwana, LZ—Lowei 
Zambezi, PA—Palar, RB—Rio Bonito, 
SP—South Pole, T—Tub, TAB— 
Transantarctic Basin, UE—Upper Ecca, 
VR—Vryheid C, key to paleoslopes and 
other featuies in A, including Permo Car-
boniferous paleolatitudes from Veevers 
and Powell (1987) and Permian to mid-
Triassic northwest slope disrupted by 
Late Tnassic to Early Cretaceous rifting 
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Iision of South China and Cimmeria to the Paleotethyan margin 
(Veeveis, 1990a) We suggest that Indian uphft (Table 5, U3), 
faulting (FA3) and other deformational events (D3), bracketed 
within the lacuna from 247 to 230 Ma, occuned at this time 
(6) 230-Ma (Carman) onset of Pangean extension 11 and 
Coal II 
The 230-Ma (Camian) onset of Pangean extension II and 
Coal II are represeiited by the start of Pangean riftmg, including 
the rift basins about the North Atlantic and Eastern Indian 
Oceans (Veevers, 1989,1990a), the intramontane Ipswich Coal 
Measures in eastern Austraha, the mam coal measuies m Tas-
mania, and the Leigh Creek coal measures in cential Austialia 
(Veevers, 1990b), the Molteno Formation during relaxation of 
the flanks of the Cape Fold Belt of southern Africa, coal in the 
Transantarctic Mountains, and carbonaceous sediment in New 
Guinea, East Antarctica, and Western Australia and in the 
Dubrajpur Fonnation (DUB in Fig 45) of the Rajmahal basin 
of Peninsular India The couplet of Gondwanides II-Extension 
II IS reflected by U3-R4 in India Redbeds in the Supra-Panchet 
Formation in the Koel-Damodar area coexist with daik beds at 
this level (Fig 5), as in the upper Flagstone Bench Foraiation of 
East Antaictica, ledbeds in southern Afiica continue with the 
Elliot Formation 
(7) Earliest Jurassic (208 Ma) block-faulting by light-lateial 
transcurrence 
The faulting events in India about the Tnassic-Juiassic 
boundary (Table 5, FA5) are dated by the earhest Juiassic basal 
pebbly sandstone of the Kota Foimation, which Mitra (1987, 
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Figure 44. Jharia, Hutar, and Collie basins, from Veevers et al. (1994a). The Jharia basin map (with fold axes A through 
D and selected faults), cross section, and 2,240-m-thick stratigraphic column are from Ghosh and Mukhopadhyay (1985), 
supported by Mukhopadhyay (1984) and Mukhopadhyay et al. (1994). Letter symbols on the map areT—Talchir, B-K or 
K-B—Barakar-Karhaibari, BM—Barren Measures, R—Raniganj. The profile of the stratigraphic column is scaled for 
CD—conglomerate/diamictite, SS—sandstone, SI—siltstone, SH—shale; coal environments (c—coal) are from Mitra 
(1991). The Hutar basm map, from Raja-Rao (1987), shows a 4.4-km right-lateral offset of the Supra-Panchet Formation 
from point A to A' (Mitra, 1987) and of the base of Karharbari Formation from pomt B to B'. The letter symbols are the 
same as in the Jharia map. The Collie basin (C in Fig. 43A) map and 1,350-m-thick stratigraphic column, at nearly twice 
the scale of the Jharia column, are from the Geological Survey of Western Australia (1990). The Stockton Formation (S) 
is overlain by the Collie Coal Measures, in which I to IV denote noncoal intervals except two thin seams in III and E 
denotes the Ewington coals, CO the Colliebum coals, and CA the Cardiff coals. 
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Figure 45. Timetable of Carboniferous to Jurassic tectonics and environments of Greater India and 
neighboring Africa, Australia, and Antarctica. Information about Greater India, Western Australia, 
and Antarctica has been added to fig. 3 of Veevers et al. (i994c). DUB—Dubrajpur Formation, 
EXM—Exmouth Plateau, FAS—earliest Jurassic faulting, KARH—Karharbari, R4—Carnian relax-
ation, S-P—Supra-Panchet Fomiation; U3—pre-Carnian uplift, WA-U3—latest Permian/earliest Tri-
assic block faulting, WH—Whitehill Formation. 
p. 36) interprets as a debris-flow deposit at the foot of a fault 
block. At the same time, the western and northwestern margins 
of Australia underwent differential subsidence with wrench-
induced uplift and folding along incipient (major) transform 
offsets, including synrift volcanics in the northern Exmouth 
Plateau (EXM, v BF in Fig. 45). 
(8) Early Cretaceous breakup of India from Antarctica and 
Australia 
Continued rifting between Greater India and Australia 
changed at 132.5 Ma (mid-Valanginian) into the seafloor spread-
ing that finally isolated India. 
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APPENDIX 1. NOTES ON TIME-CORRELATION OF 
THE GONDWANA FORMATIONS 
The biostratigraphic timescale in Figures 4, 5 and 6 is calibrated 
in millions of years by the DNAG timescale (Palmer, 1983) and mod-
ified such that the Permian-Triassic boundary is dated as 250 Ma, as in 
Veevers et al. (1994b). 
Correlation between India and elsewhere 
The chief means of time-correlation of the Gondwana formations 
is through Australian palynomorphs and invertebrates, supplemented 
through vertebrates from other fragments of Gondwanaland. The num-
bered points that follow are encircled (in miscellaneous order) on Fig-
ures 4 and 5. 
1. The Tobra Formation of the Salt Range (Fig. 5) is correlated 
with East Australian Palynologic Stage 2 (Truswell, 1980, p. 99). 
2. The Narmia Member is within the Scythian-Anisian 
Tigrisporites playfordii zone (Foster, 1982, p. 176). 
3. The Mittiwali and Kathwai Members are within the Proto-
hapoloxypinus samoilovichii and Lunatisporites pellucidiis zones 
(Foster, 1982, p. 176). 
4. The upper part of the Chhidru Formation, within the Playfor-
diaspora cremdata zone (Foster, 1982, p. 176), is dated uppermost 
Permian (Changsingian) by the marked drop in S'^ C^oa at the Per-
mian-Triassic boundary (Baud et al., 1989). In the Bowen basin, 
Queensland, the P. cremdata zone occupies the uppermost 8 m of the 
coal measures and is overlain by the Protohapoloxypinus microcorpiis 
zone at the base of the barren Rewan Group, marked by a drop in 
5'3C„ that indicates the Permian-Triassic boundary (Morante et al., 
1994). 
5. Spores in the Tredian Formation indicate a Middle Triassic age 
(Balme, 1970, p. 423). 
6. The Talchir Formation in the South Rewa (Umaria) and Jainty 
coalfields is equivalent to East Australian Palynologic Stage 2 (Kemp, 
1975, p. 406). 
7. The microflora of the Talchir Formation is correlated with the 
Gramdatisporites confluens zone (Foster and Waterhouse, 1988, 
p. 146). 
8. The Bap Formation of Rajasthan contains the G. confluens 
zone (Foster and Waterhouse, 1988, p. 147). 
9. (a) The Raniganj Formation (Fig. 4) is equivalent to East Aus-
tralian Palynologic Upper Stage 5 (Foster, 1979, p. 126). (b) The 
Maitur Formation (Maheshwari and Banerji, 1975), corresponding to 
the lower part of the Panchet Formation, is equivalent to the P. micro-
corpus zone (Foster, 1979, p. 126), which Morante et al. (1994) deter-
mine as earliest Triassic. 
10. The lower part of the Barakar Formation is tentatively equiv-
alent to East Austrahan Palynologic Stage 4 (Foster, 1979, p. 126). 
11. The Karharbari Fonnation is tentatively correlated with the 
Sterlitamakian-Aktaskian Sardi-Warchha Formations of the Salt 
Range (Fig. 5) and the Poole Sandstone of the Canning basin. Western 
Australia, equivalent to East Australian Palynologic Stage 3b-Lower 4 
(Balme, 1980, p. 52). 
12. (a) The Dubrajpur Formation (Fig. 4) contains palynomoiphs 
that indicate Camian (Tiwari and Tripathi, 1987; Helby et al., 1987; 
R. Helby, personal communication, 1989). (b) Palynologic assemblage 
zones D, C, B, and A in Kommugudem-A well in the Krishna-
Godavari basin (Fig. 5) contain the Onslow Palynoflora, equivalent to 
Dolby and Balme's (1976) Carnarvon basin zones Tigrisporites play-
fordii to Minutosaccus crenulatus (Prasad and Jain, 1994), equivalent 
to Spathian through Norian. 
13. Concerning vertebrate zones in the northwest Pranhita-
Godavari basin: (a) Vertebrates in the lower part of the Kamthi Forma-
tion indicate the Tapinocephalus zone of South Africa (Anderson, 
1981, p. 6,7), equivalent to East Australian Palynologic Upper Stage 5 
b/c or PP 5.2. (b) Vertebrates near the base of the middle part of the 
Kamthi Formation indicate the all-but-latest Permian Cistecephalus 
zone of South Africa (Tiwari and Vijaya, 1992, p. 38). (c) (i) The 
Kamthi Formation of the Wardha coalfield contains vertebrates that 
indicate the latest Permian Daptocephalus zone (Satsangi, 1988, 
p. 248). (c) (ii) The Hirapur (upper Panchet) Formation or Deoli Stage 
of the North Karanpura and Raniganj basins and the Mangli Beds of 
the Wardha Valley belong to the early Scythian Lystrosaurus zone 
(Satsangi, 1988, p. 248). (d) The Yerrapalii Formation has a fauna 
roughly equivalent to the late Scythian Cynognathus zone (Jain and 
Roychowdhury, 1988, p. 222). (e) The Maleri Formation contains a 
Camian fauna (Jain and Roychowdhury, 1988, p. 222). (f) The Dhar-
maram Formation contains a late Norian and Rhaetian fauna (Jain and 
Roychowdhury, 1988, p. 222). 
14. The palynoflora of the lower (coal-bearing) part of the 
Kamthi Formation resembles the Raniganj palynoflora (Srivastava and 
Jha, 1988, p. 123). 
15. We place the boundary between the Barren Measures and the 
Barakar Formadon halfway through East Australian Palynologic 
Stage 4, calibrated as 260 Ma (Figs. 4 and 5). 
16. Palynozones I to VI (lower half of Figs. 4 and 5) are from 
Tiwari and Tripathi (1988). 
17. Leiosphaerids associated with Tastubian invertebrates (Venkat-
achala and Tiwari, 1988) are presumed to be within Palynozone IB. 
18. Marine invertebrates: (a) Salt Range (Fig. 5): according to 
Dickins and Shah (1981), the Dandot Formation is Tastubian and the 
Amb Fonnation Baigendian-Kungurian; the Wargal Formation is not 
older than Kazanian. The Chhidru Member is Changsingian (Haq et al., 
1988, p. 91; Baud et al., 1989), and the Mianwali Formation is Scythian 
(Haq et al., 1988, p. 91). (b) According to Archbold (1982), bra-
chiopods in the Bap Formation and (c) in the Talchir Formation at 
Umaria indicate late Tastubian; (d) and at Manendragarh, they indicate 
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early Tastubian. (e) In the Talchir Fonnation at Rajhara and Daltonganj, 
invertebrates indicate late Tastubian (Dickins and Shah, 1979, p- 389). 
(f) The Talchir Formation at Hutar contains foraminiferans (Chaudhuri, 
1988). (g) In the Raniganj and Jharia coalfields, the Raniganj Fonnation 
contains bivalves that are nonmarine except for two genera that have 
"marine" affinities (Chandra and Betakhtina, 1990; Chandra, 1994). 
19. Trace fossils in the upper part of the Talchir Formation of the 
Raniganj and Deogarh basins have a marine aspect (Guha et al., 1994). 
20. Foraminiferans were reported by Pal et al. (1994) in (a) the 
Talchir Fonnation of the West Bokaro coalfield and (b) the Kulti For-
mation (= Barren Measures) of the Raniganj Coalfield (Fig. 4). 
Ages of formations in the Tethyan Himalaya (located on Fig. 1) 
come from Kapoor (1992, p. 24), supported by Achaiyya et al. (1979). 
Correlation within India, with notes on thickness and the 
environment of deposition 
Tiwari andTripathi (1988) established a succession of palynoflo-
ras or compositions on the basis of relative abundance of morphotype 
groups (I A and B, etc., in Figs. 4 and 5; Table 2). 
Reflecting changes in paleoclimate in Peninsular India, the paly-
nofloras indicate that the boundaries between the formations are syn-
chronous and therefore confinn Pascoe's (1968, p. 923-1016) view 
that the fonnations are also stages. 
Venkatachala and Tiwari (1988) report leiosphaerids (L) and 
phosphorite (PO4) as possible indicators of marine incursions, princi-
pally in the Talchir Formation and Barakar Formation. Leiosphaerids 
are commonly associated with maiine invertebrates, but as they range 
from marine to brackish environments, they are not by themselves 
diagnostic (R. Helby, personal communication, 1990). 
Time-correlation and environmental features are now docu-
mented for the following areas as illustrated in the time-space dia-
grams (Figs. 4, 5, 16) and the thickness diagrams (Figs. 17 and 18). 
We start in the northwest. 
Sah Range. Located northwest of the Peninsula (Fig. 1), the data 
from the Salt Range (Fig. 5), in particular the start of reddish col-
oration, are from the Pakistani-Japanese Research Group (1985); time-
correlation is documented above. 
Bap-Jaisahner area. Located also to the northwest (Fig. 1), the 
outcropping Permian Badhaura and Bap Fonnations (Fig. 5) and the 
Late Proterozoic-Early Cambrian Nagaur Formation are from Ranga-
Rao et al. (1979, p. 490); the subsurface data are from Datta (1983). 
Leiosphaerids (L) in the Bap Formation are from Venkatachala and 
Tiwari (1988), and the G. confliiens palynologic zone is from Foster 
and Wateihouse (1988). Invertebrates in the Bap Formation indicate a 
Tastubian age, equivalent to East Australian Palynologic Stage 3a, and 
in the Badhaura Formation an Aktaskian-Sterlitimakian age, equiva-
lent to Stage 3b (Archbold, 1982). 
Umaria. The formations (Fig. 5) and their thicknesses are from 
Raja-Rao (1983, p. 120). The microflora of the Talchir Formation in 
the South Rewa Coalfield is equivalent to East Australian Palynologic 
Stage 2 (Kemp, 1975, p. 406), and the age of tlie invertebrates is late 
Tastubian (Archbold, 1982, p. 290). Biozonal details of the Karharbari 
Formation in this and other Peninsular areas ai-e from Banerjee (1988). 
According to Mitra (1993b), the Pali Formation is at least 500 m thick 
and comprises a lower 300 m of red-brown clay and sandstone, with 
carbonaceous shale; a middle 200 to 250 m of green to reddish shale 
and white sandstone with interbanded coals up to 3 m thick, with a 
Raniganj flora; and an upper interbedded chocolate to green shale and 
sandstone, with a flora of Late Permian affinity and a palynoflora with 
a Permian/Triassic transitionary aspect or, according to Tiwari and 
Ram (1986), a Late Permian aspect; the upper part probably extends 
through the Eariy Triassic. The Tiki Beds contain reptiles of the same 
(Camian) age as those in the Maleri Formation (Anderson, 1981, p. 6; 
Kutty et al., 1988, p. 225; Sengupta, 1992) and a Late Triassic 
microflora (Sundaram et al., 1979). The Parsora Formation has a gra-
dational and confoimable contact with the underlying Pali Fonnation 
(Sastiy et al., 1977, p. 70-71) and accordingly is placed in the Middle 
Triassic (Mitra, 1993b). Alternatively, from its Late Triassic (?Rhaetic) 
flora, the Parsora Formation can be placed higher. We show both pos-
sibilities in Figure 5. Its relations are discussed further by Dutta and 
Ghosh (1993). The Cretaceous/Tertiary (K/T) Deccan Trap, the 
Lameta Beds, and the Early Cretaceous Jabalpur Formation overlap all 
the older formations (Robinson, 1967, p. 244). 
Singrauli. The main data about the Singrauli area (Fig. 4) are 
from Raja-Rao (1983, p. 132); thicknesses of formations, except the 
Panchet and Supra-Panchet, are unknown. Leiosphaerids in the 
Barakar and Raniganj Formations are from Venkatachala and Tiwari 
(1988). In the Raniganj Fonnation, the upper (top) Jhingurdah Seam is 
105.00 to 159.70 m thick (Fig. 15E) but contains up to 47% of dirt 
bands (Casshyap and Tewari, 1988, p. 62; Raja-Rao, 1983, p. 143). 
The Nidpur Beds are bounded by faults, and the estimated age depends 
entirely on fossils, mainly palynomorphs, which are of Middle Triassic 
age (Siivastava, 1988, p. 159). 
Ramkola. The Supra-Panchet Fonnation (Fig. 4) is 250 m thick, 
the Panchet Formation 350 m, the Raniganj Formation 300 m, the Bar-
ren Measures Formation 150 m, the Barakar and Karharbari Forma-
tions together 600 in, for a grand total of 1,650 m (Casshyap and 
Tewari, 1984, p. 125). 
Daltonganj. The main data (Fig. 4) come from Raja-Rao (1987, 
p. 270). The marine invertebrates in the Talchir Formation at Rajhara, 
near Daltonganj, are dated as Tastubian (Dickins and Shah, 1979, p. 
389;Archbold, 1982,p. 270). 
Hutar. Details (Fig. 4) are again from Raja-Rao (1987, p. 258). 
The foraminiferans at the Talchir/Karharbari boundary are from 
Chaudhuri (1988). 
North Karanpura. The details (Fig. 4) are from Casshyap and 
Kumar (1987, p. 183). According to Pascoe (1968, p. 1030), "the Rani-
ganj Beds overlap the Ironstone Shales [Barren Measures] and rest on 
the Barakars." In a detailed map (Raja-Rao, 1987, plate XII), this 
boundary is shown as a fault. The clear angular unconformity between 
die Supra-Panchet and Panchet Formations is shown in Fig. 15D. 
Bokaro. According to Pascoe (1968, p. 1027), "The Raniganj 
stage . . . is found . . . resting on the Ironstone Shales [Barren Mea-
sures] with a well marked unconformity and abruptly overlapping 
them in places... . Their unconformity [of the Panchets] to the Damu-
das is striking . . . they completely overlap both the Raniganj and Iron-
stone Shales . . . and rest upon Barakar beds." Raja-Rao (1987, plates 
VII and VIII) again interprets this "unconformity" as a fault. But, 
higher in the succession, "This sequence . . . tentatively correlated with 
the Mahadeva [Supra-Panchet] Formation . . . rests over the Panchet 
Formation with an apparent angular unconformity and this uncon-
formable junction can be observed on the eastern face of Lugu Hill" 
(Raja-Rao, 1987, p. 12). The leiosphaerids in the Talchir Formation 
(Fig. 4) are from Venkatachala and Tiwari (1988). 
Jharia. The Raniganj Formation (Fig. 4) is the youngest pre-
served formation. We outline the history of uplift and the stripping of 
the younger succession in the text accompanying Figure 44. 
Leiosphaerids in the Talchir Formation are from Venkatachala and 
Tiwari (1988). 
Deogarh. The cliief source of infonnation is Tewari (1980). The 
Deogarh region (Fig. 4) contains two coalfields, 40 km apart, in which 
the formations have these thicknesses: 
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In the Jainti area, the microflora of the Talchir Formation is equivalent 
to East Australian Palynologic Stage 2 (Kemp, 1975, p. 406). 
Raniganj. The stratigraphic details (Fig. 4) are from Casshyap 
and Kumar (1987, p. 183). Phosphorite (PO4) in the Raniganj Forma-
tion is from Venkatachala and Tiwari (1988). The Supra-Panchet For-
mation rests unconformably on the folded Panchet Formation. 
Rajmahal. Details of the Permian succession (Fig. 4), which 
reaches no higher than the Barakar Formation, are from Raja-Rao 
(1987, p. 303-307). The Talchir Formation ranges up to 100 m thick 
and, as in the Koel-Damodar areas, overlies Precambrian rocks; 
leiosphaerids in the Talchir Formation of the Chuperbhita Coalfield are 
from Venkatachala and Tiwari (1988). The Barakar and Karharbari 
Formations together range from 250 to 550 m thick. 
The disconformably overlying Dubrajpur Formation contains car-
bonaceous shale, very rare at this level, that yielded palynomorphs of 
Ladinian-Camian age (Tiwari and Tripathi, 1987) by comparison with 
a form found also in the Sahul Shoals-1 Well in northwest Australia 
(R. Helby, personal communication, 1989). We show this stratigraphic 
range in Figure 4 but place the Dubrajpur Formation wholly within the 
Camian at the top of the range, at the same level as the Supra-Panchet 
Formation. The Dubrajpur Formation is 60 to 250 m thick and overlaps 
the Permian succession to rest on Precambrian basement (Fig. 15A). 
Older Triassic rocks are found in the subsurface to the east and are 
dated by palynomorphs as Middle Triassic (Raja-Rao, 1987). The east-
em side of the Rajmahal area is covered by the Rajmahal Trap, 600 m 
of flow basalt, 120 to 110 Ma old (Baksi et al., 1987) and inter-trap-
pean sediments with a Jurassic/Cretaceous flora. The Rajmahal Trap 
overlaps older formations to rest on the Precambrian (Fig. 15A). 
Singrimari. The Singrimari area, located on Figure 1, contains a 
succession (Fig. 4) of 75 m of the Talchir Formation, 110 m of the 
Karharbari Formation, and probably, in the subsurface to the west, the 
Barakar Formation (Srivastava et al., 1988, p. 331, 334). 
Manendragarh-Sohagpur. We classify the column (Fig. 5) in 
terms of formations in the Koel-Damodar area, though as Raja-Rao 
(1983, p. 101, 102) points out, the formations are not precisely the 
same. The invertebrates in the Talchir Formation are early Tastubian 
(Archbold, 1982, p. 270). 
Korba/Mand-Raigarh. According to Raja-Rao (1983, p. 15, 22, 
24), the column (Fig. 5) is similar to that of the Sohagpur area up to 
the Barakar Formation and phosphatic Barren Measures (Datta, 1986a, 
p. 2). At the top of the column, the Raniganj Formation, with thin coal, 
disconformably overlaps the Barakar Formation. 
lb River. According to Raja-Rao (1982, p. 53), the concordant 
succession (Fig. 5) comprises 130 m of the Talchir Formation, 125 m 
of the Karharbari Formation, 600 m of the Barakar Formation, and 
Barren Measures, with leiosphaerids and phosphate nodules (Datta, 
1986a, p. 2; Venkatachala and Tiwari, 1988, p. 27), all overstepped by 
the reddish conglomerate, sandstone, and shale of the Kamthi Forma-
tion (without coal) (Raja-Rao, 1982, p. 54), which together with the 
Barren Measures is 600 m thick (Mukhopadhyay et al., 1984, p. 558). 
Talcher. The data come from Raja-Rao (1982, p. 42,44). Mitra et 
al. (1979a, p. 38) give the names and thicknesses of the formations, 
including supporting information on the lithologic identification of the 
Supra-Panchet Formation (Fig. 5). According to Datta (1988), "Map-
ping in southern part of the western half of Talcher Coalfield reveals 
that the metamorphics are directly overlain by the Kamthis [Raniganj] 
across the boundary fault." On the east, the Talchir Formation (Venkat-
achala and Tiwari, 1988) is unconformably overlain by the Cretaceous 
Athgarh Sandstone (Kumar and Bhandari, 1973). 
Satpura. The data (Fig. 5) come from Raja-Rao (1983, p. 157) and 
Peters (1991). The Bijori Formation, with Late Permian vertebrates and 
a microflora (Raja-Rao, 1983, p. 159) of Raniganj age, is discon-
formably overlain by the type Mahadeva Group, comprising the Pach-
marhi Sandstone and the reddish Denwa Formation, with vertebrates 
correlated with the Yerrapalli Formation of the northwest Pranhita-
Godavari basin (Satsangi, 1988, p. 249). Also originally included in the 
Mahadeva Group was the Bagra Formation, but Casshyap et al. (1993a) 
argue that it is better placed at the base of the following Jurassic-Creta-
ceous succession (Fig. 6). Following a Permian-Triassic northward 
paleoslope, the Bagra Formation was deposited in south-directed allu-
vial fans at the foot of the uplifted Early Proterozoic Bijarwar Super-
group and oversteps all older formations, as do the succeeding Jabalpur 
Formation, Lameta Formation, and Deccan Trap. 
Some authors (e.g., Sastry et al., 1977) have extended the term 
"Mahadeva" to the Koel-Damodar and Mahanadi areas, but we prefer 
the term "Supra-Panchet" for the formation that overlies the Panchet 
Formation. 
Kamptee. The data (Fig. 5) are from Raja-Rao (1982, p. 75-77). 
We interpret the reddish barren Kamthi Formation here and in the 
Wardha area as equivalent to the middle and upper parts of the Kamthi 
Formation of the northwest Pranhita-Godavari region. The Kamthi 
Formation overlies at a 10 to 15° angular unconformity the Motur and 
Barakar Formations. 
Wardha Valley. The data (Fig. 5) are from Raja-Rao (1982, p. 66). 
"At places, the Kamthi Formation completely overlaps the Barakar For-
mation and rests over the Talchir sediments" (Raja-Rao, 1982, p. 65) at 
a disconformity or very low-angle unconformity. According to Dr. 
N. D. Mitra (personal communication, 1990), the Kamthi Formation, 
with Daptocephalus zone vertebrates, overlies at a low-angle unconfor-
mity the planed axis of a northwest-trending anticline in the Talchir and 
Barakar Formations. The reddish middle Kamthi Formation contains 
Daptocephalus zone vertebrates and Glossopteris below and, in the 
Mangli Bed above, vertebrates, including Lystrosaurus, as in the 
Panchet Formation (Satsangi, 1988, p. 248). 
Northwest Pranhita-Godavari. The data (Fig. 5) are from Raja-
Rao (1982, p. 11). The Kamthi Formation is divided into three parts; a 
lower part of coal measures and middle and upper parts of barren sand-
stone with redbeds. The reddish color starts in the latest Permian. Bio-
stratigraphic ages, mainly by vertebrates, are from Kutty et al. (1988) 
and by palynology from Srivastava and Jha (1988). The Gangapur and 
Kota Formations overlap the Maleri Formation. Raja-Rao (1982, 
p. 14-15) reports that in a stream section west of Jaipuram the upper 
Kamthi overlaps all older formations, but this is not shown on his map. 
Southeast Pranhita-Godavari. Lakshminarayana and Murty 
(1990) remapped the Chintalapudi Subbasin. They show that the 
Kamthi Formation, with Glossopteris in red claystone, which we iden-
tify as middle Kamthi (Fig. 5), disconformably overlies the Barakar 
Formation and in places is faulted against the Precambrian, contrary to 
Pande's (1988, p. 54) view that the Kamthi overlaps the Precambrian 
of the Mailaram High and of an outlier at 17°05'N, 80°36'E. The 
Barakar Formation is estimated to be 350 m thick (Vijayam and Desh-
pande, 1979, p. 646; Lakshminarayana and Murty, 1990). 
Krishna-Godavari. The data (Fig. 5) are from Raja-Rao (1982, 
p. 11) and Prasad and Jain (1994), who describe a new Triassic section 
of 1,035 m of sandstone with minor shale unconformably between the 
Barakar Formation below and the Golapilli Sandstone above. The Cre-
taceous and Cenozoic section (Fig. 6, Table 3) is from S. P. Kumar 
(1983). Jaiprakash et al. (1993) date the the Deccan (Rajahmundry) 
Trap as Cretaceous/Tertiary (K/T) by its position between Maastricht-
ian foraminiferan-bearing shale below and Paleocene (P2) shale above, 
and Baksi et al. (1994) determined a '*°AiP^As: age of 64.0 + 0.4 Ma, 
marginally younger than the average age of 65.5 ± 0.5 Ma of the Dec-
can Trap but possibly coeval with lavas in the Kolhapur Formation of 
the Deccan Trap near the west coast. 
Palar (located on Fig. 1; not plotted in Fig. 5). The data are from 
Raja-Rao (1982, p. 4) and Murthy and Ahmad (1979, p. 517, outcrop 
map on p. 521). The Talchir Formation, with leiospherids (Venkat-
achala and Tiwari, 1988, p. 26), rests on the Precambrian. 
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basalt 
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Rajmahal area, 59 
basin, defined, 2 
Beaufort Group, 41, 42, 52 
BeaverLake, 37, 41,43,48 
Bengal basin, 7, 23 
Bhimaram Formation, 1 
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Bijori Formation, 7, 59 
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Bokaro basin, 15 
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Cape Range Fracture Zone, 44 
carbonaceous sediment, 54 
carbonaceous shale 
Barakar Formation, 6 
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Chotanagpur fan, 16, 19 
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Cistecephalus zone, 57 
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Denwa Formation, 7 
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Kota Formation, 20 
Maleri Formation, 20 
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Denwa Formation, 19 
Kamthi Formation, 59 
coal 
Barakar Formation, 6,11,15,18 
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deposition, 1,44, 52 
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Kota Formation, 20 
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thickness, 6 
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conglomerate 
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Kamthi Formation, 59 
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conglomerate (continued) 
North Karanpura Coalfield, 17 
Panchet Formation, 19 
Talchir Formation, 6 
Congo basin, 37 
Congo-Kaokofeld upland, 35 
Cooper basin, 49 
corals, 37 
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Daltonganj, 11, 58 
Daltonganj-Deogarh-Rajmahal Hills, 17 
Damodar area, 7, 19, 21, 23, 36 
Damodar basins, 8, 11, 21, 23, 44, 49 
Damodar River, 7, 48, 49 
Damodar valley, 17 
Damodar-Singrauli valley, 18 
Dampier basin, 38 
Dandot Formation, 57 
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Darling Fault, 49 
Deccan plateau, 32 
DeccanTrap, 11, 15, 23, 49, 58, 59. See 
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deformation, 8, 19, 20, 43, 44, 49, 52 
Chotanagpur upland, 43 
Denwa Formation, 7, 19, 23, 59 
Deogarh, 58 
Deogarh basin, 15, 23, 58 
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Dharmaram Formation, 7, 20, 57 
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dinocyst, 43 
dinoflagellates, 43 
dolerite, 38, 40 
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Canning basin, 39 
Damodar basin, 23 
Deogarh basin, 23 
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Dubrajpur Formation, 7, 17, 19, 20, 21, 




Ecca coal measures, 36, 52 
Ecca Group, 37, 42 
Edel-1 well, 38, 39, 42 
Elliot Formation, 54 
Enderby-1 well, 38, 39, 43 
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erosion 
Barakar Formation, 17 
Talchir Formation, 17 
Euiydesina zone, 35 
Exmouth Plateau, 43, 44, 56 
Faizabad ridge, 11 
Faizabad upland, 11, 15, 35, 36, 42 
faulted basins, 34 
faulting, 8, 49, 54 
Chotanagpur upland, 43 
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Perth Basin, 40 
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Barakar Formation, 20 
Damodar basins, 21,44 
Kingori Sandstone, 40 
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Nidpur Beds, 58 
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Raniganj basin, 16 
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folding, 8, 49 
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Gaik granite, 43 
Gamburtsev Mountains, 33, 34, 42, 48 
Gamburtsev upland, 36, 37 
Gangapur Formation, 23, 59 
Garu Formation, 36 
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glaciogenic sediment, 1,35 
Glossopteris, 59 
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Godavari basin, 44, 49 
Godavari River, 48 
Golapilli Formation, 23 
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Gondwanides foldbelt, 48 
Gondwanides, 43, 44, 52, 54 
granite, 8 
granite gneiss, 8 
granitoids, 8, 36 
Granulatisporites conflueiis zone, 57, 
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Guizhou region. South China, 41 
H 
heat, release, 1, 35, 52 
heavy minerals, Barakar Formation, 6 
Heilbron-Frankfort area. Orange Free 
State, 41 
Himalaya-Tibet upland, drainage sys-
tem, 48 
Hirapur Formation, 57 
Hoshangapad, 23 
Hoshangabad upland, 23 
hot spot, 23 
Hutar, 11,58 
Hutar basin, 49 
I 
lb River area, 7, 15, 16, 18, 59 
Indian-Madagascar upland, 35 
Indo-Australian rift zone, 33, 34, 35, 
36 
Infra-Trappean sediments, 23 
invertebrates, 57, 58 
marine, 36, 57,58 
Ipswich, 44 
Ipswich Coal Measures, 52, 54 
Ironstone Shale, Barren Measures, 7, 58 
Isalo Group, 43 
Jabalpur, 9 
Jabalpur Formation, 21, 23, 48, 58, 59 
Jainti, 59 
Jainty coalfield, 57 
Jaipuram, 59 
jasper 
Bijawar Formation, 23 
Denwa Formation, 19 
Kaimur Formation, 23 
Jetty Member, Flagstone Bench Forma-
tion, 41 
Jharia, 58 
Jharia basin, 7, 11, 15, 21, 49 
Jharia coalfield, 11, 15, 58 
Jhingurdah Coal, 17 
Jhingurdah Seam, 7, 58 
Jeypore-Bastar, 2 
K 
Kaimur Formation, 23 
Kamptee area, 7, 18, 59 
Kamthi Formation, 1, 7, 17, 18, 57, 59 
Karanpura basin, 15 
Karharbari Formation, 1, 3, 6, 11, 15, 
18, 57, 58, 59 
Karharbari-Barakar coal measures, 15 
Karnakata, 2 
Karoo basin, 35, 37, 48, 49 
Karoo terrain, 49 
Karoo-type basins, 34, 49 
Kathwai Member, 57 
Kerguelen, 23, 48 
Kidodia coxi, 41 
Kingori Sandstone, 40 
Kockatea Formation, 39 
Kockatea Shale, 38 
Koel-Damodar area, 1, 7,15, 19, 20, 
54,59 
Koel-Damodar basins, 2, 9 
Koel-Damodar valley, 16 
Koel River, 48 
Kolhapur Formation, 23, 59 
Kommugudem-A well, 7, 19, 57 
Korba, 9, 15 
Korba area, 16 
Korba coalfield, 11 
Korba/Mandi-Raigarh area, 59 
Kota Formation, 7, 20, 21, 23, 44, 54, 
59 
Krishna basin, 49 
Krishna-Godavari area, 7, 19, 21, 59 
Krishna-Godavari basin, 43, 57 
Krishna River, 48 
Krishna subbasin, 2 
Kulti Formation, 58. See also Barren 
Measures 
Ladakh, 43 
Lambert Graben, 48 
Lameta Beds, 58 
Lameta Formation, 23, 59 
lamprophyre 
Bengal basin, 23 
Damodar area, 23 
Damodar basin, 23 
Deogarh basin, 23 
Kockatea Formation, 39 
Mahanadi basin, 23 
Perth basin, 38 
Rajmahal Trap, 44 
Wittecara-1 well,42 
Leigh Creek, 44 
leiosphaerids, 15, 57, 58 
Bap Formation, 58 
Barakar Formation, 58 
lb River area, 16,59 
Jharia basin, 11 
Palar basin, 11 
Rajmahal basin, 11 
Raniganj Formation, 17,58 
Satpura basin, 11 
Talchir Formation, 58, 59 
Lesueur Sandstone, 43, 49 
Lhasa block, 33, 38, 52 
limestone, Kota Formation, 20 
Locker Shale, 39 
Lower Beaufort Group, 37 
Lower Sakamena Group, 37 
Lugu Hill, 58 
Lunatisporites pellucidus zone, 57 
Lystrosaurus zone, 57, 59 
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M 
Madagascar rift zone, 34, 36, 41 
magmatism, 40 
Mahadeva Formation, 58 
Mahadeva Group, 59 
Mahanadi area, 59 
Mahanadi basin, 2, 8, 20, 23, 31, 32 
Mahanadi River, 48 
Mahanadi-Son basin, 9 
Malianadi valley, 11 
Maihur, 11 
Mailaram Arch, 2 
Mailaram High, 21, 23, 48, 49, 59 
Maitur Formation, 57 
Maji-ja-Chumvi Formation, Kenya, 41, 
42 
Malakand granite, 36 
Maleri Formation, 7, 20, 23, 57, 58, 59 
Maluncha Hill, 11 
Mandur area, 7 
Manendragarh, 6, 11, 57 
Manendragarh-Sohagpur area, 59 
Mangli Beds, 57, 59 
Mehjia, 16 
metamorphic rocks, 7 
Mianwali Formation, 57 
microflora, 58, 59 
microplankton, marine, 39 
Mikumi Basin, 38 
Minutosaccus crenulatus, 57 
Mirkheri, 11 
Mittiwali Member, 57 
Moher subbasin, 7 
Molteno Formation, 43, 44, 52, 54 
Monghyr-Saharsa ridge, 15 
Monghyr-Saharsa upland, 16, 17, 19, 
36 
Mongolian Plateau, drainage system, 48 
Moolayember Formation, 52 
Motur Formation, 7, 59 
Mount Victoria Land, 48 
Mount Victoria Land block, 43 
mudstone 
Dharmaram Foimation, 7 
Parsora Formation, 7,21 
Supra-Panchet Formation, 7 
Mysore, 11 
N 
Nagaur Formation, 58 
Namchi, 36 
Narmada lineament, 48 
Narmada-Son lineament, 2 
Narmada valley, 23 
Narmia Member, 57 
Narsapur, 23, 49 
Natal Basin, 48 
Nidpur Beds, 19, 58 
Ninetyeast Ridge, 23, 48 
Noonkanbah Formation, 40 
North Karanpura area, 19, 58 
North Karanpura basin, 7, 57 
North Karanpura Coalfield, 17 
Nyakaitu Basin, Tanzania, 38 
O 
Olpad fanglomerate, 31 
Oman, 38 
Omeishan Basalt, 41 
Onslow Paly noil ora, 43, 57 
Outeniqua folding event, 41 
Pachmarhi Sandstone, 7, 19, 23, 59 
Palar, 59 
paleocurrents, 20, 21 
Barakar Formation, 15 
Bhimaram Sandstone, 19 
Jabalpur Formation, 23 
Karharbari Formation, 15 
Lameta Formation, 23 
Maleri Formation, 15 
Panchet Formation, 19 
Pranhita-Godavari basin, 11, 16 
Raniganj basin, 16,17 
Satpura basin, 16 
Son-Mahandi basin, 11 
Umaria, 11 
Yerrapalli Formation, 19 
Paleotethys, 35 
Pali Formation, 7, 18, 58 
palynoflora, 58 
Kamthi Formation, 57 
Raniganj Formation, 57, 58 
palynomorphs, 37, 57, 58, 59 
Panchet Formation, 1, 3, 7, 18,19, 20, 
57, 58, 59 
PanjalTrap, 38, 52 
Parana basin, 49 
Parbatpur dome, 7 
Parsora Formation, 7, 20, 21, 58 
Pearl-1 well, 40 
peat, Barakar Formation, 6 
Perindi-1 well, 40 
Permotethys, 34, 35 
Perthbasin, 11,38, 39,43, 49 
phonolite, Perth basin, 38 
phosphate, lb River, 59 
phosphorite, 15 
Barren Measures, 7, 15,16 
Raniganj area, 17 
Raniganj Formation, 7,59 
Phulbani, 11 
Pilbara Block, 43, 44 
Pilbara-Yilgarn block, 34 
Playfordiaspora crenulata zone, 57 
Poole Sandstone, 57 
Pranhita River, 48 
Pranhita-Godavari area, 3, 7, 17, 18, 20, 
49,59 
Pranhita-Godavari basin, 2, 7, 8, 9, 11, 
15,16, 19,20,21,23,48,57,59 
Pranhita-Godavari lobe, 2 
Pranhita-Godavari-Satpura basin, 11 
Pranhita-Godavari valley, 19 
Productus, 37 
Pwtohapoloxypinus microcorpus zone, 
57 
Pwtohapoloxypinus samoilovichii zone, 
57 
Prydz Bay, 42, 48 
pumice lapilli, 41 
pyrite, 15 
pyroclastics, Ladakh, 43 
Q 
quartz, Pachmarhi Sandstone, 19 
quartzite 
Bagra Formation, 23 
Barakar Formation, 11 
R 
Radok Conglomerate, 37 
Rahum area, 7 
Rajahmundry Traps, 23, 31, 49, 59. See 
also Deccan Trap 
Rajasthan, 15 
Rajhara, 58 
Rajmahal area, 11, 20, 59 
Rajmahal basin, 2, 15, 54 
Rajmahal Formation, 7, 21 
Rajmahal Hills, 7, 16, 17 
Rajmahal Trap, 17, 23, 44, 48, 59 
Ramgarh, 11 
Raniganj area, 19, 48, 59 
Raniganj basin, 11, 15, 16, 17, 57, 58 
Raniganj Beds, 58 
Raniganj coal measures, 15 
Raniganj coalfield, 58 
Raniganj Formation, 1, 3, 7, 8,16, 57, 
58 
Rankin area, 43 
Rankin delta, 43 
redbeds 
Beaver Lake, 41,52 
deposition, 1 
Elliot Formation, 54 
Panchet Formation, 7,18 
Piydz Bay, 42 
Raniganj Formation, 7 
relaxation, 8, 9, 23 
reptiles, 58 
Rewan Group, 57 
rhyolite, 38, 39 
Dampier basin, 38 
Enderby-1 well, 43 
rhythmite, Talchir Formation, 6 
rifting, 8, 49, 56 
Ruhende Beds, 37 
Saharsa-Monghyr upland, 37 
Sahul Shoals-1 well, 59 
Salt Range, 11, 15, 36, 38, 52, 57, 58 
Samfrau Geosyncline, 52 
sandstone 
Barakar Formation, 6,7, 11 
72 Index 
sandstone (continued) 
Barren Measures, 7 
Bhimaram Sandstone, 19 
Denwa Formation, 7 
Dharmaram Formation, 7, 20 
Dubrajpur Formation, 7,20 
Isalo Group, 43 
Kamthi Formation, 59 
KariiarbariFonnatfon, 6,ll 
Kota Formation, 20,44,54 
Krishna-Godavari area, 19, 59 
Maleri Formation, 20 
Pali Formation, 58 
Pancliet Formation, 7 
Parsora Formation, 7,21 
Son area, 19 
Supra-Panciiet Formation, 7,20 
Talchir Formation, 6 
Yerrapalli Formation, 19 
Sardi-Warchha Formation, 57 
Satpura area, 7, 18, 19, 21, 59 
Satpura basin, 9, 15, 16, 23 
Satpura-Jabalpur region, 21 
Satpura Range, 31 
seafloor spreading, 48, 49, 52, 56 
sedimentation, 8 
shale 
Barakar Formation, 6,7 
Dubrajpur Formation, 20 
Kamthi Formation, 59 
Karharbari Formation, 11 
Krisfma-Godavari area, 19,59 
Pali Formation, 58 
Panchet Formation, 7 
Son area, 19 
Supra-Panchet Formation, 7,20 
Talchii' Formation, 6 
Shark Bay, 44 
Siang, 36 
Siberian Traps, 40, 41 
Sibumasu block, 33, 52 
Sikkim, 36 
siltstone 
Barakar Formation, 6 
Barren Measures, 7 
Talcliir Formation, 6 
Singhbhum, 2 
Singrauli, 15, 18, 58 
Singrauli coalfield, 7, 17 
Singrimari, 15, 59 
Sohagpur area, 59 
Somali Basin, 48 
Son area, 7, 11, 19,20 
Son basin, 2, 19,31 
Son-Mahanadi area, 6 
Son-Mahanadi basin, 11 
Son-Umaria area, 20, 21 
Son Valiey area, 21,44 
South Rewa coalfield, 57, 58 
Southern Boundary Fault, 49 
stratigraphy, Barakar Formation, 7 
Subansiri, 15 
subsidence, 8, 11 
sulfur content, Barakar coal, 15 
Sullavai Formation, 7 
Supra-Panchet Formation, 1, 3, 7, 19, 
20,21,43,44,54,58,59 
Talcher, 9 
Talcher area, 16, 20, 59 
Talcher coalfield, 11, 15, 59 
Talchir Formation, 1, 3, 6, 7, 9, 11, 17, 
20, 57, 58, 59 
Tapinocephalus zone, 57 
Tethyansea, 11, 17,42 
Tigrisporites playfordii zone, 57 
Tiki Beds, 58 
Tiki Formation, 7 
tillfte, Taichir Formation, 6 
Tobra Formation, 57 
trace fossils, Barakar Formation, 6 
trachyte, Perth basin, 38 
Transantarctic Mountains, 54 
Tredian Formation, 57 
Tuli basin, 49 
turbidites, Talchir Formation, 6 
U 
Umaria area, 7, 11, 15, 18, 57, 58 
Umaria coalfield, 15 
upift, 8, 19, 21, 23, 43, 48 
Chotanagpur upland, 43 
Deccan plateau, 32 
Rajmahal Hills, 16 




Variscan collision, 33, 48, 52 
vegetation, 19 
vertebrates, 19, 20, 23, 57, 59 
Vindhyan basin, 2 
Vindhyan Range, 11, 23 
Vindhyan upland, 23 
Vohipanana-Ambatokapika limestone, 
37 
volcanics, 35, 36, 38, 39 
alkaline, 38 
synrift, 56 
volcanism, 38, 39, 42 
pyroclastic, 41 
W 
WA-U3 unconformity, 38, 43 
Wagina Sandstone, 38, 39 
Wallaby-Perth Fracture Zone, 44 
Wardhaarea, 11, 19,23,59 
Wardha coalfield, 17, 57 
Wardha-Kamptee area, 18 
WardhaValley, 57, 59 
Wargal Formation, 57 
Warnbro Group, 49 
Warora coalfield, 15 
WestBokaro, 11 
Wittecarra-1 well, 39, 42 
Witwatersrand Arch, 36 
Wombat Plateau, 44 
Woniusi Formation, 35 
wrenching, 44 
Yarragadee Formation, 49 
Yerrapalli Formation, 7, 17, 19, 57, 59 
Yilgarn Block, 49 
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Braided-Fluvial Depositional Model of Late Triassic Gondwana 
(Mahadeva) Roclcs of Son Valley, Central India: Tectonic and 
Paleogeographic Implications 
R.C.TEWARI 
Department of Geology, D.S.College, Aligarh-202 001. 
Abstract: About 800 m thick late Triassic Gondwana (Mahadeva) rocks of Son valley, central India are 
composed of pebbly to gritty, very coarse to coarse and medium sandstone, and thin to thick beds of grey, 
micaceous and red shale. Sandstone bodies are channel-shaped to sheet-like and multistoreyed, 
characterised by large scale trough and planar cross-beds. Interbedded shale beds are laminated. 
Palaeocurrent analysis based on 192 measurements of trough cross-bedded cosets reveals northwesterly 
(321° ± 46°) palaeodrainage and palaeoslope throughout the late Triassic Gondwana sedimentation. 
Lithofacies characters, nature and geometry of sedimentaiy structures and palaeocurrent attributes suggest 
that the late Triassic Gondwana rocks of the Son valley area were deposited by a widespread system of bed 
load (braided) streams which flowed dominantly from southeast to northwest. Indeed, there is uniformity 
in the northwesterly palaeolope during Permian and Triassic Gondwana sedimentation in this area. 
Implicitly, the Gondwana basin under study should have extended northward down the palaeoslope beyond 
its present limit across the north boundary fault (? Narmada - Son lineament). 
Keywords : Fluvial deposit, sedimentology, palaeogeography, Gondwana, Son valley. 
INTRODUCTION 
Recent sedimentological studies of Permian 
Gondwana rocks of Son - Mahanadi basin, 
eastern-central India, specially the analysis of 
palaeocurrents revealed uniformity and consis-
tency of northwesterly palaeoslope through 
space and time (Casshyap, 1981; Casshyap and 
Srivastava, 1987; Casshyap and Tewari, 1984, 
1988). However, the overlying Triassic 
Gondwana rocks of Son - Mahanadi basin as 
also in other Gondwana basins have not been 
studied adequately from this viewpoint so far. 
The immediate objective of present study is 
to investigate lithofacies characters and 
palaeocurrents of late Triassic Gondwana 
(Mahadeva) rocks of Son valley area (Fig. 1), 
with a view to reconstruct depositional model 
and palaeoslope and their tectonic and 
palaeogeographic implications. 
GEOLOGIC SETTING 
The Son valley forms northern part of the 
northwest - southeast oriented Son - Mahanadi 
basin of eastern-central India (Fig. 1, inset). 
The Gondwana stratigraphy of this area is rep-
resented by about 2200 m thick Permian and 
Triassic sediments (Raja Rao, 1983). Table I 
records the lithostradgraphic units and 
sedimentary characters of Gondwana rocks of 
Son valley area. The lowermost Permo-Car-
boniferous glacial and glacigene sediments 
resting unconformably on Archean/ 
Precambrian basement, consists of small lens-
like bodies of tillite, laminated green shale, 
rhythmite with or without dropstones, and 
coarse to medium- grained cross-bedded 
sandstone (Casshyap and Srivastava, 1987). 
The rest of Permian Gondwana rocks are made 
up of repetitive fining upward sequences of 
pebbly sandstone and / or coarse to medium 
sandstone, interbedded fine sandstone - shale, 
shale and (or) coal (Casshyap and Tewari, 
1984, 1988). The post-Permian Gondwana 
stratigraphy of Son valley has been referred by 
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Fig.l. Map showing location (inset) and Gondwana geology of Son valley, central India (after, G.S 1, 1977, plate 26). I-
IV refer to sectors for palaeocurrent analysis. 
different names in the literature such as Supra-
Barakar (G.S.I., 1977), Panchet andMahadeva 
formations (Raja Rao, 1983), and Pali-Tiki and 
Parsora formations, particularly in the western 
part (South Rewa) (Dutta and Ghosh, 1993). In 
the available geological map of the Gondwana 
rocks of Son valley area (G.S.I., 1977, Plate 
26), the post Barakar stratigraphy has been 
largely undifferentiated. The present study is 
concerned only with those Triassic Gondwana 
rocks of Son valley, largely exposed in the 
northern and eastern parts, referred to as 
Mahadeva Formation in view of their gross 
lithologic similarity with type Mahadeva se-
quence of Satpura basin, and have been con-
sidered late Triassic in age (Raja Rao, 1983). 
These rocks overlap the underlying Gondwana 
sediments to rest directly upon Precambrian 
basement in the north (Fig.l). 
The prominant structural feature of this area 
is the north boundary fault, which apparently 
coincides with an ancient tectonic lineament of 
central India referred to as Narmada-Son linea-
ment (West, 1962). The regional strike of 
Gondwana rocks is east - west; dips are com-
monly gentle (7° - 12°) and directed towards 
north, though steep (-26°) southward dips are 
recorded in the northern part in proximity of 
boundary fault. 
LITHOFACIES ASSEMBLAGE 
Figure 2 illustrates a composite lithic-fill 
sequence of the late Triassic Mahadeva rocks 
of Son valley, based on the examination of the 
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Table-I. Gondwana stratigraphy of Son-Mahanadi basin (Based on Raja Rao, 1983; Cassliyap and Tewari, 1984). 
Geological time Formation Lithologic and sedimentary characters 
U. Triassic Mahadeva Yellow, grey, gritty to very coase and coarse to medium, channel shaped to sheet-
like multistoreyed cross-bedded sandtsone. Associated are thin to thick lenses of 
pebbly sandstone/conglomerage, and interbeds of red and grey shale. 
M. Triassic -Unconformity-
L. Triassic Panchet Yellow to green, coarse to medium, tabular and channel-shaped arkosic sandstone; 
cross-bedded to thinly horizontal bedded; interbeds of red and green shale and 
mudstone show parallel laminations. 
U. Permian Raniganj/ 
Kamthi 
Recurring cycles of white to earthy, medium to fine, sheet-like and channel-shaped 
cross-bedded sandstone, thick interbeds of shale/siltstone, carbonaceous shale and 




Brown, Grey, coarse to medium and fine lenticular and channel-shaped sandstone 
bodies overlain by red, grey and carbonaceous shale beds; the sequence occurs 
repeatedly in cyclical orders. 
L. Permian Barakar Buffy grey, coarse to medium and fine sandstone - channel - shaped and 
profusely cross-bedded; overlying fine elastics include siltstone/shale and 
coal which are thick and persistent in upper part. The sandstone, shale and coal 
facies are arranged in repeatitive fining upward cycles. 
Karharbari Conglomeratic, pebbly - gritty, coarse to medium coalescing sandstone bodies; 
associated shale and coal beds are thin, locally thick, and impersistent. 
Talchir Thin lense of massive and stratified tillite and glacio-fluvial conglomerate; 
massive, thinly horixontal bedded to cross-bedded green sandstone; 
laminated green shale with or without dropstones. 
available outcrops in different parts of the area. 
By and large, the given sequence is dominantly 
arenaceous composed of about 85% very 
coarse to medium sandstone including pebbly 
- gritty sandstone, and about 15% shale. The 
following four lithofacies are recognised in the 
given late Triassic Gondwana sequence: 
(1) Pebbly - gritty sandstone lithofacies 
(2) Very coarse to coarse and medium 
sandstone lithofacies 
(3) Interbeded fine sandstone - shale lithofacies 
(4) Shale lithofacies 
Among these, the pebbly - gritty lithofacies 
is restricted to the lower part of the sequence 
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Fig.2 Composite lithofacies sequence of lateTriassic 
Gondwana (Mahadeva) rocks of Son valley show-
ing dominant palaeocurrents m vertical profile 
whereas all others are stratigraphically un-
restricted (Fig.2). Sedimentary characters of 
each lithofacies are as follows: 
Pebbly - gritty sandstone lithofacies 
It is widely exposed throughout the basal 
part of the sequence. The individual pebbly 
sandstone bodies, 3.5 to 5 m thick, are oriented 
northwest - southeast, and are interconnected 
laterally to form multilateral coalescing bodies. 
The base of many bodies is uneven to concave 
upward, and the top is slightly irregular to flat. 
The successive bodies are separated by thin and 
discontinuous beds of shale in vertical order. 
The lithofacies is commonly cross-bedded 
into cosets of large scale through cross-
beds. 
Coarse and medium sandstone lithofacies 
The very coarse to coarse and medium 
sandstone lithofacies is most widespread shar-
ing the bulk of the late Triassic Gondwana 
sequence of Son valley. Individual channel to 
sheet-like sandstone bodies are 2.5 to 4 m thick. 
The successive overlapping and lateral coales-
cence of channel bodies have resulted in the 
development of multistorey and multilateral 
sandstone bodies. Some 85% of these 
sandstone bodies are profusely cross-bedded 
into large scale trough and planar cross-beds; 
the remaining 15% are massive to horizontal 
bedded The trough cross-bedded cosets com-
prise several erosional scours overlapping one 
another in vertical order. Individual troughs are 
28 to 80 cm deep and 3 to 6 m wide. The planar 
cross-beds commonly occur as cosets compris-
ing 4 - 6 successive sets with their thickness 
varying from 1 9 - 5 8 cm, and the foresets 
inclined at angles of 16° - 29°. The planar 
cross-beds in single sets are conspicuous by 
large thickness (1 - 2.5 m, and occasionally 
upto 3.8 m) and are laterally traceable up to 30 
m or so on a given outcrop. Interestingly, the 
cosets of trough and planar cross-bedded units 
exhibit a gradual decline in size (thickness) 
vertically in successive sets, a feature of 
hydrodynamic significance as discussed later. 
Interbedded flne sandstone - shale 
lithofacies 
The fine clastic lithofacies of fine sandstone 
- shale, and laminated shale together constitute 
about 15% of the sequence as stated earlier. The 
mterbedded fine sandstone - shale lithofacies 
occur as thin (20 - 75 cm) and laterally imper-
sistent beds in association with thick multi-
storeyed channel sandstone bodies in the lower 
part of the sequence and become relatively 
thick (1-1.8 m) and persistent in the upper part 
of the sequence. The fine sandstone is 
laminated to ripple cross- laminated vvhereas 
the associated shale beds are massive. 
Shale lithofacies 
Shale beds are grey, micaceous and red in 
colour. They are thin and laterally impersistent 
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occurring as lens-like bodies between two suc-
cessive channel sandstoife bodies. The average 
thickness of shale beds is about 80 cm, and 
laterally they are traceable up to 20 m or so on 
a given outcrop. They are laminated through 
most part. Not uncommonly, the laminated 




The palaeocurrent study is based on 192 
measurements of azimuths (plunge axis) of 
ti-ough cross-beds distributed on 18 outcrops 
throughout the area. The azimuthal data were 
corrected for tectonic tilt wherever necessary 
and grouped into 30° - class interval to compute 
relevant statistical parameters of palaeocur-
rents following conventional computational 
procedure (Potter and Pettijohn, 1977). The 
computed vector mean at outcrops level is, by 
and large, oriented towards northwest (299° -
346°). The entire area was then subdivided into 
4 sectors (Fig. 1), and the data from respective 
outcrops were pooled together to calculate sec-
tor level palaeocurrent statistics. The cross-
bedding azimuthal orientation for grouped data 
is strongly unimodal as shown in figure 3; 
resultant vector means are northwesterly 
oriented varying from 309° to 343°. Cor-
responding vector strength is high ranging from 
73 % to 83 % and implies greater consistency 
in foreset azimuthal orientation. In view of the 
uniformity in mean vector orientations at out-
crop and sector levels, the entire data is pooled 
and treated collectively to deduce mean 
palaeodrainage for the entire area. The grouped 
data at the formation level (entire area), 
likewise, is strongly unimodal and 
northwesterly directed (Fig. 3). The grand vec-
tor mean for the entire area is 321° ± 46° ; 
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Fig.S Rose diagrams at sector and formation levels, late 
Tnassic Gondwana rocks of Son valley Sector 
locations are shown m Figure! 
% and variance is low (2116). The palaeocur-
rent statistics of late Triassic Mahadeva Forma-
tion of Son valley area is listed in Table II. 
Thus, the analysis of palaeocurrent at-
tributes evidently suggests that the late Triassic 
Mahadeva Formation of Son valley was 
deposited by a network of low channel 
variability (braided) streams which drained the 
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basin dominantly from southeast to northwest 
through space and tune. 
DEPOSITIONAL MODEL 
Figure 4 shows a schematic depositionai 
model for the late Triassic Gondwana rocks of 
Son valley. The pebbly - gritty sandstone 
lithofacies of basal part occurring as channel 
and multistorey bodies elongated in the direc-
tion of palaeoslope should correspond to 
deposition by longitudinal channel bars of low 
sinuous braided streams (Miall, 1977). The fre-
quent lateral migration of these channel bars, a 
common phenomenon of braided rivers, has 
resulted in the multilateral coalescing 
sandstone bodies. The longitudinal channel 
bars were progressively replaced by linguoid 
and transverse channel sand bars depositing 
very coarse to coarse and medium sand in the 
middle and upper parts of the given sequence. 
The abundance of large scale trough and planar 
cross-bedded cosets in coarse to medium 
sandstone is suggestive of downcurrent migra-
tion of dunes and sandwaves in shallow water 
(Smith, 1970; Collision, 1970; Walker and 
Cant, 1984), The thicker planar foresets (up to 
3.8 m) as recorded in the given sequence, 
resemble those described exceptionally from 
modern Brahmaputra river sediments 
(Coleman, 1969) and Triassic Hawksbury 
sandstone of Sydney (Conaghan, 1980), and 
have been attributed to deposition through 
straight crested sandwaves during high floods. 
A gradual decline in the size (thickness) of 
successive trough and planar foresets in verti-
cal order implies progressive decline in current 
competancy with the filling of channel bars, a 
characteristic feature of stream deposits 
(Walker and Cant, 1984; Tewari and Gaur, 
1991). The fme clastic lithofacies represents 
deposition by vertical accretion on the top of 
channel sand bars during low flow conditions 
(Rust, 1972; Cant 1978). The migration of 
small scale ripples in very shallow water have 
produced ripple cross laminations in the fine 
sandstone. The thin and lenticular occurrence 
of associated shale lithofacies is suggestive of 
rapid shifting of channel bars through space 
and time. 
Fig.4. Braided-fluvial depositionai model for the late Ti i-
assic Gondwana (Mahadeva) rocks of Son valley 
area 
The various stream channel features includ-
ing longitudinal, linguoid and transverse bars, 
abundance of sandstone lithofacies, and 
unimodal palaeocurrent pattern with high vec-
tor strength and low current variability, as 
noted here, are various features commonly as-
sociated with low sinuous bed load (braided) 
streams which are known to carry greater 
amount of coarse elastics in their channel 
perimeter. The paucity of fine elastics, occur-
ring in the form of thin and lenticular interbeds 
of shale further supports low sinuous nature of 




Table HI summarises lithic-fill composition, 
dominant palaeodrainage and depositionai en-
vironments of the Gondwana rocks of the Son 
valley based on published work and present 
study. Interestingly, the Permian Gondwana 
rocks of Son valley show a progressive increase 
of fine elastics shale/shale+coal attheexpense 
of sandstone through time with corresponding 
metamorphosis in stream channel pattern from 
braided to meandering from early to late Per-
mian (Table HI). The sudden increase of coarse 
elastics (~ 85 sandstone) and appearance of 
pebble beds in the Triassic Mahadeva rocks is, 
evidently, indicative of the rejuvenation of 
stream channels in response to tectonic uplifts 
in source area (riftogenesis) prior to Mahadeva 
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sedimentation. Indeed, this Middle/Late Trias-
sic tectonic event has been widely recognised 
to mark the onset of continental rifting across 
the different parts of Gondwanaland (Veevers, 
1989). 
As stated earlier, the Son valley area is 
bounded in the north by an east - west oriented 
boundary fault coinciding with the Narmada 
Son lineament zone. Several workers 
visualised the existing northern limit of 
Gondwana rocks of this area as the original 
depositional limits. Consequently, the area to 
the north of Narmada-Son lineament, presently 
occupied by Bijawars and Vindhyans, is 
believed to be a land barrier during Gondwana 
sedimentation (West, 1962; Choubey, 1971; 
Kaila et al, 1989). However, West (1962) 
stated that "it is of course conceivable that 
Gondwanas were deposited further north and 
were completely removed by denudation before 
the eruption ofDeccan Trap, though there is no 
evidence to suggest this". 
The northwesterly directed palaeodrainage 
through space and time during late Triassic 
Gondwana sedimentation as worked out in the 
present study (Figs. 2 and 3), is in close con-
formity with the palaeoice transport and 
palaeodrainage of the underlying Gondwana 
sediments (Casshyap, 1981; Casshyap and 
Srivastava, 1987; Casshyap and Tewari, 1984; 
Tewari, personal observations). Indeed, the 
consistency of northwesterly palaeoslope 
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during the Gondwana sedimentation of Son 
valley area, rules out the possibility of a high 
or land barrier in the north (downslope area), 
and may well suggest the extension of 
Gondwana basins beyond their existing limit as 
shown in the palaeogeographic map in Figure 
5. The reported occurrence of outliers of 
Gondwana rocks resting unconformably upon 
Bijawars and Vindhyans further north of the 
given area in the Son valley (Mache and Pesh-
wa, 1986)r supports the continuity of 
Gondwana basins towards north in the 
downslope area beyond their existing limits. 
The post- Gondwana and pre-Deccan Trap 
large scale erosion in central peninsular India 
(Kaila, 1986; Casshyap etai, 1993), may have 
removed the bulk of Gondwana rocks from the 
area presently underlain by Bijawars and 
Vindhyans. The regional palaeogeography of 
Triassic Gondwana rocks of eastern - central 
peninsular India may be worked out only after 
obtaining more data on lithofacies and 
palaeocurrents from adjoining Koel-Damodar 
and Satpura basins. 
Fig.S Map showing probable extension of Gondwana 
rocks of Son valley area to the north of Narmada-
Son lineament 
CONCLUSIONS 
The late Triassic Mahadeva Formation of 
Son valley area is dominantly arenaceous com-
posed of about 85% of sandstone and 15% of 
shale. Palaeocurrent analysis reveals 
northwesterly sediment transport through 
space and time throughout Mahadeva sedimen-
tation. Integrated evidences from lithic-fill 
composition, lithofacies and sedimentary char-
acters, and palaeocurrent attributes suggest 
deposition of Mahadeva sediments by 
widespread system of bed load (braided) chan-
nels which drained the basin from southeast to 
northwest. The increase in coarse elastics in-
cluding the pebble beds in the given sequence 
in comparison with the underlying Permian 
Gondwana rocks, and corresponding change in 
the fluvial model from meandering to braided, 
is attributed to riftogenesis at the onset of late 
Triassic Gondwana sedimentation. 
The uniformity and consistency of 
northwesterly palaeoslope throughout the 
Gondwana sedimentation in Son valley evi-
dently calls for extension of the given basin 
further north in the donwslope direction 
beyond the north boundary fault (Narmada -
Son lineament ?). 
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Tectono - Sedimentary Evolution of 
Bijori (Late Permian) and Paclimarhi 
(Early Triassic) Formations of Satpura 
Gondwana Basin, Central India 
R.C. TEWARI^ 
ABSTRACT 
The Bijori (Late Permian) and Pachmarhi (Early Triassic) formations of Satpura Basin, 
Central India exhibit contrast in lithic - fill assemblage. The Bijori Formation (450 
-2000 m) is characterised by coarse to medium channel sandstone (~80%) and shale 
(~20%) in the lower part and a subequal amount of coarse to medium channel 
sandstone (~55%) and interbedded fine sandstone- shale and shale (~45%) in the 
upper part. The overlying Pachmarhi Formation (~800 m) is dominantly arenaceous 
comprising pebbly, gritty, very coarse to coarse and medium cross bedded, channel 
like and multistorey sandstone (~85%) and subordinate shale (~15%). The Bijori 
sandstones are immature to submature subarkosic, arkosic and lithic wacke, and the 
Pachmarhi sandstones are largely represented by lithic, subarkosic and arkosic 
arenites. Paleocurrent studies based on cross dip azimuths of trough cross beds 
suggest northeasterly and northwesterly paleoslope during Bijori and northwesterly 
paleoslope during Pachmarhi sedimentation. 
Lithic-fill assemblage, sedimentary characters and paleocun'ents evidently suggest 
braided and meandering stream depositional models, respectively for the lower and 
upper Bijori, and the braided stream model for the overlying Pachmarhi Formation. An 
abrupt change in lithic fill composition and corresponding change in fluvial model from 
meandering to braided from Late Permian to Early Triassic suggest tectonic uplifts 
(riftogenesis) after Bijori and prior to Pachmarhi sedimentation in the source land 
located towards south and southeast of Satpura Basin. 
INTRODUCTION 
Among Permian-Triassic Gondwana se-
quence of Peninsular India, the Permian 
sediments including coal measures have 
been studied In greater detail (Casshyap, 
1979; Casshyap and Kumar, 1987; Cas-
shyap and Srivastava, 1988; Casshyap 
and Tewarl, 1984, 1988) as compared to 
the overlying Triassic (Tewari, 1992,1995; 
Tewari and Casshyap, 1995; Peters and 
Bhatnagar, 1995). Consequently, our un-
derstanding of the Triassic Gondwana 
sedimentation and tectonics is limited. In-
deed, the tectono-sedimentary studies of 
Late Permian and Early Triassic sequen-
ces in a continuous stratigraphic section 
at a given place have not been properly 
documented as yet. Such kind of study 
would have far reaching implications with 
regard to tectono-sedimentary events 
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close to the Permian-Triassic transition in 
the Gondwana sequences of Peninsular 
India and their stratigraphic significance. 
The Gondwana sequence of the Satpura 
Basin, Central India, represents a unique 
example of contrasting lithofacies as-
semblage in Late Permian (Bijori) and 
Early Triassic (Pachmarhi), unlil<e the 
other Permian-Triassic Gondwana se-
quences of Peninsular India (Tewari and 
Casshyap, 1995). The present study 
provides sedimentological account of 
lithofacies pattern, paleoslop.e and deposi-
tional fades models for the Bijori and 
Pachmarhi formations of the Satpura 
Basin. The study is quite useful in iden-
tifying tectono-sedimentary events close 
to the Permian-Triassic transition as weii 
as their paleogeographic and stratigraphic 
implications. 
GEOLOGICAL AND STRUCTURAL 
SETTING 
The Satpura Gondwana Basin of Central 
India extends east-west to the north of the 
Pranhita-Godavari Basin of South-Central 
India (Fig. 1). The Gondwana geology of 
this area has been summarised by Crool<-
shank (1936), Pascoe (1959) and Raja 
Rao (1983). The Mesozoic stratigraphy of 
Satpura Basin, in particular has been 
recently revised by Casshyap et ai. 
(1993). The Gondwana sequence repre-
sents about 4500 m clastic sediments 
(Table 1 and Fig.1). The lowermost Talchir 
Formation (Late Carboniferous) is largely 
exposed along the southern part, and also 
as isolated patches along the northern 
margin. The overlying Barakar coal 
measures (Early Permian) occur likewise 
mainly in the southern part and locally in 
Mohpani coalfield in the northeast. The 
succeeding IVIotur (Middle Permian) and 
Bijori (Late Permian) formations also out-
crop in the southern part of the basin, 
though a few isolated inliers of Bijori For-
mation have been reported along the 
northern periphery of the basin (Crook-
shank, 1936). The Pachmarhi Formation 
(Early Triassic) outcrops from east to west 
largely in the central part as scarp 
sandstone forming lofty hills and plateau, 
whereas the Denwa (Late Lower to Middle 
Triassic) and Bagra (Late Jurassic - Early 
Cretaceous) formations occur along the 
northern margins. Early workers 
visualised the Bagra Formation as of Late 
Triassic age based on its interfingering 
relationship with the Denwa Formation of 
Late Lower to Middle Triassic (Crook-
shank, 1936; Sastry et al., 1977). Recent 
field studies have demonstrated that the 
Bagra Formation evidently overlaps al-
most all the underlying Permian - Triassic 
litho-units and indicate a post - Denwa 
break in sedimentation (Casshyap et al., 
1993). Consequently, the Bagra Forma-
tion has been considered to be of Late 
Jurassic to Early Cretaceous in age in 
view of its conformable relationship with 
the overlying Jabalpur Formation (Cas-
shyap et al., 1993; G. S. I. Status Report, 
1994). The uppermost Jabalpur Formation 
occurs only in the northeastern part of the 
Satpura Basin. 
The regional strike of the Gondwana rocks 
is east northeast - west southwest with 
low dips directed towards north, though 
moderately steep southerly dips (~25°) 
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Fig. 1 Geological ntap of Satpura Qondwana basin showing BQorl and Pachmartil fennatlons 
(after Raja Rao, 1983). Solid dots Indicate outcrop locations. Inset shows Qondwana 
basins of Peninsular India. P- Pachnnarhl town. 
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Table 1. Gondwana Stratigraphy of Satpura Basin (Based on Raja Rao, 
1983; Tewari and Casshyap, 1995; and Present Study) 
Geological 
Time 













250 m Pebbly, gritty,very coarse, coarse 
to medium grained, cross bedded 
channel sandstone; thin to 
moderately thick beds of red and 
grey shale. 
Bagra 500 m Massive matrix supported to crudely 
trough cross bedded conglomer-
ate; very coarse, coarse to medium 
cross bedded channel sandstone; 
red to purple shale. 
Non-deposition / Erosion / Deformation 
Denwa 




L. Carboniferous Talchir 
600 m Interbedded sequence of coarse 
to medium cross bedded channel 
sandstone and red shale. 
Pebbly, gritty, very coarse to coarse 
and medium grained, cross bedded 
channel like multistorey sandstone. 
Associated shale beds are thin 
and impersistent. 
Disconformity/Unconformity 
450- Coarse to medium grained, cross 
2000 m bedded channel sandstone; 
interbedded fine sandstone-shale 
and shale. 
750 m Very coarse, coarse to medium grained, 
cross bedded channel sandstone; 
interbedded fine sandstone-shale. 
300 m Very coarse to coarse and medium 
grained, cross bedded channel like 
multistorey sandstone; interbedded 
fine sandstone-shale and coal. 
450 m Massive to stratified tillite; massive 
conglomerate; varves with 
dropstones; coarse to medium cross 
bedded sandstone, and laminated 
green shale. 
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are recorded in the northern parts. Struc-
turally, the Satpura Basin represents a 
half ~ graben bounded In north by 
prominent east-northeast - west-south 
west tauit which runs almost parallel to the 
Narmada - Son lineament. The sedlmen-
tological studies of Gondwana sediments 
of Satpura Basin carried out so far refer 
to Talchir, Barakar and Motur formations 
of Pench valley (Casshyap and Qidwal, 
1971, 1974) and the Bagra Formation 
(Casshyap et al., 1993). 
LITHOFACIES ASSEMBLAGE, 
SEDIMENTARY CHARACTERS AND 
PALEOSLOPE 
Fig. 2 documents the generalised 
lithofacies sequence, sand-shale ratio, 
sedimentary characters, paleoslope and 
depositional environments of upper part of 
Late Permian Bijori and Early Triassic 
Pachmarhl formations of Satpura Basin. 
Detailed sedimentary characters of these 
lithostratigraphic units are as follows: 
Lithologic saqucnca Potcocurrent Sand - shale Ratio 
Lithofacies charact t rs 
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Vary coarss to coarse and 
msdium, channel to mult i -
storeyed, planar and tl^rough 
cross-bedded sandstone 
bodies ("^SS'/o); interbodded 
laminated shale C^ IS ' / a ) 
occurs as thin ( 1 -1-5 m ) 
and impersistent beds. 
Interpretat l6n : Longitudinal, 
transverse & linguoid sand 
bars and vertical accretion 
deposits of braioed river 
system • 
Cyclic sequence of coarse 
to medium, channel shaped^ 
cross-bedded sandstone 
(A/SS'/o), a interbedded fine 
sandstone - shale and lami-
nated shale evAS* / . ) 
In terpreta t ion; Point bar 
and over-banl< deposits of 
meandering river system. 
Fig. 2 Generalised IHhofacles column of Bqorl (upper part) and Pachmartil formations of Satpura Basin. 
Also Illustrated are sand-shale ratio, dominant paleocurrents and depositional environment 
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Bijori Formation 
The Bijori Formation, 450 -2000 m thick 
lies conformably above the Motur Forma-
tion. It has been considered as the 
stratlgraphic equivalent of the Raniganj 
Formation of Koel-Damodar Gondwana 
Basin of eastern India and assigned the 
Late Permian age (Raja Rao, 1983). It is 
essentially composed of coarse to 
medium sandstone, interbedded fine 
sandstone-shale, and shale in varying 
proportions. The lower part of the Bijori 
sequence comprises about 80 % of 
coarse to medium grained channel 
sandstone and about 20% of fine grained 
sandstone shale. Indeed, there is a 
decline in the built amount of coarse to 
medium channel sandstone (-55%) at the 
cost of fine elastics (--45%) in the upper 
part of the Bijori Formation. 
The coarse to medium grained sandstone 
occurs as channel like bodies (10 -12 m 
thick) showing erosional concave upward 
base and nearly flat to slightly in'egular 
top. These channel bodies contain more 
quartz pebbles than feldspars at the 
erosional base, followed by large scale 
trough cross-bedded cosets. Trough width 
varies from 2 - 3 m and their thickness 
from 60 - 70 cm. The large scale planar 
cross bedded cosets occur mainly in the 
middle of these channel bodies overlying 
the trough cross-beds, and also in the 
marginal parts. The individual foresets are 
on the average 50 cm thick and inclined at 
an angle of 25° or so. The upper part of 
these channel bodies is marked by rela-
tively small size trough cross beds. 
The fine clastic shale facies enclosing len-
ses of fine grained sandstone, occur as 
tabular sheet like bodies between the suc-
cessive channel like bodies in vertical 
order. The individual occurrences are 6 - 8 
m. The interbedded fine sandstone-shale 
facies is particularly abundant in the upper 
part of the Bijori sequence. The shale 
beds are laniinated and occasionally 
cross laminated where they grade into fine 
sandstone/ siltstone. The lens like bodies 
of fine sandstone enclosed within shale 
bodies are 1-1.5 m thick and exhibit planar 
cross bedding. The shales also occur ex-
clusively as thin lens like (90 cm - 1.3m) 
and laterally impersistent beds in the 
lower part, and as thick as 4 - 6 m sheet 
like bodies in the upper part of the se-
quence. The coarse to medium cross 
bedded channel sandstone bodies, and in-
terbedded fine sandstone-shale, and (or) 
shale occur repeatedly throughout the 
Bijori sequence in cyclic manner. 
Petrographically, the Bijori sandstones 
contain angular to subangular detrital 
quartz (45 -57%), detrital microcline and 
orthoclase (10-23 %), rock fragments of 
granite and granite gneiss (8 -15%) with a 
small amount of heavy minerals like gar-
net, tourmaline and zircon. Among 
groundmass, the matrix content exceeds 
mineral cement. These sandstones cor-
respond to immature and submature sub-
arkosic, arkosic and irthic wackes. 
As many as 207 cross dip azimuths of 
trough cross beds were recorded from 
Bijori sandstones mostly from the western 
and eastern parts and also from central 
part of the area depending upon the 
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accessibility of the outcrops (Fig.1). Com-
puted paleocurrent data for different out-
crops reveal northwesterly and north-
easterly directed vector mean (348° ± 63° 
to 39*^  ± 67) through space and time 
(Fig. 2). 
Pachmarhi Formation 
The Pachmarhi Formation of the Satpura 
Basin has been considered to overlie the 
Bijori Formation disconformably (Crook-
shank, 1936; Pascoe, 1959; Raja Rao, 
1983; Casshyap et al.,1993). It has been 
assigned Early Triassic age on the basis 
of its conformable stratigraphic relation-
ship with the overlying Denwa Formation 
of Late Lower to Middle Triassic age (Raja 
Rao, 1983). The total estimated thickness 
of the Pachmarhi Formation is about 800 
m. It is dominantly arenaceous and con-
sequently referred to as 'Pachmarhi 
Sandstone' In the literature (Pascoe, 
1959). The Pachmarhi Formation is large-
ly composed of pebbly, gritty, very coarse 
and medium grained sandstone (~85%) 
with subordinate amount of clay ('-^5%) 
(Fig.2). 
The Pachmarhi sandstones are pebbly, 
gritty to very coarse and coarse to 
medium grained occurring as channel 
shaped to multistorey bodies of 14 - 20 m 
thick. Most of these channel like bodies 
enclosing 1 -1.5 m thick massive pebbly 
sandstone on an erosional base. The peb-
bles are generally angular to subangular 
quartz and quartzite. The massive pebbly 
unit Is succeeded by sandstone showing 
large scale trough cross bedding and in 
turn overlain by large scale planar cross 
bedded sandstones (Fig.3). Individual 
troughs are 2.5 - 4 m wide and 1.5 - 2.5 m 
deep, whereas planar foresets are 75 -
110 cm thick and inclined at 18° - 22°. As 
a rule, the successive troughs as well as 
planar cross beds exhibit gradual decline 
in their size in vertical order at a given out-
crop. The upper part of channel bodies is 
characterised more by cosets of relatively 
small sized planar cross beds than the 
troughs. Average foreset thickness of 
these planar cross beds is about 35 cm 
and they are inclined at 17°. The as-
sociated clay beds are white and grey; oc-
curring as thin (50 cm -1.2 m) and discon-
tinuous bodies. They are massive and 
also laminated at some places. 
The Pachmarhi sandstones are immature 
to submature enclosing angular to suban-
gular and subrounded detritat quartz (51 -
59%), orthoclase (5 - 17%) and sub-
rounded amount of rock fragments of 
quartzite and granite (10 -16%), besides 
accessary heavy minerals of tourmaline, 
rutile, zircon and garnet. The groundmass 
is largely composed of mineral cement 
with littie amount of matrix. These 
sandstones may correspond to sub-
arkosic, arkosic and lithic arenites. 
Paleocurrent study of Pachmarhi Forma-
tion is based on 298 measurements of 
cross dip azimuths of trough cross bedded 
cosets from as many as 17 outcrops dis-
tributed in the eastern and west-central 
parts of the area (Fig.1). The resultant 
vector mean of grouped data is by and 
large directed northwesterly, varying from 
346° ± 43° to 355° ± 46° Indeed, the rela-
tively lesser standard deviation of vector 
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Fig. 3 Part of a multistorey channei sandstone body of Pachmarhi Formation. 
About 7.5 Ion from Pachmarhi on P«chmarhl - Piparia road. 
mean in the Pachmarhi than those of the 
underlying Bijori implies greater consisten-
cy of cross dip azimuths and relatively low 
variance in the Pachmarhi as compared to 
the Bijori Formation. Moreover, the 
paleoslope during Bijori sedimentation 
remained by and large similar for the over-
lying Pachmarhi Formation (Fig. 2). 
DEPOSITIONAL FACIES MODELS 
In general, the Permian-Triassic 
Goridwana sediments of Peninsular India 
have been considered as fluvial deposits. 
The deposrtional fades models have also 
been developed for the Early Permian 
coal bearing Karharbari - Barakar forma-
tions (Casshyap and Tewari, 1984,1988). 
However, precise fluvial architecture and 
its tectonic evolution from Late Permian 
Bijori to Early Triassic Pachmarhi forma-
tions of the Satpura Basin has not been 
developed so far. Indeed, the overall or-
ganisation and composition of lithofacies 
in a given sequence, sedimentary charac-
ters and paleocurrent attributes, texture 
and composition of sandstones are fea-
tures of specific tectono-sedimentary 
province. 
Integrated evidences from lithic-fill com-
position and paleocurrent suggest that the 
Late Permian Bijori sedimentation began 
by northwesterly and northeasterly flowing 
streams across the Satpura Basin. The 
bulk of coarse to medium, cross bedded 
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channel shaped sandstones represent 
channel deposits, wherein the cosets of 
planar and trough cross beds correspond 
to deposition through unidirectional migra-
tion of straight / sinuous crested sand 
waves / dunes in shallow water. The lower 
part of the Bijori sequence enclosing 
abundant channel sandstones with subor-
dinate amount of lens like shale beds 
resemble braided stream model, where 
the coarse to medium channel sandstone 
corresponds to braid bars and lens like 
shale beds to vertical accretion deposits 
on the top of channel bars during low flow 
stage (Tewari, 1995). The subequal 
proportion of interbedded fine sandstone-
shale facies together with their sheet like 
geometry in the upper part of Bijori se-
quence is evidently indicative of overbank 
(levee) and flood plain deposition of 
sinuous (meandering) streams. It is sug-
gested that the stream channels which 
deposited the Bijori Formation were initial-
ly braided and became meandering as 
sedimentation progressed from lower to 
upper part. Fig. 4 illustrates meandering 
stream depositiona! model for the upper 
part of the Late Permian Bijori Formation. 
The termination of Bijori sedimentation 
witnessed an increase in the coarse elas-
tics including pebble beds in the overlying 
Early Triassic Pachmarhi Formation imply-
ing a marked change in the depositional 
style. The abundance of channel like and 
multistorey sandstone bodies of pebbly, 
gritty, very coarse to coarse and medium 
sandstone resemble the longitudinal chan-
nel bars of low sinuous braided streams 
(Miall, 1977; Walker and Cant, 1984 ; 
Tewari,1995). The occurrence of planar 
cross beds more than the troughs, par-
ticularly in the middle and upper parts of 
many channel bodies represent deposition 
in transverse and linguoid channel bars of 
streams. The gradual vertical decline in 
current competancy indicates shallowing 
of the channel through time (Walker and 
Cant, 1984; Tewari and Gaur, 1993). The 
little amount of fine elastics are deposited 
as vertical accretion on the top of lon-
gitudinal/transverse/ and (or) linguoid 
Fig. 4 Meandering stream depositional 
cartoon for the upper part of Bijori 
Formation, Satpura Basin. 
Fig. S Braided stream depositional nrtoon 
for the Pachmarhl Formation, Satpura Basin. 
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Channel bars during lowest discharge. The 
relatively high sand - shale ratio as 
recorded here is a characteristic feature of 
the clastic sequences deposited by the 
network of braided streams. Fig. 5 shows 
the braided depositional model for the 
Pachmarhi Formation. Indeed, the north-
easterly and northwesterly paleoslopes at 
the onset of Bijori sedimentation became 
more consistent towards northwest in the 
overlying Pachmarhi Formation (Fig.2). 
TECTONO-SEDIMENTARY EVOLUTION 
AND PERMIAN-TRIASSIC BOUNDARY 
The above features document beyond 
doubt an abrupt change in the fluvial style 
through time from meandering in the 
upper part of Late Permian Bijori to 
braided during Early Triassic Pachmarhi 
sedimentation. Such rejuvination of 
stream channel pattern corroborated by 
an increase in the coarse elastics suggest 
an increase in paleoslope and sediment 
discharge due to tectonic uplifts (rif-
togenesis) in the source highlands to the 
south and southeast prior to the Early Tri-
assic Pachmarhi sedimentation. 
Elsewhere in other Permian - Triassic 
Gondwana sequences of Koel-Damodar, 
Son-Mahanadi and Pranhita-Godavari 
basins, the Early Triassic assemblages 
are characterised by a subequal amount 
of coarse to medium sandstone and fine 
clastic shale, and together with associated 
sedimentary characters have been largely 
attributed to meandering stream deposits 
(Tewari, 1992; Tewari and Casshyap, 
1995). By contrast, the coeval Pachmarhi 
Formation of Satpura Basin is the only ex-
ception containing abundant coarse elas-
tics and pebble beds brought out by low 
sinuous braided channels. This lithounit 
shows close tectono- sedimentary 
resemblance with the Supra-Panchet/ 
Mahadeva rocks of the Koel-Damodar and 
Son-Mahanadi basins referred to as Late 
Triassic. Indeed, the Late Triassic age of 
these sediments have been tentatively as-
signed based on their overlying 
stratigraphic relationship with the Early 
Triassic Panchet Formation. However, in 
view of the Middle Triassic non-deposition 
in most of the Gondwana basins of Koel-
Damodar and Son-Mahanadi (Tewari and 
Casshyap, 1995), the Late Triassic age for 
the overlying Supra-Panchet/Mahadeva 
needs independent verification. The nor-
therly paleoslope as deduced here during 
Late Permian Bijori and Early Triassic 
Pachmarhi sedimentation, coincides with 
the northerly and northwesterly paleoslope 
of the-underlying Talchir, Barakar and 
Motor formations (Casshyap and Qidwai, 
1971,1975) and overlying Denwa Forma-
tion (Casshyap et al., 1993). The reversal 
in paleoslope towards southeast and 
southwest during the deposition of Bagra 
and Jabalpur formations of Late Jurassic -
Early Cretaceous (Casshyap et a!., 1993) 
evidently imply uplifts to the north of the 
Satpura Basin following the Triassic 
sedimentation. 
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ABSTRACT 
Magma was emplaced in the India-Australia rift zone along tlie Tethyan margin dur-
ing Permian-Carboniferous and Permian-Triassic time. Permian-Carboniferous allcalic 
granite and basaltic and rhyolitic lava flows and tuffs formed at the same time as right-
lateral transtension of Pangea, as recorded by the magmatic rocks of neocratonic post-
Variscan Europe and post-Kanimblan eastern Australia. Permian-Triassic tholeiitic basalt 
in India, alkalic magmatic rocks in Oman, and rhyolite, dolerite, and undersaturated 
alkalic volcanic rocks in Western Australia preceded and accompanied the early opening 
of the Neo-Tethys ocean. Coeval magmatism included the voluminous mid-plate Siberian 
Traps, the Emeishan Basalt of south China, and the peak activity of the magmatic arc along 
the convergent Panthalassan margin. The background magmatism probably permitted the 
Siberian Traps to trigger the environmental catastrophe at the Permian-Triassic boundary. 
INDIA-AUSTRALIA RIFT ZONE 
The India-Australian rift zone (Veevers 
and Tewari, 1995) (Figs. lA and 2A) lay 
south of the Afghan, Lhasa, and Sibumasu 
blocks, which drifted northward (present co-
ordinates) toward the end of Permian time 
(§engor, 1987; Metcalfe, 1993) (Figs. IB and 
2C). The only part of this zone that has re-
mained intact and accessible is the passive 
margin of Western Australia. Late Carbon-
iferous-Early Permian rifting involved 
100% to 400% northwest-southeast exten-
Figure 1. Reconstructions of Pan-
gea. Base map and paleolatitude 
(equator is heavy broken line) drawn 
by computer from Scotese and 
Denham (1988); Lambert equai-area 
fuli-globe projection; dot pattern in-
dicates shialiow seas. A: Permian-
Carboniferous (300-270 Ma) counter-
clockwise rotation and widespread 
basin subsidence (hea\fy barbed lines) 
in Gondwanaland and Europe (Veevers 
et al., 1994b). Solid squares—^volcanic 
rocits (Agglomeratic Siate, Abor Vol-
canics, Woniusi Formation); large solid 
circles—alkali granites of Peshawar 
and Ladakh; small solid circles— 
magmatic rocks of eastern Australia, 
North America, and Europe, including 
Oslo graben (OG). Independent conti-
nents are Indochina (IC), south China 
(SC), and north China (NC), including 
Japan (J); eastern part of future Cim-
merian continent comprised Iran (IR), 
Tibet (Tl) (Afghan and Lhasa blocks of 
Fig. 2), and Sibumasu (SI) (China-
Burma-IVIaiaya-Sumatra). LFB is 
Laughiin fold belt; AS is present Alice 
Springs, Australia. Box locates Figure 
2. B: Permian-Triassic boundary time 
(250 Ma); Cimmeria drifting northward 
from Gondwanaland by subduction of 
Paleo-Tethys and generation of ocean 
floor of Neo-Tethys. Solid squares— 
volcanic rocks in Oman, India, and 
Western Australia along divergent Te-
thyan margin; small solid circles— 
exposed parts of Panthalassan-
Gondwanaland calc-alkalic magmatic 
arc at Permian-Triassic peak of activity 
in New England magmatic arc (NEMA) 
of eastern Australia and Brook Street 
magmatic arc (BSMA) of New Zealand; 
inverted V pattern—Choiyol province in 
Argentina; T—tuff in Brazil and eastern 
Australia; VC—Upper Permian volcanlclastic sandstone in Karoo Basin and in central Transantarctic Mountains (Veevers et al., 1994c). V pattern—Emeishan 
Basalt in south China and Siberian Traps (ST). RB/CM—areas with shift from coal measures (CM) to red beds (RB). 
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sion beneath most of the present continental 
shelf of Western Australia (double-headed 
arrows in Fig 2A), and was accompanied by 
a thick Permian and Triassic sag sequence, 
which makes up more than 50% of the total 
sediment column (Etheridge and O'Brien, 
1994). On the west, the India-Australia rift 
zone was bordered by the northern part of 
the Madagascar rift zone, which lay behind 
the Permo-Tethys (Stampfli et al., 1991). 
Permian-Carboniferous Magmatism 
Permian-Carboniferous magmatism in 
the Indian subcontinent (Figs. 2A and 3) in-
cludes the alkalic province of Peshawar, 
comprising the 294 Ma Malakand granite 
and 297 ± 4 Ma Ambela ijoUte (Spring et 
al., 1993), several hundred metres of inter-
mediate to silicic welded tuffs above the gla-
ciogenic deposit in the Agglomeratic Slate 
(Honegger et al., 1982), and the 311 ± 6 Ma 
Mandi leucogranite and the 284 ± 1 Ma Yu-
man anorogenic granite in Ladakh (Spring 
et al., 1993). In the eastern Himalaya, the 
Abor Volcamcs comprise basaltic to ande-
sitic flows, silicic tuffs, and agglomerates 
(Srivastava et al., 1988), and in western Yun-
nan, the 900-m-thick Wonmsi Formation 
Figure 2. Paleogeogra-
phy of southern margin 
of Tethys (Veevers and 
Tewari, 1995), located in 
Figure 1A. Fine stipple— 
ocean floor; coarse dot 
pattern—rift zones. A: 
Sakmarian, 275 Ma, dur-





tubian Agglomeratic Slate 
(Honegger et al., 1982) 
and Abor Volcanics (Sri-
vastava et al., 1988) are 
shown in their present 
position (boxed) north of 
iVIain Boundary thrust 
and restored to their pre-
thrust position according 
to Brookf ie ld (1993, 
Fig. 15). Asselian gla-
cio-marine Dingjiazhai 
Formation and overlying 
basalt of Woniusi Forma-
tion of Yunnan (Jin, 1994) 
are placed near south-




(ages in Ma). Structures 
around Paleo-Tethys, in-
c l ud ing g r o w t h of 
Permo-Tethys and failed 
arm of Madagascar rift 
zone and Afghan, Lhasa, 
and Sibumasu blocks, 
are from Stampfli et al. 
(1991). Double-headed 
arrows off Western Aus-
tralia indicate direction 
of extension. Uplands 
(Roman numerals) and 
Gondwana basins are 
described in Veevers and 
Tewari (1995). B: Tatar-
lan, 253 Ma, shortly be-
fore Permian-Triassic 
boundary time (250 Ma). Panjal Trap in its present position (boxed Vs) is restored to its original 
position immediately south of Afghan and Lhasa blocks. Other widespread volcanism included 
basalt in Oman, and alkalic volcanic rocks (Edel), rhyolite (Enderby), and dolerite in Western Aus-
tralia. Double-headed arrow south of Edel indicates azimuth of extension. 0: Eariy Scythian, 247 
Ma, shortly after Permian-Triassic boundary time (250 Ma), marked in Western Australia by un-
conformity (WA-U3) and volcanic rocks at Enderby, Edel, and Wittecarra, and by opening of Neo-
Tethys. Alkalic basaltic flows and pyroclastic rocks (boxed V) in Ladakh and Gaik granite (235 ±13 
Ma, Rb-Sr) (boxed solid circle) (Spring et al., 1993) are restored to prethrust position. 
comprises basaltic lava and pyri clartics with 
marine sedimentaiy intercalations (Jm. 1994). 
In age and rock types, this magmatic prov-
mce matches those of eastern Australia and 
Europe, which Veevers et al. (1994b) inter-
preted as generated by the initial release of 
Pangean heat (Veevers, 1990) in the hot 
neocratonic crust during right-lateral trans-
tension of Pangea. 
Permian-Triassic Magmatism 
Late Permian volcanism (Figs. 2B and 3) 
included Kazanian basaltic lava and rhyo-
dacitic tuff in Oman (Rabu et al., 1990), the 
Kazanian Panjal Trap in Zanskar (Stampfli 
et al., 1991), and rhyolite, dolerite, and un-
dersaturated alkalic volcanic rocks in West-
ern Australia, all predating breakup in the 
north. The Kazanian Emeishan Basalt 
(Yang et al., 1986) erupted in south China 
(Figs. IB and 3), and the Siberian Traps 
(Campbell et al., 1992) erupted in northern 
Pangea. 
At Edel-1 in the Perth basin (Fig. 2B), 
nosean phonolite, lamprophyre, and tra-
chyte were probably emplaced at the same 
time as rhyolite at Enderby-1 in the 
Dampier basin. According to Le Maitre 
(1975), the volcanics in Edel-1 are flows and 
dikes of undersaturated alkalic rocks similar 
geochemically to volcanic rocks along the 
Atlantic rifted margin. The volcanics occur 
on both sides of the angular unconformity 
called WA-U3 (Fig. 2C) (Smith and Cowley, 
1987; Bergmark and Evans, 1987), which 
separates the Upper Permian (mid-Kaza-
nian, 255 Ma) Wagina Sandstone and older 
strata affected by east-dipping extensional 
faults (double-headed arrow in Fig. 2B) 
from the "basal Triassic sandstone" and 
overlying Kockatea Shale (>245 Ma) and 
younger strata affected by west-dipping nor-
mal faults (Smith and Cowley, 1987, Fig. 4). 
We interpret WA-U3 as a breakup un-
conformity that marks the end of rift exten-
sion and the start of breakup of the Paleo-
Tethyan margin (Afghan, Lhasa, Sibumasu 
blocks) by the generation of the Neo-Tethys 
(Fig. 2C). K-Ar dates of 261 ± 5 Ma and 267 
± 5 Ma from samples below the unconform-
ity suggest ages within the range Sakmarian 
to Kazanian, and we adopt the younger limit 
because the volcanic rocks, if extrusive, are 
coeval with the Kazanian Wagina Sand-
stone. In the adjacent Wittecarra-1 (W-1) 
well, lamprophyric flows or shallow sills in 
the Lower Triassic Kockatea Formation 
(Smith and Cowley, 1987) indicate Triassic 
volcanism; thus, the volcanics above the un-
conformity in Edel-1 may be Triassic. 
To the north, rhyolite and sediment m 
Enderby-1 extends from 2083 m to the total 
depth of 2150 m. The associated (interlay-
ered?) sediment contains microplankton 
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^amilar to that in the lowest Tnassic Locker 
Shale (Tony Bint, 1994, personal commun ) 
The rhyolite could extend below the total 
depth and hence into Permian time. 
Doleritic rocks are widely distributed in the 
Canning basin (Fig. 2B) Gleadow and 
Duddy (1984) dated apatite in the intruded 
rock and in the dolerite as 255 ± 25 Ma or 
280 to 230 Ma The dolerite is younger than 
the youngest intruded rock, the Artinskian-
Kungurian (263 Ma) Noonkanbah Forma-
tion, so Its age is between 263 and 230 Ma 
In Perindi-1, apatites derived ultimately 
from the basement gave an annealing date 
of 251 ± 15 Ma, and a dolerite in Pearl-1 
gave a K-Ar date of 249 ± 2 Ma, all con-
sistent with an age of 255-250 Ma, near the 
end of the Permian 
•*• The lamprophync flows or shallow sills in 
the Lower Triassic Kockatea Formation in 
the Wittecarra-1 (W-1) well (Smith and 
Cowley, 1987), the volcanics above the un-
conformity in Edel-1, and the rhyolite in 
Enderby-1 all carry over into the Tnassic 
(above the WA-U3 breakup unconformity) 
(Fvg 2C) MdgmaUc rocks of this age m 
Ladakh (Figs 2C and 3) are alkalic basaltic 
ancf pyroclastic (Honegger et al , 1982), and 
the Gdik granite (235 i 13 Ma, Rb-Sr, 
Spring et al , 1993). 
DISCUSSION 
Magmatism along the Tethyan margin 
took place during the two epochs indicated 
by the white strips in Figure 3 
^Permian-Carboniferous Magmatism 
The 310 to 270 Ma alkalic granites 
(Mandi to Yuman) and the Agglomeratic 
Slate, Abor Volcanics, and the Woniusi For-
mation are coeval with the 305 to 268 Ma 
magmas of eastern Australia and Europe 
According to Veevers et al (1994b), the 
stress from the mid-Carboniferous (320 Ma) 
Variscan collision of Gondwanaland and 
Laurussia was transmitted through Pangea 
to generate the nappes and thrusts of the 
Alice Springs orogeny (AS in Fig lA) and 
the megakinks that terminally deformed the 
Lachlan fold belt. The first release of heat at 
-300 Ma from the self-induced Pangean 
heat anomaly (Veevers, 1990) weakened the 
neocratonic crust of the inactive but still-hot 
European and eastern Australian magmatic 
fold belts to become stress guides for right-
lateral transtension during counterclock-
wise rotation of Pangea (Fig lA) Deep 
transtensional fractures provided a way into 
and through the neocratonic crust for 
magma ranging from S-type granitoid to 
rhyolitic to basaltic volcanic 
The Indian-Australian rift zone was prob-
ably affected by the same transtensional re-
gime, thus facilitating the emplacement of 
Figure 3. Diagrammatic histograms of radiometric and biostratigraphic age determinations (not 
relative volumes) of igneous rocks in Oslo graben, basalt sills in north Britain, and rhyolitic tuff 
or ignimbrite and granite from Europe and eastern Australia (from Veevers et al., 1994b), basalt 
from Siberia (Campbell et al., 1992) and south China (Yang et al., 1986), and magmatic rocks 
from Tethyan margin in Oman, Indian subcontinent, Sibumasu, and Western Australia (this 
paper). Time scale is modified from Palmer (1983) such that Permian-Triassic boundary is taken 
to be 250 Ma (Claoue-Long et al., 1991). 
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dlkahc granites and volcanic rocks (Fig 2A) 
at the same time as the platform subsided to 
accommodate the nonmagmatic Gondwana 
series Like the Oslo graben, but in contrast 
to the newly formed fold belts, the India-
Australia rift zone had an old cratomc base-
ment that was penetrated by magma prob-
ably along deep tensional faults 
Permian-Triassic Magmatism 
Late Permian and Early Triassic age vol-
canics below and above the breakup uncon-
formity (WA-US) in Western Australia and 
coeval magmatism in Oman and western In-
dia overlap (1) the 250 Ma eruption of the 
Siberian Traps hotspot and the 252 Ma 
eruption of the Emeishan Basalt, and (2) the 
peak of magmatism along the Panthalassan 
margin of Gondwanaland generated by sub-
duction beneath Pangea (Veevers et al , 
1994a, 1994c) In contrast to the earlier 
magmatism, these magraatic events had ap-
parently independent causes, but combined 
to produce a single outcome 
The eruption of the Siberian Traps and 
the peak of magmatism along the Panthalas-
san margin of Gondwanaland coincided 
with a facies change from coal measures to 
barren measures with red beds (Veevers et 
al , 1994a) Campbelletal (1992)suggested 
that the environmental crisis, including the 
Permian-Triassic extinction, resulted from 
the eruption of the Siberian Traps, produc-
ing dust and SO2 aerosols, which induced 
instant cooling, polar ice caps, and low sea 
level before dissipating in acid rain, where-
upon CO2 warming melted the ice and 
raised sea level Confirmatory sedimentary 
evidence is indicated by Late Permian cold-
water facies in Arctic Canada (Beauchamp, 
1994) and permafrost structures in the top-
most (end-Permian, Morante et al., 1994) 
coal of eastern Australia, overlain by Tri-
assic barren measures with red beds (Con-
aghan et al , 1994) We suggest that the vol-
camsm along the Tethyan margin together 
with that along the Panthalassan margin 
raised the background level of COj in the 
atmosphere so that the spike of COj from 
the end-Permian (250 Ma) Siberian Traps 
finally triggered the Permian-Tnassic envi-
ronmental catastrophe 
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EARLY PERMIAN BARAKAR (GONDWANA) SEDIMENTATION VIZ-A-VIZ 
'MAILARAM BASEMENT H I G H ' IN CHINTALAPUDI SUB-BASIN OF PRANHITA-
GODAVARI BASIN, ANDHRA PRADESH 
R.C. TEWARI 
Department of Geology, D.S. College, Aligarh 202001 
AND 
M. CHANDRA DAS 
Geological Survey of India, 115 NewJagrati Colony 
New Katol Road, Nagpur 440 013 
ABSTRACT 
The Early Permian Barakar rocks of Chintalapudi sub-basin represent fining upward 
cycles of very coarse to coarse, occasionally pebbly and coarse to medium sandstone, 
shale and coaL The sandstones are channel shaped to sheet like and multistoreyed. They 
are massive to faintly bedded to trough and planer cross bedded. Associated shale and 
coal are thin to moderately thick and occur as lense like bodies. Paleocurrent studies 
based on 193 cross dip-azimuths of trough cross bedded cosets reveal northwesterly (348 
+ 44 ) sediment transport through space and time. Uthofacies, sedimentary characters 
and paleocurrent attributes evidently suggest that the Barakar rocks of Chintalapudi 
sub-basin were deposited by northwesterly flowing low to moderately sinuous braided 
streams. 
The northwesterly poleodrainage and paleoslope during Barakar sedimentation in 
this area is in close conformity with the regional paleoslope of Barakar in the rest of 
Pranhita-Godavari in the north. The consistency of northwesterly paleoslope during 
Barakar sedimentation throughout Pranhita-Godavari Gondwana basin evidently rules 
out the presence of any paleohighland (Mailaram Basement High) to the north of 
Chintalapudi sub-basin as visualised earlier. 
I N T R O D U C T I O N 
Unlike the Koel-Damodar, Son-Mahanadi and 
Satpura Gondwana basins (Casshyap and Tewari, 1984, 
1988; Datta et al. 1983), the Early Permian Barakar 
rocks of Pranhita-Godavari basin are less studied 
sedimentologically (Sengupta, 1970; Ramanamurthy, 
1985; Lakshminarayan, 1995). Among other tectonic 
elements of the Pranhita-Godavari basin 
(Ramanamurthy and Parathasarthy, 1988), the 
'Mailaram High' is a prominent tectono-geomorphic 
feature, which virtually divides the Godavari Gondwana 
basin and southerly Chintalapudi sub-basin with a 
narrow link known as 'Paloncha Neck' (Dutta, 1992). 
Early workers (Raja Rao, 1982; Ramanamurthy and 
Parathasarthy, 1988) visualised that the 'Mailaram 
High' remained a highland from the very onset of 
Gondwana sedimentation. Consequently, the Gondwana 
rocks of Chintalapudi area lying to the south of 
'Mailaram High' have been considered younger than 
their northern counterparts of the rest of Godavari basin. 
Recent geological investigations revealed the presence 
of Early Permian and younger Gondwana rocks in 
Chintalapudi sub-basin (Lakshminarayan and Musthy, 
1990; Lakshminarayan, 1995; Srivastava and Jha, 
1994), and cast doubt on the yougner age of 
Chintalapudi Gondwana sub-basin than rest of Godavari 
basin. However, the tectonic behaviour of 'Mailaram 
High' viz-a-viz Gondwana sedimentation still remains 
a subject matter of debate. 
The present study intends to comment on the role of 
'Mailaram High ' at the onset of Gondwana 
sedimentation in this area on the basis of sedimentation 
pattern of Early Permian Barakar rocks of Chintalapudi 
sub-basin. 
G E O L O G I C A L SETTING 
The Pranhita-Godavari Gondwana basin runs north-
northwest-south-southeast for about 475km from East 
Coast to Boregaon in Maharashtra. On the basis of 
geological and geophysical studies, it has been 
subdivided into four sub-basins ^om north to south as 
Godavari, Kothagudem, Chintalapudi and Krishna-
Godavari (Raja Rao, 1982; Ramanamurthy and 
Parathasarthy., 1988) (Fig. 1). Among these, the 
Chintalapudi sub-basin whioh is located in the 
Indian Journal of Earth Sciences, Vol. 23', Nos. 3-4,'p.l33-138, 1996 
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Khammam and Godavari districts of Andhra Pradesh, 
is the subject of present investigation. Indeed, there are 
significant differences in the geological and tectonic 
setting between Chintalapudi sub-basin and those of 
Kothagudem and Godavari sub-basins lying 
respectively, to the south and north of 'Mailaram High'. 
In the northern parts of Kothagudem and Godavari sub-
basins, the Gondwana rocks lie unconformably/faulted 
against the MiddleAJpper Proterozoic Pakhal 
Formation, and the basin trend is almost parallel to the 
basement structure (NNW - SSE). In contrast, the 
Gondwana rocks of Chintalapudi sub-basin rests 
unoonformably upon Archean, and the basin trend is 
oblique (NE-SW) to the basement structure (Naqvi and 
Rogers, 1987; Veevers and Tewari 1995; Tewari and 
Casshyap, 1996). The 'Mailaram High' which 
represents a tectonised zone of basement rocks of 
Middle/Upper Proterozoic Pakhal and older gneissose 
group, also disposed transverse (NE-SW) with respect 
to the NNW-SSE trending.Godavari basin (Dutta, 
1992). 
The Gondwana rocks of Chintalapudi sub-basin 
were earUer referred collectively as Kamthi Formation 
(Raja Rao, 1982) and Chintalapudi Formation 
(Raiverman, 1986). Recent geological studies have 
brought out fairly complete record of 'Lower' and 
'Upper' Gondwana stratigraphy in the Chingalapudi 
sub-basin (Lakshminarayan and Murthy, 1990; Tewari, 
1995a). Table 1 lists the Gondwana stratigraphy of the 
Chintalapudi area. 
The Barakar Formation rests conformably upon 
Talchir and also lies faulted against the Archean 
basement along the southern and western margins 
(Fig.l). It occupies an area of about 125 sq km and 
largely exposed around Sattupalli. The total thickness 
of Barakar is about 300 m as estimated from outcrop 
study as well as borehole logs, which is nearly half (5 50-
600m) of the general thickness of the Barakar in the 
Pranhita-Godavari basin. In general, the Barakar is 
thinly developed throughout the Godavari Gondwana 
basin, in contrast to the type area of Koel-Damodar basin 
of eastern India where it goes upto 1200m in thickness 
(Casshyap and Tewari, 1984). 
LTTHOFACIES, SEDIMENTARY 
CHARACTERS AND PALEOSLOPE 
The Barakar Formation is characterised by fining 
upward cycles of following lithofacies: 
(1) Very coarse to coarse, gritty and occasionally pebbly 
sandstone; 
(2) Coarse to medium trough and planar cross bedded 
sandstone; 
(3) Laminated shale; 
(4) Coal. 
Table 2 summarises lithofacies and sedimentary 
characters of Barakar Formation of Chintalapudi sub-
basin. The very coarse to coarse, gritty and occasionally 
pebbly sandstone lithofacies constitutes about 15% by 
volume. The sandstones are channel shaped and 
multistoreyed with concave to undulating base and 
nearly flat top. The individual bodies are 8 - 10m thick 
and generally massive, though faintly developed trough 
cross beds are seen in places. The lithofacies is overlain 
by coarse to medium cross bedded sandstone. 
The coarse to medium sandstone lithofacies shares 
about 60 % of the total sequence and represents channel 
and sheet like bodies enclosing cosets of largescale 
trough and planar cross beds and scour-and fill structure 
(Fig.2). By and large, the cross bedded foresets exhibit 
a gradual decline in thickness of successive sets in 
vertical order. The planar foresets vary from 35 - 75 cin 
in thickness; they are inclined at 20° or so. Individual 
trough varies from 1.5 - 3m in width and they are 35 to 
60cm deep. This lithofacies is followed by shale in 
vertical order. 
The shale lithofacies occurs as thin to moderately 
thick (1.5 - 3.5m) bodies overlying channel sandstone 
(Fig.2). Shale beds are grey, micaceous and 
carbonaceous, and occur as lense like bodies. They are 
laminated through most part, and overlain by coal. The 
coal beds are thin to moderately thick, lense like and 
overlain by either carbonaceous shale lithofacies or very 
coarse to coarse/coarse to medium cross bedded 
sandstone lithofacies. All the four lithofacies recorded 
here represent fining upward cycles similar to those 
characterise Barakar sequence elsewhere in Koel-
Damodar and Son-Mahanadi basins of eastern and 
central India (Casshyap and Tewari, 1984, 1988). 
Paleocurrent studies are based on 193 measurements 
of cross dip azimuths from as many 16 outcrops of 
Barakar Formation in and around Suttupalli (Fig. 1). 
Computed vector mean at various outcrops suggest 
• northwesterly directed palaeodi'ainage (339 "+ 43° to 
353° + 47°); corresponding variance values are 1849 to 
2209 and the vector magnitude varies from 81 % to 
71 %. In view of the close similarity of vector mean at 
various outcrops, the entire data was pooled and 
analysed collectively to obtain cummulative vector mean 
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TABLE 1: GONDWANA STRATIGRAPHY OF CHINTALPUDI SUB-BASIN OF PRANHITA - GODAVARl BASIN (modified, 
after Lakshminarayan and Murthy 1990; Tewari. 1995a) 













Very coarse to coarse, feldspathio, cross-bedded sandstone; white 
and grey shale, the latter exhibit laminations. 
- Unconformity — 
Pebbly-gritty and very coarse to coarse, channel shaped cross-
bedded sandstone includmg conglomerate lenses. Prominant 
conglomerate and limestone bed in lower part. Associated shale is 
grey micaceous and red. 
- Unconformity •— 
Pebbly-gritty sandstone including conglomerate lenses -massive to 
crudely cross-bedded coarse to medium, ferrugenous profusely cross-
bedded laminated/ shale is grey and red. 
- Unconformity • — 
Fining upward cycles of pebbly- gritty/ very coarse to coarse 
sandstone, interbedded fine sandstone-shale, carbonaceous are 
channel shaped, multistoreyed and sheet- hke, and profusely cross 
bedded. Associated shale is laminated. 
Massive to partially stratified tillite, coarse to medium cross- bedded 
sandstone, and rhythmite, the later contains dropstone occasionally. 
• Unconformity • — 
Granite, granite gneisses and schists. Venis of quartz and feldspars 
are common. 
TABLE - 2 : LITHOFACIES AND SEDIMENTARY CHARACTERS OF BARAKAR FORMATION OF CHINTALAPUDI SUB-
BASIN. PRANHrTA - GODAVARl BAISN 
Lithoiacies Sedimentary Characters Interpretation 
Very coarse to coarse gritty 
and occasionally pebbly 
sandstone (~ 15%) 




Very coarse to coarse and gritty sandstone, 
occasionally pebbly; channel shaped and 
multistorey bodies with concave upward base and 
nearly flat top; massive to crudely horizontal 
bedded, and trough cross bedded. 
Coarse to medium and occasionally fine 
sandstone; channel shaped and sheet-like bodies; 
cosets of trough and planar cross beds. 
Laminated shale; grey, micaceous and 
carbonaceous; lense like bodies pinching 
out laterally. 
Thin and lense like 
Longitudinal bar migration 
Linguoid and transverse bar 
Bar top / and (or) overbank 
deposition 
Interchannel / backswamp 
deposits. 
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Fig.2: Verti cal outcrop section of-Barakar Formation exposed 
in a canal about Ikm west of Sattupalli town. 
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Fig.3: (A) Gross distribution of cross dip azimuths fertile entire 
Barakar Formation; statistical attributes are also listed 
alongside. 
(B) Dominant NW'ly paleoslope during Barakar 
sedimentation in the Pranhita - Godavari basin. 
for the entire area. The grand vector mean for all the 
193 cross dip azimuths is, likewise directed towards 
northwest (348° + 44°) with relatively low variance 
(1936) and greater vector magnitude (78%), as shown 
in Fig.3. The above paleodrainage and paleoslope is in 
general agreement with the northwesterly paleoslope 
during Barakar sedimentation in most of the peninsular 
Gondwana basins of India. 
SEDIMENTATION MODEL VIZ-A-VIZ 
•MAILA«AM HIGH' 
The Early Permian Barakar rocks of peninsular 
Gondwana basins of India are believed to be of fluvial 
origin. The very coarse to coarse, gritty and occasionally 
pebbly, channel to multistorey, massive to crudely 
bedded sandstone bodies closely correspond to 
longitudinal channel bars of braided streams (Miall, 
1977). The coarse to medium, chaimel to sheet like, 
and trough and planar cross bedded sandstone bodies 
which constitute the bulk of Barakar sequence (-60%) 
represent deposition in linguoid and transverse bars of 
braided stream (Casshyap and Tewarj, 1984, Tewari, 
1995b). The thin and moderately thick lense like shale 
beds occurring on top of cross bedded chaimel sandstone 
represent deposition in overbank and (or) on the top of 
channel bars during low flow conditions. The thin and 
impersistent coal beds overlying carbonaceous shale 
indicates the development of peat swamp in the 
interchannel as well as distal flood plains. The 
occurrence of coarse to medium cross bedded channel 
sandstone above coal is suggestive of Sequent lateral 
migration of stream, channels, a common feature of 
braided streams (Tewari, in press). Lithofacies, 
sedimentary characters including channel like geometry 
of sandstone bodies, and fining upward cycles are 
features evidently suggesting braided stream 
depositional model for the Barakar sediments of 
Chintalapudi sub-basin. 
The northwesterly paleoslope deduced here is closely 
comparable with the northwesterly paleoslope during 
Barakar sedimentation in other parts of Godavari basin 
in the north (Sengputa, 1970; Ramanamurthy, 1985), 
and elsewhere in other Gondwana basins of eastern and 
central India (Casshyap and Tewari, 1984,1988; Tewari 
and Veevers, 1993). The northwesterly paleoslope 
during Barakar in the Chintalapudi and adjoining areas 
of the north suggest beyond doubt the depositional 
contmuity of this area with its northern coimterparts, 
unlike the earlier generalisations. Indeed, the Gondwana 
outcrops occur continuously from Chintalapudi sub-
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basin in the south through Kothagudem and Godavari 
sub-basins in the north, though the basin reduces in 
width to jus t 8km near the 'Mailaram High ' from the 
total width of about 60km (Fig. 1). The study therefore 
rules out the possible occurrence of any highland i.e. 
'Mailaram High ' in the northwest of Chintalapudi sub-
basin in the downslope area (Fig. 3) atleast during Early 
Permian Barakar sedimentation as contended by early 
workers. 
Raiverman, V. 1986: Depositional model of Gondwana 
sediments in Pranhita-Godavari garben, Soutli India. Bull. 
Geol. Min. Met. Soc. India, 54, 69 - 90. 
Raja Rao, C.S. (Ed.) 1982: Gondwana sedimentation in 
Ramagungera-Mantheni area, Godavari valley basin. Jour. 
Geol. Soc. India, 26, 43-55. 
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ABSTRACT". During the Pcrrman and Tnassic. the Gondwana sequence of India, lateral equivalents m southern 
Auslralid and southeastern Africa, and an upslope equivalent in coastal East Antarctica were deposited m a 7,500 km wide 
alluvial fan that radiated through 180° of arc from an inferred upland in East Antarctica Individual fingers of initially 
glacigenic and then coal measure sediment and finally redbeds were deposited in a master basin on Precambnan basement 
that started to subside dunng the Permo-Carboniferous Pangean stage of sagging. Subsequently, dunng the Late Tnassic 
and Jurassic stage of rifting, and the Early Cretaceous stage of dnfting, the master basin was dismembered into grabens 
and half-grabens formed on basement prone to be faulted, and into ovate basins on fiexible basement 
The grabens of the Damodar nver area of India, the Collie area of Western Australia, and the Beaver Lake area 
of East Antarctica contain mainly vunnitic coal that developed dunng a common history of deposition and bunal in the 
Ian lolloped by faulting, folding and unrooting, which was deepest in the Jhana Basin of the Damodar nver area The 
depo'jitional environment of the Penh Basin was different Here inertinitic coal was deposited at the head of a mannegulf 
ih.ii m the Late Tnassic and Jurassic became the si'e of ;opious deposition of detntus on the floor of a nit valley 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Elliot (1975) suggested that the Permian 
.sediments of East Antarctica and peninsular 
India were deposited in a formerly more 
extensive master basin and that the Indian 
sediments were derived in part from Antarctica. 
Mitra (1993) detailed the vast lateral spread 
of Lower Gondwana rocks of peninsular India 
in a master basin beyond the border faults 
of the present remnant coal basins. Permian 
palaeoslopes define a 7,5CX)-km-wide alluvial 
fan (Tewari and Veevers, 1993) sourced from 
an upland in East Antarctica that rose during 
the mid-Carboniferous (Veevers. 1994). Here 
we show that the fan basin was disrupted 
by subsequent Pangean stages of rifting and 
seafloor spreading and that the type of coal, its 
depth of burial, and its unroofing are related to 
this history. 
2. GONDWANA ALLUVIAL FAN 
Work in Western Australia (Geological Survey 
of Western Australia, 1990), East Antarctica 
(Webb and Fielding, 1993), and a large corpus 
of data in India summarized by Casshyap 
(1979) establish the Permian palaeogcography 
of the region shown in Fig. lA, in particular 
the northwesterly to northerly palaeoslopes, as 
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indicated by the cross-dip azimuth of fluvial 
sediment [Azimuths in Fig. 1 are cited in 
the text such that north is upright] Farther 
afield (Fig IB), the regular swing in azimuth 
anticlockwise from northerly in southeastern 
Australia to southerly in southern Africa 
dehncs a 7,5(X)-km-wide alluvial fan that 
radiates through 180° of arc from an inferred 
upland in East Antarctica, as detailed by 
Tcwari and Veevers (1993). A reversed slope 
in southwestern Africa (Ryan and Whitfield, 
1979) marks the southwest limit of the fan. The 
Gondwana facies of basal glacigenic sediment 
succeeded by coal measures and finally redbeds 
accumulated in the fan from the onset of 
Pangean sagging in the Permo-Carboniferous 
(Vcc\ers 1988 1989, 1990) 
3. GONDWANA FAN DISRUPTED BY 
PANGEAN RIFTING 
During the Middle Tnassic, deformation by 
faulting and folding in India (Mitra, 1987) and 
non-deposition in Australia (Veevers, 1984) 
were followed by nfting (Rl in Fig 2A) and 
concomitant deposition in the northern Perth 
basin (Geological Survey of Western Australia, 
1990) of >2500 m of Lesueur Sandstone, 
including rare thin coal seams (c), reflecting 
a return in the Perth Basin to coal-forming 
conditions in the Late Triassic. Fission-track 
dates (Ferguson, 1981) on apatite of 232 ± 
5 Ma and 208 ± 4 Ma from Archaean rocks 
in the Yilgarn Block near the Darling Fault 
(FT in Figs. lA and 2A) suggest that Rl 
was accompanied by rapid denudation In 
India, this episode is marked by the deposition 
of the Supra-Panchet Formation (S-P) and 
in the eastern Rajmahal Basin (RAJ) by 
the equivalent Dubrajpur Formation, which 
contains rare coal bands (c) (Sen et al, 
1987; Tiwari and Tripathi, 1987) According to 
information in Sen et al. (1987), the concealed 
coalfield in the Dewanganj area of the 
Rajmahal Basin accumulated the Talchir and 
Barakar formations in the Early Permian, was 
uplifted m the Late Permian, downfaulted in 
the mid-Triassic, and unconformably overlain 
by the Dubrajpur Formation in the late 
Friaisic We interpret a second rifting episode 
in southwestern Australia, R2, as indicated 
by deposition of the 2,500-m-thick early 
Jurassic Cockleshell Gully Formation Later 
rifting, R3 (earliest Late Jurassic) and R4 
(eirliest Cretaceous), generated the 3,000-
m-thick Yarragadee Formation (Geological 
Survey of Western Australia, 1990). Then came 
breakup by seafloor spreading at 132 5 Ma 
(Veevers ct al, 1991), and the deposition on 
the breakup unconformity (BU; of the Early 
Cretaceous Bunbury Basalt (v) and the marine 
Warnbro Group (Geological Survey of Western 
Australia. 1990) The only other record of 
Fig 1. A Permian-Jurassic reconstructioii by eliminating continental extension and seafloor spreading between India 
Antarctica and Australia and crustal shortening north of Main Boundarj Fault (1) and Indu9-Tsangpo Suture (2) to restored 
northern edge of Greater India (3) (Powell et al, 1988) Subsurface Bengal Basin denoted by BB Exposed basins stippled 
(PK = Pench Kanhan RAJ = Rajmahal) except Australian cluster east of Darling Fault Donnybrook (D), Collie (C). 
Boyup (B) Wilga (W) (Geological Survey of Western Australia, 19<50), FT = fission-track ages The shoreline of the 
shallow sea along the Palaeo-lethyan margin crossed the northern part of the Perth Basin and then passed along the line of 
the Main Boundary Fault (1) ongmally farther north, an'l thenre westward to Arabia Parts of the Son and Damodar basins 
were co\eied b> ihe sea only \ery bnefly in the Sakmanan B- Pangean reconstruction ('tighter model' of de Wii ei ai 
1988) wi(h Permian fluvial transport azimuth or regional palaeoslopcs (heavy arrows) on flanks of East Antarctica upland 
from Tev.ari and Vce\ers (1993) The Zamt>ezian type (fault affecied) terrain of Rust (1975) is extended from East Afnci 
through the ^lippled area to the broken line in southwestern Australia BL — Beaver L^e . C = Collie COO - Cooper 
E AUS = eastern Australia, G = Gondwana, LZ = Lowei Zambezi PA = Palar, with palaeocurreni in exposed Talchir 
Formation from Milra et al (1979), RB = Rio Bonito, SP = South Po'e, T = lull, TAB = Transantarctic Basin UE = 
Upper Ecca VR = Vryheid C: Key to palaeoslopes and other features in A including Permo-Carboniferous palaeolamudes 
fiom Vee\ers and Powell (1987), Permian to mid-Tnassic northwest slope disnipted by Late Tnassic to Early Cretaceous 
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events in the India-Austraha region is the 
deformation, mainly by faulting, as described 
later, of the Damodar nver basins within the 
lacuna limited above by the 110 to 120 Ma 
Rajmahal Volcanics (v) (Baksi et al, 1987) 
and contemporary (105-120 Ma) lamprophyre 
intrusions (Sarkar et al, 1980; Mitra, 1987), 
the age of which overlaps those of the Early 
Cretaceous Bunbury Basalt (Geological Survey 
of Western Australia, 1990) and the 110 ± 
3 Ma lamprophyre at Beaver Lake (McKelvey 
and Stephenson, 1990) (Fig. 2A), all probably 
generated at the Kerguelen hotspot. We suggest 
that the Supra-Panchet Formation (S-P) of 
the Damodar river basins, which started 
to accumulate m the earliest Late Triassic 
(Carman), may have continued to be deposited 
to the end of the Triassic, as in the Godavari 
Basin, and was then stripped during the 
Jurassic and Early Cretaceous (double-arrowed 
interval in Fig. 2A). 
Changes fixed in the deep crust during 
rifting have maintained the step at the Darling 
Fault between the axis of the Perth Basin and 
the Yilgam Block (Fig. lA). A comparable 
step in India is the Mailaram High that 
constricts the southeastern part of the Godavari 
valley Basin (Mishra et al., 1989) The 
Early Cretaceous Golapilli Sandstone in the 
Krishna Basin and the Athgarh Sandstone 
(both solid black in Fig. lA) lie on the axial 
(southeastern) side of the Mailaram High, 
and the southeastward palaeoslope indicated 
by the cross-dip azimuth of the Golapilli 
Sandstone and the Athgarh Sandstone (Kumar 
and Bhandari, 1973, Prasada Rao, 1976) is 
interpreted as indicating the foot of the axial 
scarp The present long regional southeastern 
slope of peninsular India was probably not 
achieved until the K/T boundary (66 Ma), as 
indicated by eastward flow of the Deccan 
Trap to the present coast at Narsapur from 
the source in the west (Jaeger et al, 
1989). Palaeocurrent analyses indicate that the 
previous northwesterly slope persisted through 
the Permian, Tnassic, and earliest Cretaceous 
(Dutta and Laha, 1979). 
The chain of events described above 
produced basins of similar size and structure in 
the Damodar river area of India, exemplified 
by those of Jhana and Hutar, and in the 
Collie area of Western Australia In the Hutar 
Basin (Fig 3), the Late Triassic Supra-Panchet 
Formation was displaced from A to A' and 
the Precambnan/Karharban boundary from D 
to B' by 4 4 km of dextral movement after 
the Late Tnassic and before the intrusion 
of Early Cretaceous lamprophyre, which is 
unaffected by faulting (Mitra, 1987) In the 
Jhana Basin, the main movement along the 
Southern Boundary Fault is normal Evidence 
of strike-slip movement is equivocal the en 
echelon fold axes A-D (Plate 3) and the set 
of orthogonal normal faults possibly indicate 
a cntical amount of dexU-al movement along 
the Southern Boundary Fault; the double-
shafted arrow is dissected into compression 
(C) orthogonal to the fold axes and cAtension 
(E) orthogonal to the faults. The Collie Basin 
(Fig 3) resembles the Jharia Basin, including 
Fig. 2. Features in India, Australia (including infra-nft and nft Perth Basin), and Antarctica A: Correlation of Permian-
Early Cretaceous formations arranged on DNAG time scale (Palmer 1983) except Permian/Tnassic boundary placed at 
250 Ma (Veevt,rs et al, 1994, Veevers and Powell, 1994) Pattern of vertical lines denotes a stratigraphic gap or lacuna 
Correlation through Australian palynological zones from Veevers and Tewan (in prep) In southern Perth Basin 'he 
Early Cretaceous Bunbury Basalt (V) overlaps in age the 100-120 Ma Rajmahal Volcanics (Baksi et al, 1987) and the 
110 ± 3 Ma lamprophyre sills at Beaver Lake (McKelvey and Stephenson, 1990) BU = breakup unconformity, encircled 
c = rare thin coal seams in Late Tnassic, IR = Irwin River Coal Measures, E = Ewington coals, S = Stockton Formation 
I-IV are units that enclose the coals, FT = fission-track ages B: Maximum thicknesses, datum base of lower coal measures 
except upper (Bainmedart) coal measures In India, v = Rajmahal (RAJ) Volcanics, S-P = Supra-Panchet Iii Perth Basin, 
IR = Irwin River Coal Measures, WAG = Wagina Sandstone In Collie Basin, CA = Cardiff coals, CO = Colliedale 
coals, E = Ewington coals, S = Stockton Formation, I-IV = units that enclose the coals 
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Fig. 3. Jharia Basin map (with fold axes and selected faulis) and cross section from Ghosh and Mukhopadhyay (1985) and 
2,240-m-lhick stratigraphic column (profile scaled for CD = conglomerate/diarr.ictite; SS = sandstone; SI = siltslone; SH 
= shale) Letter symbols on map are T = Talchir; B-K = Barakar-Karharban; BM = Barren Measures; R = Raniganj 
In column, c = coal seam, eiivironments from Mitra (1991). Hutar Basm (Raja Rao. 1987), showing 4.4 km dextral offset 
of Supra-Panchel Formation from A to A' (Mitra, 1987) and of base of Karhanban Formation, B to B'. Lener symbols as 
in Jhana map. Collie Basin (C in Plate lA), map and 1,350-m-thick stratigraphic column (at nearly twice scale of Jharia 
column) (Geological Survey of Western Australia, 1990) S = Stockton Formation overlain by Collie Coal Measures, in 
which I-IV = non-coal intervals except two thin seams in III, E = Ewington coals, CO = Colliebum coals, and CA = 
Cardiff coals. 
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still weaker evidence of transcurrent faulting. 
On the northeastern side of the Collie Basin, a 
syhclinal axis is asymptotic to the boundary 
fault, consistent with left-lateral movement, 
but other fold axes and cross-cutting faults 
are unknown. The similarities between the 
Hutar, Jharia, and Collie Basins reflect the 
activation of a uniform Archean basement, 
chiefly granitic gneiss (Naqvi and Rogers, 
1987; Geological Survey of Western Australia, 
1990), by the stresses involved in the Pangean 
tectonic stages of Permo-Cafboniferous sag, 
Late Triassic and Jurassic rifting, and Early 
Cretaceous breakup (Veevers, 1989). Unique 
to the Jharia Basin is the inferred originally 
3,000 m thick cover above the present rocks 
and the subsequent structure that led to the loss 
of this 3,000 m by erosion, as described below. 
4. GONDWANA COAL PROVINCE RELA-
TED TO BASEMENT, DEPOSITION AND 
TECTONICS 
The coal measures from Collie (C) in the 
north to Vryheid (VR) in the south (Fig. IB) 
were deposited in the alluvial fan on the 
northern, western, and southern slope of the 
circum-polar Antarctic upland. All but the 
southernmost part of the fan, including the 
VilnnaijX) 
basins shown in Fig. 3, lies on Precambrian 
basement that fractured along faults during 
subsequent Mesozoic deformation — Rust's 
(1975) Zambezian tectono-stratigraphic terrain, 
delimited by the fine broken lines in Plate IB 
from the flexible basement of the Karoo terrain, 
with the ovate Karoo (VR and UE) and Parana 
(RB) Basins in the southwest and the Cooper 
(COO) Basin in the northeast. 
Coal properties in the India/Australia 
region are given in Fig. 4. Within this region, 
gross composition in terms of maceral groups 
is similar. In the Collie, Pench-Kanhan, and 
Son-Mahanadi basins (Fig. 4A), vitrinite + 
inertinite are greater than 70%, exinite less 
than 30%. In the Damodar and Perth basins 
(Fig. 4B), vitrinite -i- inertinite are greater than 
85%, exinite less than 15%; vitrinite is more 
abundant in the Damodar Basin, and mertinite 
in the Perth Basin. We interpret the gross 
similarity in organic matter type and abundance 
between Indian and Western Australian coals 
as reflecting similar palaeoclimate, flora, and 
sedimentary-tectonic setting. We interpret the 
higher inertinite content of the Perth Basin 
coals as reflecting deposition in a well drained 
flood plain at the foot of the alluvial fan around 
the head of the marine gulf that remained 
Vl»inil« [•).) 
Damwjar 
i»m(f,) I n m n O (%) EnMi (X| lOWlifWt (%) 
Fig. 4. Comparison of maceral group composition of coals from the Collie, Son-Mahanadi, and Pench-Kanhan basins 
(A): and ihe Perth and Damodar basins. (B): from Mishra (1986, 1991). 
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Table 1. Vitrinite reflectance and estimated cover loss in basins of India (Jharia, Raniganj, Son-Mahanadi [S-M] and 
Pench-Kanhan [P-K]), southwestern Australia (Collie [CO], Perth [PE]), and the Amery area of Antarctica (Beaver Lake 
[BL]). BR=Beagle Ridge. From Mishra et at. (1990) and Mishra (1991). 
Parameter 
Roma« surface % 
Ro„„ at depth % 
R„„„ % km- ' 
Estimated 





























in the northern Perth Basin (Geological 
Survey of Western Australia, 1990) and in 
the East Himalayan Gondwanas (Brookfie'd, 
1993) during much of the Permian unlike the 
ephemeral (Sakmarian) marine incursion in 
peninsular India. 
The coals from Beaver Lake are liule 
known except that, according to Bennett and 
Taylor (1972), they are "comparatively poor 
[4C%] in the maceral vitrinite", consistent with 
their position upslope from the Son-Mahanadi 
Basin (Fig. lA), which contains less vitrinite 
than the other Indian basins (Fig. 4). 
In India, southwestern Australia, and the 
Beaver Lake area of Antarctica (Table'1), 
vitrinite reflectance (^ 2^ ^^ )^ in surface rocks 
is everywhere low (<1.0%) except in the 
Jharia Basin (0.85-1.3%); likewise, vitrinite 
reflectance at depth is low (<1.1%) except 
in the Jharia Basin (1.67%); and vitrinite 
reflectance gradients are low (<0.3% km"') 
except the moderate values in the Raniganj 
Basin (<0.50% km"') and the high values 
in the Jharia Basin (<1.79% km"'). Among 
the Damodar basins, the Jharia Basin is 
exceptional also in lacking any sedimentary 
cover younger than the Late Permian Raniganj 
Formation, whereas its immediate neighbours, 
the Raniganj Basin on the east and the Bokaro 
Basin on the west, have 900 m of Early 
Triassic Panchet Formation and Late Triassic 
Supra-Panchet Formation above the Raniganj 
Formation. 
Mishra et al. (1990) and Mishra (1991) 
used three methods to estimate the loss of cover 
in the Jharia Basin: 1) linear extrapolation of 
the profile of depth versus RQ,^ back to 0.20% 
(the assumed reflectance at the surface without 
cover); 2) by the relationship 
loss of 
cover 
TGrad°C - surface tempcrature°C 
geothermal gradient 
where TGrad°C, proportional to the isother-
mal temperature, is derived from the vitri-
nite reflectance data; and 3) calculation of the 
maximum palaeogeothermal gradient. The val-
ues of cover loss estimated by these meth-
ods are given in Table 1. The estimated loss 
of 3.0-3.8 km in the Jharia Basin dimin-
ishes through values of 0.45-1.9 km in the 
neighbouring Raniganj Basin, 0.28-1.35 km in 
the Son-Mahanadi and Pench-Kanhan basins, 
and > 1.0 km in the Beagle Ridge (BR) area 
of the Perth Basin to 0.1 km (effectively 
no cover) in the Collie Basin. We interpret 
the lost cover of the Jharia Basin as thick 
Supra-Panchet deposited in a rapidly subsiding 
depocentre during the Late Triassic that was 
lost during Jurassic/Early Cretaceous structural 
inversion and subsequently to the present day 
(Figs. 2A, B). 
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A B S T R A C T : The Mesozoic siratigraphic record of peninsular India manifests at least three episodes of tectonism 
respectively in the Early Tnassic, Middle Tnassic and Early Cretaceous The first tectonic event is charactensed by the 
sudden influx of coarse sand and gravel in the Pachmarhi Formation (Lower Tnassic) of the Satpura Basin, central India 
Noteworthy features of Middle-Late Tnassic tectonism and nftogenesis are manifested by nondeposition/deformation and 
angular unconformity dunng Middle Tnassic in Koel-Damodar and Rajmahal basins of eastern India, followed by the 
deposition of the Supra-Panchet/Mahadeva/Dubrajpur formations which have been aifcitraniy referred to as Late Tnassic 
Unlike, the underlying Lower Tnassic and Permian assemblages, the Upper Tnassic sediments abound in very coarse to 
coarse feldsarenite and litharenile with conglomerate lenses/pebble beds in the basal pan. However, there is no definite 
evidence of nftogenesis/ unconformity in the Tnassic sequence of the Godavan Basin of south-central India The third 
phase of tectonism and nfting occurred in the Late Jurassic/ Early Cretaceous, manifested by the development of the 
intracratonic grabens (Bagra, Jabalpur) along the Narmaaa Valley and pencratonic nfted basins (Athgarh, Golapalli) along 
the present east coast of India accompanied by the rapid deposition of coarse and fine elastics and abrupt reversal of 
palaeoslope towards southeast and southwest 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The Mesozoic stratigraphy of peninsular India 
lacks regional correlation and therefore varies 
in nomenclature in different parts. These 
sediments have been little studied from the 
perspective of regional tectono-sedimentary 
models as compared to the underlying Late 
Palaeozoic Gondwana rocks (Casshyap, 1979; 
Datta et al., 1983). Consequently, a proper 
understanding of Mesozoic sedimentation, 
tectonics and stratigraphy across peninsular 
India is of utmost importance. Indeed, the 
Mesozoic Gondwana stratigraphy exhibits well 
marked tectonic events, which are likewise 
manifested in the laterally equivalent sequences 
of other parts of Gondwanaland. 
The purpose of this paper is to document 
various syntectonic events of the Mesozoic 
Gondwana basins of peninsular India on the 
basis of their areal distnbution, geologic 
and tectonic setting, lithofacies characteristics, 
sediment dispersal patterns, and their tectono-
stratigraphic implications. 
2. GEOLOGICAL SETTING 
The Late Palaeozoic-Mesozoic intracratonic 
Gondwana basins of India are underlain by 
eroded Upper Archaean/ Middle Proterozoic 
basement, and occur in several well defined 
linear troughs. The major Gondwana basins 
include the northwest-southeast oriented Son-
Mahanadi and Pranhita-Godavari basins, the 
east-west onented Koel-Damodar and Satpura 
basins and the north-south oriented Rajmahal 
Basin (Fig. 1). Unlike the Upper Palaeozoic 
"Lower Gondwana" assemblage which occurs 
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Fig, 1. Map showing distribution of intracratonic Late Palaeozoic and Mesozoic Gondwana rocks of peninsular India, 
including also the pencratonic coastal Mesozoic rocks. 
"Upper Gondwana" rocks crop out only locally 
and are apparently less widely developed and/ 
or preserved. By and large, the Mesozoic rocks 
occupy the northern fringe of the Gondwana 
basins in eastern and central India close to 
the east-west oriented Narmada Valley, and as 
small outcrops occurring in the southeastern 
part of Mahanadi (Orissa) and the central part 
of Godavari (Andhra Pradesh); Upper Jurassic 
and Lower Cretaceous rocks also crop out 
along the present east coast of India (Fig. 1). 
Of the Mesozoics, the basal strata, mostly of 
Triassic age, occur widely in all the major 
basins, whereas the overlying Upper Jurassic/ 
Lower Cretaceous rocks have a restricted 
distribution and occur only as small isolated 
patches. The manner of distribution of the 
Mesozoic rocks on the peninsular shield may 
have important bearing on the corresponding 
tectonic events, as discussed below. 
Table 1 lists the comparative lithostratigra-
phy of the Mesozoic rocks in peninsular India. 
As the Mesozoic rocks lack regional correla-
tion, they have been described, classified and 
referred to differently in the various basins. 
Thus, in the Koel-Damodar Basin of east-
em India, the lower Mesozoic succession has 
been named the Panchet Formation, which 
lies for the most part conformably above the 
Upper Permian Raniganj Formation, and is 
assigned a Lower Triassic age (Raja Rao, 
1987). The Middle Triassic Epoch has been 
Table 1. Lithostratigraphy of Mesozoic (Upper) Gondwana rocks in peninsular India (based on Mitra ei al., I979i Dutta 
el al.. 1983; Raja Rao. 1982, 1987; Casshyap et al.. 1993a, 1993b) 




















































P E R M I A N G O N D W A N A 
recognised as the time of non-deposition in 
eastern India, represented by an angular uncon-
formity (Jowett, 1929; Datta et al., 1983; Raja 
Rao, 1987). The Upper Triassic rocics, lying 
above the Panchets, are referred to as the 
Mahadeva/Supra-Panchet/Parsora'Formation in 
different coalfields of the Koel-Damodar Basin, 
and as the Dubrajpur Formation in tiie Rajma-
hal Basin. In the Son-Mahanadi Basin of east-
central India, the Mesozoic rocks represented 
only by Triassic sediments,, occur in a linear 
belt mainly in the northern part and locally 
in the southern part (Fig. 1). These rocks have 
also been referred to as Panchet (Lower) and 
Mahadeva (Upper) formations and also locally 
called the Pali-Tiki and Parsora formations in 
the western part of the Son valley (formerly 
South Rewa Basin), and likewise, assigned 
Lower and Upper Triassic ages respectively 
(Raja Rao, 1983; Dutta and Ghosh, 1993). 
Southeast of the Mahanadi Basin in Orissa, 
the Lower Cretaceous Athgarh Formation is 
exposed close to the east coast. In the Satpura 
Basin of central India, the Lower Triassic 
Pachmarhi Formation lies above the Upper Per-
mian Bijori Formation, locally with slight dis-
conformity/unconformity and is in turn con-
formably overlain by the Denwa Formation 
of uppermost Lower to Middle Triassic age 
(Sastry et al., 1977; Raja Rao, 1982). The 
Denwa Formation is overlain unconforaiably 
by the Upper Jurassic/Lower Cretaceous Bagra 
Formation (Mitra et al, 1979; Casshyap et 
al., 1993a), which in turn, is succeeded con-
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By contrast, the Pranhita-Godavan Basin 
of south-central India represents a more or less 
uninterrupted record of the Late Palaeozoic 
and Mesozoic Gondwana sediments Of the 
Mesozoics, the Triassic sediments are referred 
to as Pancbet, Yerapalli, Bhimaram. Malen and 
Dharmaram Formations (Dasgupta, 1993), with 
the Permian-Tnassic boundary placed in the 
upper part of the underlying Lower Kamthi 
Formation The Upper Tnassic Dharmaram 
Formation is unconformably overlain by 
the Lower Jurassic Kota Formation, and 
this is m turn unconformably overlain by 
the Lower Cretaceous Chikiala (Gangapur) 
Formation (Rudra, 1982) In the Krishna-
Godavari Basin in the southeast, the Lower 
Cretaceous sediments have been referred to as 
the Golapalli Formation 
This stratigraphic setting appears to be at 
variance with the view of Raja Rao (1982), 
wherein he reported that the "lower member" 
of the Kamthi Formation of the Pranhita-
Godavan valley bears a striking resemblance 
to the "Raniganj Formation of the Damodar 
valley", while its upper members resemble 
"Panchet beds" 
3. TECTONIC SETTING AND CONFIGU-
RATION 
The three major Gondwana basins differ m 
regard to their respective basin configuration and 
tectonic setting (Casshyap and Tewari, 1988) 
The Pranhita-Godavan Basin and the Satpura 
Basin lying further northwest encompass a 
length of about 725 km from the Godavan 
delta on the southeast coast towards the Son-
Narmada lineament of central India in the 
northwest The Son-Mahanadi Basin is almost 
a contmuous basin extending for about 575 km 
from southeast to northwest, it is funnel-
shaped basin, narrow in the southeast and 
broad m the northwest The Koel-Damodar 
and Rajmahal basins each comprise several 
isolated outliers (coalfields) onented east-west 
and north-south, and extending for 375 km 
and 175 km respectively. The regional stnke 
of Gondwana rocks is east-west to southeast-
northwest depending upon the orientation of the 
basins The btrata typically dip at low angles 
(10°), though steeper dips also occur locally, 
specially in the proximity of boundary faults 
It IS believed that Early Permian reacti 
vation of ancient Proterozoic lineaments 
initiated sedimentation and subsidence in the 
down faulted linear troughs that compnse the 
Gondwana basins (Casshyap el al, 1993b) 
Besides the lineaments that demarcate the 
configuration of the Gondwana basins there 
are others that have significant bearing on 
the evolution and time-space distribution of 
the Mesozoic Gondwana rocks The latter 
include the Son-Narmada Lineament, referred 
to as an ancient tectonic feature of Late 
Archaean/Early Proterozoic age, which runs 
east-west to northeast-southwest in central 
peninsular India (West, 1962 Naqvi et al 
1974) The southeast-northwest trending line.n 
Gondwana basins extend up lo the Son 
Narmada lineament zone in the northwest 
their outcrops do not occur further north, 
although field evidence suggests the continuity 
of the basins northward in the direction of 
palaeocurrents and palaeoslopt (Casshyap tf 
al, 1993b) The important types of lineaments 
are moderate- to high-angle (30°-60°) normal 
intrabasinal and boundary faults that truncate 
the strata or the basins on one or both the 
margins Thus, the majority of Gondwana 
basins have a half-graben configuration, though 
in some parts the basins exhibit graben-
like structure Besides faulting, the Gondwana 
strata are deformed by several phases of folding 
(Singh, 1988) and are also intruded by dykes 
of basic and ultrabasic composition 
4. LITHOFACIES AND SEDIMENTO-
LOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
Figure 2 illustrates generalised hthofacies 
columns and the sedimentary charactenstics 
of the Mesozoic rocks ranging from Lower 
Tnassic to Lower Cretaceous in age Salient 
lithofacies characteristics of these rocks are 
furnished in subsequent paragraphs 
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4.1 TRIASSIC ASSEMBLAGE 
Generally speaking, the Lower Triassic sed-
iments conformably overlie Upper Permian 
rocks in the different Gondwana basins (Tiwari 
and Vijaya, 1992), though slight unconfor-
mity/disconformity has been suspected in the 
Pranhita-Godavari and Satpura basins (Raja 
Rao, 1982, 1983). There are, though, differ-
ences in the lithofacies assemblage in differ-
ent areas. Thus, the Lower Triassic Panchet 
rocks of Koel-Damodar and Rajmahal basins 
and the Pali-Tiki strata of Son Basin are char-
acterised by some 50-60% of coarse to medium 
sandstone and 40-50% of interbedded red and 
grey shale. The sandstones are yellow to light 
green in colour, textuarally immature to sub-
mature, and range compositionally from lithic 
to feldspathic arenite; they occur as channel-
shaped to sheet-like bodies showing abundant 
planar/trough cross-bed sets and sporadic beds 
characterised by flat-lamination. The associ-
ated shale bodies are thin to moderately thick, 
largely parallel-laminated but also ripple cross-
laminated in places where they grade into silt-
stone. On the basis of lithofacies • composi-
tion, sedimentary characteristics and palaeocur-
rent attributes the Lower Triassic sediments of 
the Koel-Damodar Basin have been attributed 
to meandering stream deposits (Tewari, 1992). 
However, the coeval Pachmarhi Formation of 
the Satpura Basin is dominantly arenaceous, 
the sandstones comprising multistorey and 
multilateral channel-like bodies of lithic and 
quartz arenite, and interbedded thin shales may 
corresponds to low sinuosity braided stream 
deposits. The conformably overlying argilla-
ceous Denwa Formation, tentatively believed 
to be of the late Early to Middle Triassic 
age (Sastry et al., 1977), has been attributed 
to meandering stream deposits (Casshyap et 
al, 1993a). The Middle Kamthi and Yera-
palli formations of the Pranhita-Godavari Basin 
are largely argillaceous (80% shale and silt-
stone) with subordinate coarse to medium sand-
stone. 
Following the Middle Triassic hiatus in 
eastern and central India, as stated earlier, the 
Upper Triassic sediments that were deposited 
in these basins are referred to as Maha-
deva/Supra-Panchet/Parsora/Dubrajpur Forma-
tion (Table 1), demonstrate a sudden increase 
in arenaceous facies constituting about 85% 
coarse to very coarse and gritty sandstone with 
pebble beds/conglomerate lenses, particularly 
in the basal part. These sandstones, mostly 
quartzose arenite, occur as thick multistorey, 
channel-shaped bodies with profuse large scale 
planar and trough cross-bed sets and abun-
dant scour-and-fill structure. Also present as 
an intercalated lenticular facies are red and 
grey shales showing parallel and convolute 
lamination and soft-sediment deformation. The 
lithofacies composition, sediment characteris-
tics and palaeocurrent attributes of the Upper 
Triassic Mahadeva rocks of Koel-Damodar and 
Son basins suggest braided stream affinities 
for these sediments (Casshyap and Tewari, 
1988; Tewari, 1995). Apparently, the Pach-
marhi (Lower Triassic) of central India and the 
Mahadeva (Upper Triassic) of eastern India are 
stratigraphically different; both are neverthe-
less alike sedimentologically and tectonically. 
4.2 LOWER JURASSIC ASSEMBLAGE 
The Lower Jurassic Gondwana rocks are 
exposed on the central-eastern margin and 
southern part of the Pranhita-Godavari Basin 
of south-central India. These rocks, referred 
to as the Kota Formation, comprise about 
80-85% coarse to very coarse ferruginous 
sandstone and conglomerate with subordinate 
red shale. A prominent limestone band occurs 
in the basal part (Fig. 2). The sandstones are 
channel shaped to sheet like, with sets of 
large scale planar and trough cross-beds; the 
conglomerate bodies by and large are massive 
to crudely bedded. The Kota Formation has 
been attributed to alluvial fan/braided stream 
deposition (Rudra, 1982) with a possibility 
of shallow marine influence in the basal part 
(Bhattacharya, 1981). 
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4.3 UPPER JURASSIC-LOWER 
CRETACEOUS PERIPHERAL AND 
COASTAL ASSEMBLAGE 
The last phase of Mesozoic Gondwana sedi-
mentation is recorded by localised development 
of small intracratonic rift (?pull-apart) basins 
containing the Bagra and Jabalpur formations 
of the Narmada valley, the Chikiala (Gangapur) 
Formation of the Pranhita-Godavari Basin, the 
Golapalli Formation of the Krishna-Godavari 
Basin, and the Athagarh Formation of southern 
Mahanadi Basin on the present east coast. 
The Bagra Formation of the Satpura Basin, 
which rests unconformably on the Denwa For-
mation (Fig. 2), is conglomeratic, with subor-
dinate interbeds of coarse to medium sand-
.stonc and red shale (Casshyap et al., 1993a). 
The conglomerates are polymictic and poly-
modal, consisting of subangular to subrounded 
pebbles, cobbles and boulders. They are vari-
ously matrix- and clast-supported and massive, 
though faint horizontal bedding and tabular 
cross-bedding are locally developed. The inter-
calated sandstone and shale facies is progres-
sively better developed in the upper/distal parts 
of the formation. The sandstones are channel 
shaped and profusely cross-bedded, whereas 
the shale beds are massive to crudely lami-
nated. The Bagra Formation has been inter-
preted as the deposits of alluvial fans which 
advanced towards southwest from the uplifted 
Vindhyan-Bijawar (Mahakoshal) block in the 
northeast (Casshyap et al., 1993a). The suc-
ceeding Jabalpur Formation comprises very 
coarse to coarse and medium grained sandstone 
and red and while shale beds. The sandstones 
are characterised by large scale cosets of pla-
nar and trough cross-bed sets; also indicating 
palaeoflow to the southwest (Fig. 2) (Chanda, 
1968). In view of the similarity in facies and 
palaeoflow direction of the Jabalpur Formation 
and the underlying Bagra Formation and the 
conformable relationship between them, it is 
argued that the Jabalpur Formation may rep-
resent the uppermost/ distal lithofacies of the 
Bagra alluvial fan (Casshyap et ai, 1993a). 
The coarse clastic graben facies of the Bagra 
Formation, resting unconformably variously on 
the Lower to Middle Triassic Denwa Forma-
tion, the basal Permian Talchir Formation, and 
the Precambrian basement, and the succeed-
ing Jabalpur formation has been assigned a 
Late Jurassic/Early Cretaceous age (Casshyap 
et a/., 1993a). Their equivalent in the Godavari 
Basin to the south namely, the Chikiala (Gan-
gapur) Formation, is believed to be of Early 
Cretaceous age (Fig. 2). By and large, it con-
sists of sediments comparable to those of the 
Bagra and Jabalpur formations, and is likewise 
interpreted as the deposits of an alluvial fan 
complex. 
The Lower Cretaceous Athgarh Formation 
and Golapalli Formation, developed in small 
pericratonic basins on the east coast, exhibit 
conspicuous similarity of tectonic setting 
and depositional architecture with those of 
the previously described coeval intracratonic 
(? pull-apart) basins developed along the 
Narmada and Godavari valleys. The Athgarh 
Fonnation is made up of very coarse to 
coarse gritty sandstone and conglomerate 
and interbeds of red and white shale. 
The sandstone are texturally immature to 
submature, lithic to feldspathic, channel-shaped 
whereas the conglomerate beds are generally 
massive (Kumar and Bhandari, 1973). The 
Golapalli Formation is likewise composed of 
brown to buff ferruginous sandstone, gritty 
sandstone and conglomerate, with subordinate 
interbeds of white and red shale and 
thin beds of limestone. These pericratonic 
sediments have been interpreted as alluvial 
fan complex/braided river deposits (Kumar and 
Bhandari, 1973; Casshyap, 1979). 
5. PALAEOSLOPE AND SEDIMENT DIS-
PERSAL 
Extensive palaeocurrent studies in the past 
25 years both locally and regionally across 
the various basins, are largely concerned 
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with the palaeo-ice transport of Permo-
Carboniferous glacial and glacigene sediments 
and palaeodrainage of the succeeding Permian 
coal measures (Casshyap, 1979; Casshyap and 
Kumar, 1987; Casshyap and Srivastava, 1987; 
Casshyap and Tewari, 1982, 1984, 1988; Sen-
gupta, 1966; Tewari and Casshyap, 1982). It 
IS now widely accepted that all the major 
Gondwana palaeovalleys of peninsular India 
were drained by northwesterly flowing ice and 
stream systems throughout the course of Per-
mian sedimentation, as supported by the recent 
global reconstructions (Kent, 1991; Tewari and 
Veevers, 1993). Exceptionally, in the Koel-
Damodar Basin of eastern India, the Upper 
Permian Raniganj sediments were deposited by 
westerly flowing streams rather than by north-
westerly palaeodrainage (Casshyap and Kumar, 
1987). Indeed, the regional northwesterly 
palaeodrainage coincides with the southeast-
northwest trends of the Son-Mahanadi and 
Pranhita-Godavari basins; the drainage is, 
however, oriented obliquely in the east-west 
trending Koel-Damodar Basin of eastern India 
(Fig. 3). The above relationships support the 
contention that the Koel-Damodar Basin does 
not represent the original basin configuration 













Fig. 3. Map showing dominant palaeodrainage and palaeoslope directed towards northwest and north dunng Late 
Palaeozoic-Mesozoic Gondwana sedimentation in peninsular India. Note the 180° reversal in palaeoslope of Late Juras-
sic/Early Cretaceous penpheral (Bagra, Jabalpur) and coastal (Athgarh, Golappalli) Gondwana rocks. 
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Gondwana rifting (Casshyap, 1979; Casshyap 
and Tewari, 1988). 
The overlying Mesozoic Gondwana rocks 
have been locally studied for palaeodrainage 
and palaeoslope (Kumar and Bhandari, 1973; 
Sengupta, 1970; Dutta and Laha, 1979; 
Rudra, 1982; Casshyap et al, 1993a; Tewari, 
1995). The available data show that the 
palaeodrainage during Triassic sedimentation 
remained dominantly northwesterly superim-
posing the Permian palaeoslope in each 
Gondwana basin (Fig. 3). The Early Jurassic 
(Kota Formation) and Early Cretaceous 
(Chikiala Formation) of the central Pranhita-
Godavari Basin exhibit similar northwesterly 
palaeodrainage. Except for these, all other Late 
Jurassic/Early Cretaceous assemblages devel-
oped on the periphery and outside the major 
Pcrmo-Triassic Gondwana basins close to the 
Narmada valley in the central Madhya Pradesh 
and along the east coast in Orissa and Andhra 
Pradesh reveal a complete reversal in palaeos-
lope towards the southeast and southwest 
(Fig. 3). The peripheral (? pull-apart) basins 
showing southerly reversal of palaeodrainage 
and palaeoslope are Bagra/Jabalpur (Mad-
hya Pradesh), Athgarh (Orissa),- and Golapalii 
(Andhra Pradesh). 
To sum up, the Permo-Triassic Gondwana 
sediments of peninsular India were deposited 
in northwesterly and northerly sloping palaeo-
valleys within the Son-Mahanadi, Pranhita-
Godavari-Satpura, and Koel-Damodar (includ-
ing Rajmahal) basins. It has been argued that 
the northwesterly palaeoslope of the Permo-
Triassic Gondwana basins is an inherited fea-
ture of the Indian craton following the Middle 
Prolerozoic Eastern Ghat Orogeny (Casshyap 
et al, 1993b). The persistence of the north-
westerly palaeoslope through the Late Tri-
assic in the Gondwana basins of peninsular 
India, and its subsequent reversal towards the 
southeast and southwest in the aforesaid Late 




6. TECTONIC EVENTS AND STRATI-
GRAPHIC IMPLICATIONS 
The Mesozoic stratigraphy of peninsular India 
witnessed at least three tectonic events that 
effected the Gondwana basins locally and 
selectively, manifested by tectonic dislocations 
that caused marginal uplifts, downwarping of 
the basins, and associated shearing and defor-
mation of the Gondwana strata (Fig. 4). These 
tectonic events, by and large, controlled the 
geological distribution, lithofacies assemblage, 
palaeoslope and sediments dispersal patterns of 
Mesozoic Gondwana rocks and as such have 
significant stratigraphic implications. 
6.1 EVENT I 
The Palaeozoic to Mesozoic transition in 
the peninsular Gondwana basins has been 
largely considered as a continuous sequence, 
though there are locallised breaks of limited 
extent and magnitude (Tiwari and Vijaya, 
1992). The lithofacies assemblage of the 
Mesozoic Gondwana rocks in the different 
basins (Fig. 2) suggests that the first mild 
tectonic event was restricted to the southern 
marginal parts of Satpura Basin of central 
India. The event, manifested by the Lower 
Triassic Pachmarhi Formation, is marked b> 
a sudden increase in coarse clastic sediments 
in the basal Triassic strata, in comparision 
with the underlying Upper Permian Bijori 
Formation. Elsewhere in the other Gondwana 
Basins, namely the Koel-Damodar, Son-
Mahanadi and Pranhita-Godavari basins, the 
Lower Triassic assemblage is characterised by 
coarse to medium sandstone and shale, that 
are comparable with the underlying Upper 
Permian sediments. Although, localised in 
space and time, the Lower Triassic event 
evidently reflects tectonic uplifts (riftogenesis) 
in the source lands to the southeast of 
the Satpura Basin of central India. The 
coarse arenaceous braided river facies of the 
Pachmarhi Formation of the Satpura Basin is 
conformably overlain by intercalated sandstone 
and shale of the Dcnwa Formation, implying 
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that the source area became progressively 
peneplained and the basin stabilised as 
sedimentation progressed following the uplift. 
6.2 EVENT II 
The second major tectonic event, widely recog-
nised in the Mesozoic stratigraphy of the 
Koel-Damodar, Son-Mahanadi, Rajmahal and 
Satpura basins, corresponds to the Middle 
and Late Triassic intervals (Fig. 4). It is 
manifested by non-deposition/deformation and 
angular unconformity after deposition of Per-
mian to Lower Triassic sediments in the afore-
said areas. The post-deformational sediments, 
namely the Mahadeva/Supra-Panchet/Dubraj-
pur formations, abitrarily considered as Upper 
Triassic (Raja Rao, 1983, 1987), are signifi-
cantly characterised by very coarse to coarse 
sandstone, conglomerate and pebbly sandstone 
lenses constituting, in all, about 85% of the 
succession. The strata are flat-lying to gently 
dipping (10°) in contrast to tilted and locally 
folded underlying Permo-Triassic strata. In the 
Pranhita-Godavari Basin, the Permo-Triassic 
sediments are devoid of any such deformation 
and/or break (i.e. unconformity) in sedimen-
tation;however. a sudden increase of coarse 
clastic sediments characterises the Upper Trias-
sic Dharmaram Formation as compared to the 
Lower-Middle Triassic sediments (Dasgupla, 
1993). A corresponding tectonic uplift in the 
source area to the southeast is called upon to 
account for the rapid supply of coarse detritus 
in the Dharmaram Formation. It is argued that 
the major deformation, including the folding 
and tilting of Permian-Lower Triassic Gond-
wana starta, may be dated as Middle Triassic, 
unlike the belief of some previous workers who 
attributed the deformation of Gondwana strata 
to the Early Cretaceous (Singh, 1988). 
The Middle Triassic break of central and 
eastern peninsular India is comparable with 
the major rift event in the Karoo sequence 
of Tanzania and East Africa (Kreuser et al., 
1990). Indeed, the Middle/Late Triassic Epoch 
witnessed widespread continental rifting in 
laterally equivalent Gondwana sequences in 
eastern North America, Africa, Argentina and 
Western Australia (Veevers, 1993). 
6.3 EVENT III 
The third and last tectonic event relates to 
the fragmentation of Indian subcontinent in 
the Late Jurassic/Early Cretaceous and the 
doming of central India prior to eruption of the 
Deccan Trap. As a consequence, northward-
sloping peninsular craton was tilted southward 
and small pull-apart basins developed along 
the peripheral parts of the Gondwana basins 
in the north close to the Narmada valley, 
and in the south near the present east 
coast. These basins are referred to as the 
Bagra, Jabalpur, Athgarh, and Golapaili basins, 
characterised by alluvial fan facies and reversal 
in palaeoslope towards the southeast and 
southwest (Fig. 3). The Kota and Chikiaia 
(Gangapur) formations of the central-eastern 
and southern Pranhita-Godavari Basin were 
deposited on a northwestward palaeoslope 
(Fig. 4) superimposing the palaeoslope of 
the underlying Permo-Triassic sediments and 
indicate local riftogenesis of Pranhita-Godavari 
Basin. 
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Numerical Classification of Coal-Bearing Cycles of Early 
Permian Barakar Coal Measures of Eastern-Central India 
Gondwana Basins Using Q-mode Cluster Analysis 
R. C. TEWARI 
Department of Geology, D. $• College, Aligarh - 202 001 
Abstract; Q-mode cluster analysis is applied to classify the fining upward cycles of Early Permian 
Barakar coal measures from 14 localities of eastf-m - central India Gondwana basins. Two distinct 
clusters are recognised on the basis of overall siiiiilarity of upward transition probability values of 
embedded Markov chain statistics. Cluster A comprise 9 localities representing fining upward 
as-i;TO.TO.etcical cycles of very coacse to coar&e saadstone -> interbedded fine sandstone-shale-> shale 
^ coal-> coarse sandstone, whereas Cluster B include 5 localities represented by symmetrical cycles 
i.e. very coarse to coarse sandstone -> interbedded fine sandstone-shale ^shale ->coal -^shale. 
The development of asymmetrical cycles together with abundance of very coarse to coarse sandstone 
is attributed to rapid lateral migration of braided channels, whereas the deposition of symmetrical 
cycles with subequal amount of coarse to mediuni sandstone and fine elastics including coal cones-
pond to slow and gradual overstepping of meandering stream channels and associated subenviron-
ments across the alluvial plain. 
Keywords : Cluster analysis. Statistics, Coal-measures, Gondwana. 
INTRODUCTION 
The Early Permian Barakar coal measures 
of peninsular India have been widely accepted 
to be composed of fining upward fluvial 
cycles, based on outcrop study (Casshyap, 
1970; Mitra, 1987; Niyogi, 1987), and embed-
ded Markov chain statistics and entropy analy-
sis (Casshyap and Khan, 1982; Casshyap and 
Tewari, 1984; Khan and Casshyap, 1981; 
Khan and Tewari, 1995; Tewari and Casshyap, 
1983). These coal-bearing cycles are com-
monly madeup of very coarse to coarse sand-
stone-^interbedded fine sandstone-shale->shale 
->coal. Comments have been made on the 
nature of these cycles and their similarity and 
difference in some coalfields on the basis of 
embedded Markov chain statistics and entropy 
analysis (Khan and Casshyap, 1981; Tewari 
and Casshyap, 1983). However, the numerical 
classification of these coal-bearing cycles 
and their genetic significance has not been 
attempted regionally across the Gondwana 
basins of eastern and central India. Indeed, the 
Early Permian Barakar coal measures of 
Koel-Damodar and Son-Mahanadi Gondwana 
basins of eastern and central India have been 
extensively explored for coal by drilling 
numerous boreholes which provide excellent 
opportunity for quantitative study of coal-
bearing cycles. Further, the Barakar sequence 
• of these basins has been well studied in the 
field for lithofacies and sedimentary charac-
ters, paleocuirents and paleohydrology, and 
paleogeography and depositional environments 
(Casshyap and Tewari, 1984, 1988; Tewari, 
1993; Veevers and Tewari, 1995). 
Cluster analysis is a conventional statistical 
method which has been used for numerical 
classification of varying kinds of geological 
data (Sokal and Sneath, 1963; Davis,'1973; 
Nigam and Sarupriya, 1981), including the 
cyclical sequences (Selley, 1970; Read and 
Merriam, 1972). The results of such analysis 
may be plotted as two dimensional graph 
(dendogram) and be suitably interpreted with 
respect to the attending geological processes. 
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Fig 1: Geological map of Koel-Damodar and Son-Mahanadi Gondwana basins of eastern - central India showing various 
coalfields (Casshyap and Tevvari, 1984) : 1 - Jharia coalfield; 2 - Singrauli coalfield; 3 - Sohagpur coalfield; 
4 - Cliirimiri coalfield; 5 - Jhillimilli coalfield; 6 - Hasdo-Arand coalfield; 7- Korba coalfield; 8 - lb river coalfield; 
9- Talchir coalfield. 
A similar method is applied here to classify and 
interpret the coal-bearing Baralcar cycles from 
a number of coalfields of Koel-Damodar and 
Son-Mahanadi Gondwana basins of eastern 
and central India using upward transition 
probability values of embedded Markov chain 
statistics. 
GEOLOGICAL-TECTONIC SETTING 
AND SEDIMENTARY CHARACTERS 
The Gondwana stratigraphy of Koel-
Damodar and Son-Mahanadi basins has been 
summarised in several publications (Mitra et 
al. 1979; Raja Rao, 1983; Casshyap and 
Tewari, 1984; Tewari, 1995). The Gondwana 
sequence of these basins ranges from Late 
Carboniferous to Late Triassic with a well 
marked Middle Triassic unconformity (Tewari 
and Casshypap, 1996). The total thickness of 
Gondwana strata is about 3400 m in Koel-
Damodar and 1600 m in the Son-Mahanadi 
basin. 
The basal sedimentary unit, known as 
Talchir Formation, rests unconformably over 
the Archaean/Middle-Late Proterozoic base-
ment. The overlying Permian sediments are 
represented by Karharbari-Barakar, Barren 
Measures and Raniganj formations in ascend-
ing order (Fig. 1). The succeeding sediments 
referred to as 'Upper Gondwana' comprise 
Panchet and Supra Fanchet/Mahadeva forma-
tions. Among these, the Barakar Formation is 
extensively developed as compared to the 
other sedimentary formations. It is as thick as 
800 - 1100 m in the Koel-Damodar and varies 
from 650-750 m, and reducing to 300 m 
(western part) in the Son-Mahanadi basin. In 
many places the Karharbari Formation has 
been differentiated from Barakar on the basis 
of floral and micro-floral assemblages (Tiwari 
and Tripathi, 1988; Veevers and Tewari, 
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1995). Tlic succeeding Barren Measures and 
Raniganj I'ormations are more widespread in 
the Koel-Damodar than in the Son-Mahanadi 
basin. The overlying Triassic sediments, how-
ever, differ in their mode of occurrence than 
the underlying Permian strata, and represented 
as isolated patches forming lofty hills and 
plateau like topography (Tewari and Casshyap, 
1996). 
Indeed, there are differences in the existing 
tectonic setting of the two Gondwana basins 
under study. The Son-Mahanadi, running north-
west-southeast, is funnel shaped, narrow in 
southeast and broad in northwest, and is 
represented by continuous outcrops. In con-
trast, the Koel-Damodar basin is characterised 
by isolated coalfields aligned in east-west 
directions (Fig. 1). The east-west oriented high 
angle (~ 60°) nomial faults transect the basins 
at many places and consequently they are 
represented by half graben configuration. 
The Karharbari-Barakar rocks of the two 
basins have been investigated for sedimento-
logical data in the past years (Casshyap and 
Tewari, 1984, 1988; Casshyap et al. 1993). 
Field studies of the Karharbari-Barakar se-
quences across these two Gondwana basins 
revealed that northwesterly braided streams 
which deposited the bulk of Karharbari and 
lower part of Barakar underwent progressive 
change in channel pattern to become sinuous 
and meandering in the upper part of Barakar, 
and also from proximal (southeast) to distal 
(northwest) parts. The above contention is 
further supported by paieohydrological studies 
(Tewari, 1993). 
BASIC DATA AND ANALYTICAL 
PROCEDURE 
The Early Permian Barakar coal measures 
of peninsular Gondwana basins are composed 
of four distinct lithofacies namely : (1) very 
coarse to coarse, occasionally pebbly and 
conglomeratic sandstone; (2) interbedded fine 
sandstone-shale; (3) shale; and (4) coal. These 
lithofacies are so arranged to represent fining 
upward cycles throughout the Barakar se-
quences, as stated earlier. The basic data for 
this study comprise upward transition prob-
ability values of embedded Markov chain 
statistics using 204 borehole logs from 14 
mining blocks/coalfields of Koel-Damodar 
and Son-Mahanadi basins of eastern and cen-
tral India (Fig. 1). The analytical procedure of 
embedded Markov chain statistics is referred 
to elsewhere in several articles (Harbaugh and 
Bonham-Carter, 1970; Khan and Casshyap, 
1981; Tewari and Casshyap, 1983). The 
upward transition probability data from all the 
14 localities is arranged in 12 X 14 data matrix 
(Table I), where rows represent upward tran-
sition probability from one to another lithofacies 
types (variables) and columns denote the 
sampling localities (stations). 
The Q-mode cluster analysis is a relatively 
simple statistical technique used for numerical 
classification of objects, characterised by sev-
eral variables, on the basis of overall similarity 
(Read and Merriam, 1972; Davis, 1973). In 
this method, the data matrix of upward transi-
tion probabilities (Table I) is used as input 
matrix to compute normalised transition, val-
ues, so that each transition is weighed equally, 
otherwise the results will be influenced by the 
greater or lesser magnitude of the variables 
(transition probability values). Further com-
ments on computational details of Q-mode 
cluster analysis are referred to Davis (1973). 
The normalised data matrix is then used to 
compute the 'Distance Similarity Coefficient' 
between various stations (Table II) using the 
relationship after Davis (1973) as : 
d .= 
m 
where i and j refer to the stations com-
pared and classified, and k denotes the vari-
ables from 1 to m. The low d values between 
the two stations indicate strong similarity 
between them, whereas high d. values sugsiest 
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Fig.2. Dendogram showing two distinct clusters (A and B) of early Permian Barakar fining upward cycles. 
dissimilarity (Davis, 1973). Tiie method of 
weighed pair group with arithmetic average is 
used to cluster (classify) the given cyclical 
sequences following Nigam and Sarupriya 
(1981). The entire operations have been car-
ried out using Fortran Computer programme 
listed in Davis (1973). 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Fig. 2 illustrates a dendogi-am constructed 
on the basis of 'Distance Similarity Coeffi-
cients' between various localities. Indeed, the 
14 mining blocks/coalfields under study ex-
hibit fining upward cycles in the Early Permian 
Barakar strata, though the relative transition 
probability between either of the two lithofacies 
types varies in different areas (Table I). There 
are also genetic differences in the nature of 
these cycles as brought out numerically into 
two distinct clusters in Fig. 2, desig-nated liere 
as Cluster A and Cluster B. 
Cluster A comprise those coal - bearing 
cycles which are represented from various mi-
ning blocks of Korba, Chirimiri, Jhillimilli and 
Koreagarh coalfields of Son-Mahanadi basin. 
The Barakar strata of these areas is characterised 
by about 80-85% very coarse to coarse and 
occasionally pebbly sandstone and the rest 
(15-20%) of shale + coal (Casshyap and 
Tewari, 1984). These sequences exhibit fining 
upward asymmetrical cycles as:very coarse to 
coarse sandstone^ interbedded fine sand-
stone-shale -»shale->coal->coarse sandstone. 
Cluster B include the coal-bearing cycles 
from Jharia coalfield of Koel-Damodar and 
Talchir, Sohagpur, lb river and Singrauli 
coalfields of Son-Mahanadi basin. The COITC-
sponding Barakar strata is composed of about 
55% of very coarse to coarse sandstone and 
45% of associated fine clastic shale including 
coal. The fining upward cycles from these 
areas are symmetrical in nature i.e. very coarse 
to coarse sandstone-^interbedded fine sand-
stone-shale ->shale ->coal->shale. 
Thus, the statistical technique used here 
provide numerical classification of coal -
bearing cycles of Early Permian Barakar strata 
into two distinct clusters, respectively cha-
racterised by asymmetrical and symmetrical 
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cycles (Fig. 2). The development of fining 
upward cycles in the Barakar coal measures of 
peninsular Gondwana basins of India has been 
attributed largely to the interplay between 
various subenvironments of fluvial system 
(Tewari and Casshyap, 1983). The two distinct 
clusters of cycles brought out here as asym-
metrical and symmetrical should have far 
reaching genetic implications with respect to 
the nature of stream channel pattern and the 
rate of channel migration across the alluvial 
plain. The asymmetrical fining upward fluvial 
cycles imply sudden truncation of peat forming 
areas by stream channel to deposit sandstone 
on the top of coal. Indeed, the rapid lateral 
migration of stream channels is a common 
phenamenon of low sinuous braided streams. 
In contrast, the symmetrical fining upward 
fluvial cycles signify slow and gradual over-
stepping of stream channels by adjoining 
overbank levee and subsequently by the flood-
plain and backswamp subenvironments. The 
peat swamp areas were inturn covered by 
levees so as to deposit interbedded fine sand-
stone-shale and shale above the coal seam in 
symmetrical cycles. The slow and gradual 
movement of channels, overbank and flood-
plain subenvironments is expected from a 
relatively mature (meandering) river system, 
where the lateral migration of channels and 
valley widening are the predominant processes 
of deposition across the alluvial plains. 
It is, therefore, suggested that the develop-
ment of asymmetrical and symmetrical coal -
bearing cycles in the Barakar strata of eastern 
and central India is largely due to correspond-
ing nature of fluvial system. The braided-
fluvial system has produced asymmetrical. 
whereas the meandering streams favoured 
symmetrical cycles. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The Q-mode cluster analysis classify 
numerically the coal-bearing cycles of Early 
Permian Barakar strata of eastern and central 
India Gondwana basins, respectively as asym-
metric9l and symmetrical fining upward cycles. 
The asymmetrical fining upward cycles devel-
oped in the coalfields where the Barakar strata 
abounds in very coarse to coarse sandstone, 
whereas symmetrical cycles correspond to the 
sequences represented by an subequal propor-
tions of very coarse to coarse sandstone and 
shale + coal. 
The formafion of asymmetrical cycles is 
attributed to the rapid and frequent migration 
of braided channels in low sinuous streams. By 
contrast, the symmetrical cycles resulted by the 
slow and gradual lateral movement of chan-
nels, overbank and backswamps in the alluvial 
plains drained by meandering streams. 
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Channel Sandstone Bodies in Fluvial Permian -
Triassic Gondwana Succession of Peninsular India 
R. C. TEWARI 
Department of Geology, D. S. College, Aligarh - 202 001 
Abstract: Two types (I and II) of channel sandstone bodies are recognised in the fluvial Permian -
Triassic Gondwana succession of peninsular India on the basis of geometry, associations and sedimentary 
structures. Irrespective of geometry and associations, these channels are oriented towards northwest, 
comparable with the Permian - Triassic paleoslope. The geometry, hierarchy of sedimentary structures 
and association of these channel bodies suggest channel aggradation, and lateral accretion in crevasse 
channels, respectively for the deposition of Type-I and Type-II channel sandstone bodies. 
Keywords: Stratigraphy, Sedimentology, Channel Sandstone, Gondwana succession, Permian-Triassic. 
INTRODUCTION 
The lens shaped sandstone bodies, underlain 
by erosional surfaces, with concave upward 
base and nearly horizontal top are commonly 
referred to as channel bodies (Collinson and 
Thompson, 1989). They are well recognised in 
vertical sections and also seldom exposed on 
bedding planes. The geometry and hierarchy of 
sedimentary structures and association of these 
channel bodies with other lithofacies are useful 
features for interpretation of the fluvial 
processes (Reineck and Singh, 1980; Bhardwaj 
and Misra 1982; Collinson and Thompson, 
1989). 
The Permian-Triassic Gondwana succession 
of peninsular India is believed to be of fluvial 
origin. The sedimentological studies of these 
rocks carried out in the past quarter century have 
indicated their deposition by northwesterly and 
northerly flowing braided and meandering 
streams (Casshyap and Tewari, 1984, 1988; 
Casshyap et al. 1993a; Tewari, 1993, 1995a & 
b; Tewari and Casshyap, 1983; Tewari and 
Veevers, 1993; Veevers and Tewari, 1995). 
These Gondwana rocks are characterised by 
erosional channel sandstone bodies which offer 
excellent opportunity to study their geometry, 
sedimentary structures and associations with 
other lithofacies. Detailed sedimentological 
analysis of these channel bodies has not been 
attempted as yet. 
The present study aims to analyse and 
interpret these channel like bodies from 
Permian-Triassic Gondwana succession of 
Koel-Damodar, Son-Mahanadi and Satpura 
basins of eastern and central India. These 
channel bodies may be quite useful for the 
interpretation of the hydrodynamics of the 
attending fluvial processes. 
GEOLOGICAL AND TECTONIC SETTING 
The early geological studies of Gondwana 
basins of peninsular India (Pascoe, 1968) have 
been subsequently revised in recent years 
(Robinson, 1967; Sastrietal. 1977;Mitraetal. 
1979; Datta et al. 1983; Casshyap, 1979; 
Casshyap and Tewari, 1988; Casshyap et al. 
1993b; Raja Rao, 1983, 1987; Veevers and 
Tewari, 1995). These Gondwana rocks lie 
unconformably and (or) faulted against Late 
Archaean/Middle - Late Proterozoic basement, 
and are dominantly composed of glacial and 
glacigene sediments at the base followed by 
coal measures and finally by red beds at the 
top. The present study is confined to Koel-
Damodar, Son-Mahanadi and Satpura basins of 
eastern and central India (Fig.l). The Gondwana 
succession of these basins ranges from Late 
Carboniferous to Late Triassic in Koel-
Damodar and Son-Mahanadi and upto Early 
Cretaceous in the Satpura area (Table 1). 
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Fig.l. An outline geological map of eastern and central 
India Gondwana Basins showing localities of 
channel sandstone bodies 
The lowermost Talchir Formation of Late 
Carboniferous represents glacial and glacigene 
sediments comprising diamictite, conglomerate, 
coarse to medium sandstone, laminated shale 
and varve (Casshyap and Srivastava, 1988). The 
overlying Karharbari-Barakar, Barren 
Measures, and Raniganj Formations of Early-, 
Middle and Late Permian, respectively occur 
in conformable order and made up of fining 
upward fluvial cycles (Tewari and Casshyap, 
1983; Casshyap and Kumar, 1987; Casshyap 
and Tewari, 1984; Tewari, 1997). The overlying 
Panchet Formation of Early Triassic is, likewise, 
composed of fining upward cycles and rests 
conformably upon Late Permian Raniganj 
Formation in Koel-Damodar and Son-Mahanadi 
basins (Tewari, 1992). The succeeding Supra-
Panchet/Mahadeva Formation of Late Triassic 
lies unconformably upon Panchet with the 
Middle Triassic unconformity (Veevers and 
Tewari, 1995; Tewari and Casshyap, 1996). In 
the Satpura basin, the Early Triassic sediments 
are referred to as Pachmarhi Formation 
which rests unconformably above the Late 
Permian Bijori Formation (Tewari, 1995b). 
The overlying Denwa Formation lies 
conformably above Pachmarhi, whereas 
succeeding Bagra and Jabalpur Formations of 
Late Jurassic - Early Cretaceous occur 
unconformably upon the Late Lower to Middle 
Triassic Denwa Formation (Casshyap et al. 
1993b). 
The pronninent structural features of these 
basins are east-west oriented high angle (~ 60°) 
normal faults which occur generally on southern 
margins of the basins resulting in half graben 
structure. The regional strike of Gondwana 
rocks is east-west to east-northeast-west-
southwest, and dips are generally low (8 -10°) 
directed towards north; the high dips (upto 35°) 
Table 1. Comparative stratigraphy of Gondwana Basins of eastern and central India (Based on Raja Rao, 1983, 1987; 
Mitra et al. 1979; Casshyap and Tewan, 1984, Casshyap et al. 1993, Tewari, 1995a and b) 
Geological Time Koel-Damodar Son-Mahanadi Satpura 
Early Cretaceous - - Jabalpur 
Late Jurassic - - Bagra 
LateTnassic Supra-Panchet Mahadeva/Parsora Unconforrmty 
Unconformity 
Early Triassic Panchet Panchet/Tikki Denwa and Pachmarhi 
Late Permian Raniganj Kamthi/Pali Bijori 
Middle Permian Barren Measures Barren Measures Motur 
Early Permian Barakar Barakar Barakar 
Karharban Karharban 
Late Carboniferous Talchir Talchir Talchir 
Unconformity 
Middle Proterozoic - Chattisgarh 
Unconformity 
Late Archaean 
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are also recorded towards other directions 
particularly close to the faulted margins. 
CHANNEL SANDSTONE BODIES 
The study is based on 96 sandstone bodies, 
respectively from Permian (53), including 
Karharbari, Barakar, Barren Measures and 
Raniganj Formations, and Triassic (43) 
representing Pachmarhi, Panchet and Supra-
Panchet/Mahadeva Formations from Koel-
Damodar, Son-Mahanadi and Satpura basins of 
eastern and central India (Fig.1). Care was taken 
to study those sandstone bodies which are well 
exposed in vertical sections (Fig.2) and are also 
partly exposed on bedding planes. Each 
sandstone body is examined for its dimensions, 
geometry, sedimentary structures, orientation 
and association with overlying and underlying 
lithofacies. In the case of multistorey 
occurrences (Fig.3) each sandstone body is 
examined separately. By and large, these 
channel bodies vary from 2.5 to 10 m in depth, 
and 20 to 45 m in exposed width. The 
orientation of each channel body has been 
recorded and analysed statistically by pooling 
the data for Permian and Triassic separately 
using conventional procedure (Fig.4). The 
average vector mean of these channel bodies is 
oriented towards northwest and north 
comparable with the regional paleoslope during 
Permian-Triassic Gondwana sedimentation 
(Casshyap, 1979; Tewari and Veevers, 1993). 
On the basis of geometry, enclosed 
sedimentary structures and associations, these 
channel bodies may be classified into two 
groups as Type I and Type II. Detailed 
sedimentary characters of each type are as 
follows: 
l^pe I Channel Sandstone Bodies 
These channel bodies are near symmetrical 
to slightly asymmetrical in vertical sections, 
about 8-10 m thick, and underlain by prominent 
erosional surfaces. The base of each body is 
concave upward and the top is nearly flat. They 
vary in exposed width from 20-45 m or even 
more in fairly large outcrops. The vertical 
coalescence of 4-6 or more bodies results in 
Fig.2. Outcrop section showing channel sandstone bodies 
in vertical order in Late Triassic Mahadeva 
Formation of Son valley, central India. Sm - Massive 
sandstone; St - trough cross-bedded sandstone; 
Sp - planar cross-bedded sandstone and Fl -
laminated shale. 
multistorey occurrences (Fig.3), wherein 
individual sandstone body is separated by 60-
90 cm thick impersistent layer of shale. Typical 
examples of these channel bodies are illustrated 
inFig.5. 
The characteristic sedimentary structures 
include large-scale trough cross beds in the 
lower part of channel bodies underlain by 
erosional surfaces enclosing about 1 m massive 
pebbly sandstone. The troughs are 1-3 m wide 
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Fig 3 N-S outcrop section showing multistorey channel sandstone bodies m Early Triassic Pachmarhi Formation, 
Pachmarhi Town Deformed trough cross beds m upper part of channel bodies are noteworthy Sm - Massive 
sandstone, St - trough cross-bedded sandstone, Sp - planar cross bedded sandstone, FI - laminated shale 
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Fig.4, Composite rose diagrams showing channel 
orientations in Permian (A) and Triassic (B) 
Gondwana successions The corresponding 
statistical parameters are listed alongside 
and 40-90 cm deep, and are successively 
overlain by cosets of planar cross beds 
Statistical analysis of these troughs suggested 
northwesterly directed paleoslope through space 
and time dunng Permian-Triassic sedimentation 
(Casshyap and Tewari, 1984, Tewaii, 1995a, 
1995b). The overlying planar foresets are SO-
SO cm apart and inclined at 19° - 23° The upper 
part of these channel bodies contain relatively 
small planar and trough cross beds These 
troughs are 30 cm -1 m wide, 20 - 40 cm deep, 
whereas planar foresets are 20 - 40 cm thick 
and inclined at 20° - 22° The successive planar 
foresets and troughs occurring in cosets exhibit 
gradual decline in their size in vertical order 
Occasionally, the planar foresets are truncated 
by reactivation surfaces Some of these cross 
beds show soft sediment deformation, 
particularly in the upper part of channel bodies 
(Fig 2) Indeed, the deformation does not 
display any regular geometry as well as occurs 
locally and randomly The faintly developed 
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I'ig.S. Typical outcrops of TVpe I channel sandstone bodies A- Part of a multistorey sandstone body in Pachmaihi 
Formation, 500 m east of Pachmai hi check post B - Lower part of channel sandstone body showing trough cross-
beds overlain by planar cross beds in Pachmarhi Formation, 5km from Pachmarhi on the Pachmarhi-Pipariya 
road. C - Laterally extensive channel sandstone body in Mahadeva Formation showing trough (lower) and planar 
(upper) cross-beds, Muma nver bank, near Government school, Shahdol 
horizontal beds and scour- and fill-structures 
are conspicuous by their occasional presence. 
The top of channel bodies is characterized by 
ripple cross laminations and parallel laminations 
in fine sandstone/siltstone and shale. 
These near symmetrical to slightly 
asymmetrical channels are commonly 
associated with those Permian and Triassic 
successions which abound in very coarse to 
coarse and medium, occasionally pebbly - gritty 
sandstone such as Karharbari, lower part of 
Barakar, Pachmarhi and Supra-Panchet 
Formations, believed to be deposited by braided 
streams (Casshyap and Tewan, 1984, 1988; 
Tewari, 1995a, 1995b). 
Type-II Channel Sandstone Bodies 
Another type of channel bodies recognised 
in the Permian and Triassic Gondwana rocks 
are generally asymmetrical in vertical sections, 
marked by relatively smooth concave upward 
base and nearly flat top They vary in depth from 
2.5 -6 m, and upto 25 m or so in exposed width. 
The two channel margins are inclined on the 
average at 10° -12° and 20° - 22°, respectively. 
These sandstones are coarse to medium and 
occasionally very coarse. These channel bodies 
are filled up by the planar cross bedded 
sets The foresets are 4 - 6 cm apart and inclined 
at 20°-22°. These channel bodies are 
conspicuously isolated and enclosed within 
shale lithofacies (Fig.6). 
Unlike the Type-I channel sandstone, the 
Type-II channel bodies are associated with fine 
clasfics lithofacies commonly in the upper part 
of Barakar, and Raniganj, Barren Measures and 
Panchet Formations. 
SIGNIFICANCE OF CHANNEL BODIES IN 
PERMIAN-TRIASSIC GONDWANA ROCKS 
As stated earlier, the Permian-Triassic 
Gondwana rocks of peninsular India are 
considered as fluvial deposits. Recent 
researches based on relative abundance and 
relationships of lithofacies, paleocurrent pattern. 
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Fig.6. Example of Type 11 channel sandstone bodies A • channel sandstone body enclosed within fine elastics in the 
upper part of Barakar Formation, Gindih coalfield B - channel sandstone body filled up by planar cross-beds; 
upper part of Barakar Formation, Saharjun coalfield 
cyclicity and paleohydrology have suggested 
braided stream facies model for Early Permian 
Karharbari, lower part of Barakar, Early Triassic 
Pachmarhi and Late Triassic Mahadeva 
Formations (Tewari, 1993, 1995a, 1995b; 
Tewari and Casshyap, 1982, 1983; Casshyap 
'and Tewari, 1984, 1988). However, the upper 
part of Barakar Formation, Barren Measures, 
Raniganj and Panchet Formations, characterised 
by subequal proportions of coarse and fine 
clastic lithofacies have been interpreted as 
meandering stream deposits (Casshyap, 1970; 
Casshyap and Tewari, 1984, 1988; Tewari, 
1992). Generalized braided and meandering 
stream models based on above studies are 
shown in Fig.7. The distinct associations of the 
two types of channel bodies here recognised is, 
_ indeed, genetically significant. 
The hierarchy of sedimentary structures in 
Type-I channel sandstone from large-scale 
trough/planar cross beds to small-scale cross 
beds/ripple cross laminations and corresponding 
decline in mean grain size from very coarse to 
coarse and medium to fine from bottom to top 
imply gradual decline in current competency. 
The lower erosional surface overlain by pebbly 
massive sandstone correspond to channel lag 
deposits (Allen, 1970). The cosets of planar and 
trough cross beds represent unidirectional 
migration of sandwaves/dunes in shallow water 
(Collinson, 1970; Collinson and Thompson, 
1989, Miall, 1977). The vertical decline in the 
size of successive planar and trough cross beds 
in cosets suggest gradual decline in the height 
of conesponding bedforms and would imply the 
shallowing of the stream channel (Walker and 
Cant, 1984; Tewari and Gaur, 1991). The 
deformed cross beds, occurring locally in the 
upper part of some channel bodies may suggest 
successive loading from the overlying 
sandstone. The massive to horizontal beds are 
suggestive of upper fiow regime conditions 
corroborating sudden increase in flow velocity 
and discharge perhaps due to catastrophic floods 
(Miall, 1977). The above sedimentary 
Fig.7. Generalised braided and meandering depositional 
models for Karaharbari, lower Barakar, Early 
Triassic, Pachmarhi and Late Triassic Mahadeva 
(A) and upper Barakar, Barren Measures, Raniganj 
and Panchet Formations (B) respectively. 
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characters including the association of these 
multistorey channel bodies with dominantly 
sandy sequences may indicate aggradational 
filling of the channel sand bars, characteristic 
of low sinuosity stream deposits 
The Type-II sandstone bodies enclosed 
within fine clastic lithofacies imply their 
deposition in those areas of fluvial system which 
are characterized by the dominant accumulation 
of fine elastics such as overbank levees and 
flood plains These sandstones, therefore, 
correspond to small crevasse channels, wherein 
isolated planar cross beds represent lateral 
accretionary surfaces. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The analysis of geometry, sedimentary 
structures and associations of 96 channel 
sandstones from different formations of Permian 
and Triassic Gondwana rocks of eastern and 
central India distinguishes two types of channel 
sandstone bodies The Type-I channels are 
nearly symmetrical and characterized by 
erosional suitace, channel lag, large-scale and 
small-scale trough and planar cross bedded 
cosets, occasional horizontal beds and scour-
and-fill structures They occur as multistorey 
bodies largely in arenaceous sequences The 
Type-II channels are asymmetrical, filled by 
isolated planar foresets, and embedded in fine 
clastic lithofacies 
Without regdid to geometry and assoc-
iations, most of these channel bodies indicate 
northwesterly paleodrainage which is compa-
rable with the Permian-Tiiassic paleoslope 
deduced from the analysis of cross dip azimuths. 
The two types of channel bodies are interpreted 
as deposits of channel aggradation and lateral 
accretion in crevasse channels respectively, in 
braided and meandering stream deposits 
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Permian Gondwana Sedimentation in Yellandu 
(Singareni) Coalfield, Andhra Pradesh, India 
with Notes on Regional Paleogeography 
and Tectonic History 
R. C. TEWARI 
Department of Geology, D S College, Aligarh 202 001 
Abstract: The Yellandu coalfield of Andhra Pradesh contains an 850 m Permian Gondwana rocks 
composed of Barakar, Barren Measures and Raniganj Formations They are characlensed by fining 
upward cycles. The sandstones are channel shaped, sheet-like and multistoned, and planar and trough 
cross bedded The shales are massive to laminated and form thin lenses in the Barakar, but moderately 
thick sheets in the overlying Barren Measures and Raniganj Formations The coal seams are thin and 
lensoid Paleocurrent studies suggest consistently northwesterly dispersal direction areally and temporally. 
Evidence indicates that initially braided streams at the onset of Early Permian Barakar sedimentation 
became meandenng through time into Barren Measures and Raniganj Formations of Middle and Late 
Permian, respectively. The close similanty in lithofacies depositional environment and dispersal direction 
of Permian rocks of Yellandu coalfields and those of neighbounng Pranhita-Godavan basin in the east, 
and their geological and tectonic setting suggest that the Yellandu coalfield was pait of the Godavan 
basin until the Late Permian or Early Tnassic 
Keywords: Sedimentology, Paleogeography, Tectonic history, Singareni coalfield, Andhra Pradesh 
INTRODUCTION 
The Permian-Triassic Gondwana rocks of 
peninsular India are largely distributed along 
(1) the Koel-Damodar and Rajmahal basins of 
eastern India; (2) the Son-Mahanadi basin of 
east-central India and (3) the Pranhita-Godavan 
and Satpura basins of south and central India 
(Fig.lA). There are few small outliers of 
Gondwana rocks occurring beyond the limits 
of each major basin. Although of limited area! 
extent, these isolated occurrences are important 
in reconstructing the depositional limits of 
Gondwana basins and their tectonic history. 
They have been the part of major basins as 
suggested in recent generalisations (Casshyap 
et al. 1993; Veevers and Tewari, 1995). 
However, detailed geological and sedimentary 
studies of these outliers of Gondwana rocks 
have not been attempted so far. 
This study presents sedimentological 
analysis of Permian Gondwana rocks of the 
Yellandu outlier, situated about 40 km west of 
Kothagudem, outside the western margin of 
Pranhita-Godavari basin (Fig.IB). This area is 
also referred to as Singareni coalfield, and 
represents the centre of oldest coal mining 
activities in Andhra Pradesh. Integrated 
geological and sedimentological studies of 
Permian rocks in the Yellandu area coupled with 
those of neighbouring Pranhita-Godavari basin 
provides an insight into the western limits of 
Permian Gondwana sedimentation, palaeo-
geography and tectonic history. 
GEOLOGICAL SETTING 
The Yellandu (Singareni) coalfield is an 
elongate, NNW-SSE trending basin, 20 km long 
and 6 km wide, parallel to the trend of Pranhita-
Godavari basin to the east (Fig.IB). It is a 
graben bounded by normal faults along the 
eastern and western margins. The regional strike 
of Gondwana rocks is NE-SW similar to the 
strike pattern of Gondwana rocks in the 
Pranhita-Godavari in the east, and dips are low 
(8° -10°) directed towards northwest. Following 
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Fig.l. (A) Gondwana basins of peninsular India, (B) Location of Yellandu (Singareni) coalfield in relation 
to Pranhita-Godavari basin, Andhra Pradesh, (C) Geological map of Yellandu coalfield (Courtesy, 
Jagan Mohan, SCCL, Kothagudem). 
the pioneering geological work of King (1881), 
the Gondwana geology of Pranhita-Godavari 
basin has been revised by several workers 
(Raja Rao, 1982; Ramanamurthy, 1985; 
Lakshminarayan andMurthy, 1990; Dasgupta, 
1993; Tewari and Chandra Das, 1996; Murthy 
and Madhusudan Rao, 1996). The Gondwana 
rocks of the Yellandu coalfield are 
unconformable on Late Archaean and Middle -
Late Proterozoic Pakhal Formation. They 
include the Late Carboniferous Talchir and 
Permian Barakar, Barren Measures and 
Raniganj Formations (Table 1). The lowermost 
Talchir (~ 50 m thick) outcrops mainly along 
the northern and southern margins. The 
overlying Barakar Formation (~ 250 m thick) 
lies conformably above the Talchir in the 
northern, eastern and southern parts of the area 
(Fig.lC). The Barren Measures (~ 150 m thick) 
outcrop in small area in the centre, whereas the 
Raniganj (~ 450 m thick) is exposed in the 
southwestern part of the coalfield. This study is 
confined to the Barakar, Barren Measures and 
Raniganj Formations; the lowermost Talchir 
Formation is not included due to very poor 
exposures. 
LITHOFACIES ASSEMBLAGE 
The study is based on a total of 23 outcrops 
representing Barakar (9), Barren Measures (6) 
and Raniganj Formations (8). The outcrops of 
Barakar rocks are largely concealed underneath 
alluvial cover and, therefore, were studied in 
quarries. Fig.2 illustrates general lithofacies 
succession of the Permian rocks in Yellandu 
coalfield. The lithofacies are coded 
conventionally following facies nomenclature 
scheme of Miall (1978). These lithofacies are: 
1. Very coarse to coarse-grained, occasionally pebbly, 
massive to crudely bedded sandstone (Sm-Sh) 
2. Coarse to medium-grained, trough cross bedded 
sandstone (St) 
3. Coarse to medium-grained, planar cross bedded 
sandstone (Sp) 
4. Interbedded ripple laminated fine-grained sandstone 
and shale (Sr-Fl) 
5. Laminated Shale (R) 
6. Coal (C) 
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Table 1. Permian Gondwana stratigraphy of Yellandu coalfield, Andhra Pradesh 










(Middle to Late Proterozoic) 
Archaean 
Fining upward cycles of coarse to medium channel sandstone, interbedded 
fine sandstone-shale, shale and coal Sandstone and shales are occasionally 
ferruginous 
Repetitive sequence of coarse to medium channel sandstone and interbedded 
fine sandstone, and shale Sandstones are grey and occasionally ferruginous, 
so does shale 
Fining upward cycles of very coarse to coarse, occasionally pebbly - gntty 
sandstone, shale and coal Sandstones are grey to off-white, feldspathic, 
channel shaped and raultistoreyed Shales are grey, carbonaceous, and 
laterally impersistent Coals are thin and lense like 
Stratified diamictite, coarse to medium sandstone, varve and conglomerate 
Unconformity 
Quartzite, phyllite, slates, dolomitic limestone with quartz veins. 
Unconformity 
Granite gneiss, biotite gneiss, amphibolite, quartz-chlonte schist, quartz veins 









Trough crosi btd 
Planar cross bed 
Coat 
Fig.2. Generalised lithologic sequence of Permian 
Gondwana rocks comprising Barakar, Barren 
Measures, and Raniganj Formations Also shown 
are average paleocurrents and sand/shale/coal ratios 
Table 2 lists lithofacies and their relative 
abundance through time in the Permian rocks. 
Among these, the very coarse to coarse, 
occasionally pebbly sandstone (Sm-Sh) is 
mainly restricted in the Barakar Formation and 
rarely occurs in the Raniganj Formation. 
Likewise, coal (C) forms an important 
component of the Barakar Formation, is absent 
in the Barren Measures and occurs as very thin 
beds in the Raniganj Formation Permian 
sandstones are feldspathic, grey to off white and 
become ferruginous in the Raniganj Formation. 
Associated shales are micaceous, grey and 
carbonaceous. They are often ferruginous in the 
Barren Measures. Ser^ imentary characteristics 
of the lithofacies are as follows. 
Very coarse to coarse grained, occasionally pebbly, 
massive to crudely bedded sandstone lithofacies 
(Sm - Sh) 
The very coarse to coarse grained sandstone 
(0.96-0.63mm) which is occasionally pebbly 
occurs as channel-like bodies 8 to 10 m thick. 
These bodies are massive in lower part and 
crudely horizontal bedded in upper part. The 
quartzite pebbles, specially in the lower part, 
are angular to subangular and subrounded 
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Table 2 Relative proportions of lithofacies types in the Barakar, Barren Measures and Raniganj 
Formations of Yellandu coalfield Andhra Pradesh 
Lithofacies Barakar Barren Measures Raniganj 
(Approximate percentage) 
Very coarse to coarse occasionally 
pebbly gritty massive to crudely 
bedded sandstone (S S J 
1! 2% 2% 
Coarse to medium trough cross-
bedded sandstone (S )^ 
Coarse to medium planar cross 
bedded sandstone (S ) 
Interbedded fine sandstone (npple 
cross laminated) shale (S^ F,) 
















varying from 2 to 6 cm, and a few clasts are 
upto 15 cm long The lithofacies is about 15% 
of the total in the Barakar Formation, and occurs 
rarely in the Raniganj Formation It is overlain 
by either about 25-30 cm laminated shale (Fl) 
or coarse to medium trough (St)/planar (Sp) 
cross bedded sandstone lithofacies 
Coarse to medium grained trough cross bedded 
sandstone lithofacies (St) 
The coarse to medium-grained sandstone 
(0 59-0 16mm) occurs as sheet-like and 
multistorey bodies (Fig 3) Individual bodies 
vary from 5-8 m in thickness and are cross 
bedded The trough cross beds occur in cosets 
Fig 3 Outcrop of Barakar rocks showing multistorey 
sandstone bodies JK open cast quarry No 1 1km 
east of Yellandu 
showing decreasing set size upward from 1 5 
m to 50 cm, their width ranges from 2 5 m to 
90 cm In places, the trough cross beds are 
deformed, particularly in the upper part of 
sandstone bodies (Fig 4) This lithofacies is 
followed upward by laminated shale (Fl), and 
underlain by massive to crudely horizontal 
bedded sandstone (Sm - Sh) or planar cross 
bedded sandstone (Sp) 
L Jj' 
Jig 4 Partially exposed sandstone body of Raniganj 
Formation documenting lithofacies relationships 
and deformed troughs in upper part The uneven 
surface overlying Fl lithofacies in lower part 
represents erosional surface 1 5 km east of 
Singareni 
Coarse to medium-grained, planar cross bedded 
sandstone lithofacies (Sp) 
Besides trough cross beds, the coarse to 
medium grained sandstone (0 65-0 17mm) also 
contains planar cross beds (Fig 5) Like troughs, 
there is general decrease in planar set thickness 
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Fig.5. Outcrop of Barakar rocks showing planar cross 
bedded sandstone lithofacies J.K Open cast quan^ 
No.2, 500 m south of quarry No I 
vertically. The planar cross beds are on the 
average 1 m to 40 cm thick, and inclined at 
18° - 24°. When occurring as single foreset, 
instead of coset, the planar cross bedded units 
are upto 2.5 m thick and extend laterally for 
about 15 m or so. The lithofacies succeeds either 
massive to crudely bedded sandstone (Sm - Sh) 
or laminated shale (Fl) and is overlain by and 
passes laterally into trough cross bedded 
sandstone (St). 
Interbedded fine-grained ripple cross-laminated 
sandstone and laminated shale lithofacies (Si - Fl) 
The interbedded assemblage of fine-grained 
sandstone (0.11 mm) and shale occurs as tabular 
sheet-like bodies 2-4 m thick between two 
sandstone bodies. The fine-grained sandstone 
occurs as thin to moderately thick (10-25 cm) 
sheet-like beds, as well as lens shaped bodies 
(50 cm thick) enclosed within shales. The shale 
beds are mostly laminated, where as fine-grained 
sandstone contains ripple cross lamination 
with carbonaceous detritus along the laminae. 
The lithofacies is abundant in the Barren 
Measures and Raniganj Formation and occurs 
rarely in the Barakar Formation. It is overlain by 
carbonaceous shale or coal and also enclosed 
between sandstone bodies as stated above 
Laminated shale lithofacies (Fl) 
Besides close interbedding with fine-grained 
sandstone, the shale beds also occur exclusively 
as thin ( 1 - 1 . 5 m), impersistent beds, and 
moderately thick (2 - 4.5m) sheet-like bodies. 
They are massive to laminated; sandwiched 
between two sandstone bodies, and followed 
vertically by coal in the Barakar Formation. 
Coal Lithofacies (C) 
Coal consfitutes about 10% in the Barakar 
Formation, and occurs as few thin beds within 
the Raniganj Formation, but is conspicuously 
absent in the Barren Measures Formation. 
Individual coal seams ire 2.3 to 4 m thick in 
the Barakar Formation, and overlain as well as 
underlain by carbonaceous shale. 
FACIES ANALYSIS AND SEDIMENTATION 
MODELS 
The Permian Gondwana rocks of peninsular 
India have been interpreted as fluvial in origin 
(Casshyap, 1979). The channel to sheet-like and 
multistorey bodies and abundant trough/planar 
cross bedded cosets of shallow water, likewise 
support fluvial nature of the Permian rocks of 
the Yellandu area. Lithofacies relationships 
based on objective examination of vertical 
outcrop sections in the Barakar (9), Barren 
Measures (6) and Raniganj (8) Formations 
suggest recurring fining upward cycles as: 
Barakar: Sm-Sh->St->Sp->Sr-Fl->C 
Barren Measures. Sm-Sh-^St^Sp->Sr-Fl 
Raniganj: (i) St^Sp^Sr-Fl-^C 
(ii) Sm-Sh-^St-^Sp->Sr-^Fl->C 
The limited number of vertical lithofacies 
transition data available for the given sequence 
do not allow any statistical analysis. However, 
the above relationships are closely similar to 
those of the Permian Gondwana rocks of eastern 
and central India analysed using Markov 
statistics (Casshyap and Tewari, 1984; Tewari, 
1997). In the Barakar Formation, Sm-Sh, St and 
Sp (coarse-grained lithofacies) constitutes about 
80%, whereas Sr-Fl, plus Fl and C (fine-grained 
lithofacies and coal) respectively amounts to 
10% each. However, the succeeding Barren 
Measures and Raniganj Formation show 
subequal amount of coarse (Sm-Sh, St, Sp) and 
fine-grained (Sr, Fl and/or coal) lithofacies 
(Fig.2). 
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The Channel to sheet-like and mutistorey, 
massive to crudely horizontal bedded sandstone 
of Early Permian Barakar Formation resemble 
longitudinal channel bars of braided streams 
(Miall, 1977). These channel bars passed 
vertically into coarse to medium-grained 
sandstone showing cosets of planar and trough 
cross beds developed by unidirectional 
migration of sand waves/dunes in transverse and 
linguoid bars (Collinson, 1970; Miall, 1977). 
As expected, these braided channels deposited 
a small amount of fine elastics by vertical 
accretion in flood plains as well as on top of 
channel bars during low flow (Rust, 1972; 
Walker and Cant, 1984). The thin and lensoid 
coal bodies in the upper part of fining upward 
cycles indicate restricted peat swamps 
developed in interchannel and distal flood plains 
(Tewari, 1997). The Early Permian Barakar 
rocks, therefore represent braided streams after 
the retreat of Late Carboniferous Talchir 
glaciers. 
The overlying Barren Measures show an 
increase in the fine elastics (~ 45%) which occur 
as relatively thick beds along with coarse to 
medium-grained sandstone bodies (-55%). 
These sandstones are characterised by more 
trough cross beds (St) than planar (Sp) cross 
beds, whereas associated shales are laminated 
(Fl) and fine-grained sandstones ripple cross 
laminated (Sr). The composition of subequal 
amounts of coarse and fine elastics (Fig.2), and 
presence of shallow water sedimentary 
structures, and regular repetition of cross 
bedded sandstone bodies and interbedded fine-
grained sandstone-shale in vertical succession 
suggest meandering stream depositional 
model. These sandstone bodies correspond to 
point bars, whereas fine-grained sandstone-
shale, and exclusive fiiale beds to overbank and 
flood plain deposits, respectively (Allen, 1970; 
Jackson, 1978; Casshyap and Tewari, 1984). 
The succeeding Raniganj Formation comprising 
fining upward cycles of coarse to medium-
grained massive to horizontal bedded and cross 
bedded sandstone (Sm-Sh, St, Sp), interbedded 
fine-grained sandstone-shale (Sr - Fl), 
laminated shale (Fl) and/or coal (C) also 
correspond to meandering stream deposition. 
The channel-like sandstone bodies with cross-
bedded units and occasional pebbles in lower 
part, represent point bars over channel lag 
deposits. 
The Permian sedimentation of the Yellandu 
coalfield, therefore, represents a fluvial 
spectrum where initially braided streams 
depositing the Barakar in Early Permian 
changed to meandering streams temporally to 
deposit the Barren Measures and Raniganj 
Formations of the Middle and Late Permian. 
The above models are comparable with the 
depositional facies models of Permian rocks of 
eastern and Central Indian Gondwana basins 
(Casshyap and Tewari, 1984, 1988). 
PALEOCURRENT ANALYSIS AND 
DISPERSAL DIRECTION 
The azimuths of trough cross beds were 
measured to determine the sediment dispersal 
direction according to predesigned hierarchical 
sampling plan which includes outcrop, sector 
and formation levels. Care was taken to collect 
azimuth data through space and time as much 
as possible. In the Barakar strata the 
measurements were largely taken from exposed 
quarry sections. A total of 265 readings were 
recorded, respectively from Barakar (93), 
Barren Measures (63) and Raniganj (109) 
Formations at 23 outcrops (Fig.6). Various 
statistical parameters of paleocurrents were 
computed following conventional procedure 
(Potter and Pettijohn, 1977). There is close 
similarity in azimuth distribution within and 
between the three sedimentary formations, 
implying consistency in northwesterly and 
northerly sediment transport through time 
(Fig.6). In view of the close similarity of the 
vector mean at various outcrops, the azimuth 
data were analysed collectively at formation 
level (Table 3). Pooled data at this level is 
unimodal in all the three sedimentary formations 
with grand vector mean directed towards 
northwest and north-northwest (Fig.6). 
The northwesterly dispersal direction 
deduced for Permian Gondwana succession of 
Yellandu coalfield imply a southerly and 
southeasterly provenance. This is comparable 
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Fig.6. Diagram showing average cross dip azimuth at various outcrops of Barakar, Barren Measures and Raniganj 
Formations of Yellandu coalfield. Rose diagrams show cummulative azimuth distribution at formation level. 
with northwesterly paleoslope during Barakar 
sedimentation in neighbouring Pranhita-
Godavari basin (Sengupta, 1970; 
Ramanatnurthy, 1985; Lakshminarayan, 1995; 
Tewari and Chandra Das, 1996) and in other 
Gondwana basins of eastern and central India 
Table 3. Formation level paleocurrent attributes of Permian 





























(Casshyap, 1979; Casshyap and Tewari, 1984, 
1988; Tewari and Casshyap, 1982; Tewari and 





The gross similarity in lithofacies types, 
depositional models and northwesterly dispersal 
direction of Permian succession in the Yellandu 
coalfield and Pranhita-Godavari basin, about 40 
km in the east should imply genetic relationship 
between these two areas. Implicitly, the 
southeasterly Eastern Ghat paleohighlands 
should have acted as provenance for these areas. 
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Fig.7. Diagram showing (A) Permian paleoslope in Gondwana succession in peninsular India and (B) similarity of die 
northwesterly Permian paleoslope in Pranhita-Godavari basin and Yellandu coalfield. 
It is argued that the Pranhita-Godavari, a 
major Gondwana basin of southeastern India, 
was initially wider towards west enclosing the 
Yellandu coalfield. The facing margins of the 
two areas are evidently faulted. It is likely that 
post Permian reactivation of western boundary 
fault of Pranhita-Godavari basin exercised the 
separation of Yellandu area from the main basin. 
The precise date of separation of Yellandu 
coalfield cannot be specified due to lack of 
younger (post Permian) Gondwana rocks. The 
tectonic event responsible for preserving the 
Yellandu graben may coincide with Early 
Triassic tectonic event recorded in Satpura basin 
(Tewari, 1995) or the major Middle Triassic 
tectonism in Gondwana basins of eastern and 
central India (Veevers and Tewari, 1995; Tewari 
and Casshyap, 1996). 
CONCLUSIONS 
Study of Permian Gondwana rock record of 
Yellandu coalfield, Andhra Pradesh suggests 
that initially braided streams at the onset of 
Early Permian Barakar became meandering 
temporally during Barren Measures and 
Raniganj Formation of Middle and Late 
Permian. The dominant dispersal direction of 
Permian succession was from southeast to 
northwest. 
The similarity of depositional models and 
dispersal direction between Permian succession 
of this area and Pranhita-Godavari basin of east, 
and their faulted margins suggest that the 
Yellandu coalfield was part of the major basin 
until the deposition of Late Permian. The post 
Permian reactivation of western boundary fault 
of Pranhita-Godavari basin triggered the 
separation of Yellandu area from the master 
basin. 
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Plant fossil orientation in Early Permian Barakar 
Formation of eastern-central India Gondwana basins 
R.C. Tewari 
Tewari RC 1998. Plant fossil orientation in Early Permian Barakar Formation of eastern-central India 
Gondwana basins. Palaeohotamst 47 : 32-36. 
The long axis orientation of plant fossils including Glossoptens, Gangamoptens and Vertehrana preserved in 
carbonaceous shale/siltstone lithofacies of Early Permian Barakar Formation from nine coalfields of eastern-central 
India has been analysed for preferred elongation. The resultant average suggests northeast-southwest trends in Raniganj, 
Jharia, East Bokaro, North Karanpura, Talchir, Korba and Singrauli coalfields, and east-west m the Saharjuri and Jamti 
coalfields. The preferred linear trends in the long axis of plant fossils indicate their genetic relationship with the 
attending flow. It is argued that the plant debris which decomposed to form coal m Early Permian Barakar Formation 
of eastern-central Gondwana basins was largely of transported or drifted nature. The linear trends of plant fossils are 
closely comparable to ripple asymmetry, and exhibit oblique or near transverse relationship with the dominant current 
system. It would imply an angular relation in the deposition of fine clastic and coarse grade lithofacies, respectively. 
The fine clastic lithofacies of carbonaceous shale/siltstone containing oriented plant fossils is attributed to deposition 
in overbank subenvironment of the fluvial system. 
Key-words—Plant fossils, Early Permian, Barakar Formation, Gondwana (India). 
R.C. Tewan, Department of Geology, D.S. College, Aligarh 202 001, India. 
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T H E E a r l y P e r m i a n B a r a k a r F o r m a t i o n of s tudy should be i m p o r t a n t in unders tanding the 
peninsular Gondwana basins of India is palaeocurrent trends of fine clastic lithofacies in 
characterised by fining upward cycles of (i) very as much as the nature and development of the peat 
coarse to coarse and medium, occasionally pebbly swamps, 
sandstone; (ii) interbedded fine sandstone-shale, 
(iii) carbonaceous shale; and (iv) coal (Casshyap, ^^ ^ ^^ P^^^^"^ ^^^^X l°"g ^^ ^^  orientation of 
1970; Casshyap & Tewari, 1984; Tewari & pl^nt fossils preserved m Early Permian Barakar 
Casshyap, 1983; Tewari, 1997). Among these, the Formation of various coalfields of eastern and 
carbonaceous shale lithofacies contains abundant central India are discussed with twin objectives: 
^ plant fossils of Glossopteris, Gangamoptens and (i) to reconstruct depositional model of fine clastic 
Vertebraria. The long axis orientation studies of lithofacies of Barakar Formation, and its 
these fossils have not been undertaken so far. The paleoslope, and (ii) to provide criteria for 
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evaluating the nature of plants, drifted or in-situ, 
which account for the development of peat 
swamps in Early Permian Barakar Formation. 
GEOLOGICAL SETTING 
Following the classical synthesis (Pascoe, 
1968), the Gondwana geology of Koel-Damodar 
and Son-Mahanadi Basins of eastern and central 
India has been reviewed and summarised by 
several workers (Veevers & Tewari, 1995; Tewari 
& Casshyap, 1996). 
The Early Permian Barakar Formation is 
extensively developed throughout the eastern-
central Gondwana basins, varying in thickness 
from 600-800 m, which reduces to about 300 m 
in the western part of Son Valley area. The 
Barakar Formation rests conformably above the 
Talchir and or Karharbari, and is conformably 
overlain by the Barren Measures. Occasionally, 
the Barakar overlaps the Karharbari and Talchir 
to lie directly upon Archaean basement. The 
Barakar Formation which accounts for about 6 
to 43 per cent of coal, has been more studied 
sedimentologically than the underlying and 
overlying formations. Detailed surface and 
subsurface studies of Barakar Formation carried 
out locally in different coalfields and regionally 
across the Koel-Damodar and Son-Mahanadi 
basins suggest that, by and large, these sequences 
were deposited by northwesterly and northerly 
flowing stream systems (Casshyap, 1973, 1979a, 
1979b; Casshyap & Tewari, 1984, 1988; Tewari 
& Casshyap, 1982; Tewari & Veevers, 1993). 
PLANT FOSSIL ORIENTATION 
The analysis of preferred orientations in the 
long axis of plant fossils has not gained much 
importance in view of the availability of more 
reliable primary sedimentary structures (Potter & 
Pettijohn, 1977). The Gondwanan succession of 
peninsular India, referred to as plant-bearing 
(Pascoe, 1968), offers opportunity for such 
studies. These sediments have been thoroughly 
studied for paleodrainage and paleoslope based 
largely on cross dip azimuths of cross bedded 
channel sandstone (Casshyap etai, 1993; Tewari 
& Veevers, 1993), but the long axis orientation of 
plant fossils have not been analysed with this view 
point so far. 
The present analysis is based on 2584 long 
axis measurements of plant fossils which include 
Glossopteris, Gangamopteris and Vertebraria. The entire 
data is distributed in 98 outcrops representing 9 
coalfields of Koel-Damodar and Son-Mahanadi 
Basins of eastern and central India (Text-figure 1). 
The coalfield wise break-up of data is given in 
Table 1. The fossils included in this study are well 
preserved and vary in length from 6-12 cm; some 
are up to 20 cm. The measurements were taken 
from fairly well-exposed bedding plains of 
approximately 3 x 3 m size, mainly along the river 
cuttings and quarry faces. The data was corrected 
for tectonic tilt wherever regional dip exceeds 10° 
and grouped in 20° - class intervals to compute 
relevant statistical parameters at each outcrop, and 
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Text-figure 1—Location map of eastern and central India Gondwana 
basins showing various coalfields under study: 1 - Raniganj; 2 - Jharia; 
3 - Jainti; 4 - Saharjuri; 5 - East Bokaro; 6 - North Karanpura; 7 -
Singrauli; 8 - Korba; and 9 - Talchir. 
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conventional procedure (Potter & Pettijohn, 
1977). 
The grouped data of long axis orientation of 
plant fossils is unimodal at most of the outcrops 
suggesting preferred trend. In view of the fairly-
consistent results at outcrop levels in different 
coalfields, the data was pooled and analysed 
separately for each coalfield. The computed average 
trend is, likewise, unimodal in each coalfield (Text-
figure 2) and shows preferred northeast-southwest 
trends in Raniganj, Jharia, East Bokaro, North 
Karanpura, Talchir, Korba and Singrauli Coalfields 
and east-west in the Saharjuri and Jainti Coalfields 
(Table 1). 
Table 1—Average long axis orientation of plant fossils in Early 
Permian Barakar Formation of various coalHelds of eastern 
and central India 
Coalfield Number of Measurements Averse Variance 
Outcrops Orientation 




















































The Early Permian Barakar Formation of 
peninsular Gondwana basins of India has been 
largely considered to be of fluvial origin. Detailed 
studies of cross dip azimuths in very coarse to 
coarse and medium grained channel sandstone 
bodies show, by and large, northwesterly and 
northerly paleodrainage and paleoslope during 
Early Permian sedimentation (Casshyap, 1973, 
1979a, 1979b; Casshyap & Tewari, 1984, 1988; 
Casshyap etal, 1993; Tewari & Casshyap, 1982; 
Tewari & Veevers 1993). 
The unimodal distribution in long axis of 
Text-figure 2—Cummulative rore diagrams of long axis orientations of 
plant fossils from Early Permian Barakar Formation in various coalfields 
of eastern and central India. Coalfield nomenclature is listed in Text-
figure 1. 
plant fossils in different coalfields (Text-figure 2) 
evidently calls for preferred orientation of fossils 
in response to attending flow. However, the 
average trends so deduced exhibit northeast-
southwest and east-west to indicate oblique to near 
transverse relationship of fossil orientation with 
the average paleoslope obtained from cross dip 
azimuths in respective areas (Text-figure 3). 
Similar transverse relationship has been recorded 
between lee side orientation of asymmetrical 
ripple marks developed in thin sandstone beds of 
overbank facies and dominant current system, 
locally in the Barakar and Barren Measures 
Formations of Jharia Coalfield (Casshyap, 1979a). 
The preferred linear trends in plant fossils suggest, 
beyond doubt, the transportation of plant debris 
which was responsible for the development and 
formation of coal in due course of time. Further, 
there is not much reported presence of upright 
stems to support in-situ plant growth, except a 
few local occurrences (Niyogi, 1966). The obhque 
and (or) near transverse relationship between plant 
fossil orientation and cross dip azimuths may 
imply corresponding angular difference in the 
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Text-figure 3—Diagram showing relationship between average plant 
fossil orientation and cross dip azimuths in the Early Permian Barakar 
Formation of eastern and central India. The average cross dip azimuths 
are after Casshyap and Tewari (1984), except East Bokaro (Khan & 
Casshyap, 1982) and Jaintj and Saharjuri (Tewari & Casshyap, 1982). 
deposition of fine and coarse grade members of 
the Barakar Formation. These coarse grade (very 
coarse to coarse and medium sandstone) and fine 
grade (interbedded fine sandstone/siltstone-shale, 
and shale) have been attributed to lateral 
accretion/aggradation of traction load inside the 
main channel, and vertical accretion through 
suspension in adjoining levees and flood plains 
(Casshyap & Tewari, 1984). As a rule, the average 
vector mean of cross dip azimuths developed in 
channel lithofacies conclusively indicates the 
direction of prevailing paleoslope. It is therefore 
argued that while master paleochannels flowed 
dominantly towards northwest and north during 
Early Permian Barakar sedimentation, the 
associated fine elastics were deposited in the 
adjoining levees and flood plains by subsidiary 
currents. 
C O N C L U S I O N S 
The analysis of long axis orientation of plant 
fossils preserved in the fine clastic lithofacies of 
Early Permian Barakar Formation in various 
coalfields of eastern and central India reveals 
northeast-southwest and east-west trends. These 
preferred trends are comparable with ripple 
asymmetry recorded from overbank facies and show 
oblique or near transverse relationship with the 
paleoslope obtained from cross dip azimuths. The 
present study therefore concludes the following two 
points. 
1. The preferred orientation in the long axis of 
plant fossils in Early Permian Barakar Formation 
indicates drifted/transported nature of plant de-
bris as against the in-situ plant growth. 
2. The angular relationship of plant fossil orien-
tation with the regional paleoslope imply the 
deposition of fine clastic lithofacies in the 
overbank and flood plains subenvironments. 
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Framework Mineralogy and 
Provenance of Early Permian 
Gondwana Rocks of Giridih and 
Adjoining Basins, Eastern India 
R.C.TEWARr 
ABSTRACT 
The Early Permian Gondwana (Talchir, Karharbari and Barakar) sandstones of Giridih and 
adjoining basins of eastern India are immature to submature, lithic subarkosic and arkosic 
wackes and arenites. The wackes are abundant in Talchir, rare in overlying Karharbari and 
absent in the succeeding Barakar, whereas arenites occur In the Karharbari and Barakar 
The textural and mineralogical characters of framework grains of quartz, feldspars, mica and 
rock fragments indicate their source largely from acid igneous rocks and low to medium 
grade metamorphic rocks and subordinate contribution from metasedimentary and basic 
rocks. Paleocurrent study locates the provenance conclusively towards south and southeast 
of the study area. The study confirms that the Early Permian Gondwana rocks of Giridih and 
adjoining basins of eastern India were derived mainly from granites, gneisses and schists of 
Chotanagpur paieohighlands to the south and southeast of the given basins. 
INTRODUCTION 
The Gondwana rocks of Permian age of 
Peninsular India have been widely studied for 
stratigraphy, sedimentation and paleogeography 
(Casshyap, 1979; Casshyap and Tewari, 1984, 
1988; Casshyap et a!., 1993; Mitra, 1993; Raja 
Rao, 1982, 1983, 1987; Tewari and Casshyap, 
1982,1983; Tewari and Veevers, 1993; Veevers 
and Tewari, 1995). However, limited data are 
available on the textural and mineralogical 
characters of these rocks (Dutta and Shuttner, 
1986; Shuttner and Dutta, 1986). Such studies 
when integrated with paleocurrents help in 
interpreting the provenance and sediment 
maturity. 
The present study analyses textural and 
mineralogical characters of Early Permian 
Gondwana sandstones of Giridih, Bihar, India, 
and adjoining basins of eastern India with a view 
to identify petrographic types and their bearing 
on the provenance and paleogeography. 
GEOLOGICAL SETTING AND 
SEDIMENTARY CHARACTERS 
The Giridih, Saharjuri, Jainty and Dhakoi basins 
under study are aligned east-west, to the north 
of Koei-Damodar Gondwana Basin of eastern 
'Department of Geology, D.S. College, Aligarh - 202001. 
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India (Fig. 1). Geological account of these basins 
and sedimentary characters of Talchir, 
Karharbari and Barakar formations (Tewari, 
1989,1990,1993; Tewari and Casshyap, 1982, 
1983) are summarised in Table 1 .The lowermost 
Talchir sequence has been interpreted as glacial 
outwash deposit, whereas overlying Karharbari 
and Barakar coal measures, respectively 
represent braided to moderately sinuous 
meandering deposits. The analysis and 
interpretation of cross dip azimuths reveals 
northwesterly and northerly dispersal direction 
during Gondwana sedimentation in this area 
(Tewari and Casshyap, 1982). 
PETROGRAPHIC TYPES 
The study is based on 56 samples representing 
Talchir (14), Karharbari (25) and Barakar (17) 
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Fig.1. Location of Giridih and adjoining Gondwana 
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Fig.2. Pelrographic types of Gondwana sandstones based on Dott (1964): 
A - Talchir; B - Karharbari; C - Barakar: (Q - quartz ; F - feldspar; L - rock fragment and mica) 
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Table 1. Lithostratigraphy and Sedimentary Characters of Gondwana Rocks of Giridih and 
Adjoining Basins, Bihar, Eastern India 
Formation Sedimentary Characters Environment 
Barakar 
(225 - 500 m) 
Coarse to medium grained, 
cross bedded,channel and 
tabular shape sandstone; 
interbedded fine sandstone 
and shale; shale and coal. 
Fining upward symmetrical 
cycles of sandstone - shale 
- coal - shale. 
Moderately sinuous 
meandering streams 






Pebbly to gritty, coarse to 
medium grained, cross bedded 
channel and multistorey 
sandstone; thin and lenticu-
lar shale and coal. Fining 
upward asymmetrical cycles 
of pebbly sandstone/sandstone 
- shale - coal. 
Braided streams 
(Tewari and Casshyap, 
1982, 1983; Casshyap 




Clast and matrix supported 
massive and cross bedded 
conglomerate; coarse to 
medium cross bedded sandstone; 
laminated siltstone and shale; 
small patches of tillite. 
Glacial outwash 
(Casshyap and Tewari, 
1982; Tewari, 1993). 
formations. Modal analysis was carried out for 
framework constituents and the groundmass 
(matrix/cement). The binomial sandstone 
classification of Dott (1964) is followed to classify 
Gondwana sandstones (Fig.2).The petrographic 
types are named following Pettijohn et al. (1973). 
Description of various petrographic types is as 
follows: 
Lithic Subarkosic and Arkosic Wacke 
These petrographic types occur commonly in the 
sandy matrix of tillite and conglomerate and 
sandstone fades of Talchir, as well as locally in 
the overlying Karharbari. The sandstones are 
coarse to medium grained (0.52 - 0.12 mm) and 
moderately to poorly sorted (1.2 (|) - 0.66 (j)). 
Framework constituents : Quartz is the most 
abundant constituent (25-46%). Among these 
the monocrystalline quartz grains form the bulk 
of assemblage. They are elongated, vary from 
0.84 to 0.17 mm and commonly angular to 
subrounded, although rounded grains may occur 
in coarse and medium size (Fig. 3a, b). Grain 
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Fig.3. (a). Lithic subarkosic wacke showing poor sorting and disrupted framework with angular quartz embedded 
in finely crystalline groundmass. Talchir tilllte ( X 30 ). 
(b). Lithic subarkosic wacke with angular to subrounded and rounded quartz. Karharibari sandstone (X 30). 
(c) l^ ithic subarkosic wacke showing mono-and poiycrystalline quartz. Talchir conglomerate (X 30) 
(d). LitfTic subarkosic wacke showing straight subgrain boundary in elongate polycrvstalline quartz 
Karharbari sandstone {X 30). ^ r- j , M -
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Fig.4 (a) Lithic subarkosic wacke showing subrounded quartz and subangular to subrounded fresh feldspar. 
Taichir sandstone (X 30). 
(b) Lithic subarkosic wacke showing splaying of mica along the margins and cleavage plains. 
Karharban sandstone (X 75). 
(c) Lithic arkosic wacke showing large siltstone particle. Pebbly sandstone, Karharban (X 30). 
(d) Enlarged view of finely crystalline pnmary matnx. Karharbari sandstone ( X 75 ). 
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Fig.5. (a) Blow-up of secondary matrix in Kartiartari sandstone (X 75). 
(b) Lifhic subarkosic arenite showing overgrowth on quartz and cryptocrystaldne silica as cement. 
Karharban sandstone (X 30). 
(c) Lithic arkosic arenite showing angular to subangular quartz, subangular microcline and abundant 
iron oxide cement. Barakar sandstone (X 30). 
(d) Lithic arkosic arenite showing alteration of microcline along cleavages. Kartiarban sandstone (X 30). 
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contacts are straight, tangential to slightly convex 
(Fig. 3c). Polycrystalline quartz (connposite 
quartz of Pettijohn, 1975) are angular to 
subrounded. Two varieties of polycrystalline 
quartz are distinguished (Blatt et al., 1972); 
equidimensional subgrains showing straight 
contacts, and the elongated grains with irregular 
subgrain contacts (Fig. 3d). 
Feldspars (12 - 14%) include microcline, 
orthociase and plagioclage in varying amount. 
They are 0.94-0.21 mm in size and their 
roundness is seldom betterthan quartz (Fig. 4a). 
In general, feldspars are fresh, though few 
microcline exhibits partial decomposition. 
Mica: Biotite and muscovite are present in small 
amount (upto 3%). They occur in well defined 
plates, fine flakes and shreds varying from 0.48 
to 0.16 mm. The muscovite flakes commonly 
tend to splayout along cleavage planes and 
bended (Fig. 4b). 
Rock fragments include granite, quartzite, 
siltstone, phylliteand biotite-quartz-schist.They 
share 15-36% in Talchir and exhibit decline upto 
10-15% in the overlying Karharbari and Barakar 
formations. They are larger in size (2.46-0.35 
mm) than other detrital minerals; angular to 
subrounded, though some siltstone particles of 
0.55 mm are well rounded (Fig. 4c). 
Groundmass is made up of matrix and mineral 
cement. In Talchir, the matrix is abundant and 
varies from 10-57%. it is mainly composed of 
green chlorite. Among cement, caicite occurs in 
small amount (2-9%) as pore fill in larger 
interspaces. In the overlying Karharbari and 
Barakar sandstones, the matrix and mineral 
cement share, respectively 5-20% and 0.6-15%. 
The matrix is grey to light brown and classified 
as primary and secondary (Dickinson, 1970). 
The primary matrix is grey to pale brown showing 
normal contact with detrital grains (Fig. 4d).The 
secondary matrix is somewhat coarser showing 
irregular to corroded relationship with detrital 
minerals (Fig. 5a). The matrix in these 
sandstones may have formed by recrystailisation 
deformation of soft rock particles and mica, and 
diagenesis of feldspars. The cements include 
silica (0.5-7%), carbonate (8%) and iron oxides 
(1%). 
Subarkosic and Arkosic Wacke 
These petrographic types are less conspicuous 
and occur mainly in tillite, conglomerate and 
sandstone of Talchir and locally in the overlying 
Karharbari sandstone. They are coarse to 
medium grained (3.01 - 0.91 ^ ) and moderately 
to poorly sorted (1.20 - 0.66 <()). 
Framework constituents : Among quartz, the 
monocrystaiiine quartz is more (29-45%) than 
polycrystalline (5-10%).Their roundness varies 
from angular to subangular in fine grain size 
(0.35-0.14 mm) to subrounded and rounded in 
coarse size (0.85 mm). Feldspar varies from 6-
19% comprising microcline and orthociase. They 
are relatively fresh in Talchir and partially altered 
in the Karharbari.The larger feldspar grains (1.13 
mm) are rounded, whereas smaller (0.5-0.17 
mm) are subangular to subrounded. Mica 
include biotite and muscovite constituting upto 
2%. They occur in laths, flakes and shreds and 
are locally torn apart along cleavages. Rock 
fragments occur in lesser amount varying from 
5-10% in Talchir and about 10% in the 
Karharbari. They are granite, quartzite and 
quartz-biotite-schist. 
Groundmass : Besides framework grains, these 
sandstones are characterized by more matrix 
(21-29%) than cement (1-15%). In Talchir, 
chlorite is abundant as pore fill as also tangential 
coatings on mineral grains. Secondary matrix 
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share bulk of matrix in Karliarbari, wiiereas 
primary matrix is common in tiieTalchir. Calcium 
carbonate occurs as chief mineral cement. 
Sublith Wacke: It occurs locally in the tiiiite and 
conglomerate facies of Talchir and overlying 
Karharbari sandstone. It refers to those 
sandstones in which feldspar content is less than 
lithic rock fragments. The petrographic 
characters of these sandstones are similar to 
other wackes described earlier. 
Lithic Subarl<osic and Arkosic Arenite 
These arenites are commonly associated with 
pebbly sandstone and coarse to medium 
sandstone of Karharbari and Barakar formations. 
Mean particle size varies from 0.71 -0.39 mm and 
sorting coefficient from 0.43 (j) to 0.92 ^. 
Framework constituents : 
Quartz : Monocrystalline quartz is more 
common (29-48%) than polycrystalline (8-20%). 
In general, the former is smaller in size than the 
latter. They are subangular to subrounded, but 
some larger grains are rounded showing 
irregular fractures filled up by the surrounding 
matrix. Not uncommonly, well rounded grains of 
0.42 mm exhibit abraded overgrowth (Fig. 5 b). 
The polycrystalline quartz shows a decline from 
Karharbari (upto 20%) to Barakar (7-15%), and 
characrterised by similar textural characters 
described earlier. 
Feldspar varies from 10-20%, comprising 
orthoclase and microcline. They vary in size from 
3.35 to 0.17 mm showing a decline in size from 
lower part of Karharbari upto Barakar. The 
feldspars are subangular to subrounded (Fig. 
5c), but few grains are well rounded. Both fresh 
and altered varieties are present; the latter 
showing decomposition along cleavage planes 
(Fig. 5d). 
Mica : It constitutes about 3%, in which 
muscovite and biotite are present varying in size 
from 0.59-0.13 mm. They are fresh in general 
though alteration of muscovite into sericite and 
biotite into chlorite is noteworthy. 
Rock fragments constitute upto 15% and 
include subangular granite, quartz-biotite-schist, 
quartzite and siltstone. They are larger (1.59 
mm) than other detrital minerals. By and large, 
quartz-biotite-schist, quartzite and siltstone 
particles are common in Karharbari whereas 
granite and quartzite are abundant in the 
Barakar. 
Groundmass : It is made up of cement (10%) 
and matrix (1-10%). The cement includes 
cryptocrystalline silica, kaolinite, calcium 
carbonate and iron oxide. Silica cement occurs 
in interspaces (0.5-6%) as well as overgrowth 
(Fig. 6a). Kaolinite is whitish grey to cream and 
occurs as pore fill (Fig. 6 b). Calcium carbonate 
occurs in small amount as pore fill as well as 
replacing detrital grains in places. Iron oxide (0.5-
3%) appears as dark cherry red paste, and 
locally covers entire interspaces (Fig. 6 c). 
Subarkosic and Arkosic Arenite : 
These petrographic types occur commonly in 
Barakar, and locally in the lower part of 
Karharbari Formation. Their textural characters 
are similar with other arenites described earlier. 
Framework constituents : 
Monocrystalline variety of quartz is more 
common (29-50%) than polycrystalline (6-20%). 
They are 1.03-0.14 mm, and subangular to 
subrounded as well as well rounded in some 
places. Feldspars share 10-30%. They are 
subangular to subrounded. Among these, 
microcline is more common than orthoclase and 
both show similar textural characters described 
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Fig.6. (a) Lithic arkosic arenite with abundant quartz and kaolinite. Barakar sandstone (X 30). 
(b) Littiic subarkosic arenite showing chalcedony silica cement (radial). Barakar sandstone (X 30). 
(c) Lithic subarkosic arenite with angular to subangular quartz embedded in iron oxide cement. 
Barakar sandstone (X 30). 
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Fig.7. Provence and paleogeographic reconstruction of Early Permian Gondwana rocks of Giridih and 
adjoining basins of eastern India. 
earlier. Mica includes muscovite and biotite 
exhiibiting similar petrographic characters 
observed in other types. Rock fragments include 
granite, quartz-biotite-schist and quartzite in 
variable amount. 
Groundmass : Unlike above types, the matrix 
decreases (uplo 5%) at the expense of mineral 
cement (3-16%). Secondary matrix is more than 
primary matrix. Mineral cement includes silica 
(upto 6%), calcium carbonate (1-7%, and locally 
upto 15%) and iron oxide (1-10%). 
Cryptocrystaiiine silica occurs in interspaces as 
well as occasional overgrowth. Calcium 
carbonate appears as dense meshwork in larger 
interspaces and also replaces detrital grains. 
Iron oxide occurs as cherry red paste in 
interspaces. 
Sublith Arenite : it occurs locally in the 
Karharbari and Barakar formations. Besides an 
increase in lithic particles over feldspars, it shows 
similar characters to those of other arenites. 
PROVENANCE RECONSTRUCTION 
The Gondwana sandstones under study are 
texturally and mineralogically immature to 
submature. In the framework detritals, 
equidimensional, subangular to subrounded 
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Table 2. Relative Abundance of LIthoclasts in Early Permian Gondwana Rocks of Girldih 
and Adjoining Basins (Tewari, 1990) 
Formation 









































Table 3. Average Heavy Mineral Composition (in % ) of Early Permian Gondwana Rocks of 
Giridih and Adjoining Basins, Eastern India (Tewari, 1989) 






































monocrystalline quartz showing mineral 
inclusions occurs in abundance. Fresh and 
partially decomposed, angular to subangular 
and subrounded microcline and orthoclase 
constitute the feldspar. These detrital 
constituents alongwith 10* quartz - feldspar ratio 
(1.01 -1 -.67) suggest their derivation from coarse 
to medium grained granites. The elongate and 
polycrystalline quartz, and small amount of 
muscovite and biotite should have their origin in 
quartz rich gneisses and schists (Folk, 1968; 
Pettijohn etal., 1972; Bhatt, 1982).The rounded 
to well rounded quartz showing overgrowth in 
the Karharbari and Barakar formations 
represents reworking of Talchir sand 
corroborating heavy mineral studies (Tewari, 
1989). Although less common, contribution from 
basic rocks is indicated by a few grains of 
bypiramidal quartz (Folk, 1968). 
Thus, the above mineralogical characters and 
also embedded lithoclasts (Tewari, 1990) in 
given Gondwana sediments (Table 2) suggest 
provenance comprising acid igneous rocks 
(granite), metamorphic rocks(gneisses and 
schists), and basic rocks. All these rocks types 
are evidently present as rock fragments. The 
heavy mineral suites of these sediments (Table 
3) including garnet, muscovite, zircon, 
tourmaline, epidote, rutile, actinolite and 
staurolite, etc., corroborate above conclusions 
regarding provenance composition 
(Tewari,1989). 
Paleocurrent studies of Early Permian 
Gondwana rocks of Giridih and adjoining basins 
revealed northerly and northwesterly sediment 
transport (Tewari and Casshyap, 1978,1982), 
which is in general agreement with the 
northwesterly paleoslope during Permian-
Triassic Gondwana sedimentation of Peninsular 
India (Casshyap, 1973,1979; Kent, 1991; Tewari 
and Veeyers, 1993; Veevers and Tewari, 1995). 
Consequently, the paleohighlands which 
provided the bulk of sediments in these basins 
were situated towards south and southeast of 
the study area as shown in Fig. 7. The study 
confirms that the Chotanagpur paleohighlands 
to the south and southeast of the Giridih and 
adjoining basins have been the source for the 
Early Permian Gondwana sediments. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The Early Permian Gondwana sandstones of 
Giridih and adjoining basins of eastern India are 
immature to submature, lithic sub-arkosic to 
arkosic-wackes as well as arenites. Petrographic 
characters of framework constituents suggest 
the provenance comprising acid igneous rocks, 
metamorphic rocks and basic rocks. The bulk 
of these rock types constitute the Late Archean/ 
Precambrian terrain ail around the study area. 
The paleoflow study, however, locates the 
provenance towards south and southeast. It is 
suggested that the Early Permian Gondwana 
rocks of given area were largely derived from 
the Chotanagpur paleohighlands situated to the 
south and southeast of study area. Further, the 
source highland topography became mature and 
the basin profile gentler as sedimentation 
progressed from Talchir upto Barakar. Thus, a 
progressive amelioration of climate at the close 
of glacial episode influenced the sedimentation 
more than other factors. 
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Abstract 
The sedimentary-tectonic status of Permian-Triassic boundary is examined in Gondwana stratigraphy of Peninsulai 
India based on hthofacies characters, palaeoslope and depositional models The Late Permians represent meandering 
streams which flowed from southeast to northwest, except in Damodar basin where palaeoslope was from east to west In 
Satpura and Pranhita-Godavan basins, the Early Tnassics record braided stream facies models The palaeoslope remains 
northwesterly during Early Triassic sedimentation 
Integrated evidence suggests that the Permian-Tnassic boundary in Peninsular Gondwana stratigraphy of India is 
marked by tectowic d\scordaY\ce av\d uplifts m the ptovenarvce 
Key words : Lithofacies, palaeoslope, Gondwana, Permian, Triassic 
Introduction 
The Gondwana stratigraphy of Peninsular India has 
attracted greater attention of geoscientists than other time 
separated sedimentary packages. Tlie past half century or 
so witnessed rapid growth of geoscientific data on 
Gondwana succession of Peninsular India (Robinson, 1967; 
Pascoe, 1968; Casshyap, 1979; Veevers and Tewari, 1995). 
The Permian-Triassic boundary is marked by definite 
variations in palaeoclimate as evident from red beds 
succeeding coal measures in various parts of 
Gondwanaland. However, little attention has been paid so 
far to analyse the tectono-sedimentary status of Permian-
Triassic boundary in Gondwana succession of Peninsular 
India. 
The present study documents tectonic events close to 
Permian- Triassic boundary in Gondwana stratigraphy of 
Peninsular India based on sedimentary characters and 
depositional models. 
Stratigraphy, Structure and Tectonic Setting 
The Gondwana stratigraphy of Peninsular India is 
considered from Late Carboniferous to Early Cretaceous 
^ (Robinson, 1967, Pascoe, 1968; Veevers and Tewari, 1995). 
These sediments are largely distributed in linear belts in 
eastern, central, south-central India and a few isolated 
occurrences along the east coast (Fig. 1). The most 
Gondwana basins of Peninsular India represent half grabens 
bounded by high angle (~ 60") normal faults. The Gondwana 
rocks lie unconformably upon Late Archean or Middle to 
Late Proterozoic basement. It is believed that reactivation 
of ancient lineaments initiated Gondwana sedimentation 
(Tewari and Casshyap, 1996) in the northwesterly slopping 
palaeovalleys which represent middle of a 7500 Km sector 
of radial valleys and lobes in Central-eastern Gondwanaland 
(Tewari and Veevers, 1993). In general, the Gondwana 
sediments are made up of elastics of glacial and glacigene 
rocks at the base followed by coal measures and finally the 
red beds at the top. Among others, the Permians are 
extensively exposed in most basins. The overlying Triassics 
are conspicous by restricted distribution. They occupy either 
the central parts in individual coalfields of Damodar and 
Pranhita-Godavari basins or lie in the peripheral parts of 
Son-Mahanadi and Satpura basins. The existing Gondwana 
basins are believed to represent remnants of originally 
extensive and thicker Gondwana Master basins (Casshyap 
et a l , 1993; Tewari and Casshypa, 1996, Veevers et al., 
1996). 
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Fig. 1. The outline map of Peninsular India showing Gondwana basins and palaeohighlands. Arrows indicate Permian-Triassic palaeoslope (Tewari 
and Veevers, 1993). 
Lithofacies Characters, Palaeoslope and 
Depositional Models 
Figure 2 illustrates lithofacies types, dominent 
palaeoslope and depositional models of Koel-Damodar, Son-
Mahanadi, Pranhita-Godavari and Satpura Gondwana 
basins. In Koel-Damodar basin, the Permian- Triassic 
boundary is placed between Raniganj and Panchet 
formations (Raja Rao, 1987; Tewari and Vijaya, 1992; Veevers 
and Tewari, 1995). The Raruganj Formation is composed of 
fining upward cycles and interpreted as meandering stream 
deposits over a westerly directed palaeoslope (Casshyap 
and Kumar, 1987). The overlying Panchet sediments are 
marked by the appearance of pebble conglomerate and 
pebbly sandstone lenses as well as shift in palaeoflow of 
meandering streams towards northwest (Fig. 2). In Rajmahal 
basin, the absence of Middle and Late Permian sediments 
suggests tectonic uplifts in this area. 
In Son-Mahanadi basin, the absence of Triassics in Central 
part has been attributed to post depositional uplifts and 
erosion (Casshyap and Tewari, 1984). The Permian-Triassic 
boundary is believed to be within upper part of Pali / 
Raniganj Formation. These Late Permian and Early Triassic 
successions have been interpreted as deposits of meandering 
streams which flowed from southeast to northwest (Tewari, 
1995). 
The Pranhita-Godavari basin encloses thicker and 
complete Gondwana succession from Late Carboniferous 
to Early Cretaceous. The Permian-Triassic boundary of this 
area passes through the upper part of Kamthi (Tewari and 
Vijaya, 1992) or lies between the middle and upper Kamthi 
(Tewari and Chandra Das, 1996). The Permian-Triassic rocks 
of this area suggest northwesterly palaeoslope areally and 
temporally. Various sedimentary evidences indicate 
meandering and braided stream depositional models, 
respectively for Late Permian and Early Triassic Gondwana 
sequences of Pranhita-Godavari basin (Fig.2). 
In Satpura basin, the Late Permian Bijori sequence has 
been attributed to northwesterly flowing meandering 
streams (Tewari, 1995). The overlying Pachmarhi Formation 
of Early Triassic lies conformably/ disconformably over the 
Late Permian Bijori (Crookshank, 1936; Raja Rao, 1987) and 
also exhibits unconformable relationships (Casshyap et al., 
1993 b). The sudden increase in coarse elastics including 
pebble beds in Early Triassic Pachmarhi sequence has 
tectono-sedimentary sigruficance. It has been interpreted as 
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Fig. 2. Lithofacies, dominant palaeoslope, sand-shale / coal ratios and depositional models of Late Permian and Early Triassic Gondwana succession 
of Koel-Damodar, Son-Mahanadi, Pranhita- Godavari and Satpura basins. 
braided stream deposits (Tewari, 1995). The palaeoslope 
remairied northwesterly throughout Late Permian-Early 
Triassic sedimentation of Satpura basin (Fig.2). 
Tectonic-Sedimentary Status of Permian-
Triassic Boundary 
Figure 3 summarises tectono-sedimentary events close 
to Permian- Triassic boundary in the Gondwana succession 
of Peninsular India. In the Koel-Damodar, and Son-
Mahanadi basins of eastern-central India, the Late Permian 
and Early Triassic sequences, by and large, exhibit close 
similarity in lithofacies and depositional models. The 
westerly directed palaeoslope during Late Permian in Koel-
Damodar signifies tectonic uplifts to the north and east of 
this area (Veevers and Tewari, 1995). The relatively thinner 
occurrence of Early Permian Barakar and absence of Middle 
and Late Permian in Giridih and adjoining areas to the north 
of Koel-Damodar basin, and similar thin sequences of 
Rajmahal basin in the east are testimony to above contention. 
The palaeoslope shifted again towards northwest and north 
at the onset of Early Triassic Panchet Formation implying 
tectonic uplifts in the provenance forming highlands of 
Chotanagpur close to Permian-Triassic boundary. Indeed, 
there are evidences of epirogenic uplifts in Chotanagpur 
plateau in the post Late Jurassic (Mahadevan, 1994). In the 
Pranhita-Godavari basin, on the western margin of 
Kothagudem sub-basin, the Yellandu outlier was separated 
from main basin during post Permian tectonism (Tewari, 
1998). The change in fluvial style from meandering (Late 
Permian) to braided (Early Triassic) calls for corresponding 
tectonic uplifts in the provenance of Pranhita-Godavari area 
to the southeast. The Satpura Gondwana basin also 
witnessed similar tectonic event close to Permian-Triassic 
boundary (Fig.3). The rejuvenation of stream channel 
pattern from meandering to braided,may, inturn suggest 
increase in palaeoslope and together with unconformable 
relationship between Bijori and Pachmarhi Formations in 
this area imply uplifts in source highlands close to Permian-
Triassic boundary. The northwesterly palaeoslope remains 
the same during Late Permian Bijori and Early Triassic 
Pachmarhi sedimentation in this area. 
Thus, the aforesaid discussion indicates tectonic 
discordance accompanying uplifts of the provenance at the 
Permian-Triassic boundary in Gondwana succession of 
Peninsular India. It is not a local event and is represented in 
other parts of East Gondwana sector and also in African rift 
basins (Veevers et al., 1994; Visser and Praekelt, 1996). This 
tectonic event of Peninsular Gondwana stratigraphy 
represents precursor of Middle Triassic non-deposition and 
deformation (Tewari and Casshyap, 1996). 
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Fig. 3. Summary of tectono-sedimentary events at the Permian Triassic boundary in Gondwana succession of Peninsular India. 
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Lithofacies and sedimentation of Mid-Permian Lower Gondwana 
red beds of eastern Peninsular India 
S. M. CASSHYAPi & R. C. TEWARP 
ABSTRACT. Sandwiched between the Early Permian Barakar and the Late PermiEin Raniganj 
coal measures, the Middle Permian Barren Measure Formation is 350 to 775 m thick in Damodar 
Valley Gondwana Basin of eastern Peninsular India. It is composed of reddish brown coarse to 
medium grained, channel-shaped to sheet-like multistorey sandstone, interbedded fine-grained 
sandstone - siltstone and shale, and ferruginous shale and siltstone. The sandstones are planar 
and trough cross-bedded (St - Sp), and occasionally massive to horizontal stratified (Sm - Sh). 
The fine-grained sandstones are ripple cross laminated (Sr) whereas shales are laminated (Fl). 
The aforesaid lithofacies occur in repetitive fining upward sequences through most parts. 
Paleocurrent studies based on 475 trough cross beds reveal north-north-westerly sediment 
dispersal areally and temporally in widely separated Gondwana coalfields. Evidence from 
Uthofacies characters, their relative abundance and geometry, fining upward cycles of small (5 m) 
and intermediate (10 m) scales, and paleocurrent attributes suggest a meandering stream 
depositional model for the Barren Measure Formation of Damodar Valley coalfields. The 
dominant sediment dispersal from southeast to northwest is in conformity with the preceding 
paleoslope during Early Permian Barakar sedimentation and implies south-easterly provenance 
of Chotanagpur paleohighlands. The similarity of depositional models and paleoslope of Barren 
Measure Formation in widely separated coalfields suggests a unified and extensive Damodar 
Valley Gondwana Basin during Permian times. 
Keywords: Half-grabens, post-glacial fluvial fades, north-ivesterly paleoslope; warm humid climate. 
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1. Introduction 
The Early and Late Permian coal measures of 
eastern and central India Gondwana basins, 
referred to as the Karharbari-Barakar and Raniganj 
Formations have been investigated for lithofacies 
character depositional models, paleoslope and 
paleogeography (CASSHYAP & TEWARI, 1984, 
1988; CASSHYAP & KUMAR, 1987). Sandwiched 
between these coal measures is ferruginous and 
non-coal-bearing Middle Permian red bed assem-
blage called the Barren Measure Formation, which 
has not been adequately investigated except for 
local studies (CASSHYAP, 1979a; SENGUPA & 
MANDAL, 1987). This litho unit is more widely 
developed in the type area of Damodar Valley 
Gondwana Basin of eastern India, than in other 
parts of central India in Satpura Basin (Motur 
Formation) and in south-central India of Godavari 
Basin (Barren Measure/Lower Kamthi Formation). 
The equivalent red bed assemblage has been 
recognised from other parts of Gondwanaland 
including the Karoo Basin of southern and eastern 
Africa (VISSER & PRAEKELT, 1996; WOPFNER, 
1989; KREUSER et al, 1990), Antarctica (ELLIOT, 
1975), and Australia (VEEVERS, 1984). It is there-
fore considered meaiungful to investigate this 
distinctive litho urut of the Permian coal measures 
in Peninsular India. 
The present paper focuses on the lithofacies 
character and sediment dispersal pattern of the 
Barren Measure Formation in various coalfields of 
Damodar Valley Basin of eastern India with a view 
to interpret depositional facies models and 
reconstruct the paleogeography and paleoclimate. 
2. Geological setting 
The Damodar Valley Gondwana Basin com-
prises a series of coalfields aligned in east-west 
direction (Fig. 1). The present study is undertaken 
in four major coalfields including Raniganj, Jharia, 
East Bokaro and North Karanpura where the 
Barren Measures are extensively developed. The 
Gondwana stratigraphy of Damodar Valley 
encloses a 3000m-thick sequence of elastics of 
glacial, fluvial and lacustrine origin, ranging from 
Permo-Carboiuferous to Late Triassic (Tab. 1). The 
basal litho unit called the Talchir Formation, which 
lies unconformably upon "unclassified" Precam-
brian, is characterised by glacial and glacigene 
rocks composed of repetitive sequences of massive 
and stratified tillite, conglomerate, coarse to 
medium sandstone and laminated shale including 
varves, rythmites and dropstones (RAJA RAO, 
1987). The overlying Karharbari (70-200 m)-
Barakar (500-800 m) Formations of Early Permian 
represent fining upward cyclothems of small (5 m) 
to intermediate (5-15 m) thickness comprising 
lower conglomerate, pebbly sandstone and coarse 
to medium cross bedded sandstone member, and 
upper fine grained small scale cross-bedded sand-
stone, thinly bedded shale-siltstone, carbonaceous 
shale and coal members (CASSHYAP, 1970,1979b; 
CASSHYAP & KHAN, 1982; CASSHYAP & 
TEWARI, 1984; TEWARI, 1997). 
The succeeding Barren Measure Formation 
(Middle Permian), about 350-775 m thick, is non 
coal-bearing, composed of repetitive assemblage of 
channel to sheet-like sandstone, interbedded fine 
grained sandstone-sUtstone and shale, ferruginous 
and carbonaceous shale. The Late Permian 
Raiuganj (430-1030 m) Formation is conspicuous 
by the return of coal beds in fining upward fluvial 
cycles similar to Early Permian Karharbari and 
Barakar coal measures, but with greater amount of 
fine elastics in upper member (CASSHYAP & 
KUMAR, 1987). The Permian-Triassic boundary 
witnesses mild tectonic uplifts (riftogenesis) in the 
source highlands as evident by the shift in 
paleoslope from west (Late Permian) to northwest 
(Early Triassic) and presence of conglomerate 
lenses and purple beds in the basal part (TEWARI 
& CASSHYAP, 1996; TEWARI, 1999). 
The Early Triassic Panchet Formation (225-
600 m) represents subequal amounts of chaimel to 
sheet-like, coarse to medium grained cross-bedded 
sandstone, and fine grained sandstone - shale, and 
shale with occasional presence of pebble beds in 
basal part. Following Middle Triassic non-depo-
sition and deformation, represented by an angular 
unconformity (VEEVERS & TEWARI, 1995; 
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TEWARl & CASSHYAP, 1996), the Late Triassic 
supra-Panchet witnesses an increase in very coarse 
to coarse grained, channel to multistorey 
sandstone at the expense of fine elastics. 
The individual coalfields of Damodar Valley 
basin represent half-grabens bounded by high 
angle (60°) normal faults along the southern 
margins. The Gondwana strata also v^itnessed 
folding into plunging anticlines and synclines 
during Middle Triassic deformation. The regional 
strike of Gondwana rocks is east-west. The dips 
are low (10°) directed towards north through most 
part; the steep dips up to 35° are also recorded in 
other directions close to faulted margins. It is 
believed that the existing isolated coalfields of 
Damodar valley basins represent dismembered 
and fragmented remnants of a much wider and 
continuous masterbasin {CASSHYAP, 1979b; 
CASSHYAP & TEWARl, 1984, 1988; CASSHYAP 
etal, 1993; TEWARl & VEEVERS, 1993; VEEVERS 
& TEWARl, 1995). 
3. Lithofacies types 
The Barren Measure Formation of Damodar 
Valley basins is dominantly non-marine, and 
consists of repetitive succession of brownish white 
sandstone, interbedded assemblage of fine grained 
sandstone, siltstone-shale and reddish brown 
shale, and brown shale and mudstone lithotypes 
(Fig. 2). Elsewhere in Son-Mahanadi Gondwana 
basin in the south-eastern Madhya Pradesh and 
Orrisa, phosphorite (DATTA, 1986) and 
Leiosphaerids (VENKATACHALA & TIWARI, 
1988) have been reported locally from the Barren 
Measure Formation. 
1. NORTH KARANPURA 2. 80KAR0 
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Fig. 1. Diagram showing location and geological setting of Raniganj, Jharia, Bokaro and Karanpura coalfields of 
Damoder Valley Gondwana Basin, eastern India. 
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Tab, 1. Gondwana lithostratigraphy of Damodar Valley Basin, Eastern India (after SASTRI et ah, 1977; RAJA RAO, 
1987; CASSHYAP & KUMAR, 1987) 
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Fig. 2. Generalised lithofacies columns showing average paleocurrents (through time) of Barren Measure Formation 
in Raniganj, Jharia, East Bokaro and North Karanpura coalfields. 
By and large, the sandstone constitutes about 
55% of the total lithofacies by volume. It is coarse 
to medium grained, occasionally gritty to pebbly 
in basal part, and occurs as channel to sheet-like 
bodies. Individual sandstone bodies are 2.5 to 5 m 
thick, though multistorey occurrences are up to 
20 m thick, particularly in the lower sequences. 
The sandstones are grey to off white and 
ferruginous in places. The fine clastic lithotype 
comprising interbedded fine grained sandstone/ 
siltstone - shale and ferruginous shale, mudstone 
bodies together share about 45% by volume. They 
occur as lenticular sheet - like bodies of 2-10 m 
thick and extend laterally for 25 m or so along the 
strike. However, when associated with multi-
storey sandstone bodies, the shale beds are thin 
(<3 m) and exhibit lens- like geometry; they are 
grey, red and micaceous. 
Precisely four lithofacies characterise the Barren 
Measure Formation which are coded using facies 





Coarse to medium grained, 
trough and planar cross-
bedded sandstone 
Coarse to medium grained, 
massive to horizontal 
bedded sandstone 
Interbedded ripple cross 
laminated fine grained 




(Sm - Sh) 
(Sr-FI) 
(Fl) 
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These lithofacies occur in varying proportions, 
both areally and temporally. Sedimentary charac-
ters of these lithofacies are as follows : 
3.1. Facies 1: Coarse to medium grained, 
trough and planar cross-bedded 
sandstone (St - Sp) 
About 70% of coarse to medium sandstone 
facies exhibits cosets of large scale trough and 
planar cross bedding; the trough exceeding the 
planar beds at almost every outcrop section. The 
trough cross-beds commonly occur in the basal 
part of sandstone bodies. Individual troughs are 
35 to 90 cm deep, and 1 to 2 m wide. The small 
size troughs occur commonly in upper part of 
sandstone bodies. In places, the base of troughs 
encloses triangular to rounded granules of quartz 
and feldspar. The planar cross-bedded cosets are 
less common and occur in the middle part of 
sandstone bodies underlain by trough cross beds. 
Individual cosets are 25 to 75 cm thick with 
foresets inclined at 18-22°. Both the trough and 
planar cross beds exhibit gradual decline in size in 
successive units in vertical order at a given 
outcrop. 
The cosets of trough and planar cross-beds in 
fluvial channel and sheet like sandstone bodies 
represent unidirectional migration of dunes and 
sand waves (ALLEN, 1970; BLUCK, 1971; MIALL, 
1977). The occurrence of planar cross beds above 
the troughs indicates aggradation of the channel 
floor (CANT & WALKER, 1976). The gradual 
decline in the thickness of foresets/size of troughs 
within each coset in vertical order is suggestive of 
corresponding decline in the height of bed form 
due to fall in current competency and shallowing 
of die channel (WALKER & CANT, 1984). 
3.2. Facies 2: Coarse to medium grained, 
massive to horizontal bedded sandstone 
(Sm - Sh) 
Apart from cross-bedded cosets, the coarse to 
medium sandstone bodies are comprised of 
intermittent, massive and horizontally bedded 
units. The massive sandstone is occasionally gritty 
in basal parts containing pebble-size subangular, 
subrounded to rounded quartzite and feldspathic 
clasts. The horizontal stratifications are 15 to 
25 cm apart. This lithofacies is not so well 
recorded and varies in thickness from 1 to 2.5 m. It 
occurs in different parts of sandstone bodies 
showing variable relationships with trough and 
planar cross-bedded sandstone facies (St - Sp). 
The coarse to medium, massive to horizontal 
stratified sandstone as and where developed, 
implies an increase in flow regime conditions 
indicating seasonal increase in discharge due to 
sheet-like (MCKEE et al, 1967) or catasfa-ophic 
floods (MIALL, 1977; TEWARI, 1995). The litho-
facies suggests planar sheet transport in upper 
flow regime (RUST, 1972). The gritty-pebbly 
layers occurring in basal parts of sandstone bodies 
are suggestive of charmel lag deposits (ALLEN, 
1970). 
3.3. Facies 3: Interbedded ripple cross-
laminated fine grained sandstone (Sr) 
and laminated shale (Fl) 
The fine grained sandstone/siltstone showing 
well developed ripple cross laminations in close 
interbedding with laminated shale. Individual 
occurrences are 2 to 3 m thick and traceable along 
the strike. Among these, the fine grained sand-
stone/siltstone units are 15 to 55 cm thick, whereas 
laminated shale varies from 10 to 30 cm. The 
ripple cross laminations and parallel laminations 
are well marked by ferruginous matter, as also 
occasionally by carbonaceous material. The 
lithofacies occur as sheet-like bodies overlying the 
chaimel sandstones, though it is more conspicuous 
in the middle and upper parts of the successions 
(Fig-2). 
The geometry, internal structures and 
associations of this lithofacies indicate its deposi-
tion as vertical accretion in the overbank (levee) 
areas of fluvial system (ALLEN, 1970; CASSHYAP 
& TEWARI, 1984). 
3.4. Facies 4: Laminated shale (Fl) 
Besides occurring in close interbedding with 
fine grained sandstone, the laminated shale is also 
present as a separate Uthofacies. It forms an 
important part of the succession commonly in the 
upper part of the repetitive sequence. The litho-
facies occurs either as thin and lens like beds 
sandwiched between successive channel sand-
stones in multistorey sequence, or as thick sheet-
like bodies (1.6 to 3.5 m) overlying fine grained 
sandstone-shale (Sr - Fl) or cross bedded sandstone 
(St - Sp). The parallel laminations are 0.8 cm apart 
and well marked by the carbonaceous or 
ferruginous material. 
The laminated shale lithofacies indicates 
vertical accretion through suspension. In fluvial 
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spectrum, the moderately thick laminated shale 
lithofacies correspond to deposition in flood plain 
areas (CASSHYAP & TEWARI, 1984), whereas 
thin and lens like beds between two channel like 
bodies imply suspension deposition on channel 
bars during low stages (RUST, 1972). 
4. Paleocurrents and dispersal 
direction 
A systematic paleocurrent study was under-
taken for Middle Permian Barren Measure interval 
of Damodar VaUey Gondwana Basin, sampling as 
many as 84 outcrops from the four coalfields. A 
total of 475 cross dip azimuths (axis) of trough 
cross beds were collected, respectively from 
Raniganj (89), Jharia (205), East Bokaro (73), and 
North Karanpura (108) coalfields. Care was taken 
to collect cross-bedding dip azimuth data through 
areally and temporally as far as possible. The 
azimuth data from each outcrop were corrected for 
tectonic tilt as and where necessary and analysed 
following the conventional method to deduce 
vector mean and other statistical parameters of 
paleocurrent (POTTER & PETTIJOHN, 1977). The 
average vector so obtained shows striking 
similarity at various outcrops within and between 
all the four coalfields, and remains northwest and 
notth-noithwest directed, with minor variations 
towards north-northeast. In view of the similarity 
of vector averages at various outcrops, the cross 
dip azimuth data were pooled and treated 
separately for each coalfield. The grouped data at 
coalfield level, likewise, indicate unimodal cross 
dip azimuth distribution, wherein the vector mean 
lies in northwest quadrant (Fig. 3). 
The results suggest dominantly northwesterly 
direction of sediment dispersal during the 
deposition of Barren Measure succession 
throughout in Damodar Valley basin shifting from 
WNW to NNW from lower to upper parts 
(Figs. 2,3). This direction of regional scale in 
eastern India is in close conformity with the 
northwesterly paleoslope reported for the Barren 
Measure/Motur Formation of Jharia and Pench 
valley coalfields (CASSHYAP, 1979a) and the 
underlying Early Permian Barakar Formations 
(CASSHYAP & TEWARI, 1984), and with the 
regional Permian - Triassic paleoslope of most of 
the Gondwana basins of Peninsular India 
(CASSHYAP, 1979a; CASSHYAP & TEWARI, 
1988; CASSHYAP et al, 1993; TEWARI & 
VEEVERS, 1993; VEEVERS & TEWARI, 1995). 
Thus northwesterly paleoslope during Barren 
Measure in Damodar Valley area evidently indi-
cates a regional provenance in the Chotanagpur 
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Fig. 3. Composite rose diagrams and paleocurrent 
attributes of Barren Measure Formation in Raniganj, 
Jharia, East Bokaro, and North Karanpura coalfields. 
5. Depositional facies model 
Vertical relationships of various lithotypes and 
lithofacies constituting Barren Measure Formation 
is examined at many outcrop sections and 
borehole logs as and where available. 
Fig. 4 illustrates a model lithofacies sequence 
based on vertical relationships and average 
thicknesses. Evidently, the Barren Measure 
succession represents repetitive fining upward 
cycles of small to intermediate scale (-3-10 m) 
comprising coarse to medium and occasionally 
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very coarse grained to gritty sar\dstone, 
interbedded fine grained sandstone/siltstone-
shale, and shale. The lower coarse grained 
members of these cycles representing charmel- to 
sheet-like and multistorey sandstone bodies 
resemble laterally accreting/migrating charmel bar 
deposits of fluvial system (ALLEN, 1970; 
JACKSON, 1978), wherein cosets of trough cross-
beds more than planar cross beds correspond to 
unidirectional migration of dunes/sand waves in 
shallow turbulent water (COLLINSON, 1978; 
READING, 1986). The massive gritty to pebbly 
units in basal part of sandstone bodies represent 
channel lag, whereas occasional horizontal strati-
fications in different parts of chaiu\el bodies 
suggest plane bed transport of upper flow regime 
during flash floods (RUST, 1972; MIALL, 1977). 
The interbedded fine grained sandstone - shale 
facies indicate deposition by relatively weaker 
currents outside master chaimels in the overbank 
(levee) areas. Smaller dune bedforms during 
lower flow velocity resulted in ripple cross 
laminations in ponds developed intermittently in 
fine grained sandstone, whereas almost quiet 
waters of distal levees deposited thin interbeds of 
laminated shale. The overlying moderately thick 
beds of shale and mudstone, likewise, correspond 
to vertical accretion through suspension in the 
protected areas away from the active chaimels in 
the distal flood plain areas (CASSHYAP & 
TEWARI, 1984). These various lithofacies 
occurring in fining upward fashion should have 
been associated laterally in similar arrangement 
following the widely acknowledged Wather's Law 
of succession of lithofacies and can be attributed 
essentially to meandering stream depositional 
style and intermittently to back swamp or lake 
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Fig. 4. Facies model and depositional environments of Barren Measure Formation in Damodar Valley Gondwana 
basin of eastern India. 
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Indeed, the river systems that replaced melting 
of glaciers following the termination of Talchir 
glacier episode underwent progressive change of 
channel pattern from braided (Early Permian 
Karharbari or Barakar), meandering (Mid Permian 
Barren Measure) to anastomosing (Late Permian 
Raniganj) in the various coalfields of Damodar 
Valley Basin (CASSHYAP & TEWARI, 1984; 
CASSHYAP & KUMAR, 1987). However, the 
presence of red beds in the Middle Permian Barren 
Measure replacing coal and carbonaceous beds is 
genetically significant, suggestive of warming of 
climate and /or occasional subareal exposure of the 
given sediments. The progressive change in 
climate prevented the growth of vegetation unlike 
the luxuriant plant growth during Early and Late 
Permian coal measure successions of humid 
temperature climate conditions. Recent sedimen-
tological studies of Barakar and Raniganj coal 
measures in this area have suggested a unified and 
wider depositional area of Damodar Valley 
Gondwana Basin during Permian time, unlike 
separated coal basins of present day (CASSHYAP 
& TEWARI, 1984, 1988; CASSHYAP & KUMAR, 
1987). The close similarity in lithofacies, sediment 
dispersal pattern and depositional model of the 
Barren Measure Formation in separated coalfields, 
likewise, corroborates the unified and extensive 
depositional limits of Damodar Valley Basin. The 
post Triassic dextral movements in Hutar coalfield 
and along the southern boundary fault in Jharia 
coalfield are testimony to post-depositional tec-
tonism affecting the Damodar Valley Gondwana 
Basin (VEEVERS et al, 1996). 
6. Conclusions 
The analysis of lithofacies, their geometry and 
vertical relationship and paleocurrent pattern 
suggest a meandering stream depositional facies 
model for the Barren Measure Formation of 
Raniganj, Jharia, East Bokaro and North 
Karanpura coalfields of Damodar Valley 
Gondwana Basin of eastern India. The consistent 
sediment dispersal directed dominantly towards 
northwest and north-northwest during Barren 
Measure areally and temporally in this area is in 
conformity to northwesterly paleoslope of 
underlying Early Permian Barakar rocks and 
overall regional paleoslope of Permian - Triassic 
Gondwana sediments of peninsular India. It 
impUes that Chotanagpur paleohighlands were the 
major source for supplying detritus during Barren 
Measure sedimentation in Damodar Valley 
Gondwana Basin. The similarity of depositional 
model and dispersal direction in various coalfields 
of Damodar Basin suggests unified and extensive 
area of deposition during Permian times. The 
existing separated configuration of different 
coalfields is largely due to post-depositional 
tectonism and erosion. 
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Heavy mineral assemblages viz-a-viz 
composition of provenance of 
Gondwana rocks of peninsular India 
R.C. TEWARr AND G.S. TRIVEDP 
ABSTRACT 
Heavy mineral analysis is carried out for Permocarboniferous to Jurassic Gondwana 
sandstones of peninsular India. The characteristic heavy minerals so deduced are, 
by and large, similar in composition and represented by garnet, zircon, tourmaline, 
rutile, epidote, opaques (ilmenite and magnetite) and muscovite.Others such as 
staurolite, titanite, monazite, actinolite and chlorite are present in small amount. 
Petrographic characters of heavy minerals suggest that the composition of provenance 
remains almost similar throughout the Gondwana sedimentation. It was evidently 
composed of acid igneous rocks, low to high grade metamorphic rocks and basic 
intrusives. The unclassified late Archean rocks to the south and southeast of each 
major Gondwana basin might have cotributed the bulk of sediments during Gondwana 
sedimentation of peninsular India, with subordinate contribution from a distant source 
in Antarctic uplands. 
INTRODUCTION rocks are restricted to one or two formations locally 
in small areas (Srivastava and Israili, 1966, 
Casshyap and Ahmad, 1987, Singh and Singh, 
The heavy minerals representing small i987.Tewari, 1989, Aslametal., 1991). Systematic 
amount in sandstones provide vital clues heavy mineral description may therefore be quite 
regarding the composition of provenance and the useful in the reconstruction of the composition of 
nature of sediment maturity (Folk, 1968, Pettijohn provenance during Gondwana sedimentation 
et al., 1972, Pettijohn, 1975). through space and time. 
Detailed sedimentological studies of The present paper analyses and interpret 
Gondwana formations of peninsular India in past heavy mineral assemblages from different 
50 years or so have generated sufficient data for Gondwana fonnations in various Gondwana 
paleogeographic reconstructions (see Veevers and ^^^'"^ °* peninsular India. 
Tewari, 1995). However, detailed studies of heavy 
mineral suites of Gondwana sandstones covering STRATIGRAPHY AND SEDIMENTARY 
entire succession from Permocarboniferous to ^ . , . „ . ^ 
1 ^ • u * u • ^ . CHARACTERS 
early Cretaceous have not been carried out as 
yet. Earlier heavy mineral studies of Gondwana The permo-carboniferous to Early 
1- Department of Geology D.S. College, Aligarh 202001, U.P. 
2- Department of Geology J.N. Degree College, Lucknow 226001, U.P. 
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Cretaceous Gondwana sediments of peninsular belts (Fig. 1 ).The Gondwana stratigraphy has been 
India are distributed in three well defined linear revised by Raja Rao (1982,1983,1987) following 
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. • - " • ^ 
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N.-
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500 Km lo"-
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I . K o e l - D a m o d a r , Ra jmaha l Bas in 
2 : S o n - Mahanadi Basin 
3 : P r a n h i t a - G o d a v a r i Bas in 
A : S a t p u r a Bas in 
Fig.1 Gondwana basins of India 
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early classical synthesis after Pascoe (1959), and 
recently reviewed by Veevers andTewari (1995). 
Generalised stratigraphic succession and 
sedimentary characters of Gondwana rocks are 
listed in table 1. The Gondwana sediments 
unconformably / nonconformably overlie 
unclassified Late Archean and Middle to Late 
proterozoic rocks. By and large, they are 









Top: limestone and calcareous shale; middle: red mudstone; base: 
sandstone with pebbels of banded chert. 
Alternating pebbly coarse crossbedded sandstone and red 
mudstone. 
Medium to coarse sandstone with micaceous mudstone mottled in 
violet and red; distinguished from Pali and Tiki Formations by 
presence of mottled mudstone and absence of feldspar. 
Supra-Panchet Pebbly to conglomeratic coarse sandstone with ferruginous siltstone 
and clay beds. 
T Dubrajpur Same as Supra-Panchet Formation but with rare carbonaceous 
shales. 
Tiki Red mudstone and sandstone. 
R Maleri Red and green mudstone with lenses of sandstone, in places 
distinctly white. Sandstone, minor shale 
I Bhimaram Sandstone Sandstone, minor shale 
Coarse sandstone with red clay. 
Yerrapalli Red or green mudstone. 
A Denwa Red clay and subordinate yellow sandstone. 
S Panchet Interbedded sandstone and shale, disntinguished from the 
underlying formations by its characteristic red and green shale, 
more micaceous and arkosic sandstone, and the absence of 
carbonaceous shale and coal. 
S Upper Pali Interbedded chocolate to green shale and sandstone. 
Pacmarhi Sandstone Coarse white crossbedded sandstone with layers of pebbles. 
I Upper Kamthi Coarse argillaceous sandstone with abundant quartz and quartzite 
pebbles in the upper part, and brick-red-siltstone. 
C Middle Kamthi Coarse argillaceous sandstone with clasts and lenses of purple 
siltstone. 
Raniganj A return to the style of deposition of the Barakar Formation: fining-
upward cycles of coarse to medium sandstone, interbedded with 
















Green to reddish shale and white sandstone with interbedded 
coals. 
Barren redbeds. 
Grayish-white calcareous sandstone and coal. 
Sandstone, carbonaceous shale and coal. 
Repetitions of channel-shaped crossbedded coarse to medium 
sandstone interbedded with siltstone and ironstone shale; no coal. 
Red-brown clay and sandstone with carbonaceous shale. 
Coarse sandstone with occasional clays and calcareus nodules. 
Fining-upward cycles of coarse to medium sandstone interbedded 
with fine sandstone or siltstone and carbonaceous shale and coal. 
Top : fining-upward cycles surmounted by coal; middle: multistory 
and multilateral coalescing channel-shaped bodies of pebbly 
coarse and medium sandstone; base: clast-supported 
conglomerate. 
Tillite associated with conglomerate and sandstone, interbedded 
with rhythmite (fine sandstone-siltstone and shale) and greenish 
shale. In places, the rhythmite contains ripple- and flaser-bedding, 
in others dropstones; in others again, it contains turbidites 
deposited by underflow in lakes. 
characterised by glacial beds at the base followed 
by coal measures and in turn overlain by red 
beds at the top. Besides mild glaciations and 
minor marine invasions in the lower part, the 
Gondwana sequence of peninsular India i&largely 
believed to be of fluvial origin (Robinson, 1967, 
Casshyap, 1979, Veevers and Tewari, 1995). 
Detailed lithofacies and paieocurrent studies of 
Gondwana sediments carried out locally in small 
areas and regionally through space and time have 
suggested northwesterly and northerly sediment 
transport direction from early Permian to late 
Triassic/ early Jurassic (Casshyap and Tewari, 
1988, Casshyap et al.,1993, Tewari, 1999, Tewari 
and Veevers, 1993). The younger Gondwana 
sediments of late Jurassic / early Cretaceous have 
witnessed reversal in paleoslope towards 
southeast and southwest (Casshyap, 1979, Tewari 
and Casshyap, 1996, Veevers and Tewari, 1995). 
HEAVY MINERAL ANALYSIS 
This study is based on 184 sandstone 
samples representing different Gondwana 
formations of peninsular India. Indeed the 
complete Gondwana succession from Permo-
carboniferous to early cretaceous is not exposed 
at a given place in any Gondwana basin. The 
sandstone samples for heavy mineral studies 
were therefore collected from successive 
Gondwana formations in different basins. The 
bulk sandstone samples were disaggregated by 
gentle crushing in iron mortar. The resultant 
material was than sieved through a set of ASTM 
sieves. Following the recommendations of early 
workers (Pettijohn et al., 1972, krumbein and 
Pettijohn, 1938), the heavy minerals were 
separated from medium to fine size fractions after 
treating the same with 15% HCL to remove iron 
oxide coatings. An appreciable amount of iron 
oxides is peresent as mineral cement in 
Gondwana sanstones (Tewari, 1995).The heavy 
minerals were separated using Bromoform as 
heavy liquid, following conventional procedure 
(Folk, 1968, Pettijohn et al., 1972). An inspection 
of heavy mineral crop suggests little breaking 
effects on some grains, though stable minerals 
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completely escaped crushing effect. In addition 
some grains specially garnets show variable 
etching on their surfaces because of treatment 
with HCL. These treatments are, neverthless, 
unavoidable in heavy mineral studies (Tewari, 
1989). The heavy minerals so obtained were 
washed, dried and weighed to calculate weight 
percentage in each sample.Table 2 lists average 
range of heavy minerals (weight percentage) in 
each Gondwana formation.Indeed the total heavy 
minerals show decline in weight percent from 
Talchir (0.53-15.25), through karharbari, Barakar, 
Barren Measures to Raniganj (0.52- 4.3%) and 
than an increase in Supra-Panchet Formation 
Table 2 Weight percent of heavy minerals in different Gondwana formations of 
peninsular India. 




























(0.63-10.15%), which may have an important 
bearing on the nature of sediment maturityThe 
average heavy mineral composition of different 
mineral species are concerned, though their 
relative amount is slight variable (Table 3). 
PETROGRAPHIC COMMENTS 
Garnet 
Garnet is the most abundant heavy mineral 
throughout all the Gondwana formations.Its 
relative amount decreases from Talchir (63.32%) 
through Karharbari-Barakar (45.5-42.3%) to 
Barren Measures, Raniganj (24.53-28%) and upto 
20.13% in younger sediments of kota. It is more 
frequent in medium (0.25mm) than fine sand size. 
Among the three species, the colourless variety 
is more common followed by pink and redish 
brown.They are angular to subangular and almost 
equidimensional, though some garnets of 
Raniganj and younger formations are subrounded 
to rounded. In general garnet grains show pitting, 
spotting and etching on their surface. 
Zircon 
Zircon is common detrital mineral in all 
38 R.C.TEWARIetal. 



































































































































the Gondwana formations. Its relative amount is 
slightly less in Talchir (2.95%) and increases upto 
5 - 6% in other formations (Table 3). Unlike 
garnets, they are abundant in fine (0.11 mm) than 
in medium sand size.Two varities of zircons are 
differentiated as colourless and pale pink. The 
colourless grains are generally equidimensional 
whereas pale pink zircons are prismatic showing 
zonning and inclusions. The common inclusions 
include well rounded zircon, rutile and some 
unidentified dust like particles. The 
equidimensional zircon grains are rounded to well 
rounded specially in Raniganj and Supra-Panchet/ 
Mahadeva sandstones. 
(0.27mm) than in fine sand size. Three varities 
of tourmaline are distinguished on the basis of 
colour, and represented by blue, brown and green. 
Among these, blue tourmaline is more common 
inTalchir, karharbari and Barakar whereas brown 
and green varities are frequent in Barren 
Measures, Raniganj and Supra-Panchet/ 
Mahadeva sandstones. They are angular to sub-
angular in Talchir, Karharbari and Baraker and 
represented by a mixture of subangular, 
subrounded and rounded grains in Raniganj, 
Mahadeva and kota sandstones. A few 
tourmaline grains show inclusions of well rounded 
tourmaline. 
Tourmaline 
It commonly occurs in all the Gondwana 
sandstones; less inTalchir (1.85%) and increases 
to 4 - 6% in other sandstones. In general, the 
tourmaline grains are frequent in medium 
Rutile 
It is a common mineral represented by 
about 1 % in Talchir and increases to 3-5% in other 
Gondwana sandstones (Table 3).They are deep 
red in colour showing high relief. Rutile grains are 
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mostly restricted in fine sand size. Majority of 
grains are angular to subangular in the Talcfiir, 
Karharbari, Barakar, Barren (Pleasures and 
Raniganj sandstones and subrounded in others. 
Epidote 
Epidote minerals occur in all the 
Gondwana sandstones, though it is more 
common in Talchir (9.31%) than in overlying 
sandstones (2.0 - 5.79%). Significantly epidote-
reduces to (1.51- .96) in Barren measures and 
Raniganj sandstones. Among epidotes, zoisite 
and clinozoisite are recognised.They are angular 
to subangular and do not show any marked 
variation in their amount viz-a-viz gram size 
Opaques 
Opaque minerals constitute an appreciable 
amount in all the Gondwana sandstones, and 
increase significantly in Barren Measures 
(36.13%) and Raniganj (34.17%) sandstones.In 
general their amount increases from medium to 
fine sand size fractions. They are angular to 
subangular and represented by llmenite and 
Magnetite 
Muscovite and Chlorite 
Detrital muscovite also occurs in ail the 
sandstones, though its relative amount 
increases in the Panchet Supra-Panchet/ 
Mahadeva and kota formations (Table 3). 
Muscovite does not exhibit any marked variation 
with respect to gram size. Chlorite is likewise 
present in all the Gondwana sandstones. Other 
heavy minerals which are present in small 
amount in the given Gondwana sandstones 
include Staurolite, titanite, Actmolite and 
Monazite. 
COMPOSITION OF PROVENANCE 
Till date little has been done on the 
petrography of Gondwana sandstones (Suttner 
and Dutta, 1986Tewan, 1998).These sandstones 
are by and large immature to submature iithic 
subarkosic to arkosic wackes and arenites.The 
heavy mineral assemblages here deduced from 
Permian-Triassic to early jurassic Gondwana 
sandstones through space and time are almost 
similar except some vanations in their relative 
amount through time (table 3). It implies that 
besides minor variations similar composition of 
provenance existed during the deposition of 
Gondwana sediments of peninsular India. 
The abundance of Garnet and muscovite 
in Permian and their common presence in the 
overlying Triassics indicates their supply from 
granites and medium to high grade schists and 
gneisses (Pettijohn et al ,1972, Blatt, 1982).The 
occurrence of zircon and tourmaline support 
granite and pegmatite (blue tourmaline) in the 
source area (Krynine, 1946, Folk, 1968). 
However, rounded grains of zircon and tourmaline 
in the Late Permian and overlying Triassics are 
indicative of partial reworking and recycling of 
Permo-carboniferous and early Permian 
sediments. Statistical analysis of shape and 
elongation ratio of zircons carried out elsewhere 
for early permian Gondwana rocks (Tewan, 1989) 
provides evidences in favour of their derivation 
from granites and partly from quartzites.The 
opaque minerals (llmenite and magnetite) and 
epidote suggest derivation from basic rocks 
(Force, 1980).Evidently, all the lithologies here 
inferred in the source area of Permian-Triassic to 
early jurassic Gondwana sediments of peninsular 
India are very well represented as embedded 
lithoclasts in diamictite and conglomerate of 
Talchir (Casshyap and Tewan, 1982; Casshyap 
and Srivastava, 1987; Tewan, 1990). 
The heavy mineral assemblages recorded 
from Gondwana sediments of peninsular India, 
evidently, suggest a provenance compnsing acid 
igneous rocks, medium to high grade 
metamorphic rocks, with subordinate amount of 
basic rocks. The pre-existing sedimentary rocks 
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have also contributed sediment debris specially 
in the late Permian and overlying Gondwana rocks 
have suggested, by and large, northerly and 
northwesterly sediment transport direction 
through space and time from Permo-
carboniferous to early Jurassic (Casshyap, 1979; 
Casshyap and Tewari, 1984,1988, Casshyap et 
al., 1993;Tewari 1995,1999; Tewari and Veevers, 
1993, Tewari and Casshyap, 1996; Veevers and 
Tewari, 1995). Consequently, the provenance of 
peninsular Gondwana basins should have been 
situated in all probability towards south and 
southeast. The unclassified late Archean rocks 
to the south and southeast of each major 
Gandwana basin are composed of granite, granite 
gneiss, basic intrusives, low to high grade 
metamorphic rocks with veins of quartz end 
pegmatites (Pascoe,1959; Srinivasa Rao et al., 
1979). In addition, southeasterly situated Central 
Antarctic uplands might have also contributed 
sediment debris during Gondwana sedimentation 
of peninsular India (Casshyap and Tewari, 1984; 
Kent, 1991; Tewari and Veevers 1993). 
in younger formations of Middle to Late permian. 
Paleocurrent studies of Gondwana sediments of 
peninsular India have evidently suggested 
southerly and southeasterly provenance. It is 
suggested that similar composition of 
provenance existed throughout the deposition of 
Gondwana sediments through space and time in 
different parts of peninsular India. Most probably 
it was located in the unclassified Archean rocks 
to the south and southeast of each major 
Gondwana basin. Partial contribution, of 
sediments from distant Antarctic uplands may 
not by ruled out. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
Heavy mineral assemblages from permo-
carboniferous to Jurassic Gondwana sandstones 
of peninsular India are, by and large, similar in 
composition with slight variations in their relative 
amounts.They are represented by garnet, zircon, 
tourmaline, rutile, epidote, opaques and 
muscovite with small amounts of staurolite, 
titanite, actinolite, monazite and chlorite. 
Noteworthy variations include decline in the 
percentage of garnet from Talchir to younger 
sediments and sudden increase in opaque 
minerals in the Barren Measures and Raniganj 
formations. 
The heavy mineral species so deduced 
indicate their derivation from acid igneous rocks, 
low to high grade metamorphic rocks, basic 
intrusives and reworked Talchir debris specially 
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Sedimentological Synthesis of 
Gondwana formations of Peninsular 
India and its Bearing on Stratigraphy 
R.C. Tewari 
ABSTRACT 
The late-Carboniferous to eariy Cretaceous Gondwana rocks of peninsular India represent 
dominantly elastics accumulated for about 160 m.y. The Gondwana sequence correspond 
to three tectono-sedimentary provinces. The first late-carboniferous province comprises 
glacial, glacigene and fluvio-glacial Talchir sediments. The second tectono-sedimentary 
province is characterized by overlying early Permian to late Triassic / early Jurassic (?) 
sediments which were deposited by northwesterly flowing braided and meandering streams. 
The succeeding late Jurassic-early cretaceous sediments with their localized development 
as pull-apart pericratonic basins filled up largely by alluvial fan facies on an inverse south-
erly paleoslope marks the third tectono-sedimentary province. 
These three Gondwana provinces are marked by different tectonic setting, lithofacies 
assemblage, paleoslope, and texture and composition of sandstone. By and large, they 
correspond to three paleoclimatic zones of cold, humid-warm and warm-semi arid. The 
Gondwana sequence of peninsular India therefore represents three distinct but suc-
cessive tectono-stratigraphic sedimentary provinces. 
IhfTROOUCTION India has not been viewed in light of tectono-
sedimentary assemblages, regional and local 
More than a century ago Meddlicot breaks in sedimentation, and assembly and frag-
proosed the term Gondwana to describe "depos- mentation of Indian subcontinent. The rapid ac-
its of conglomerate, sandstone, shale and coal cumulation of geological data on Gondwana sedi-
of fluvial and lacustrine origin of peninsular In- mentation and paleogeography definitely warrants 
dia ranging in age from middle Carboniferous to its stratigraphic reappraisal. An attempt is made 
upper Jurassic (Fox, 1931)". In view of the vast here to describe Gondwana sequence of penin-
occurrences of coal deposits, the Gondwana sular India with respect to tectono-sedimentary 
sequence has attracted greater attention of provinces and cheir bearing on stratigraphy and 
geoscientists all over the world. Consequently, sedimentation, 
the Gondwana geology has been remapped, re-
defined and reorganized time to time (Pascoe, REGIONAL STRATIGRAPHY AND TECTONIC 
1959; Robinson, 1967; Raja Rao, 1982,1983, SETTING 
1987; Geol. Surv. India, 1994; Veevers and 
Tewari, 1996; Dutta, 2001). The Gondwana basins of India largely oc-
cur along three well defined linear tracts of east-
The Gondwana stratigraphy of peninsular ern, central and south-central peninsular India 
Key words: Sedimentary Province, Gondwana, Peninsular India. 
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Fig. 1: Distribution of Gondwana basins of Peninsular india. 
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Table 1: Generalised Stratigraphy and Sedimentary Characters of Gondwana 











Massive matrix supported conglomerate, Coarse to medium 
cross-bedded sandstone, red shale. 
Top: Limestone and calcareous shale; middle; red mudstone 
base; sandstone with pebbles of badned chert. 
Alternating pebbly coarse cross bedded sandstone and red 
mudsotne. 
Medium to coarse sandstone with micaceous mudstone 
mottled in violet and red; distinguished from Pali and Tiki 







Pebbly to conglomerate coarse sandstone with ferruginous 
siltstone and clay beds. Same as Supra- Panchet Formation 
but with rare cartDonaceous shales. Red mudstone and sandstone. 
Red and green mudstone with lenses of sandstone, in places 




Sandstone, minor shale 
Coarse sandstone with red clay. 
Red or green mudstone. 






Interbedded sandstone and shale, distinguished from the 
underlying formations by its characteristic and green shale, more 
micaceous and arkosb sandstone, and the absence of 
cartxxiaceous shale and coal. 
Interbedded chocolate to green shale and sandstone. 
Coarse white corsbedded sandstone with layers of pebbles 
Coarse argillaceous sandstone with abundant quartz and 
quartzite pebbles in the upper part, and brick-red siltstone. 
Coarse argillaceous sandstone with clasts and lenses of purple 
siltstone. 





A return to the style of deposition of the Barakar Formation : 
fining-upward cyles of coarse to mediunn sandstone, 
interbedded with fine sandstone or siitstone and carbonaceous 
shales, and coal. 
Green to reddish shale and white sandstone with interbedded 
coals. Barren Measures redbeds. 
Greyish-white calcareous sandstone and coal. 
Sandstone, carbonaceous shale, and coal. 
R Barren Measures 
M Lower Pali 
Motur 
I Barakar 
Repetitions of channel-shaped crossbedded coarse to medium 
sandstone inter bedded with siitstone and ironstone shale; 
no coal. 
Red-brown clay and sandstone with carbonaceous shale. 
Coarse sandstone with occasional clays and calcareous 
nodules. 
Fining-upward cycles of coarse to medium sandstone 
intertiedded with fine sandstone or siitstone and carbonaceous 
shale, and coal. 
N 
Karharbari Top: fining-upward cycles surmounted by coal middle: 
multistory and multitat eral coalescing channel-shaped bodies 
of pebbly coarse and medium sandstone; base: clast 
supported conglomerate. 
Tatehir Tillite associated with conglomerate and sandstone, 
interbedded with rhythmite (fine sandstone-siltstone and shale) 
and greenish shale. In places, the rhythmite contains rippie-
and flaser-bedding, in other dropstone; in others again, it 
contains turbidites desposited by underflow in lakes. 
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(Fig. 1). In central-eastern Gondwanaland, these 
basins occupy the middle part of a 7500 km wide 
sector of radial valleys and sedimentary lobes 
that radiated from an upland in the interior of East 
Antarctica (Tewari and Veevers, 1993). The tec-
tonic origin of peninsular India Gondwana basins 
has been explained in terms of splitting of 
Precambrian basement in late Paleozoic along 
pre existing structural grain fabric (Veevers and 
Tewari, 1996). Alternatively, these basins may 
have resulted in response to isostatic readjust-
ment and subsequent glacial erosion (Dutta, 
2001). 
The Gondwana sediments of Indian pe-
ninsula lies uncomformably upon late Archean 
and / or middle to late Proterozoic basement. 
General stratigraphy and diagonastic sedimen-
tary features of Gondwana sediments are sum-
marized in table 1. The sequence is believed to 
represent dominantly elastics accumulated in 
about 160 m.y. from late carboniferous to early 
Cretaceous. By and large, they are character-
ized by glacial beds in the lower followed by coal 
measures in the middle, and inturn by redbeds 
in the upper part. 
The lower limit of the Gondwana sequence 
is well defined and placed at glacial /fluvio-gla-
cial Talchir Formation. The top of the sequence 
is, however, less defined apparently due to lack 
of rock record in the central-eastern Indian ba-
sins and precise intrabasinal correlation of 
Mesozoics. In the type area of Koel-Damodar 
basins of eastern India, the late Triassic rocks 
represent the top. The geological-structural in-
ferences and coal maturation studies have indi-
cated substantial post Gondwana denudation in 
eastern and central India basins (Veevers and 
Tewari, 1996). The overlying Jurassic and early 
Cretaceous Gondwana rocks are preserved as 
small basins in central and southern parts of 
Pranhita-Godavari basin, south-central India, 
northern flank of Satpura basin, central India, 
and along the east coast. These sediments ex-
hibit sharp contrast in geological and tectonic 
setting, facies assemblages, depositional mod-
els, and paleoslope and paleogeography with 
those of underlying Pemnian-Triassk: sediments. 
(Gasshyap et. a!., 1993a; Veevers and Tewari, 
1995). 
SEDIMEMTARY PROVINCES 
An integrated account of characteristic 
lithofacies assemblage, their interrelationships, 
dispersal pattern as well as texture and compo-
sition of sandstone bodies of a sedimentary suc-
cession specify a tectono-sedimentary province 
(Krumbien and Sloss, 1963). In addition, the re-
gional and local unconformities also play vital 
role in signifying tectono-sedimentary provinces 
(Sloss, 1988). Indeed, a thick sedimentary pack-
age may be the product of one or more tectono-
sedimentary provinces. The late Carboniferous 
to early Cretaceous Gondwana sequence of pe-
ninsular India with a cumulative thickness of 
about 5.5km. has not been analysed from this 
view point so far. 
Detailed sedimentological studies of 
Gondwana rocks of peninsular India carriedout 
in the past half century or so evidently provide 
adequate data for analyzing and interpreting 
tectono-sedimentary provinces. On the basis of 
lithofacies types, their associations, depositional 
models, paleoslopes, dispersal patterns, and 
texture and composition of sandstones, the late 
Paleozoic - Mesozoic Gondwana sediments rep-




Following a hiatus of about 290 m.y. the 
Indian shield witnessed Gondwana sedimenta-
tion by glaciation on late Archean and / or mid-
dle-late proterozoic basement. The resultant 
Talchir Formation lying uncontormably upon 
basement rocks, is conspicuous by olive green 
colour and composed of massive to stratified 
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tjllrte, outwash conglomerate, cross bedded sand-
stone, varve and laminated shale with or without 
dropstones (Casshyap and Qidwai, 1974; 
Casshyap and Tewari, 1982; Casshyap and 
Srivastava, 1987). The Talchir sedimentation 
took place in northwesterly slopping paleovalleys 
floored by low monodnocks, as indicated by re-
gional paleo ice /fluvio-glacial transport studies 
in most areas. Indeed, there are records of sev-
eral inward directions in eastern and central In-
dia depending upon local topography. Detailed 
facies analysis and sedimentary characters of 
Talchir sediments in different Gondwana basins 
have suggested mild glaciation through ice caps. 
The outwash conglomerate is characterised by 
locally derived boulders more than cobbles and 
pebbles. The associated sandstones are chan-
nel to sheet like, coarse to medium grained, im-
mature to submature, lithic and arkosic wackes 
(Tewari, 1998 a). Besides minor marine invasion 
in the basal part, the Talchir sediments have 
been interpreted as glacial and fluvio-glacial de-
posits. 
Indeed, the basal Gondwana sediments 
of peninsular India showing broad lithic-fill simi-
larity in widely separated areas, signify distinct 
tectono-sedimentary province characterised by 
glaciogene facies, less consistent paleo-ice / 
fluvio-glacial transport, polymictic conglomerate 
and dominantly immature to submature lithic to 
arkosic wacks sandstones. 
PERMIAN - TRIASSIC AND EARLY JURASSIC 
GONDWANA PROVINCE 
The retreat of Talchir glacials was followed 
by rejuvinated fluvial streams to deposit early 
Permian coal measures succeeded by middle, 
late Permian and Triassic Gondwana formations. 
The early Permians gradationally overlie Talchir 
rocks in most of the Gondwana basins and also 
overlap them to rest directly on basement in 
places. The amelioration of climate from cold 
glacial to warm humid favoured luxuriant plant 
growth and formation of peat swamps in early 
and late Permians, respectively. 
The successive lithostratigraphic forma-
tions of Permian and Triassic exhibit fining up-
ward fluvial cycles of conglomerate -^ sandstone 
-^ shale -> coal; Sandstone -> shale -^ coal; 
and sandstone -> shale, as the case may be 
(Casshyap, 1979; Casshyap and Tewari, 1984, 
1988; Tewari, 1995; 1997; Tewari and Casshyap, 
1983). Unlike the conglomerates of underlying 
Talchir, the early Permian Karharbari and Barakar 
conglomerates, as and where occur, are 
monomictic composed dominantly of quartzite 
pebbles and cobbles. The sandstones are very 
coarse to coarse and medium grained, channel 
to sheet like and multistory, and profusely cross 
bedded into cosets of trough and planer cross 
beds. Based on overall morphology, internal 
structures and vertical associations, the 
Gondwana channels were classified into two 
types and interpreted as deposits of braided and 
meandering streams, respectively (Tewari, 
1998b). The associated shale and coal beds 
occur either as thin and discontinuous or thick 
and laterally persistent bodies alongwith the 
sandstones. 
The northwesterly paleoslope became 
more consistent and unified in early Permian and 
remained unchanged till late Triassic / early 
Jurassic (Casshyap, 1979; Casshyap and Tewari, 
1984,1988; Tewari and Veevers, 1993), with a 
local swing towards west in late Permian in east-
em India Gondwana basins. The geological and 
structural relationships of several small outliers 
of Gondwana rocks outside major Gondwana 
paleovalleys have suggested areal expansion of 
these basins atleast during Permian sedimenta-
tion (Tewari, 1998 c). The Permian - Triassic 
Gondwana sandstones are submature and rep-
resented by arkosic to lithic arenites more than 
wackes. Thepaleochannel and paleohydrological 
studies coupled with detailed lithofacies analy-
sis have indicated amelioration of climate and 
progressive maturity of sourceland topography 
as sedimentation progressed through time in 
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Lithofacies Paleoslope Depositional 
Environment 
LATE JURASSIC-EARLY CRETACEOUS GONDWANA PROVINCE 
Lower contact is Conglomerate, coarse Towards south and 
unconformable, and to medium sandstone southeast, 
top is uncovered. and red shale. 
Alluvial fans. 
PERMIAN-TRIASSIC AND EARLY JURASSIC GONDWANA PROVINCE 
Lower Contact is 
gradationa! and 
upper unconformable 
with Late Jurassic/ 
early Cretaceous 
Dominantly fining 
upward cycles of 
Conglomerate/very 
coarse to coarse and 
Dominantly towards 
north-west, westerly 
paleoslope is recorded 
locally in Late Permian 
medium cross-bedded In Koel-Damodar basins. 
sandstone, interbedded 
fine sandstone shale, 
carbonaceous and 
micaceous shale, with 




with lower coarse grade 









contact with early 
Massive to stratified Towards north-west 
tillite, conglomerate, and northeast, locally to 
cross-bedded sand- towards east and west, 
stone, varve and Shale 
with or without 
Glacial, Fluvio-glacial 
Glacial-lacustrine 
minor marine invasion 
in upper part. 
Permian is gradational. dropstones. 
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most Gondwana basins (Casshyap and Tewari, 
1984,1988; Tewari, 1993). However, fresh epi-
sodes of riftogenesis at Permian-Trlassic iDound-
ary and middle Triassic deformation in parts of 
eastern and central India t)asins rejuvenated the 
relief of sourceland upto some extent (Tewari, 
1999; Tewari and Casshyap, 1996). By and large, 
the paieogeography established at the onset of 
early Permian Gondwana sedimentation practi-
cally remained unaltered till late Triassic and early 
Jurassic. The southerly and southeasterly high-
lands largely supplied detritus to these Gondwana 
basins alongwith a distant source in Antarctica 
(Casshyap and Tewari, 1984; Tewari and 
Veevers, 1993; Veevers and Tewari, 1996; 
Tewari and Trivedi, 2001). 
The characteristic fluvial fades, fining 
upward cycles, consistency in northwesterly 
paleoslope through space and time, unchanged 
paieogeography together with the texture and 
composition of conglomerate and sandstone 
evidently suggest a distinct tectono-sedimentary 
Gondwana province from early Permian to late 
Triassic and early Jurassic. 
LATE JURASSIC-EARLY CRETACEOUS 
GONDWANA PROVINCE 
The late Jurassic and early Cretaceous 
Gondwana rocks occur locally in the central part 
of Pranhita-Godavari basin, northern part of 
Satpura basin, and along the east coast. Unlike 
the widespread occurrences of Permian-
Triassics, they are shortlived areally and tempo-
rally, superimposing the underlying Gondwana 
sediments with profound unconformity. In gen-
eral, they are characterised by abundance of 
graben facies where majority of boulders, cob-
bles and pebbles are of local derivation (Casshyap 
etai., 1993 b). 
Indeed, the well established northerly and 
northwesterly paleoslope of Permian-Triassic 
Gondwana sediments, an inherited feature of 
peninsular shield atleast since late Proterozoic 
(Casshyap et al., 1993 a), was completely re-
versed towards south and southeast during late 
Jurassic and early Cretaceous Gondwana sedi-
mentation (Casshyap, 1979; Casshyap et al., 
1993 b; Tewari and Veevers, 1993). The north-
westerly paleoslope remains the same locally in 
Pranhita - Godavari basins (eastern-central mar-
gin) during Ckikiala sedimentation. These 
pericratonic Gondwana basins with characteris-
tic graben facies were developed as rift-drift 
successions as a consequence of major tectonic 
event coinciding with the fragmentation of greater 
India from Gondwanaland (Veevers and Tewari, 
1996). 
These late Gondwana sediments lying 
uncomformably on Permian Triassic rocks, char-
acterised largely by alluvial fan facies, and in-
verse paleoslope of paieogeography evidently 
represent another distinct tectono-sedimentary 
province. 
SEDIMENTARY PROVINCES AND 
GONDWANA STRATIGRAPHY 
The present day southern continents wit-
nessed the development of Gondwana basins 
when Gondwanaland merged into Pangea 
(Veevers, 1988). In peninsular India, the 
Gondwana sedimentation is marked by the depo-
sition of glacial and glacigene rocks in northwest-
erly slopping paleovalleys in Late-Carboniferous. 
The thinner occurrences of tillite facies have in-
dicated mild glaciation through ice caps. These 
lowermost Gondwana sediments represented by 
Talchir Group are remarkably different from the 
overlying rocks. The Talchir conglomerates are 
polymictic in composition, matrix supported and 
contain locally derived boulders more than cob-
bles and pebbles. The sandstones are immature 
and submature lithic and arkosic wackes. The 
paleo-ice transport was less consistently directed 
towards northwest with local variations towards 
northeast, east and west. Overall, the Talchir 
Group of sediments may correspond to a dis-
tinct tectono-sedimentary province (Table 2). 
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The glacial and fluvio-glacial Gondwana 
province was replaced by true fluvial province in 
early Pemnian. The Gondwana paleovalleys were 
expanded areally and became wider as sedimen-
tation progressed. The northwesterly paleoslope 
with several local variations during Talchir be-
came more consistent through space and time. 
The fluvial paleogeography so established re-
mained practically unchanged throughout 
Permian and overlying Triassic. The early 
Permian conglomerates are monomictic and 
dominantly made up of quartzite clasts. The 
Permian-Triassic sandstones are immature, 
submature to mature arkosic and lithic arenites 
more than wackes. The sedimentary characters 
of Permian-Triassic Gondwana sediments evi-
dently calls for a distinct tectono-sedimentary 
province (Table 2). 
The Permian-Triassic Gondwana rocks are 
superimposed unconformably by late Jurassic 
and early Cretaceous basins developed locally 
in marginal parts. These sediments with differ-
ent tectonic setting, mode of occurrence, and 
lithic fill (graben facies) from the underlying rocks 
were deposited on a reversed paleoslope directed 
towards south and southeast (Table 2). The re-
versal of such a well established paleoslope is, 
indeed, a significant tectonic event coinciding 
with the separation of greater India from 
Gondwana land. The drifting of India in late 
Jurassic / early Cretaceous triggered the devel-
opment of small pericratonic basins enclosing 
graben facies characteristic of rift-drift 
successions. These late Gondwana sediments 
signify a another tectono-sedimentary province 
during the closing phase of Gondwana sedimen-
tation in peninsular India. The aforesaid tectono-
sedimentary provinces of Gondwana stratigraphy 
of peninsular India characterised by distinct 
depositional environment, lithofacies assem-
blages and sedimentary characters, are by and 
large, related to paleoclimatic zones. The cold 
climate at the onset of Talchir was followed by 
humid-warm favouring the bulk of coal forma-
tion, and inturn replaced by redbeds suggestive 
of progressive warming in younger Gondwana 
sediments. 
The Gondwana Stratigraphy of peninsular 
India therefore represents three successive 
tectono-sedimentary provinces of Late-Carbon-
iferous, Pemnian-Triassic and early Jurassic, and 
Late Jurassic-Early Cretaceous corresponding 
to Early, Main and Late Gondwana facies. 
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The Late Paleozoic-Mesozoic Gondwana sediments 
of Peninsular India are dominantly elastics cliaracterised 
by glaciogenic rocks at base followed by coal measures 
and inturn overlain by redbeds at top. Distinct lithofacies 
assemblages, depositional facies models, paleoslopes and 
texture and composition of sandstones evidently suggest 
three successive tectono-stratigraphic-sedimentary 
events of Early, Main and Late Gondwana facies during 
Gondwana sedimentation of Peninsular India. 
Introduction 
The merging of Gondwanaland in Pangea in Late 
Paleozoic initiated Gondwana sedimentation on southern 
continents (Veevers, 1988) Basins of different sizes and 
geometries were developed in different parts of the 
Gondwanaland supercontinent. In India, the Gondwana 
sedimentat ion lasted for about 160 Ma from Late 
Carboniferous to Early Cretaceous incorporating more 
than three standard time periods 'of Permian, Tnassic and 
Jurassic (Geo!. Surv India, 1994). The Gondwana 
succession has been classified into' 'TWO' or 'THREE' 
subdivisions largely on the basis of biostratigraphy 
(Sastry et al. 1977, 1979). The long span of Gondwana 
sedimentation in Peninsular India has not been viewed in 
light of lithofacies assemblages, dominant paleoslopes and 
tectono-sedimentary events including the fragmentation 
of greater India from Gondwanaland which may have 
significant stratigraphic implications. 
Lithofacies Assemblage, Depositional Models and 
Paleoslopes 
Besides minor marine invasion in the basal part (Talchir 
Formation) of central India and subsequent reports in 
other parts (Geol. Surv. India, 1994), the Gondwana 
sedimentation of Peninsular India, by and large, represents 
continental elastics of glacial and glaciogene sediments at 
base followed by coal measures and inturn overlain by 
redbeds at top (Tewari, 1999). Detailed lithofacies studies 
including field outcrops and subsurface analysis in widely 
separated Gondwana basins have resulted glacial and 
fluvio-glacial facies models for Talchir, braided and 
meandering tacies models for succeedint; Peimi.in and 
Triassics, and laigely alluvwii tans toi i)\eilying Lau-
Jurassic/Early Cretaceous sediments (Casshyap and 
Tewdii, 1984, Casshyap et al 1993, Veeveis and Tev\aii, 
1995). However, East Coast Gondwana sediments ot 
Late Jurasbic/Early Cretaceous show local variations 
Numerous paleo- ice transport and paleocurrent 
studies carried out in diffeient Gondwana basins ol 
Peninsular India yielded northerly and noithwesterly 
paleoslopes through space and lime, which was less 
consistent in Talchir and became more consistent and 
unified during overlying Peimitin and fiiassn. sedimentation 
(Casshyap 1979,'Icwai i, 1900, lew,in ,MUI Vi,.\cis lOOi 
Veeveis and Tewari, 1995) indeed, the noithwesteih 
paleos lope dur ing Permian-Ti lassi t Gondwan.i 
sedimentation has been an inherited fcaiiiie ol Indian 
peninsula atleast since Middle/Late Pioterozoics (Casshyap 
et al. 1993b). The long lived northwesterly paleoslope was 
completely reversed during late phase ol Gondwan.i 
sedimentation in Late Jurassic/Eaily Cietaceous ami 
resultant sediments superimpose Permian- Tiiassics wiih 
prominant unconformity The re^'eisal of uell establishcil 
paleoslope is a significant tectonic event and coincides with 
break-up of greatei India from Gondwanaland (Casshyap 
etal 1993b; I'ewari, 1999) As a consequence peiiciatonn. 
pull-apart basins developed in Late lurassic/llai h 
Cretaceous in Central India and along the east coast 
represented by Late Gondwana sediments These basm^ aic 
characteristic of rift-drift successions and laigely filled up 
by alluvial fan facies 
The Talchir sandstones are immalme to submaiun-
lithic to arkosic wackes, whereas those of overly ing Pei mian-
Triassics are submature to mature and more ai kosic and lithic 
arenites than wackes (Tewari, 1998) 
Tectono-Stratigraphic Sedimentary Events 
The tectonic cause of the origin of intraciatonic 
Gondwana basins is not well documented. By and large, the 
linear Gondwana basins of Peninsular India superimpose 
structural trends of the Precambrian The structural grain ot 
India was foimed by Early and Middle Pioterozoic mobile 
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and faties models 
DoiTimant 
paleoslope 
Late Ciondwana Facies 
(Late Jurassit-Early Cretaceous 
Main Oondwana Facies 
(Early Permian-Uilc Triassic and 
Early Jurassic) 
Eaily Oondwana Facies 
(Permo Carboniferous) 
Largely Alluvial Fan 
Dominanlly conglomerate and coarse to 
medium sandstone and subordinate red 
shale 
Unconformity • 
Braided and Meandering Streams 
Fining upward fluvial cycles of 
conglomerate, coarse to medium sandstone 
interheddcd fine sandstone shale shale 
with or without coal 
• Gradational contact -
Glacial and Fluvio-glacial 
Tillite, conglomerate, coarse to medium 
sandstone, varve, shale 
Unconformity 
Late Archaeans / Middle to Late Proterozoics 
Southerly and southeasterly 
directed palaeoslope 
Northwesterly directed paleoslope 
through space and time 
Palaeoice tranport was directed 
towards northwest and northeast, 
and locally towards east and west 
belts (Niiqvi and Rogeis, 1987). The resultant strongly 
anisoliopiL basement spiitted in Late Paleozoic along the 
structural grams to provide initial depressions (Veevers and 
Tewari, 1995). Acharyya (2000) suggested half graben 
Gondwana basins as the result of extensional tectonics Dutta 
(2001) postulated that isostatic readjustment of the 
lithosphere due to glacial load and subsequent glacial erosion 
possibly generated initial depressions 
Table i lists the stratigiaphic relationships, depositional 
facies models and palcoslopes of Late Paleozoic - Mesozoic 
Gondwana sequence of Peninsular India. It has been 
summarised that Gondwana sedimentation began in Late 
Caiboniteious in northwesterly sloping paleovalleys which 
were initially filled by glaciogenic sediments followed by 
braided and meandering alluvium thiough Permian and 
Tiiassic/Early lurassic The deposition ceased with bieak-
up of greater India fiom rest of Gondwanaland in Late 
Jurassic and Early Cretaceous (Veevers and Tewan, 199.5) 
Many field evidences suggest that initially narrow Gondwana 
paleovalleys floored by uneven basement during glaciogenic 
Talchir, were expanded areally and became unified and widei 
as sedimentation progressed through time (Casshyap, 1979) 
The present occurrences of Gondwana basins therefore 
represent remnants of originally much wider master basins 
An integiated account ol stiatigiaphic relationships, 
lithofacies characters, depositional models and palcoslopes 
evidently favour three distinct and successive tectono-
stratigraphic sedimentary events of Early, Main and Late 
Gondwana lacies. 
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ABSTRACT 
The Triassic Gondwana rocks of eastern and central 
India are analysed for lithofacies characters, dispersal 
patterns, paleochannel parameters and facies models. 
They are characterized by very coarse to coarse and 
medium, occasional!} pebbly and conglomeratic channel 
shaped to multistory and sheet like sandstone bodies, 
interbedded medium to fine grained sandstone and shale, 
and shale beds. Detailed paleocurrent analysis suggests 
that these sediments are dispersed from southeast towards 
northwest through space and time. Estimated 
paleochannel parameters along with lithic-fill composition 
suggest moderately sinuous paleochannels during Early 
Triassic Panchet sedimentation, which became low 
sinuous (bed load type) as sedimentation progressed 
through time during Late Triassic Supra-Panchet / 
Mahadeva sedimentation in Damodar and Son basins. In 
Satpura basin towards west, however, the attending 
paleochannels were low sinuous during Early Triassic 
Pachmarhi sedimentation. 
Indeed, the meandering (suspended load type) 
paleochannels during Late Permian sedimentation in 
eastern and central India Gondwana basins became 
moderately sinuous through time in Early Triassic and 
braided (bed load type) in Late Triassic. In Satpura basin, 
the Late Permian meandering streams became braided 
through time in Early Triassic (Pachmarhi). It is 
suggested that the paleochannel evolution from 
meandering through moderately sinuous to braided in 
different parts of eastern and central India Gondwana 
basins signifies rejuvenation in source land topography 
during post Permian and middle Triassic syndepositional 
tectonic uplifts. 
INTRODUCTION 
The Permian-Triassic Gondwana rocks of 
peninsular India are largely considered to be of fluvial 
origin The Permian Gondwana coal measures are well 
studied as compared to overlying Triassic (see 
Casshyap, 1979,Veevers and Tewan, 1996) The 
regional geological studies of Mesozoic Gondwana 
rocks of peninsular India have indicated the deposition 
of Triassic sediments by northerly and noithvvesterly 
stream systems (Dutta and Laha, 1979. Casshyap, 1979, 
Tewari and Veevers, 1993, Tewari and Casshyap, 1996) 
However, detailed studies of dispersal patterns and 
sedimentary facies have not been undeitaken except in 
the Late Triassic Mahadeva Fonnation of Son (Tewari, 
1995 a) and Early Triassic Pachmarhi Formation of 
Satpuia basin (Tewari, 1995 b) Tiiassic Gondwana 
rocks of peninsular India repiesent marked contrast in 
lithofacies than the underlying Permian sediments as 
indicated by the general absence of coal beds The 
detailed sedimentological study of these rocks of 
peninsular India would be therefore useful in 
reconstructing not only the nature of attending fluvial 
processes but also the overall sedimentary evolution of 
Permian Tuassic Gondwana sequence 
In view of the above, the Triassic Gondwana locks 
of Koel-Damodar, Son and Satpura Gondwana basins 
of eastern and central India aie selected for detailed 
sedimentological study The Triassic Gondwana lock are 
well exposed in these basins (Raja Rao, 1983, 1987), 
and the underlying Permian rocks are thoioughly 
investigated for dispeisal pattern and facies models 
(Casshyap and Khan, 1982, Casshyap and Tewan, 1984, 
2001) The present study therefore aims to analyse and 
mterpret lithofacies, dispeisal pattern and paleochannel 
parameteis of Triassic Gondwana rocks in the above 
areas with a view to developing facies models and their 
tectonic implications It is hoped that an integrated 
account of the same with the underlying Permian locks 
would have far reaching tectonic implications in the 
evolution of Permian-Triassic Gondwana sequence in 
the eastern and central Peninsular India 
GEOLOGICAL AND TECTONIC SETTING 
The Gondwana basins of eastern and central India 
are named as Damodar, Son-Mahanadi and Satpura 
basins (Fig 1) Most of these Gondwana basins follow 
regional structural trends of underlying basement locks 
(Veevers and Tewan, 1996) Among these, the funnel 
shaped Son-Mahanadi basin is oriented noithv«est-
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Fig-1. An outline geological distribution of Gondwana basins of Peninsular India. I-Raniganj coalfield; 2-Bol<aro coalfield; 
3-North Karanpura coalfield (Damodar basin); 4-Son basin; and 5-Satpura basin. 
southeast and marked by continuity of Gondwana 
outcrops. The Damodar and Satpura basins are east-
west oriented. Tlie Damodar basin is composed of 
separate oval shaped outliers named after the Raniganj, 
Jharia, Bokaro and North Karanpura coalfields. Among 
these, the Triassic rocks occur in the central and 
southern parts of Raniganj, Bokaro and North 
Karanpura coalfields. The general absence of Triassic 
rocks in Jharia coalfield has been attributed to post 
depositional erosion in this area (Casshyap and Tewari, 
1984; Veevers and Tewari, 1996). The Damodar and 
Satpura basins represent half grabens where southern or 
northern margins are bounded by normal faults Raja 
Rao, 1983, 1987). The existing coalfields of Damodar 
basin are believed to be the fragmented remnants of 
originally bigger and much wider master basin 
(Casshyap, 1979: Casshyap and Tewari, 1988;Veevers 
and Tewari, 1996). The regional strike of Gondwana 
rocks is east-west and dips are gentle (5° to 10°) 
directed towards north, though steep dips (up to 16°) are 
recorded close to faulted margins. Gondwana geology 
of these basins is represented by latest Carboniferous to 
late Triassic in Damodar and Son, and up to Late 
Jurassic / Early Cretaceous in Satpura basin (Raja Rao, 
1983, 1987; Casshyap et ai, 1993). Comparative 
Gondwana stratigraphy of The given basins is listed in 
Table 1. Unlike the widespread occurrence of Permian 
rocks in these areas, the overlying Triassic sediments 
are conspicuous by their restricted presence. They 
occupy the central and southern parts in Damodar and 
occur along the northern margins of Son and Satpura 
basins. 
The geology and tectonic setting of eastern and 
central India Gondwana basins is well known 
(Casshyap, 1979; Casshyap and Tewari, 1984;Raja 
Rao, 1983, 1987; Veevers and Tewari, 1996). The 
lowermost Talchir Formation lies upon Late 
Archean/Precambrian basement and is made up of 
interbedded sequence of massive and stratified til lite, 
conglomerate, coarse to medium sandstone, laminated 
shale, varve and rhythmite including dropstones and has 
been interpreted as of glacial and glacigene origin (Raja 
Rao, 1987). The succeeding Permian sediments of 
Karharbari, Barakar, Barren Measures and Raniganj 
formations are characterised by fining upward fluvial 
cycles of very coarse to coarse and medium sandstone, 
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occasionally conglomerate, interbedded fine grained 
sandstone-shale and shale, and with or without coal 
(Casshyap and Tewari, 1984, 1988,2001, Tewari, 1997) 
The Permian Tnassic boundary is marked by mild 
nftogenesis in the source highlands to the south and 
south east (Tewari, 1999) The nomenclature of Tnassic 
Gondwana rocks of these basins is quite vanable They 
are called Panchet (225-600 m) and Supra-Panchet/ 
Lugu (170-550 m) formations in Raniganj, Bokaro and 
North Karanpura coalfields of Damodar basin (Raja 
Rao, 1987) These locks are referred to as Panchet and 
Mahadeva in Son and Pachmarhi Formation (800 m) in 
Satpura basin The middle Tnassic refers to non-
deposition and deformation characterised by an angular 
unconfonnity (Veevers and Tewari 1996, Tewan and 
Casshyap, 1996) 
LITHOFACIES TYPES 
F\g -2 illustrates generalised hthostratigraphic 
columns of Tnassic Gondwana rocks of eastern and 
central India basins Among these, the early Tnassic 
Pachmarhi Fonnation of Satpura and late Tnassic 
Mahadeva Formation of Son basins are redrawn from 
authors earlier study (Tewan, 1995 a, 1995 b) The 
others are based on number of small outcrops in this 
study By and large, there is a gross similarity in the 
hthofacies types of the Early and Late Tnassic 
Gondwana locks under study, though their relative 
abundance is variable The Early Tnassic Panchet 
Formation of Damodar and Son basins is charactensed 
by subequal proportions of very coarse, coaise to 
medium, channel to sheet - like sandstone (55 %) and 
interbedded fine sandstone/siltstone- shale (45 %) The 
lenses of pebbly sandstones are commonly associated 
with the basal part However, the Early Tnassic 
Pachmarhi Formation of Satpura basin towards west 
encloses about 85 % of very coarse to coarse, 
occasionally pebbly, channel to multistory sandstone, 
and subordinate amount of 15 % shale (Tewan, 1995 
b) The sandstones are profusely cross-bedded into 
cosets of planar and trough cross beds The Late 
Tnassic Supra-Panchet/Mahadeva/Lugu Formation of 
Damodar and Son basins exhibits an increase in very 
coarse to coarse and medium grained, channel shaped 
and multistory sandstone (86 %), associated fine-
grained sandstone - shale shares about 14 % An 
increase in the bulk volume of sandstone in the Late 
Tnassic Gondwana rocks in Damodar and Son basins, 
and in the Early Tnassic in Satpura basin further west 
(Fig 2) may have significant paleotectonic and 
paleoclimatic implications, as discussed later The 
following facies charactense Tnassic sediments of 
given area 
Facies 1 Very coarse to coarse and medium grained, 
occasionally pebbly, horizontal bedded and 
massive Sandstone (Sm-Sh) 
Facies 2 Very coarse to coarse and medium grained, 
trough and planar cross-bedded Sandstone 
(St-Sp) 
Facies 3 Interbedded fine-grained ripple cross-
laminated Sandstone and laminated Shale (Sr) 
Facies 4 Laminated Shale (Fl) 
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Fig.- 2. Generalised stratigraphic columns of Triassic Gondwana rocks of eastern-central India . The columns of Nortfi 
Karanpura, Bokaro and Raniganj coalfields are based on this study.. The Late Triassic rocks of Son and Early Triassic rocks of 
Satpura basins are from Tewari (1995 a, b). 
Facies 1: Occasionally, the channel to sheet like 
and multistory sandstone bodies of Triassic Gondwana 
rocks under study are massive to horizontal bedded. 
They are marked by erosional surfaces in places. The 
sandstone is very coarse to coarse and gritty with 
abundant pebbles of quartzite. Individual occurrences 
are 1 m to 2 m thick and laterally persistent along the 
exposed length of sandstone bodies. In multistory 
occurrences, particularly in the Late Triassic the 
thickness may go up to 4 - 5 m or so. In Early Triassic 
Panchet Sandstone, the facies is laterally impersistent 
and lenticular. 
The massive sandstone facies bounded by lower 
erosional surfaces in fluvial sandstone bodies 
characterise channel lag deposits (Allen, 1970). Theses 
channel shaped sandstone bodies are oriented almost 
parallel to the paleoslopes (Tewari, 1998).The 
occasional presence of horizontal bedded sandstone 
facies may represents flash floods, a common 
phenomenon of fluvial streams (Miall, 1977). 
Facies 2: The very coarse to coarse and medium 
grained, trough and planar cross-bedded sandstone (St-
Sp) is by far the most abundant throughout the Triassic 
rocks of the area. It shares about 40% of the total 
sandstone in Panchet and 65% in Mahadeva Formation. 
TabIe-2: Paleocurrent statistics of Triassic Gondwana rocks 
of eastern and central India. Computed data for Late Triassic 
Mahadeva of Son and Early Triassic of Satpura basins is from 
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Flg.-3. Composite rose diagrams for Triassic Gondwana rocks of eastern and central India. The Late Triassic rocks of Son and 
Early Triassic rocks of Satpura basins are from Tewari (1995 a, b). 
Trough cross-beds are 40 - 135 cm deep, 1.5 - 3 m 
wide occurring commonly in the basal part of many 
sandstone bodies overlying channel lag deposits (Sm). 
The planar cross-beds generally overlie troughs in many 
places. Individual foresets are 35cm - 80 cm thick and 
inclined at angles of 18- - 26-.The cosets of both the 
trough and planar cross beds exhibit gradual decline in 
thickness in successive units vertically . 
The above facies is also widely recorded elsewhere 
in Permian Triassic sequences of Peninsular India 
(Tewari, 1997). The trough and planar cross bedded 
cosets as and where developed in fluvial sequences have 
been interpreted as unidirectional migration of dunes 
and sand waves (Miall, 1977). The occurrence of planar 
cross beds above troughs indicates channel aggradations 
(Walker and Cant, 1984), and the decline in the size of 
successive foresets vertically at a given place is 
suggestive of gradual shallowing of stream channel 
(Tewari, 1997). 
Facies 3: Interbedded fine-grained sandstone/ 
siltstone and shale overlies channel to sheet like 
sandstone in many places . Fine-grained sandstone 
exhibits cross lamination whereas shale is laminated. 
Individual occurrences may be 2-4 m thick and sheet 
like. The facies is traceable along the strike in 
association with sandstone in Early Triassic Panchet 
Formation, where it is well developed. In the 
succeeding Late Triassic as well as in the Early Triassic 
Pachmarhi formations, it is poorly developed as thin (1-
2 m) lenticular bodies. 
The geometry, sedimentary structures and its 
association with channel sandstone bodies indicate 
depos i t ion of in t e rbedded f ine -gra ined 
sandstone/siltstone and shale as overbank / levee 
deposits of fluvial system (Allen, 1970; Casshyap and 
Tewari, 1984). 
Facies 4: Apart from occurring in association with 
interbedded facies, the shale beds also occur as 
independent facies. Shales are gray, green and red in 
colour. Individual occurrence is as thick as 1.2-4m in 
Early Triassic Panchet Formation, exhibiting sheet like 
geometry. In the overlying Late Triassic Mahadeva 
Formation, the facies is thin (0.8-1.5 m) and lenticular 
occurring on the top of channel and sheet like sandstone 
bodies. Lenses of shale facies are also sandwiched 
between successive sandstone bodies in multistory 
sequences. The facies represent vertical accretion 
deposits in flood plains (sheet-like) and also on the 
upper surface of channel bars (lenticular) during low 
flow stage (Rust, 1972;Miall, 1977:Casshyap and 
Tewari, 1984). 
DISPERSAL PATTERN 
The Triassic Gondwana sandstones of given area are 
profusely cross-bedded. Paleocurrent study is based on 
1111 measurements of axis (azimuths) of trough cross-
bedded units, which are believed to be more reliable 
indicators of sediment transport in fluvial systems 
(Casshyap and Tewari, 1984). The measurements were 
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Fig.-4. Fades models forTriassic Gondwana rocks of eastern and central India: (A) Moderately sinuous to meandering stream 
model for Early Triassic Panchet Formation of Damodar and Son basins; (B) Braided stream model for Late Triassic Supra-
Panchet/ Mahadeva Formation of Damodar and Son basins, and Early Triassic Pachmarhi Formation of Satpura basin. S t -
trough cross-bedded sandstone; Sp - planar cross-bedded sandstone; Sh - horizontal bedded sandstone; Sm - massive 
sandstone; Sr- ripple cross laminated fine sandstone, and Fl - laminated shale. 
collected through space and time in Early and Late 
Triassic Gondwana sandstones. Also included are the 
mean paleocurrent data of Early Triassic Pachmarhi 
sandstone of Satpura and Late Triassic Mahadeva 
sandstone of Son basin computed earlier by the author 
(Tewari, 1995 a, b). The data was corrected for tectonic 
tilt where regional dip exceeds I0-, and analysed 
following conventional procedure. Computed vector 
mean is oriented towards northwest in most outcrops 
with local variations towards north and northeast. The 
paleocurrent data was pooled in view of striking 
similarity in mean orientation at outcrop level and 
analysed separately for Early and Late Triassic 
sandstones (Table 2). Composite rose diagrams are 
unimodal in each case as shown in figure 3. Pooled 
paleocurrent data in different basins therefore suggests 
that Triassic Gondwana sandstones of eastern and 
central India were deposited by northwesterly flowing 
streams (321- - 351) through space and time (Figures 2 
and 3). Computed variance values vary from 3224 -
3556 in Early Triassic Panchet and get reduced to 1920 
- 2300 in Late Triassic Mahadeva sandstone at 
formation levels, although low variance (1986) is 
recorded for Early Triassic Pachmarhi sandstone. The 
associated vector magnitude ranges from 54 - 60 in 
Early and 69 - 78 in Late Triassic sandstones. The 
marginal decline in variance and increase in vector 
magnitude values from Early to Late Triassic 
sandstones in general and exceptionally in Early 
Triassic Pachmarhi in Satpura area may call for a 
corresponding increase in the variability (sinuosity) of 
depositing streams (Selley, 1968). The northwesterly 
paleoslopes here deduced closely coincides with the 
regional paleoslopes during Permian Triassic 
Gondwana sedimentation in Peninsular India (Tewari 
and Veevers, 1993). 
PALEOCHANNEL PARAMETERS 
Paleochannel morphology including channel 
sinuosity, channel depth and channel width are 
significantly related with sediment types and therefore 
quite useful parameters in interpreting ancient 
paleochannels (Schumm, 1972). The estimation of these 
parameters is based mainly on empirical equations 
developed for modern streams, and have been 
successfully applied in analysing and interpreting 
Fluvial Facies Model of Triassic Gondwana 115 
Table-3: Paleochannel parameters of Triassic Gondwana 






















1 18-1 23 
5 80-6 20 m 
310 5-323 4 m 








6 73 m 
328 41 m 
1 38 
3 48 m 
167 90 m 
1 42-1 46 
3 01-3 63 m 
143 06-176 16 m 
ancient paieochannels (Cotter, 1971, Miall, 1976, 
Gardnei, 1983, Barrett and Fitzgerald, 1985) mcluding 
the Peimian Gondwana coal measures of Peninsular 
India (Khan, 1987, Casshyap and Tewan, 1984, Reddy 
and Prasad. 1988, Tewan, 1993, Hota et al 2001) It is 
believed that with some limitations the results provide 
quantitative data with respect to the nature of stream 
channel pattern (Ethridge and Schumm, 1978) The 
bankfull channel depth, bankfull channel width and 
paleochannel sinuosity that together define channel 
pattern aie here computed for Triassic Gondwana 
shearns of eastern and central India using following 
empirical equations 
(1) Paleochannel Sinuosity (P) = 1 / (1 - D /252)^ 
(Miall, 1976, where o refers to angular variation in 
vector mean) 
(2) Bankfull channel depth (Dc) H = 0 086 Dc " ''^ ' 
(Allen, 1968 where H refers to average thickness of 
cross-bedded foresets) 
(3) Bankfull channel width (Wc) = 42 Dc" ' " 
(Leopold and Maddock. 1953) 
Paleochannel Sinuosity (P): It is defined as the 
angular range in the course of stream channel and can 
be estimated for ancient paieochannels using Miall's 
(1976) relationship between sinuosity and mean angular 
variation in cross bedding vector Alternatively, it can 
also be computed using Schumm's (1972) empirical 
relationship between sinuosity (P) and Width/Depth 
ratio (F) as P = 3 5 F< " ' The paleochannel sinuosity is 
here estimated following Miall's equation in view of its 
independency of channel depth and width, both of 
which are, in turn, based on the magnitude of cioss 
bedded units The computed sinuosity values based on 
angular mean variation m tiough cross bedded units at 
outcrop level range from 1 38 to 1 46 foi Panchet and 
from i 18 to I 23 for Mahadeva paieochannels (Table 
3) The paleochannel sinuosity of Eaily Triassic 
Pachmarhi sandstone of Satpuia is comparable to that of 
Late Triassic Mahadeva These values evidently suggest 
meandering (mixed and suspended load) natuie of 
Panchet streams and braided (bed load) natuie of 
Mahadeva as well as Pachmaihi streams (Schumm 
1972) 
Bankfull Channel Depth (Dc): fhe bankfull 
channel depth is a significant parameter that define 
paleochannel pattern It can be reliably estimated using 
the thickness of epsilon cross bed, characteristic of point 
bar deposits (Allen, 1965, Moody-Stuait, 1966) The 
epsilon cross beds are rarely pieserved in ancient recoid 
as in the present area Alternatively, the minimum 
channel depth can be estimated using above lelationship 
between dune height (H) and channel depth (Dc) after 
Allen (1968) The same relationship has been 
successfully used in computing paleochannel depth of 
Permian sandstones of Peninsular India (Casshyap and 
Tewan, 1984, Tewan, 1993) The average thickness of 
cross bedded units is computed throughout the aiea 
based on 434 measurements Taking these values in 
above relationship after Alien (1968). the minimum 
channel depth of Panchet streams comes to 3 01 m to 
3 63 m and that of Mahadeva stieams is in the oider of 
5 80 to 6 80 m These values are faiily comparable to 
those of measured channel depth of Triassic channel 
sandstone bodies in field (Tewan, 1997) 
Bankfull Channel Width (Wc): Like channel 
depth, the bankfull channel width can also be estimated 
on the basis of epsilon cross beds In absence of these 
features, it can be computed indiiectly using abo\e 
relationship after Leopold and Maddock (1953) Taking 
channel depth as input data, the computed channel 
width IS in the order of 143 06 m to 176 16 m for 
Panchet and 316 8 m to 324 5 m for overlying 
Mahadeva, and 328 41 m for Pachmarhi, lespectively 
(Table 3) These estimates should correspond to 
minimum channel widths in view of the multiple natures 
of stream channels (Casshyap and Tewan. 1984) 
FACIES MODELS: TECTONIC IMPLICATIONS 
The Triassic Gondwana sedimentation in eastern 
and central India basins began with the mild tectonic 
uplifts in the source highlands to the southeast (Tewan, 
1999) Fig-4 shows depositional facies models of 
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Ti lassie Gondwana rocks of eastern and central India 
based on Iithofacies types, their average thickness and 
relationships, dispersal pattern and paleochannel 
paiameters In Damodar and Son basins, the Eaily 
Triassic Panchet paleochannels were 3 01 to 3 63 m 
deep and 143 06 to 17616 m wide The estimated 
paleochannel sinuosity was from 1 38 to 1 46, 
chaiacterising moderately sinuous (mixed load) stiearns 
following Schumm (1972) The moderately sinuous to 
meandering streams are characterised by well-
developed levees and flood plains depositing an 
appreciable amount of fine elastics as lateial accretion 
in association with the coarse clastic channel facies 
The coaise to medium cross-bedded sandstone (St-Sp) 
may corresponds deposition by lateral accretion in point 
bais, wheieas the fine elastics (Sr-Fl, and Fl) to those of 
associated levees and flood plain areas (Casshyap and 
Tewan, 1984) These paleochannels flowed dominantly 
from southeast to northwest depositing subequal 
amount of channel, overbank and flood plain deposits 
The coiiesponding lithic-fill composition of the Eaily 
Tuassic Panchet sequence in Damodar and Son basins 
(Fig 2). and relatively high variability of cross dip 
azimuths (Table 2), evidently corroborates the above 
inference Howevei, the Early Tnassic Pachmarhi 
Formation in Satpuia basin further west exhibits a 
decline in paleochannel sinuosity (I 20), increase in 
channel depth (6 73 m) and channel width (328 41 m) 
These paiameters together with abundance of coaise 
elastics (85 %) and low variance of cross dip azimuths 
(Table 2) imply biaided (bed load) nature of Pachmaihi 
paleochannels The coarse to medium massive to 
horizontal bedded (Sm-Sh) channel like sandstone 
bodies corresponds to longitudinal channel bars (Miall, 
1977) The associated cross-bedded sandstone (St-Sp) 
implies deposition by channel aggradation in transverse 
bars 
Following Early Tnassie sedimentation, the eastern 
and central India Gondwana basins witnessed non-
deposition / defoimation in Middle Tnassic (Veevers 
and Tewan, 1996) The Late Tnassic Supra - Panchet / 
Mahadeva/ Formation is characterised by marked 
increase in the coarse clastic Iithofacies (86%) at the 
expense of fine elastics (14%) (Figure 2) In 
compaiison to underlying Panchet. these paleochannels 
exhibit maiginal decline in sinuosity (I 18 - 1 23) and 
increase in channel depth (5 80-6 20 m) and channel 
width (310 5-323 4 m) The above parameters are 
suggestive of low sinuosity braided (bed load) streams, 
which are known to deposit little amount of fine elastics 
in their channel perimeter (Schumm, 1972) 
Evidently, the moderately sinuous streams at the 
onset of Early Tnassic Panchet sedimentation in 
Damodar and Son basins of eastern and central India 
became low sinuous braided temporally to deposit Late 
Tnassic Supra Panchet/ Mahadeva sediments The Eaily 
Tnassic Pachmarhi sediments of Satpura basin, cential 
India were, however, deposited by low sinuous biaided 
streams unlike Panchet sediments further east Indeed. 
The Permian Gondwana sedimentation 
In Damodar and Son basins began with rejuvenated 
bi aided streams, which became meandering through 
time from Early to Late Permian (Casshyap and Tewan, 
1984) The Late Permian sediments of Satpura basin 
have also been attributed to meandering deposits 
(Tewan, 1995 b) These meandering paleochannels 
depositing bulk of Late Permian sediments in eastern 
and central India became model ately sinuous to biaided 
during Early and Late Tnassic sedimentation in 
Damodar and Son, and braided during Early Tnassic 
Pachmarhi of Satpura basin It implies progressive 
rejuvenation of source highlands topography and (or) 
amelioration of climate as sedimentation progressed 
The Tnassic Gondwana sedimentation of eastern and 
cential India, therefore, signifies at least two 
syndepositional tectonic uplifts to the southeast of these 
basins in post Permian and middle Tnassic Further, the 
post Permian and / or pre Tnassic uplifts were more 
pronounced in central than in eastern parts as evidenced 
from the bed load nature of Early Tnassic Pachmarhi 
paleochannels 
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ABSTRACT 
Cyclical characteristics in Early Permian Barakar coal 
measures of Son-Mahanadi and Koel-Damodar Gondwana 
coalflelds have been studied using quasi-independence 
Markov model, entropy function and simple linear 
regressions. Results suggest that the Barakar coal measures 
possess strong tendency of Markovian property in various 
coalflelds of Son-Mahanadi and Koel-Damodar valley 
Gondwana basins. The probable upward transitional paths 
based on the positive values of the normalized difference 
matrices are: sandstone->shale-^carbonaceous 
shale->coal->sandstone in the coalfields of Son-Mahanadi 
valley and sandstone-»shale->carbonaceous shale-^coaI-» 
carbonaceous shale in the Koel-Damodar valley basins. The 
differences, characterized by asymmetrical cycles in Son-
Mahanadi valley and symmetrical cycles in Koel-Damodar 
valley coalflelds, are further corroborated in entropy 
analysis. 
On the basis of data obtained it is suggested that the 
cyclical patterns of the Early Permian Barakar coal 
measures of the eastern and central India Gondwana basins 
are the result of (i) autocyclic switching of stream channels 
in response to varying rate of deposition, and (ii) 
intermittent differential tectonism / subsidence. The 
differences in the nature of cycles are attributed to 
differences in the stream channel patterns. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The Early Permian Barakar coal measures of 
Peninsular India have been thoroughly investigated for 
sedimentation models and paleogeography (Casshyap, 
1979; Casshyap and Tewari, 1984, 1988; Tewari and 
Veevers, 1993, Veevers and Tewari, 1996). Cyclic 
sedimentation has already been demonstrated in these 
coal measures on the basis of outcrop study (Casshyap, 
1970) and subsurface analysis using Markov models 
(Khan and Casshyap, 1981; Tewari, 1997; Tewari and 
Casshyap, 1983; Hota et al., 2003, Hota and Maejima, 
2004). Though lithofacies and palaeocurrents of Barakar 
sediments of Son-Mahanadi valley and Koel-Damodar 
valley have been thoroughly investigated, regional 
quantitative model of cyclical patterns of sediments of 
these areas are yet to be studied (Figure 1). 
The present study aims to analyse (i) lithofacies 
transitions using quasi-independence and entropy 
processes in the Barakar coal measures regionally across 
the Son-Mahanadi valley and Koel-Damodar valley 
basins, and (ii) to examine statistical relationship between 
number of cycles and net subsidence. 
2. STRATIGRAPHIC SETTING AND 
SEDIMENTARY CHARACTERS 
The Gondwana sequence of Son-Mahanadi and Koel-
Damodar valley basins of eastern and eastern-central 
India (Figure 1) ranges from Late Carboniferous to Late 
Triassic (Table 1). The Gondwana strata is twice as thick 
(3400 m) in Koel-Damodar valley than in the Son-
Mahanadi valley region (1600 m). Detailed field studies 
have shown gross lithologic similarity in Gondwana 
formations of these two widely separated basins, though 
they have different tectonic setting (Casshyap and Tewari, 
1984,1988). Continuous Gondwana outcrops along the 
length mark the funnel shaped Son-Mahanadi valley 
basin, narrow in southeast and broad in northwest. In 
contrast, the Koel-Damodar valley basin includes oval 
shaped outliers (coalfields) aligned roughly E-W. (Figure 
1). These coalfields represent half graben structures 
bounded by high angle normal faults along the southern 
margins. It has been suggested that isolated outliers of 
Koel-Damodar basin are fragmented remains of 
continuous basin due to post Gondwana faulting 
(Casshyap, 1979; Casshyap and Tewari, 1984,1988). 
The fluvial Barakar Formation occurs extensively in 
these basins under having more or less uniform thickness 
of 800 m, which apparently reduces to 300 m towards the 
western part in Son basin. These coal bearing horizons 
have been extensively studied and explored by drilling by 
the Geological Survey of India, Kolkata, Indian Bureau of 
Mines, Nagpur, Mineral Exploration Corporation, 
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Fig-1. Geological map showing distribution of Gondwana rocks in the Son-Mahanadi and Koel-davalley basins (after Casshyap 
and Tewari, 1984). Coalfields understudy are: (1) Ranlganj, (2) Jharia, (3) Bokaro, (5) Ramgarh, (13) Talchir, (14) lb River, (18) 
Korba, (20) Chirimiri, (21) Kurasia, (22) Korea, (23) Jhiliimilii, (27) Sohagpur, (30) Singrauli. 
Nagpur, Geology Department of the State Government 
and Coal India Limited, Ranchi. The present study is 
based on 161 borehole logs from in various coalfields of 
Son-Mahanadi valley and Koel-Damodar valley basins. 
In view of the low dips, the strata encountered in 
boreholes represent almost actual thickness. The 
lithological data from all the borehole logs were coded 
into four categories namely, sandstone (Facies A), shale 
(Facies B), carbonaceous shale (Facies C), and coal 
(Facies D), which are very well represented in outcrop 
sections. The sedimentary characteristics of these facies 
are as follows: 
2.1. Facies A: Very coarse, to medium- gained 
sandstone 
The coarse to medium and locally very coarse-
gained, gritty sandstone occurs as channel to sheet like 
multistory bodies, particularly in the lower and middle 
parts of the Barakar Formation. The lenses of 
conglomerate/ pebbly sandstone are commonly 
associated with the basal parts of the sedimentary units. 
Individual sandstone bodies are 6 - 8 m thick, which may 
locally attain a thickness of nearly 12 m. Most of these 
sandstone bodies are characterized by cosets of trough 
and planar crossbeds which indicate deposits of 
meandering streams and linguoid / transverse bars of 
braided streams (Casshyap and Tewari, 1984; Tewari, 
1998a). 
2.2. Facies B: Fine-grained sandstone/siltstone, 
argillaceous and arenaceous shale 
It includes interbedded ripple laminated fine-grained 
sandstone and siltstone/shale. It shares to about 5-10% in 
the Barakar of Mahanadi increasing up to 30% in Son to 
50% in Koel-Damodar basin (Casshyap and Tewari, 
1984). The thin and discontinuous bodies of fine elastics 
correspond to deposition on top of braided bars during 
minimal discharge, whereas thick and continuous bodies 
represent overbank levee deposits of meandering streams 
(Tewari, 1998 b). 
2.3. Facies C: Carbonaceous shale / siltstone 
It is widely developed in the upper part of the Barakar 
Formation of various coalfields in Koel-Damodar basin 
and poorly developed in the coalfields of Son-Mahanadi 
basin. Like facies B, it occurs as thick beds in the former 
and thin, impersistent beds in the latter. Complete or 
fragmentary plant fossils of glossopteris, gangamopteris 
and vertibraria are commonly associated with 
carbonaceous shale. The facies is attributed to vertical 
accretion deposits from overbank floods (Tewari, 1998b). 
However, the carbonaceous nature implies deposition in 
backswamp, which may have shallowed periodically to 
allow plants to collonise the soil (Tye and Coleman, 
1989). 
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Table-1. Stratigraphy and generalized sedimentary characters of Gondwana 
















































Occasionally pebbly, very 
coarse to coarse and medium, 
channel shaped and multistory 
sandstone; associated thin 
lenses of red shale. 
Coarse to medium, channel 
shaped, cross - bedded 
sandstone; interbedded red and 
green shale show parallel and 
cross-laminations. 
Medium to fine sheet-like and 
channel-shaped, cross-bedded 
sandstone, with thick interbeds 
of shale, siltstone and coal; 
kamthi abounds in cross-bedded 
ferruginous sandstone, red and 
carbonaceous shale. 
Medium to fine, lenticular and 
Channel-shaped sandstone 
bodies; associated thick shale. 
Beds are red, green and also 
Carbonaceous. 
Fining upward cycles of coarse, 
medium and fine sandstone, 
interbedded sandstone-shale, 
shale and coal. 
Conglomeratic, pebbly, very 
coarse to coarse coalescing 
sandstone bodies; associated 
shale and coal beds are thin 
and impersistent. 
Lenses of massive and 
stratified tillite; associated are 
thinly bedded and cross-bedded 
green sandstone and green 
laminated shale with or without 
dropstones. 
2.4. Fades D: Coal and shaly coal 
The facies constitutes about 8-20% in the Barakar 
Formation of Son-Mahanadi and up to 35-50% in the 
Koel-Damodar coalfields. It occurs either as (1) thin to 
moderately thick beds splitting laterally within few tens 
of meters in association with channel sandstone, 
particularly in Mahanadi valley and lower part of Barakar 
in Koel-Damodar basin; and / or (2) thick to very thick 
coal seams extending laterally for a few km (occasionally 
throughout the length of basin), and commonly associated 
with fine clastic facies of Barakar Formation in Koel-
Damodar basin (Table-2). The thin and lenticular coal 
beds have been attributed to the development of restricted 
peat swamps in interchannel areas, whereas the thick and 
extensive coal seams correspond to larger swamps 
developed in protected lakes (Casshyap and Tewari, 
1984). The splitting of coal seams represent rapid lateral 
Ko«l - Oamodzi 
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Fig-2. Markov diagrams of Barakar strata based on normalized 
difference values of pooled data. 
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Table-2. Computed chi-square values to test Markov 
property in Koel-Damodar and Son-Mahanadi G6ndwana 
coalfields. 
Table-3. Preferred upward lithologic transitions based on 
































" Limiting value of X is 22.0 at 99.5% confidence level and 
8 degrees of freedom. 
migration of braid bars and crevasse channels over the 
peat swamp areas. 
3. ANALYTICAL PROCEDURE 
3.1, Markov Model: 
The objective of Markov analysis is to extract the 
randomness of each component within a population. It is 
based on the assumption that the preceding one influences 
the successive events. An excellent description of Markov 
process is given in Schwarzacher (1975), Hattori (1976), 
Power and Easterling (1982), Orford (1983), Davis 
(1986) and Holm et al, (1986). The application of 
Markov model requires the following two conditions: (1) 
a section must be defined in terms of discrete states and a 
subdivision into steps ideally related to geological 
processes is necessary for a classification process known 
as structuring; and (2) every rock type must be included 
into the classification system; steps between transition do 
not have to be of equal length and no information is 
necessary about the time span but transition must occur in 
a consecutive order. The analytical procedure includes: (i) 
structuring of one step embedded tally count matrix (fjj), 
where I and j are row and column numbers and correspond 
to lower and upper bed, respectively; (ii) estimated 
expected frequency of quasi-independence (Goodman, 
1968) given by Ejj = aj bj (where a, bj), derived by using 
an iterative process till a; and bj attain an arbitrary 
constant, than (iii) a matrix is calculated assuming the null 
hypothesis that such transitions are random, and depend 
only on the relative abundance of states in the succession 







A o B - > C 
1.67 
12.25 2.46 
A <-> B - > C 
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A<-> B - ^ C 
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A<-^ B - > C 
2.32 
2.71 8.12 
A - » B - ^ C 
4.76 3.69 
A ^ B ^ C 
4.34 2.46 
A - ^ B - ^ C 
4.29 3.28 
A - > B ^ C 
3.72 0.87 
A - > B ^ C 
2.65 1.22 
A - ^ B - ^ C 
5.91 2.01 
A ^ B ^ C 
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D - > C 
10.74 
D - > C 
2.97 
D - ^ A 
1.32 
D ^ C 
2.13 
D - > C 
1.32 
D -4 A 
3.92 
D - ^ A 
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1.36 
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1.24 
D - > A 
0.71 
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1.89 














A-Very coarse, coarse to medium sandstone; B-Flne 
sandstone/siltstone, argillaceous and Arenaceous shale; C-
Carbonaceous shale; and D- Shaly coal and coal. 
provides a framework for identifying large difference 
(+ve value) between observed and expected transition 
frequencies and have been referred to as normalized 
difference matrix (Zy). 
3.2. Test of Significance: 
Gingerich (1969) and Hiscott (1981) have provided 
following Chi-square statistics to answer whether the 
actual transition probability departs significantly from the 
independent trials probability (Table-2). 
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2 0 1 
1 0 
Type-B 
(After Hattori, 1976) 
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Fig-3. Entropy sets for Barakar cycles of Koel-Damodar and 
Son-Mahanadi valley basins showing Type-B cyclical 
pattern Type-B pattern of Hattoti (1976) is given for 
compansion 
TEST-I(Gingerich, 1969,p 131) 
x^.bs = 5:" I " ( f , - f , E,3)2/f,Ey 
1=1 j=l 
The test statistics can be compared with the 
distribution of values for a x^ distributions with (n ^ - 2n) 
degree of freedom 
TEST - II (Hiscott, 1981) has test statistics as 
1^ 'obs =2 S" Z" f,jlog[p,j (n+^.-n^^J)/n+J] 
1=1 j=l 
In this test, the x\bs value is assumed to be an 
observation for a x^  distribution with (n - 1 )^  - n degree 
of freedom The larger the x-^ bs values, for a given value 
of n, stregthen the evidence against the hypothesis of 
independence or in favour of the Markovian model of 
lithologic transitions, m other words the presence of 
cyclicity 
The presence of cyclicity i e non-randomness in a 
sequence may or may not vary through space and / or time 
It can be verified by using another x stationarity 
statistics, after Anderson and Goodman (1967), modified 
by Harbaugh and Bonham-Carter (1970) as 
T n 
•^ obs f u ( 0 1 o g e [ p , , ( t ) / q n ] = 2 1 1 
1=1 J=l 
Where I = 1, 2, 3, T, giving the number of 
subsections tested against each other, f ,j ( t ) and p y ( t ) 
are the tally count and transition probability matrix values 
and q ,j equals to the bulk transition probability matrix 
value calculated for the data from the entire log The 
number of degrees of freedom equals to (T - 1) n (n - 1), 
where n equals to total number of lithologic states 
3.3. Entropy Analysis: 
Entropy analysis refers to the 'degree of intermixing of 
Table-4 Chi-square stationarity statistics within and between Koel-
Damodar and Son-Mahanadi basin 
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Koel-Damodar—Son-Mahanadi (Basin level) 
35 78 26 22 




































end members in the composition of a system' and has been 
successfully applied in the interpretation of lithological 
successions (Hattori, 1976, Khan and Casshyap, 1981, 
Shukla etal, 1996, Hota et al, 2003, Hota and Maejima, 
2004) The use of Entropy measures is to characterize the 
pre- and post- depositional aspects of an empirical 
probability transition matrix, where pre- and post-
deposition refer to the mode of event transition analysis 
/ e entering a particular j * state for any other state (pre-
depositional) or leaving a particular j " ' state (post-
depositional), the former i e across the column 
designated by EP^', and it's numerical value can be 
calculated by using the equation 
E r = - I q , j l o g 2 P , j 
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Table-5. Pooled tally matrix, expected cell value, chl-square 
matrix and normalized difference matrix for Barakar coal 
measures In Koel-Damodar basin. 
Flg-4. Linear regression lines between number of cycles and 
totia thickness of Barakar In various coalfields of Son-
Mahanadi and Koel-Damodar valley basins. Also shown are 
corresponding lines after Duff (1967), Read and Dean (1976) 
and Casshyap (1975) for comparlsion. 
where E^^'^ = entropy before deposition with respect to 
state I and q ,j = probability that state j precedes state i= f ^  / 
n +j. If EjP'^ ^ = 0,1 is underlain by a particular state. Large 
E-^" indicates that I occur independently of the preceding 
state. The later (/. e. across the row) designated by EJP" '^ 
can also be calculated in a like manne 
n 
E r ' = - ^ p i j log 2 Pij 
Where EJP°^ ' = post-depositional entropy with respect to 
state i; n = number of lithologies recognized and p y = 
probability that state j follows i. When EJP"*' = 1, state i is 
likely to precede state j . If EJP"'' > 1, however, state I has a 
greater likelihood of appearing earlier in a vertical 
sequence. If EJP" '^ < 1, than state j has a greater likelihood 
of being deposited earlier. 
Hattori (1976) showed that E-P"" and EJP"'' serve as 
indication of the variety of lithologic transitions 
immediately after and before the occurrence of i, 
respectively and verified the following conditions: 
If EjP'^  > EjP°'' , i can possibly occur after different 
states, and also is followed by them; 
If EiP''^  = EjP"^ ' = 0, state preceding and succeeding i 
are predicted precisely in common; and 
jf £ pre < g.post^  {}^g dependency of i on its precursor is 
stronger than the influence of i on the successor. 
Hattori (1976) also showed that plotting EJP"^ ^ against 
gposi fQj. ga(,jj lithological state, the nature and 
completeness of cycles can be predicted up to some 
extent. He proposed number of diagrams showing 
distributions of EJP''^  VS. EJP" '^ for idealized, truncated, 
symmetrical and asymmetrical cycles. Apart from 
entropies with respect to individual sets, Hattori (1976) 
introduced entropy for the whole sedimentation system as: 




















































































Chi-Square Value Degree of Freedom Limiting Value at 99.5 % 




S r i E system ^ 2:rijlog2rjj 
i=l j=I 
Where rjj = f jj / n * ^  : f y = entries in the tally matrix, 
n** = total number of states = Z" Z" fy .The E system may 
have a value between -log,l/nand -log2l/n(n-l). 
i=l j=l 
5. QUANTITATIVE MODLES AND GEOLOGICAL 
INTERPRETATION 
Quasi-independence Markov model is applied 
separately in the Barakar coal measures in four and nine 
coalfield areas, respectively from Koel-Damodar and 
Son-Mahanadi Gondwana basins. Separate tally count 
matrices (f y ), and corresponding expected probability 
(E jj) and normalized difference probability (Z y) matrices 
were structured for all the 13 coalfield areas, and for the 
pooled data for two Gondwana basins. In the Jharia, 
Bokaro, Raniganj and Ramgarh coalfields of Koel-
Damodar Gondwana basin based on 15, 41, 18 and 9 
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Table-6: Pooled tally matrix, expected cell value, chi-square 
matrix and normalized difference matrix for Barakar coal 
measures In Son-Mahanadi basin. 










































































































Limiting Value at 99.5 % 
22 0 
borehole logs, computed chi-square values are quite high 
(92.42 to 1327.86) at appropriate degrees of freedom and 
are significant at 99.5 % confidence level (Table 2), 
implying the presence of Markov property in these 
coalfields. The most probable transition path between 
lithological states based on highest values in normalized 
matrix (Z,J) is: 
Sandstone <-^ Shale —> Carbonaceous Shale —> Coal 
—> Carbonaceous Shale 
By and large, the above cyclic sequence is similar in 
each coalfield of Koel-Damodar basin, except for local 
variation in Z.j values (Table 3). The two way transition 
between sandstone (Facies A) and Shale (Facies B) 
implying frequent interbedding of these lithologies is 
noteworthy. These Barakar cycles may be classifies as 
symmetrical, where coal on the top is overlain by 
carbonaceous shale. The computed value of x^g^,^ 
(stationarity test) varies from 8.46 to 24.60 which at 12 
degrees of freedom is less than the limiting value of 26.22 
at 99 % confidence level (Table 4), evidently suggesting 
the cycles so deduced remain stationary through space in 
widely separated coalfields of Koel-Damodar Gondwana 
basin. 
Similar tally count (f y) , expected probability (E ,j) 
and normalized difference (Z,j) matrices were computed 
separately for 9 coalfield areas of Sohagpur, Kurasia, 
Talchir, Jhillimili, Korba, lb river, Chirimiri and 
Singrauli, and pooled data for Son-Mahanadi Gondwana 
basin. Chi-square statistics in each coalfield at given 
degree of freedom is significantly different at 99 % level 
of confidence (Table 2), which is in agreement with the 
hypothesis of preferred order between the lithologies. 
These Barakar cycles based on highest positive values in 
Z y matrix suggest following transition path: 
Sandstone —> Shale —> Carbonaceous Shale <-^  Coal a 
Sandstone 
The above sequence of lithologic state is broadly 
alike in various coalfields of Son-Mahanadi basin with 
minor variations in Z ^ values and subsidiary transitions. 
Unlike the sediments of Koel-Damodar valley basin there 
is a two way transition between carbonaceous shale and 
coal, implying that interbedding of these lithologies has a 
greater probability of occurrence in the observed data than 
would be expected if the lithologies were interbedded 
randomly (Table 3). These Barakar cycles correspond to 
asymmetrical pattern. Chi-square statistics of stationarity 
yields values from 0.62 to 19.44, which at 12 degrees of 
freedom are below the limiting value of 26.22 at 99 % 
confidence level (Table 4, 5 and 6). Consequently, the null 
hypothesis is rejected in favour of stationarity of Markov 
process through space in Son-Mahanadi basin. 
Tables 5 and 6 list the pooled tally count (f ,j), as well 
as computed values of expected (E,j) and normalized 
difference (Z ,j) matrices, and chi-square values separately 
for Koel-Damodar and Son-Mahanadi basins. The 
presence of Markov property is evident in either case. The 
preferred upward transition paths in both the areas are 
shown in figure 2 and summarized as follows: 
18.14 4.03 26.70 
Sandstone <-4 Shale -> Carbonaceous Shale -> 
11.23 4.53 




13.27 6.29 13.14 4.60 
- ^ Shale —> Carbonaceous Shale <-> Coal —> 
0.42 
(SON-MAHANADI BASIN) 
The chi-square stationarity test between Koel-
Damodar and Son-Mahanadi basins at basinal level 
indicate x^ obs value of 35.78 which at 12 degrees of 
freedom exceeds limiting value of 26.22 at 99 % level of 
confidence (Table 4). It implies that the Barakar cycles are 
non-stationary through space between the two basins 
under consideration, though they are stationary between 
different coalfields within each Gondwana basin. 
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Table-7 : Markov matrices equated to entropies for individual 
lithologic state of Barakar coal measures in Koel- Damodar 
basin. 
Table-8: Markov matrices equated to entropies for individual 
lithologic state of Barakar coal measures in Son-Mahanadi 
basin. 














































































































































































Entropy analysis is carried out to corroborate results 
of Markov model as well as to analyse the nature of 
Barakar cycles. The upward (p y) and downward (q y) 
matrices were computed from tally count data (f y) 
separately for individual coalfields and then pooled data 
for Koel-Damodar and Son-Mahanadi basins. Based on 
these values entropies E '^^  and EP"" were computed for 
both the whole sedimentation unit (Esys,en,) and for 
individual states (Tables 7 and 8). Evidently, the value of 
Esystem I'^ s wcIl within the zone of fluvial environment 
demarcated by Hattori (1976, figure 16). Computed 
entropy values (EP"^ * ; EP°^') of individual lithologic state in 
each coalfield as well as at basinal level are subequal to 
equal (Table 9), indicating that these lithologies were not 
deposited randomly, and further confirms preferred 
orders as deduced in Markov analysis. EP"^ * > EP° '^ for 
sandstone (Facies A) and shale (Facies B) in both the 
basins suggesting that these lithologies occur after 
different lithological states and may also be followed by 
them. In contrast EP''^  < EP° '^ in other lithologies of 
carbonaceous shale (Facies C) and coal (Facies D), 
indicating dependency of each state on its precursor 
stronger than the influence of the lithological state on the 
precursor. Significantly, the quite high value of EP°'" for 
coal in bQth the Koel-Damodar and Son-Mahanadi basins 
indicates that coal does not have strong signature for any 
succeeding state. Such phenomenon of departure in the 
entropy of coal corroborates Strahaler (1963), who 
suggested that coal-forming environment of weather 
swamp or marsh, is not a normal feature of alluvial flood 
plains and may develop locally or occupy the entire basin 
overlying various subenvironments. 
Epre vs Epost pj^ jg fy^ Kocl-Damodar and Son-
Mahanadi data sets (Figure 3) are closely comparable with 
symmetrical cyclic sequence (Type B) of Hattori (1976). 
The normalized difference matrix (Z I j) have indicated 
that the pattern was not perfect symmetrical, although 
three states (Facies B, C and D) are symmetrical up to 
some degree. The entropy set with respect to sandstone 
(Facies A) widely deviate from the general distribution. If 
the lithological sequence exhibited exacfly the same 
tendency of upward and downward ordering, EP° '^ would 
be equal to EP''^  and the plot of each lithological state in 
figure would lie on a line through the origin. The degree to 
which the line diverges is the function of the difference in 
upward and downward ordering. Thus, the Barakar cycles 
in both the Gondwana basins are more ordered upward 
than downward (Tables 7 and 8). 






















































1 39 1 23 
1 46 1 42 
1 39 1 32 
1 33 1 27 
1 42 1 37 
1 52 1 49 
1 39 1 38 
1 50 147 
13 8 133 
1 47 1 45 
1 45 1 40 
1 51 1 45 
1 49 1 46 






























































It IS believed that a close statistical relationship exists 
between net subsidence (total thickness) and number of 
cycles in most of the varied sedimentary environments 
including Carboniferous of central Scotland (Read and 
Dean, 1967), Upper Carboniferous of Rhine-Ruhr, 
Germany (Casshyap, 1975), Upper Carboniferous of 
Great Britain (Read and Dean, 1975) and locally in early 
Permian coal measures of peninsular India (Khan and 
Tewan, 1991) An attempt is therefore made to analyse 
such relationship regionally in Barakar coal measures of 
Koel-Damodar and Son-Mahanadi Gondwana basins, 
using product moment correlation coefficient and linear 
regression lines following Davis (1986) Table 10 lists the 
correlation coefficients, student 't' test values and linear 
regression equations between number of cycles and total 
thickness (net subsidence) for Barakar coal measures 
from 13 coalfields of Koel-Damodar and Son-Mahanadi 
Gondwana basins Results suggest that correlation 
coefficient (r) is significantly greater than zero at 95 % 
confidence level in JDOth the Gondwana basins, implying 
that a given increase in thickness of strata would tend to 
increase the number of cycles Figure 4 shows linear 
regression lines for all the coalfield areas under study 
Evidently, the gradient of regression lines is relatively 
gentler (dy / dx =0 006 - 0 009) in the coalfields of Son-
Mahanadi, and steeper (dy / dx =0 018 - 0 046) These 
differences in the rate of increase in thickness of strata vis-
a-vis number of cycles may suggest relatively slow rate of 
subsidence in the former and rapid subsidence in the later 
Interestingly, the early Permian coal measures of the two 
Gondwana basins under study record marked differences 
in lithic-fill composition The Barakar coal measures of 
Son-Mahanadi area are more sandy than that of Koel-
Damodar basin (Casshyap and Tewan, 1984) The cycles 
deduced using quasi-independence Markov model and 
entropy analysis are mostly asymmetrical in the Son-
Mahanadi and symmetrical in the Koel-Damodar basin 
As stated earlier, the early Permian Barakar coal 
measures of Peninsular Gondwana basins of eastern and 
central India are fluvial deposits characterized by cross 
bedded very coarse to coarse and medium-grained 
sandstone (point bar/braid bar), interbedded fine-grained 
sandstone/shale (overbank/natural levee), and shale and 
coal (flood plaln^ar top and flood plain/mterchannel 
areas) The probability of channel facies (Facies A) to pass 
upward into shale (Facies B) is indicated by high Z ,j 
positive values in all the coalfields of Koel-Damodar and 
Son-Mahanadi basins (Table 3), and suggestive of 
continuous fining upward The vertical decline in the 
gram size and scale of cross bedded units have been 
recorded in most of sandstone bodies and interpreted as 
corresponding decline in the height of bed forms and 
shallowing of the stream channel (Tewan, 1997) The 
tendency of shale (Facies B) to going back to sandstone 
(Facies A) as indicated by high positive Z,j values implies 
frequent interbedding the two facies The shale facies 
shows preferred upward path to carbonaceous shale 
(Facies C) suggestive of proximity to protected bodies 
where carbonaceous shale accumulated The tops of 
Barakar cycles are marked by coal (Facies D), as the 
carbonaceous shale has more preference to pass upward 
into coal than sandstone or shale (Table 3) The coal-
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Table-10: Correlation coefficients( r ) and linear regression 
lines between Number of cycles (c) and total thickness of 
strata (t) in meters. 






c=0.033t+ 3.13 ( + 2.63) 
c=0.018t +0.62 ( + 0.88) 
c=0.036t +3.56 ( + 0.85) 





lb River Coalfield 
C=0.006t+1.28 ( + 1.08) 
c=0.009t +0.97 ( + 1.36) 
c=0.006t + 1.70 ( + 1.50) 
c=0.007t + 3.83 (+ 0.86) 



















forming environment may have developed locally 
resulting laterally impersistent seams and also covering 
entire basin to deposit extensive coal beds, particularly in 
the upper part of Barakar in Koel-Damodar basin. The 
coal on the top of each cycle has two alternatives for 
preferred upward passage; i. e into sandstone to result 
asymmetrical cycle (Son-Mahanadi), and carbonaceous 
shale to deposit symmetrical cycle (Koel-Damodar 
basin). The Barakar cycles are statistically stationary 
through space between various coalfields within the two 
basins, but are non-stationary regionally across the Son-
Mahanadi (Table 8) and Koel-Damodar basins. The 
subequal and equal entropy values (Table 9) ftjrther 
corroborate quasi-independence Markov model implying 
that the deposition of various lithologic states was not a 
random event. The graphic plots of EP^^  and EP°*' in figure 
3 are closely comparable with the Type A-4 pattern of 
Hattori (1976), signifying lower, upper and two sides 
truncated cycles. The fining upward cycles so recorded 
in the Barakar coal measures should represent lateral 
association of various facies (subenvironments) in the 
similar manner and characterise fluvial system following 
Walther's Law of facies. 
The differences in Barakar cycles asymmetrical in 
Son-Mahanadi and symmetrical in Koel-Damodar valley 
(Fig. 4) basin may be due to in variations in depositional 
environment of fluvial system in terms of the nature of 
stream channel pattern, and differential rate of subsidence 
(Tewari and Casshyap, 1983). The steeper slope of 
regression lines between number of cycles and total 
thickness during Barakar sedimentation in Koel-
Damodar basin compared to Son-Mahanadi basin 
indicates relatively rapid rate of subsidence in the former 
than the later. The rapid subsidence in Koel-Damodar 
basin may have reduced reworking process of flood plains 
by attending channels to produce more fine elastics 
resulting symmetrical cycles. Their development in 
abundantly sandy fluvial sequence further suggests 
frequent shift in channel course onto areas of abandoned 
channels and back swamps. In contrast, the relatively slow 
subsidence in Son-Mahanadi valley led to the deposition 
of stacked channel bars producing greater proportion of 
coarse elastics and resulted in asymmetrical cycles. These 
symmetrical and shale enriched fluvial cycles imply 
gradual encroachment of coal swamps by adjacent levees 
as a consequence of slow and gradual lateral shift of 
channel course across the alluvial plain. The thicker 
Gondwana formations in the Koel-Damodar valley basin 
as compared to the Son-Mahanadi basin indicate 
differences in the rate of subsidence of the sediments. 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
The study shows that quasi-independence Markov 
analysis and entropy model in the early Permian Barakar 
coal measures of Son-Mahanadi and Koel-Damodar 
basins can be applied in defining statistical relationships 
between various lithofacies. Results indicate symmetrical 
cyclic sequence for Barakar coal measures of Koel-
Damodar basin, and asymmetrical cycles in the Son-
Mahanadi basin. The product moment correlation 
coefficients and linear regression lines between number of 
cycles and total thickness suggest that (i) an increase in 
thickness of Barakar strata is due to increase in the number 
of cycles, and (ii) the rate of subsidence was relatively 
rapid in the Koel-Damodar basin then in the Son-
Mahanadi basin. 
Occurrence of finer particles in ascending order of 
cycles in fluvial system is a common feature, which can be 
attributed to lateral migration of corresponding 
subenvironments across the alluvial plain. The 
differences in nature of cycles i.e. development of 
sedimentary cycles of asymmetrical nature with abundant 
coarse elastics and symmetrical ones rich in fines can be 
interpreted in terms of differential rate of subsidence, rate 
of channel migration and stream channel patterns. The 
relatively frequent and abrupt lateral shift in channel 
course together with slow rate of subsidence may have 
produced asymmetrical cycles, whereas slow and gradual 
migration of channel course across the alluvial plain and 
rapid subsidence largely resulted in the symmetrical 
cycles. 
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ABSTRACT 
Early Permian Barakar and Middle Permian Barren 
Measures formations of Bellampalli-Chinnur area, 
Pranhita- Godavari Gondwana basin, Andhra Pradesh are 
dominantly arenaceous in composition and form channel to 
sheet-like and multistory sandstone bodies followed by 
subordinate shale and coal in the Barakar Formation. 
Northwesterly and northeasterly flowing streams mostly 
deposited these lithounits. Various channel parameters viz., 
bankfull channel depth, bankfull channel width, sinuosity, 
sediment load parameter and channel slope and 
hydrological attributes viz., flow velocity, mean annual 
flood, and mean annual discharge are computed for the 
given streams using empirical equations. 
A comparative study of various parameters of streams 
flowing during Early and Middle Permian has been carried 
out which indicated a slight decline in channel depth, 
channel width, mean annual discharge and mean annual 
flood and increase in channel sinuosity and sediment load 
parameter. An attempt is also been made to compare the 
data with ancient and modern rivers. 
IIUTRODUCTION 
The Early Permian Barakar and Middle Permian 
Barren Measures formations of Peninsular India 
Gondwana basins are well studied for their 
sedimentological details and are mainly represented by 
fining upward fluvial cycles (Tewari, 1998; Casshyap and 
Tewari, 2001). However, a limited data is available on the 
precise geomorphic nature of the streams, which 
deposited these sediments. Indeed, the ancient fluvial 
systems can be meaningfiilly analysed in terms of 
paleochannel and paleohydrological parameters using 
empirical equations between various channel attributes 
and sediment types developed for modem stream 
(Ethridge and Schumm, 1978). These relationships are 
widely used to analyze ancient fluvial systems in different 
parts of world (Cotter, 1971; Friend and Moody-Stuart, 
1972; Leeder, 1973; Miall, 1976; Padgett and Ehrlich, 
1976; Long, 1978; Gardner, 1983; Barrett and Fitzgerald, 
1985). Similar analysis has also been carried out for Early 
Permian and Triassic rocks of eastern and central India 
(Casshyap and Khan, 1982; Casshyap and Tewari, 1984; 
Khan, 1987; Tewari, 1993; Hota etal.. 2001; Tewari, 2005 
a), and central part of Godavari valley basin of south 
central India Gondwana basins (Reddy and Prasad, 1988). 
The aim of present study is to deduce paleochannel 
morphology and paleohydrology of Early Permian 
Barakar and Middle Permian Barren Measures formations 
of Bellampalli - Chinnur area, northern part of Godavari 
valley basin, Andhra Pradesh. These formations are 
recenfly studied for paleocurrents and lithofacies 
associations with a view to interpret depositional 
environments and their evolution through space and time 
(Tewari and Singh, in press). 
GENERAL GEOLOGY AND 
SEDIMENTARY CHARACTERS 
The Bellampalli-Chinnur area represents northern 
part of Godavari valley Gondwana basin of Andhra 
Pradesh (Figure 1). The Gondwana rocks of the area 
constitute about 3000 m thick sequence consisting of 
Talchir, Barakar, Barren Measures, Raniganj, Maleri and 
Bheemaram formations in ascending and conformable 
order. The succession ranges from Permo-carboniferous 
to Late Triassic in age (Table 1). 
The sandstones of the Barakar and Barren Measures 
formations are mostly channel shaped to sheet like, 
multistory bodies and are profusely cross bedded into 
cosets of large scale planer and trough cross beds. The 
shale beds are thin and lens like in both the formations 
though relatively thick and sheet like in the overlying 
Raniganj Formation. The coal seams occurring the Early 
Permian Barakar Formation are likewise thin and lens 
like. 
The Early Permian Barakar rocks are composed of 
about 82 % of coarse to medium grained sandstone, 13 % 
shale and 5 % coal. The succeeding Barren Measures are 
likewise arenaceous composed of about 72 % of coarse to 
medium grained sandstone and 22 % of shale. The 
overlying Raniganj Formation shows slight decline in the 
bulk sandstone (about 60 %) and increase in the shale up to 
40 % (Table 2). Paleocurrent studies based on 379 trough 
axis measurements have shown northerly sediment 
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Fig.1. Geological map of Bellampalll-Chinnur area. Pranhita-Godavari basin, Andhra Pradesh (after Raja 
of studied outcrops (dots) Inset shows the location of study area. 
Rao. 1982) showing locations 
transport during Permian sedimentation in this area 
(Tewari and Singh, in press). 
BASIC DATA AND METHODOLOGY 
The basic data for the estimation of paleochannel and 
paleohydrologic attributes comprise the average 
thickness of cross beds and the maximum angular 
variation in the cross bedding azimuths i.e., trough axis, as 
stated earlier. The Gondwana sandstones of the area show 
well preserved cross bedding. Thickness of cross-bedded 
units is recorded at 17 outcrop sections throughout the 
area (Fig. 1). Cross bedding thickness varies from 12 cm 
to 44 cm (average 38.5 cm) in the Barakar and 11 cm to 39 
cm with an average of 35 cm in Barren Measures 
Formation. 
Various empirical equations used for computing 
paleochannel parameters (1-5) and paleohydrological 
attributes (6-8) are as follows: 
(1) BankfuU Channel Depth (Dbf) 
H = 0.086 Del. 19 (Allen, 1968) 
Dbf = CC Dc (Donaldson, 1969) 
Where, H is the mean thickness of cross-bedded 
units, Dc is charmel depth, 
Dbf is bankfull channel depth, and C C refer to 
compaction factor and variation in bankfull depth 
between straight and sinuous channels. 
(2) Bankfull Channel Width (Wbf) 
W = Dbf' •'' (Leopold and Maddock, 1953) 
Wbf = kW (Elliot, 1976; Ethridge and Schumm, 
1978) 
Where, W is channel width and K is constant varies 
from 1.0 to 1.5. 
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Table 1 Gondwana stratigraphy of Bellampalli coal belt, Pranhlta Godavari basin, Andhra Pradesh (modified after Raja Rao, 1982). 
Age 
Middle to Late Tnassic 





















Coarse-grained sandstone with clay galls and few shale intercalations 
Soft red mudstone with calcareous bands of sandstone 
Coarse-grained femjginous sandstone with day clasts and pebbles, cherty siltstone and pebble beds 
Medium to coarse-grained greenish grey to grey white feldspathic sandstonewith subordinate 
vanegated clay and micaceous siltstones 
Coarse-grained while sandstones with lenses of conglomerates, subordinate shale and coal seams 
Fine grained sandstone, splintery green shale, khakhi coloured clay, pebble beds and diamictite 
Medium to coarse-grained white to bnc red sandstone, quartzitic at places and mottled shale 
Greyish white to buff quartzites, grey shales, phyllites, dolomites and marbles 
Granites, banded gneisses, Biotite gneisses, hornblende gneisses, quartz-magnetite-schist, 
Biotite schist, pegmatite veins 
(3) Paleochannel Sinuosity (P) 
P = 1/1 -(0/252)2 (Langbein ar\d Leopold, 1966; 
Miall, 1976) 
Where, 0 is the maximum angular variation in cross 
bedding azimuths and F is width / depth ratio. 
(4) Sediment Load Parameter (M) 
P = 0.94M(°"HSchumm, 1963) 
(5) Paleochannel Slope (Sc) 
Sc = 30 (F" '^ AVbf" »^) (Schumm, 1968) 
(6) Paleoflow Velocity (Vc) 
Vc = (Dbf" " Sc" ^y n (Schumm, 1968) 
Where, n is the manning roughness coefficient. 
(7) Mean Annual Discharge (Qn,) 
Qm = Wbf^ ^ /^18F' '3) (Schumm, 1969) 
(8) Mean Annual Flood (Qma) 
Qma= 16(Wbf' "/F"^^) (Schumm, 1972) 
PALEOCHANNEL PARAMETERS 
BankfuU Channel Depth (Dbf) 
The bankfuU channel depth and width are significantly 
related with other paleochannel and paleohydrological 
parameters (Schumm, 1972). The most reliable method of 
estimating these parameters of ancient channels is based 
on thickness of epsilon cross-stratified units of point bar 
(Moody-Stuart, 1966; Allen, 1968) or the coarse member 
thickness in complete fining upward cycles (Friend and 
Moody-Stuart, 1972). In view of the non-availability of 
epsilon cross-stratified units and also complete fining 
upward cycles, the channel depth can be estimated using 
Allen's (1968) relationship between average thickness of 
cross-beds (H) and channel depth (D^). However, the 
estimated depth does not correspond to actual depth 
because of compaction of sand during burial and variation 
in depth for straight and sinuous channels (Donaldson, 
1969; Ethridge and Schumm, 1978; Khan, 1987). The 
bankfiill channel width (Dbf) may therefore be estimated 
using compaction factors (CC) correction (Gardner, 
1983). The average thickness of cross-beds in the Barakar 
and Barren Measures formations are 38.5 cm and 35 cm, 
respectively (Singh, 2005). Using these values, the 
channel depths computed are 3.52 m and 3.24 m, 
respectively for Barakar and Barren Measures formations 
following Allen's relationship. Using the correction 
factors (CC) the bankfuU channel depths of the two 
formations are 4.22m and 3.89m, respectively. These 
values are fairly comparable with the observed channel 
depths i.e. 3 to 4 m at outcrop in this area (Singh, 2005) 
and elsewhere in eastern and central India (Tewari, 1998). 
BankfuU Channel Width (Wbf) 
The maximum width attained in a stream channel before 
general discharge of floodwaters into outside areas is 
referred as bankfull charmel width (Leeder, 1973; Tewan, 
1993). The channel width in present study is estimated 
using Leopold and Maddock (1953) equation 
recommended by Allen (1968). The computed channel 
widths for the Barakar and Barren Measures are 207.63 m 
and 189.67 m, respectively. Indeed, several subchannels 
characterize the low sinuous streams. Following Allen's 
(1970) relationship, Wbf = kW, the true bankfull widths of 
these paleochannels are estimated to be in order of 311.45 
m and 285.51 m (Table 3), where k varies from 1.0 to 1.5. 
However, most workers assume the value of k = 1.5 
(Cotter, 1971; Elliot, 1976; Ethridge and Schumm, 1978). 
Channel sinuosity (P) 
It is deduced by using Langbein and Leopold's (1966) 
relationship between maximum angular variation in 
channel course (0) and Sinuosity (P). The same 
relationship has been adopted by several workers (Miall, 
1976; Long, 1978; Casshyap and Tewari, 1984; Khan, 
1987; Tewari, 1993), and the same is used in present study 
to estimate paleochannel sinuosity. The maximum 
angular variation in foreset azimuths of Barakar and 
Barren Measures formations are reported 103° and 139°, 
respectively (Singh, 2005). Using these values, the 
corresponding sinuosity values computed are 1.20 and 
1.44, respectively. These sinuosity values call for low 
sinuous (bed load) nature of corresponding streams 
(Schumm, 1972). 
Sediment Load Parameter (M) 
The sediment load parameter is defined as the type of 
sediment material in channel perimeter. Using the 
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Table 2: Lithologic characters of Permian Gondwana formations of Bellampall i-Cli innur area, Andl i ra Pradesh (Raja Rao, 










Coarse-grained ferruginous sandstone 
witli shale and pebble, cherty siltstone 
and pebble beds. 
Medium to coarse- grained feldspathic 
sandstone, and micaceous shale 
Coarse grained sandstone, lenses of 













computed sinuosity values in Schumm's (1963) 
relationship P = 0.94M(0.25), the corresponding 
sediment load parameters are 2.66 and 5.52, respectively 
for the Barakar and Barren Measures formations (Table 
3). An increase in the sediment load parameter value in 
Barren Measures as compared to Barakar may be due to 
corresponding increase in fine elastics i.e., silt and clay in 
channel perimeter following Schumm (1972). 
Paleochannel Slope (Sc) 
It is considered as an important parameter in defining 
the stream channel pattern (Leopold and Wolman, 1957). 
Independent measurements for channel slope are 
provided by lithology, paleoflow dispersion and 
resulting sedimentary structures. In ancient river 
deposits, it can be estimated indirectly following 
Schumm's (1968) equation, which requires the 
calculated values of channel depth, channel width, and 
width/depth ratio (Table 3). Accordingly, the estimated 
channel slopes for the Barakar and Barren Measures 
formations are 6.43 cm/km and 6.97 cm/km. These 
values are very close and compare well with low to 
moderately sinuous streams (Schumm, 1972). 
PALEOHYDROLOGICAL ATTRIBUTES 
Paleoflow Velocity (Vc) 
The flow velocity in open channels is directly related to 
channel slope (Sg) and manning roughness coefficient (n). 
It is estimated using Schumm's (1968) relationship using 
the computed values of bankfull channel depth (Dbf) and 
channel slope (Sc). The manning roughness coefficient (n) 
considered is 0.25 as proposed by Leopold et al, (1964) 
for open channels. The computed values of average flow 
velocities for Barakar and Barren Measures formations are 
in the orders of 26.61 cm/sec and 26.24 cm/sec (Table 3). 
Mean Annual Discharge (Q^) 
The mean annual discharge of a fluvial system is 
significantly related with the type of sediment material in 
the channel perimeter and the width of the channel. It is 
deduced using Schumm's (1972) relationship between 
bankfull channel width (Dbf) and width/depth ratio (F). 
Using the computed values of the bankfull channel width 
and width/depth ratio (Table 3), the mean annual 
discharges estimated are respectively 492.83 m /^sec and 
399.67 m-'/sec for the Barakar and Barren Measures 
formations. 
Mean annual Flood (Qma) 
The mean annual flood is deduced using Schumm's 
(1972) empirical relationship between bankfull channel 
width (Dbf)) and width/depth ratio (F). The computed 
values of mean annual floods of Barakar and Barren 
Measures formations are 7259.39 m /^sec and 6340.16 
m-'/sec.(Table3). 
PALEOCHANIUEL PATTERNS 
The Early Permian sedimentation in peninsular India 
Gondwana basins began with rejuvenated fluvial streams 
following the retreat of Permo-Carboniferous glacials. 
These streams flowed dominantly towards northwest with 
local variations towards northeast (Tewari, 2005 a). 
Likewise, the Permian Gondwana rocks of Beliampalli-
Chinnur area of Pranhita-Godavari basin were, deposited 
largely by northwesterly and northeasterly flowing 
streams of varying channel sinuosity (Tewari, and Singh, 
in press). Computed paleochannel parameters and 
paleohydrological attributes for Barakar and Barren 
Measures formations are listed in Table 3. The Barakar 
channels were more than 4.22 m deep and 311.45m wide. 
However, the estimated channel width corresponds to 
single channel, the actual width should be much more in 
view of multichannel nature of stream systems. The 
channel sinuosity of these rivers was 1.20 (Table 3), 
whereas the sediment load parameter is in the order of 
2.66. These parameters suggest bed load or braided nature 
of the Barakar streams (Schumm, 1972). The Barakar 
Table 3: Paleochannel and paleohydrological parameters of Barakar and 
Barren Measures formations of Bellampalli-Chlnnur area. 
Parameters 
Channel Depth 
Bankful Channel Depth 
Channel Width 
Bankful Channel Width 
Channel Sinuosity 
Sediment Load Parameter 
Width/Depth Ratio 
Mean Annual Discharge 
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Table 4: Compar ison of channel parameters of modern and ancient 
River{Author 
South Sasl<atchewan(Cant, 1978) 
Doniek(Rust, 1978) 
GomtiKumarand Singh (1978) 
Battery Point(Cant and Wailcer, 1976) 













































































channels flowed from southeast towards northwest over 
the average slope of 6.43 cm/km with an average flow 
velocity of 26.61 cm/sec. The mean annual discharge and 
mean annual flood were 492.83 m-'/sec and 7259.39 
m^/sec, respectively. 
The Barakar Formation of given area is conformably 
overlain by Barren measures Formation. The 
northwesterly flowing streams during Barakar shifted 
slightly towards northeast in the succeeding Barren 
Measures sedimentation (Tewari and Singh, in press). 
The estimated channel parameters suggest a marginal 
decline in channel depth (3.52 m) and channel width 
(189.67 m) and increase in channel sinuosity up to 1.44 
(Table 3). The sediment load parameter shows an increase 
to 5.51. These attributes compare well with the bed load to 
moderately sinuous (mixed load) stream of many ancient 
and modem streams (Table 4). These corresponding 
rivers flowed over average slope of 6.97 cm/km with a 
mean flow velocity of 26.24 cm/sec. The mean annual 
discharge and mean annual flood were in the orders of 
399.67 m^/sec and 6340.16 m-'/sec. The marginal increase 
in the channel sinuosity of depositing streams fi^om Early 
Permian Barakar to Middle Permian barren Measures as 
deduced in computed channel parameters is further 
corroborated with the corresponding increase in the 
proportion of fine clastic lithofacies. Similar changes in 
channel patterns through time have also been reported 
from many ancient and modem streams (Schumm, 1968; 
Tewari, 1993). It is suggested that the channel 
metamorphosis here recorded is due to corresponding 
decline in the relief of source highlands through time as 
sedimentation progressed from Early to Middle Permian. 
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Abstract: The Permian Gondwana sequence of Bellampalli coal belt of Godavari valley basin compnses Barakar, 
Barren Measures and Raniganj Formations in ascending order Lithofacies composition suggests a slight decline in the 
bulk sandstone at the expense of fine elastics, through time from Barakar up to Raniganj Formation Paleocurrent 
analysis based on 379 trough cross beds indicate that the Permian Gondwana formations of Bellampalli area 
were deposited on a northwesterly and northeasterly paleoslope The resultant mean paleocurrent at formation levels is 
351°± 17° for Barakar, 13°±36° for Barren Measures and 348°±36° for the Raniganj, respectively The close harmony 
between northwesterly paleoslopes here deduced, the Permian paleoslopes in the southern parts and the NW-SE 
structural trend of Godavan valley is indicative of nft valley filling of the area atleast dunng early Permian It is suggested 
that the bulk of sediments of given area were supplied from the southerly and southeasterly situated provenance 
Keywords: Paleocurrent, Paleoslopes, Bellampalli Coal Belt, Gondwana Godavari valley, Andhra Pradesh 
INTRODUCTION 
The paleocurrent studies of Permian Gondwana rocks 
of Peninsular India are largely confined to the Koel -
Damodar and Son - Mahanadi basins of eastern and central 
India (Veevers and Tewari, 1995) The paleocurrent studies 
of Permian sediments of Godavari valley basin are limited 
to the south and central parts (Sengupta, 1970, 
Ramanamurthy, 1985, Reddy and Prasad, 1988, 
Lakshminarayana, 1995, Tewari and Chandra Das, 1996) 
The northern part of the Godavari basin referred to as 
Bellampalli coal belt (Raja Rao, 1982) has not been studied 
as yet Indeed, the detailed analysis of paleocurrents and 
paleoslopes of Permian sediments of this northern part of 
Godavari valley basin is important for visualising Permian 
paleogeography as well as northern limits of Gondwana 
basin in this part of Peninsular India The present study 
therefore aims to carry out detailed paleocurrent study 
through space and time in the Permian Gondwana 
Formations of Bellampalli coal belt of Andhra Pradesh The 
results are integrated with the published data referred to 
above for interpreting regional paleogeography of Permian 
Gondwana sediments of Godavari valley basin 
STRATIGRAPHIC SETTING AND SEDIMENTARY 
CHARACTERS 
The Gondwana basin of the Godavari valley, oriented 
NW-SE, runs for more than 500 km is one of the 
major Gondwana master basin of Peninsular India 
The Bellampalli area under study is situated in the 
northern part of the Godavari basin (Fig 1 inset) and 
lies in the Karimnagar district of Andhra Pradesh 
It is commonly referred to as "Bellampalli Coal Belt" (Raja 
Rao, 1982) The Gondwana stratigraphy of given area 
comprises about 3000 m thick clastic rocks ranging 
from Permo-Carboniferous to Late Tnassic Earlier the 
Barren Measures and Raniganj formations were grouped 
together as "Kamthi Formation" throughout Godavari 
valley Gondwana basin Recently these formations are 
separately identified on the basis of lithological 
similarity with that of type area of Damodar valley basin 
(Ramana Murthy and Madhusudan Rao, 1996) The 
Permian Gondwana stratigraphy of Bellampalli area 
comprising Barakar, Barren Measures and Raniganj 
formations in ascending order is listed in Table 1 
The regional strike of Gondwana rocks varies from E-W to 
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Fig.l. Location (inset) and geological map of Bellampalli coal belt, Godavari Valley basin (modified after Raja Rao, 1982, Plate III) 
Dots refer to outcrops and arrows to the average paleocurrent at outcrop level 
NW-SE The dips are gentle (up to 10°) and directed towards 
north and northeast. 
The Barakar Formation (about 300 m) occurs as 
discontinuous linear patches and overhes Talchir Formation 
gradationally and also rests directly on Archean basement 
m places (Fig 1) It is made up ofcoarse to medium grained, 
channel to sheet like and multistory sandstone (82%), 
laminated shale (13%) and thin coal beds (5%) The 
overlying Barren Measures Formation is likewise composed 
of channel to sheet like sandstone (78%) and thin to 
moderately thick shale (22%) The succeeding Raniganj 
Formation exhibits further decline in bulk sandstone (60%) 
and increase in shale (40%) The composition of lithofacies 
IS estimated on the basis of 25 outcrops throughout the area 
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Table 1. Stratigraphy and sedimentary characters of Permian Gondwana 


























with clay clasts and 
pebble, cherty siltstone 
and pebble beds 
Medium to coarse 
grained feldspathic 
sandstone, variegated 
clay and micaceous 
siltstone 
Coarse grained 
sandstone, lenses of 
conglomerate sub 
ordinate shale and coal 
Additional infonnation is taken for Barakar rocks from 38 
borehole logs The Permian sandstones are cross-bedded 
into cosets of large-scale cross beds Lithofacies analysis 
based on field outcrops and borehole logs revealed fining 
upward cycles in the Permian Gondwana Formations of 
Barakar, Barren Measures and Raniganj of given area 
PALAEOCURRENT ANALYSIS 
Following the recommendations of early workers 
(Dott, 1973, Casshyap and Tewari, 1984), the well-exposed 
trough cross-beds are considered for paleocurrent study A 
total of 379 measurements were taken from 25 outcrops 
along road cuttings, small tributaries and quarry sections 
throughout the area The data so collected was analysed 
at each outcrop and collectively at formation levels 
separately for the three formations following Potter and 
Pettijohn (1977), as follows 
The azimuth distribution at 12 outcrops of Barakar 
Formation is unimodal implying greater consistency 
Computed vector mean lies in the northwest and northeast 
quadrants varying from 326° to 14° (Fig 1) The pooled data 
at formation level for 178 cross beds is, likewise, unimodal 
with principal mode is oriented in northwest (351°±17°) 
direction Corresponding vector magnitude and variance 
values are 87% and 298, respectively The northerly and 
northwesterly paleocurrents of Barakar Formation in the 
given area is in general agreement with similar early Permian 
Barakar paleoslopes in other parts of Godavan valley basin 
(Ramanamurthy, 1985, Tewari, 1998, Tewari and Chandra 
Das, 1996) and elsewhere in Koel - Damodar and Son -
Mahanadi basins of eastern and central India (Tewari, 2005) 
In view of the limited accessibility of good outcrops, a 
total of 63 readings were collected from 5 outcrops 
throughout the area (Fig 1) The azimuth distribution is 
unimodal at each outcrop Like the Barakar, the data from 
all the outcrops was pooled and analysed at formation 
level The azimuth (trough axis) distribution is likewise 
unimodal for pooled data with the modal class lying in 
the north-northeast (13° ± 36°), the associated variance 
is in the order of 1275 
A sum of 138 trough cross beds were analysed for 
Raniganj Formation distributed on 8 outcrops The trough 
axis distribution is unimodal at each outcrop with vector 
mean varies between 337° to 10° Computed vector mean 
at formation level is 348°+ 36° with relatively greater vector 
magnitude and low variance (Fig 2) The northwesterly 
paleoslopes here deduced is in close conformity with the 
similar paleoslopes during Raniganj sedimentation in 
Manuguru coalfield to the southeast (Reddy and Prasad, 
1988) Thus, by and large the paleoslopes established at the 
onset of Barakar rocks in this area remains the same in the 
overlying Barren Measures and Raniganj Formations with 
a slight swing in the paleoslopes from northwest to north-









N = 138 
ev = 348° 
L% = 87 
S' = 1268 
S = 36 
N = 63 
ev = i3° 
L% = 79 
S^ = 1275 
8 = 36 
N = 178 
ev = 35i° 
L% = 87 
S^ = 268 
8 = 17 
Fig.2. Formanon level paleocurrents in Permian Gondwana rocks, 
Bellampalh coal belt, Andhra Pradesh 
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PALAEOSLOPE AND PALAEOGEOGRAPHIC 
IMPLICATIONS 
Evidently, the Permian sedimentation of given area 
began with the deposition of Barakar Formation over a 
northwesterly paleoslopes through space and time. 
The relatively high vector magnitude of cross bedding 
azimuths at outcrops and formation levels is indicative 
of greater consistency of azimuth distribution and 
implies high energy streams similar to that of other parts of 
eastern and central India basins (Casshyap and Tewari, 
1984). The slight shift in mean paleoslopes through time in 
successive Permian Formations in this area (Fig.2) is in 
harmony with similar swings during Permian Gondwana 
sedimentation in eastern India basins (Tewari and Casshyap, 
1982). It may be indicative of corresponding shift in 
depositional axis of basin locally perhaps due to uplifts 
along the basin margins. Indeed, the syn-depositional 
tectonic uplifts have been recorded through space and time 
in many parts of Gondwana basins of Peninsular India 
(Veevers and Tewari, 1995). 
Thus, the northwesterly and northeasterly flowing 
streams through space and time deposited Permian 
Gondwana sediments of Bellampalli coal belt comprising 
Barakar, Barren Measures and Raniganj formations. Similar 
Paleodrainage and paleoslopes are recorded for Permian 
sediments in the central (Sengupta, 1970; Ramanamurthy, 
1985; Reddy and Prasad, 1988) and southern parts of 
Godavari valley (Tewari, 1998; Tewari and Chandra Das, 
1996) and other Gondwana basins of eastern and central 
India (Fig.3). Also widely separated Satpura Gondwana 
basin to the northwest of this area exhibits similar 
paleoslopes during Permian sedimentation (Tewari, 1998). 
However, the adjoining Wardha Gondwana basin has not 
been studied with this viewpoint so far. The northwesterly 
paleoslope during Permian sedimentation here deduced is 
in close conformity with the earlier studies cited above. 








W Permian Paleoslopes based on 
Tewari (1998) 
1. Ramanamurthy (1985) 
2. Sengupta (1970) 
3. Reddy and Prasad (1988) 
4. Tewari (1998) 
5. Tewari and Chandra Das (1996) 
Fig.3. Close conformity in northwesterly paleocurrents of Permian Gondwana rocks of study area with the regional Permian paleoslopes 
in this area, and in other parts of Gondwana basins of Peninsular India (inset). The near parallel relationship of Permian 
paleoslope and Godavari basin trend is noteworthy. 
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basin also coincides closely with the regional NW-SE 
structural trend of given Gondwana master basin (Fig 3) 
The longitudinal filling of the Godavan valley basin 
during Permian Gondwana times is indeed significant 
paleogeographic feature and suggestive of rift valley origin 
of northwesterly slopping Gondwana paleovalleys The 
southerly-situated provenance during Permian Gondwana 
sedimentation of Bellampalli area 
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Abstract 
The early Permian Barakar Formation of Gondwana basins of Peninsular India varies from 300-
1100 m in thickness. It is composed of fining-upward cycles of conglomerate/very coarse- to coarse-
and medium-grained sandstone - • interbedded fine-grained sandstone-shale -* shale - • coal. Among 
these, some of the fining-upward cycles are relatively thin (6-8 m), containing a greater amount of 
coarse grade members and laterally impersistent beds of fine elastics and coal. But most of the fining-
upward cycles are thick (10-20 m or more) and composed of subequal amounts of coarse and fine 
grade members. The coal beds at the top of these cycles show sharp lower contact and are laterally 
persistent for several tens of kilometers. These cycles correspond to deposition under differential 
subsidence rather than channel migration as suggested by earlier workers. The alternate phases of rapid 
and slow subsidence of depositional basin through time may account for the development of such 
fining-upward cycles. 
Key-words: Barakar Formation, Peninsular India, Gondwana basin. Fining-upward cycles, 
Subsidence. 
Introduction 
The fining-upward cycles are the characteristic 
features of continental fluvial deposits (Allen, 1965; Cant 
and Walker, 1978). The early Permian Barakar Formation 
of the Gondwana basins of Peninsular India is largely 
considered to be made up of fining-upward cycles, based 
on a field outcrop study (Casshyap, 1970) and statistical 
analysis of subsurface logs (Khan and Casshyap, 1981; 
Tewari and Casshyap, 1983; Casshyap and Tewari, 1984; 
Tewari, 1997; Hota et al , 2003; Hota and Maejima, 2004). 
These cycles are represented by conglomerate/pebbly 
sandstone/very coarse- to coarse- and medium-grained 
sandstone - • fine-grained sandstone-shale - • shale - • 
coal from the bottom to top. The coal on the top of fining-
upward cycles is overlain by either very coarse- to coarse-
and medium-grained sandstone or shale. The origin of 
Barakar coal-bearing cycles has not been adequately 
explained as yet. Most workers agreed that the fining-
upward cycles may have formed by the lateral shifting of 
b ra id ba r s and (or ) m i g r a t i o n of a s s o c i a t e d 
subenvironments across the flood plain of meandering 
stream systems (Casshyap and Tewari, 1984; Hota and 
Maejima, 2004). However, the occurrence of thick and 
laterally persistent coal facies at the top of Barakar cycles, 
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particularly in the middle and upper parts of the Formation, 
does not corroborate above generalized interpretation. 
The present communication attempts to discuss the 
origin of Barakar coal-bearing cycles with special 
reference to those capped by thick and laterally persistent 
coal facies. 
Geological Setting and Lithofacies Characters 
In the Peninsular India, Gondwana sediments occur as 
elongate basins occupying present day river valleys in 
eastern, eastern-central and south-central India (Fig. 1). 
Generalized Gondwana stratigraphy is listed in Table 1. 
The Early Permian Barakar Formation is the most 
widespread stratigraphic unit of the Gondwana Supergroup 
of Peninsular India. It is relatively thicker in the type area 
of the Koel-Damodar valley (800-1100 m) than the Son-
Mahanadi (300 -750 m) and Pranhita-Godavari (400-600 
m) valleys. It shows a variable relationship with 
underlying formations, lying gradationally above the 
Karharbari or Talchir and overlaps them to rest directly on 
the Precambrian basement (Tewari, 2004, 2005). The 
above overlapping relationship suggests areal expansion of 
basinal area during Barakar sedimentation following the 
termination of glacial episode. The Barakar Formation is 
dominantly composed of interbedded sandstone, shale and 
coal with lenses of pebbly sandstone and conglomerate in 
the lower part Locally, a thick conglomerate honzon (30-
40 m) is recorded at the Karharbari/Barakar contact in 
Talchir and Korba coalfields of Mahanadi valley area (Raja 
Rao, 1982, 1983). Apart from thickness variations, the 
Barakar Formation exhibits gross lithological similarity in 
widely separated Gondwana basins. It has been thoroughly 
studied for hthofacies, palaeocurrents, depositional models 
and palaeogeography (Veevers and Tewari, 1995) and 
attributed to deposition by northwesterly flowing braided 
Fig 1 Distribution of Gondwana basins of Peninsular India. Numbers 1-14 refer to 
locations of borehole logs shown in Fig 2. 
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Table 1 Generalized stratigraphy of Gondwana 
formations of Peninsular India (modified 
















Upper Pall Formation 
Pachimarhi Sandstone 
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Permian 
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Middle Pall Formation 
Lower Kamthi Formation 
Bijon Formation 
Barren Measures Formation 




Permo-Carboniferous Talchir Formation 
Precambrian 
and meandering streams through space and time (Tewari, 
2005; Hota et al., 2006). Field studies supported by 
subsurface logs in different parts of Gondwana basins 
suggested repetitive occurrence of following lithofacies. 
Conglomerate/pebbly to very coarse-grained sandstone 
The conglomerate and pebbly sandstone facies forms 
an important part in the lower Barakar Formation. It 
occurs as small lens-like as well as moderately thick (2-3.5 
m) channel-like bodies. Embedded clasts comprise 
rounded and well-rounded quartzite of pebble and cobble 
grades. The facies is generally massive, but faint 
stratifications and cross beds are seen in places. It has been 
interpreted as channel lag deposits or longitudinal bar 
facies (Casshyap and Tewari, 1984; Hota and Maejima, 
2004). The very coarse-grained sandstone occurs as 
channel-like bodies of 2 -8 m thick, and show abundant 
scour-and-fill as well as planar and trough cross-stratified 
beds. These channel-like bodies have been interpreted as 
vertical aggradation deposits as well as due to lateral 
shifting of coarse sandy channel bars (Tewari, 1997). 
Coarse- to medium-grained sandstone 
The coarse- to medium-grained sandstone shares the 
bulk of the Barakar Formation in all the Gondwana basins. 
It occurs as channel to multistory and sheet-like bodies 
containing large-scale cosets of planar and trough cross-
stratified beds. The channel to multistory sandstone bodies 
have been interpreted as deposits of transverse/linguoid 
bars of low sinuous streams, whereas sheet-like bodies to 
lateral accretion in meandering streams (Casshyap and 
Tewari, 1984). 
Fine-grained sandstone, siltstone and shale 
The fine-grained sandstone, siltstone and shale facies 
occurs as interbedded assemblage and exhibits an increase 
in its proportion from the lower (7-12%) to middle and 
upper (35-51%) parts of the formation. The fine-grained 
sandstone is ripple laminated, whereas associated siltstone 
and shale are paral lel laminated. The thin and 
discontinuous bodies of this facies may correspond to the 
upper parts of sandy channel bars of low sinuous streams, 
whereas thick and persistent beds to vertical accretion on 
stable and extensive overbank (levee) areas of meandering 
stream channels (Casshyap and Tewari, 1984). 
Coal 
Coal facies comprises about 8-21% in the lower and 
36 -53% in the middle and upper parts of the Barakar 
Formation. It always occurs at the top of fining-upward 
cycles. The coal seams are relatively thin (< 4 m) and 
lens-like, and show frequent splitting in the lower part of 
the Barakar. Thick (4 -30 m or more) and laterally 
persistent coal seams are recorded in the middle and upper 
Barakar. On the basis of geometry and vertical 
relationships with associated lithofacies, Casshyap and 
Tewari (1984, Fig. 17) visualized the evolution of peat 
swamps in low-lying abandoned flood plains/distal 
crevasse splays of anastomosing alluvial plains, 
interchannel areas of meandering rivers, and in protected 
lakes. 
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2 Representative borehole logs of the Barakar Formation from different parts of basins. Nos. 1-11, 13 and 14, modified 
after Veevers and Tewari (1995); No. 12, modified after Hota et al. (2003). 
Cyclic Characters 
between sandstone and shale is gradational, whereas that of 
shale and coal is sharp. 
As stated earlier, field studies and statistical analysis of 
subsurface logs have suggested fming-upward cycles in the 
Barakar Formation of Peninsular India. Representative 
borehole logs from different parts of the Gondwana basins 
(Fig. 2) evidently show repetitive occurrence of fining-
upward cycles. The complete Barakar cycles are redrawn 
(Fig. 3), based on Casshyap (1970) and Hota et al. (2003). 
These Barakar cycles vary in thickness from 7 to 10 m in 
general. However, the coal-bearing cycles are as thick as 20 
m or more in the middle and upper parts of the Barakar 
Formation (Fig. 2) depending upon the thickness of 
individual facies. The lower coarse grade member of each 
cycle is essentially channel-like sandstone bodies showing 
erosional base. The fragments of underlying coal/ 
carbonaceous shale are commonly found in the lower part of 
these channel bodies. Most of these channel sandstone 
bodies are oriented NW-SE in the direction of palaeoslope 
(Tewari, 1998). The upper parts of fining-upward cycles 
enclose interbedded fine-grained sandstone/shale (bar top/ 
overbank) and coal (back swamp) at the top. The contact 
Discussion and Conclusions 
The various members of fining-upward Barakar cycles 
represent repetition of channel, overbank and flood plain 
(lake or swamp) deposits in vertical order. It would imply 
a gradual decline in current competency from lower to 
upper part in each Barakar cycle, a common phenomenon 
of river systems. It is generally believed that these fining-
upward cycles are formed by lateral migration of braid 
bars/meandering channels across the alluvial plain 
(Casshyap, 1970; Casshyap and Tewari, 1984; Hota et al., 
2003; Hota and Maejima, 2004). Indeed, the deposition of 
channel, overbank and floodplain sediments should 
represent discrete and independent events of a fluvial 
system. The accumulation of these lithologic types in 
alluvial plains corresponds to a differential rate of 
subsidence of the depositional basin. The very coarse- to 
coarse- and medium-grained sandstone, occasionally 
pebbly, filling channel-like bodies may suggest relatively 
slow subsidence than the overbank fine clastic shale and 
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OBSERVED FACES 
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Fig 3 (A) Idealized standard cycle of the Barakar Formation, based on outcrop study (modified after Casshyap, 1970) 
(B) Bar diagram showing a complete cycle of the Barakar Formation (modified after Hota et al, 2003) 
floodplain deposits 
Channel aggradation and lateral migration of stream 
channel are widely accepted causes for the development of 
fining-upward fluvial cycles (Allen, 1965) On the basis of 
overall thickness of fining-upward cycles and geometry of 
fine grade member including coal, the Barakar cycles may 
be of two types (1) Thm fining-upward cycles of 6-8 m 
thick with laterally discontinuous fine clastic and coal beds 
at the top and (2) thick fining-upward cycles (10-20 m or 
more thick) capped by laterally extensive coal beds The 
former type of cycles is fewer m number, confined to the 
lower part of the Barakar and comprise a great amount of 
coarse member (about 85%) and subordinate shale and 
coal However, the majority of fining-upward cycles in the 
middle and upper parts belong to the later type They are 
composed of subequal amounts of coarse and fine grade 
members including coal The former fining-upward cycles 
may have been developed by channel migration as 
suggested by several workers However, the relatively 
thicker fining-upward cycles with laterally extensive coal 
seams at the top need to call for alternative explanation 
These fining-upward cycles were possibly formed by 
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differential subsidence rather than channel migration. 
Subsurface geometry of sandstone bodies in parts of the 
Talchir coalfield does not corroborate channel migration 
(Hota and Maejima, 2005). In many of the latter type of 
cycles, the sand bodies of coarse clastic facies are 
commonly lenticular in geometry and show remarkable 
incision into the underlying coal seams. Internally the sand 
bodies reveal multistory, amalgamated channels. These 
features are highly suggestive of a low accommodation 
condition, which would have corresponded to relatively 
slow basin subsidence. On the other hand, fine clastic 
facies, particularly thick and extensive coal beds indicates 
aggradation of swamp/shallow lake deposits with keeping a 
high water table and low energy regime. Such 
sedimentation style of fines is most likely in a high 
accommodation condition (Potter et al., 2005; Catuneanu, 
2006), possibly reflecting rapid basin subsidence. 
Differential rate of subsidence of successive facies, 
therefore, controlled the formation of most of the fining-
upward cycles in the Barakar Formation of Gondwana 
basins of Peninsular India. 
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Abstract 
Principal component analysis is applied to explain variation in net subsidence (i.e. total thickness) 
in the Karharbari and Barakar coal measures, respectively of Giridih and Korba coalfields of eastern 
India Gondwana basins. Results suggest that total thickness of sandstone and number of sandstone 
beds are largely responsible for variation in net subsidence in the Karharbari coal measures of Giridih, 
whereas total thickness of sandstone, number of sandstone and number of coal beds mainly control 
variation in net subsidence in the Barakar Formation of Korba coalfield. 
The greater degree of relationship between the total thickness of coal with total thickness of shale 
and total thickness of sandstone in the Karharbari implies the development of peat swamps in distal 
flood plains and also in abandoned channels. In the Barakar, the close association of total thickness of 
coal with total thickness and number of sandstone beds indicates formation of peat swamps largely in 
abandoned channels. 
Key-words : principal component analysis, net subsidence, Gondwana, coal measures. 
Introduction 
The early Permian fluvial Gondwana coal measures of 
peninsular India exhibit variation in total thickness and 
number and thicknesses of constituent lithologies of 
sandstone, shale and coal in different Gondwana basins 
(Casshyap and Tewari, 1984). These variations are the 
result of complex geological processes including 
depositional environment, tectonic setting and differential 
subsidence and therefore require special attention. Besides 
field studies as summarized elsewhere (Veevers and 
Tewari, 1995), the litho sequences from these coal 
measures have been statistically analysed for cyclicity 
using Markov chain and Entropy Function (Tewari and 
Casshyap, 1983; Casshyap and Tewari, 1984; Hota et al., 
2003; Hota and Maejima, 2004) and Cluster Analysis 
(Tewari, 1997). Casshyap et al. (1988) using linear 
regressions and product moment correlations established 
statistical relationship between various lithologic variables 
of sandstone, shale and coal from different Gondwana 
coalfields of peninsular India. Khan and Tewari (1991) 
analysed quantitative relationships between the number of 
coal bearing cycles and total thickness of strata (net 
subsidence) in a number of Gondwana coalfields of eastern 
India. However, the phenomenon of variation in net 
subsidence (total thickness) of early Permian Gondwana 
coal measures with respect to constituent lithologies has 
not yet been quantitatively documented and interpreted. 
Thus it would be meaningful to evaluate such relationships 
and their contribution in the variation of total thickness i.e. 
net subsidence of early Permian Gondwana coal measures 
of peninsular India. The study may also have significant 
bearing on the evolution of peat swamps in fluvial system. 
The present study therefore aims at (1) analysing 
variations in total thickness (net subsidence) of Karharbari 
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coal measures of Giridih and Barakar coal measures of 
Korba coalfields; and (2) analysing and interpreting the 
development of coal swamps. 
Geology, Sedimentary Characters and Nature of Data 
The Permian Gondwana sediments of peninsular India 
enclose coal beds at three stratigraphic horizons: the 
Karharbari, Barakar and Raniganj Formations. These 
sequences are characterised by fining upward fluvial cycles 
deposited by northwesterly flowing braided and 
meandering streams (Tewari, 1997; Tewari and Casshyap, 
1983; Casshyap and Tewari, 1984). The present study 
includes Karharbari Formation of Giridih and Barakar 
Formation of Korba coalfields, respectively (Fig. 1). 
Talchir, Karharbari and Barakar Formations represent the 
Gondwana stratigraphy of these coalfields in ascending 
order (Table 1). The Giridih coalfield is a small graben-
like isolated basin of the Koel-Damodar-basin of eastern 
India, whereas the Korba coalfield represents a half graben 
within the fairly continuous Son-Mahanadi Gondwana 
basin of the eastern part of Central India (Fig. 1). 
Although, the given coalfields exhibit different tectonic 
settings, the Karharbari Formation of Giridih and Barakar 
Formation of Korba are quite similar in sedimentary 
characters and depositional environment (Casshyap and 
Tewari, 1984). 
The study is based on 33 and 32 borehole logs, 
respectively for Karharbari Formation of Giridih and 
Barakar Formation of Korba coalfield. The borehole logs 
used in the present study were used earlier for Markov 
chain analysis (Tewari and Casshyap, 1983; Casshyap and 
Tewari, 1984), linear regression and correlation coefficients 
(Casshyap et al., 1988), cycles and subsidence (Khan and 
Tewari, 1991) and cluster analysis (Tewari, 1997). In view 
of the gentle dip of 3°-8°, the strata intersected in the 
borehole represents near-true thickeness of the sequence. 
Fig. 2 i l lustrates part of Karharbari and Barakar 
stratigraphy reproduced from borehole logs. The total 
thickness of Karharbari Formation of Giridih varies from 
16-305 m, and that of Barakar of Korba coalfield from 
750-900 m. The number and thicknesses of three 
constituent lithologies of sandstone, shale and coal also 
vary throughout the two coalfield areas. The following 
stratigraphic and lithologic variables are computed from 33 
and 32 borehole logs, from the Karharbari and Barakar 
Format ions from Giridih and Korba coalf ields, 
respectively. 
86*18 
1 Koel-Damodar Basin 
2 Son-Mahanadi Basin 
3 Pranhita-Godavari Basin 
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Fig. 1 Location and geological maps of (A) Giridih and (B) Korba coalfields. 
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Table 1 Stratigraphy and lithologic characters of 
Gondwana rocks of Giridih and Korba 
coalfields of eastern India (Based on Raja 


















Fining upward cycles of 
coarse to medium grained 
sandstone interbedded with 
fine-grained sandstone or 
siltstone, carbonaceous shale 
and coal. In Korba area thick 
beds of conglomerate occur 
in association of very coarse 
grained sandstone in the 
middle part. 
Top: Fining upward cycles 
surmounted by coal; 
middle: multistory and 
multilateral coalescing 
channel shaped sandstone 




sandstone, interbedded with 
rhythmite with or without 
dropstones and greenish 
shale. 
Stratigraphic Variable 
1. Total thickness 
Lithologic Variables 
2. Total thickness of sandstone beds 
3. Total thickness of shale beds 
4. Total thickness of coal beds 
5. Total Number of sandstone beds 
6. Total Number of shale beds 
7. Total Number of coal beds 
8. Sandstone / shale ratio 
9. (Sandstone -i- shale) / coal ratio 
These variables are formally designated as Ki-K, for 
Karharbari Formation and Bi-B, for Barakar Formation. 
Principal Component Analysis 
The simple approach of analysing and interpreting 
stratigraphic and lithologic variations of a given basin is to 
document contour facies maps (Krumbein and Sloss, 1963). 
The quantitative approach to analyse such variations is to 
compute linear regressions and corresponding correlation 
coefficients (Casshyap et al., 1988). It would result in a 
large number of correlation coefficients but may provide 
simple statistical relationship between the two variables. 



















Fig. 2 Parts of stratigraphic sections of Karharbari and 
Barakar Formations. 
of variables from a fairly large number of localities cannot 
be analysed by the above approach. The Principal 
component analysis is a multivariate statistical technique, 
which has been recommended to analyse interrelationships 
of several variables simultaneously (Davis, 1986). It has 
been used to demonstrate quantitative variation in litho-fill 
thickness of a given basin through space (Read and Dean, 
1972). In addition to statistical interrelationships, the 
Principal component analysis precisely leads to pick out 
those variables, which are statistically significant and 
account for variation in litho-fill thickness such as net 
subsidence. 
Detailed computational procedure of Principal 
component analysis is given in Davis (1986) and 
summarized as follows. The first step in this analysis is to 
arrange the data in the form of matrix where rows 
conespond to localities and columns represent variables 
(Tables 2 and 3). The basic data is then log normalised (log 
Xi, i = 1 to 9) so as to give equal weights to all variables 
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(Tables 4 and 5) Using the normalized data matrix, the 
correlation coefficients are computed for each pair of 
variables. Finally eigenvalues and eigenvectors are 
computed from the correlation matrix. The eigenvalues are 
roots of correlation matrix, and the corresponding 
eigenvectors are referred to as pnncipal components. It has 
been recommended that only those principal components, 
which are greater than unity, are statistically significant and 
Table 2 Stratigraphic and lithologic variables of 
Karharban Formation, Gindih coalfield 







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 3 Stratigraphic and hthologic variables of 
Barakar Formation, Korba coalfield 
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can be used for geological interpretations (Jeffers, 1965; 
Read and Dean, 1972). 
Results and Sedimentological Interpretation 
The basic data computed from borehole logs were 
arranged into two separate matrices of 33x9 (Karharbari) 
and 32x9 (Barakar), where 33 and 32 are the number of 
borehole logs used and 9 refers to the number of variables 
listed above. The data was normalized and correlation 
coefficients were computed between each pair of variables 
separately for the two data sets . In cases of both the 
formations, correlation coefficients between 22 pairs out of 
36 pairs show fairly good positive correlation (Tables 6 and 
7). The ratio variables 8 and 9 (sandstone/shale ratio and 
(sandstone+shale)/coal ratio) record less degree of 
correlation in both cases in view of their dependency on 
other lithologic variables. All the lithologic variables from 
2 to 7 exhibit positive correlation with total thickness 
(variable 1) in both the formations implying that an 
increase in total thickness i.e. net subsidence is due to 
increase in the thickness and number of constituent 
lithologies. However, it cannot be said precisely at this 
stage, which variable contribute more towards the net 
subsidence of the Karharbari and Barakar Formations. The 
two correlation matrices are then used to calculate 
eigenvalues and eigenvectors separately for the two 
formations. The cumulative variance of three eigenvalues, 
which are greater than unity, is 92.46 % in the Karharbari 
(Table 8) and 86.1% in the Barakar (Table 9); the 
corresponding three eigenvectors representing principal 
components are therefore statistically significant and 
considered for geological interpretation. 
Figures 3 and 4 show projections of nine variable 
vectors of unit length of the planes defined by three 
combinations of eigenvectors (principal components), 
which are also of unit length. Geological significance of 
these components is as follows: 
Karharbari Formation 
In Fig. 3A referring to vectors I and II, the total 
thickness (K,), total sandstone (Kj), total shale (K3), total 
coal (K4), number of sandstone (K5), number of shale (K )^ 
and number of coal (K )^ are closely clustered around vector 
I. The ratio variables of (sandstone / shale) (Kg) and 
(sandstone + shale) / coal (K,) occurring remotely from 
other variables are not independent as they are derived 
from total sandstone (K2), total shale (K3) and total coal 
(K4). In Fig. 3B, vectors II and III are taken as reference 
axes; the total thickness (K,), total sandstone (Kj), number 
of sandstone (Kj) and number of shale (K )^ exhibit a closer 
interrelationship. Greater degree of association of total 
Table 6 Correlation coefficients between lithologic 
variables of Karharbari Formation Giridih 
coalfield. 
Table 7 Correlation coefficients between lithologic 








of shale (K3) 
Total thickness 
of coal (K4) 
Total number of 
sandstone (KS) 
Total number of 
shale (K6) 





















































of strata (Bl) 
Total thickness 
of sandstone B2) 
Total thickness 
of shale (B3) 
Total thickness 
of coal (B4) 
Total number of 
sandstone (35) 
Total number of 
shale (B6) 
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coal (K4) and number of coal (K,) implies an increase in clustered in a zone showing closer interrelationship than 
coal due to number of coal beds. The ratio variables Kg variables Kg and K,, which are ratios and occur remotely, 
and K,, likewise, occur remotely. Taking vectors I and III Evidently, the increase in total thickness of Karharbari 
as reference axes (Fig. 3C), the picture is almost similar to Formation, i.e. net subsidence, is largely due to total 
that of Fig. 3A, where all the variables from K, to K, are sandstone and number of sandstones, whereas shale and 
Table 8 Matrix of three principal components for the 9 variables of Karharbari Formation. 
Variables Principal Components 
(1) ^) (3)_ 
Eigenvalues 3.845 
% of total variance 
Cummulative % of total variables 
Total thickness of strata (K.i) 
Total thickness of sandstone (K2) 
Total thickness of shale (K3) 
Total thickness of coal (K4) 
Total number of sandstone (K.5) 
Total number of shale (Ke) 
Total number of coal (K7) 
(Sandstone/Shale) ratio (K«) 
Classic (sand + shale)/coal ratio 






































% of total variance 
Cummulative % of total variables 
Total thickness of strata (Bi) 
Total thickness of sandstone (B2) 
Total thickness of shale (B3) 
Total thickness of coal (B4) 
Total number of sandstone (B5) 
Total number of shale (Be) 
Total number of coal (B7) 
(Sandstone/Shale) ratio (Bg) 
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coal contribute subordinately The total coal (K,,) showing 
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Fig 3 Graphic plots of three Principal Components 
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Fig 4 Graphic plots of three Principal Components 
(vectors) of Barakar Formation 
(Fig 3A) and total sandstone (K^) (Figs 3A and C) 
indicates that peat swamps developed m distal flood planes 
and also in the areas of abandoned channels, supporting the 
independent inferences based on cluster analysis of vertical 
facies transitions (Tewan, 1997) 
Barakar Formation 
In Fig 4A, where vectors I and II are taken as 
reference axes, vanables B1 and B7 are clustered into two 
zones close to vector I It implies that total thickness of 
Barakar (B,), total sandstone (B2) and number of sandstone 
(B5) are more closely linked On the other hand, total shale 
(B3), total coal (B4), number of shale (B )^ and number of 
coal (B,) show greater degree of interrelationship The 
ratio variables (Bg and B,) occumng remotely from others 
are not independent vanables In fig 4B, based on vectors 
II and III, total thickness (B,) shows close association with 
total sandstone (Bj), though number of shale (B^) and 
number of coal (B )^ are also close to total thickness (Bj) as 
compared to number of shale (B^) implying that coal 
contribute more in net subsidence than shale Fig 4C 
based on vectors I and III is quite similar to that of Fig 4A, 
in which all the vanables except ratio variables are 
clustered close to vector I 
It is evident from the above plots that total sandstone, 
number of sandstone beds and number of coal beds have 
greater control over an increase in total thickness and 
hence net subsidence of Barakar Formation A close 
association of number of coal beds with total sandstone and 
number of sandstone beds further suggests that peat 
swamps developed largely in the areas of abandoned 
channels 
Conclusions 
The early Permian Karharban and Barakar coal 
measures of Gindih and Korba coalfields of eastern India 
are composed of repetitive fining upward fluvial cycles of 
sandstone, shale and coal These coal measures exhibit 
vanations in total thickness 1 e net subsidence throughout 
the respective coalfields 
The multivariate principal component analysis is 
applied to explain the vanation in net subsidence of the two 
coal measures sequences with respect to lithologic 
variables The greater degree of association of total 
thickness with total sandstone and number of sandstone 
beds in Karharban Formation suggests that net subsidence 
of the Karharban coal measures is largely controlled by the 
increase in thickness and number of sandstone beds In 
companson, close association of total thickness with total 
sandstone, number of sandstone and number of coal beds 
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indicate that these lithologic variables contribute more 
towards net subsidence during Barakar sedimentation. 
Based on the close interrelationship of total coal with total 
sandstone and total shale in the Karharbari, and total 
sandstone and number of sandstone in the Barakar, it is 
further suggested that peat swamps were mainly developed 
in distal flood planes and abandoned channels during 
Karharbari and largely abandoned channels during the 
deposition of Barakar sediments. 
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Abstract 
A statistical approach by a modified Markov process model and Entropy function 
are used to prove that the early Permian Barakar Formation of the Bellampalli coalfield 
developed distinct cyclicities during deposition. From results, the transition path of 
lithological states typical for the Bellampalli basin is as: coarse to medium grained 
sandstone —> interbedded fine-grained sandstone/shale —> shale—>coal and again 
shale. The majority of cycles are symmetrical but asymmetrical cycles are present as 
well. The chi-square stationarity test implies that these cycles are stationary in space and 
time. The cycles are interpreted in terms of in-channel. point bar and overbank facies 
association in a fluvial system. The randomness in the occurrence of facies within a cycle 
is evaluated in terms of entropy, which can be calculated from the Markov matrices. Two 
types of entropies are calculated for every facies state; entropy after deposition E(post) 
and entropy before deposition E(pre), which together form entropy set; the entropy for 
the whole system is also calculated. These values are plotted and compared with Hattori's 
idealized plots, which indicate that the sequence is essentially a symmetrical cycle (type-
BofHattroi). 
The symmetrical cyclical deposition of early Permian Barakar Formation is 
explained by the lateral migration of stream channels in response to varying discharge 
and rate of deposition across the alluvial plain. In addition, the fining upward cycles in 
the upper part enclosing thick beds of fine elastics, as well as coal may represent 
differential subsidence of depositional basin. 
Key Words: Barakar coal measures, Entropy functions, Markov chain, Cyclicity 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Vertical variations of lithofacies within a given sequence play an important role in the 
recognition of depositional environment and their lateral dispersal. It is of particular 
importance in the context of the widely accepted Law of the correlation of facies as 
proposed by Walther (1893) and elaborated by Middleton (1973), Reading (1978) and 
recently by Sengupta (2006). According to this law, only those facies can be 
superimposed which can be observed beside each other at a given time. Importantly, only 
a gradual transition from one facies to another implies that the two facies represent 
environments that once were adjacent laterally. 
Observations of outcrop and borehole sections of the coal bearing formation indicate a 
systematic repetition of fining upward sequences. Although, individual cycles are 
present, but scarcity of comprehensive exposures due to weathering makes it difficult to 
determine regional distribution of cyclicity. Hence, information obtained from 38 
boreholes from Bellampalli coalfield, Andhra Pradesh penetrating the entire Barakar 
section providing a precise record of lithologic transitions has been utilized for various 
statistical analyses. In order to determine the depositional architecture and its regional 
variations, a check of the results obtained so far (Tewari and Singh, 2008) by 
mathematical means seemed desirable. The vast amount of data obtained through 
counting of lithologic transitions of the borehole logs justify the application of Markov 
chain and Entropy functions 
The objectives of the present study are: -
i) to deduce lithologic transitions in vertical sequences through space and time 
ii) to analyze the significance of succession and sediment cyclicity, and 
iii) to compare cyclic characters of early Permian sediments with those of eastern 
and central India Gondwana basins. 
2. GENERAL GEOLOGY AND NATURE OF DATA 
The Bellampalli coalfield occupies the northern part of Pranhita-Godavari Gondwana 
basin (Fig.l, inset). Raja Rao (1982) briefly summarized the geological details of this 
area. . Recently Singh and Tevvari (2007) and Tewari and Singh (2008) have carried out 
detailed paleochannel and paleocurrent analysis of the Gondwana sediments of this area 
but a detailed lithofacies analysis and their relationships is still lacking. The Lower 
Gondwana rocks of the area comprise in ascending order, a basal sequence of diamictite. 
pebble bed and other glacigene deposits. These are succeeded conformably by the main 
coal-bearing Barakar Formation, which is about 300m in thickness, consisting of coarse-
grained sandstone, argillaceous and arenaceous shale and coal (Table I). The basal 
sandstone of this unit forms an extensive cover of current bedded, braided stream 
deposits. Commonly, they overlap the glacigene sediments, indicating rapid expansion of 
the basin area, as described elsewhere |Tevvari and Singh,2008). In view of the non-
availability of good vertical sections in the area, the vertical lithofacies relationship of the 
Barakar Formation could not be established. Since the Barakar strata have very little 
outcrop in the area studied, the present investigation is based entirely on data derived 
from borehole logs. A total of 38 borehole logs, from localities scattered throughout the 
area (Fig. 1 ) is used. The drilled thickness of the strata in these boreholes varies from 50-
250m. 
Of particular importance is noting transition of one lithology to another in a 
stratigraphic section. In the present study only discrete lithofacies transitions regardless 
of individual bed thickness are counted, therefore, focus is on the evolution of the 
depositional process. In order to prevent transition tendencies from being too diffused 
throughout the count matrix, only four lithofacies. which are distinctly marked in each 
borehole log as well as in outcrop sections, are used in this paper. To analyze cyclic 
characters through space and time, the lithofacies transitions are analyzed separately in 
each borehole log, and by pooling the data for four sectors as well as for the entire area. 
The four facies are: -
Facies A: Coarse to medium grained sandstone 
Facies B: Interbedded fine grained sandstone and shale 
Facies C: Carbonaceous and argillaceous shale 
Facies D: Coal 
3. ANALYTICAL PROCEDURE 
The concept of cycles of sedimentation implies that the initial state /or lithology 
determine to some extent the subsequent state /or lithology. This led Vistelius (1949) to 
propose the use of Markov chain as an analytical tool in the study of vertical lithofacies 
relationship in stratigraphic sequences. However, the approach is useful in that it can 
often point out subtle relationships in the stratigraphic succession that would not 
otherwise be noticed. The literature on Markov chain and entropy analyses is now rapidly 
growing. Test cases have been published by Khan and Casshyap (1982), Tewari and 
Casshyap (1983), Mack and James (1986), Sharma, et al., (2001), Hota and Maejima 
(2004), Khan and Tewari (2007) and others. 
The method described in this section is based mainly on those of Gingreich (1969), 
Power and Easterling (1982) and Davis (2002). In addition, the nature of cyclic order of a 
sequence is studied using entropy concept following Hattori (1976). 
3.1 Embedded Markov Chain Analysis 
The modified Markov process model after Power and sterling (1982) used in this 
study incorporates following successive steps: 
i) Structuring of one step embedded tally count matrix (fij), where i, j corresponds to 
row and column number. It will be noticed that where i = j , zeros are present in the matrix 
i. e. probability of moving from one state to another state have only been recorded where 
the lithofacies shows an abrupt change in character, regardless of the thickness of the 
individual bed. 
ii) Estimated expected frequency after Goodman's model (1968) of quasi- independence 
given by Eij= ai bj (where i^j) derived by using an iterative procedure till ai and bj attain 
an arbitrary constant (Power and Easterling, 1982, p.916). The computational procedure 
is as follows: -
Let E (nij) denote the expected value of the number of transitions from state i to state 
j . Then the model proposed by Goodman, termed "quasi-independence", is 
Enij = aibj i^ j^ 
= 0 i=j 
Estimating the parameters, ai and bj, i J =1,2,3 m, requires an iterative scheme 
which is given as follows: 
First Iteration: 
l"' Iteration: 
a i " ' = ni+/(m-l). i = 1.2.3 m 
bj"*=n+j/Vai . i = 1.2.3 m 
ai<" = ni+/S bj i= 1.2.3 m 
bj"* = n+j/Zai J = 1-2.3 m 
where ni+ and ii+j are the row I and column j totals, respectively. 
Iteration may be continued until some specified accuracy (1% in the present case) is 
obtained. That is. iteration is continued until 
ai'" - ai""" = .Olai. for i = l,2 m 
and 
bj'" - bj""" = .Olbj for j=l,2 m 
let ai and bj denotes the final values of. a i ' " and bj "'.then the estimated expected 
frequencies of quasi-independence are given by Eij=aibj. 
iii) Using the values of fij and Eij in the expression X I ( fij - Eij)" / Eij for %' yields a 
statistics which is distributed as a chi-squared variable with (n-l)" - n degrees of freedom. 
The larger the X value for a given value of n. the stronger the evidence in favour of the 
Markovian model of lithologic transition i. e. for the presence of cyclicity. 
'" Construction of normalized difference matrix, here symbolized as Zij. This provides 
a framework for identifying large difference (+ values) between observed (fij) and 
expected transition frequencies (Eij). 
The entire computation was performed on desk calculator. 
3.2. Structure of Transition count Matrix 
Lithologic transitions, to test the presence or absence of Markov property or lack of it 
are investigated at sector and coalfield levels separately using data from the available 38 
borehole logs. Figure 2 illustrates portions of the lithological sequence from a borehole 
log of the study area. The transition count matrix is structured into embedded Markov 
chain considering only transition lithologies and not their thickness as stated elsewhere. 
Since a liansilion is supposed to occur only wUen it results in a different lithology. the 
diagonal elements are all zeros in the resulting tally matrix (see Step 1, Section 3.1). 
Tally count matrix based on borehole logs numbering 8 to 9 for each sector is structured. 
Subsequently, data for all 38-borehole logs are added and a bulk matrix is structured at 
coalfield level. Data for the bulk tally matrix at sector level and coalfield level are 
computed separately following the procedure stated above. 
3.3. Entropy Analysis 
The starting point in Entropy analysis is (a) transition tally count matrix (fij). This is 
a 2-D array, which tabulates the number of times that frequency of all possible vertical 
lithologic transitions occurring in a given stratigraphic succession, (b) From the transition 
count matrix (fij) two probability matrices may be derived. The first is an upward 
probability matrix composed of pij, which gives the actual probabilities of the transition 
occurring in the given section and is calculated as fij/ni+, where ni+ is the row i total. In 
the pij matrix, the row total sums to unity. From this matrix E (post) (i.e. entropy after 
deposition) for each lithological state has been calculated using relationship E (post)= -
Xpij log2 pij. The second matrix, containing element qji which represents the probability 
of the given transition being preceded by any other transition and given by fij/n+j, where 
n+j is the column total. The column totals in the qji matrix sums to unity. E (pre) (i.e. 
entropy before deposition) can be calculated using relationship E (pre)= - X <li' 'og2 qji-
E (pre) and E (post) indicate the variety of lithological transitions which immediately 
lead into, and follow from, that state and they serve as a useful supplement to the 
transition probability information. By plotting E (post) against E (pre) for each lithology 
one can make some interpretation of the styles of cyclicity and the way in which cycles 
are truncated. Hattori (1976) drew a number of diagrams of the distribution of E (post) 
versus E (pre) for idealized, truncated, symmetrical and asymmetrical lithologic 
succession. Hattori's (1976) normalized entropies were also calculated as R (pre)=E 
(pre)/E (max) and R (post)= E (post)/E (max); where E (max)=-log2l/(n-l), which 
denotes the maximum entropy possible in a system where n states operates. This concept 
allows comparisons between states in different system, regardless of the number of state 
variables selected in each system. Apart from entropies with respect to individual sets, 
the entropy of the whole sedimentation unit can be calculated as E (system)= - XZ^ij log2 
rij, rij= fij/n++: where fij are entries in the tally matrix, n++ is number of states= fij. 
which can be used for deciphering the overall depositional environment of cyclical units. 
The E (system) can take a value between -logal/n and - logil/n (n-1), where n is the 
number of states. 
Data for the tally count matrix at sector level and coalfield level are used to compute 
separately E (prej. E (post^  and E (system; following the procedure outlined above. 
4. QUANTITATIVE RESULTS 
4.1 Lithologic Transition at Sector Level: 
The bulk transition counts matrices (fij). expected cell value matrices (Eij). 
normalized difference matrices (Zij). and chi-square matrices separately for four sectors 
of the Bellampalli coalfield are listed in tables 2. 3, 4, and 5. Indeed, there is a strong 
tendency of Markovian property or cyclicity in the Barakar strata at sector level at given 
degrees of freedom and 99.5% confidence level. Figure 3A. B. C and D shows Markov 
transition diagram based on positive values of normalized difference matrix {Z\}). Highest 
positive values of Zij matrix link lithologic states distinctly resulting in a strong transition 
path for lithologic sequence that can be derived as follows: 
Sector I: coarse to medium grained sandstone (Facies A) —> interbedded fine grained 
sandstone and shale (Facies B) —>• shale (Facies C)—> coal (Facies D) —> shale (Facies 
C) 
Sector II, III, IV: coarse to medium grained sandstone (Facies A) —> interbedded fine 
grained sandstone and shale (Facies B) —> shale (Facies C) —^coal (Facies D) —> 
coarse to medium grained sandstone (Facies A) 
Thus transition path is typical of the coal bearing Barakar strata and by and large 
display a progressive fining of particle size from coarse grained sandstone through fine 
grained sandstone/shale to shale, then coal. The lithologic transitions are broadly alike in 
the sectors II. Ill and IV. Flowever. in sector 1 the coal (Facies D) has greater probability 
to be followed by shale (Facies C) than coarse grained sandstone (Facies A). Markov 
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diagram, which further indicates that each cycle, generally speaking is asymmetrical 
(ABCD-ABCD) beginning with erosional surface and coarse-grained sandstone. But 
symmetrical cycles ABCD-CBA also occurs locally in sector 1. Individual cycles vary in 
thickness from a couple of meters to a few tens of meters. 
The lithologic transitions deduced here closely resembles the cyclical sequences of 
other late Paleozoic coal measures (Read, 1969; Casshyap, 1975; Casshyap et.al., 1987) 
including the Permian coal measures of lower Gondwana of India (Casshyap and Tewari, 
1984; Tewari, 1997; Hota and Maejima, 2004; Khan and Tewari, 2007). 
4.2 Entropy analysis at Sector level: 
The computed entropies E (pre) and E (post), normalized entropies R (pre) and R 
(post) of each lithologic state are subequal to equal (Tables 6, 7, 8 and 9), implying that 
the deposition of these lithologies is not a random event. For coarse to medium grained 
sandstone (Facies A) E (pre) > E (post), implies with a high probability of this state 
passing up into interbedded fine grained sandstone and shale (Facies B) but may occur 
after different lithologic state, as is also recognized in the stratigraphic sections (Fig.2). 
By contrast, the remaining lithological states E (post) < E (pre) indicate that the 
deposition of each of these lithologies is strongly influenced by the preceding state. This 
relationship supports in a statistical way the otherwise geologically obvious conclusion 
that the deposition of these lithologies depends largely on specific environments. 
The plot of the E (pre) and E (post) values for each lithological state is given the 
figure 5 of Hattori's diagrams, which most closely (though not exactly) follows that 
expected for a symmetrical cyclic sequence (Type-B category). Indeed, this cyclical 
pattern for the given Barakar Formation is similar to that reported from other areas based 
on field study (Tewari, 1997, 2005). 
4.3 Lithologic Transition at Coalfield Level: 
Data for deducing Markov property in individual sectors are lumped together and 
processed at coalfield (basin) level (Table 10). Chi square value calculated by using the 
formula referred to earlier is significant at an appropriate degree of freedom at 99.5% 
level of confidence. Presence of Markov property is clearly indicated in the Barakar strata 
of Bellampalli coalfield. Markov transition diagram in Figure 4 gives only those values 
of normalized difference matrix (Zij) for which the corresponding entries show positive 
differences. The positive value in Zij matrix links the lithologic states distinctly, and a 
strong preferred upw a^rd transition path for lithologic changes that can be derived is as: 
Coarse to medium grained sandstone (Facies A) —>• interbedded fine-grained sandstone 
and shale (Facies B) —> shale (Facies C) —> coal (Facies D) —> shale (Facies A). 
Cyclicity deduced in the Barakar strata of Bellampalli area is symmetrical (Figure 4). 
as is indicated by the presence of shale on top of coal; its environmental significance is 
deferred to a later part of the paper. The Barakar cycles as deduced here shows 
similarities with those of Son-Mahanadi and Koel-Damodar Gondwana basins of eastern-
central India (Casshyap and Tevvari. 1984: Tewari. 1997; Hota and Meijima, 2004; Khan 
and Tewari. 2007). Evidently, the results imply recurrence of the corresponding 
depositional environments both across the basin and through time, following Walther's 
(1893) law of facies. 
4.4 Entropy Analysis at Coalfield Level 
The bulk transition count matrix (fij) of Markov analysis given in table 10 is used to 
compute upward transition matrix (pij). downward transition matrix (qij), and 
independent trail matrix (rij). These matrices are subsequently used to calculate entropy 
before deposition E (pre), entropy after deposition E (post), normalized entropies R (pre) 
and R (post) and entropy for the system E (system) for the four lithofacies separately for 
each sector and tbr the entire Barakar Formation (Table II) using formula referred to 
above. The variations in pre- and post- depositional entropy values suggest variable 
degree of dependency of lithofacies on precursor and infiuence on successor during 
Barakar sedimentation. The computed values of E (pre) and E (post) and normalized 
entropies are almost sub equal suggesting that the deposition of these lithofacies was not 
a random event (Figure 5). However, if E (post) > E (pre), the deposition of given 
lithofacies is strongly influenced by the preceding lithofacies (Flattori. 1976). The 
calculated value of E (system) falls well within the zone of 'Fluvial system" (Figure 6) 
delineated by Hattroi (1976) corroborating the views expressed by early workers (see 
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Khan and Tewari, 2007, for references). Among the entropy sets those for fades A and 
facies C are located along the diagonal line; there is a fair probability that both Ijthologies 
tend to occur as a symmetrical cycle, that is, alternation in the succession. The entropy 
with respect to facies B (interbedded fine grained sandstone and shale) deviates from the 
general distribution (Figure 6). It is difficult to interpret clearly the cause responsible for 
the phenomenon, however, this may account for the allocyclic bahaviour of facies B 
(Beerbower, 1964). 
The E (pre) and E (post) plots for coarse to medium grained sandstone, interbedded 
fine grained sandstone/shale, shale and coal fall almost linearly or close to a diagonal 
line (Figure 6), comparing well with the type ' B' cyclic pattern of Hattori, which 
signifies symmetrical cycle, as deduced independently by improved Markov process 
model. 
5. STATIONARITY OF CYCLIC SEQUENCE 
In the analysis of Markov chain, it is assumed that Markov matrices are the result of a 
process that is stationary in time and space. The term 'stationary' implies that the 
transition probabilities are constant through time or space (Harbaugh and Bonham Carter, 
1970, p. 122). Stationarity in a sequence can be verified by using following chi-square 
statistics after Anderson and Goodman (1957), which has been modified for 




Where T=l,2,3 T, giving the number of sequences tested against each other, f ij(t) and 
pij(t) are the tally count and transition probability matrix values, respectively, for each 
sequence, and qij equals to the bulk transition probability matrix values calculated for 
data from both sequences. The number of degrees of freedom equals to (T-1) n (n-1), 
where n equals to total number of lithologic states (4, in the present case). 
Stationarity of the Markov process is tested at sector level on grouping the entire 
borehole logs in each sector. Applying the equation mentioned above, chi-square 
statistics of stationarity are computed and recorded in Table 12. If the null hypothesis 
(i.e. pij(t) = qij )is computed then the 'calculated value must be less than the tabulated 
value at some preselected level of significance for the total number of degrees of 
freedom" (Haibaiigh and Bonham-Caiter. 1970. p. 125). The highest calculated value of 
chi-square statistics is 21.18. which at 12 degrees of freedom is below the limiting value 
of 26.22 at 95% level of significance: emphasizing that at each sector the sequence of 
lithologic transitions has been stationary through space (Table 12). 
The results suggest that the nature of the cyclic sequence is stationary at sector 
level and strongly indicates that the corresponding set of sub-environments in the 
depositional basin conforms to a definite pattern. 
6. SEDIMENTOLOGICAL INTERPRETATION 
The application of improved Markov process model and Entropy functions evidently 
indicate symmetrical cyclic pattern in the Barakar Formation of Bellampalli coalfield. 
The coarse to medium grained sandstone (Facies A) forms the basal unit of each fining 
upward cycle. It is dominant lithofacies. which shares about 65% of the Barakar 
Formation by volume. The available outcrop sections suggest that it generally occurs as 
channel-to sheet-like and multistory bodies. The channel- and sheet- like sandstone 
bodies showing erosional base and almost flattop in addition to cosets of planar and 
trough cross-beds; these sandstone bodies also exhibit horizontal beds and scour- and- fill 
structure. The sandstone lithofacies along with erosional structures and cross-beds 
resemble channel deposition (point bar/ braid bar) in close conformity with the Barakar 
Formation in eastern and central India (Casshyap and Tewari. 1984: Tewari, 1998). 
Multistory sandstone bodies in lluvial environments are probably formed when the rate of 
migration within the aggrading channel belt is large enough to cause superposition of 
channel bars, before the channel belt is abandoned (Gordon and Bridge. 1987. Bridge and 
Mackey. 1993). On the other hand Bridge and Leeder (1979) has suggested that low 
subsidence rates than sedimentation give rise to sheet sandstone bodies. The interbedded 
fine-grained sandstone /shale (Facies B) and shale (Facies C), preferentially overlie 
coarse to medium grained sandstone throughout the area. These lithofacies respectively 
constitutes about 12 and 13% of the given Barakar sequence. They occur as thin sheet-
like (1.5 -2.5 m) or lens like bodies along with the sandstone bodies. The fine-grained 
sandstone is ripple cross-laminated whereas shale is laminated. The interbedded 
assemblages of the fine elastics is attributed to deposition by vertical/lateral accretion on 
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top of channel bars during a low water stage or as overbank/levee facies during periods of 
overflow. Following the flood stage, laccustrine conditions of stagnant water may have 
developed in the low lying areas beyond channel and overbank sub environments, 
resulting the deposition of shale/carbonaceous shale or in coal forming sub-environments 
where swamp or marshy conditions develop. Similar peat forming environments may 
have developed in areas of abandoned channels. Indeed, shale records a strong upward 
transition to coal (Zij=+0.95). However, upward linkage of coal (Facies C), which 
represents the top unit of Barakar cyclical units has more preference for shale (Facies C) 
than the coarse to medium grained sandstone (Facies A), resulting in the symmetrical 
fining cycles, implies a gradual encroachment of coal swamp by adjacent back swamp 
and levee sub-environments as a consequence of slow and gradual lateral shift of channel 
course across the alluvial plain of meandering streams. Coal accounts about 5% of the 
Barakar sequence and contains 6 workable coal seams varying in thickness from 5 to 15 
m (Raja Rao, 1982). In addition, there are several coal beds of 1 m or less in thickness 
and are generally laterally discontinuous and lens like, may represent their formation in 
interchannel and/or distal flood plains or frequent shifting of channels should have 
prevented development of thick peat swamps to produce only thin impersistent coal 
seams (Tewari, 1997). The fining upward cycles deduced here are similar to those, which 
characterize meandering and / or braided streams environment. Similar coal-bearing 
Barakar cycles of eastern and central India Gondwana basins have been interpreted in 
terms of lateral migration of stream channel across the alluvial plains (Casshyap and 
Tewari, 1984; Hota and Maejima, 2004; Khan and Tewari, 2007). However, the coal-
bearing Barakar cycles enclosing relatively thick shale and coal beds exhibiting sharp 
vertical relationship between lithofacies, particularly in the middle and upper parts of 
Barakar sequence of eastern and central India have been recently attributed to repeated 
slow and rapid subsidence of the depositional basin (Maejima et.al. 2008). 
7. CONCLUSIONS 
The present study is designed to quantify the nature of cyclicity observed with in the 
Barakar Formation of the Bellampalli coalfield in Andhra Pradesh, India, using modified 
Markov chain analysis and Entropy functions. The cyclical sequence shows a fining 
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upward character and is commonly symmelrical represented by Coarse to medium 
grained sandstone —> interbedded tine sandstone/shale —> sliale —> coal -> shale. 
similar to Hattori"s type 'B" pattern. This order of lithologic transition is closely 
comparable with that suggested for the early Permian Gondwana coal measures of India 
(Khan and Tewari. 2007). 
The Markov chain and Entropy pattern substantiated proposed fluvial meandering 
depositional model as derived independently from paleocurrent analysis (Singh and 
Tewari. 2008). As widely believed (Casshyap and Tewari, 1984: Khan and Tewari. 2007) 
meandering river channels of moderate to high sinuosity in response to varying discharge 
and rate of deposition should account for cyclical deposition in the study area. Rapid and 
frequent lateral shift of channel course, a common phenomenon in modern river basin 
may favorably explain the development of symmetrical fining upward cycles. However, 
those cycles which enclose thick coal beds exhibiting sharp relationship between 
lithofacies possibly developed due to the differential subsidence of the depositional basin. 
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Table 1: Gondvvana stratigraphy of Bellampalli coalfield, Godavari valley basin. 
























r^ akhal Group 
Unconformity 
LITHOLOGY 
Coarse-grained sandstone with clay galls and 
few clay intercalations. 
Soft red mudstone with calcareous bands of 
sandstone. 
Coarse-grained ferruginous sandstone with 
clay clasts and pebbles, cherty siltstone and 
pebble beds. 
Medium to coarse-grained greenish grey to 
grey white feldspathic sandstonewith 
subordinate variegated clay and micaceous 
siltstones. 
Coarse-grained white sandstones with lenses of 
conglomerates, subordinate shale/ clay and 
coal seams. 
Fine grained sandstone, splintery green shale/ 
clay, khakhi coloured clay, pebble beds and 
diamictite. 
Medium to coarse-grained white to brie red 
sandstone, quartzitic at places and mottled 
shale. 
Greyish white to buff quartzites, grey shales, 
phyllites, dolomites and marbles. 
Granites, banded gneisses, Biotite gneisses, 
hornblende gneisses, quartz-magnetite-schist. 
Biotite schist, pegmatite veins. 
Table 2: Transition count, expected cell value, normalized difference and chi-square 
matrices of Barakar Formation (Sector 1), Bellampalli coalfield. 
Transition Count Matrix (fij) 




































































































value at 99.5% 
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Table 3.: Transition count, expected ceil value, normalized difference and chi-square 
matrices of Barakar Formation (Sector II). Bellampalli coalfield. 
Transition Count Matrix (fij) 














































Normalized Difference Matrix (Zij): 





















Chi Square Matrix: 





















Limiting value at 99. 
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Table 4: Transition count, expected ceil value, normalized difference and chi-square 
matrices of Barakar Formation (Sector III), Bellampalli coalfield. 
Transition Count Matrix (fij) 
A B 
Normalized Difference Matrix (Zij): 
A B 

































































































value at 99.5% 
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Table 5: Transition count, expected cell value, normalized difference and chi-square 
matrices of Barakar Formation (Sector IV). Bellampalli coalfield. 
Transition Count Matrix (fij) 









































































Chi Square Matrix: 





























value at 99.5% 
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Table 6: Transition tally count, upward transition, downward transition, independent 




































































































































Table 7: Transition tally count, upward transition, downward transition, independent 
trial matrices and entropy values for the Barakar Formation (Sector II). 
Bellampalli coalfield. 

































































































































Table 8: Transition count, upward transition, downward transition, independent trial 




































































































































Table 9: Transition count, upward transition, downward transition, independent trial 





































































































































Table 10: Pooled Transition count, expected cell values, normalized 
difference, and Chi-square matrices of Barakar Formation in 
Bellampalli coalfield (based on 38 borehole logs) 









































































































Limiting value at 99.5% level 
22 
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Table 11: Pooled Transition count, upward transition, downward 
transition, and independent trials matrices, and Entropy values 
for the Barakar Formation. Bellampalli coalfield. 




































































































































Table 12: Chi-square stationarity statistics within Barakar coal-bearing cycles of 
Bellampalli coalfield. 
Sector 
1 and 11 
I and III 
1 and IV 
11 and III 
11 and IV 
































LEGEND TO FIGURES 
Figure 1: Geological map of Bellanipalli coalfield (modified after Raja Rao. 1982). 
showing location of borehole logs. 
Figure 2: Subsurface Barakar stratigraphy of Bellampalli coalfield reproduced from 
boreliole logs. 
Figure 3: Lithofacies relationship diagram showing upward transitions (based on positive 
values in Zij matrix) in the four sectors of the Barakar Formation. 
Figure 4: Lithofacies relationship diagram showing upward transitions (based on positive 
values in Zij matrix) for the bulk transition data of the Barakar 
Formation. 
Figure 5: Entropy sets for the lithofacies of the Barakar Formation in four sectors. A: 
sandstone. B: Interbedded sandstone-shale, C: Shale, D: Coal. 
Figure 6: (a) Entropy set for entire Barakar Formation (based on pooled data from 38 
borehole logs), (b) Relationship between Entropy and depositional 
environment for the four sectors and entire Barakar Formation 
(environmental boundaries after Hattori, 1976). 
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Abstract: The Permian Gondwana Formations of Bellampalli area, Pranhita-
Godavari valley coalfield, Andhra Pradesh represents Barakar (500 m). Barren 
Measures (450 m), and Raniganj (850 m) in ascending order. They are 
composed of coarse to medium grained sandstone, interbedded fine-grained 
sandstone/shale, and shale; coal occurs in the Barakar Formation. Petrographic 
analysis suggests that these sandstones are immature to submature, moderately 
to poorly sorted, subarkosic to arkosic wackes as well as arenites. Heavy mineral 
assemlage includes abundance of garnet, followed by zircon, tourmaline, rutile, 
epidote, muscovite chlorite, and opaques with small amount of staurolite, 
actinolite and monazite. 
The petrography of detrital constituents of quartz, feldspar and rock 
fragments together with heavy mineral suites, evidently indicates that the 
provenance of these sandstones was made up of acid igneous rocks, medium to 
high grade metamorphic rocks, a few basic rocks and pre-existing sedimentary 
rocks. The paleocurrent study has yielded northwesterly and northerly sediment 
transport during Permian sedimentation in this area. It is therefore suggested that 
the Archean and pre-cambrian terrains of Eastern Ghat, situated to the south and 
southeast of given area may have supplied the bulk of sediments. 
INTRODUCTION 
Paleocurrent studies has shown that the Permian Gondwana formations of 
Peninsular India were deposited by northerly and northwesterly flowing streams 
in different areas through space and time (Casshyap, 1979; Casshyap and 
Tewari, 1984; Tewari, 2005). The northwesterly paleoslopes are also widely 
accepted in several global reconstructions (Kent, 1991; Tewari and Veevers, 
1993; Veevers and Tewari, 1995). Evidently, the southerly and southeasterly 
provenance is visualized for the Permian Gondwana sediments of Peninsular 
India. However, limited petrographic studies of Gondwana sandstones have been 
carried out in parts of eastern India basins (Dutta and Suttner, 1986; Tewari, 
1998). In view of the above, the studies related to the composition and location 
of provenance of Permian Gondwana sandstones are almost lacking. 
The present study aims at providing detailed petrographic accounts of 
detrital framework constituents of sandstones including heavy minerals suites 
from Permian Gondwana formations of Bellampalli area of Godavari valley basin, 
Andhra Pradesh. These formations are recently investigated for detailed 
lithofacies and paleocurrent analysis (Tewari and Singh, in press). An attempt is 
made to interpret the composition and location of the provenance of Permian 
sandstones of given area. 
GEOLOGY OF THE AREA 
The Bellampalli area, referred to as "Bellampalli coal belt" (Raja Rao, 
1982), is situated in the northwestern part of Godavari valley coalfield, Andhra 
Pradesh (Figure. 1 inset). The area encloses about 3 km thick Gondwana 
sequence from Permo-carboniferous to Upper Triassic (Table 1). The Permian 
Gondwana formations under investigation are represented by Barakar, Barren 
Measures and Raniganj (Lower Kamthi) formations in ascending and 
conformable order. Earlier the Barren Measures and Raniganj formations were 
grouped together as "Kamthi Formation" throughout Godavari valley Gondwana 
basin. Recently these formations are separately identified on the basis of 
lithological similarity with that of type area of Damodar valley basin (Ramana 
Murthy and Madhusudan Rao, 1996; Uday Bhaskar, 2006). 
The three Permian Gondwana formations of given area are characterised 
by fining upward fluvial cycles of coarse to medium grained sandstone, 
interbedded fine grained sandstone/ shale, shale and coal, though the coal fades 
does not occurs in the Barren Measures and Raniganj formations (Singh, 2005). 
The Permian Sandstones of given area are channel shaped to sheet like and 
multistory showing abundant planer and trough cross beds. The associated shale 
and coal beds are thin to moderately thick, sheet like as well as lens like. Indeed, 
there is a slight decline in the relative amount of coarse to medium grained 
sandstone at the expense of fine clastic shale from early Permian Barakar up to 
late Permian Raniganj Formation, as deduced from borehole logs supported by 
outcrop study (Tewari and Singh, in press) 
PETROGRAPHIC PROCEDURE AND SANDSTONE TYPES 
The study is based on 30 sandstone specimens collected from Barakar 
(10), Barren Measures (10) and Raniganj (10) formations (Figure 1). The 
examination includes determination of detrital framework constituents (> 0,03 
mm) and groundmass (<0.03 mm) of matrix and cement, visual roundness of 
detrital grains, grain matrix relationships and nature of grain contacts. An attempt 
is made to differentiate between matrix and mineral cement as far as possible. 
The relative amount of various detrital components and groundmass matrix is 
determined by modal analysis taking 10 traverses across each thin section 
depending upon mean grain size. 
Dott's (1964) binomial scheme of sandstone classification and 
nomenclature of petrographic types (Figure 2) as referred to in Pettijohn et al. 
(1972) is followed here to classify given Gondwana sandstones. According to. this 
scheme the sandstones are classified as 'Arenites' (<15 % matrix) and 'Wacke' 
(> 15 % matrix) and petrographic types are further named on the basis of relative 
proportions of quartz, feldspar and labile rock fragments. The modal analysis 
data from all the 30 specimens was recalculated in terms of detrital quartz, 
feldspar and labile rock fragments and plotted separately for the three formations 
(Figure 3). The description of various petrographic types is follows: 
Subarkosic and Arkosic Wacke 
The arkosic and subarkosic wacke occur In all the formations under study, 
though they are abundant in barren Measures (Figure 3). The sandstones are 
channel shaped to sheet like, coarse to medium grained (0.53 - 0.11 mm) and 
moderately to poorly sorted (1.2 0 - 0.77 0). 
Detrital Constituents 
Quartz is the most abundant constituent varying from 26 to 45 % (Figure 
4). Among these, monocrystalline quartz grains varying from 0.80 tO 0.15 mm are 
more common than the polycrystalline (composite quartz of Pettijohn, 1975). 
They are commonly elongated, angular to subangular and subrounded; a few 
rounded grains also occur in coarse to medium size. Two types of polycrystalline 
quartz grains are present following Blatt et al. (1972). The equidimensional 
subgrains exhibit straight contacts between them, whereas elongate grains are 
with irregular and sutured contacts. 
Feldspar grains are next abundant varying from 9 to 19 %. They include 
microcline, orthoclase and plagioclase in variable amount. They are 0.90 to 0.23 
mm in size and subrounded to rounded. By and large, the feldspar grains are 
fresh; some microcline grains show partial decomposition along twin planes. 
Mica group of minerals including muscovite and biotite form small amount 
( 3 - 4 %). They occur as well defined flakes and plates varying from 0.45 to 0.15 
mm, and show splitting along cleavages in some places. 
Rock Fragments including granite, quartzite, phyllite, biotite-quartz-schist 
and siltstone together constitute 5-26 %. They are larger in size than other 
detrital minerals (0.50-2.14 mm), angular to subangular, though some grains are 
subrounded. 
Groundmass 
The groundmass of these petrographic types is composed of variable 
amount of matrix (15-45 %) and mineral cement (7-11 %). The matrix is light to 
dark brown and grey, and is classified as primary and secondary matrix following 
Dickinson (1970). The primary matrix is fine-grained showing normal contacts 
with detrital grains, whereas secondary matrix is relatively coarse and exhibits 
corroded contacts with detrital grains. Mineral cement includes silica, calcium 
carbonate and iron oxide. 
Subarkosic and Arkosic Arenites 
These petrographic types are common in all the three formations (Fig. 3). 
They are classified on the basis of < 15 % of matrix and more mineral cement 
(Figures 5). The sandstones are coarse to medium grained (0.70-0.32 mm) and 
moderately to poorly sorted (0.890-0.400). Description of various constituents is 
as follows: 
Detrital Constituents 
Quartz: Like wackes, the quartz grains are abundant in these 
petrographic types varying from 36 to 60 %. The monocrystalline grains are more 
than polycrystalline. They are equidimensional to elongate, angular to subangular 
and small in size than polycrystalline. Some larger grains are subrounded to 
rounded. Two types of polycrystalline (composite) quartz grains with straight and 
irregular subgrain contacts are identified as discussed in earlier petrographic 
types. 
Feldspar is the next abundant constituent (10 - 23 %) in these 
petrographic types. They include variable amount of orthoclase and microcline 
varying from 1.35 to 0.18 mm in size. They are subrounded to rounded, although 
a few grains are well rounded. The feldspar assemblage includes fresh as well as 
partially decomposed grains. 
Mica minerals including muscovite and biotite, together constitute upto 3 
%. They vary in size from 0.69 - 0.12 mm. Most of mica minerals are fresh, but 
some muscovite and biotite, respectively show decomposition into sericite and 
chlorite. 
Rock Fragments together constitute upto 1 8 - 2 0 %, which include 
granite, quartzite, siltstone and quartz-biotite-schist. They are angular to 
subangular, and relatively larger than other detrital minerals of quartz, feldspar 
and mica. 
Groundmass: The groundmass of these petrographic types is composed 
of mineral cement more than matrix. The mineral cement is made up of 
chalcedony silica, calcium carbonate, l<aolinite and iron oxide in variable amount. 
Silica cement occurs dominantly in the pore spaces as also overgrowth in the 
Barakar sandstones followed by kaolinite and calcium carbonate with little 
amount of iron oxide. The cherry red colour paste of iron oxide cement occurs 
abundantly in the Barren measures and Raniganj sandstones. The matrix is 
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composed of both primary and secondary showing similar texture as discussed 
above. 
HEAVY MINERAL ANALYSIS 
Till date limited studies have been carried out to analyse heavy minerals 
of Gondwana sandstones (Saxena, 1964; Srivastava and Israili, 1966; Casshyap 
and Ahmad, 1987; Singh and Singh, 1987; Tewari, 1989; Tewari and Trivedi, 
2001; Aslam et al., 1991). The heavy mineral study of Permian Gondwana 
sandstones of Bellampalli area is carried out here to supplement petrographic 
interpretations regarding the composition of provenance. A total of 30 
representative samples are analysed including 10 samples each from Barakar, 
Barren Measures and Raniganj sandstones, following conventional procedure 
laid down in Krumbein and Pettijohn, 1938; Pettijohn et al., 1972). The bulk 
sandstone samples were gently crushed and then sieved through a set of ASTM 
sieves. The heavy minerals are separated from 0.12 mm size fraction. It is 
recommended that heavy minerals show greater concentration in medium and 
fine size fractions for coarse to medium grained sandstones (Pettijohn et al., 
1972). The sieved fraction was treated with dilute hydrochloric acid to remove 
iron oxide coatings. Indeed, the Gondwana sandstones show variable amount of 
iron oxide cement in this area, as discussed above as elsewhere in other parts 
(Tewari, 1998; Tewari and Trivedi, 2001). The heavy minerals were separated 
from 10 gm of the above sample using bromoform, which has been 
recommended as heavy liquid (Foll<, 1968). The average heavy mineral 
composition of Barakar, Barren Measures, and Raniganj sandstones of 
Bellampalli area is listed in table 2. Some characteristic mineral species are 
shown in figures 6 and 7. Petrographic characters of the common mineral 
species are as follows: 
Garnet is the most abundant mineral occurring in all the three formations 
of Barakar (42.5 %), Barren Measures (24.55 %) and Raniganj (28.15 %). They 
are pink as well as colourless, angular to subangular, equidimensional and show 
conchoidal fracture. Most of the garnet grains show pitting, spotting and other 
etchings on the surface perhaps due to effect of hydrochloric acid. 
Zircon is the next abundant heavy mineral represented by 5.36 % in 
Barakar, 5.95 % in Barren Measures, and 6.35 % in the overlying Raniganj 
Formation. The zircon grains are colourless, pale pink and pale brown showing 
high relief. The colourless variety is generally equidimensional, whereas pale 
pink and brown are prismatic and exhibit zoning and inclusions of well-rounded 
zircon, rutile and some unidentified particles. Some equidimensional grains are 
rounded to well rounded. 
Tourmaline is represented in all the three formations of Barakar (5.10 %), 
Barren Measures (5.50 %) and Raniganj (5.91 %). There are more blue 
tourmaline grains than brown and green. They are angular to subangular and 
also show mineral inclusions. 
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Rutile is a common heavy mineral sharing about 3.90 % in Baral<ar, 4.35 
% in Barren IVIeasures, and 4.60 % in the Raniganj Formation. They are deep red 
in colour, angular to subangular, sometimes rounded and show high relief. 
Epidote mineral is more common in the Barakar (2.50 %) than the Barren 
Measures (1.50 %), and Raniganj sandstones (0.95 %). It is represented by 
angular to subangular zoisite and clinozoisite. 
Muscovite as detrital grain occurs up to 9.60 % in Barakar and decreases 
slightly in the Barren Measures (6.20 %) and Raniganj (4.10 %) sandstones. It is 
colourless and commonly occurs as separate flake or scaly aggregates. 
Chlorite is also present in variable amount represented as 3.85 % in 
Barakar, 4.02 % in Barren Measures and 3.40 % in the Raniganj sandstones. It is 
pale green in colour showing distinct pleochroism. 
Opaque minerals constitute an appreciable amount and increases from 
18.20 % in the Barakar to 36.15 % in Barren Measures, and 34.15 % in Raniganj 
sandstones. They are angular to subangular and represented by ilmenite and 
magnetite. The other heavy minerals present in small amount include staurolite, 
actinolite and monazite. 
PROVENANCE RECONSTRUCTiON 
Composition 
The composition of provenance of Permian Gondwana sandstones of 
Bellampalli area is interpreted on the basis of petrography of sandstones and 
heavy mineral suites. The Gondwana sandstones of this area are coarse to 
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medium and fine grained, moderately to poorly sorted, arkosic and subarkosic 
wackes as well as arenites. They are immature to submature, mineralogically 
and texturally. The abundance of angular to subangular equidimensional 
monocrystalline quartz grains is indicative of their derivation from plutonic 
igneous rocks. Angular to subangular and subrounded grains of orthoclase and 
microcline supports the above inference (Folk, 1968; Pettijohn et al., 1972). The 
elongate quartz grains as well as some polycrystalline (composite) quartz grains 
may have been derived from quartz rich medium to high gneisses and schist 
rocks (Blatt, 1982). Small amount of mica grains may likewise suggest their origin 
in plutonic igneous rocks and also in schists. The presence of a few grains of well 
rounded quartz with occasional overgrowth particularly in Raniganj sandstones 
suggest reworking of underlying Talchir, Barakar and barren Measures rocks. 
The rock fragments including granite, quartzite, siltstone and quartz-biotite-schist 
present almost in all the sandstones imply their derivation from the similar rock 
types. The petrographic attributes therefore evidently suggest that the 
provenance of given Gondwana sandstones should have been comprised of acid 
igneous rocks, metamorphic rocks and pre-existing sedimentary rocks. 
The heavy mineral analysis suggests similar type of mineral species in the 
Barakar, Barren Measures and Raniganj sandstones of this area (Table 2). It is in 
close conformity with the heavy mineral suites recorded in other parts of 
Godavari valley basin (Tewari and Trivedi, 2001). The abundance of garnet 
throughout these sandstones suggests the presence of granite, and gneisses 
and schists in the source area (Blatt, 1982). The zircon and tourmaline minerals 
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may have been derived from granite and pegmatite rocks (Krynine, 1946; Foll<, 
1968). The occurrence of epidote, chlorite, staurolite and titanite in small amount 
further indicate schists in the source area (Pettijohn et al., 1972). The minerals 
such as rutile and opaques and also partly epidote may have been derived from 
basic rocl<s (Folk, 1968) and also from high-grade schist rocks (Force, 1980). 
The presence of small amount of rounded to well rounded zircon and rutile is 
suggestive of reworking of older sedimentary formations. The composition of 
various heavy minerals here recorded therefore indicates acid igneous rocks, 
medium to high-grade metamorphic rocks, some basic rocks and sedimentary 
rocks in the source area. The integrated evidences from petrography of the 
detrital components and heavy mineral suites together suggest heterogeneous 
composition of provenance of Permian Gondwana sandstones of Bellampalli 
area of Godavari valley coalfield comprising acid igneous rocks (granite and 
pegmatite), medium to high-grade metamorphic rocks (schist and gneisses), 
basic rocks and pre-existing sedimentary rocks. Similar composition of 
provenance is suggested for Permian Gondwana sandstones in other parts of 
gondwana basins of peninsular India (Tewari, 1998, Tewari and Trivedi,'2001). 
Location 
The various rock types comprising the provenance of Permian Gondwana 
sandstones of Bellampalli area occur in the underlying basement as well as in 
the surroundings of the Pranhita-Godavari valley coalfield (Raja Rao, 1982). 
Detailed paleocurrent study of these sandstones yielded northwesterly (351° + 
13 
17°), northerly (13° ± 36°), and northwesterly (348° + 36°) sediment transport, 
respectively during Barakar, Barren Measures and Raniganj sedimentation 
(Tewari and Singh, in press). Consequently, the provenance for these Gondwana 
formations should have been situated to the south and southeast of the study 
area. It is therefore suggested that the Archean and pre-Cambrian terrains of 
Eastern Ghat may have supplied bulk of the detritus during Permian 
sedimentation of Bellampalli area. However, the parts of sediments of Godavari 
and Mahanadi valley coalfields may have also been supplied from a distant 
source located in Trans Antarctic Mountains as indicated in the global Permian 
paleogeography of central-eastern Gondwanaland (Tewari and veevers, 1993). 
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Table 1: Gondwana stratigraphy of Bellampalli area, Godavari valley coalfield, 




































Coarse-grained sandstone with clay galls 
and few clay intercalations. 
Soft red mudstone with calcareous bands 
of sandstone. 
Coarse-grained ferruginous sandstone 
with clay clasts and pebbles, cherty 
siltstone and pebble beds. 
Medium to coarse-grained greenish grey 
to grey white feldspathic sandstonewith 
subordinate variegated clay and 
micaceous siltstones. 
Coarse-grained white sandstones with 
lenses of conglomerates, subordinate 
shale/ clay and coal seams. 
Fine grained sandstone, splintery green 
shale/ clay, khakhi coloured clay, pebble 
beds and diamictite. 
Medium to coarse grained white to brie red 
sandstone, quartzitic at places and mottled 
shale. 
Greyish white to buff quartzites, grey 
shales, phyllites, dolomites and marbles. 
Granites, banded gneisses, Biotite 
gneisses, hornblende gneisses, quartz-
magnetite-schist, Biotite schist, pegmatite 
veins. 
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Table 2; Average heavy mineral composition of Permian Gondwana Formations 
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Figure 1: Geological ma\i of Beilainpaiii coalfield, Aiulliia Piatlesli (modified, after 
Roj<i Rao. 1982) sliowiiiy localioiis of sliidied oiircro(>s (dot inside tlie ciicle. 
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FIgiira 3: Petioijiaphic types of Peiiiiidii Goiidwoiia sandstones, i I coalflehl. Aixlliia Piadesli. 
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(B) 
Figure 4: (A) Subarkosic wacke showing poorly sorted 
angular quartz and abundant matrix, Barren 
Measures sandstone (X30); (B) Arkosic wacke 
with moderately sorted angular to subangular 





Figure 5: (A) Arkosic arenite showing poorly sorted angular 
to subangular quartz, and subrounded microcline, 
Barakar sandstone (X30); (B) Subarkosic arenite 
showing large grain of partially decomposed 
microcline, Barakar sandstone (X30). 
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(B) 
Figure 6: Heavy mineral species of Permian Gondwana 
sandstones; Z-zircon, G-garnet, R-rutile, and 
0-opaque (X30). 
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Figure 7: Heavy mineral species of Permian Gondwana 
sandstones; Z-zircon, G-garnet, IVI-muscovite, 
and 0-opaque (X30). 
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LEGEND TO FIGURES 
Figure 1: Geological map of Bellampalli area, Andhra Pradesh (modified, 
after Raja Rao, 1982) showing studied outcrops (dots inside the circle). 
Inset shows the location of study area. 
Figure 2: Cassification of sandstone (afterj^  Dotl, 1964). 
Figure 3: Petrographic types of Permian Gondwana sandstones of Bellampalli 
area, Andhra Pradesh. 
Figure 4: (A) Subarkosic wacke showing poorly sorted angular quartz and 
abundant matrix. Barren Measures sandstone (X30)); (B) Arkosic 
wacke with moderately sorted angular to subangular quartz, Raniganj 
sandstone (X30) 
Figure 5: (A) Arkosic arenite showing poorly sorted angular to subangular quartz, 
and subrounded microcline, Barakar sandstone (X30); (B) Subarkosic 
arenite showing large grain of partially decomposed microcline, 
Barakar sandstone (X30). 
Figure 6: Heavy mineral species of Permian Gondwana sandstones; Z-zircon, 
G-garnet, R-rutile, and 0-opaque (X30). 
•igure 7: Heavy mineral species of Permian Gondwana sandstones; Z-zircon, 
sandstones; Z-zircon, G-garnet, M-muscovite, and 0-opaque (X30). 
